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PERIODICALLY, in the history of every nation there
comes a crisis; questions having their small beginnings
far back in the past develop to a fruition, the natural

result of antecedent events, the legitimate offspring of all that
has gone to make up a nation's character and relative position
in the world. These questions must be settled sooner or later,
in accordance with the demands of progress; they may be
softened for a time by diplomacy or obscured by indiff('rence
and attention to other affairs, but the inevitable settlement is
only postponed, the eventual crisis but gathers new force, and,
in time, it must result in bloodshed or a backward step.
Placed as Cuba was, belonging to a nation whose star has been
for three centuries setting, close to the shores of a free people,
whose course has for more than a century been ever upward,
the issue could not be avoided. The war came.

This event, like all in history, being inseparably linked
with the past, it has seemed to the author that the developing
causes were too important to a proper understanding of the
conflict to remain unnoticed; and this must be the apology,
if any is needed, for the opening pages of this history, dealing
not simply with the Spaniard and the Cuban and the reasons
for the bitter hatred which grew up b<>tw('('n them, but with
the part that both Spain and Cuba have played in the ('on
stitutional history of the United States. This long story is
replete with many dramatic and romantic in('ic1ents, whiph
take on a new color in the light of the war that has closed

(iii )
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iv PREFACE

so gloriously for American arms, and which give the conflict
its true setting in the history of the world's progress.

But, while briefly placing the causes before the reader, no
space required for a full narration of the incidents of the war
has been sacrificed. Though brief, the conflict has abounded
in deeds of heroism, some of them without a parallel in mili
tary or naval history, and the character of the American
people has been revealed in stronger colors not simply to other
nations of the world, but to the Americans themselves. The
last vestige of old sectional feeling disappeared in the inspiring
unity with which all, North and South, fell in behind the flag;
and, as the war closed, our eyes were open to a wider vision,
the promise of a grander destiny than we have been wont to
consider in store for us. For the war has brought new ques
tions and new responsibilities; in the future are suggestions
of new experiences, possibly requiring a new policy. { The
Stars and Stripes now float in the Antilles and over rich
islands of the Pacific. ·Whatever comes, it has bcen shown
that the people of the "Lnited States do not shrink in the face
of duty to themselves and to humanity.

In relating the incidents of the war it has been the con
stant aim in these pages to make use only of the most reliable
authorities and the available official reports and records.
:Many of the illustrations of battles and naval and anny life
are from photographs made by phot()graphers at the imminent
risk of their lives, and they have been reproduced for this
volume with the utmost fidelity to the originals. Others are
from drawings and sketches made by eminent artists on the
spot. Acknowledgments are due to Leslie's Wee7cly and
Harper's Weeldy for permission to use some of the copyrighted
illustrations that have appeared in those papers.
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BY

HON. REDFIELD PROCTOR
United States Senatorfrom Vermont

CUBA
ITS CONDITION AT THE BEGINNING OF 1898

IT has been suggested that I make a public statement of what
I saw during my visit to Cuba and how the situation there
impressed me. This I do on account of the public in

terest in all that concerns Cuba, and to correct some inac
curacies that have, not unnaturally, appeared in reported inter
"iews with me.

:My trip was entirely unofficial and of my own motion:
Hot suggested by anyone. The only mention I made of it
to the President was to say to him that I oontemplated
such a trip and to ask him if there was any objection to
it; !o which he replied that he oould see none. No one but
myself, therefore, is responsible for anything in this statement.
•Tudge Day gave me a brief note of introduction to General
Lee, and I had letters of introduction from business friends at
the North to bankers and other business men at Havana, and
they in turn gave me letters to their correspondents in other
cities. These letters to business men were very useful, as one
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34 INTRODUCTION BY SENATOR REDFIELD PROCTOR

of the principal purposes of my visit was to ascertain the views
of practical men of affairs upon the situation.

Of General Lee I need say but little. His valuable services
to his country in his trying position are too well known to all
his countrymen to require mention. Besides his ability, high
character, and courage, he possesses the important requisites
of unfailing tact and courtesy, and, withal, his military educa
tion and training and his soldierly qualities are invaluable ad
juncts in the equipment of our representative in a country so
completely under military rule as was Cuba. General Lee
kindly invited us to sit at his table at the hotel during our stay
in Havana, and this opportunity for frequent informal talks
with him was of gr~at help to me.

In addition to the information he voluntarily gave me, it
furnished a convenient opportunity to ask him the many ques
tions that suggested themselves in explanation of things seen
and heard on our trips through the country. I also met and
spent considerable time with Consul Brice at :Matanzas, and
with Captain Barker,a staunch ex-Confederate soldier, the con
sul at Sagua la Grande. None of our representatives whom I
met in Cuba are of my political faith, but there is a broader
faith, not bounded by party lines. They are all three true
Americans, and have done excellent service.

There are six provinces in Cuba, each, with the exception
of Matanzas, extending the whole width of the island, and
having about an equal sea front on the north and south borders.
Matanzas touches the Caribbean Sea only at its southwest cor
ner, being separated from it elsewhere by a narrow peninsula
of Santa Clara Province. The provinres are named, l:wgin
ning at the west, Pinar del Rio, Havana, :Matanzas, SaRta
Clara, Puerto Principe, and Santiago de Cuba. :My observa
tions were confined to the four western provinces, which con
stitute about one-half of the island. The two eastern ones
were practically in the hands of the insurgents. except the two
fortified towns. These two large provinces were spoken of as
" Cuba Libre."
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Havana, the great city and capital of the island, is, in the
eyes of the Spaniards and many Cubans, all Cuba, as much as
Paris is France. But having visited it in more peaceful times
and seen its sights, the tomb of Columbus, the forts - Cabana
and Morro Castle, eOO.- I did not care to repeat this, pre
ferring trips in the country. Everything seemed to go on
much as usual in Havana. Quiet prevailed, and except for
the frequent squads of soldiers marching to guard and police
duty, and their abounding presence in all public places, one
saw few signs of war.

Outside Havana all had changed. It was not peace nor
was it war. It was desolation and distress, misery and starva
tion. Every town and village was surrounded by a " trocha "
(trench), a sort of rifle pit, but constructed on a plan new to
me, the dirt being thrown up on the inside and a barbed-wire
fence on the outer side of the trench. These trochas had at
every corner and at frequent intervals along the sides what are
there called" forts," but Wlhich are really small blockhouses,
many of them more like large sentry boxes, loopholed for
musketry, .and with a guard of from two to ten soldiers in
each.

The purpose of these trochas was to keep the reconcen
trad08 in as well as to keep the insurgents out. From all the
surrounding country the people had been driven into thcse
fortified towns and held there to subsist as they could. Thcy
were virtually prison yards, and not unlike one in general ap
pearance, except that the walls were not so high and strong;
but they sufficed, where every point was in rangc of a soldier's
lifle, to keep in the poor reconcentrado women and children.

El'ery railroad station was within one of these trochas and
had an armed guard. Every train had an armored freight car,
loopholed for musketry and filled with soldiers, and with, as I
observed usually, and was informed was always the case, a
pilot engine a mile or so in advance. There were frequcnt
blockhouses inclosed by a trocha and with a guard along the
railroad track. With this exception there was no human life
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or habitation between these fortified towns and villages, and
throughout the whole of the four western provinces, except
to a very limited extent among the hills where the Spaniards
had not been able to go and drive the people to the towns and
burn their dwellings. I saw no house or hut in the 400
miles of railroad rides from Pinar del Rio Province in the
west across the full width of Havana and Matanzas provinces,
and to Sagua la Grande on the north shore, and to Cienfuegos
on the south shore of Santa Clara, except within the Spanish
trochas.

There were no domestic animals or crops on the rich fields
and pastures except such as were under guard in the immediate
vicinity of the towns. In other words, the Spaniards held in
these four western provinces just what their army sat on.
Every man, woman, and child, and every domestic animal,
wherever their columns had reached, was under guard and
within their so-called fortifications. To describe one place is
to describe all. To repeat, it was neither peace nor war. It
was concentration and desolation. This was the" pacified"
condition of the four western provinces.

West of Havana is mainly the rich tobacco country; east,
as far as I went, a sugar region. Nearly all the sugar mills
were del!troyed between Havana and Sagua. Two or three
were standing in the vicinity of Sagua, and in part running,
surrounded, as were the villages, by trochas and forts or
palisades of the royal palm, and fully guarded. Toward and
near Cienfuegos there were more mills running, but all with
the same protection. It is said that the owners of these mills
near Cienfuegos were able to obtain special favors of the Span
if.'h government in the way of a large force of soldiers, but that
they also, as well as all the railroads, paid taxes to the Cubans
for immunity. I had no means of verifying this. It was the
common talk among those who had better means of knowl
edge.

A11 the country people in the four western provinces, abont
400,000 in number, remaining outside the fortified towns
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when Weyler's order was made, were driven into these
towns, and these were the reconcentrados. They were the
peasantry, many of them farmers, some. landoWners, others
renting lands and owning more or less stock, others working on
estates and cultivating small patches; and even a small patch
in that fruitful clime will support a family.

It is but fair to say that the normal condition of these
people was very different from what prevails in this country.
Their standard of comfort and prosperity, measured by ours,
was not high. But according to their standarus and require
ments their conditions of life were satisfactory.

They lived mostly in cabins made of palms or in wooden
houses. Some of them had houses of stone, the blackened
walls of which are all that remain to show the country was
ever inhabited.

The first clause of Weyler's order read as follows:
I ORDER AND COMMAND. First, all the inhabitants of the country or

outside of the line of fortifications of the towns shall, within the period of
eight days, concentrate themselves in the towns occupied by the troops.
AJJ.y individual who, after the expiration of this period, Is found in the
uninhahited parts will be considered a rebel and tried as such.

The other three sections forbade the transportation of pro
visions from one town to another without permission of the
military authority, directed the owners of cattle to bring them
into the towns, prescribed that the eight days should be counted
from the publication of the proclamation in the head town of
the municipal district, and stated that if news were furnish~d

of the enemy which could be made use of, it would serve as a
" recommendation."

Many, doubtless, did not learn of this order. Others
failed to grasp its terrible meaning. Its execution was left
largely to the guerrillas to drive in all that had not obeyed, and
I was informed that in many cases the torch was applied to
their homes with no notice, and the inmates fled with such
clothing as they might have on, their stock and other belong
ings being appropriated by the glwrrillas. WhC'n they
reached the towns .they were allowed to build huts of palm
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leaves in the suburbs and vacant places within the trochas, and
left to live, if they could.

Their huts were about ten by fifteen feet in size, and for
want of space were usually crowded together very closely.
They had no floor but the ground, no furniture, and, after a
'year's wear, but little clothing except such stray substitutes as
they could extemporize; and with large families, or more than
one, in this little space, the commonest sanitary provisions were
impossible. Conditions were unmentionable in this respect.
Torn from their homes, with foul earth, foul air, foul water,•
and foul food or none, what wonder that one-half had died and
that one-quarter of the living were 80 diseased that they could
not be saved ~ A form of dropsy was a common disorder re
sulting from these conditions. Little children were still walk
ing about with arms and chests terribly emaciated, eyes
swollen, and abdomen bloated to three times the natural size.
The physicians said these cases were hopeless.

Deaths in the streets were not uncommon. I was told by
one of our consuls that many had been found dead about the
markets in the morning, where they had crawled, hoping to
get some stray bits of food from the early hucksters, and that
there had been cases where they had dropped dead inside the
market surrounded by food. Before Weyler's order these
people were independent and self-supporting. They were not
beggars even then. There were plenty of professional beg
gars in every town among the regular residents, but these
country people, the reconcentrados, had not learned the art.
Rarely was a hand held out to you for alms when going among
their huts, but the sight of them made an appeal stronger than
words.

Of the hospitals I need not speak. Others have described
their condition far better than I can. It is not within the nar
row limits of my vocabulary to portray it. I went to Cuba
with a strong conviction that the picture had been overdrawn;
that a few cases of starvation and suffering had inspired and
stimulated the press correspondents, and that they. had given
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free play to a strong, natural,.and highly cultivated imagina
tion.

Before starting I received through the mail a leaflet, with
cuts of some of the sick and starving reconcentrados, and took
it with me, thinking these must be rare specimens, got up to
make the worst possible showing. I saw plenty as bad and
worse; many that should not be photographed and shown.

I could not believe that out of a population of 1,600,000,
200,000 had died within these Spanish forts, practically
prison walls, within a few months past, from actual starva
tion and diseases caused by insufficient and improper food.
.My inquiries were entirely outside of sensational sources.
They were made of medical officers, of our consuls, of
city alcaldes (mayors), of relief committees, of leading mer
chants and bankers, physicians, and lawyers. Several of
my informants were Spanish born, but every time the answer
was that the case had not been overstated. ·What I saw I can
not tell so that others can see it. It had to be seen with one's
own eyes to be realized.

The Los Pas08 Hospital, in Havana, has been recently de
scribed by one of my colleagues, Senator Gallinger, and I can
not say that his picture was overdrawn, for even his fertile
pen could not do that. Buthe visited it after Dr. Lesser, one
of Miss Barton's very able and efficient assistants, had reno
vated it and put in cots. I saw it when 400 women and chilo
dren were lying on the floors in an indescribable state of
emaciation and disease, many with the scantiest covering of
rags - and such rags!- sick children, naked as they came
into the world; and the conditions in the other cities are even
worse.

Miss Barton needs no indorsement from me. I had known
and esteemed her fOF many years, but had not half appreciated
her capability and devotion to her work. I specially looked
into her business methods, fearing that there would be the
greatest danger of mistake, that there might be want of system
and waste and extravagance, but found she could teach me on
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these points. ,I visited the warehouse where the supplies were
received and distributed; saw the methods of checking; visited
the hospitals established or organized and ~upplied by her; saw
the food distribution in several cities and towns, and every
thing seemed to me to be conducted in the best manner pos
sible. The ample, fine warehouse in Havana, owned by a
Cuban firm, was given, with a gang of laborers, free of <:harge
to unload and reship supplies.

The Children's Hospital, in Havana, a very large, fine
private residence, was hired at a cost of less than $100 per 'j
month. It was under the admirable management of Mrs.
Dr. Lesser of New York, a German lady and trained nurse. I

I saw the rapid improvement of the first children taken there.
All Miss Barton's assistants seemed excellently fitted for their
duties. In short, I saw nothing to criticise, but everything
to commend. The American people may be assured that their
bounty reached the sufferers with the least possible cost and
in the best manner in every respect. If our people could have
seen the small fraction of the need they would have poured
more " freely from their liberal stores" than ever before for
any cause.

General Blanco's order of November 13th somewhat modi
fied the Weyler order, but was ollittle or no practical benefit.
Its application was lim.ited to farms" properly defended," and
the owners were obliged to build" centers of defense." Its
execution was completely in the discretion of the local mili~

tary authorities, and they knew the terrible military efficiency
of Weyler's order in stripping the country of all possible shel
ter, food, or source of information for an insurgent, and were
slow to surrender this advantage. In fact, though the order
was issued four months before, I saw no beneficent results from
it worth mentioning.

. I wish I might speak of the country - of its surpassin~

richness. I have never seen one to compare with it. On this
point I awee with Columbus, that this is the" most rich and
beautiful that ever human eye beheld," and believe every
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one between his time and mine m:ust be of the same opinion.
It is indeed a land-

.. Where every prospect pleases
And only man is vile."

I had little time to study the race question, and have read
nothing on it, so can only give hasty impressions. It is said
that there were nearly 200,000 Spaniards in Cuba out of a
total population of 1,600,000. They lived principally in the
towns and cities. The small shopkeepers in the towns and
their clerks were mostly Spaniards. Much of the larger busi
ness, too, and of the property in the cities, and in a less degree
in the country, was in their hands. They had an eye to thrift,
and all everything possible in the way of trade and legalized
monopolies, in which the country abounds, was.given to them
by the government, many of them acquired property. I did
not learn that the Spanish residents of the island had con
tributed largely in blood or treasure to suppress the insur-:.
rection.

There were, before the war, about 1,000,000 Cubans on
the island, 200,000 ·Spaniards (which means those born in
Spain), and less than half a million of negroes and mixed
bloods. The Cuban whites are of pure Spanish blood, and,
like the Spaniards, dark in complexion, but oftener light or
blonde, so far as I noticed. The percentage of colored to white
has been steadily diminishing for more thari fifty years, and is
llOt- now over twenty-five per cent. of the total. In fact, the
number of colored people has been actually diminishing for
nearly that time. The Cuban farmer and laborer is by nature
peaceable, kindly, gay, h08pitable, light-hearted, and improvi
d.ent.

There is a proverb among the Cubans that" Spanish bulls
cannot be bred in Cuba "-that is, the Cubans, though they
are of Spanish blood, arc less excitable and of a quieter tem
perament. :Many Cubans whom I met spoke in strong terms
against the bun fight; that it was a brutal institution, intro
duced and mainly patronized by the Spaniards. One thing
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that; was new to me was to learn the superiority of the well-to
do Cuban over the Spaniard in the matter of education.
Among those in good circumstances there can be no doubt that
the Cuban is far superior in this respect. And the reason of
it is easy to see. They have been educated in England,
France, or this country, while the Spaniard has such education
as his own country furnishes.

The colored people seem to me by nature quite the equal
mentally and physically of the race in this country. Cer
tainly physically they are by far the larger and stronger race
on the island. There is little or no race prejudice, and this
has doubtless been greatly to their advantage. Eighty-five
years ago there were one-half as many free negroes as slaves,
and this proportion slowly increased until emancipation.

It was said that there were about 60,000 Spanish soldiers in
Cuba fit for duty out of the more than 200,000 that had been
sent there. The rest had died, had been sent home sick,or were
in hospitals, and some had been killed, notwithstanding the
official reports. They were conscripts, many of them very
young, and generally small men. One· hundred and thirty
pounds is a fair estimate of their average weight. They were
quiet and obedient, and, if well drilled and led, I believe would
have fought fairly well, but not at all equal to our men.
Much more would depend on the leadership than with us.
The officer must lead well a'nd be one in whom they have con
fidence, and this applies to both sides alike. As I saw no drills
or regular formation, I inquired about them of many persons,
and was informed that they had never seen a drill. I saw per
haps 10,000 Spanish troops, but not a piece of artillery or a
tent. They lived in barracks in the towns, and were seldom
out for more than the day, returning to town at night.

They had little or no equipment for supply trains or for
a field campaign such as we have. Their cavalry horses were
scrubby little native ponies, weighing not over 800 pounds,
tough and hardy, but for the most part in wretched condition,
reminding one of the mount of Don Quixote. Some of the
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officers, however, had good horses, mostly American, I think.
On both sides cavalry was considered the favorite and the dan
gerous fighting arm. The tactics of the Spanish, as described
to me by eyewitnesses and participants in some of their battles,
was for the infantry, when threatened by insurgent cavalry, to
form a hollow square and fire away ad libitum, and without
ceasing until time to march back to town.

It did oot seem to have entered the minds of either side
that a good infantry force can take care of i~elf and repulse
anywhere an equal or greater number of cavalry, and there
were everywhere positions where cavalry would be at a disad
vantage.

Having called on Governor and Captain-General Blanco
and received his courteous call in return, I could not with pro
priety seek communication with insurgents. I had plenty of
offers of safe conduct to Gomez's camp, and was told that if I
would write him, an answer would be returned safely within
ten days at most.

I saw several who had visited the insurgent camps, and
was sought out by an insurgent field officer, who gave me the
best information received as to the insurgent force. His state
ments were moderate, and I was credibly informed that he
was entirely reliable. He claimed that the Cubans had about
30,000 men then in the field, some in every province, but
mostly in the two eastern provinces and eastern Santa Clara,
and this statement was corroborated from other good sources.
They have a force all the time in Havana province itself, or
ganized in four small brigades and operating in small bands.
Ruiz was taken, tried, and shot within about a mile and a half
of the railroad and about fifteen miles out of Havana, on the
road to Matanzas,a road more traveled than any other, and
which I went over four times.

Arranguren was killed about three miles the other side of
the road and about the same distance, fifteen or twenty miles
from Havana. The Cubans were well armed, but very poorly
supplied with ammunition. They were not allowed to carry
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many cartridges; sometimes not more than one or two. The
infantry, especially, were poorly clad. Two small squads of
prisoners which I saw, however, one of half a dozen in the
streets of Havana, and one of three on the cars, wore bettel'
clothes than the average Spanish soldier. •

Each of these prisoners, though surrounded by guards,
was bound by the arm and wrists by cords, and they were all
tied together by a cord running along the line, a specimen of
the amenities of their warfare. About one-third of the Cuban
army were colored, mostly in the infantry, as the cavalry fur
nished their own horses.

Their field officer, an American from a Southern State,
spoke in the highest terms of the conduct of these colored sol
diers; that they were as good fighters and had more endurance
than the whites; could krep up with the cavalry on a long
march and come in fresh at night.

The dividing lines between parties were the straightest and
clearest cut that have ever come to my knowledge. The
division in our war was by no means so clearly defined. It
was Cuban against Spaniard. It was practically the entire
Cuban population on one side and the Spanish army and Span
ish citizens on the other.

I do not count the autonomists in this division, as they were
1'0 far too inconsiderable in numbers to be worth counting.
General Blanco filled the civil offices with men who had been
autonomists and were still classed as such. But the mareh of
events had satisfied most of them that the chance for autonomy
eame too late.

rt fell as talk of compromise would have fallen the la!'t
year or two of our war. If it succeeded it could only be l)y
armed force, by the triumph of the Spanish army; and the suc
cess of Spanish arms would have been easier by We,vler's policy
and method, for in t.hat the Spanish army and people believe.

There is no doubt that General Blaneo acted in entire good
faith; that he desired to give the ellhans a fair mf'asure of
autonomy, as Campos did at the close of the Ten-Years War.
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He had, of course, a few persolllil followers, but the army and
the Spanish citizens did not want genuine autonomy, for that
meant government by the Cuban people. And it was not
strange that the Cubans said it came too late.

I have never had any communication, direct or indirect,
with the Cuban Junta in this country or any of its members,
nor did I have with any of the juntas which exist in every city
and large town of Cuba. None of the calls I made were upon
parties of whose sympathies I had the least knowledge, except
that I knew some of them were classed as autonomists.

Most of my informants were business men, who had taken
no sides and rarely expressed themselves. I hf!d no means of
guessing in advance what their answers would be, and was in
most cases greatly surprised at their frankness.

I inquired in regard to autonomy of men of wealth and
men as prominent in business as any in the cities of Havana,
Matanzas, and Sagua, bankers, merchants, lawyers, and
autonomist officials, some of them Spanish born but Cuban
bred, one prominent Englishman, several of them known as
autonomists, and several of them telling me they were still
believers in autonomy if practicable, but without exception
they replied that it was" too late" for that.

Some favored a United States protectorate, some annexa
tion, some free Cuba; not one has been counted favoring the
insurrection at first. They 'were business men and wanted
peace, but said it was too late for peace under Spanish sov
ereignty. They characterized V{eyler's order in far stronger
terms than I can. I could not but conclude that you did not
have to scratch an autonomist very deep to find a Cuban.

I have endeavored to state in not intemperate mood what
I saw and heard, and to make no argument thereon, but leave
everyone to draw his own conclusions. To l}1e the stron~('st

appeal was not the barbarity practiced by Weyler nor the loss
of the Maine, terrible as were both of these incidents, but the
spectacle of a million and a half of people, the entire native
population of Criba, struggling for freedom and deliverance
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from the worst misgovernmEmt of which I ever had knowl
edge.

I am not in favor of annexation; not because I would ap
prehend any particular trouble from it, but because it is not
wise policy to take in any people of foreign tongue and train
ing, and without any strong guiding American element. The
fear that if free the people of Cuba would -be revolutionary is
not so well founded as has been supposed, and the conditions
for good self-government are far more favorable. The large
number of educated and patriotic men, the great sacrifices they
have endured, the peaceable temperament of the people,
whites and blacks, the wonderful prosperity that would surely
come with peace and good home rule, the large influx of
American and English immigration and money, would all be
strong factors for stable institutions.



BY

HON. JOHN M. THURSTON
Senator from Nebraska

INTERVENTION IN CUBA
REASONS WHICH APPEALED TO THE HEARTS OF

AMERICAN PEOPLE

ASHORT time ago, in company with seyeral Senators
and Representatives in Congress, I accepted an invita
tion to make a trip to Cuba and personally investigate

and report upon the situation there. No conditions or restric
tions were imposed upon us; we were left free to conduct the
investigation in our own way, make our own plans, pursue our
own methods, take our own time, and decide for ourseln>s
upon the best manner of laying the result of our labors before
the American people. I went to Cuba tinnly believin~ that
the condition of affairs there had been greatly exaggerated by

I

the press, and my own efforts were directed in the first instance
to the attempted exposure of these suppooed exag~erations.

There had, undoubtedly, been much sensationalism in the
journalism of the time, but as to the condition of affairs in
Cuba there had been no exaggeration, because exaggeration
was impossible.

After three years of warfare and the use of 225,000
(47)
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Spanish tr6ops, Spain had lost control of every foot of Cuba
not surrounded by an actual intrenchment and protected by
a fortified picket line.

She held possession, with her armies, of the fortified sea
board towns, not because the insurgents could not capture
many of them, but because they were under the virtual protec
tion of Spanish war ships, with which the revolutionists could
not cope.

The revolutionists were in absolute and almost peaceful
possession of nearly one-half of the island, including the eastern
provinces of Santiago de Cuba and Puerto Principe. In those
provinces they had an established form of government, levied
and collected taxes, maintained armies, and generally levied a
tax or tribute upon the principal plantations in the other
provinces, and, as was commonly believed, upon the entire
railway system of the island.

In the four so-called Spanish provinces there was neither
cultivation nor railway operation, except under strong Spanish
military protection or by consent of the revolutionists in con-
sideration of tribute paid. .

fUnder the inhuman policy of Weyler not less than
400,000 self-supporting, simple, peaceable, defenseless coun
try people were driven from their homes in the agricul
tural portions of the Spanish provinces to the cities and un
prisoned upon the barren waste outside the residence portions
of these cities and within tlie lines of intrenchment established
a little way beyond. Their humble homes were burned, their
fields laid waste, their implements of husbandry destroyed,
their live stock and food supplies for the most part confiscated.
:Most of these people were old men, women, and children.
They WPfe thus placed in hopeless imprisonment, without
shelter or food. There was no work for them in the cities to
which they were driven. They were left there with nothing
to depend upon except the scanty charity of the inhabitants of
the cities and with slow starvation their inevitable fate.\

It was conceded upon the best ascertainable authority, and
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those who have had access to the public records do not hesitate
to state, that upward of 210,000 of these people had alreadJ
perished, all from starvation or from diseaseB incident to
starvation.

The Government of Spain had never contributed one dol
lar to house, shelter, feed, or provide medical attention for
these, its own citizens. Such Ii spectacle exceeded the scenes
of the Inferno as painted by Dante.

There had been no amelioration of the situation, except
through the charity of the people of the United States. There
had been no diminution in the death rate among these recon
centrados except as the death supply was constantly dimin
it!hed. There could be no relief and no hope except through
the continued charity of the American people until peace
should be fully restored in the island, and until a humane
government should return these people to their homes and
provide for them anew the means with which to begin again
the cultivation of the soil.

, Spain could not put an end to the existing condition. She
could not conquer the insurgents. She could not re-establish
her sovereignty over any considerable portion of the interior
of the island.' The revolutionists, while able to maintain
themselves, could not drive the Spanish army from the fortified
seacoast towns.

\ The situation, then, was not war as we underst811d it, but a
chaos of devastation and depopulation of undefined duration,
whose end no man could see. \

I will cite but a few facts that came under my personal
observation, all tending to fully substantiate the absolute truth
of.the foregoing propositions. I could detail incidents by the
hour and by the day, but I have no desire to deal in horrors.
If I had my way, I would shield the American public {'ven
from the photogTaphic reproductions of the awful scenes that
I viewed in all their original ghastliness.

Spain had sent to Cuba more than 225,000 soldiers to
Rl1bdue the island, whose entire male population capable of

4
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bearing arms did not, at the beginning, exceed that number.
These soldiers were mostly boys, conscripts from the Spanish
hills. They were well armed, but otherwise seemed to be
absolutely unprovided for. They had been without tents
and practically without any of the necessary supplies and
('quipment for service in the field. They had been put in
barracks, in warehousee, and old buildings in the ~ities where
all sanitary surroundings had been of the worst possible char
acter. They had seen but little discipline, and I could not
ascertain that such a thing as a drill had taken place in the
island.

There were less than 60,000 then available for duty. The
balance were dead or iick in hospitals, or had been sent bac~

to Spain as incapacitated for further service. It was currently
stated that there were then 37,000 sick in hospitals. I reached
the conclusion that the entire Spanish army in Cuba could not
stand an engagement in the open field against 20,000 well
disciplined American soldiers.

As an instance of the discipline among them I oite the fact
that I bought the machete of a Spanish soldier on duty at the
wharf in Matanzas, on his offer, for three dollars in Spanish
silver. He al90 seemed desirous of selling me his only remain
ing arm, a revolver.

The Spanish soldiers had not been paid for some months,
and, in my judgment, they, of all the people on the earth,
would most gladly welcome any result which would permit
them to return to their homes in Spain.

The pictures in the American newspapers of the starving
reconcentrados were true. They could all be duplicated by
the thousands. I never saw, and please God may I never
afrain see, so deplorable a sight as the reconcentrados in the
~nhnrbs of Matanzas. I can never forget to my dying day the
hOp<'less anguish in their despairing eyes. Hnddled about
their little bark huts, they raised DO voice of appeal to us for
alms as we went among them.

There was almost no begging by the reconcentrados them-
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selves. The streets of the cities were full of beggars of all
ages and all conditions, but they were almost wholly of the
residents of the cities and largely of the profeasional-beggar
class. The reconcentradoa - men, women, and children
stood silent, famishing with hunger. Their only appeal came
from their sad eyes, through which one looked as through an
open window into their agonized souls.

The autonomist governor of Matanzas (who spoke excellent
English) had been inaugurated in November, 1897. His
records disclosed that at the oity of Matanzas there were 1,200
deaths in November, 1,200 in December, 700 in January, and
500 in February - 3,600 in four months, and these four
months under the administration of a governor whom I believe
to be a truly humane man. He stated to me that on the day
of his inauguration, which, I think, was the 12th of November,
to his personal knowledge fifteen persons died in the public
llquare in front of the executive mansion. Think of it, oh, my
countrymen! Fifteen human beings dying from starvation
in the public square, in the shade of the palm trees, and amid
the beautiful flowers, in sight of the open windows of the
executive mansion I

The governor of Matarizas told us that for the moat part the
people of the city of Matanzas had done all they could for the
reconcentrados; and, after studying the situation over, I be
lieved his statement to be true. He said the condition of
affairs in the island had destroyed the trade, the commerce,
and the business of the city; that most of the people who had
the means assisted the reconcentrados with food just as long
as they could, but he said to us that there were thousands of
the people living in fine houses on marble floors who were in
deep need themselves, and who did not know from one day to
the other where their food supply was coming from.

The ability of the people of Matanzas to aid was practically
exhausted. The governor told us that he had expended all of
his salary and all that he could possibly afford of his private
means in relief work. He was willing that the reconccntradoll
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shall repass the picket line and go back to seek work in the in
terior of the island. He expressed his willingness to give them
passes for that purpose, but they were no longer physically
able to take advantage of that offer. They had no homes to
return to; their fields had grown up to weeds; they had no
oxen, no implements of husbandry with which to begin anew
the cultivation of the soil. Their only hope was to remain
where they were, to live as long as they could on an insufficient
charity, and then die. What was true at Matanzas was true
at all the other cities where these reconcentrados were gathered.

The Government of Spain had not appropriated and would
not appropriate one dollar to save these people. They were
being attended and nursed and administered to by the charity
of the United States. Think of the spectacle! We were
feeding these citizens of Spain; we were nurSing their sick; we
were saving such as could be saved, and yet there were those
who still said it was ri~ht for us to send food, but we must
keep our hands off. I said that the time had come when
muskets ought to go with the food.

We asked the governor if he knew of any relief for these
people except through the charity of the United States. He
did not. We then asked him, " Can you see any end to this
condition of affairs1" He could not. We asked him,
"When do you think the time will come that-these people can
be placed in a position of self-support1" He replied to us,
with deep feeling, " Only the good God or the great G.gvern
ment of the United States can answer that question." I hoped
and believed that the good God by the great Government of
the United States would answer that question.

I shall refer t9 these horrible things no further. They
were there. God pity me; I have seen them; they will re
main in my mind forever - and this is almost the twentieth
century. Christ died nineteen hundred years ago, and Spain
is a Christian nation. She has set up more crosses in more
lands. beneath more ~kies. and undE.'r them has blltt'hf'rE'd more
peopl'e than all thE.' othRr nations of the earth combined.
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Europe may tolerate her existence as long as the people of
the Old World wish. " God grant," said I, " that before an
other Christmas morning the last vestige of Spanish tyranny
and oppression will have vanished from the Western Hemis
phere."

I counseled silence and moderation in the Senate when the
passion of the nation seemed at white heat over the destruction
of the j[aine, but it seemed to me the time for action had
finally come. No action in the Maine case! I hoped and
trusted that this Government would take action on the Cuban
situation entirely outside the Maine case.

What should the United States do 1
I believed that recognition of belligerency on our part

w'Quld haye enabled the Cuban patriots to have achieved in
dependence for themselves; that it would have given them
such a standing in the money markets of the world, such rights
on the sea,such flag on the land, that the independence of Cuba
would have been speedily secured, and that without cost or loss
of blood or treasure to the people of the Unite9, States. But
that time had passed; it was too late to talk about resolutions
according belligerent rights; and mere resolutions recognizing
the independence of the Cuban republic would have availed
but little. The platform of my party demanded that the
United States should actively use its influence for the inde
pendence of the island.

I yield to no man living in my respect, my admiration
for, and my confidence in the judgment, the wisdom, the
patriotism, the Americanism of William McKinley. When
he entered upon his a~ministration be faced a difficult situa
tion. It was his duty to proceed with care and caution. At
the first available opportunity he addressed a note to Spain,
in which be gave that Government notice, as set forth in his
message to the Congress of the United Stares, that the United
States" could be required to wait only a reasonable time for
the mother country to establish its authority and restore peace
and order within the borders of the island; that we could not
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contemplate an indefinite period for the accomplishment of this
result." .

The President further advised us: "This government has
never in any way abrogated its sovereign prerogative of reserv
ing to itself the determination of its policy and course accord
ing to its own high sense of right and in eonsonance with the
dearest interests and convictions of our own people should the
prolongation of the strife demand."

This was the .proper, the statesmanlike beginning of the
performance of the promise of the Republican platform. It
was in accordance with the diplomatie usages and customs of
civilized nations. In the meantime the whole situation ap
parently changed. In Spain the liberal ministry of Sagasta
succeeded that of Canovas; the cruel and inhuman Weyler
was recalled, and succeeded by the humane Blanco, who, under
the Sagasta minist.ry, had unquestionably made every effort
to bring about peace in the island of Cuba under the promise
of autonomy - a decided advance beyond any proposition ever
before made for the participation of the Cubans in their own
domestic affairs.

It was the plain duty of the President of the United States
to give to the liberal ministry of Spain a reasonable time in
which to test its proposed autonomy. That time was given.
Autonomy was conceded the wide world over to be a con
spicuous failure. The situation in Cuba had only chan~ed

for the worse. Sagasta was powerless; Blanco was powerless
to put an end to the conflict, to rehabilitate the island, or to
relieve the suffering, starvation, and distress.

The time for action had come. Every hour's delay only
added another chapter to the awful story of misery and death.
Only one power could intervene - The United States of
America. Ours was the one great nation of the New Warld,
the mother of American republics. She holds a position of
trust and responsibility toward the peoples and the affairs of
the whole Western Hemisphere.

It was her glorious example which inspired the patriots of
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Cuba to raise the flag of liberty on her eternal hills. We could'
not refuse to accept this responsibility which the God of the
universe has placed upon us as the one great power in the Kew
World. We must act! What should our action be ~ Some
said the acknowledgment of the belligerency of the revolu
tionists. As I have alroody shown, the hour and the oppor
tunity for that had passed away.

Oth~rs said, " Let us by resolution or official proclamation
recognize the independence of the Cubans." It was too late
('ven for such recognition to 'be of great avail. Others said,
" Annexation to the United States." God forbid! I would
oppose annexation with my latest breath. The people of Cuba
are not our people; theY'~annot ll8:Jimilate with us; and beyond
all that I am utterly and unalterably opposed to any depart
ure from the declared policy of the fathers which would start
this republic for the first time upon a career of conquest and
dominion utterly at variance with the avowed purposes and
the manifest destiny of popular government.

Let the world understand that the United States did not
propose to annex Cuba, that it was not seeking a foot of Cuban
soil or a dollar of Spanish treasure. Others said, " Let us in
tervene for the pacification of the island, giving to its people
the greatest measure of autonomy consistent with the con
tinued sovereignty of Spain." Such a result was no longer
possible. It is enough to say that it would have been resisted
by all classes of the Cuban population, and its attempt would
simply have transferred the putting down of the revolution
and the subjugation of the Cuban patriots to the armies of the
United States.

There was, also said to be a syndicate organization in this
country, representing the holders of Spanish bonds, who were
urging that the intervention of the United States should be
for the purchase of the island or for the guaranteeing of the
Spanish debt incurred in the attempted subjugation ot the
Cuban revolutionists. It was idle to think for a single mo
ment of such a plan. The American people would never con-
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sent to the payment of one dollar, to the guaranteeing of one
bond, as the price paid to Spain for her relinquishment of the
island she had so wantonly outraged and devastated.

There was only one action po8Sible: that is, intervention
for the independence of the island; intervention that would
mean the landing of an Amerioon army on Cuban sQil, the de
ploying of an American fleet off Havana; intervention which
would say to Spain, " Leave the island, withdraw your soldiers,
leave the Cubans, these brothers of ours in the new worlq, to
form and carryon government for themselves." Such in-

. tervention on oltr part would not of \tseH be war. It would
undoubtedly lead to war. But if war came it would come by
act of Spain in r~sistance of the liberty and the independence
of the Cuban people.

There had been a time when" jingoism" was abroad in
the land; when sensationalism prevailed, and when there was
a distinct effort to inflame the passions and prejudices of the
American people and precipitate a war with Spain. That
time had passed away. " Ji'llgoism" was long since dead.
The American people had waited and waited and waited in
patience; yea, in patience and confidence - confidence in the
belief that decisive action would be taken in due season and in
a proper way. All over this land the appeal came up to us; it
reached us from every section and from every class. That
appeal was for action.

The administration had been doing its whole duty. With
rare foresight and statesmanship it had hastened to make every
possible preparation for any emergency. If it were true that
the report in the },{aine case was delayed, it had been delayed
in order that we might be prepared at all points for defensive
and offensive aotion. There were some who said, but they
are mostly those who had procrastinated from the beginning,
" Let Congress hold its peace, adjourn, go home, and leave the
President to" act."

I for one believe that the Con~ss of the United States
is an equal and co-ordinate branch of the Federal govern-
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ment, representing the combined judgment and wisdom of the
many. It could more safely be depended on than the in
dividual judgment and wisdom of anyone man. I, a sena
tor of the United States, would not consent to abdicate my
right to participate in the determination as to what is the
I!olemn duty of this great Republic in such a momentous and
fateful hour. We were not in session to hamper or cripple
the President; we were there to advise and assist him. Con
gress alone could declare war; Congress alone could levy
taxes; and to this Congress the united people of this broad .
land, from sea to sea, jrom lake to gulf, looked to 'Voice their
wishes and execute their will.

Against the intervention of the United States in this holy
cause there was but one voice of dissent; that voice was the
voice of the money-ehangers. They feared war! Not be
('ause of any Christian or ennobling sentiment against war and
in favor of peace, but b~cause they feared that a declaration of
war, or the intervention which might result in war, would
have a depressing effect upon the stock market.

I did not read my duty from the ticker; I did not accept
my lessons in patriotism from Wall street. I deprecated war.
I hoped and prayed for the speedy coming of the time when
the sword of the soldier would no longer leap from its soob- •
bard to settle disputes between civilized nations. But it was
evident, looking at the cold facts, that a war with Spain would
not permanently depreciate the value of a single American
stock or bond. ~

'Var with Spain would increase the business and the earn
ings of every American railroad, it would increase the ontpnt
of every American factory, it would stimulate every branch
of industry and domestic commerce, it would greatly increase
the demand for American labor, and in the end every cer
tificate that represented a share in an American business en
terprise would be worth more mone,Y. But in the mean
time the specter of war would stride through the stock
exc.hanges, and many of the gamblers around the board would
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find their ill-gotten gains passing to the other side of the
table.

I said, " Let them go; what one man loses at the gambling
table his fellow-gambler wins." It was no concern of yours, it
was no concern of mine whether the" bulls" or the" bears "
had the best of these stock deals. They did not represent
American sentiment; they did not represent American
patriotism. Let them take their chances as they could.
Their weal or woe was of but little importance to the liberty
loving people of the United States. They would not do
the fighting; their blood would not flow; they would keep on
dealing in options on human life. The time had c0111e when
the men whose loyalty was to the dollar should stand aside
while those whose loyalty was to the flag went to the front.

There were some who lifted their voices in the land and in
the open light of day insisted that the republican party
would not act, for they said it had said out to the capitalists
and the money-changers at the last national election. It
was not so. God forbid! The 7,000,000 freemen who voted
for the republican party and for William McKinley did not
mortgage the hooor of this nation for a campaign fund, and if
the time ever comes when the republican party hesitates in its
course of duty because of any undue anxiety for the welfare
of the accumulated wealth of the nation, then let the republi
can party be swept from the face of the earth and be suc.
ceeded by some other party, by whatever name it may be
called, which will represent the patriotism, the honesty, the
loyalty, and the devotion th4l.t the republican party exhibited
under Abraham Lincoln in 1861.
/' There were those who said that the affairs of Cuba were not
the affairs of the United States, who insisted that we could
stand idly by and see that island devastated and depopulated,
its business interests destroyed, its commercial intercourse with
us cut off, its people starved, degraded, and enslaved. It
might be the naked legal right of the United States to stand
thus idly by.
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I have the legal right to pass along the street and see a
helpless dog stamped into the earth under the heels of a ruffian.
I can pass by and say that is not my dog. I can sit in my com
fortable parlor with my loved ones gathered about me, and
through my plate-glass window see a fiend outraging a help
less woman near by, and I can legally say this is no affair of
mine - it is not happening on my premises; and I can turn
away and take my little ones in my arms, and, with the
memory of their sainted mother in my heart,* look up to the
motto on the wall and read, " God bless our home."

Bu~ if I do I am a coward and a cur unfit to live, and, God
knows, -unfit to die. And yet I cannot protect the dog nor
save the woman without the exercise of force.

We could not intervene and save Cuba without the exer
cise of force, and force meant war; war meant blood. The
lowly Nazarene on the shores of Galilee preached the divine
doctrine of love, "Peace on earth, good will toward men."
Not peace on earth at the expense of liberty and humanity.
Not good will toward men who despoil, enslave, degrade, and
starve to death their fellow men. I believe in the doctrine
of Christ. I believe in the doctrine of peace; but men must
have liberty before there can come abiding peace. /

Intervention meant force. Force meant war. War
meant blood. But it would be God's force.· When has a
battle for huma~ity and liberty ever been won except by force?
What barricade of wrong, injustice, and oppression has ever
been carried except by force?

Force compelled the signature of unwilling royalty to the
great Magna Charta; force put life into the Declaration of In
dependence, and made effective the Emancipation Proclama
tion; force beat with naked hands upon the iron gateway of
the Bastile and made reprisal in one awful hour for centuries
of kingly crime; force waved the flag of revolution over
Bunker Hill, and marked the snows of Valley Forge with

• AUTHOR'S NOTlI.-Xn. Th111'Blon, who accomp&nled ber busbaud ou bill journey. wu
taken m lUId died In Cuba.

..oIL _
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blood-stained feet; force held the broken line at Shiloh,
climbed the flame-swept hill at Chattanooga, and stormed the
clouds on Lookout heights; force marched with Sherman to
the sea, rode with Sheridan in the valley of the Shenandoah,
and gave Grant victory at Appomattox; force saved the Union,
kept the stars in the flag, made "niggers" men. The time
for God's force had come again. The impassioned, lips of
American patriots once more took up the song: .

" In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born across the sea,
With a glory in Bis bosom that transfigures you and me;
As He died .to make men holy. let us die to make men free,

For God is marching on."

Others might hesitate, others might procrastinate, others •
might plead for further diplomatic negotiation, which meant
delay, but for me, I was ready to act then, and for my action
I was ready to answer to my conscience, my country, and my
God.

In the cable that moored me to life and hope the strongest
strands were broken. I had but little left to offer at the
altar of Freedom's sacrifice, but all I had I was glad to give.
I was ready to serve my country as best I could in the Senate
or in the field. My dearest wish, my most earnest prayer to
God was, that when death came to end all I might meet it
calmly and fearlessly as did my beloved, in the cause of
humanity, under the American flag.
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HE latter part of the eighteenth
century beheld Spain the prond
mistress of a domain upon which
she could boast that the sun never
set. At the close of the nine
teenth hardly a vestige of that
great empire remains. She fonnd
a new world and, little by little,
in a hundred years has lost it all.
Into the Europe of the sixteenth
century she poured such a stream
of golden treasure as had never
before been seen, the rich stor~

of the Incas and the :Monte-
zumas, but it all slipped from her hands, and she is now practi·
cally bankrupt, loaded with a debt she can never pay.
Through her was possible the renaissance of the sixteenth
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century, the great reawakening of medireval Europe; but
Spain remained medireval. ' Those very human forces which
she set in action by the great discoveries of her intrepid mar
iners and by the distribution of her newly-found treasures,
forces which gave birth to modern history, she strenuoq,sly re
sisted. l:pon that expansion of thought and action, follow
ing naturally the accomplishments of her daring explorers,
she set her iron heel. Upon the unfolding possibilities laid at
her feet by Columbus, Cortez, Pizarro, Ponce de Leon, Bal
boa, and others on the sea, she placed the blight of her Tor
quemadas and a line of bigoted rulers at home. She strangled
her own magnificent creations, and set about destroying her
own colonies by as heedless and as cruel a policy as was ever
conceived by barbarian of old.

They who discovered the Gulf of Mexico, the Mississippi,
the Amazon, and the Pacific - those who first went around
the world, were Spaniards. Three-fourths of North and South
America were Span~sh before England had acquired a little
spot of land on the nearest shore~ of America, and to-day Spain
with$lraws from the last foot of land which once constituted
her gigantic \Vestern domain.

It would be absurd to say that this has been brought about
without a reason. Sufficient reason exists, and it must to a
great extent be found in the character of the nation. The
foundation for the Spanish character, as in the case of other
peoples, must be largely found in the history of the nation,
which forms no part of the purpose of this book. For a full
understanding, however, of Spain's relation to Cuba and to
the United States, a brief glance at the general features of
Spanish history up to the nineteenth century will be useful.

Under Roman sway Spain became, more than any part
of the empire of the ClEffirs, a Roman province, and its traces
remain to this day in language, laws, and customs. The
Italian language preserves less of the qualities of the old Latin
than the Spanish, and certainly no more striking trace of
lingering Roman habit need be sought than in the Spanish
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bull-fight. In the great amphitheaters erected by the masters
of the Roman world, money was lavished and victims were
slain to gratify the appetite of the masses. The proud Homan
maids and matrons watched with delight the fierce gladiators
hewing each other to pieces, and in later and more degenerate
days looked on· with equal interest while helpless Christians
were torn by savage beasts. But cruelty had still the glamor
of heroism.

In Spain the gladiator has become the picador and the
matador. In place of the Roman maids and matrons are found
the Spanish senoras and senoritas of :Madrid, Seville, and
Havana, watching with keen delight the slow irritation and
laceration of the bulls, and the disem\'oweling of gallant horses
by the enraged beasts. But in this Roman inheritance a modi
fication has taken place too indicative of Spanish character
to pass unmentioned. There is the same passion of cruelty
in the bull-ring as in the old amphitheater, but the real heroism
has gone. From the moment the buJl steps into the ring he
is doomed; it is no longer a contest of strength, but of persecu
tion. The banderilleros are supplied with weapons to tease
the animal and means to escape his onslaughts. ·Whichever
way the tortured animal turns he is met by a fresh enemy,
and he rushes at him only to see him spring aside. The pur
pose is not to give the animal a fatal wound, but a hundred
bleeding, torturing ones. It is cruelty from which all heroism
is stripped; cruelty only for the love of cruelty - the key to
a great deal in the Spanish character.

But there are other traces than the Roman in this Spanish
chara('ter. As a part of the politiool debris resulting from the
fall of the Roman empire, Spain fell to the Yisigoths, whose
history th('re embraces three centuries of debauchery, intrigue,
and murder, tainting the hlood of the people. In time, guided
by the spirit of the age, Spain became a hierarchy, in which the
influence of the church became all-powerful, the best of the
Gothic kill~, 'Vamha, who re!!isteo thi!! t('11(1('II<':", falling a
prey to ecclesiastical treachery. The absorption of the state
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by the church became IIIore and more com!' under the
centuries of .Moorish warfare, and left its indelibl~ stamp upon
the nation. For, in fighting for hill faith, the Spanianl, un
like the Cl"usader, was fighting for his home. He became a
fierce falliltic, naturally enough, no doubt, and, wI.en Grenada
fell, Spain at last became a nation, but a nation ' r fanatics.
It was an age of Spanish heroism, but a heroism ~h went
hand in hand with extravagant religious zeal. .1 .he latter
were the seeds of the ruin of the greatness of h~r hC"oism, and
as soon as the vast Spanish empire was created it began to dis
int~grate. (If it was Ferdinand and Isabella'who sent Colum
bus forth, it was they also who expelled the Jews, and sent two
hundred thousand Spaniards to death in exile. So blind was
Spanish fanaticism that it was not enough to light the fires
under the J eWSj heresy must be stamped out. The Spaniard
who thought and was so braye as to tell what he thought be
came a Yictim. The hand of the Inquisitor fell upon the
philosopher and inventor who came forth with the reawaken- .•ing of the renaissance, and while other nations advanced slowly
towards modem ideas, Spain proudly clung to medirevalism. I

The economic effects of this bigotry were unmistakable.
The persecuted .Tews were the financiers, and, because of the
improvidence of rulers and the simplicity of the people in
financial matters, they possessed all the ready money. The
hated ~roors were traders who bronght rich merchandise from
the east. In her religious zeal, therefore, Spain exterminated
her mercantile classes and left none but warriors, priests, and
peasants. The main wheel was taken out of her economic
structure. The new wealth from Arne-rica slipped into the
hands of those she persecuted, and thus her wars of persecution
impoverisllpd her at the very time when she might have be
come the richest nation in Europe, while her further oppres
sion of her thinkers increased her bigotry and sapped her enter
prise. When there was no war on hand for the warriors, and
no marl' herpt1cs for the priests to hurn, thpre was nothing lC'ft.
for this class but intrigue. Under the various rnlC'rs of t11('
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houses of Hal- J~rg and Bourbon, this policy continued, until,
after nearly two centuries, Spain wa~ wellnigh exhausted.
She had planted her colonies all over the new world, but had
neither the ar-ility nor the resources to develop them. The
rest of :EuropB had finally begun to profit from bhe reawaken
ing, and~' 'lownfall of Spain in America at once began, in
the closing Irs of the eighteenth century. The peculiar exi
gencies of t ,j~~r history had made the Spanish people warriors
unfitted fOr'war, and colonists unfitted to govern colonies.

With this brief generalization of Spanish history and
character, we may enter understandingly upon the story of
Spain in America, and particularly in the Antilles. In his
conversations with the friendly natives whom Columbus found
on the island. of San Salvador, where he first set foot in the
new world, he sought with eagerness to learn whence came the
gold ornaments they wore. They pointed to the south, and
he made out that in that direction lay a land of great extent
called Cuba, and, self-deceived as he constantly was by his
maps and previously-formed ideas, he immediately concluded
that this Cuba must be the country of the Grand Khan of Asia.
Accordingly, he set sail, and in three days, or on October 28,
1492, he touched the Cuban shore not far from the present site
of Nuevitas. He was dazzled by the beauty of the landscape
before him and declared it to be "-the goodliest land he ever
!law." "As he approached this noble island," wrote Irving,
"he was struck with its magnitude and the grandeur of its
features; its high and airy mountains, which reminded him of
those in Sicily; its fertile valleys, and long, sweeping plains
watered by noble rivers; its stately forests; its bold promon
tories and stretching headlands which melted away into the
remotest distance. He anchored in a beautiful river of trans
parent clearness, free from rorks and shoals, its banks over
hung with trees." Here landing and taking possession of the
island, he ~ve it the name of Juana, in honor of Prince Juan,
the son of his soverei~s.

At the time of their discovery the islands of the Caribbean
IJ
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Sea were inhabited by two distinct Indian peoples, the
Arawaks and the Caribs. The greater Antilles, Cuba, Haiti,
Jamaica, and Puerto Rico, were inhabited almost exclusively
by the former, and the lesser islands by the latter, who were,
however, the more warlike and venturesome. The Arawaks,
by all accounts, were a simple, kindly people, given to useful
employments and leading a happy life. " So loving, so tract
able, so peaceable are these people," wrote Columbus to hi£
sovereigns, " that I swear to your majesties there is not in the
world a better nation nor a better land. They love their
neighbors as themselves; and their discourse is ever sweet and
gentle and accompanied with a smile; and though it is true
they are naked, yet their manners are decorous and praise
worthy." Peter :Martyr also wrote of them, "It.is certain
that the land among these people is as common as the sun and
water; and that' mine and thine,' the seeds of all mischief,
have no place with them. They are content with so little that
in so large a country they have rather superfluity than scarce
ness; so that they seem to live in the golden world, without
toil, living in open gardens, not intrenched with dykes, divided
with hedges, or defended with walls. They deal truly one
with another, without laws, without books, and without judges.
They take him for an evjl and mischievous man who taketh
pleasure in doing hurt to another; and albeit they delight not in
superfluities, yet they make provision for the increase of such
roots whereof they make their bread, contented with such
simple diet, whereby health is preseI'Yed and disease avoided."
To these artless people, living a life so plainly consistent with
the Christian gospel in many essential respects, the Spaniards
resolved, in all sincerity and with the most labored devotion,
to carry the true faith. I The natives naturally looked upon
Columbus and his followers as superior beings', and, when their
timidity had been removed, they rendered their visitors every
service in their power and placed before them the best they
had; the cotton which they had learned to rudely spin, their
fruits, and everything they considered of value. Columbus
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carried his faith conspicuously before him, planting the cross
wherever he landed, and, of course, he regarded the natives,
kindly as they were, as heathen. Once after he had set up a
cross and celebrated mass, a ceremony watched by the natives
with the closest attention, one of the group, an old man, came
forward and made a speech in the Indian tongue, which was
then translated to Columbus by an interpreter. The Arawak
!>aid that the ceremony he had witnessed seemed to be a method
of giving thanks to the Great Spirit, and, after stating that he
had heard how the white people had come in large numbem
and conquered many islands, he warned him in the following
words: "If, then, thou art mortal and dost expect to die,
and dost believe that each man shall be rewarded according
to his deeds, beware that thou wrongfully hurt no man nor do
harm to those who have done no harm to thee." Columbus -,
replied that they might have confidence in the white men who
had come to teach them the true faith.

Yet, in a few years, the Spaniards, with bloody hands, had
swept these simple, kindly people from the face of the An
tilles! Columbus himself did not hesitate to slaughter Caribs
or to send them to Spain to be sold into slavery, when he found
that they had no gold; for he must do something to replenish
the empty treasure chests of his sovereigns. If these daring
Spaniards carried the cr~ss ever in front of them, what they
most sought was treasure. It should be said for Ferdinand
and Isabella, however, that they deprecated these acts and
actually prohibited the deportation of the Caribs for servi
tude. They desired gold. Columbus urged, in justification
of Carib slavery, that they were enemies of the Spaniards and
also of the gentle Arawaks, and the deportation continued.

It was not C~ba, but Haiti, which was chosen for the first
Spanish settlements in the Antilles. There Columbus left
a small colony under Diego de Arana, and under the protec
tion of a friendly cacique, or native chief. He prayed that on
his return he should find a ton of gold and spices, with the pro
ceedt! Qf which his sovereigns might drive the infidels out of
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Jerusalem. But the colonists quarreled among themselves
and with the natives. While they hunted the country for
gold, they expected that the Indians would supply them with
provisions. This the natives did freely at first, but the
Spaniards demanded more and more, and when supplies were
not forthcoming, they deliberately seized them. The Indians
saw their fields wasted by those whom they had befriended,
and, observing that it did no good to cultivate them when the
product was all taken from their hands, they fled to the in
terior and left the settlers face to face with the necessity of
starving or cultivating the fields themselves, work which they
scorned. This led them to wreak new outrages upon the
Indians, who combined to resist them,' and, when Columbus
returned he found, not a ton of gold, but a ruined colony.
Then the home government adopted the policy of giving indi
vidual grants of land and allotting a certain number of Indians
as slaves, and so arose the system which ultimately depopulated
the islands. The natives, accustomed for generations to a
measure of independence and freedom which is seldom en
joyed except by peaceable savages, could not endure the harsh
slavery to which they were subjected. Hundreds committed
suicide rather than work under the lash, and finally the settlers
hegan to kill t.hem out of pure wantonness. But slaves being
more and more in demand as the native population decreased,
the practice of kidnapping them from the smaller islands came
into use.

We need not dwell upon the story of the cruelty of the
early Spanish settlers, or tell of the thousands of defenceless
people murdered and thonsands earned away as slaves, of t.he
stealing of gold ornaments, and the sacking of provisions. It
is a lonp: story of rapine, brutality, waste, and insult. The
natives wpre extprrninated. We may jndge from the words
of a prelate of those days, Bishop of Chiapas, who was brave
enough to protest against the ablliles practiced by the Spanish
colonizers. It throws light npon th(' real Spanish character.
" To these quiet lambs," he wrote, " endued with such blessed
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qualities, came the Spaniards like most cruel tygres, wolves,
and lions, enraged with a sharp and tedious hunger; for these
forty years past, minding nothing else but the slaughter of
these unfortunate wretches, whom with divers kinds of tor
ments, neither seen nor heard of before, they have so cruelly
and inhumanely butchered, that of three million people which
Hispaniola [Haiti] itself did contain, there are left remaining
alive scarce three hundred persons. And for the island of
Cuba, which contains as much ground in length as from Valla
dolid to Rome, it lies wholly desert, untill'd and ruin'd." )

Such, then, was the condition of Cuba fifty years after that
bright day when it burst upon the vision of Columbus, " the
goodliest land" he ever saw.

In this situation the idea of importing slaves from Africa
was naturally suggested. It had been noticed that the Afri
cans who had been brought to the new colonies continued ro
bust under the blazing sun and in the hard labor of the mines,
and thus, from a small beginning, an extensive slave trade
grew up, much more lucrative than the working of the mines.
But it was not the Spaniard who prospered most in this enter
prise, for soon after the discovery of America the danger that
the Spanish discoveries might conflict with those of that other
Catholic people, the Portuguese, Pope Alexander VI., while
confirming the right of the Spanish crown to all the lands dis
covered, designated a line to be drawn due north and south a
hundred leagues west of the Azores from one pole to the other.
All pagan lands to the east of the line were confirmed to Por
tugal and all to the west of the line was to be the exclusive
property of Spain. Ferdinand and Isabella were commanded
to appoint upright, Ood-fearing, skillful, and learned men to
instruct the inhahitants in the Catholic faith, and all unau
thorized personlj were forhidden to traffic on or even apnroach
the territories, under penalty of incurring" the indignation of
Almighty God and of the Blessed Apostles Peter and Panl."
According to this offhand arrangement no other power conld
have anything. This simple division of the world, therefore,
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gave Africa to the Portuguese, and, so far as a Papal bull could,
carried with it the slave trade. But in view of its lucrative
character, it soon attracted adventurous spirits of other nations,
who, increasing in number and boldness, found after a few
years a vast field of enterprise in all sorts of piratical under
takings. In time the Spanish islands and Main became a
swarming nest of adventurers of several nations, and as the
native Indians disappeared from the Antilles, the black man
took his place, a fact which accounts for the character of the
population of the islands, and the black republics of Haiti and
San Domingo.
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THE native population of Haiti had become nearly ex
hausted before the settlement of Cuba was attempted,
and it was because of the unsatisfactory condition of

the former island that Don Diego Columbus, son of the great
discoverer, determined,. in 1511, to secure a footing in the
;, Pearl of the Antilles." He chose for the enterprise Diego
Yelasquez, one of his father's companions, who with about
three hundred men landed near the eastern end of the island
and founded Baracoa. The harmless Indians offered little re
sistance, though one c·hief, named Hatuey, who had been in
Haiti and knew something of the Spanish practices there, at
tempted some opposition. He was q{liekly captured and his
followers were dil:lpersed. As a high chief among his people
he deserved to be treated as an honorable captive, but his death
Jllay be citt>d as the first instance of Spanish methods upon the
i!'lland. As the story goes, when Hatuey was tied to the stake
lind the fagots were piled around him, a Franciscan friar stood

(71 )
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by and besought him to abjure the heathen gods of his ances
tors and accept the true faith so that, as the flames consumed
his body, his soul might be wafted to that heaven of rest and
happiness prepared for the faithful. He saw that his accept
ance of the new faith would not save him from the flames, and
"'0 he asked if there were any Spaniards in that place of eternal
bliss. Of course the friar promptly answered in the affirma- ~

tive.
"I will not go," he said, "to a place w:here I may meet

one of that accursed race."
Parties from the new colony pushed out and explored the

island thoroughly, and in 1514 the tOWI16 of Santiago and I
Trinidad on the south coast were formed, largely for the pur- \;
pose of facilitating communication with the Spanish on the 1

island of Jamaica. The next year another settlement was
made at the spot now known as Batabano, and it was named~ I

after the great discoverer, San Christobal de la Habana. Four
years later the settlers removed both the town and its name
to a more attractive place just across the island on the north
shore, Rnd here, in time, grew up the present capital. \Vitbin
ten years also Velasquez had founded the towns of Bayamo,
Puerto Principe, and St. Spiritus.

But the Spaniards had profited little, if any, by the experi
ences following the cruel policy of extermination on adjacent
islands. Diego Velasquez, who was the first governor, ap- . !

pears to have endeavored to administer affairs with intelli-
gence, and he was certainly energetic, but his treatment of the
ahorigines was cruel and short-sighted in the extreme. Al-
though the Indians were mild and inoffensive, the story of the
Haitian settlement was repeated. The native population
dwindled away under the slavery by which they were sub-
jugated; the abuses to which the women were subjected by the
lascivious Spaniards broke the spirit of a people who seemed
to have a marked development of domestic honor. In a short
time only a few remnants of the more barbarous mountain
tribes remained. The soil of the isle was further enriched by
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the blood of a million aborigines who, up to the coming of the
Spaniards, had live~ lives of peace and contentment, prac
ticing the golden rule more consistently than those who so
faithfully set up the cross in these virgin regions.

It is true that the Anglo-Saxon can say very little when it
comes to the point of discussing mercy to the natives of Amer
ica, for the spirit of the age was intolerant and relentless. The
fanaticism of men was so intense that it made them ruthless,
particularly when woven into the texture of the character of
the Spaniards, who certainly surpassed all others in cruelty,
though in the milder climates of the tropics they had a timid
and yielding race t<f'deal with.

X otwithstanding this, Cuba flourished. The soil was rich
and yielded plentifully. The energy of the early governors
rendered the mines profitable, instituted agricultural pursuits,
and created a large trade with the neighboring islands and the
home ports. The island was, moreover, used as a sort of depot
by the Spanish in their operation against the mainlands.
Here it was that Cortez embarked for the conquest of Mexico,
where" the star of the Aztec dynasty set in blood."

But the waters of the West Indies soon became the ren
dezvous of all the maritime adventurers of that ruffianly age.
The other nations had never accepted the Pope's straight-cut
division of the world whereby Spain was generously given the
whole 'Vestern Hemisphere, and England openly disputed it.
Little was done by the governments themselves, however, so
long as they were at peace with Spain, but the continued stories
of treasure shipped from the new lands stirred up a host of in
dividual corsairs who cared nothing for papal boundaries nor
for the rights of discovery.

In 1516 the capital of Cuba had been moved from Baracoa
to Santiago, and Spain began to take precautions against the
new marauders of the sea, who, however, became more bold
lind numerous, at times actually forcing their goods upon the
Spanish settlElJ's under threats of pillage. In 1536 the people
at Havana paid a large sum to a French corsair to save the
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city, and a battle which took place at Santiago in 1538 well
illustrates the spirit of those times.

A French corsair came into that port and a Spanish vessel
gave fight. They fought the first day till sunset, when they
declared a truce for rest and refreshments while the captains
exchanged civilities. Over their wine and fruit they
mutually agreed to fight each other only by day and only by
swords and lances; for artillery, they agreed, was for cowards,
Ilnd they preferred to show their mettle in a square contest,
whichever conquered taking the other's vessel. In this way
they fought the whole of the second day, neither conquering',
lind again the captains exchanged civilities. The Spanish
captain, Diego Perez, asked the inhabitants of Santia~o that
night if they would compensate him for the loss of his ship in
case the Frenchman got the better of him, for he said he was
a poor man and could not afford to lose his ship. If he could
be sure of compensation, he would keep up the fight to the
end, and, if victorious, it would be of advantage to the city as
well as to him. The people declined to pledge themselves,
doubtless thinking that the Spaniard would not mar his repu
tation by withdrawing, and they were right. The battle con
tinued the next day with renewed ferocity, many falling in the
fierce hand-to-hand conflict; and so again on the fourth day,
on the evening of which the Frenchman promised to continue
it the next morning. But he evidently thought better of it
durin~ the ni~ht, for he slipped his cable and retired.

But in spite of such instances of bold resistance the En~

lish and French corsairs inflicted great damage upon Spanish
trade, and a Frpneh privateer captured Havana and burned it
to the ground. One raid followed another till the Spaniards
were at their wits' end. They began to build forts and forti
fications. De Soto, who had returned with plunder from
Peru, was commissioned as g-overnor of Cuba and Florida with
the title of Captain-General, and with instructions to build a
fortress at Havana. He began the el"{'ction of the Castillo de
la Fuerza, though it was finished by his lieutenants while he
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was away searching for gold in Florida, and tracing the course
of the Mississippi, in which he found his grave.

But English, French, and Dutch raiders continued to
swarm about the islands, and by this time the Spaniards saw,
01' should have seen, one of the disastrous results of their cruel
treatment of the Indians, for the hostility of such natives as
were left was intense, and they freely welcomed to the small
islands and even to Cuba any piratical comer who threatened
the Spanish settlers, and they offered to assist the corsairs in
e,-ery way possible. In 1551 the capital of Cuba was trans
ferred to Havana, which had been growing in importance be
cause of its commanding situation, good harbor, and fertile
surroundings. But it was the object of continued atta('k, and
in 1554 was partly destroyed by the Freneh, and in the follow
ing year was plundered by pirates. In the wars of Charles
I. of Spain and his son Philip II., the English under Drake
again seriously threatened the port, and the Spaniards deter
mined to increase the fortifications. This gave rise to the
famous Morro Castle and the Baterw. de la Punta, which for a
long time made Havana one of the best fortified ports in the
world. They were begun the year after the destruction of the
famous Armada and completed in 1597, and from that time
Havana was the commercial center of the Spanish dominions,
being the stopping place for the treasure ships bearing gold and
silver from :Mexico and other colonies.

But the destruction of the Armada had seriously crippled
the maritime power of Spain. That great expedition, chiefly
undertaken to bring England back to the Catholic faith, was
but an incident in that determined purpose of Spain to estah
lish the power of the Pope while maintaini~g her exclusive
right to the commerce of the new \Vestem world as granted by
the bill of partition. The fanatical religious fervor of the
Rpaniards is illustrated by an incident which took place on the
coast of Florida, where a party of French HuguPf'ots settled
in 1567. Soon there came a Spaniard sailing under orders to
., gibbet and behead all Protestants in those regions." The
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settlement was surprised and massacred, and another plU'ty
from the same settlement, which the Spaniards afterwards
found, were hanged, over the dangling bodies being placed the
superscription: " Not as Frenchmen, but as heretics." But
that same year the Spanish who were trying to settle St.
Augustine were surprised and hanged by an expedition of
Frenchmen, " :Not as Spaniards, but as murderers."

·While religious wars exhausted Spanish resources and ren
dered the mother country unable to sufficiently protect her
colonies, her commercial policy of exclusiveness only brought
new troubles upon them and a greater horde of piratical
enemies at the very time her naval stl'€ngth was at a low ebb.
More liberal commercial views were beginning to prevail in
other parts of Europe, hut when Cromwell asked that Spain
should abolish the Inquisition and admit the free navigation of
the western seas, the Spanish ambllS8ador replied that for hi!:l
king to relinquish those prerogatives would be to " give up his
two eyes." Spain not only continued the Inquisition but mas
~acred with a ruthless hand the men, women, and children of
such English and Dutch settlements as she could find and over
power in the "'Vest Indies, and she strenuously endeavored to
maintain an exclusive trade with her colonies by restricting all
their commerce to the port of Seville and selling the monopoly
of that. This naturally hampered the growth of the colonies
and drew into the waters fresh hordes of smugglers, with whom
the Spanish colonists gladly traded. These smugglers made
their headquarters near Haiti, which, on account of the greater
attraction of Cuba, had been practically des('lrtro by the Span
i~h. The few people who remained there lived mainly from
the herds of ca~tle which, having grpatly Dlultiplie(l, roamed
wild over the island. They prepared the meat for preserva
tion in smokehouses, which were called bucans, and the smug
glers, adopting this method of preserving their meat, became
known as buccaneers. Little by little they multiplied and
grew in importance till they were in constant conflict with the
Spanish on lanel and water and preyed upon Spanish commerce
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everywhere. During this period Cuba, as the headquarters
of the Spaniards, suffered severely. The buccaneers were the
real masters of the situation. They feared no enemy and
spared none, and regarded the Spaniards with a bitter hatred
while they emulated their acts of cruelty. As a matter of
fact Spain had drawn upon herself the hatred of all Europe
by her arrogant religious and commercial pretensions, and had
aroused the cupidity of every ruler by the treasures she had
brought to Europe.

The Spaniards found the buccaneers made out of entirely
different stuff from the gentle natives they had so ruthlessly ,
massacred, for, banding together, they maintained themselveS'
against every Spanish assault and generally won the victory.
After many Spaniards had bitten the dust, fresh troops were
8('nt, but the buccaneers were also constantly recruited from
the adventurers and roving criminals of all nations. So mat
ters continued till 1663, when Spain undertook to overcome
all opposition by sending a superior force of trained men under
Van Delmof, a veteran officer. He attacked the buccaneers'
headquarters on the island of Haiti, but, although they num
bered only a fifth of the Spaniards, they drove the latter into
the sea with great loss. The Spaniards kept up the struggle by
lying in wait for small parties and butchering them to a man,
but they were always worsted when encountering ~ consider
able body. Then the Spaniards foolishly thought to extermi·
nate the buccaneer by exterminating his cattle, upon the
abundance of which he was supposed to depend, but this only
made him the fiercer plunderer of Spanish commerce. lIe be
came a freebooter - the freebooter of the Spanish "Main. He
attacked Spanish ports, plundered Spanish vessels and put the
crews to death. Havana was threatened, and with this danger
and that of an invasion of the English and Dutch, the Captain
General began the erection of a new defensive wall a~ross the
projecting neck on which the city is laid out. But the depre
dations of the adventurers continued in spite of the treaty of
peace between Spain and England in 1670, and declined only
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for a time when towards the end of the seventeenth century
the war between France and England led to dissensions among
the freebooters themselves.

Volumes would be required to tell of the remarkable in
cidents of this warfare in the West"Indian seas. History has
few more romantic pages. A single incident may be given as
an example. A native of Sable d'Olonne, Olonois by name,
having in a Spanish attack lost his ship and narrowly escaped
with his life, managed to arm two small vessels with twenty
one men; then he started off to pillage the city of Los Cayos
in Cuba. Hearing of the expedition, the Governor-General
at Havana despatched a six-gun frigate manned by ninety men
to the assistance of the inhabitants. Four other smaller ships
were also sent to join the frigate, and it looked like a formitlable
expedition against two small vessels with but about a score of

, men. The Spanish governor of Havana was so certain of cap
turing the freebooters that he exacted a promise from the com
mander of the expedition that he would cut off the head of
every man of them, and he sent along a negro to act as exe
cutioner. Olonois somchow learned of the plan and at once
started to meet the frigate before she was joined by the smaller
vessels. He had the good fortune to come upon t~e Spaniard
in the night, and bringing his vessels one on each side, at day
break his twenty-one men boarded her, and, after a desperate
engagement, overcame the ninety of the Spaniard. He be
headed all the prisoners but one, not sparing the negro who
had been sent as his executioner. The remaining one he sent
back to Havana with the threat that a similar fate awaited the
govern.or. Olon?is then set out in pursuit of the four in
tended consorts, captured them and flung the crews into the
sea. " Yet, depraved as they were," says one writer, "the
freebooters made a great profession of religion, which in some
of their number was donbtless real. They prayed fervently
on all occasions and never commenced a meal without a long
grace. Before going into action they humbly sought God
to grant them the victory, after which the Catholics sung
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the Mngnificat and the Protestants repeated a hymn." It
was well into the eighteenth century and after the English,
French, and Dutch had firmly established themselves in the
West Indies that the freebooters were driven from the seas.

Kotwithstanding the complicated relations of the Euro
pean powers during the war of the Spanish Succession with
which the eighteenth century opened, Cuba was left compara
tively free from strife, but it was not long before there came
the first serious trouble between the Cuban colonists and the
mother country. By the time of the Treaty of Utrecht, by
which the Hapsburg rule in Spain was ended, the island had
become well settled and the agricultural products of the in
terior made a large showing beside the gold and silver of the
other Spanish-Americiin colonies. Up to 1717 the main rev
enue from Cuba came through the commercial monopolies of
Seville and Cadiz, but that year a new policy was inan~urated

by which the growing tobacco trade was made a government
monopoly. Its enforcement was violently resisted and re
sulted in many collisions between the government forces and
the people. It was but another incident in the restrictive
policy of Spain which finalfy entirely undermined her power
over her colonies. The magnificent harbors ofCnba could
be entered only by stealth or force except by the monopoly
vessels. As Spain was in no condition to be a large purehaspr, .
,the production of the island was strangled and the' farmprs
barely more than lived on what they produced. Rut Spain
would not and did not learn the lesson. Owin~ to uIlwi~e

measures at home Spain's own industries declined, and t,ho~c

of her people who could purchase bought foreign products
which were smuggled in, and paid for them with gold from
America. The result was the collapse of her own industrial
system and the l~s of the precious metals which she had made
so many bloody sacrifices to secure.

The monopoly restrictions imposed upon the Cuban trade
gave rise to systematic smuggling by British traders in
Jamaica, and the constant friction finally resulted in the
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Anglo-Spanish war of 1739, which ended with a general
European war in 1748. In the decade that followed,
the smuggling trade in Cuba grew out of all control of the
tobacco monopoly, and a system of farming out the revenues
to private monopolists was substituted. But this only led to
further trouble. The expansion of British trade in the Indies
led to the Bourbon compact to put a check to it and war began
in 1762. An English fleet consisting of fortv-four men-of
war and 150 other vessels under Admiral Pocock took Havana
in June of that year, and an anny of about 15,000 men under
I..ord Albemarle began the siege of the Spanish garrison num
bering 27,000 under Governor Porto Carrero. The resist
ance was stubborn, but Morro Castle surrendered on July 30th
and the city on August 13th. The treasure which fell to the
English was enonnous. Over three amI a half million dollars
was divided among them. The English continued to hold the
eity till early the following year, when, under the tenns of tho
treaty of Paris, the island was restored to Spain in return for
the cession of Florida to England.

On the whole, the eighteenth cpntury was a much Lrighter
one for Cuba, although the blight of Spain's colonial policy
was not wanting. During their occupation of Havana the
:English had opened the port to free com;neree, and when the
Spanish again took hold of the island they found it impossible
to safely reimpose the old restrictions in all their rigor. Many
of the former limitations of the commerce of the island with
the home country were removed, and the island made a rapid
material advance. In 1777 Cuha was given a more inde
pendent colonial government under the control of the Captain
General, whose power was, however, practically absolute and
fraught with the speds of the woes of thr Cubans in after
years. So long as these officers were int£'lligent and humane
the island prospered ~eatl.Y and its wonderful resources be
came apparent.

At the time thifl change was made England was engaged
in a struggle with its AmericaTI colonies, and the Bourbon
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monarchies of France and Spain availed themselves of the op
portunity to get even with their old enemy. France joined
the American colonists and Spain took up a campaign in her
own behalf, regaining the ~land of Minorca and several
smaller West Indian isles which had been wrested from her.
Other European powers maintained an attitude favorable to
Spain, though looking out for themselvee, and by the treaty
of Versailles in 1783 Spain regained Florida. England had
lost her American colonies, with the exception of Canada and
some of her \Vest Indian possessions.

6



CHAPTER III

SPAIN AT THE FEET OF NAPOLEON -EXPLOITS OF SIMON
BOLIVA.R A~D SAN MARTIN - SPA.IN'S DISA.STROUS AND
DISGRACEFUL FAILURES.

Napoleon's Ambition to Make Spain a SUbject Kingdom- Ferdinand's
Intrigues - Joseph Bonaparte on the Throne - Fall of Napoleon
and Restoration of Ferdinand - Revolt against Spain - ConditiUlls
in Mexico - Raising the Standard of Rebellion - Ignominious
Death of Hidalgo and Morelos - Firlit Struggles in Venezuela
Simon Bolivar and I1is Vicissitudes - Napoleon's Feat Surpassed
Defeats the Spaiunrds - O'Higgius Becomes Dictator - The War in
Peru - Defeat of the Spanish Fleet at Callao - San :lIartiu Enters
Lima-His Interview with Bolivar-Farewell to the Peruvians
Buenos Ayres the Storm Center - Paraguay's Dramatic Chapter
S1>ain's Weakness and Cruelty - Always Failed to Restore Her Flag
When Once Torn Down - A Policy Culminating in Disaster and
Disgrace.

THROUGHOUT the eighteenth century Spain and
France, under Bourbon rulers, had regarded them
selves as natural allies, but this alliance in the end

had much to do with the ruin of Spain. The revival which
promised so much for Spanish industry and commerce under
the wise and enlightened rule of Charles III. was quickly sup
pressed in the inglorious reign of Charles IV. In 1796 a war
broke out with Great Britain which was productive of nothing
but disaster to the Spaniards. By pressure of France another
arose in 1804 which was attended with similar ill-success, and
in the battle of Trafalgar Spain lost a great part of that fleet
which she needed for the maintenance of her American
colonies. Napoleon had already conceived the idea of mak
ing Spain a subject kingdom with one of his own family on the
throne, and he had nothing but contempt for its Bourbon ruler,
although he pretended to be a faithful ally. Meanwhile,
l"erdinand, the presumptive heir to the Spanish throne, was

le2)
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weakly intriguing to displace his father. He became sub
servient to Napoleon, who cultivated his intrigues without hav-

. ing the least idea of making him King. Finally, Ferdinand,
who was liked by the people, compelled his father to abdicate,
but, lured over the border at this critical moment by Napo
leon's agents, he found himself a prisoner and compelled by
Napoleon to renounce all claims to the Spanish throne before
he had had an opportunity to occupy it. The same yea'r
Joseph Bonaparte was prevailed upon by his brother to take
the croWD, and he was declared King of Spain and the Indies.
But before he had reached Madrid the country had arisen, the.
various provinc€s electing juntas or councils to administer
affairs and resist Napoleon's purposes.

That mighty struggle during which Napoleon overran
Spain, and which he acknowledged to.have been one of the
main causes of his ultimate downfall, i~ a thrilling page of his
tory, but it concerns this story only as it affected Spain's re
lations to her American colonies. In 1812 a constitutioo had
heen devised by the Cortes, or legislative body, of Cadiz, appa
rently liberal, though 1Nellington considered it good only to be
looked at. " I have not met," he said, writing of the Cortes,
" one of its members or any person of any description who con
siders it the embodiment of a system by which Spain is or can
be governed. The Cortes have in form divested themselves of
executive power and appointed a regency for that purpose, but
the regency are, in fact, the slaves of the Cortes, and neither
regency nor Cortes have any constitutional communication
with each other, nor have they any authority beyond the walls
of Cadiz."

Napoleon's fortunes declined, and, pressed by his enemies,
he again negotiated with Ferdinand, who still seemed sub
servient, though- the French Emperor llad so recently and so
cruelly deceived him. Napoleon believed that Ferdinand,
as King, might be a pliant tool, for Joseph had left Spain in
disgust. But the imperial prestige waR broken, and parI:,' in
1814 Napoleon was compelled to abdicate. Ferdinand had
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already returned to Spain, where he was welcomed by the
people, who hoped that he would resume the throne and take
up the reins of power under the constitution of 1812. But.
Ferdinand quickly abrogated that apparent guarantee of lib
eral government, together with all the acts of the Cortes, and
proceeded to Eet up an absolute monarchy .on the old lines,
recalling the Papal nuncio and re-establishing the Inquisition.
With astonishing ingratitude he broke his most solemn pledges
alld fell under the direction of priests and nobles and of a set
of vulgar flatterers and favorites.

These domestic affairs of Spain had an important effect
upon the American colonies. There were two Spanish vice
royalties in South America - that of Lima, which comprised
the countries now known as Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Costa
Rica, lind the Guiana!1, and that of Buenos Ayres, which in
cluded, besides the present Argentine Republic, Uruguay,
Chile, Paraguay, Bolivia, and the untraversed wastps of Pata
gonia. Mexico, which was known as New Spain, and com
prised a large territory extending to what is now the sQuthern
limit of Oregon, was also a vice-royalty. The revolts and
revolutions in each of these provinces had many features in
common. It has been said that the history of one is the his
tory of all; and it is true that from 1808 to 1821 all were in
revolt against Spain, their revolutions following each other in
rapid succession.

It is not strangp that their history had so much in common,
for all had been the victims of a long oppression of the mother
country, and the political aspirations of their people were
simultaneously stirred when Spain lay at the feet of Napolpon,
and liberal ideas were everywhere noticeable as a result of
the revolutions in America and France. Ferdinand's restora
tion of absolutism and oppression, therefore, naturally led to
their revolt.

Mexico ranked first among all the Spanish colonies in re
spect to population, material richps, and natural products.
though the intolerant spirit of the clergy and military rulers
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nad led to the obliteration of almost every trace of the Aztec
nationality and civilization, while the strict system of seques
tration of commerce crippled the resources of the country.
But the people endured the system till 1810, when discontent
broke into open rebellion under the leadership of a country
priest named Hidalgo.

In Mexico, as in all the colonies, the Spaniards who were
born in Spain held all the offices under the government. The
Creoles, though of Spanish extraction, were treated as an in
ferior race, while the Indians and half breeds were trampled
under foot. In defiance of the expanding liberalism, the
plain tendency of the times, Ferdinand continued to fill Mexi
can offices with Spanish favorites, to garrison Mexican forts
with Spanish soldiers, and to exclude from Mexican markets
all wares not made in Spain. This stubborn resistance of all
civilizing tendencies was a feature of Spain's dealings with all
her colonies and the sufficient cause of discontent.

Priest-ridden at home, her policy of throitling her colonists
in :Mexico eventually raised opposition among the Mexican
clergy. Hidalgo and a fellow priest named Morelos kept the
banner of revolt afloat for ten years, and although it was an

. article of faith among Spaniards that the priests were not to be
punished for their actions, Hidalgo, when caught in arms, was
shackled hand and foot, carried on a mule to Chihuahua,
thrown into irons, and taken out in the gray dawn to be shot by
clumsy bunglers who could not hit the old man's heart at ten
paces. :MoreloB was stripped of his robe, set on his knees with
his back to the soldiers, and shot ignominiously from behind.
Such acts of cruelty but added fuel to the fire of revolt, and
new heroes took the place of the murdered.

Indeed, the cause of the Spanish monarch in :Mexico was
1'('ally lost before Iturbide took command of the patriots. lIe
was a frivolous trifler, maintaining almost an imperial rule
o\'er }fexico for a time, and when he fell the independence of
Jfexico was assured and was recognized in 1824 by every
foreign power except Spain.
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The same foolish policy which alienated Mexico compelled
the Central American states to follow her example. The his
tory of Venezuela reveals the same general reason for her in
dependence. When Napoleon sent Joseph to Madrid to play
King, Venezuela refused to recognize him and stood out
stoutly for the old dynasty, but when the old dynasty was re
stored and idiotic measures of absolutism were enforced, the
Venezuelans were loyal Spaniards no more. Simon Bolivar
went to England, bought arms, and when he returned made
the Spanish soldiers prisoners and locked them in the strong
fortress of Puerto Cabello.

Spain had but one policy for colonists - oppression, and
for those who protested, torture and death. From 1813, when
the struggle of the Venezuelans for liberty began, till 1820,
when it ended, the Spanish adhered to this policy, which al
ways led to the further exasperation- of the people and
eventually made reconciliation impossible. After the re
union of :New Grenada and Venezuela in 1819 the Spanish
("ause was hopeless, but General La Torre insisted on fighting
a battle with Boliyar, in which he lost everything, six thou
sand men, artillery, honor, reputation, and hope.

But the epidemic of freedom could not be confined to any.
one locality in South America. Everywhere the people were
rising against Spanish wrongs. 'While Bolivar was fusing
the northern colonies into the republic of Colombia, Jose de
San Martin, at Buenos Ayres, was maturing plans for the
liberation of Chile. He had been well educated at the Col
lege of Nobles in Spain, and had fought with distinction at
Baylen, where Napoleon met his first serious reverse at arms.
~V ith ] 80 reeruits which he picked up in the streets of Buenm;
Ayres he formed the nucleus of an army, to which were added
the forces under Bernado O'Higgins, son of the viceroy of
Chile.

With this army he crossed the Andes at Uspallata pass,
which is 12,500 feet above the sea, over 4,000 feet higher
than the pass of the great St. Bernard, thus surpassing the feat
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which contributed so much to the glory of Napoleon. At the
foot of the mountains R. considerable body of Spaniards was
met, but O'Higgins fell upon them with his cavalry and routed
them. Pushing rapidly 0!1, San Martin, on :February 15,
1817, with hardly a coin in his pocket, no military chest, and
no stores, entered Santiago with his wild gauchos at his back,
and was well received. A junta of the leading citizens of the
capital was summoned and the post of supreme dictator of
Chile was offered him. He declined it, nominating Bernado
O'Higgins in his place. It cannot be said that San Martin ac
C<lmplished the liberation of Chile by the capture of Santiago,
for the Spaniards held Valdivia, a much stronger place, for

-... three years longer, but the possession of the capital city by the
insurgents was a vast moral advantage.

At the time of San Martin's victorY,Guiana had been con
verted to the side of independence by a man of color named
Piar, and on the very day of San Martin's entrance into San
tiago, Bolivar defeated the Spaniards at Barcelona.

At this timp P<'rl! was a more important division of South
America than Chile, and San Martin felt that his task was only
half a<'complillhcd so long as Peru remained in Spanish hands.
He saw that the possession of Lima and of its seaport Callao
would depend upon control of the sea, and he, therefore, be
stirred himsplf to <,reate a na'vy for the Chileans. He induced
them to lIny two old Enst Indiamen, which were cOIlwrtcd intu
fighting ships, an old English corvette, and three brigs. Of
this fleet he induced Lord Cochrane to take command as chief
admiral, and the squadron sailed for Callao in January, 1819.
Admiral Cochrane approached the Spanish fleet of twelve ve,,
sels and a few gunboat.'l, which lay under the guns of Callal)
castle, and, after several ineffectual attacks, he captured the
Esmeralda, a forty-four gun frigate, and added her to their
sqnadron.. In the meantime San ~fartin landed a body of in
fantry and horse seventy miles north of Lima and tihreatened
the city from that side.

The Spanish general, Vezuela, had under his order an army

~ --
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of 23,000 men, but his officers were disaffected, and, after
much quarreling, they forced him to resign. His successor had
no disposition to continue the struggle, and without firing a
shot, San Martin entered Lima on July 28, 1821, hastened to
proclaim the independence of Peru, and accepted the title of
Protector.

Bolivar had just arrived at Guayaquil after a decisive vic
tory at Quito and San Martin hastened to meet him there.
What passed between them has never been fully known. But
Bolivar remained at the head of his army, while San Martin,
the pure patriot, returned to Lima and issued a farewell ad
dress, in which he said: " The presence of a fortunate soldier
is dangerous to newly-constituted states. Peruvians, I leave
your national representation established. If you repose con
fidence in it you will triumph. If not, anarchy will overthro,v
you. May success preside over your destinies."

On San Martin's departure, Bolivar was chosen dictat.or of
Peru, and a new state was created under the name of Bolivia,
of which he was made perpetual protector. lIe was also
chosen president of Colombia, and the congress of that state
refused to accept his resignation. The administration of
Venezuela was in the hands of Vice-President Paez, but he
took his orders from Bolivar. Thus all the northern portion
of South America was at this trying time under the control of
one man, who practically had absolute power.

Buenos Ayres had constituted herself a republic in 1810.
The city was a storm center for several years, indeed, from
1810 to 1817 it underwent fourteen revolutions, suppressed
two rebellions, was twice blockaded and once bombarded, but
peace came when General Rosas trampled all constitutions
under foot and declared himself a military dictator. The
draml;ltic chaptel1" which Paraguay bore in the long struggle
has been described by Thomas Carlyle in his JP.ost vivid
manner.

In .all these struggles
cruelt:'., and her stupidity.
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present day Spanish fleets have taken the se~ only to be beaten,
and Spanish ships have seldom opened fire except to be sunk.
The overwhelming disaster which overtook the Armada was
but the beginning; Trafalgar was but an incident in the long
history of Spain's downfall. When the colonists rose in in
surrection, she threw her fle€ts upon all the seaports in turn
- Vera Cruz, Caracas, Buenos Ayres, Valparaiso, Valdivia,
Callao. In not a single instance did her squadrons accom
plish anything, nor did they retard the progress of the insur
gents for a single day. By spiteful bombardments she occa
sionally destroyed some lives and property, but never could she
restore the Spanish flag to the forts from which it had once
been torn, nor could she inspire among the rebels any terror
of the Spanish name. The whole record of her colonial man
agement is an unbroken chronicle of imbecility, cruelty, injus
tice, and truculence, culminating in disaster and disgrace.

With this brief review of tlle Spanish loss of :Mexico and
the South and Central Americas, we will now trace the move
ments by which the young republic of the United States be
came p08sessed of the richest portion of that great dOHltlin
which in the sixteenth century Spain's daring discoverers had
laid at her feet. It marks the beginning of those relations
between the United States and Spain which have culminated
in the recent war.
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to Sell- The Treaty - End of a Long Struggle.

OO"lJRTLESS many of the people of the United States
are not aware that when George ",ashington was
President more than two-thirds of that great domain

which now constitute our Union belonged to Spain. Be
cause the government of the United States acquired the
larger part of this vast territory in a peaceful manner tIle fact
does not occupy a conspicuous place in our histories. But in a
study of the previous relations of this country with Spain, and
of the gradual decline of Spain's power on this side of the At
lantic, the fact becomes interesting and important,

During the administration of 'Vashington, and ah,o of
John Adams, the great territory west ot the :Mississippi from
its mouth to its headwaters was Spain's. Originally settled
by France, it fpII to Spain through the treaty of 17G3, fol
lowing the Seven-Years 'Var. England laid some claim to
that part of it whieh now comprisps the States of ·Washington
and Oregon, but it was not deemed valid, and the whole region
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was an unknown wilderness waiting for the nineteenth cen
tury to unfold its wonderful resourees. In addition to this
Florida belonged to Spain, together with a strip of land ex
tending along the gulf coast to the mouth of the Mississippi,
and known as West Florida.

The career of l\apoleon played a part not usually appre
ciated in shaping the destinies of the new American republic.
His ambition to bring Europe under his sway was but a por
tion of a magnificent scheme which also comprehended the
establishment of a great Latin empire on the Western con
tinent. In the later exigencies of his career, the necessities
imposed upon him by antagonistic European alliances enabled
the young but sturdy government of the United States by a
master stroke to extend its domain to the Pacific. A brief sur
vey of the relations of the United States to Spain at the period
following the Revolution is essential to the proper understand
ing of the denouement which took place at the century's close.

During the struggle of the American colonies for their in
dependence, Spain held aloof for some time, though largely
out of revenge upon the English she rendered us some ma
terial assistanee on the Mississippi, allowing us in the first
stress of the war to obtain powder from her stores at :xew Or
lean:;. But soon after the war was over Spain became so arro
~ant ov£'r the Florida boundaries and eaused so much inter
ference with our navigation of the :Mississippi that the
people of the United States clamored for redress in war. The
following verses from a song, found in a very old book, clearly
shows the feeling in the Statl's at that time, while they were in
a condition of loose fedl'ration under the Continental Con
gress:

.. AllOR PATRIA INCITAT."

1785.

COI.UloIBIA TO HER GENUINE BONS ON THE PIIOSPKCT OF A SPANISH WAil.

Awake, 0 my sons! and to glory repair,
The prospect is noble, the object is fair;
The Spaniards have dared to infringe on'our right;
Are ye freemen and not bring the matter to light?
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These Dons will grow proud by insulting our flag;
o sulIer them not of such meanness to brag,
In peace let your stripes round the globe be display'd,
From nation to nation establish your trade;
In the language of freemen enforce your decrees,
Make the ocean your empire, and sail where you please;
On the basis of freedom establish your fame,
And the slaves of each despot will crouch at your name.

Ye had courage to face the bold Briton In war,
And the Spaniard, ye know, Is Inferior by far.
Demand satisfaction; if that be denied,
The aggressor the consequcnce then must abide:
'T would be worthy, by heaven! and your annals adorn
The standard of freedom to bear to Cape Horn.
Unshackle the slaves that to royalty bow,
And o'er plains quite neglected establish the plow J

In October, 1795, or during the second administration of
Washington, Thomas Pinckney arranged a treaty with the
Madrid government establishing as boundaries of the United
States, East and 'Vest Florida on the south at 31 0 North
latitude, and on the west the middle of the Mississippi River
above that latitude. What was regarded as the most impor
tant and advantageous part of the instrument was a recognition
by Spain of the right of the United States to navigate the
:Mississippi, with a privilege of deposit at the port of New Or
leans, free of duty. About two years later, President Adams,.
in a message to the Senate, complained that the Spanish officers
in Louisiana were constantly interfering with the work of run
ning the southern boundary line under the above treaty. The
Spanish minister, D'Yrujo, sought to justify the action of the
Spanish authorities on the theory that there were designs
against the Spanish territory, the evidence for which was a let
ter addressed to one Carey, a Cherokee interpreter, by Senator
Blount of Tennessee, urging him to stir up the Cherokees and
Creeks for the purpose of abetting a scheme, in which the Eng
lish were also said to be concerned, for invading Spanish ter
ritory. This letter seemed to give some validity to the Span
ish minister's statement, and the IIou~e took steps to impeach
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its author, an effort which eventually failed. The British
minister, when called upon to explain, said that while such a
scheme had been proposed to him he had not countenanced it,
and Pickering, then Secretary of State, retorted savagely upon
the Spanish minister. :Fisher Ames congratulated Pickering
upon his reply to " the Spanish Don," adding, " You have not
left a whole bone in his ilkin." Pickering constantly imputed
dishonorable motives to the Spanish minister, and many of hi!:!
letters express his contempt for" the Spanish puppy." The
statesmen of those times did not hesitate to use plain and even
harsh English.

The conviction that the Mississippi River and 31 0 Korth
latitude were 110t the natural boundaries of the new "re.pub
lic began to manifest itself soon after peace was restored with
Great Britain, and this feeling was expressed in occasional
propositions for invading Spanish territory. The decadence
of Spain was already well under way. The colonists in her
territories everywhere were misgoverned and oppressed, and
dissatisfaction prevailed. By a treaty in 1796, France and
Spain had allied themselves to guarantee each other's
dominions in both the Old and New Wodd. This alliance led
the English government to look with favor upon propositions
for enabling the Spanish colonists to throw off the Spanish
yoke at the very time that the feeling in this country was
tending in the same direction. Moreover, the relations be
tween France and the United States had become greatly
strained through the disingenuous and sometimes rather in
solent diplomacy of Talleyrand.

In this situation Francisco Miranda, a South American
revolutionist, secretly worked upon the British ministry to
promote a joint expedition for a movement upon Louisiana,
Great Britain to furnish the navy, and the United States
the army. Our relations with France went from bad to worse,
and war seemed at hand, and, after the failure of our special
mission to Paris, Hamilton beeame eommitted to the scheme
of liberating Spanish America if the United States could
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be the principal agency and furnish the whole land force.
Miranda wrote to Hamilton that England would co-operate
as soon as the United States w,as prepared. "All is ready,"
he said, "for your President to give the word." But Presi
dent, Adams was not inclined to favor the project, as, like
Washington, he disliked forcible conquests or foreign al
liances. "At present," he wrote, " there is no more prospect
of seeing a French army here than there is in heaven," and
gradually the danger of a war with France and the possibility
of a conquest of Spanish America faded away.

\Vhen Thomas Jefferson became President, Napoleon,
who IUld just been proclaimed First Consul, had begun to trail
his sword over Europe and had defeated the Austrians at
:Marengo. Spain was still a faithful ally of France. It was
a part of Kapoleon's design to re-establish French influence in
American territory, and thus make a Latin counterpoise to
Anglo-Saxon influence he.re, partiy for the greater security of
the French possessions in the \Vest Indies. In October, '1800,
in a secret treaty by which he promised to secure for Spain
the recognition of the King of Tuscany by all the powers of
Europe, he obtained from her the cession of Louisiana, and
soon took steps to send an expedition to take possession of the
colony.

Meanwhile, the F nited States, being outraged by Spain's
repeated violations of her treaty as to free navigation of the
Mississippi, made preparations to attack Kew Orleans, bllt
soon after Jefferson's inauguration information concernin~

XlIpoleon's ~('cret treaty reached our government through ollr
minister at London, lind the project was abandoned. The new
treaty was anything but agreeable to the people of the United
Statf's. Tlw administration felt that llnclpr the control of
Spain, which was on the road to decay, the F nited States might

confidently await the time when the territory could be easily
secured. But with the French, under a ruler who contem
plated univPfsal empire, in control of I..ouisiana, the case wa!'!
different. The possessor of the mouth of the Mississippi, J ef-

1
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ferson wrote to Livingston, our minister at Paris, would of
necessity become the natural and habitual enemy of the United
States. " We must turn all our attention to a maritime force,
for whic.h our resources place us on very high ground; and
having formed and connected together a power which may
render reinforcement of her settlements here impossible to
}'rance, make the first cannon which is fired in Europe the sig
nal for the tearing up any settlement she may have made Rnd
for holding the two continents of America in sequestration for
the common purposes of the United British Rnd American
nations."

Livingston's instructions in. taking the French miSSlOn
were to dissuade France from acquiring Louisiana if possible,
and, if not, to procure a cession to the United States of the
Floridas and New Orleans. Meanwhile, the King of Spain
informed the Intendant of Louisiana of its cession to France,
and he was instructed to make arrangements for its delivery
to the French government. In pursuance of this order, or,
perhaps, upon some misconception of his duties, he ordered the
port of New Orleans closed as a place of deposit for merchan
dise, a privilege which our treaty with Spain had guaranteed.
As a result the product of a large part of the United States
could find no outlet. The pf'ople in the western section of the
country were greatly stirred by this act, and Hamilton was in
favor of seizing New Orleans and the Floridas at once and
negotiating afterwards. But Jefferson was disposed to con
tinue his diplomatic efforts, though they were not succeeding
well. Livingston strove in vain to gain the favor of Xapoleon,
who was rapidly fitting out a large expedition to take possession
of the new territory. Jefferson appointed Monroe a special
minister to act with Livingston, but by the time he had reached
}'rance a great change suddenly came over N npoleon. The
nrder for the sailing of the expedition was countermanded, and
livingston was surprised to find himself in high favor in the
court.

The cause of this was a sudden threatening of a renewal of
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hostilities of France with Great Britain. Napoleon had
charged the British with perfidy, and George III. had retorted
in kind. The English ambassador was openly affronted at
the Tuileries, and both governments prepared for war.
.Napoleon saw that if he continued in his scheme for Louisiana,
the United States would become an ally of Great Britain, and,
moreover, he needed money. The result was that he at once
authorized the sale not only of New Orleans bnt of Louisiana.
In this situation the sale was quickly arranged, and the famous
treaty was signed :May 2, 1803, the United States ministers
dining amicably with the Consul who but a short time before
would hardly recognize them. By this treaty the United
States became a vast empire with immunity from dangerous
neighbors, securing for about three cents an acre a domain
which has yielded almost incalculable wealth. Thus Spain
lost her hold on the richest part of the American hemisphere.

Bnt it was not without a protest from Ferdinand, who
thought Napoleon had again playcd him false. Spain's flag
still floated at New Orleans. The French had not yet taken
possession un4er the ces!-;ion of 1800, and while preparations
were being made for the formal transfer of the territory to the
United States, the Spanish minister, at the direction of his
King, protested that France could not ccde it because she had
promised not to alienat!' the tprritory to another nation, .and
because she had not fulfilled the eonditiolls of the treaty, the
King of Tuscany being still unrecognized by the courts at
LondGn and St. Petersburg. To this the United States re
sponded that any such question must be settled by France and
Spain alone.

The Spaniards were so loath to believe that the United
States could secure tll(' territory that they continued tG re
main in Xew Orleans nfter the formal transfer, though the
treaty reqllirpd them to leave in three months. While the
floldiers of the United States slept in tents and fell si0k of
fever, the Spanish soldiers continued to occnpy the barracks
and storehouses, and regularly every day mounted guard.
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Furthermore, in the arrangements for the government of the
new territory we became embroiled in a boundary dispute
with Spain, and her arrogant claim to West Florida was now
secretly encouraged by France. Jefferson seriously thought
of accepting war with Spain, for West Florida appeared es
~ential to the United States on account of Mobile and its bay,
and our ministers had undoubtedly understood when making
the purchase that this territory was included. As the Euro
pean war was still protracted, and France could not afford to
have this country throw its influence on the side of Great
Britain, Jefferson thought he would try again for a peaceful
settlement, for Spanish affairs seemed to be under the com
plete control of Napoleon.

Congress appropriated $2,000,000 for another diplomatic
effort to acquire the Floridas, and commissioners were sent
to Madrid for the purpose, stopping at Paris in an unsuccessful
rndeavor to secure French support. The conduct of Spain
meanwhile was perfidious and exasperating, and the adminis
tration would have borne less had it not been for the fear that
France would sustain the declining Spanish kingdom in case
of an open rupture; moreover, by this time we were drifting
into difficulties with Great Britain.

After the breaking out of the war of 1812, Spain, which
had been a pliant ally of France in the conflict witlI England,
now united with England in secretly stimulating the Indians
on the southern border to make war against the United States,
which feared that unless East and West Florida were seized
they would become a base for offensive operations by the Eng
lish. One result of the Spanish and British efforts to stir up
the Indians was the massacre of Fort Mims, where out of the
550 Americans surprised in this slaughter pen, 400 were slain
or roasted to death, an act which was quickly punished by Gen
eral Jackson, and West Florida practically became ours
through the surrender of the Spanish fortress at Mobile.

After our war with England, Spain alone of all the Euro
pean powers remained in vexatious relations with this govern

7
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ment. Our troubles with her related to two topics - the
negotiations to secure a cession of East Florida to the United
States, and the revolutions in the Spanish-American colonies
of South America. Our negotiations for Florida made no
progress in spite of our moderation and forbearance. Spain
was either disingenuous or perfidious, or both. After his
restoration, the bigoted and despotic Ferdinand did not con
ceal his hatred of free institutions. He would have liked to
defy the United States, but the resources of his country were
at low ebb and he failed to secure the support of England,
!tussia, and France in his plans. He was forced, therefore, to
adopt that common feature of Spanish policy, a profession of
conciliation and friendship while instructing his agents to use
underhanded means against us. In this way his agents
fomented disturbanCES on the Florida frontier and endeavored
to poison the minds of the people at New Orleans. The in
structions to the Spanish minister at Washington appeared to
be to keep the negotiations in a state of suspension. The ar
rangement which the government of the United States de
sired was the full cession of East and West Floridas with a
fixing of the disputed boundary lines of Louieiana. On our
part it was proposed to relinquish the accumula~ed spoliation
claims against Spain.

Over this territory which we were trying to peacefully
secure by purchase, Spain exercised hardly the shadow of
authority, a fact which was sufficiently manifest from the ease
with which little troops of irresponsible invaders defied Spau
ish authorities. The only pretence of Spanish occupation of
the Floridas consisted in the retentiou of small garrisons at
Pensacola and St. Augustine. In 1817 a few lawless recruits
from Savannah and Charleston passed over to Amelia Island,
near the present site of Fernandina, and took possession of it,
at the same time proclaiming a blockade of St. Augustine.
The Spanish governor made a futile effort to dislodge
this band of not more than 150 buccaneers, and they held
their ground for months. Spain then filed various pro-

I
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tests at ·Washington, and even threatened war with the
United States if the occupation were allowed to continue.
It was no wonder that many people in the South were dis
gusted with the consideration the government showed to the
complaining Spaniards, who were so utterly incapable of de
fending themselves from any little roving band that located
itself right in the face of the Spanish garrison. And when
the United States sent a force to Amelia Island to disperse
their own filibustering subjects, and, to preserve order, re
mained temporarily in possession, the Spanish also protested
against this occupation, protested both against the filibusters
and the presence of the f!oldiers sent to drive them out.

The Seminole war again brought Andrew Jackson to the
front, and he fully believed in seizing the Floridas and holding
them as indemnity for the outrages Spain had committed on
the property of citizens of the United States. His eager spirit
resented the mild diplomacy used with the Spaniards, and he
thought that a government which could 1I0t maintain its
lluthOl'ity over territory it professed to own had no right to
continue the pretence. He was strengthened in this belief
by the fact that the Spanish authorities had countenanced
rather than restrained the uprising of the Seminoles in our
territory. His theory was that self-defense compelled the
United States to take control of points which the Spanish
authorities could not keep in order, and when once in the field
he made quick work in capturing the Spanish garrison of Pen
sacola, much to the perplexity of the administration, which had
cautioned him against going too far into Spanish territory.

When the fall of Pensacola became known in Madrid, the
perfidious King sent orders to suspend treaty negotiations,
which he himself had kept in suspension, and made explicit
demands for satisfaction. In Monroe's cabinet, John Quincy
Adams, the Secretary of State, was the only one to defend
Jackson's conduct in acting contrary to orders, and it is quite
possible that his course was directed by a fuller understanding
of the Spanish character and diplomacy.
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But Jackson's unauthorized action was disavowed, and that
which a few American troops had seized with so little effort
was formally restored. It was another case of honest for
bearance on the part of the United States. In presenting the
case of this government in reply to the demands of Spain,
John Quincy Adams put the blame for the invasion directly
upon that country, and the Cortes of :Madrid was silenced.
Europe thereupon suggested to Spain the speedy sale of the
Floridas to the young republic, which had shown that it could
take possession of the Spanish territory at any time, without
any trouble, and upon any provocation which the treacherous
character of Spanish diplomacy might easily afford.

The chapter of Spanish intrigue and American diplomacy
('oncerning the Floridas was soon thereafter closed. In Feb
ruary, 1819, a treaty was signed by Adams and the Spanish
minister in behalf of their respective governments, whereby
Spain ceded to the United States all territory east of the Missis
sippi known as East and West Florida, with adjacent island:",
for five million dollars. 'Vest of the Mississippi the new
boundary began at the mouth of the Sabine River, now the
eastern boundary line of Texas, running north by that river
to 32 0 North latitude, thence north to the Ued River, thence
west along that river to 1000 West longitude, thence north to
the Arkansas River, thence westerly along this river through
what is now Kansas and Colorado to 106 0 ·West longitude,
thence north to 42 0 Xorth latitude, and thence westerly on the
line which is now the northern boundary of Utah, Nevada,
and California, to the Pacific. It was well known that this
government would have pressed further in the effort to secure
the ceding of Texas but for the feeling then bl'ginning to mani
fest itself that the balance of slave and free states would be dis
turhed. All the territory left to Spain, including what are
now Texas, Xl'W Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada, and Cali
fornia, with parts of Kansas, Colorado, and Wyoming, were
in open rl'volt against a country whosl' tyranny was rapidly
dl'spoiling her of all the gains of the sixteenth century.

•
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The treaty was at once ratified by the United States gov
ernment in anticipation of its speedy ratification by the Cortes,
but the unreliability of Spanish character again manifested
itself. In view of the natural sympathy of the people of the
Fnited States for the rebellious colonists of South and Central
America, it became difficult for the government of the United
States to preserve a strict neutrality in these revolution8.
Ferdinand feared that if he ratified the Florida treaty the
United States would recogni~e the belligerents, and so he held
off, though France, England, and Russia urged him to ap
prove. Pressed for a decisive answer, Ferdinand only offered
various mysterious excuses. Congress was disposed to re
quire the executive to take possession of the Floridas at once,
but the administration still treated Spain with undeserved for
bearance. Finally, in February, 1821, when Ferdinand's
throne was threatened by his own people, and South America
had thrown off the yoke, the treaty was ratified and the long
series of negotiations as to Spanish America was brought to a
close. It had been almost the exclusive feature of Amprican
diplomacy during Monroe's administration. At any time a
handful of United States volunteers could have taken and
htt1d the great territory for which the future held so rich a
destiny, but we dallied with Spain, put up with her shuffling
and treachery, and treated her with a consideration which no
power in Europe would have granted her under the circum
stances.

From this time for:vard our relations with Spain chiefly
concern the history of Cuba.

•
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CHAPTER V

"THE EVER-FAITHFUL ISLE"-PROGRESS OF CUBA DURING
FERDINAND'S DISASTROUS REIGN -THE HOLY ALLIANCE
AND THE FAMOUS MONROE DOCTRINE.

Cuba's ~eculiar Position - Importance of Havana-An Early Cause of
Ill-feeling - Excitement during Toussaint L' Ouverture's Struggle
Cubans Remain Faithful to Ferdinand - Aponto's Uprising - Agita
tion for the Suppression of the Slave Trade - Favorable Influence of
English Intervention in Cuba - First Struggle with the Spanish
Authorities-The People Divide-Origin and Purposes of the Holy
Alliance - "A Softer Word for Despotism" - Help for the Bigoted
Ferdinand - Discord in Cuba - Smouldering Fires - Adams's Advice
to President lionroe - The Famous Monroe Doctrine - Retreat of
the Holy Alliance - United States Attitude towards Cuba Influenced
by Slavery - The Panama Congress and its Failure-Attitude of
Southern States-The United States Uses Its Influence to Insure
Spaiu's Domination of Cuba- Words of Henry Clay.

OrRING the troublous years of the disastrous reign of
Ferdinand, the island of Cuba maintained a position.
peculiarly her own, and it will be necessary to re

turn to the time when the people of the United States won
their independence and trace upward the history and condition
of that province which, because of the failure of all efforts
to plant the seed of liberal government in her soil, obtained
the title of " The Ever-faithful Isle." During the last years
of the eighteenth century Cuba, under the rule of a few wise
governors, adYanced rapidly in material resources, and the
ports of Havana and Santiago were opened. to free commerce,
excepting the slave trade, and a few minor productions. At
the close of the century Havana was the most important city
in America. Of the governors, none were more wise and
progressive than Luis de las Casas, who imparted a new impulse
to commerce and agriculture, and inaugurated a series of im
portant public works. He took an active interest not only in
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relieving the remnant of the native Indians from slavery, but
in developing the military defenses of the island. A great
navy yard grew up at Havana, though in accordance with
Spain's short-sighted policy, it was closed in 1776 on the de
mand of the shipbuilders of Spain that such work should be
done only in the mother country. By this time Spain had
become the servant of France; reforms in church and state,
which stubborn Spain would not have dreamed of had she
had her own way, were introduced, and in Cuba the develop
ment was marked. In 1776 Spain was forced into a further
alliance with France, and when the Spanish naval power was
broken the following year at Cape St. Vincent, her communi
cation with her colonies was so interrupted and feeble that
Cuba was left practically t~ her own devices. When Spain
lay at the feet of Napoleon she had no recourse but to leave the
colonies to. defend themselves,' and it was only the increased
defenses which saved Cuba from attack.

It was with some difficulty, even under the prudent meas
ures inaugurated by Las Casas, that serious disturbances could
be avoided when the excitement of the negroes was intensified
by the remarkable campaign of Toussaint L'Ouverture in
Haiti, and there were several bloody uprisings; still, as a
whole, the island greatly benefited by the Haitian revolution,
for it led to a large immigration of white settlers driven out of
San Domingo, the number taking refuge in Cuba in the decade
ending in 1808 having been estimated at fully 30,000. En
couraged by Governor Las Casas, they contributed largely to
the development of the eastern section of the island, where
they mainly settled, and where they introduced the cultivation
of the coffee plant, the product soon becoming a large element
in the commerce of the island. The cession of Louisiana also
resulted in a large immigration of Spaniards, who found that
they must quit New Orleans or live under the flag of the
United States.

·When Napoleon placed his brother on the throne of Spain,
and the Spanish,_ seeing themselves cheated and humiliated,
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rose ina sort of helpless frenzy, the condition of affairs in Cuba
was greatly changed. England, which had long been an
enemy of Spain, now became her ally. English fleets, instead
of threatening Cuban waters, now aided in extending its com
merce. When the news of the captivity of Ferdinand
reached Cuba, the colonists, irrespective of any party divisions,
refused to recognize Joseph Bonaparte. The divisions be
tween the Cubans and the Spaniards were for the moment
lost sight of, and the people contributed men, money, and
material to assist the Junta of ~eville, which proclaimed equal
~rights for all Spaniards, both at home and in the colonies.
The hopes of the Cubans rose high, but the Junta proved itself
too closely bound to the colonial monopolies to allow of a
liberal consideration of colonial rights, and the Cubans were
greatly disappointed. The authorities in the island, however,
met the crisis by boldly modifying the orders of the home
government and thus maintaining the freedom of commerce
under other than Spanish flags. During the years when Spain
was losing her colonies in South America, many loyal Span
iards took refuge in Cuba, and, while the population was
increased and the island became the most important of Spain's
colonies, the presence of so many Spaniards naturally con
tributed to strengthen the reaction which followed the restora
tion of the despotic Ferdinand.

'When, after the capture of Seville, the Spanish' con
stituent Assembly was called to frame a constitution for the
Spanish monarchy, the colonies were invited, and Cuba
was represented by three deputies, the small proportion being
the cause of considerable discontent. The Constitution of
1812 became only another factor in the discontent, for though
the pleas of the Cuban planters prevented the adoption of the
clause for the abolition of slavery in Cuba after ten years, the
rumors of the failure led to serious uprisings among the slaves,
led by Jose Apontof a free negro. But the insurrection was
quickly pnt down and the leaders executed as usual.

However, during that hrief period of constitntional gov-
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ernment Cuba enjoyed many new advantages. As one Cuban
writer expresses it, " A division of civil and military powers
was effected; provincial deputations and constitutional mufti
cipal councils were established; liberty of the press was ac
corded; educated judges were appointed, and the fetters of cen
tralization were materially relaxed." There was at this time a
population of about 600,000 on the island, an increase of about
330,000 in twenty years. Of the total, 274,000 were whites,
] 14,000 free blacks, and 212,000 slaves. The proportion of
increase in twenty years had been 45i per cent. of whites; 19
per cent. of free blacks; and 35! per cent. of slaves.

The revolt in South American provinces undoubtedly in
elined the home authorities for a time to a more favoraLle
]Joliey towarus the faithful isle, and it was partly for this
reason that when :Feruinand restored despotism in 1814, and
trampled the constitution under his feet, Cuba at first suf
fered less than Spain herself, though Cuban deputies were not
admitted to the Cortes. But Ferdinand then dissolved the
Cortes and undertook to restore absolutism in all its ancient
rigor. In July, 1814, the Captain-General of Cuba, Apodica,
was ordered to restore the old system, and he made the formal
attempt to do so, but liberal ideas had obtained so much head
way that is was impossiLle at once to restore the old order of
things with safety.

In 1817 arose the agitation for the suppression of the slave
traue in Cuba. The importation of negroes into slavery had
been interdicted by Denmark in 1702, by England and the
Lnited States in 1807, by Sweden in 1813, anu by Holland
and France in 1814, and as England had performed fo~ Spain
the !lprvice of saving her from K apoleon, that government
used its influence to bring about the supprC'ssion of the slave
trade in the Spanish colonies. The rC'slIlt was the conclusion
of the treaty at "Madrid in ]817, by wllic·h thC' <1C']Jortation of
negroes to Spanish colonies was made illqral after 1820, and
Ferdinand, who was grPlItly in ne!'ll of mone.v, rl'cei,ved for
this concession $~,OOO,OOO, Portugal being paid a million and
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a half for a like concession. The change was violently op
posed, not so much by the Cuban planters as by the slave
tl'll.ding interests, and for years after the interdiction ship
loads of slaves were either smuggled in or their entrance con
nived at by the Spanish authorities.

To compensate Cuba for the supposed loss of commerce
from the interdiction, and in the hopes that it might have a
beneficial effect upon the revolting South American provinces,
which Spain expected then to recover, she consented to have
Cuban ports opened to unrestricted commerCl', and encoura~d

immigration to the islands. In short, owing to the favorable
influence of English intervention, Cuba made a distinct gain
at this time. But it was the forerunner of that long and
troubled period in which the Cubans and thc Spaniards stood
face to face in an attitude of bitter hatred and hostility. For
a proper understanding of recent Cuban history, it is necessary
to mark closely the distinction to which this period gave rise.

It was in 1820 that the standard of revolt was raised b
Spain by Riego and Quiroga against the cruel absolutism of
Ferdinand. The movement quickly spread, and in a short
time the constitution of 1812 was again proclaimed and Ferdi
nand was compelled to accept it. But the Captain-General
who had been sent out to Cuba two years before attempted to
delay its reo-establishment in the island. He was overborne
by the garrison of the city, a part of which at once pronounced
for the liberal order of things, and they were joined by the
Cubans. A conflict was for the time avoided by the yielding
of the Captain-General. Political prisoners were liberated
from the fortresses and the work of again establishing a con
stitutional regime proceeded. The succeeding governors of
the island endeavored to restrain the new tendency, and to
unite the civil and military power in the hands of the Captain
General in opposition to the constitution, and thus a bitter
feeling was gradually aroused between the Spanish troops
under his immediate command, and the local militia who snp
ported the Cubans. Secret societies began to take root in the
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island, and thus the two elements of the population, those sup
porting the constitution and mostly native Cubans on the one
hand, and the adherents of absolutism on the other, grad~ally

took sides in opposing organizations. But while these forces
were arraying themselves in Cuba the constitution was again
broke~ down in Spain, this time by France under the behest
of the Holy Alliance.

The great ruling houses of Continental Europe, strong up
holders of absolute monarchial institutions and the divine
right of kings, had naturally become alarmed over the sudden
unfolding of free institutions in the Americas and the develop
ing weakness of the Bourbon throne of Spain. In 1815, or
shortly after \Vaterloo, the sovereigns of Russia, Austria, and
Prussia had formed the Holy Alliance, its avowed purpose
being to maintain as a Christian doctrine that sovereign right
of legitimacy which Henry Clay in one of his speeches ex
pressed as "a softer word for despotism." In 1821, when
Xapoleon had breathed his last at S1. Helena, and after Ferdi
nand had been temporarily set aside and carried off to Cadiz
by his subjects a prisoner, this Alliance issued a joint mani
festo declaring that" useful or necessary changes in legisla
tion and in the administration of states, ought only to emanate
from the free will and well-weighed conviction of those whom
God had rendered responsible for power." The Alliance then
proceeded to put its foot upon liberal ideas in govBrIlment
wherever they were found. K aturally, it turned to help the
Ligoted Ferdinand, and the country was handed over to ten
~'ears more of tyranny from the worthless Bourbon, released
from Cadiz. This was Spain's last great effort to escape the
thraldom of superstition.

The weight of renewed despotism soon fell upon Cuba.
:Marshal Vives was sent to Havana with instructions to save
it from the possible dangers of a' liberal government. He
began his work in .May, 1823, and the island was soon in dis
cord. An attempt at open revolt was made by an association
known as the" Soles de Boliml'," the plan of which was to
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establish a Cuban republic, but it was frustrated by the vigor
ous Spanish officials, and the leaders who did not escape were
severely punished.

In October of that year Ferdinand, now more arrogant
than ever, set about to carry out the plan of the Holy Alliance,
which was to use Cuba as an arsenal and vantage point for the
subjugation of the newly-established South American repub
lics. But at this point our ministers in Europe became aware
that the Holy Alliance had a much more ambitious and sweep
ing project in mind than the assistance of Ferdinand. It was,
in fact, a plan for the combination of monarchial Europe to
throttle independence of spirit in South America. In this
situation England and the United States drew closer together
for the time, though the former had not yet recognized the
new South American republics. John Quincy Adams, then
Secretary of State, strongly advised President Monroe not to
join with England in a protest against the projects of thc
Alliance in Soutb America, but to make his annual message to
Congress a declaration of what would be the position of the
"Cnited States if the Alliance undertook to carry out its pIam.
Monroe acted on the advice, though with some reluctance, it
is said, and inserted those passages which were destined to be
come famous as " the Monroe doctrine." After referring in
the first part of his message to certain negotiations then ill
progress between Russia and this government con~erning

rights in the far northwest, he said:

"The occ.Rsion has been judged proper for asserting as a principle in
which the rights nnd interests of the United States are involved, that the
American continents, by the free al/d independent condition wlLiclt they ha1!6
a88'U1ned and maintaill, are henafo-rth not to 1M considered as sulQectB for
fUture colonization by any European puwer."

That is the gist of the :Monroe doctrine. Monroe continued
with some forcible words in explanation of this position and
plainly intimated that any attempt on the part of the Euro
pran governments to interfere with the independence of the
new republies would be comidered as an unfriendly act,
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dangerous to our peace and safety. In England, where the
purpose of the Holy Alliance was understood, the ::\Ionroe
declaration was applauded as a bold assertion of American
spirit. Spanish-American securities at once rose on the
market. The Alliance drew back and its interference with
the new republics was thus prevented.

The natural result of all this was to increase the bitter
feeling between the Cuban people and the military govern
lIJent of the Spanish-born, and as a result of several small and
unsuccessful attempts at revolt the military despotism was
strengthened, many of the soldiers ,originally intended for the
renewal of hostilities in South America remaining in Cuba, no
doubt because of an intended Congress of Representatives of
the American republics, the general motive for which was
concerted action in opposition to the apparent purposes of the
Holy Alliance.

It was from this point that our attitude towards Cuba was
largely influenced by her connection with slavery. It was
proposed to have this Congress meet at Panama in 1826, and
the Lnited States was naturally invited to send a representa
tive. In his first message President John Quincy Adams en
dorsed the plan and announced that representatives would be
sent, but the plan was strongly opposed in the Senate upon
various pretexts, though the real reason evidently was the fear·
of the slaveholding states that this Congress threatened the
institution of slavery. The republics of South America had
abolished slavery, in this being much more consistent with the
demands of liberty than the United States, and it was clear
that the representatives of the slaveholding states would pre
fer a Spanish Cuba with slavery and an illegitimate slave
trade, to an independent Cuba without them. There is little
doubt that the relations of our government to Cuba and Puerto
Rico would have formed a feature of the discussion in the
Con~es~, for the Prpsidmt announced that one of the ·pur
poses of the Congress was to eon<ioer thp " indirect influence
which might be exerri<er! upon any projects or purposes origi-
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nating in the war in which the southern republics are still
engaged and which might seriously affect the interest of this
Union."

The Panama Congress having failed, largely because of
the inadequate support given by the United States, the move
ment against Cuba which had been planned by Cuban refu
gees in .Mexieo and Colombia and was to be led by the great lib
eratQr, Simon Bolivar, was abandoned. That it was the policy
of the United States government at this time to ensure the
continued Spanish control of Cuba is clear from the statements
of Henry Clay and others, though the slave states began to
look with favor upon its annexation to strengthen the slave
holding side of the country.



CHAPTER VI

SPAIN'S SECRET ATTEMPTS TO SELL THE ISLAND OF CUBA
TO FRANCE-NEGRO OUTBREAKS AND THE TRAGIC
DEATH OF THE :MULATTO POET, VALDEZ.

The Captain-General Endowed with Extraordinary Authority-Powers
Misused and Unrest Fostered - The "Black Eagle" -Discord among
the Planters - Inauguration of Spanish Venality in Cuba - The
Irrepressible Conflict in the United States - Death of Ferdinand
No Reforms for Poor Cuba - Spanish Treasury Depleted - The
Queen's Plan to Secretly Sell Cuba to France - A Monstrous Propo
sition - Meeting in the King's Cabinet - Louis Phillippe Demands a
Reduction in the Price of the Philippines -Throwing an Important
Contract into the Fire - Class Hatred Grows in Cuba - Cuba Granted
Representation in the Cortes - The Slave Trade - Outbreaks among
the Negroes - Execution of a Mulatto Poet - His Prayer Recited on
the way to Execution - His Heroic Death.

IN May, 1825, Ferdinand endowed Captain-General Vives
with those extraordinary powers which for years re
mained the supreme law of Cuba. Threatened by a

revolution of the natives, and by attacks from Mexico and Co
lombia, and fearing the designs of the United States, he re
solved, "for the important end of preserving in that precious
island his legitimate sovereign authority," to give to the Cap
tain-General all the powers which by the royal ordinances were
granted to the governors of besieged cities. He, therefore,
granted" the most ample and unbounded power, to send away
from the island any persons in office, whatever their occupa
tion, rank, class, or condition, whose continuance therein"
the Captain-General might deem injurious, replacin~ them
with persons faithful to his majesty. He was also ~anted the
power to suspend the execution of any order whatsoever.
From that day the Captain-General was, in effect, the absolute
nIler of the island, the one essential being that he please his

(118)
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king. He became a military dictator, and the degree of his
despotism depended only upon his character and disposItion
Naturally, the sovereign appointed none but those whom he
belicYCd to be thorough Spaniards, and thus it happened that
m!lny of the governors misused their enormous powers, widen
ing the breach between the islanders and the peninsulars, and
causing that very unrest which the grant of authol'ity was in
tended to repress.

As under strict military supervision, with a large army
constantly on hand, uprisings had little chance of success un
less operated from outside, Cuban exiles everywhere became
constant conspirators. In Mexico and Colombia they or
ganized, in 1827, a secret society called the" Black Eagle,"
and in a short time its ramifications extended into many Cuban
cities and towns. The watchful military forces had no dif
ficulty in finding the main conspirators on the island, and a
large number of them were condemned to death, the rest to
exile, though the Captain-General was wise enough, in view of
the growing discontent, to mitigate these sentences in many
cases. Vives used his powers with much discretion, but under
his successor, Mariano Ricafort, venality ~nd corruption be
came more and more manifest, large sums of money wrung
from the Cubans by taxation finding their way into the pockets
of minor officials instead of into public works or into the Span
ish treasury.

While the opposition of the slaveholding class in Cuba
was one cause of the failure of attempts to shake off the Span
ish yoke, the slave interests in the United States led the South
to take a position decidedly unfriendly to Cuban independ
ence, but distinctly favorable to our acquisition of the island.
Early in the constitutional history of the United States, the
acquisition of Cuba had been regarded as desirable if only as a
strategic point.

" I candidly confess," wrote Jefferson to President :Monroe
in 1823, " that I have ever looked at Cuba as the most interes~

ing addition that could be made to our system of States. The
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control which, with Florida Point, this island would give us
over the Gulf of Mexico and the countries and the isthmus
bordering it, would fill up the measure of our political well
being." This theory grew naturally out of the consideration
of the geographical position of the island. " Our safety from
this danger," that is, the control of the Gulf by a hostile power,
wrote Alexander Hill Everett, our Minister to Spain from
1825 to 1829, in a letter t{) President Adams, " has, I believe,
long been considered as resulting wholly from the feebleness
and insufficiency of Spain; and it has been viewed by all as a
settled point that the American government would not consent
to any change in the political situation of Cuba other than
one which would place it under the jurisdiction of the United
States." He proceeded to argue that in consequence of the
internal state of the island, the obstinate adherence of Spain
to the colonial system, and the growing strength of the new
South American states, the island could not long remain in its
existing condition, and as the whites were too few to make an
independent government possible, it must eventually fall into
the hands of some other power or become a re,public of blacks,
like Haiti. For these reasons he considered it highly impor
tant that the United States should at once endeavor to obtain
possession of the island in a peaceable way. " 1£ they do not
succeed in this," he said, " it is morally certain that they will be
forced, at no very distant period, to effect the same object in a
more invidious manner and at the risk of e~broiling them
selves with some of the great powers of Europe."

He then asked that he might be favored with instructions
with a view to negotiations on the basis he proposed, which was,
in effect, to offer Spain, then in desperate straits financially, a
considerable loan on condition of a temporary cession of the
island as security. 1£ the loan was not repaid within 11

~pecified time, the enited States should assume entire and l1n
dispnted ownership of Cuba. He closed by saying: "Sho111d
this government (Spain), however, attempt to proceed upon
its usual plan of delay, after all that has already passed, I can-

S
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not but hope that Congress will resort to vigorous measures.
The mere demonstration would in this case be effectual and
would be unattended by any danger or inconvenience what
ever. :Kevertheless, violence is always unpleasant, even when
necessary, politic, and safe, so that I ·should prefer an early
termination of these vexatious disputes in an amicable 'way."

But as Henry Clay, then Secretary of State, said in a letter
to Everett that same year, the United States were satisfied with
the existing condition of Cuba and Puerto Rico in the hands of
Spain and with their ports open to free commerce, but he in
ti1l1ated that if war should continue between Spain and the
new South American republics, or there should be danger of
Cuba falling into other hands, the United States would not be
disinterested speotators.

While this was the position of the administration, it was
not the position of the inhabitants of the Southern States.
How completely slavery dominated the sentiments of the
South can be judged from the fact that, much as it would
have liked to have the United States acquire Cuba as new
slave territory, nothing would have been more hateful to it
than Cuban independence. In writing to Yan Ness, minister
to Spain in 1829, President Van Buren said that" other con
siderations connected with a certain class of our population
make it the interest of the Southern section of the Union that
no attempt should be made in that island to throw off the yoke
of Spanish dependence, the :first effect of which would be the
sudden emancipation of a numerous slave population, the re
sult of which could not but be very sensibly felt upon the ad
jacent shores of the United States."

The State Department also warmly protested in communi
cations to the government of :Mexico against any attempt to
disturb Cuba by putting arms in the hands of one portion of
its population to destroy another, "which in its influence
,vould endanger the peace of a portion of the United States."
Thus it was that because of the growing predominance of pro
slavery control, even then threatening disunion, the govern-
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ment of the United States threw its influence in favor of the
Spaniards. ·While boasting of our freedom, our interests in
slavery made us partisans of Spanish oppression.

When the ignoble Ferdinand died in 1833 and his infant
daughter Isabella was proclaimed Queen under the regency of
her mother Christina, the latter was forced to turn to the Span
ish Liberals for help against Ferdinand's brother Carlos, who,
claiming the throne by Salic law, took up arms against the
regency, thus beginning the Carlist wars, which have ever
since disturbed the Spanish nation. The Liberals demanded
reforms, and the revival of the Cortes, which Ohristina, from
necessity, granted, but this had no effect upon poor Ouba.
The following year General Tacon was appointed Oaptain
General, and instead of adopting a policy of conciliation and
fair treatment to bridge the ever-widening gap between the
Oubans and the Spanish-born, he used his unlimited powers
arbitrarily, and enforced a rigid proscription of all who op
posed his will.

In 1836, when the Spanish treasury was sadly depleted,
there occurred a bit of history not known at the time except
to the three or four parties engaged in it. The Queen con
ceived the idea of selling to France the turbulent island which
llad ceased to be "ever faithful," and even the Philippines,
so pressing were her financial needs, and she commissioned a
Spanish banker at Paris to sound Prince Talleyrand upon the
subject. The banker in his note to the Prince spoke mys
teriously of a plan which might bring fortunes to those en
gaged in the transaction, but which, if unsuccei'sful, must for
ever remain a secret to the rest of the world. The Queen then
despatched Oampuzano to Paris to represent the crown in the
business, but he was heartily ashamed of his mission; an at
tempt to deprive Spain of what he considered her bri#!;htest
jewel, nearly all that remained of her once great American
empire. He undertook the o.fnce, he said afterwards, because
he feared that if he declined it, it mi#!;ht fall to somE' of the
Queen's favorites, who would seek nothing but the personal
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pecuniary advantage to be derived from it. Campuzano had a
meeting with Talleyrand. When the secret agreement to be
signed by the King of France and the Queen Regent of Spain
was being read, Campuzano is described by Talleyrand's secre
tary as being deeply affected. The proposition from the Span
i~h ruler was so monstrous and base that he struck the table a
heavy blow with his fist and muttered a curse. Cristina pro
posed for a consideration of 30,000,000 reals (about $3,
500,000) to hand Cuba over to France, and for 10,000,000
reals more to give up Puerto Rico and the Philippines.

The Queen's plan would make it necessary for France to
raise a loan, and this was to be floated on the Bourse. Out of
the loan the banker would receive large commissions, while
1,000,000 francs was to be offered to Prince Talleyrand, and
300,000 francs was to be distributed as bribes and commis
sions to other people whose support might be essential.
·When, a few days later, the parties met in the King's cabinet
to sign the contract, Campuzano could hardly oontrol himself,
so disgusted was he with the business which seemed to be
working to a successful conclusion. The article on Cuba
hardly provoked any discussion, but when it came to the
Philippines, Louis Philippe thought he sa:w· an opportunity
for driving a bargain. He remarked that the cession of the
Philippines to France would be so obnoxious to England that
serious complications, if not war, might result. He there
fore demanded a lower price on the Philippines, and pushing
the contract across the table to Campuzano, exclaimed im
periously:

" The reduction of price must be accepted. The terms are
too onerous. Seven million ,·eals is my offer, or else the con
tract must be thrown into the fire."

Talleyrand, who knew how disgusted Campuzano was
with the whole business, and who feared that the King's move
might spoil the lucrative job, stretched out his hand to pick up
the paper and was about to speak, when Campuzano, starting
up so qni<'1dy th~t his chair fell backward, lenned over the
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table, seized the contract, crumpled it in his hand, and look
ing at the astonished King, said:

" Your majesty is right. The contract is worthless, only
fit to be thrown into the fire."

lIe flung the paper on the blazing logs of the fireplace,
and with the tongs beat it down until nothing remained but
the blackened fragments. And thus ended Spain's only pro
position for the sale of Cuba.

Meantime the condition of the Cubans upon the unhappy
island became worse and worse under the despotism of Tacon.
The Captain-General was surrounded by corrupt and greedy
office-holders from Spain, while the Creoles were undei' ban,
though they were the children of peninsulars, many of them
well educated and wealthy. Their misfortune consisted
liolely in having been born outside the peninsular, and the
period was at hand when class hatred was to manifest itself in
an antagonism never to end till Cuba should be free. In con
sidering this period we should not lose sight of events in Spain.

Pressed almost to the point of defeat by the armies of Don
Carlos, Christina, upon her failure to secure money by the sale
of Cuba and the Philippines to France, resolved upon desperate
measures, and a new levy of 100,000 men was made without
a real to pay them. But her minister adopted the policy of
confiscating nearly the entire mass of church property.
·While this seemed to open up boundless resourc('s to a nation
so devoured with forced loans, heavy tllxes, and administrative
robbery, it was found to be entirely inadequate. In an effort
to realize something from indemnities, the independence of
the South American republics was at last acknowledged (De
cember, 1836), and that chapter of Spanish decadence was
closed, but the Spanish coffers remained empty and the genrral
misery culminated in an outbreak, on account of which Chris
tina was forced to sign a decree recognizing the Constitution
of 1812 till the will of the nation should be made known in
the Cortes.· This was eventually done in the revised Constitu
tion of 1837.
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It would have been natural to suppose that in such an
ascendency of liberal ideas in the peninsula, Cuba would at
last be eriabled to secure some small share of her rights as an
" ever-faithful isle." Soon after the death of Ferdinand, and
in an evident effort to increase Cuba's contributions to the
treasury of the home government faced with a Carlist war,
the Queen had issued a decree again allowing Cuba a small
representation in the Cortes, though the unlimited powers of
the Captain-General remained in all their rigorous force, and
the concession really amounted to no more than the paper it
was written on. 'Vhen, two years later, the Queen, under
compulsion, again promulgated the Constitution of 1812, the
despotic Tacon ignored the decree, and suppressed its procla
mation in Santiago de Cuba, where General Lorenzo had at
tempted to promulgate it in spite of the Captain-General..
Tacon sent a large military expedition to Santiago and im
prisoned or exiled all who had joined in the effort. Under
the Constitution Spain was allowed one representative for each
50,000 inhabitants, but Cuba was put off with four, although
on the basis of the white population alone the island would
llave been entitled to nine.

But even this alleged concession was but the forerunner
of a new display of despotism. Speaking in open parliament,
a reRresentative of the Cortes said: "The government has
never held the opinion that deputies should "be sent from
America; it has been considered as an evil which it was neces
sary to cut short. Their advent was a calamity." A select
C'ommission at this time drew up a report which was accepted
hy the Cortes, and by which it was resolved no longer to admit
dppllties from Cuba. The Cuban deputics protested in vain.
and from that date the political constitution of Cuba became
P!'tablishpd in accordance with the Queen's decree of April 25,
1837, a decrpe which stripped the" ever-faithful isle" of all
voice in its own affairs.

This operp(' announc'NI that the provinces should no longer
be represented in the Cortes, and that,
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First, as this decision might be" distasteful to the wicked,"
active malcontents should be " Bubject to the judgment of com-·
petent tribunals."

Second, that the provinces should continue to be governed
by the laws of the Indies, and by ordinances and royal orders
il:'sued for their observance; that the Captain-General should
see that these laws were rigidly enforced, and that no measures
adopted in the peninsula be promulgated in the colonies unless
communicated to the Captain-General by the proper minister.

Third, that the higher authorities should assist Her
Majesty by adopting such measures as are necessary to enforce
the special laws.

:Fourth, that the liberty of the press should not be per
mitted, and that vigilant censorship should be exercised upon
pamphlets, newspapers, and writings printed in other coun
tries.

The years which followed this order made bloody pages in
the history of Cuba. Spain was deaf to the complaints of a
people dev,oid of a free press, of the right of assembly, and of
the security of the law. The military system gave rise to
many excesses, and the infamous contraband slave trade was
carried on and openly tolerated in violation of treaties by
which, for a money consideration from England, Spain had
formally forbidden it. The government' of Spain had de
elared that all negroes brought from Africa subsequent to the
treaty should be at once set free, and that the ships on which
they had been transported should at once be confiscated, while
the captains and crews and others concerned should be pun
ished with ten years servitude. Yet the statistics show that
for the twenty-five years following this treaty an average of
fifteen thousand slaves annually arrived in Cuba from AfriC'a.
It is asserted that in the four years that Tacon was Captain
General he made no secret of receiving a doubloon, 0\" seven
teen dollars, per head on every slave landed, and the home
government secretly fostered the trade for the sake of the rev
enue which went into the pockets of its members.
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Naturally, the inhabitants of African descent were con
tinually restive, and many of the mulattoes showed a genius
for leadership, which was often to characterize later Cuban
history. Small insurrections were frequent and conspiracies
were constant. In dealing with them the government was
ruthless, and it was simply necessary for someone to whisper
to a.n official that a conspiracy was being hatched to lead to
the execution of those who might under any circumstances
be connected with it. Plans for an insurrection were laid in
1844 among the slaves of the sugar plantations about 11atan
zas. AE the officials discovered the plot early and acted at
once, the real guilt of the arrested parties was largely a matter
of suspicion. The difficulty of obtaining satisfactory evi
dence was such that the Spaniards resorted to the method of
examining witnesses under torture. How many testified to
suit the government, simply to escape further torture, could
not be known, but the result was the conviction of 1,346 per
sons, of whom forty-eight were shot and the others subjected
to lesser fornls of punishment. Of the guilty ones only fifty
nine were slaves; 1,242 were free blacks of all shades, and
fourteen were white. .

One of those condemned to death, largely because of hav
ing sung in his poems of the liberty of his country and his race,
was the mulatto poet; Gabriel Concepcion de la Valdez. This
martyr, of whom the world knows but little, posseSsed in a
marked degrce the true poetic spirit. He began his career as
a foundling - the poverty-stricken descendant of a race of
slaves. His childhood was that of a poor laborer with no
means of securing an education except such as he himself could
gather with difficulty. Had he received the stimulus of a
government encouraging letters he might have made himself
better known in the history of literature, hut his w?rks would
have been no more immortal than they became, condemned
as he was to spend upon his native soil a life of misery and in
sult, ending in death by Spanish bullets.

While waiting for Ilis execution he wrote a prayer.
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.~ Plegaria a DioB," beautiful in its rhyme and meter, pathetic,
yet brave, in sentiment, and worthy of a place beside the
('la::;sics of the Spanish language. The following excellent
translation has been made by Louis Edward Levy in his notes
to Cabrera's" Cuba and the CubanB ":

.. Being of boundless good I Almighty God I
To Thee I turn in my most poignant grief;
Extend Thy ~nd omnipotent to hold
This odious veil of calumny from me,
And tear away the ignominious seal
With which the world would harshly brand my brow.

.. Kings of Kings I Thou God of my forefathers I
Thou art my sole defender, Oh, my God !
All may He do who to the somber sea
Its waves and fishes gave, to hea~'en its light,
Fire to the sun, and t<> the North its ice,
Life to the plant, and movement to the rills.

.. All things canst Thou accomplish; all things die
And live again but through Thy holy word.
Apart from Thee, 0 Lord, all things are naught
And lost in fathomless eternity;
Yet doth obey ThE'e this same nothingness,
For thereof didst Thou humankind create.

.. I cannot Thee deceive, Thou God of Truth,
And since it is that Thy omniscient eye
Doth through my body see this soul of mine
As through the clear transparency of air,
Do Thou prevent that innocence be crushed
And wicked slander triumph undisturbed.

.. But if in Thy omnipotence Thou wouldst
That I shall perish like a Godless wretch,
And that men may my cold and lifeless corse
Abase and outrage with malignant joy,
Then let Thy voice be heard and end my life,
And let Thy will, 0 Lord, be done in me ! "

These lines he repeated as he was led forth to his execu
tion on the Plaza de Armas in Matanzas. The first volley
fired at him by the soldiers failed to hit a vital part, and the
heroic victim, bleeding from many wounds, turned to his exe
cutioners.



" Aim here!" he shouted in a clear, calm voice, pointing to
his heart.

The order for another volley came, and the brave mulatto
dropped dead upon the ground, his blood mingling with that
soil into which has-run so much of the life current of those who
have died for" Cuba Libre."

When we consider the deliberate efforts of Spain to with
hold e~ucational advantages from the natives of Cuba, and
especially the poorer classes, we cannot but be surprised at the
wealth of good Cuban literature and art.during the nineteenth
century. To some extent, doubtless, this is due to the prac
tice of the richer Cubans of sending their sons to the United
States or to Europe to be educated, but some of the finest ex
amples of genius must be traced to the humblest conditions
of Cuban life. Many of these men have been exiles from
their native land -like the mulatto musician, Jose White,
at the head of the Conservatory of Music of Brazil.
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CHAPTER VII

FILIBUSTERING EXPEDITIONS AND THE DEATH OF LOPEZ
-THE BLACK WARRIOR-THE FAMOUS OSTEND CON
FERENCE - A CUBAN WARNING.

Buchanan's Efforts to Buy Cuba - Spain Refuses to Sell - Lopez and
His Uprising - His Filibustering Attempts - Capture of Colonel
Crittenden and His Men - Lopez Killed by a Spanish Garrote
Private Filibustering - A Change in Party Government - A Sym
pathizer with Filibusters - Duels of the Soules - An Affair of
Honor with the French Minister - The Black Wal'rior Case - Feel
ing against Spain Intensified - Soule Threatens Spain - Conference
of American Ministers at Ostend - Fixing a Price on Cnba - The
Manifesto - Soule Throws up His Commission in Disgust - Effort
to Secure Cuba - Increasing Burdens of Cuba - Arrogance of Span
ish Anthority - Burdens Only Increased - A Cuban Warning.

I
N the agitation which led to the annexation of Texas in

1845, the proposition to acquire Cuba by purchase or
otherwise was widely discussed in the United States, and

during the :Mexican war which. fixed the boundary of Texas
and brought California into the Union as a free state, the
strength of the Cuban idea increased rapidly. The slave
holders had become greatly concerned over the anti-slavery
agitation, and they looked to Cuba as a means of establishing
the equilibrium of sectional strength. In 1848, therefore,
Buchanan, Secretary of State under President Polk, proposed
negotiations for the purchase of the island to the Spanish gov
ernment through the American Minister at Madrid, who was
instructed to point out to Spain that she was in danger of losing
Cuba by revolution, and that it might be wrested from her by
Great Britain if a rupture came in their relations. The min
ister was authorized to pay as much as $100,000,000, and the
treaty should be modeled upon that of the Louisiana purchase.

(125)
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But the refusal of Spain to entertain the proposition put an
end to the project, and the growth of the anti-slavery sentiment
led many of the tl1aveholders to lend support to violence in the
shape of filibustering expeditions.

The Cuban liberals, unable to carryon their revolutionary
movements at home because of the military vigilance of the
Spanish authorities, turned to the United States as a place to
organize their movements. In May, 1847, K arciso Lopez, who
had formed a conspiracy for a rising in central Cuba, was de
tected and fled to the United States. During the following
year he formed an association of Cuban fugitives in New York,
and in 1849, after the failure of Buchanan's negotiations, L0
pez organized a military expedition and induced many promi
nent southern citizens to become interested in it. The attempt
was frustrated by the vigilance of President Taylor, who had
succeeded Polk, and who issued a warning proclamation. The
second and third attempts were more serious. In April, 1850,
Lopez sailed from Kew Orleans with about three hundred
Southerners under his command, and, after baffling one of
om naval vessels which was sent to intercept the expedition,
he landed at Cardenas, overcame the Spanish guards, and took
possession. But the spirit of revolution was not at that mo
ment ripe in the cities of Cuba, and so Lopez, finding himself
unsupported and unable to reach the rural districts, was soon
driven from the island by the government troops. He took
refuge in Savannah, where he was arrested for violating our
neutrality laws, but he ,vas quickly discharged.

J,opez was not in the least daunted and he saw that he had.
the sympathy of a large portion of the southern people. En
couraged by some revolutionary manifestations in Cuba in
1851 he hastened to K ew Orleans and organized a new force
of about 450 men, draining as before upon the purses of zealous
politicians in the canse of slavery and di~lmion. He sailed
away on the steamer Pampero intending to land on the south
prn coast. Rllt learning at Key "TP!'t of a revolt at a favor
able point on the north coast he made for that p1aee, but missed
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it and disembarked on a lonely portion of the coast about thirty
miles from Havana. Colonel Crittenden of Kentucky, sec
ond in command, with a hundred men, was left in charge
of the stores and baggage, while Lopez, with the remainder
of his command, advanced inland to the town of Pozas,
whose inhabitants, instead of lending their enthusiastic aid,
fled at once. The separated forces never reunited. Crit
tenden's band finally put out to sea in small boats to escape the
Spanish soldiers, and were soon captured by a Spanish war
v~ssel, which took them to Havana, where,. after a summary
trial, they were shot on the 17th of August. Lopez had ad
vanced but a short distance into the interior, suffering greatly
and finding the simple inhabitants of that section indifferent
to the cause, when he was attacked by government forces, and
after a severe loss he fled to the mountains. But here he was
surprised on the 24th of August by an overwhelming force,
and his scattered men, after wandering about, were gradually
caught and taken to Havana. Lopez was executed at dawn,
Sept~mber 1st, by the Spanish garrote, an instrument by which
the victim is clasped fast in an iron cha~r while an iron screw
i:J pierced through a brass collar to the spinal marrow. The
Ilewspapers of the day record that this execution was publicly
performed in the midst of an approving crowd.

President Fillmore had by proclamation stigmatized all
such hostile adventures from our shores as violations of both
national and international law, and had warned citizens of the
United States who aided such projects that they would forfeit
all claims to the protection of the government. The French
and English governments had also issued orders to their 'tVest
Indian fleets to prevent, by force if need be, such invasions of
Cuba. But as a result the Spanish authorities in Cuba be
came very suspicious of Ameriean designs, especially when the
South showed such unmistakable signs of irritation at the
failure of the filibustering schemes, for a mob at New Orleans
attacked the Spanish residents and tore in pie('es a flag- on the
building of the Spanish ('onsulate. But a little diploma('y
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BOon secured a better feeling between Spain and this govern
ment, and the Southern spirits who still dreamed of securing
Cuba were for the time occupied with the more serious aspects
of the slavery question at home. Henceforth the ~esigns of
the slave party were mainly confined to attempts to purchase
the island. SUill, there were some attempts at filibustering
of a private character. In 1853, General Quitman of Missis
sippi headed a movement in which extensive enlistments were
made and considerable money was collected, but the govern
ment interfered, and the leaders in Cuba who promised to work
with Quitman were captured, and eventually several of them
were shot.

Early in 1852 the French and English governments, in
fluenced by the efforts of the South to acquire Cuba, made a
joint proposition to the government of the United States for a
tripartite convention for disclaiming severally and collectively
all intention of obtaining possession of the island, and binding
themselves to discountenance all attempts to that effect on
the part of any power or individuals whatever. In December,
1852, Edward Everett, Secretary of State, replied to the
proposition in a letter which is an important landmark in our
relations with Spain as to Cuba. The French minister had
stated that France could never see with indifference the pos
session of Cuba by any other power than Spain, and explicitly
declared that she had no wish or intention of appropriating the
island to herself. I.ord :Malmesbury made a similar avowal
on behalf of the English government, but Mr. Everett stated
that this government could not, for various reasons which he
proceeded to enumerate, enter into an agreement to pledge
itself for all time, no matter what the circumstances, not to
consider the possibility of the acquisition of Cuba. One of the
reasons was that such a convention would be an entangling
alliance contrary to the oldest traditions of the government;
another, that such an agreement, though equal in terms, would
he very unequal in suhstance. Cuba lay close to our shores,
commanded the appr03rh to the Gulf and to the entrance of
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the Mississippi. " If," he said, " an island like Cuba, belong
ing to the Spanish crown, guarded the entrance of the Thames
and the Seine, and the United States should propose a con
vention like this to :France and England, those powers would
aflSuredly feel that the disability assumed by ourselves was far
less serious than that which we asked them to ass:ume."

Mr. Everett said further that while opinions differed as to
the desirability of the United States acquiring Cuba, there
might come a time when it would be essential to our safety.
"Still," he added, "the President thinks that the incorpora
tion of the island into the Union at the present time, although
effected with the consent of Spain, would be a hazardous
measure; and he would consider its acquisition by force, except
in a just war with Spain (should an event so greatly to be
deprecated take place), as a disgrace to the civilization of the
age." He pointed out how, in spite of annoyances to which
the 1)nited States had been subjected by acts of the Captain
General in Cuba, the President had thrown the whole force of
his constitutional power against all illegal attacks upon the
island. "A respectful sympathy," he added, "with the
fortunes of an ancient ally and a gallant people, with whom
the United States has ever maintained the most friendly rela
tions, would, if no other reason existed, make it our duty to
leave her in the undisturbed possession of this little remnant
of her mighty trans-Atlantic empire. The President desires
to do so; no word or deed of his will ever question her title or
shake her possession. But can it be expected to last very
long? Can it resist this mighty current in the fortunes of the
world? Is it desirable that it should do so? Can it be for the
interest of Spain to cling to a possession that can only be main
tained by a garrison of 25,000 or 30,000 troops, a powerful
naval force, and an annual expenditure for both arms and
service of at least $12,OOO,OOO? Cuba at this moment costs
more to Spain than the entire naval and military establish
ments of the United States costs the Federal government. Ao
far from being really injured by the loss of the island, tlwre is
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1:0 doubt that were it peacefully transferred to the United
States a prosperous commerce between Ouba and Spain, re
~:~tjng from ancient associations and common language, would
he far more productive than the best contrived system of
colonial taxation. . . . I will but allude to an evil of the first
magnitude: I mean the African slave trade, in the sup
pression of which France and England take a lively interest 
an evil which still forms a great reproach upon the civilization
of Ohristendom, and perpetuates the barbarism of Africa, but
for which, it is to be feared, there is no hope of a complete
remedy while Cuba remains a Spanish colony."

Thus were France and England a half century ago given
to understand that, while we could not consent to any other
European power than Spain occupying Ouba, we might under
certain contingencies feel compelled to take it to ourselves;
hut not for the aggrandizement of slave power.

But in the following year the -Whig administration, whose
sentiments Everett had expressed, ended, and the party whose
politics were largely dominated by the defenders of slavery
came into power. An ardent Southern expansionist, Pierre
SouIe, a Frenchman by birth, was sent to the :Madrid mission.
:Marcy, the new Secretary of State, sent him instructions which
went much further than the judicial argument of Everett, and
which indicated how dosely bound up in Ouba and its ille~iti

mate slave trade was the cause of slavery in this country.
This fact is more forcibly and less diplomatically expressed in
the private letters of General Quitman of :Mississippi, who
could boast for his filihllstcrin~ sehcmes many sYIIlpathizer;;
in Congrcss and even in the administration. "Our dlstiny is
intertwined," he said, "with that of Ouba. If slave institn
tions perish therc, they will perish here. Thus interested, we
must act." :Marcy wrote to Soule that, imder cl'rtain circum
stances, the United States would he willin~ to purC'hase, but
he did not believe that Spain would entertain negotiations,
and he fclt convinced that Spain was nno('1' ohligations to
Orl'at Britain and France not to transfer thc island to thl'
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United States. "Independent of any embarralllID1ent of this
nature," he added significantly, " there are many other reasons
for believing that Spain will pertinaciously hold on to Cuba,
and that the separation, whenever it takes place, will be the
work of violence."

The selection of SouIe for a mission which had been
graced by such distinguished Americans as 'Vashington
Irving, showed to what straits the slave party were reduced to
('arry out their plans. SouIe was an exile from France for
being a conspirator against th£ French Bourbons, and Napo
leon III. heartily disliked him.. He was a sympathizer with
the filibusters, and not long before his departure for Spain
had made a speech in public praising Lopez and his deeds, but
he was fOJ.'lIIlally received at Madrid, though he quickly in
volved himself in difficulties. Not long after his arrival, with
his wife and son he attended a ball at the home of Admiral
Turgot, the French ambassador, in honor of the Empress
Eugenie, whose sister had married the Duke of Alva. Dur
ing the evening the Duke innocently enough remarked that
Mrs. Soule, who was dressed in green velvet, looked like Mary
of Burgundy. Young SouIe heard it, and at once challenged
the Duke of Alva, and although the latter disclaimed any in
tention of being rude to Mrs. Soule, the duel took place and no
one was hurt. But the elder Soule, having heard that the
remarked had first proceeded from the mouth of Turgot, at
whose house the ball was given, immediately challenged the
French ambassador, and they fought the next morning with
pistols, Turgot receiving a ball in his knee, which for a long
time impaired his health. These affairs made SouIe's person
ality anything but pleasant to Spain and France.

Shortly after this duel the sentiment against Spain in the
United States was greatly intensified by the case of the Blacl..·
Warrior, a steamer owned in New York and plying regularly
between that port and Mobile. She was the largest steamer
in the coasting trade, and possessed accommodations for 200
cabin passengers. In going and returning, she touched at

9
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Havana to .deliver and receive mail and passengers, but not
for the purpose of discharging or taking on any freight. The
custom laws at Havana were very striot, and under them she
should have exhibited each time a manifest of her cargo.
This, of course, would have been to no purpose as no cargo
was to be moved, so she usually entered Havana and cleared as
"in ballast" to save time and trouble. She had so entered
and cleared thirty-six times in succession, with the full knowl
edge and consent of the Spanish custom officers, and in accord
ance with a written general oroer given by the authorities
seven years before. Stopping at Havana as usual in Feb
ruary, 1854, the steamer was held in the harbor for having an
undeclared cargo. The cargo was confiscated and taken on
shore, and a fine of more than twioe its value was imposed on
the captain and his vessel. The captain refused to pay, pro
tEsting against the whole proceeding as wrongful. He de-

_ clared it a forcible seizure, and, hauling down his colors, left
his vessel as a Spanish capture and made his way back to the
United States, where the owners preferred a claim for
$300,000 indemnity.

Soule meanwhile had applied every art of menace and
cajolery to induce Spain to cede Cuba to the United States,
and in accordance with his instructions from Marcy protested
against any interference from other European powers in the
negotiations. Spain proudly spurned all negotiations on the
subject. The minister declared in the Cortes that such a sale
would be "the sale of Spanish honor itself." Then came
from 'Vashington a demand for redress for the Black lVarrior
seizure.

In order to impress the governments of Europe as well as
their own, the ministers to England, France, and Spain,
Buchanan, Mason, and Soule, respectively, all eager to add
Cuba to our slave territory, at the suggestion of Secretary
Marcy called a conference of themS<'lves at Ost('nd in October,
1854. They conferred three days, and then transferred their
deliberations to Aix-Ia-ChapeJle, where they drew up the rc-
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port which became known as the Ostend Manifesto. It was
proposed that our government should make a bold strike for
Cuba, and that an immediate and earnest effort should be
made to purchase it from Spain at a price not exceeding a cer
tain maximum, which was between themselves and the admin
istration fixed at $120,000,000. They declared that our pro
posal to Spain should be open and frank, so as to challenge the
approbation of the world, and such a transfer, they urged,
would be beneficial to Spain and to all the commercial nations
of Europe. What with her own oppression and the danger of
insurrectionary troubles, they said, Spain, unless she sold,
might lose Cuba and the price as well. Finally, supposing a
price should be refused, the question would remain, they de
clared, whether Cuba in the hands of Spain did not endanger
our internal peace and the existence of our Union; and if so,
we should be justified by every law, human and divine, in
wresting it from her.

But this remarkable manifesto did not produce the desired
effect. President Pieroo was too prudent to at once follow
such reckless advice, and the Kansas-Nebraska trouble soon
furnished him with enough to attend to, especially as it made
the North determined to allow of no more territorial acquisi
tions till the slavery question was settled. The impetuous
SouIe, observing the hesitation of the government, threw up
his commission and returned home in disgust. Thereupon,
Spain made compensation for the Black lVarrior, and both
nations exhibited a more peaceful and amiable disposition.

When Buchanan became President, however, the slave
holders thought that the policy of "territorial expansion"
would be vigorously prosecuted. His message certainly gave
promise of such a policy, and Cuba played a conspicuous part
in it. But by this time the anti-slavery sentiment had become
strong enough to hold the South in check. Still, Buchanan
did his best to keep the Cuban project to the front, even after
the elections of 1858 showed that the verdict of the people
was against him. ·When Congress met in December, he spoke
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much of Cuba, Mexico, and Central America. lIe held that
if Spain would not sell, self-defense would compel us to annex
it by force. Slidell, one of the President's most intimate
friends, presented in the Senate a bill proposing to place in
the hands of the Executive $30,000,000 for negotiating the
purchase of Cuba, and he made a long report describing in
glowing language the advantages to be derived, and strongly
reiterating the threat that if Spain would not listen to negotia
tions, the government of the United States would, by them
selves or in assisting the Cubans, drive Spain from the island.
But Congress would do nothing in times of such domestic ex
eitement, and Buchanan's advice went unheeded. The posi
tion of the parties would have been quite different had Cuba
been wanted for the sake of freedom, but the island was an
open market for slaves, and was desired for just this reason.

In writing to Tocqueville in 1858, Charles Sumner said:
" ",Yhy will not Spain follow the example of other European
powers - and now of Russia - and declare emancipation ill
Ler colonies1This would do more to settle the slavery qups
tion than any blow ever before struck. It would at once take
Cuba from the field of :Mr. Buchanan's lawless desires ll.nd
destroy the ailment of the filibusters; besides, it would be an
act of noble justice as well as of wise statesmanship." He
considered that the neck of slavery was in Cuba, anq if it
could be severed there it could not last longer in the United
States. But the question was to be scttled in another way,
and when the war broke out this unpleasant chapter in the re
lations of the United States to Cuba was closed.

During this decade Cubans bore the ever-increasing weight.
of oppression in a spirit of hopefulness, and every attempt to
throw it off was impotent, so extensive and thorough was tIl('
military espionage. It is not strange that their valor was un
equal to the situation when, living in an island smaller than
the Stare of New York, they were undpr the constant watch of
an army larger than was np('e~~ar'y in the whole of the United
States. The Spanish government constantly added to the
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burden of Ulxation, and thus the discontent of the people COll

tinued to increase. Oommerce with the lInited States was
almost destroyed by prohibitory restrictions, and that with the
mother country was subjected to a heavy tax.

An American observer in Cuba in the fifties wrote:
" Every kind of judicial enormity prevails and every descrip
tion of imposition is practiced upon the helpless Creole. If
he commits a wrong, he is punished without an opportunity of
being heard in his own defense; or, what is the same thing, he
is tried before a prejudiced tribunal. If he has suffered an
injury he finds the means of redress so tedious that endurance
is preferable to the formidable task of obtaining jU::ltice.
There is but one means of avoiding persecution, but one way
to escape when persecuted, but one method to obtain justice
when seeking ordinary redress - it is bribery. Gold will
open prison doors; procure dispensation for falsely imputed
crimes; obtain a tardy degree of long-sought justice. Thus
Jl(>rsonal security is only to be enjoyed at the expense of the
right of property."

The effect of these regulations were sometimes minimized
by the good fortune to secure as Governor-General a man of
more than ordinary honesty and discretion. This was the
ease under the moderate sway of Serrano and Dulce during our
OiviI ·War. The tact of the former did much to allay the
irritation caused in the Northern States when Spain recog
nized the belligerency of the Southern forccs over a month
before the first battle of the war. This fact kept in mind will
offer an interesting comparison to the forbearance shown upon
several occasions later by the United States government when
Cuban insurgents sought belligerent rights. Though it was
the South which really tried to force Spain to give up Cuba,
hy force of arms if necessar:v, the moment the South took up
arms against the Union, Spain recognized it. It was a feature
of Castilian policy which has not heen forgotten, even if we
have had the wisdom to show no signs of revenge in our own
diplomacy towards Spain.
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Unquestionably, the abolition of slavery in the United
States as a result of the Civil War and the re-establishment of
the power of the republic on firm grounds strengthened the
liberal sentiment in Cuba and gave rise to renewed movements
for its expression. The pleas of the Cubans had so much effect
even upon the Spanish govprnment that a liberal ministry
which happened to be in power in 1865 accepted a project for
a Commission of Inquiry to consider and devise reforms for
the Cuban administration. The project was duly set forth in
a royal d<:cree and the Cubans formed extravagant hopes upon
the results. But the whole scheme was emasculated by the
opponents of reform, the devotees of the old system. Accord
ing to the royal decree the election of the commissioners was
to take place in the manner provided for municipal council
men, that is, by the higher taxpayers composed in three
classes, landed property, commerce )lnd industry, and profes
sions. But the Captain-General modified this classification for
the occasion by organizing four groups, commerce and indus
try being divided. It had the effect and doubtless the object of
diminishing the number of native voters and doubling the
number of Spaniards in whose hands the commerce and city in
dustries were. The commission was further backed by the gov
ernment which appointed one-half of the commission itself.
The result WlL3 what might have been expected, and it is need
less to dwell upon the efforts of the Cuban reformers who en
deavored to impress the Spanish government with the necessi
ties for reform. Instead of a general plan for colonial refonn
being eonsidered, the commission, whose deliberations were
guided by a president appointed by the government, restricted
itself to the proposal of cprtain regulations for slave-labor about
which the Cubans cared but little. Thpir own propositions the
commission declined to entertain. They demanded a constitu
tional system in place of the autocracy of the Captain-General,
frel·dom of the press, the right of petition, cessation of the ex
(']usion of Cuhans from public offipp, unrrstril'trd industrial
liberty, aholition of restrictions on the transfer of landed prop-
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erty, the ri~t of assembly and association, representation in
the Cortes, and local self-government. But none of these pro
posals would the home government consider. Even the mod
erate demands of the Cubans for the abolition of slavery were
temporized with and nothing was done. The result was that
the new Captain-General, Lersundi, tightened the screws on
the reformists so that they were worse off than before. To cap
it all, a little later an additional 10 per cent. on the direct
taxes of the island was imposed.

One of the Cuban deputies to the Cortes, in a speech de
livered in 1866, said: "I foresee a catastrophe near at hand,
in case Spain persists in remaining deaf to the just reclamations
of the Cubans. Look at the old colonies of the American con
tinent. All have ended in conquering their independence.
J,et Spain not forget the lesson; let the government be just to
the colonies ·that remain. Thus she will consolidate her do
minion over people who only desire to be good sons of a
worthy mother, but who are not willing to live as slaves under
the scepter of a tyrant."
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M
EANWHILE, affairs in Spain had been going from bad

to worse. The treasury was well-nigh empty. The
air was full of intrigue and conspiraoy. At last, on

September 19th, the revolution broke out at Cadiz, and a pro
nunciamerdo was issued setting forth the causes of disaffection
in the mother country. It was a long array of charges, all
justified. The truth was that the Spanish rulers, still priest
ridden, were clinging to the customs of the middle ages, and
the people were at last awakening, but without any adequate
training for governing themselves. A provisional govern
ment was established, and Isabella fled to France, where she
pleaded in vain for Napoleon's help. Napoleon was begin
ning to have troubles of his own, and it was the Spanish throne
which was eventually to form the issue of war leading to the
French collapse at Sedan.

While these events were beinp: shaped at home, the Cuball'l
were planning another outbreak of their own, for, disappointed
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over the failure of the Commission of Inquiry, and goaded al
most to a frenzy by the high-handed methods of Captain-Gen
eral Lersundi, nothing was left them but another break for
liberty. The movement was fast ripening when the news of
the Queen's overthrow reached the island, but the change in
Spain made no difference with Lersundi's policy. IIe became
even more watchful and oppressive. The plans for insur
rection were quietly matured in 'the eastern provinces of the
island by Francisco Aguilera, Manuel Aguilera, and Fran
cisco Osorio at Bayamo, Carlos Cespedes in Manzanillo, Beli
sario Alvarez in Holguin, Vincente Garcia at Las Tunas, Do
nato Marmol in Jiguani, and :Manuel Fernandez in Santiago.
These men were not low-born conspirators. Francisco Agui
lera, for example, though born in Cuba, had been highly edu
cated both in the United States and Europe, and was a mil-

• lionaire when he liberated his slaves and threw himself into
the cause of the rebellion against Spanish tyranny. Cespedes
had graduated in law at 1IadrId, and was a man of literary at
tainments. He had been imprisoned during the conspiracy
of Lopez, but since his release had been practicing his pro
fession in Bayamo. It was at his plantation at Yara that the
revolution was proclaimed. The leaders had planned to have
II simultaneous outbreak on October 10th, but the movement
having been discovered by the authorities, Cespedes at once
placed himself at the head of 100 poorly-armed men and 200
slaves whom he had liberated. Two days later he was joined
by about 4,000 men, and the entire province rose in sympathy
with the movement. By the middle of XOYember he had an
organized army of 12,000 men, who, though poorly equipped,
werc united in purpose and of determined will. Thus, in
brief, began the Ten-Years ·War.
_ It will be well before following the events of this !;trllggle

to make an examination of the social and ('('onomic rondition
of Cuba at that time, and of the rf'Sllltl' of Spanish goyern
ment, for it will not simply throw light upon the ram~('s

of the rebellion but make cl('arpr the later course of events.
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In a general way we have seen that the Creoles or white people
born on the island were allowed no voice in affairs, and the
reason why the Spanish government persistently kept the con-
trol in peninsular hands will appear from the method by which
revenue was extracted from the island. Spain's improvid...enVt.
monarchs had not merely run the home government heavily
into debt, but had by an unwise, short-sighted policy destroye
the industries of the peninsu1a. Spain's debt being out of all
proportion to her diminished resources, it became necessary
for her Bourbon majesties to find money to pay the interest
and keep up appearances. Cuba was the richest portion of
the domains and had no power to protect herself. The prob-
lem was, therefore, to squeeze all possible out of the island b,Y
Spanish agents.

But if Cuba had been compelled to furnish only so much
as would satisfy the home government, her yearly contribution'
for this purpose being $7,000,000 or $8,000,000, her burden
would have been very much easier. Unfortunately, to this. .
was added the support of the municipal and provincial gov-
ernment, and the still greater burden of enriching the venal
Spanish officials. The office of Captain-General was a bril
liant prize for whioh many aspirants were eagerly struggling,
and under the prevailing conditions it followed that the very
means calculated to insure Sl1<'C.('SS presupposed dishonorable
motives. To win influential supporters the candidate was
oblig-ed to promise a subsidy to them, and this he expected to
obtain by peculation 'When he reached Cuba. There were no
inducements for him, even had he the ability, to study the
needs or gain the good-will of those over whom he presided.
The prinrely salary which he rereived was but a part of his in
come, and generally coming to the island a poor man, he nearly
always returned a rich one, no matter how brief his term of

office.
The annual revenue raised in the island in 186R was ap

proximatt'ly $211.000.000. and preparations had been made to
increase it. The revenue in the island in 1857 had been
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$17,790,000, but during Spain's wars with Morocco, Santo
Domingo, }Iexico, Chile; Peru, and Cochin China, the ex
actions upon Cuba had been 50 great that the revenue had
tlearl,}' doubled, the increase being all out of proportion to the
increase in the value of the productions. Early in the sixties
Spain adopted the practice of issuing Cuban bonds, pledging
the revenues of the island to pay the interest. This plan in
creased the. interest account, and caused a deficit, therefore
new methods of taxation were devised. It was estimated that
while the people of Spain were paying $3.23 per capita of in
terest on the national debt, the Cubans, who had had no part
nor interest in the contracting of that debt, were paying $6.39
per capita.

It is difficult to obtain satisfactory statistics of Cuba for
that period or for any period, for the Spanish officials have
little fondness for them, but Cuban writers say that shortly
before the war broke out there were in a state of production
the following estates:

Stock farms,
Sugar plantations,
Colfee plantations,
Cattle rnnches,
Cocoa plantations,
Cotton plantations,
Produce farms,
Truck farms, .'
Tobacco plantations,
Apiaries, .
Country resorts,
Distilleries,
Tile works,
Lime-kilns,
Charcoal furnaces,
Cassava-bread factories,
Tanneries,

The value of this property, together with its appurten
ances, was estimated at about $380,000,000, with a net in
come of about $38,000,000.

The cities were hopelessly in opbt and were unable to pro-
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vide for such necessary improvements as drainage and street
cleaning, and it was even said that in Santiago, a city where
custom revenues were largely absorbed by official peculation,
the municipal gas bills were months in arrears. Education
was neglected and the schools were closed. Little was done
for the maintenance of hospitals, and there was but one asylum
for the insane on the island, and that was at Havana. Else
where such unfortunates were kept in the common cells of the
jails. :Nor should it be supposed that the greater part of the
revenue found its way to Spain. The general expenses of the
Spanish method of governing an island of 1,500,000 people,
less than half of them white, must be comidered.

The following were a few of the salaries paid the Spanish
officials of Cuba at a time when the President of the United
States was receiving $25,000:

Captain-General,
General Manager of the Treasury,
The Archbishop of Cuba,
The Bishop of Havana. .
The Chief of the Arsenals and Dock Yards,
President of the Court,
Lieutenant-General,
Governor of Havana,
First Secretary of the Governor-General,
A Field Marshal,
A Brigadier,
A Colonel,
A ColJector of 9ustoms,

$50,000
18,500
18,000
18,000
18,000
15,000
15,000
8,000
8,000
7,500
4,500
8,450
4,000

There was a whole retinue of other officials, chiefs of
bureaus, and subordinates with large emoluments for their
services. But beyond this were what we call "perquisites,"
incident to aU offices, civil and ecclesiastical, from the highest
to the lowest. These were not fixed by ordinance, but by cus
tom, and thcy varicd according to the charact€r of the men.
They might be obtained in various ways. Just a little to a
customs official would make the greatest difference in his be
havior as to baggage or cargoes. How nicel~' it might be ar
ranged can be seen from the usual way of collecting the ill-
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come tax. A planter, for instance, would hand in a return
putting his income at $10,000. The collector let the planter
know that he was greatly dissatisfied, and that the figure
should be at least $15,000. The planter, of course, knew what
the collector meant, and that it might be worse for him if he
did not take the hint, SO he would offer to split the difference
and make it $12,500. The collector, with much politeness
and many assurances of his desire to be obliging, would accept
the compromise. But the tax on the extra $2,500 went into
the collector's pocket and the original assessment of $10,000
remained on the books. It has been estimated that the pecu
lations in various ways at the custom house at Havana
amounted to 40 per cent., and at Santiago 70 per cent. of the
entire receipts.

All this, of course, amounted to a tax on industry and com
merce which could thrive only in spite of such obstacles.
Even if the customs laws had not been subject to these abuses
they would have operated heavily against the industry and
commerce of the people. The Spanish officials were not blind
to the injustice of the laws, but as they profited by them and
gathered all they could in anticipation of returning shortly to
Spain and maintaining that splendid appearance so dear to the
Spanish heart, they usually remained quiet. Only occasionally
was there an officer who had the conscience or the courage to
complain to the home government. Captain-General Dulce,
whose sway was so moderate and whose efforts to remedy
abuses so energetic that the other officials forced his recall, said.
in a letter to the Minister for the Colonies in 1867: " The
cause of the trouble and inquietude which appears in the island
of Cuba should be sought to a great extent in the tariff laws,
which, under the pretext of protection, make impossible a
commerce carried on in good faith. . . . The custom house
system is very expensive, overloaded with formalities -which do
not prevent fraud but which embarrass and annoy honest
trade."

Spain managed to retain almost a monopoly of the trade of
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Cuba through differential duties, while making the Cubans
pay extremely high for articles received from the mother coun
try. The duty on flour was so heavy that only a small portion
of the people indulged in wheat bread. In Spain the annual
consumption of bread was 400 pounds per capita, while in
Cuba it was fifty-three pounds nine ounces. .A barrel of flour
could be bought in New York and carried to some port in
Spain, whereby it became Spanish flour; then it could be re
shipped across the ocean and sold in Havana for $8.25, while
if the barrel had been shipped direct from New York to
Havana it would have cost the dealer $10.46. A similar state
of things pertained to the postal regulations. A letter from
Europe, although prepaid, could not be taken from the post
office till twenty-five cents had been paid. If it were de
livered, the charge was thirty-seven and a half cents. All
sorts of mail matter was keated in the aame way.

If anyone carried firearms for his personal safety or kept
them for defense, he had to pay a heavy license, and a strict
search was regularly made for unlicensed firearms. The Civil
Guards cost nearly $3,000,000, and the maintenance (jf the
troops, without counting the chief officials who received larg;e
salaries and allowances, or the commis810118, buildings, and sup
plies, cost about $4,000,000 more.

With such a climate and such a soil Cuba should have
been one of the richest portions of the earth. Nature had been
bountiful with her, and it was no wonder that the Abbe Raynal
had pronounced her the boulevard of the new world, and
that the Spanish historian had called her the fairest emerald
in the crown of Ferdinand and Isabella. Could she have
fallen to almost any other government in Christendom, the
island could have been a vast, sI]liling garden, but from the
first to last it had been the unvarying policy of the govern
ment to oppress and rob the people, to extort the last possible
peseta. Finally, it became impossible'for legitimate business
to sustain itself in the face of the increased exactions. Coffee
and cotton planting were practically driven from the island,
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where they might have proved an enormous source of revenue.
In every way Spain had carried her system to the utmost of
audacity and severity.

One who made some observations in Cuba before the in
surrection wrote: " It has been my lot in life to mix a good
deal with discontented people - rebels, revolutionists, re
formers, and, in fact, all categories of men who look upon
themselves as oppressed.... But until I listened to Cubans
giving vent to their hatred of Spain, I neVeT had any concep
tion with what diabolical hatred one nation can look upon an
other. There is no use in attempting to paint the feelings of
the Cubans still under the power of Spain for the race from
which they have sprung, because all painting would be a weak
and ineffectual representation of the reality. In all prob
ability, if the present disturbed state of affairs continues in
Spain, the pent-up rage of this much-oppressed people will
find vent in a new Sicilian vespers; and, if it were not for
the fear of exposing their families to a renewal of the insul ts
and outrages to which they were subjected after the first re
verses of the revolution, the attempt would have long since
been made."

The underlying principle of Spanish law as applied to the
Cubans was that every accused Cuban is guilty until he proves
himself innocent. The result was an endless number of ar
rests and few trials. Arrested persons were led to Morro
Castle, and, when the doors closed, hope was left behind. Few
ever came out, and still there seemed always to be room for
mO!'e. Exec.utions thinned out some, starvation some. It
was not consiqered safe to inquire after details. Persons ar
rested for complicity in some supposed conspiracy simply di.s
appeared; no one knew whether they had a trial or not, and
their friends feared to press their defense lest they, too, might
be incarcerated. .

Cuba had not failed to ask for justice and redress. The
people, before shouldering the rifle, pleaded for their rights.
Far-sighted men had denounced the cancer of slavery, the
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horrors of the traffic in slaves, the corruption of the office
holders, the abuses of the government, the discontent of the
people with their forced state of political tutelage. No atten
tion was given to them, and this brought on the first armed
conflicts.

Before the insurrection of 1868 the reform party, which
included the most enlightened, wealthy, and influential
Cubans, exhausted all the resources Wlithin their reach to in
duce Spain to initiate a healthy change in her Cuban policy.
Having succeeded in leading the Spanish government to make
an inquiry into the economical, political, and social condition
of Cuba, they presented a complete plan of government which
satisfied public requirements as well as the aspirations of the

. people. The Spanish government disdainfully cast aside the
proposition, increased taxation, and proceeded to its exaction
with extreme severity.

If any further justification were needed for the uprising,
it could certainly be had from the lips of the Spaniards them
selves. A few months after the war broke out the minister of
transmarine affairs at :Madrid said in an offieial paper: "A
change of system, political as well as administrative, is im
peratively demanded." ,Yhen a Spanish official was willing
to concede so much respecting the state of affairs in Cuba, no
further evidence is required concerning the outrageous
tyranny to which the Cubans were subjected.
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COURSE OF THE STRUGGLE-FORMATION OF THE REPUB
LIC-OUTRAGES BY SPANISH VOLUNTEERS-HEROISM
OF CUBAN WOMEN - MYSTERIES OF MORRO CASTLE.

Rapid Growth of the Insurrection - Forced to Adopt Guerrilla Methods
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Cruelty - Cuban SUCCl'.8BeS - Arrest of University Boys - Their
Sentence and the Execution - Guerrilla Tactics - Diminution of
Spanish Forces - Heroism of Cuban Women - Mysteries of Morro
Castle - Further Efforts to Secure Peace - Disagreement among the
Insurgents -The Rebellion Nearly at a Standstill-A Typical Engage
ment - Terrible Destruction of Property - Campos Sent to the
Island - An Armistice - The Treaty of Zanjon.

W ITHIN a few weeks Cespedes had gathered about
him nearly fifteen thousand men, all resolute and
eager, but, unfortunately,. poorly armed and

equipped. The plans of the revolutionists having been dis
covered while still immature, war began before arms could be
smuggled into the island, and, as the Spanish held all the sea
ports, the insurgents were forced to rely almost entirely upon
guerrilla methods. Still, for the first two years they were
victorious in many engagements, and were generally succes
ful, hostilities being mainly confined to the two eastern prov
inces. During the winter of 1868-69 the struggle centered
along the railway from Nuevitas to Puerto Principe, and the
Cubans beeame the masters of the country. One after an
other of the important towns of the interior were captured in
the ~lerri1la campaign under the leadership of "Manue}
Quesada, and the Spanish forC'es, which included 40,000
regulars and 70,000 volunteers, were repeatedly beaten off
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by a Cuban force which could not have consisted of more
than 30,000. Hundreds were ready to flock to the rebel
standard, but it was useless to increase the army faster than
it could be armed. To do this, the leaders were compelled
to depend mainly upon what arms and ammunition they could
capture from the Spanish. The coast was continually pa
troled by a Spanish squadron of light-draught gunboats, so
that little help from outside could be gained. Nothing but
these ships, however, prevented the Cubans from capturing
some of the seaports.

At this stage the Spanish ministry recalled Lersundi, and
returned the former Captain-General, Domingo Dulce, who
had stood well with the Cuban people because of his moderate
policy. Dulce at once issued a proclamation appealing for
peace, offering a general amnesty and promising a considera
tion of grievances when order was restored, but the Cuban
leaders were bent upon absolute freedom and refused to listen
to proposals to lay down their arms. They had been tricked by
such Spanish promises before.

One of the two great questions at issue between the Cubans
and Spain was understood to be the future condition of the
negroes. A Cuban assembly meeting on February 26, 1869,
in the district of Las Villas, declared for the immediate aboli
tion of slavery" in the name of liberty and the people," hut
the act met with no response from Spain, th'ough many of her
wisest statesmen were in favor of such abolition. This declara
tion was the cause of an uprising in the Las Villas district, led
by a Polander named Roloff, who succeeded in driving out the
Spanish soldiers and holding them in check.

On April 10th, while the Cubans WCTe gaining ground, a
Constituent Assembly of Cuban representatives met at Guai
maro, framed a constitution for the Republic of Cuba, and
elected CesJWdes as President, Francisco Aguilero as Vice
President, and :Manuel Quesada as military commander. In
a !lhort time rig-hts of bellig-erency were accorded them by
Chile, Bolivia, Guatemala, Colombia, :Mexico, and Peru.
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In May two expeditions were successfully landed under
the command of Rafael Quesada and Colonel Thomas Jordan,
but the supplies of arms and ammunition thus introduced were
insufficient for the hundreds of fighting men who were eager
to Bock to the insurgent standard. Meanwhile, the Sranish
navy had been reinforced by about thirty vessels purchased
in the United States and converted into gunboats, and these,
in addition to the large Beet already patroling the coast, made
the landing of filibustering expeditions a very difficult mat
ter. Thus it was that the United States afforded more help to
Spain than to the Cubans, with whom most of our people were
in sympathy. This had been the case in all revolutionary
movements in Cuba, the requirements of international law
being upheld by our government. Spain, whose supremacy
was thereby recognized, was enabled to carry in stores of all
kinds from the United States, and by this means to keep her
army in the field. Spain's industrietl were in an impoverished
condition, and but for what the Spaniards in Cuba were en
abled to purchase in the United States, the Cubans would
probably have pushed on to victory in spite of their small sup
plies of ammunition and arms. Yet Spain. treated us this
time in an insolent and haughty manner, simply because, not
withstanding the vigilance of the United States officials and
of the Spanish co~suls and spies, attempts were made by private
parties to fit out expeditions in aid of the Cubans.

As the war progressed, the people of the United States
could not restrain their indignation at the Spanish operations
on the island. In the first place the Cubans continued to win
victories in the face of obstacles. The yellow fever made
havoc with the conscripted Spanish soldiers, and they were ut
terly untrained for the guerrilla tactics by which, at the end of
1870, the Cubans had gradually strengthened their hold on
the eastern half of the island. In the second place, the con
duct of the Spanish soldiers in the western part of the island,
where, according to Spanish reports, peace reigned, was suf-

... ficient to rouse the anger even of those friendly to Spain.
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One of the measures adopted by Spain while in a state of
civil disturbance was the formation of volunteer battalions
or home guards. Their officers found it almost impossible to
enforce discipline among them, and they were responsible for
many ~utrages and excesses of malicious cruelty. They were
placed on duty in the cities, which they were supposed to de
fend, but which they terrorized much after the manner of
brigands. So uncontrollable were they that they practically
made and unmade their own officers, and, in June, 1870, they
actually arrested and deported Captain-General Dulce be
cause they considered him too lenient against the insurgents.
The Spanish government tamely submitted to the excesses of
the Volunteers, and this outrage was followed by a similar
deposition of General Lopez-Pinto, commander of :Matanzas.

The new Captain-General, Rodas, proved to be a man after
their own heart, shooting prisoners of war without restraint.
He made a great show of putting uown the rebellion, calleu for
reinforcements, and received them on his assuranee that he
would quickly bring the rehellion to an end; hut, as a matt{'r
of fact, his forees were invariably worsted in the field by the
Cubans, who w<,Juld lay in wait for the Spanish detachments
and slaughter them by a murderous fire from ambush. The
result was that in six months Rod~'as recalled, and in De
cember, 1870, Balmaceda took hi~ place. Ill' could do little
lIgainst the insurgents, whose guerrilla warfare continued to
baffle the regular troops, but the outrages of the home guards
in the cities of the west became more and more fiendi8h.
Some 20,000 of these forces were coneentrateu in Havana, and
I1bout twice as mlmy more in other parts of the island.

In Kovember, 1871, a glass plate at the puhlic tomb of
Havana, where the body of one of the home guards had been
placed, was found to have been defaced by some obnoxious
writing. Suspirion pointed to some of the students of the
University of Havana, and forty-tlm'€ of these boys were ar
rested and put on triai. So arbitrary was the act that an
officer of the rpp:nlar army voluntarily defended them before
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the military tribunal, and they ~re acquitted for lack of evi
dence. But the Volunwers were not satisfied, and they de
manded of the cowardly Governor-General a second court
martial composed of their own officers. The Captain-General
partly acceded to their request, and appointed to the court
nine Volunteers, five regular army captains, and a major, with
a colonel as judge advocate. The Volunteers thus had the ma
jority of the court, and were fit once the accusers and the judge.
The result was that eight were sentenced to be shot, thirty-one
were sentenced to imprisonment, and four were acquitted.
The next morning, Xovember 27th, 15,000 of tho Vol
unteers paraded to the scene of the execution; the o!:casion
was a sort of fete for the bloodthirsty guards, and the boys
were cruelly and unjustly shot. Xaturally, the affair sent a
thrill of horror through the civilized world. The Spanish
Cortes, to keep up appearanccs, passed a vote of censure, but
nothing was done to punish the movers in the outrage.

During the campaign of 1871 the insurgents were ehabled
to secure considerable stores of ammunition and arms, largely
from the Spanish, and the campaign of 1872 was practically
a repetition of its predecessor. The insurgents, compelled to
be very saving of their ammunition, confined their open at
tacks to such small bodies of Spaniards as they. could overcome,
eluding the larger ones, which were nevertheless continually
llarrllssed by sharp attacks llnd retreats, while exposure and
disease killed more of the unacclimated than artillery in the
hands of the rebels could have done. Some of the Cuban
forces under General Agramonte in the district of Camagiiey,
in Central Cuba, were so short of supplies and wcapons that
they offered to lay down their arms if their lives would be
spared_ The Captain-General accepted the proposition, offer
ing it as evidence to the outside world that the rehellion was
near its end. But General Agramonte, who refwwd to ,\-ipld
and was left with only thirty-five men, organized a hody of
cavalry and maintained the war with consi(lerahlp ~ll('('('~!,\.

The authorities were determined to prevent supplies
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from falling into the hands of the insurgents, and they
not only maintained the strictest watch of the coasts to inter
cept expeditions but instituted a most severe espionage over
the Cuban families, who naturally sympathized with the pa
triot forces, and whose patriotism was far from being crushed
by danger. The Cuban women even found ways to give their
most valuable jewels lIS a oontribution to the cause of liberty.

Very heroic were some of their efforts. In 1872, some
ladies in Havana put their diamonds and other valuable jewels
together to realize money with which to assist the Cuban
leaders. The jewels were given to a young brother of one of
the ladies to sell, a very difficult proceeding without raising
the suspicion of the authorities. But he finally succeeded in
realizing something over $4,000 for the jewels and in forward
ing the money to Cespedes through a safe channel.

Hardly had he accomplished this before he was denounced
as a suspicious person, and was at once arrested and thrown
into :Morro Castle, where he WIIS subjected to the closest ex
amination in the effort to discover his accomplices. It was
never discovered how his complicity was divulged, though it
was supposed that one of the Jewish pawnbrokers had in
formed the authorities in order to make himseJ£ safe. In
spite of tortures, the young man refused to disclose anything
liS to his accomplices, though he was finally offered his free
dom and permission to leave the island if he would confess all,
tho idea being that he was a mere tool, and that a dangerous
combination of conspirators remained to be discovered.

One of the sisters of the accused determined to assume the
whole guilt of the transaction in order to free her brother, but
her friends convinced her that such an act would simply lead
to the death of both. The young Cuban maintained his
!'ilence and suffered all the indignities of imprisonment. He
was, in time, it is said, brought before a military tribunal.
\Vhat the sentence was no one knew. His fate remains a
mystery, like that of hundreds of others who entered the gates
of the castle prison.
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In the fall of 1872 Balmaceda was compelled to relinquish
his command provisionally to Ceballos, and, in the following
year, definitely to General Pieltan, who thought to bring the
war to a dose by negotiations. He made repeated effortll to
induce the Cuban leaders to accept peace without independ
ence, but always without success.

The skirmishing of the insurgents was carried on vigor
ously in 187:l, and the war really reached its climax. But in
the fall of that year disagreements arose among the Cubans
themselves. The Cuban Congress met at Bijagual in Decem
ber, and a majority being hostile to the policy of President
Cespedes, he was deposed. lIe retired to San Lorenzo, where
he was surprised by a detachment of Spanish troops, and
though he escaped, he was mortally wounded, and died on
:March 22, 1874. He had given up everything for the cause
of Cuba's freedom, and at the time of his death was practically
homeless and deserted.·

:Much difficulty was found in selecting his successor, 1 •

Cisneros, a scion of the old Spanish nobility, and a man of Ili~::1

social rank and a'bilities, was provisionally elected. In join
ing the revolution he had renounced his title, and his estates
had been confiscated. But the disagreements among the
Cuban leaders caused widespread disaffection, and for a time
the rebellion was nearly at a standstill. It might have ended
but for the fact that the Spaniards themselves were in discord.
As the campaign in the field had given the Spaniards no ad
van~age, J ovellar, who had succeeded Pieltan as Captain
General, determined to take vigorous measures. He declared
the whole island in a state of siege, conscripted every able
bodied man into the military service, and drafted ten per cent.
of them into the field. This raised a storm of protests from
the citizens and brought down UPOD him the hatred of thc
Volunteers. The outcome so utterly disgusted him that he
asked to be relieved, and he was succeeded in the summer of
1874 by General Concha. With him came more reinforce
ments and he entered upon an energetic field campaign, de-
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feating in September a large body of insurgents at Yarayaba.
His own forces were, however, so crippled and demoralized
by the engagement that the victory was praotically fruitless.

After six years of this desultory fighting the end seemed
as far off as ever. 'Without a navy there seemed to be no
possibility of the Cubans ejecting the Spaniards from the
i~land, while the Spaniards were able to do no more than drive
the insurgents from one place to another. Meanwhile, it was
costing Spain an immense amount of money and was well-nigh
ruining Cuba. "The marvel is," wrote one who was in Cuba
in 1873, " that such skirmishing should go on from day to day
for four years without more decisive results. There can be
little doubt about the ruthless character of these Cuban hos
tilities. Printed reports of massacre and torture may be
wildly exaggerated; but there can be no doubt that there is a
vast deal of shooting in cold blood; and property fares no bet
tEr than life in the belligerent's hands. I know from the very
best authority tllat in the district of Trinidad de Cuba, one of
the oldest settlements in the center of the island, about two
thirds of the ~ugar and coffee estates and of the grazing farms
were either destroyed or abandoned before the end of 1871.
That magnificent valley was turned into a state of desolation
from which it will need years of peace to recover. The same
has been the fate of many settlements in the central districts."

Up to this time Spain had been regularly sending fresh
levies of Spanish youths to the island, only to fall by disease,
or in skirmishes with an enemy which came upon them sud
denly and as suddenly disappeared to await another oppor
tunity. The Volunteers were never brought into the field to
any extent, being allowed to play the bandit in the cities. But
when the Carlist wars came on it became impossible for Spain
to spare recruits, and the constantly diminishing forces gradu
ally fell back before the ins·urgents.

In 1876, the Carlist uprising in Spain having been sub
dued and Alfonzo XII. placed upon the throne, General Mar
tinez de Campos, who had won distinction in putting an end
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to the republic and restoring the Bourbon dynasty, was sent
to Cuba with 25,000 veterans of the Carlist wars to end the in
surrection. lIe had had experience in Cuban warfare, yet
notwithstanding his experience and energy, and that of his
veterans and recnlits, and in spite of the dissensions among
the insurgents, he made little headway. The latter easily
eluded the larger· forces sent against them, and overpowered
smaller detachments. The hot season was again coming on,
and the Spanish troops were weakening under the effects of
the climate, when Ca~pos determined to undertake negotia
tions for a peace. Early in 1878, both sides being well-nigh
exhausted, he succeeded in obtaining an armistice.

The headquarters of the insurgents were then in Cama
giiey, and there the insurgent leaders met to consider the over
tures. A commission of nine generals, with Garcia, who had
succeeded Cisneros as president, were appointed to meet Gen
eral Campos and a number of his officers at the camp of S1. .
Augustin near Zanjon. This they did on February 10th, and
there they signed the compact known as the peace of Zanjon,
by which the Cubans gave up their struggle for independence,
and the Spaniards promised the reforms which it had refused
to grant in 1867 after the Commission of Inquiry. By the
articles of this agreement Spain conceded to the island of Cuba
the same political privileges, organic and administrative, en
joyed by the island of Puerto Rico, and grantpc1 complete
amnesty as regards political offences. Those remaining under
trial or sentence would be given their liberty, and a gen~ral

pardon was given to deserters from the Spanish army.
Freedom to slaves in the insurgent ranks was granted, and

no insurgent should be compelled to render military service to
the Spanish government till peace should have been estab
lished, while the government would lend aid Rnd protection to
all desiring to leave the island. Insurgents were p1lblicly to
lay down their arms, railroad and steamship facilities heing
afforded to all !Icctions of the insurgent army repairing to the
place appointed for the surrender of their arms.
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CHAPTER X

SPAIN'S STRAINED RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED-STATES
DURING THE TEN-YEARS WAR-THE VIRGINIUS AFFAIR
-A RACE FOR LIFE-EXECUTION OF CAPTAIN FRY AND
HIS COMPANIONS.

Situation Changed after the American Civil War - Spanish Fears
President Grant's Pacific Tenders - Significant Reply of Spain
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stances of Her Departure - Sighted by the Spanish Cruiser TIJ1"1UU1n
-A Lively Chase-Burning Hams to Keep up Steam-Horses and
Arms Thrown Overboard - A Race on the :Moonlit Caribbean - Cap
tured and Taken to Santiago-The First Execution of Prisoners
The American Consul's Messages Delayed - He Asks for an Explana
tion - An Impudent Note in Reply - Further Executions - Captain
Fry's Death - His Pathetic Letter to His Wife the Night before His
Death - Arrival of a British Gunboat.

LEAVING now the Cubans who, supposing that they
were to receive at last BOrne measure of that for which
they had been so long pleading and fighting, were

about to lay down their anna, it will he necessary to return
to the beginning of the war of 1868 and observe the manner
in which it affected the United States and its relations with
both the island and Sp6in. The importance of this struggle
consists not so much in what the Cubans gained, for they really
gained nothing, as we shall see, nor in what the Spaniards
learned, for they learned nothing, as will also he apparent, but
it consists in the position which the United States felt ohlig{'(1
to assume in the struggle, and which, when understood, will
make clearer the reasons for intervention in 1898, twenty
years after the close of the war. Public and political interest
in the Unitpd States during' the strtlg'gle was largely confined
to the qUe5tion of the recognition of the Cubans and to what is
known as "the Virginius affair."
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The Civil War had well-nigh swept out of the public mind
the frantic efforts of Buchanan, Marcy, and others to secure
Cuba, and the situation was greatly altered. Slavery had
been destroyed in this country and retained its foothold in this
hemi8phere in Cuba alone. Castellar and others had said in
the Cortes that they wished slavery abolished in Cuba. When
the standard of insurrection was raised at Yara a Spanish minis
ter had spoken to our representative at Madrid of " the common
interests shared by the lJnited States .and Spain in Cuba," and
had added, "that whatever retarded the prosperity of the
island was injurious alike to both countries; the welfare of
euba was of more commercial importance to the United States
than to the mother country." Doubtless, the Spanish minister
was haunted by a fear that the United States might, in a
spirit of revenge which would have been so natural to a
Spaniard, recognize the belligerency of the Cubans before
hostilities were well begun, as Spain had recognized the con
federacy eight years beiore; and it required uncommon assur
ance for him to speak Df the commercial interests of the United
States and Spain in Cuba when Spain did everything it could
by discriminating duties to injure Cuban commerce with the
lJnited States. The Spanish minister might have added that
the interest of the United States in Cuba was heightened by a
desire that the struggle just beginning might end in its ac
quisition of self government and in the abolition of slavery.

General Grant, who hecame President in March, 1869,
tendered the good offices of the United States for the purpose
of restoring peace in the island, and General Prim, as the
representative of the Spanish government, had replied: " ·We
can hetter proceed in the present situation of things without
even this friendly intervention. A time will come when the
good officl:'S of the United States will not only be usefnl, bnt
indispensable in the final arrangements betwe€n (;nha and
Spain." Rnt that time did not come, and the strll/!/!le had
not proC'ee(led far before it was apparent that the Unitp(l States
must become very seriously interested in the way the Spanish
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authorities were conducting the war, and in the manner in
which the rights of Arnerican citizens and of American com
merce were being' violated.

President GraD(, with some members of his cabinet, was
decidedly in favor of recognizing the belligerency of the
Cubans. Senator' Sumner, chairman of the committee on
foreign relations, was strongly opposed to it. The one was a
man of .~\·ar, the other a student of international relations:'
Grant looked at it as a practical problem in warfare; he, doubt
less, reasoned that we were under no moral obligations to Spain
which, with such undue haste, had recognized the belligerency
of the confederates and still defended that slave power against
which he had worked out his great campaigns and won such
magnificent victories. Sumner hoped that Spain would her
self abolish slavery and grant self-government to the Cubans,
and he had the further reason, whieh was <'ertainly a good
one, that he did not wish our standin~ in the case of the

• Alabama claims against England to be weakened by a hasty
recognition of insurgents in Cuba. In one of their interviews
Grant asked Sumner how it would do to issue a proclamation
with regard to Cuba identical with that issue' by Spain with
regard to us~

" I advi~ed against it," wrote Sumner to Motley. " He is
very confident that the Cubans will succecd. On the- same
da." I hud a call from two Cubans - one of whom was Aldama,
the ril'hrflt man of the iRland and an old friend of mine - who
had ('orne to Roli<'it the concession of helligeren<'y, saying that
with it fl1]('('e,,~ was certain, and-that without it the island would
become a dCRert. I gave them no encouragement."

Hamilton Fi"h, S<'<'retary of State. waf] v<'ry dose to Sum
ner, and Sumnp-r'g will dominated. But for him. doubtless,
Grant wonld have done his utmost to concede the right of bel
lig'erency and the 011bans might. have heen 8uc('essfu1. Spain,
with her own wars and that in the island on hand, could hardly
11ftV(' gone to war with us at the timp, and belligerent rights
would have enabled the Cubans to better se('ure arms, and,
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whereas, we were bound to intercept, if possible, all expeditions
with snpplies and arms fitted out in our ports for Cuba, Spain
was freely buying both ships and supplies from us.

The manner in which Spain repaid us .for this considera
tion of her interests may be seen from the decree of the Cap
tain-General of Cuba, a copy of which a:.-rived at the state
department in April, 1869. One portion of this decree was
as follows:

.. Vessels which may be captured in Spanish waters or on the high
seas near to the island, having on board men, arms, and munitions or
effects that can in any manner contribute, promote, or foment the insur
rection in this province, whatsoever their derivation or destination, after
examination of their papers and register shall be de jaeUJ considered as
enemies of the integrity of our territory and treated as pirates, in accord·
ance with the ordinances of the navy.

.. All persons captured in such vessels, without regard to their num·
ber, will be immediately executed. II

In other words, if an American citizen were caught by
Spain near the island with anything calculated to contribute
to the insurrection, he would be 8lwt like a.pirate!

Our government at once protested that this was not only
a violation of its treaty with Spain of 1795, but a violation of
the laws of nations. Secretary Fish added:

.. Under that law and treaty, tIle United States expect for their citi
zens and vessels the privilege of carrying to the enemies of Spain, whether
those enemies be claimed as Spanish subjects or citizens of other countries,
subject only to the requirements of a legal blockade, alI merchandise not
contraband of war. Articles contraband of war when destined for the
enemies of Spain are liable to seizure on the high seas, but the right of
seizure is limited to such articles only, and no claim for its extension to
other merchandise. or to persons not in the civil, military, or naval servit'e
of the enemies of Spain will be acquiesced in by the United Stat~s.

.. This govemment certainly cannot assent to the punishment by
Spanish authorities of any citizen of the United States for the exercise of
8 privilege to which he may be entitled under public law and treaty."

Almost simultaneously with the receipt of the knowled~e

of this order of the Captain-General, the Spanish minister at
Wa!'hington made a complaint" that piratical expeditions are
in preparation again!'t the legitimate government of Spain in
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Cuba," and requested the President to issue a proclamation to
restrain the same. The minister furnished no evidence of any
such expeditions and none really existed at that time. No
proclamation was then issued, but "the regular officers of the
United States were instructed to keep a close watch for bUeh
expeditions, and, later, several were stopped. But the ob
jectionable decree of the Captain-General was quickly fol
lowed by one which concerned the United States quite as
much. The course of trade and social intercourse had car
ried many citizens of the Un~ted States into Cuba. They and
their property were subject to protection by the United States.
But the commander at Bayamo issued a proclamation to the
effect that: "Every man, from the age of fifteen years up
ward, found away from his habitation, who does not prove a
justified motive therefor, will be shot; every habitation un
occupied will be burned by the troops; every habitation which
does not float a white flag, as a signal that its occupants desire
peace, will be reduced to ashes; women that are not living at
their own homes or at the house of their relatives will- collect
in the town of Jiguani or Bayamo, where maintenance will
be provided. Those who do not present themselves will be
conducted forcibly."

Here was Spain, who would not admit that a state of war
existed in Cuba, for that would have given us ample justifica
tion for recognition of the Cubans as belligerents, making de
crees in Cuba just as if war existed and ordering the confisca
tion of goods, the shooting of seamen and the destruction of
private property~ whether the persons involved were citizens
of the United States or not. :Meanwhile, she was obtaining
ships and other supplies from us. She was really attempting
to fight the poor Cubans under cover of the United States,
and at the same time decreeing an indiscriminate slaughter,
which might extend to our citizens and to the destruction of
their property.

Fnder the circumstances, it required a great amount
of self-control on the part of our administration to keep
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its hands off Spain's neck. When Secretary Fish vigor
ously protested, the Spanish minister endeavored to justify
the outrageous decrees by the code of instruction to our
armies in the Civil "Tar, but the Secretary promptly re

iterated that these instructions were issued when the country
was in a state of war, which Spain would not admit as to
Cuba; but even so, throughout the whole Civil War not
a prisoner had been shot in cold blood and not a political
crime, however grave, had been visited by capital punishment.
There were many instanceB in which the property and rights
of American citizens who had no connection with the insur
rection in Cuba were int('rtered with, and although Spain
made many promises, restitution was being continually post
poned on various pretexts, which our government did not con
sider as evidences of good faith.

The Spanish minister kept complaining to the State De
partment of alleged expeditions which were being fitted out
for the insurgents, but when the United States officers caught
the suspected parties, Spain could bring forth no evidence.
" The characteristics of vagueness, indefiniteness, and absolute
uncertainty," wrote Secretary Fish, "have marked all the in
formation furnished or proposed to be furnished hy Spanish

• agents, attorneys, or counsel, since the outbreak of the insur
rection, as a foundation for proceedings at law against the
.parties complained of." In the case of most of the expeditions
whic·h were intercepted, the United States gathered the in
form'\tion through the vigilance of its own officers, the Span
ish agents furnishing none till after the expeditions had been
captured and broken up. Yet Spain was continually com
plaining of our lack of diligence! and she harshly blamed our
government for prolonging a war which her best generals were
unable to put down.

On the 4th of October, 1870, there sailed from the port of
Xew York the st€amer VirginiUII, whieh had heen built in
England for use as a hlockade runner during the civil war, anil
which, having been captured, had been brought to the navy
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yard at Washington. There she had been purchased at
auction by one John F. Patterson, who had taken her to ~ew

York and made oath that he was a citizen of the United .States,
and the sole owner of the vessel. Her custom house bond was
in the regular form, there was nothing in her manifest or
papers or in the circumstances connected with her departure
from K ew York to attract attention or excite suspicion, and
she left, like any of the other hundred vessels leaving the same
week, without attracting the attention of the Spanish consul or
of the officers of the United States. Her ostensible destina
tion was Cura~oa, in the Dutch 'Vcst Indies, and it appears
that she went there. For three years, indeed, she cruised
about the Caribbean S~a, recognized as a vessel of the United
States at different ports. The watchful Spanish minister, in
a communication to our government several months after the
Virginius had sailed, enumerated several vessels of which he
thought he had cause to complain, but he made no mention of
the Virgin ius.

But, while it was not known then, it afterwards appeared
that the vessel was in the service of the insurgents. Captain
rry was strongly advised by some of his friends not to take the
risk of the venture of landing arms on the island, but he re
plied that it was easy enough to run around the Spaniards,
lind he considered it a righteous thing to work for the patriots.
" At any rate," he said, " the whole question is one of bread for.
my family."

On the 23d of October, 1873, or more than three years
after she left Xew York, she regularly cleared from the port of
Kingston, Jamaica, for Puerto Limon, Costa Rica. It was
the il1h:mtion of the expeditio?ists on board to sail direct for
the coast of Cuba, but a slight damage to the machinery
obliged the vessel to put in at a port of IIaiti. This she shortly
left, and, aftpr touching at other ports on the snme island, the
captain concluded on the 30th to attempt a landing on Cuba.

On this day the Spanish C'omilll at Kingston, having heard
of suspicions against thE' Virginius, advise8 the governor at

,
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Santiago that the vessel had recently been seen between
Jamaica and Cuba. The Spanish cruiser Tornado had that
very morning arrived at Santiago, and Governor Burriel at
once communicated his information to the commander, who
!let out to find the alleged filibuster. On the following day
the TlJrnado, which was proceeding under sail w!lile work was
being done on her engines, came in sight of the Virginiu8 cruis
ing close to the Cuban coast. All possible steam was at once
put on the Tornado, and she was soon running for the Vir
giniu8 with fonrteen-knot speed, while Captain Fry, discover
ing his peril, headed at once for Jamaica. Unfortunately for
him, the supply of coal was short and he was soon obliged to
burn petroleum, then greaHt', and fat of any kind; even hams
had to be thrown in to keep up steam for speed.

When niglit closed in both vessels were running at their
best, and were in the same relative position, though the Tor
nado seemed to be gaining. It was one of those clear nights
when the full moon falling on the Caribbean makes objects
visible for long distances, and the Virginiu8 was easily kept in
sight, especially as the greasy combustibles which she was
using caused a thiek hlack smoke to pour continuously from
her funnel. Captain Fry saw that he was falling behind in
the race llnd that he might not be able to reach neutral waters
in time, and so, to lighten his vessel, horses, cannon, and cascs
of arms were thrown overboard. It was said afterwards that
fully two thousand Remington rifles, a mitrailleuse, and much
powder was thrown into the sea to facilitate the flight. But
it did not avail.

Although the coast of Jamaica was but a few leagues away,
the Tornado had come within range, and three shots flew over
the Virginiu8, then a shell burst near by, bripging the fugitive
to. She was boarded by the Spanish officers and crew, who
hauled down her American flag and run up the Spanish en
sign. The captain showed his papers and the Spaniards ap
propriated them. At midnight they turned about for San
tiago.

11
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EXECUTION OF FOUR PRISONEI\S

The Tornado and her prize were welcomed at the port
November 1st by a great crowd of people. The authorities;
both civil and military, immediately visited Governor Burriel
t(l felicitate him upon the news, and that evening the governor
gave a brilliant reception; the palace was illuminated, the
vessels were ~urrounded by boats filled with bands of music
and cheering Volunteers, who made coarse jeers at "the
Yankees." The festivities were continued late into the night.
The next day a court-martial was held on the Tornado, and all
but four of the prisoners were sent to jail with an escort fol
lowed by a great rabble of the people cheering and jeering.

The Virgini'U8 had in all .155 persons on board, most of
them of Spanish extraction, but the names of at least forty-five
indicated that they were either citizens of the United States
or of Great Britain. The four upon whom sentence was im
mediately passed were three Cubans, including General
Verona and a brother of the insurgent leader Cespedes, and
one American named Ryan, Their execution was fixed for
the 4th, and on that day they were marched to a place made
famous by the number of executions there. The whole Span
ish population of Santiago followed and witnessed the act with
great rejoioing. The men were shot in the usual manner,
kneeling close to the slaughter-house wall. Two of them
were killed at the first shot, but the other two had not been

, mercifully hit, and a Spanish officer walked up and 'ran his
sword through their hearts. Then the crowd ran in and
picked up the bodies, still warm with life, severed the heads,
placed them upon pikes, and marched about the city.

Just before the execution an interesting incident took
place. There were in Santiago fifteen Spanish officers who
at one time had been captured by General Verona, and gen
erously released. They pleaded with the authorities that this
act should entitle him to mercy, but no heed was given the ap
peal. The Spaniards demanded blood, they had had a taste
and they demanded more.

As the Virginius had cleared as an American vessel'and dis-
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played the American colors she at least had an apparent claim
tv protection until it should be proven otherwise, and at least
the American and British citizens on board were entitled to the
opportunity of acting with the consuls of their countries in the
defense of any rights which they might have. Our vice
consul at Santiago, Mr. E. G. Schmitt, therefore, had promptly
demanded access to the prisoners, but the provincial governor
replied discourteously and to the effect that it was none of the
American consul's business, as the prisoners were all pirates
and would be treated as such. Mr. Schmitt was even refused
the use of the marine cable to communioote with the United
States consul at Kingston, where the VirginiuB had cleared.
Our consul protested, and meanwhile the form of a court
martial was gone through with, and the three Cubans and one
American were shot. On the same day the consul received
a reply from the governor, from which the following extract,
indicating the character of the Spanish disposition and
methods, is made:

.. I have received your communications, one dated the 2d inst., and
the remaining two the 3d inst. ; the first inquiring if it was true that a
telegram had been detained by my orders which you had addressed to the
t:nited States consul in Kingston, Jamaica, asking information as to the
nationality of the steamer Virginiu. seized on the high seas as a pirate by
the Spanish cruiser Turnado. In my desire to correspond duly to the
exquisite zeal which you show in this matter, I would have replied at oncc
to your communication, but, 118 I received it preciscly at the moment of
important and pcremptory attairs, to which I had to devote myself ex
c1usively; and further, as the past two days were holidays, upon which
the officials do not come to the offices, being engaged as well IUl everyonc
else in meditation of the divine mysteries of All Saints and the com
memoration of All Souls' day, as prescribed by our holy religion; it was
impossible for me until early this morning to comply to your wishes. . . .

.. Neither could I foresee your desire to repair with such haste to the
jail where the prisoners were incarcerated; much lcss that you desired to
do so, showing an officiousness so marked, when you had received from
none of them any remonstrance whatever, which they would have made
at once through my conduct If their conscience had permitted them to even
suppose that they were innocent and worthy of the protection of your
vice-consulate, undoubtedly impelled thereto on this occasion for unknown
and suspicious purposes. . • .
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.. Such conduct, especially after you were advised by the fiscal tbat
Mr. O'Ryan was an Englishman, obliges me to apply to the governmt'nt
and propose that your exequatur to perform the duties of your vice
consulate be withdrawn, as an officer who addresses protests 60 slightly
founded, and who after that attempts to surprise UJe intention of the
Spanish authorities, accustomed to act with the rectitude and loyalty
known to all, cannot help compromising the honor of the country he
represents...

Having written this reply, the governor seems to have pro
ceeded to the execution of a few prisoners, and the pretended
trial of others. Our consul bore himself with dignity and
honor. In his reply he said:

.' I should have been the last person to disturb the important duties
of your Excellency, and the religious meditations which your Excellency's
subordinates were indulging in, had it not been that I consider the case a
pressing one and imagined that, where there was sufficient time to censure
and detain my telegram, there might have been also time for a few lines
of explanation, with the additional motive of my second dispatch, that I
observed tbat the circumstances which your Excelleney enumerates were
no hindrance to the despatch of other business connected with the
steamer. .

" I shall therefore abstain from saying anything further on this point,
than that it seems to me, considering that the VirginiU6 was flying the
United States flag at the time of her capture, that she claimed to be a
United States merchant steamer, and her papers as such were surrendered
I,>y her captain to the boarding officer of the steamer TO'f'1ltJdo, it would
have been a delicate attention on the part of your Excellency to have in
formed me thereof, and that the use of such flag and papers was an abuse
of the goodness of the country which I represent, in order that I might
have brougllt the same to tlle noticc of my government.

"Finally, I note your Excellency's intention to apply for the revoca
tion of my exequatur, and while ignorant of any cause given therefor, I
can only assure your Excellency that my conscience being perfectly clear
in the question, and having acted honorably, and as I consider for the
best, the result of your Excellency's application is to me 11 matter of
profound indifference."

On the 6th there were further court-martial proceedings
and thirty-seven more were sentenced to be shot the next
morning, including Captain Joseph Fry, the commander of
the vessel. Of this man's indomitable courage in the face of
death, and his intense affection for those for whose sakes chiefly
he had undertaken this hazardous adventure, the pathetic let-
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ter written to his wife the night before his execution bears
sufficient testimony.

01'1 Bo...ftD THE SPANISH MAN·OF-W.~R .. TORNADO."

SANTI_~GO DE CUBA, November 6, '78.

.. Dear, dear Dita - When I left you I had no idea that we should
never meet again in this world; but it seems strange b me that I should
to-night, and on Anne's birthday, be calmly seated on a beautiful moon·
light night in a most beautiful bay in Cuba, to take my last leave of you,
my own dear sweet wife! And with the thought of your own bitter
anguish - my only regret at leaving.

.. I have been tried to-day, and the President of the Court Martial
asked the fl\vor of embracing me at parting, and clasped me to his heart.
I have shaken hands with each of my judges, and the secretary of the
court and the interpreter have promised me as a special favor to attend
my execution, which will, I am told, be within a few hours after my
sentence Is pronounced.

.. I am told my death will be painless. In short, I have had a very
cheerful and pleasant chat about my funeral, to which I shall go a few
hours from now; how soon I cannot say yet. It is curious to see how I
made friends. Poor Bambetta* pronounced me a gentleman, and he was
the brightest and bravest creature I ever saw. •

.. The priest who gave me communion on board this morning put a
double scapular around my neck, and a medal which he intends to wear
himself. A young Spanish officer brought me a bright new silk badge
with the Blessed Virgin stamped upon it, to wear to my execution for him,
and a handsome cross in some fair lady's handiwork. They arc to be kept
as relics of me. He embraced me affectionately in his room with tears in
his eyes.

.. Dear Sweetheart, you will be able to bear it for my sake, for I will
be with you if God permits. Although I know my hours are short and
few, I am not sad. I shall be with you right soon, dear Dita, and you
will not be afraid of me, Pray for me, and I will pray with you. There
is to be a fearful sacrifice of life, as I think, from the VirginiuI, and, as I
think a needless one, as the poor people are unconcious of crime, and even
of their fate up to now. I hope God will forgive me if I am to blame
for It.

.. If you write to President Grant, he will probably order my pay,
due when I resigned, to be paid to you after my death. People will be
kinder to you now, dear Dita; at least, I hope so. Do not dread death
when it comes to you. It will be God's angel of rest,- remember this.
I hope my children will forget their father's harshness and remember his
love and anxiety for them. May they practice regularly their religion and
pray for him always. Tell the Illst act of my life will be a pub
lic profession of my faith and hope in Him of whom we need not be

• A Cubau rebel aeneral, paIICIlpr ou the Ylrg;lIju,.
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ashamed; and it is not honest to withhold that public acknowledgment from
any flllse. modesty or timidity. May God bless and save us all! Sweet,
dear, dear Dita, we will soon lReet again. Till then, adieu for the last
time." Your devoted husband,

J08ltPH FBY.

The next morning, with thirty-six others, he was executed.
The next day twelve more shared his fate, and probably all the
remaining 102 would have been shot but for a sudden interrup
tion. The interest of the British and French consuls and of
the authorities in J amalea had been aroused, for some of the
prisoners were British subjects. The British sloop of war
Riobe, commanded by Sir Lambton Lorraine, left Kingston on
the 6th, and on the 8th came fIying into Santiago harbor.
The commander hastl'ned to land, and at once demanded that
the massacre be stopped.

"But Senor," protested the commanding Spanish officer,
"what affair is it of yours? There are no countrymen of yours
among them. They are all dogs of Americans."

" It makes no difference," replied the gallant captain. " I
forbid you to put another one of these men to death."

" But, Senor," returned the Spaniard, haughtily, "permit
me to remark that I take my orders from the Captain-General,
and not from you."

"Permit me also to remark," replied the captain, "that
the Niobe is lying in this harbor, with her guns double-shotted,
Rnd I am her commander. And, so help me God! if you so
much as harm a hair on the head of another one of those
prisoners, I will lay your town in ruins." And he went back
to his ship.

The Spaniard looked at the Niobe, saw the big black
muzzles of her guns trained squarely upon the city, and
there were no more Virginius prisoners massacred in Santiago.

A few days later a United States man-of-war reached the
port and then Legan the negotiations during which the United
Statf's governmf'nt was brought to the point of ceasing alI
further temporizing and declaring war.
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THE first intimation of what was taking place reached
G~neral Daniel E. Sickles, our minister at Madrid, on

. the 6th, or the day before Captain Fry's execution,
and he hastened to call at the Ministry of State. Spain had
meanwhile become a republic, under President Oastelar,
whom Sickles saw in the evening. Ooncerning the interview
he wrote: "President Oastelar received these observations
with his usual kindness and told me confidentially that, at
seven o'clock in the morning, as soon as he read the telegram
from Ouba, and without reference to any international ques
tion, for that, indeed, had not occurred to him, he at once sent
a message to the Oaptain-General admonishing him that the
death penalty must not be imposed upon any non-oombatant
without the previous approval of the Cortes, nor upon any per
son taken in arms against the government without the sanction
of the executive." .

As not infrequently happens in Spanish diplomacy, this
(171)
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order failed to get further than Havana, at least, in time to do
any good. There were two telegraphic lines between Havana
and Santiago, one by the coast and one overland. One of them
had been out of repair for some time. Signifioontly eI.ough,
the other failed to work the day that the Virginitu was brought
into port, though it suddenly resumed operations in perfect
working order as soon as the Niobe came into port. Public
feeling was running high in Spain. The press, violent and
abusive, advised the government to order General Sickles out
of Spain. One night a mob collected to attack and sack the
legation, but the authorities interfered. :Meanwhile the
Spanish in Cuba were threatening all Americans, and in
Havana they ~ave a great fete and bullfight in honor of Gov
ernor Burriel, who had ordered the outrage.

General Sickles pressed his remonstrances insistently, and
Carvajal, the Spanish Minister of State, thereupon began to
couch his replies in the rather insolent language adopted by
the governor of Santiago, while Sickles retorted with some
very sharp but thoroughly dignified communications. He
had heen instructed by the Secretary of State to -p~otest most
solemnly against the barbarities perpetrated at Santiago, and
in communicating with the Spanish government adopted as
near as could be the words of the instructions from Washing
ton. To this Carvajal made an exceedingly ill-tempered reply
in which he used the expression: " The protest being thus re
jected with serene energy." General Sickles, after restating
the case firmly and oorrectinft some misconceptions, concluded
his reply by saying: "And if at last under the good auspices
of Mr. Carvajal, with the aid of that serenity which is un
moved by slaughter and that energy that rejects the voice of
humanity, whieh even the humblest may utter and the most
powerful cannot hush, this government is successful in re
storing order and peace and liberty where hitherto, and now,
all is tumult and conflict and despotism, the fame of this
achievement, not confined to Spain, will reaeh the continents
bpyond the seas and gladden the hearts of millions who believe
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",

that the Kew World discovered by Columbus is the home of
freemen and not of slaves." Secretary Fish used strong ex
pressions in his instructions to Sickles. Mere condemnation,
disavowal, and depre-.ciation of the act would not, he said, be
accepted by the world as sufficient to relieve Spain from par
ticipation in a just responsibility for the outrage. There
must .be punishment of those concerned.
. Unable to make any headway in bringing the Spanish

government to some agreement as to the settlement of the
question, Secretary Fish cabled Sickles to make formal de
mands. If these were not complied with within twelve days
he should leave Madrid. General Sickles did so, and, obtain
ing no satisfactory response, on the 26th of November he
asked for his passports. Spanish bravado at once withered.
Carvajal within a few hours sent a note, conceding upon some
conditions the demandl'l of the F nited States that the Virginiu8
and the survivors should be given up, the perpetrators of the
massacre tried and punished, and the flag of the United States
l'\8luted. One condition was that a salute of the flag should
not be deemed essential if the Spanish government could brin~

forward sufficient proofs that the Virginiu8 had no right to
fly the American flag. A conference was held at \Vashing
ton between the Secretary of State and the Spanit>h minister,
Don Jose Polo, and the arrangements were completed.
Meanwhile the antecedents of the 17irginius were inquired
into and it was proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that she
had no right to carry the American flag. Patterson was not
the legal owner of the vessel, the money for her purchase hav
ing been furnished by a junta of Cuban sympathizers; her
registry, therefore, had been obtained by perjury. This did
away with the necessity of Spain's saluting our flag and made
it incumbent upon the United States to prosecute the proper
persons for violation of navigation laws. The Virginiu8 and
her survivors were surrendered to the authorities of the United
States on December 15th, and while being conveyed to the ap
pointed port she was lost in a storm off Cape Fear.
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Then followed a long correspondence over conflicting
claims, Spain sctting up many counter claims for alleged in
jury done to Spain by filibustering expeditions. An extract
from a long lettcr by Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State, to
Admiral Polo, dated April 18, 1874, will show the feelings of
the administration. After reviewing the whole case, :Mr.
.Fish concluclcd in these words:

.. For five years the policy of repression, of contlllCftion, of summary
execution of political prisoners, of refusal of reforms, of denial of self·
government, of maintenance of slavery, in short, the policy of violence and
force, has held sway In Cuba. It is understood that the insurrection calls
to-day for as many troops to keep it in restraint as were necessary in 1869.

.. During these 'five years this government has watched events in
Cuba, perhaps, not always pat.iently, but certainly always impartially. It
has seen vessels sailing under its tlag intercepted on the high seas and car
ried into Spanish ports. It has seen the property of its citizens embargoed
and their revenues sequestrated, and when it has complained it has been
met by promises of restoration; but the official assurances of Spain in that
respect have in most cases not been complied with. It has seen its citizens
condemned to death under the form of military law and executed in viola·
tion of the treaty obligations of Spain. It has seen other citizens of the
United States mobbed in the streets of Havana for no other reason than
that they were citizens of the United States, or the accidental circum·
stance of the color of the dress. It has stretched its powers and Inter·
ferred with the liberties of its citizens in order to fulfill all its duties 88 a
sovereign nation toward the power which in Cuba was tolerating the evil
Influences of renction and of slavery and of the 'deplorable and pertinacious
tradition of despotism' referred to by the minister of transmanne affairs, all
of which made the things complained of possible. It has refrained from
the assertion of its rights under the hope, derived from the constant assur·
ances from the government of Spain, that liberty and self-government would
be accorded to Cuba, that African slavery would be driven out from its
last resting place in Christendom, and that the instruments of the Casino
Espanol would be restrained in their violence and made to obey law and
to respect the treaty obligations of Spain .

.. But while 80 doing It expected and still contldently expects the
time not to be far distant when Spain will make reparation for the wrongs
which have thus been inllicted upon their citizens."

·While those who considered it wise to refrain from a
recognition of the helligerency of the Cubans were thus
strongly imprcssed by the conduct of the Spanish government,
it may be imagined that among the mass of the people, sym-
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pathizing as they did with the Cubans in their hard :>truggle
for freedom, the bitterness towards the Spaniards was great
and the excitement caused by the V irginius affair intense.
Soon after the outrage there was a great public meeting at
Steinway Hall. - William M. Evarts, the leader of the New
York bar, and soon to be Secretary of State, was in the chair
and made a strong speech in behalf of free Cuba. Senator
Sumner had been invited to be one of the speakers, but he de
clined, and instead sent a letter in a spirit directly opposed
to that of the meeting, insisting on a considerate treatment
of the Spanish republic and discountenancing the belligerent
preparations then underway in the navy yard. President
Grant fully anticipated war, and with his thorough knowledge
of military affairs perfected plans for attacking Spain. But
Sumner's policy prevailed with the administration, and it con
tinued to tolerate the repeated promises and shifting tactics
of the Spanish government. Meanwhile, the elaims of Ameri
can citizens for spoliation in Cuba continued to accumulate.
General Sickles was so impatient under t4e temporizing policy
of his government that he resigned, and he was succeeded
f"arly in 1874 by Caleb Cushing.

A number of British subjects had been among those exe
cuted from the Virginiu,s, and Great Britain, also wearied
with delay, early in 1874 insisted upon a decisive answer as
to indemnity, and with her Spain hastened to settle. As the
claims for executed citizens of the United States rested prac
tically upon the same basis, late the same year our govern
ment, after much difficulty, reached a settlement. Consider
able sums were eventually paid by Spain to the families of the
American and British citizens, but the governor who ordered
the executions was never punished. Secretary Fish de
manded that that part of the treaty should be carried out, bllt
Spain calmly replied that it considered Governor Burriel's
conduct justified, and he was even promoted from the rank of
brigadier to major-general. The United States swallowed the
insult out of love for peace.
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While England and the United States were urging to a
speedy conclusion the VirginiU8 claims, the weak Spanish re
public, from which Sumner and others in' this country had
looked for great results, fell, and the Bourbons returned to the
throne in Alfonso XII. But it seemed to make no differencc
with Ouban politics. The war dragged on, as related in a
previous chapter, and late in 1875, when the end seemed as
far off as ever and property of American citizens in Ouba was
going up in smoke, the administration began to feel that
patience had at last ceased to be a virtue.

On the 5th of November, 1875, Secretary Fish addressed
a note to our minister at Madrid, in which he reviewed the
question and practically stated that the United States had
come to the conclusion that the state of things in Ouba must
cease. "Our relations with Spain," he said, "are in that
critical position that another seizure similar to that of the
Virginiu8, other executions of citizens of the L"nited States in
Cuba, other wrongs of a less objectionable character even than
many which have be~n already suffered by our citizens with
simple remonstrance, or possibly some new act of exceptional
severity in Ouba, may suddcnly produce a feeling and excite
ment which might force events which this government
anxiously desires to avoid. The President hopes that Spain
may spontaneously adopt measures looking to· a reconciliation
and to the speedy restoration of peace, and the organization of
a stable and satisfactory system of government in the island of
Ouba. In the absence of any prospect of a termination of the
war, or of any change in the manner in which it has been con
ducted on either side, he feels that the time is at hand when
it may be the duty of other governments to intervene."

The secretary restated, with clearness and force, the reasons
which had led the administration to this conclusion, and in
structed thc minister to lay them before the Spanish govern
ment. The statement was also to be read in confidence to the
proper members of the cahinets at Paris, London, Berlin, St.
Petersburg, Vienna, and Rome, in the hope that some, if not
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all, of those governments might use their friendly powers for
pacification. Spain made another promise, a favorite method
in meeting such emergencie~, and just before our Congress
met submitted to Minister Cushing certain proposals which
it was hoped might be used as a basis for a settlement of dif
ferences. ~hese proposals had not reached this government
by the time President Grant submitted his annual message,
but he revieweloi the whole question, stated the reasons why
he had not deemed it wise to accord the Cubans belligerent
rights, and explained why he believed that the time for inter
vention had come. As Spain was then, however, disturbed
by the Carlist wars at home, and as proposals had been sub
mitted, he deferred any positive recommendation till the situa
tion could be more perfectly understood. Shortly before
leaving office General Grant proposed to European powers
a joint intervention, but soon other matters began to absorb
public attention. As a result of the conference between Min
ister Cushing and Calderon, the Spanish Minister of State, a
protocol, often insisted upon during the recent Cuban war and
as often violated by Spain, was signed. It was intended to
guard against any repetition of the Virginius affair and
secure to American citizens a civil trial on the charge of sedi
tion or conspiracy, except whe!1 taken in arms, and even in
that case they were to be allowed attorneys and make their
defense in public trial. Spain agreed to command the
strictest observance of the terms of this protocol in all her
dominions, especially in Cuba. It was dated January 12,
1877. During 1877 the three sailing vessels, Ellen Rizpah,
Rising Sun, and Edward Lee, while pursuing their legiti
mate business under the American flag ontside of Cuban
waters, were fired upon, captured, and detained for days
undM" circumstances of peculiar hardship and brutality. The
enited States g'overnment, under President Hayes, carefully
investigated the calles and asked an aggregate indemnity of
l!I1 !),I)t)O, but again giving' Spain all the consideration pO!lsible.
the sum was fin~lly compromised for ten thousand dollars.
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After the Carlist war the Spanish government sent out General
Campos with the results already !elated. Thus was our intl'r
"ention at that time avoided by the promises made by Spllin,
promise!, the fulfillment of which the treaty of Zanjon seemed
to speedily assure.

But the promise proved hollow and, indeed, in the first
instance was not kept. Upon the pacification of the island,
the rebels having lllid down their arms according to agreement,
General Campos, evidently intending that the promise should
be kept in good faith, returned to :Madrid and submitted the
plans for reforms in Cuba before the cabinet of Canovas, who
at once declared his unwillingness to lay them before the Cortes
with his recommendation, saying that that body would feel and
always feel that Spanish honor required the complete sub
jection of Cuba. General Campos insisted that he ~ad made
this agreement with the rebels in good faith, that, trusting in
it they had laid down their arms, and that it must be sub- .
mitted to the Cortes. Canovas replied that in that case Cam
pos must do it on his own responsibility. This and other
causes led to the resignation of the Canovas ministry, and
Campos, as the leader of the Liberals, formed a cabinet, but
his ministers could not be made to agree to the Cuban agree
ment, and so Campos quickly resigned. An act was passed,
however, in January, 1879, whereby Cuba was to have repre
sentation in the Cortes. Under this the province of Havana
should send three senators to Madrid and each of the other
provinces two. The archbishopric of Santiago should send
one, the University of Havana one, and the Society of the
Friends in the Country one. Thirty deputies, allotted accord
ing to population, were. to be sent to the House of Deputies.
They were to be elected by ballot in the ratio of one deputy to
each 50,000 inhabitants. But the peninsulars practically
controlled the elections and more than thre~fourths of the
deputies proved to be natives of Spain, so that the Cubans
really gained no voice even in the small representation tem
porarily allowed them.
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The Campos ministry fell in December, 1879, Oanovas
resumed the reins of government, and the promises made con
cerning reform in Ouban government were practically ignored.
Spanish methods in Ouba ·continued very much as they had for
years. The bitter hatred between the insulars and peninsu
lars was only intensified. The island of Cuba had been laid
waste, thousands of the sons of Spain had found their graves,
millions of money had been spent, and still Spain had not
l(Oarned the lesson. The Ouban was still oppressed and waited
only for the next opportunity to take up arms.

The lOBS of life and treasure in this war was enormous.
Two years before its close,' in a debate on Cuban affairs in the
Oortes, it was said that Spain had up to that time sent 145,000
men and her best commanders to Cuba. The number in the
field in the last year of the war was given as 81,700, while
the records of the Madrid War Office show that over 73,000
of the land forces had been lost. The minimum total of
Spanish soldiers who fell in Cuba must have been, therefore,
nearly 160,000, for of those who had gone out not enough ever
came back to make a full regiment. Adding to this total of
Spanish forces the Volunteers, about 80,000 in numbcr, the
Captain-General must have had at his disposal, from the be
ginning to the end of the war, over 230,000 men. Thousand,;
fell victims to the guerrilla tactics of the Oubans, but more died
of feve-r and other diseases incident to the clim!!te and changl'll
conditions of diet. The young men who were conscripted anrl
sent to Cuba were thoroughly unfitted for campaigning in
such a country,· and discipline was so strict in the army that
many of them deserted to the rebels rather than suffer hard
ships in camp only to be killed in some Cuban ambuscadp,.
The loss of the Cubans has never been known, for no account
was kept. It was lilmall compared with that of the Spaniards.
for the army was small and scattered in little bands. The loss
has been estimated at 50,000 for the ten years, but this is
probably an exaggeration.

The cost of the war to Spain was about $300,000,000, and
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certainly not less than that was lost in euba from the destruc
tion of property and the 1051; of commerce and trade.

In the years succeeding the war some reforms were made- ,
though the nature of the government did not improve; in-
deed, as will appear later, tyranny was increased under the
cloak of concessions. The one step in advance was the aboli
tion of slavery. Back in 1870, at the beginning of the pro
visional Spanish republic, the Cortes had passed what was
known as the 1£oret Bill, by which freedom was decreed to
every child born of a slave mother after July 4th of that year;
also to such slaves as had helped or would help the Spanish
against the insurgents. But the Spanish forces derived little
help from this source, for the Volunteers were so opposed-to it
that they prevented its publication in Cuba for two years, and
it practically remained a dead letter till after the war, when
it was enforced by the Liberal )Iinistry. rnder the same1aw
freedom was to be given to enry slave when 'becoming sixty
years of age. In .January, 18S0, as a partial concession of the
Zanjon treaty, a further mposnre was passed, providing for
the gradual extinction of slaves, so that in 1887 the institution
practically ceased to exist. The slaveholders, realizing that
it must come, made little objection, but gradually adapted
themselves to the new conditions.

Dnring the sixt<'<'n years from the ('lose of the ten-yeus
war to 1R!l:i, Cuba, if not in a state of iwmrreetion, was sel
dom quiet. 'YIH'n th(' people saw that the~' had b<'Cn again
deceived, it was difficult for them to rrstrain their disposition
to revolt. Rnt a general rising was ant. of the question so soon
after the long struggle, for th('y hnd laid down thrir arms and
the Spaniards had taken them. There w('re several loral and
spasmodic uprisings in the eastern provinc(', however, gener
ally because of some fresh outrage. In some cases Cubans
who had shortly before laid down thpir arms would mysteri
ously disappear. This was the cause of an uprising in 1879 in
Tunas de Ba~Tamo. Olle of thE' ol1tragel'\ following the war
was the strangling of General Arcadio Vidal in September,
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1879. He resided at :Mayari, in the province of Santiago de
Uuba, under a solemn assurance of the commander-in-chief of
that region that he would not be molested. During one of
the local uprisings, or shortly after, he went to Nipe, and was
invited by the commander of· the gunboat Alarma to take
dinner on board. Vidal went, but never returned. It was
said that he was strangled in a boat by three sailors and hM
body thrown into the sea. It was asserted also that the deed
was committed in compliance of orders of the Spanish General
Polavieja.

The exactions of the government were continually in
heased as the industries of the island began to regain strength
after its long interruption. In 1882 came a Captain-General,
Prendergast, who was another Balmeceda. That year a form
of legalized murder was instituted. Political arresh! were fre
quent and prisoners were shot in trllnsit under the pretence
that they intended to escape. The Cubans saw everything
going from bad to worse, and again conspiracies began to
thrive. As long as they held their peace the outside world
knew little of what they were suffering, but when the next
great outbreak came, the world settled down to the conviction
that something would have to be done.

12
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CUBA AFTER THE TEN-YEARS WAR-CONDITION OF THE
PEOPLE -THE CAPTAIN-GENERAL AND HIS EXTRAOR
DINARY POWERS-SPAIN'S CHAFTY POLICY.

Area of Cuba and Its Population-Percentage of Blacks and Whites
The GoVerument Liberal Only on Paper - The Captain-General and
His Extraordinary Authority - The Council of Administration - The
Officials All Spanish - Provincial Government - Representat.ives Who
Did Not Represent - The Judicial System - The State Religioil
- A Charge against the Revenues of the Island - Backward School
System- Remarkable System of Censorship - No Meetings or Sodal
Gatherings without a Permit - Object of the Electoral System
Cubanll Have Little Chance to Vote and Less to Elect - Cuban Repre
sentation in .the Spanish Parliament - Hardly a Dozen Cubans Eligi
ble to the Senate - Discriminations in Provincial and Municipal
Government - Spain's Deceitful and Crafty Policy.

ABRIEF account of the political, social, and economic
condition of the island of Cuba, just between the Ten
~ears 'Var and the late struggle for freedom ending in

hostilities between Spain and the United States, will enable
the reader to better appreciate the reasons for the outbreak
and the real character of the patriots.

Cuba has an area a little larger than that of the State of
Virginia, but fully one-fifth of the land is either unreelaimed,
covered with forests, or unexplored. Its population in 1894
was also about that of Virginia, from which it is apparent that
the habitable portions of the island were fairly well settled.
The population at that time consisted of about 1,200,000 white
people and 500,000 blac.ks, among the latter being com
monly reckoned those having one-half and even three-fourths
white blood in their veins. After 1868 the black population
dc('reased both relatively and absolutely, and it is now prob
IIbly not more than 25 per cent. of the total population. It

(182)
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has been estimated that of the white people of the island
about one-fifth were Spanish-born: that is, peninsulars, as
distinguished from the insulars, or those born on Cuban soil.
The peninsulars were found principally in the western pr~v

inees, and especially in and about Havana, where the popula-
• tion is densest. According to the official census of 1887 the

population of each of the provinces and number of people per
square kilometer, or 250 acres, was as follows:

Provlncee.
Havana,
Matanzas, .
Santa Clara,
Pinar del Rio,
Santiago de Cuba,
Puerto Principe,

Iobabltaotl.
481,928
8119,578
874,122
225,891
278,879
67,789

Density.
52.49
80.59
15.84
15.09
7.76
2.10

The government of Cuba after 1879 showed evidences on
paper of some liberality, but the evidences were misleading.
The head was still the Captain-General, appointed by the
erown usually for a term of ,from three to five years, and who
was ipso facto ,the Governor-General. In his military
eapacity, which was not easily distinguished from his civil
eapacity, he had an army during peace of from 13,000 to
20,000 men sent from Spain and maintained out of the Cuban
budget. He was assisted by a sub-Inspector-General, who was
also governor of Havana, but in time of disturban~es the mili
tary divisions were rearranged to suit the emergency. Not
withstanding all the alleged reforms granted after the treaty of
Zanjon, the Governor-General practically retained all the
powers granted him in 1825 by Ferdinand, powers which pos
sessed all the absolute qualities of the Turkish Sultan without
the restrictions imposed by the exigencies of European politics.

The Governor-General was assisted by a Council of Ad
ministration, which was charged with the duty of preparing,
the budget and estimating expenditures for submission to tlle
Cortes. It was the Captain-General's duty to enforce thes!'
acts, but he had the power to suspend them and adopt his own
course, merely notifying the home government if he thus acted
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contrary to the administrative council. There was also a bod.y
known all the" Council of Authorities," which consisted of the
Archbishop of Santiago, the Bishop of Havana, the command
ing officers of the army and navy, the chief justice of the
Supreme Court, the attorney-general, the head of the finance
department, and the director of the local administration.
They were called together only when the Captain-General.
mmally as a matter of form, wished to consult them, and their
advice had no binding effect. These officials were all Spanish.

Each .province was in charge of a governor appointed by
the Crown, who was an offic'er of the army, and directly re
sponsible to the Governor-General. There was supposed to be
in each province a representative assembly of not less than
twelve and not more than twenty members, according to the
population. They were elected for four years, and sessions
were held twice a year. Upon meeting, the assembly balloted
for three candidates for speaker, and from this list the Captain
General appointed one, but he could disregard the names pre
sented and appoint any other member. The provincial gov
ernor, if he desired, might preside and vote, and if he thought
best he might prorogue the assembly and report to the Captain
General. The governor also nominated five members of the
assembly to act as a sort of cabinet, but the Captain-General
appointed them, and the powers of this cabinet were so re
stricted that the Cuban was never given a voice in affairs.

The Captain or Governor-General had a string tied to
everything, even the municipal government. A board of
aldermen might consist of any number from five to thirty, in
clnsive, according to population, and they elected one of their
number as mayor, but the Captain-General might substitute
any other member. The concentration of ultimate authority
was equally noticeable in the judicial system, which included
two superior courts, one sitting at Puerto Principe for the two
eastprD prov:inces, and the other at Havana for the four western
provinces. Under these were many district and local mflg
i!i'trates, but the Governor-General could overrule any decision
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of any court and even suspend, at discretion, any order or law
from the government at Madrid. It is unnecessary to ex- .
amine this system of government further to determine its char
acter. The Governor-General was absolute, except in two re
spects. He could be recalled, and he had little to say about
the management of religious affairs.

As in Spain, no other religion was tolerated but Romall
Catholicism. There were no Protestant or Jewish places of
worship, though a person could hold to either of those faiths
provided he did not promulgate views contrary to thQse of the
established church. The ecclesiastical government was under
the Archbishop of Santiago and the Bishop of Havana, and its
maintenance, amounting to about $400,000, was a charge
against the general revenues of the island.

Until well into the eighteenth century, or after the death
of Ferdinand, ~here was pra0tically no place on the island
where a Cuban could have his children taught to read and
write, though Pope Innocent XIII., with the consent of Spain,
had established the Royal University of Havana, and the
Franciscan friars had given some instruction in their monas
teries upon theology and philosophy. This led some of the
wealthier people of Cuba, early in the century, to send their
children to the United States to be educated, but this was op
posed by the government and finally prohibited, though no
attempt was at once maJe to provide for such education in
Cuba. Thus many private schools were established. It was
not until 1841 that the right of the poorer classes to a primary
education was recognized by the government. Even then it
was brought about largely by individual efforts, country school
houses being erected by indivjduals or by popular subscription
and donated to the district authorities on condition that free
schools should be maintained. The Spanish element on the
island were inclined to oppose all steps for the education of the
lower classes on the ground that it might endanger Spanish
supremacy. But in 1889 there were 720 publiCi and 537
private schools with an average attendance of about 40,000.
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The children attending the common schools were' at the ratio
of about one to forty-five of the population, or, if the students
in the universities and higher institutions are included,
those receiving instructions outside of the private schools ·were
one to every forty. In Spain, at the same time, the ratio was
one to nine; in the northern States of the United States, one
to four and two-tenths. By a law in 1880 education was
made compulsory in Cuba, but· law had little to do with fact
when the schools did not exist.

An examination of the conditionli on the isll\nd would not
be complete without a glance at the system of censorship.
Anonymous publications, however innocent, we.re not per
mitted. Everything must bear the author's name and the
place of publication, and the publication of anything offensive
toward the sovereign or his government, or having a tendency
towards a change in government, was an offense punishable
by fine and imprisonment. Very strict obligations were im
posed upon all editors and publishers, and neglect to comply
with them was a penal offense. No publication could be started
without due notice to the proper authority. Three <,opies of
every issue must be presented to the governor or the maypr,
who stamped and returned one, retained one, and sent the third
to the district attorney to examine for seditious or otherwise
objectionable matter.

All mutual benefit associations, also, were under strict
supervision. Notice must be given of any meeting, and the
governor could break it up if he wished to. The supervision
of the authorities extended into all the relations of life, and it
was necessary even for a private reception to have a permit.
Otherwise it might fall under suspicion and be the cause of
much trouble to the entertainers and their guests.

Bad as the system of government and of commercial policy
was upon paper, it was in its practical application that the
Cuban was oppressed. Me IHld little understanding of the

• laws of government and of trade, but he saw concretp
results. To him the one trouble was Spanish misrule, and his
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one ambition became ." Cuba Libre." E '" that the
changes in law were not changes in fact. ~,,~'""...~ , ..j
really taken the form of new oppressions. Names, not the
things themselves, were changed. The Captain-General was
called the" Governor-General." The royal decrees took the
name of "authorizations." The commercial monopoly of
Spain had been named the" coasting trade." The right of
banishment had been transformed into the" law of vagrancy."
Brutal attacks upon defenseless citizens went under the term
"compote." . The abolition of constitutional guarantees had
become the "law of public order." Taxation without the
knowledge ~r consent of the taxed had been changed into the
" law of estimates," the budget being voted by the representa
tives of peninsular Spain. Instead of inaugurating a redeem
ing policy which would have allayed public anxiety, and
quenched the thirst for justice felt by the people, Spain, while
lavish in promises of reform, continued its old and crafty sys
tem, which was to exclude the Cuban from every office that
could give him any effective influence and intervention in pub
lic affairs:

In order to render the Cuban powerless, Spain had, when
smilingly offering reforms, but to give him an electoral law so
artfully framed as to accomplish two objects - to reduce the
number of voters, and to provide a purely Spanish majority,
although the Spaniards were less than 10 per cent. of the
total population. For this purpose the electoral right was
made dep(',ndent upon the payment of a very high poll tax,
which proved the more burdensome as the war had practically
ruined many of the Cuban proprietors. In this way the right
of suffrage was restricted to only 53,000 inhabitants; that is,
to 3 per cent. of the total number.

The electoral law was also shaped so as to afford to indus
try, comm('rce, and public officials facilities to acquire the
electoral privilege to the detriment.of territorial property or
the owners of real estate. It also sanctioned fraud by pro- •
viding that the simple declaration of the head of a commercial
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house was suffic}ypt to consider all its employes as partners,
having therefore the, right to vote. Under this provision there
were firms with a.> !;Uany as thirty partners. By this scheme
alone almost all the Spanish residents in Cuba were turned
into electors. In the municipal district of Giiines, with a popu
lation of 13,000 people, only 500 of whom were Spaniards or
Canary Islanders, the electoral list contained the names of .
only thirty-two Cubans to 400 Spaniards - only a quarter of
1 per cent. of the Cubans to 80 per cent. of the Spanish popu
lation.

But lest this should not be enough, a so-called Permanent
Commission Of Provincial Deputations, appointed by the Gov
~rnor-General, was provided to decide every controversy as to
who was to be included in the registry lists. It is unnecessary
to say its majority was always devoted to the government. In
case any elector considered himself wronged by the decision of
the commission, he could appeal to the" Audiencia," or hig~er
court of the district, but these were almost entirely made up of
Spanish magistrates, were always subject to the authority of
the Governor-General, and mere tools in his hands.

Thus it may be easily understood why on some occasions
the Cuban representation in the Spanish Parliament was made
up of only three deputies out of the thirty allotted to the
island. In the most favorable times the number of Cuban
representatives did not exceed six in a body of 450 members.
The genuine representation of Cuba was sometimes less than
one per cent. of the members of the Spanish Congress. The
0verwhelming majority of the Cuban deputation always con
sisted of Spanish peninsulars. In this manner the ministers of
colonie'l, whenever they desired to give a decent appearance to
their legislative acts by an alleg-ed majority of Cuban voters,
could always command it, for they were peninsulars, as Span
ish as the Spanish at home.

As regards representation in the Senate, the qualifications
were practically prohibitive to the Cubans. To take a seat
in the higher house under the law it was necessary for one to

..
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have been president of that body, or of Congress, or a minister
of the Crown, or a bishop, or a grandee of Spain, a lieutenant
general, a vice-admiral, an ambassador, a-minister plenipo
tentiary, a counselor of state, a judge or an attorney-general of
the Supreme Court or of the Court of Accounta, and so on. No
Cuban had ever been permitted to fill any of these positions,
and thcre were not more than two or three grandees who were
llatives of Cuba. The only natives who could bec~me senators
were those who had been deputies in three different Con
gresses, or who had held for four years a university professor
ship, provided that they had an income of $1,500; or those who
had a title of nobility, or had been provincial deputies or
mayors in towns of over 20,000 inhabitants, if they had in
addition an income of $4,000 or paid a direct contribution of
$800 to the treasury. There were few native Cubans who
could have met these conditiona, but, even so, they could
hardly have been clected under the electoral laws. Such was
the farce of representation which Spain gave to Cuba in her
hoasted reforms. The various governments in Spain legis
lated for the island as they pleased, and often the representa
tives of the peninsular provinces did not take the trouble to at
tend when Cuban affairs were being discussed. There was
one instance in 1880, when the Cuban budget was considered
in the presence of less than thirty deputies and the minister of
the c~lonies. In 1887 there was created a council under the
minister of the coloniel'l, but not a single Cuban was ever found
among its members.

Throngh similar contrivances in the law and irregulariti(>s
committed in its application, Cnbans were also deprived of
representation in the provincial corporations; in many cases
they were entirely exclnded from them. 'Vhen, despite the
legalized obstacles and the arbitrary acts of those in power, the
Cubans succeeded in obtaining some temporary majority, the
government always succeeded in making their trinmph nnll
and void. Only once did the home rule party obtain a ma
jurity of the provincial deputation of Havana, and then the
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Governor-General appointed from among the Spaniards a
majority of the members of the permanent commission. Unti!
that time the commission had always been of the same
political complexion as the majority of the deputation. By
tlimilar methods the Cubans were gradually expelled from
even the municipal bodies. The majority, consisting of
Spaniards, always took good care to make the burden of taxa
tion fall heaviest upon the Cuban proprietor, so that he really
hore a heavier taxation while enjoying less representation.
One year not a single Cuban had a seat in the "Ayunta
miento," or board of aldermen of Havana, and in 1891 the
Spaniards predominated in thirty-one out of thirty-seven of
the" Ayuntamientos" in the province of Havana. In that
of Guines, with a population of 12,500 Cubans, not one of
them was found among its councillors; at the same time there
were only three Cuban deputies in the provincial deputation
of Havana, two in that of Matanzas, and three in that of Santa
Clara, the most populous regions in the island of Cuba.

From 1878 to 1895 there was but one native Cuban acting
as governor in the province of Havana, Rodriguez Batista,
who had spent nearly all his life in Spain, where he had made
his administrative career. The predominance of Spain ex
tended down to all the local corporations. The powers of the
deputations in the provinces were not simply restricted and
their resources scanty, but the Governor-General appointed
their presidents and members of their permanent commissions.
lIe appointed mayors who might not belong to the corpora
tion, and the governor of the province appointed the se('re
taries. The governmpnt resprved, moreover, the right to re
move the mayors, of replacing them, and of suspending the
councillors and the" Ayuntamientos," partly or in a hody. It
frequently made use of this right for electoral purposes, to the
detriment always of the Cubans.



SPAIN A PARASITE UPON ClJBA-METHODS OF TAXATION
AND EXPENDITURES-ENORMOUS FRAUDS-A SWARM
OF SPANISH VAMPIRES - "CUBA IS UNDONE."

Replenishing the Treasury at Home and Enriching the Functionaries
Ellormous Increase of Taxation - Remarkable Growth of Cuba's
Debt - Pledging Cuban Revenues for Spanish Interest Payments
Not a Cent of It Spent to Improve Cuba - Taxes on Everything
- Killing the Goose that Laid the Golden Egg - Enormous Import
Duties - Methods of Spanish Trade Monopoly - Treating Tobacco
as an Enemy and Loading Sugar with Imposts - Regulations of the
" Coasting Trade" - Frauds Committed upon the Cuban Treasury
Embezzlements Larger Than the Revenues of the Island -No One
Ever Punished - Officials Protected by Influential Patrons at Home
.... The Prey of a Swarm of Vampires.

W E may now turn to observe what use Spain made of
her power over Cuba, and we are at once met with
the fact that Spain had had no colonial policy ex

('ept that from what she had subdued by force she sought im
mediate riches, and these she had remorsely wrung from the
labor of the natives, even of Spanish blood. For years she had
heen simply a parasite upon Cuba, and had exploited the island
through a fiscal regime, a commercial regime, an a bureau
cratic regime. Her thought from the beginning had been to
draw from the island all that could he squeezed out of it.
Nothing was consecrated to the development of the island.
Wllatever was done was solely to replenish the exhausted
treasury of Spain and to enrich Spanish functionaries. Hav
ing saddled Cuba with debt, and rpached that point where in
('r('a~('d taxation redu(,e6 rather than increases rpvpnup, t1.e
island was of little furthpr value except to the Spanish bond
holder and the official who came to Cuba with but one aim -

( 192)
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to draw a fortune from resources which should have been de
voted to the native population. When he had amassed all
the money he could hope to draw from his position, he invested
it, not in Cuba but in Europe, returning home to enjoy the
income he had gained at the expense of the Cuban.

When the Ten-Years War came to an end, two-thirds of
the island was completely ruined. The other third, the in
habitants of which had remained peaceful, was abundantly
productive, but it had to face the great economic change in
volved in the impending abolition of slavery. Evidently it
would have been a wholesome and provident policy on the part
of Spain to have lightened as much as possible the fiscal bur
dens of a country in such a condition. But instead, Spain was
bent upon making Cuba pay the entire cost of the war. She
at once overwhelmed the colony with enormous budgets reach
ing as high a figure as $46,000,000! And this only to eover
the obligations of the State, to fill the gulf left by the
wastefulness and plunder of the civil and military administra
tion during the years of war, and to meet the expenses of the
military occupation of the country. .For the first two years
after the war the budget was over $46,000,000; in 1882 it fell
to $35,000,000, and from then till 1886 it remained at about
$34,000,000. Then it dropped to $26,000,000, where it re
mained until the outbreak of the recent insurrection.

This reduction was not occasioned by Spain's desire to
diminish the burden resting upon the country, but the lirnit
had been exceeded. The taxes simply killed the source of rev
enue. Before the expenditures were reduced a new burden
was added in the shape of an accumulating- deficit. At first
the revenue was $8,000,000 short of the budget; in 1880 it
was $20,000,000 short; in ] 883, $10,000,000, and although
the expenditures were reduced, the accumulated deficit had
by 1895 reached $100,000,000, which amount was, of course,
added to the already heavy debt.

The debt of Cuba was created in 1864 by the simple iS8ue
of $3,000,000; in 1868 it had risen to $25,000,000; in 1891,
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according to a statement made by Perez Castaneda in the Span
ish Senate, it had increased to the extraordinary sum of $175,
000,000, and by the middle of 1895 it stood at $300,000,OOO!
Thus, by the time of the recent outbreak the debt of the little
island, considering its population, exceeded that of all the
other American countries, including the United States.

This enormous debt, that ground the country down and
did not permit its people to capitalize their income, or foster
it~ improvements, or even to advance its industries, constituted
one of the most iniquitous forms of the Spanish spoliation. In
it were included a' debt of Spain to the United States; the ex
penses incurred by Spain when she occupied San Domingo;
those for the invasion of Mexico, and for her hostilities against
Peru; the money advanced to the Spanish treasury during the
later Carlist wars; and to cover the lavish expenditures of its
administration. following 1868. Not a cent of this enormous
sum had been spent in Cuba in the advancement of civiliza
tion. It had not contributed to build a single mile of high
way or of railroads, to erect a single lighthouse nor deepen a
single port; it had not built one asylum nor opened one public
t>chool. This heavy burden was left to futnre generations

. without a single compensation or benefit.
" 'Why .must Cuba pay the debt 1" asked a senator in the

Spanish Senate in 1891. "Are not these matte,rs for the pen
insula ~ <:ertainly they are matters for the whole of Spain."

Rut the deht was left on Cuba. A Madrid paper said
that same year that from 1878 to the 30th of June, 18!)1, the
sum of $115,336,304 had been paid for interest and redemp
tion on the Cuban deht, and yet it had gone on increasing.
The estimates for expenditures for the fiscal year 1893-94 were
given as follows:

Interest on the public debt,
Salaries and expenses of the colonial ministry,
Regular army, .
Navy,
Military and naval pensions and retired pay, .
Civil pensions and retired pay,

110,485,183
155,1215

4,128,616
1,055,186
1,746,829

442,223
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Judiciary, . $111,1195
Religious establishment, 885,583
Volunteers, 1,768,126
Treasury department, 708,1211
Police force, 2,664,928
Executive government, omitting police, . 1,871,165
Department of the interior, 771,125
Other expenditures, . 87,638

Total, . t26,OS7,889

Turning now to the other side of the'account to discover
where the money was to come from, the estimates for the same
year furnish the following:

Tax on real estate,
Import duties,
Export duties, •
Port dues, .
Ten per cent. tax on passenger fares,
Excise on IiqUOl1l, sugar, tobacco, petroleum,
Tax on trades and professions, .
Stamp tax, including postage and telegraph,
Lotteries,
Rents and sales of public property,
All other sources,

Total, .

$1,711,000
9,620,000
1,220,000

535,000
240,000

2,580,000
1,680,000
2,174,680
8,104,000

899,000
1,877,000

$24,640,660

1£ the people of the United States were taxed at the same
rate per capita for their federal expenses, it would mean
squeezing out a revenue of $1,425,000,000 a year; or, to put it
the other way, if the Cubans raised a revenue for general ex
penses at the same rate per capita that we do for the main
tenance of the general government, she would have been taxed
only about $9,000,000 instead of $26,000,000.

The Spanish system of taxation in Cuba had always been
analogous to the killing of the goose which laid the golden egg.
}'or example, there were the once famous Cobre copper mines
!\ituated among the mountains about three leagues from the
city of Santiago. They are of such superior richness that as
n1l1ch as $4,000,000 worth of are was exported in 1841. As
late as 1867, 6,000 tons were shipped in ten months. But
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the government was not content with raising a very large sum
by the taxation of the product; it increased the excise charge
till it no longer paid to work the mines, and so they remained
practically undisturbed, yielding little or no revenue.

The budget showed that nearly 40 per cent. of the rev
enues were expected from duties upon imports. Everything
that was imported was taxed as heavily as possible, l~nless it
came from Spain. Nearly every class of articles paid a much
heavier duty than was paid by the sister isle of Puerto Rico.
In very many cases the duty on imports was placed at twice
what they were for Puerto Rico. The effeets of such a tax
were not only injurious to Cuba but to the United States, and
this latter fact should be considered when coming to the ques
tion of the reasons for L"nited States intervention. In the
year 1890 the exports from Cuba to Spain were about
$8,000,000, to the United States over $58,000,000. The ex
ports of Spain to Cuba were abont $25,000,000, and from the
United States only about $17,000,000. Though Cuba wa:;
<'lose to our doors and sent us over seven times as much of her
products as she did to Spain, we could not sent to Cuba of our
products but about 70 per cent. of what Spain could !lend 3,000
miles across the ocean.

The Cuban hudget bmdened the people in the proportion
of about sixteen dollars per capita, or about eighty-five
pesetas, while the Spaniards in Spain were taxed by the home
budget only at the rate of forty-two pesetas. The defense of
the country against its own people, the cost of the army, the
navy, the civil guard, and the guardians of public order, con
sumed 36.5D per cent. of .it. The debt consumed 40.89 per
cent. more, and this left but 22.52 per cent. for all other ex
penditures required for civilized life and advancement. But
of this remnant but 2.75 per cent. was set aside for the future
and to develop the resources of the country. And as there was
a deficit none of this could be used.

Bent upon exploiting the island, Spain strangled that vital
ity by which alone exploitation could continue profitahle.
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The economical situation in Cuba was such that she produced
for export and imported largely of what she consumed. vVis
dom would, therefore, have naturally suggested to Spain that
Cuba could be most prosperous when her commercial relations
were least hampered, but she adopted a contrary policy. To
bacco and sugar were loaded with excessive imposts; the cattle
raising industry was shackled with heavy excise duties, and the
mining industry practically ruined.

The district which produced the best tobacco in the world,
the famous Vuelta Abajo, lacked every means of communica
tion by which the value of the product could have been greatly
increased. X0 roads, bridges, or ports were to be found there.
And while other governments were taking steps to foster their
tobacco industry the Spanish government loaded the exporta
tion of Cuban tobacco with an export duty of $1.80 on every
1,000 cigars. The same was true of the sugar industry. ·While
Spain was paying bounties for sugar produced in the penin
sula, she exacted a heavy import duty upon all Cuban sugar,
~o that a hundredweight of Cuban sugar was overburdened,
when reaching the Barcelona market, with 143 per cent. of its
,",alue. The Cuban producer was oppressed with every kind of
exaction; the introduction of indispensable machinery was
heavily taxed, transportation was obstructed by taxes on the
railroads, a direct tax or industrial duty was exacted, and still
another, equivalent to an export duty, for loading and ship-

o ping, while always and everywhere were the illegal exactions
of corrupt and thieving officials.

Besieged by complaints of such destructive discrimination,
Spain made great promises of reform. Cuban products were
to be admitted to the peninsula free of duty, excepting, how
('ver, tobacco, rum, sugar, cocoa, and coffee, which remained
" temporarily" burdened. Duties on the importations from
Spain to Cuba were to be gradually reduced through a period
of ten years, till, in 1892, they were to be entirely extin
guished. But, like other Spanish reforms, this was a new
oppression in a fresh disguise. The temporary duties, whirh

13
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were upon the principal and almost the only products of the
island, were left undisturbed. Spanish products paid no

. dutics in Cuba, but Cuban products paid heavy duties in Spain.
In order to present an ide6 of how far the monopoly of

8pain went, it will suffice to point.out the fact that the dutieR
on many foreign articles exceeded 2,000 per cent. as compared
with those bome by Spanish products. One hundred kilo
grams (220 pounds) of knitted goods paid, if from Spain,
$10.95; if from a foreign country, $195.. One hundred kilo
grams of cassimere, if a Spanish product, paid $15.47; if
foreign, $300. The evil, however great, would have been
less had Spain been a flourishing industrial country, and had
produced the principal articles required by Cuba for the con
sumption of its people and the development of its resources.
But Spanish industries were backward, and Cubans were thus
compelled to use inferior goods or pay exorbitant prices for
foreign articles, while Spanish merchants gained further profit
by importing foreign wares into Spain, there to be naturalized
for exportation'to Cuba. This device had been in force a long
time and was one cause of the uprising of 1868.

The salaries of the various Spanish officials in Ouba were
in no way curtailed, while the perquisites and peculations con
tinued to grow, and it was one of the most exasperating of all
the oppressions to which the Ouban was subjected. The min
i8ter of colonies at Madrid was regularly assigned $96,800 for
use from the Ouban treasury. One minister took in 1892
$] ,000,000 belonging to the treasury of Ouba from the vaults
of the Bank of Spain, and lent it to the Transatlantic Oom
pany, of which he was a stockholder, without any authorization
whatever. ·When he was threatened with prosecution he
haughtily replied that in that case all his predeccssors from
every political party would have to accompany him to court.
Nothing was done. In June, 1890, the subject of Ouban de
falcations came up in the Chamber of Deputies, and it was
openly stated that under false vouchers and fictitious hills dur
ing the Ten-Years War, there were defalcations amounting to
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over $22,000,000. The same year General Pando affirmed
that the robberies committed through the iBBue of warrants by
the board of public debt exceeded the sum of $12,000,000,
and he furnished a series of other embezzlements which
footed up more than $40,000,000. An article in the Ateneo
de Madrid, early in 1895, stated that the custom house frauds
in Cuba from 1878 to that date amounted to $100,000,000.
These peculations represented but a part of the hidden venality
of the administration. Falsification of documents, bargains
with delinquent debtors, exactions of higher dues from simple
peasants, delays in judicial or other business in order to obtain
a gratuity, all combined to divert the money of the Cubans into
the pockets of the functionaries. And while these evils were
brought to light from time to time, no one was ever punished.
In 1887, General Marin entered the custom house of Havana
with a military force, occupied it, and after investigating the
operations which had been carried on there, discharged every
official, but they were never punished, nor did they expect to
be. It has been stated that every official who went to Cuba
regularly paid some influential patron at the Court for protec
tion. Indeed, the officials were really protected by the royal
decree of 1882, which provided that the ordinary courts could
not take cognizance of such offenses as defalcations, abstrac
tion, and maladversion of public funds, forgery, etc., como.
mitted by the officials of the administration, unless their guilt
were first established by an administrative investigation. The
administration, therefore, became the judge of its own of
fenses. Naturally, eorruption grew apace. Said Rafael de
Eslava in his Judicio Critico de C1wa en 1881: "Granted
the correctness of the points I have just presented, it seems to
be self-evident that a curse is pressing ~pon Cuba, condemning
her to witneBB her own disintegra~ion and converting her into
a prey for the operation of those swarms of vampires that arc
so cruelly devouring us, deaf to the voice of conscience, if they
have anYi it will not be rash to venture the assertion that Cuba
is undone; there is no salvation possible."
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CUBAN EXILES, SECESSIONISTS, AND LEADERS-PREPARA
TIONS FOR AN INSURRECTION - THE BANNER UAISED
AT LAST - FIRST RESULTS UNPROMISING.

Exile of Many of Cuba's Best Citizens - J OBe Marti and His Early Life
1mprisoned When a Boy - Deported to Spain - He Vows to Free
Cuba - Becomes the Leader of the Secession Party -His Impassioned
Address aud Eloquence -Many Rebuffs and Disappointments - His
Trusted Friends in Cuba - General Lacret - A Fierce Hater of
Spain and a Strong Secessionist - Constantly Watched by the Spanish
:Militia - His Visit to Santiago - Surrounded by Spanish Troops
An Abortive Movement - Uelaxation of the Vigilance of the Captsin
General- Sagasta's Plan of Reform - Radical Cubans Heceived it
with Antagonism - An Empty Heform - Marti Starts for Cuba
Stopped by ('nited States Authorities-The Outbreak in l'tIatanzas
Manuel Garcia, "the King of the Cuban Country" - An Apparent
Failure.

T
ilE vigilance with which the officials followed persons

suspected of entertaining plans against the Spanish
" government, and the cold-blooded manner in which

political prisoners were treated, naturally led to the exile of
many of the better educated Cubans. They were scattered
through the other 'Yest Indian islands, through Europe, and
especially the United States. "'"hile as peaceful citizens they
had many opportunities to prosper in the United States, tllPy
did not and could not forget Cuba w4ere others of thcir
nationality were still suffering, and thus there were active
juntas of Cuban sympathizers everywhere. Spain was con
tinually complaining that they menaced the peace of the
island, but their exile she alone was responsible for.

One of these exiles was Jose Marti, who was living- at New
York. He was the son of a Spanish colonel, who had learned
to !'ympat.hize with the Cuhans, and who, upon ,rm;(>'s birt.h,
threw up his commission, saying that no son of his should be

(200)
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brought up a servant of Spain. It is not surprising that with
such a father Jose, at the age of fourteen, should. be attacking
the Spanish government in an amateur newspaper he had.
established. The little paper was suppressed and the young
£:ditor sentenced to ten years imprisonment in Havana.
Afterwards he was condemned to the chain for life, and
obliged to work with gangs of convicts under conditions which
killed strong men. The powerful influence of his family
finally secured a mitigation of his sentence to deportation to
Spain, where he was confined to the limits of the country. lIe
there received a university education and began to show his
remarkable talents. But while the amnesty gave him his
freedom, it did not appease his indignant resentment for
t;pain's broken promises and continued oppressions in the
island of Cuba. He resolved to act. At first he went to Cen
tral America, thence to the United States, where he was in
constant communication with the promoters of the insur
rectIon of 1868, and it was not long before he became the
leader of the revolutionary party.

At this time there were four distinct parties in Cuba - the
Comervatives, the Progressive Reformers, th!l Autonomists,
and the Seeessionists. The Conservatives were, in general,
nncompromisiHg Spaniards, the enemies of all reforms, bit
terly hostile to the idea of secession, and with an indignant dis
belief in the possibility of Cuban emancipation. They re
g-arded the Cubans as a conquered people, and maintained that
there was but one way to hold them in subjection - to treat
them with extreme harshness and to refuse pitilessly all the
ameliorations which leniency, if not foresight, might have sug
gested. The aim of the Progressive Reformers was ultimately
to attain autonomy by successive reforms, obtained legally and
with moderation. Those Cubans who adopted this idea were
mostly those who had been allowed to take subordinate posi
tions under the government. The more numerous Autono
mists were reformers of a more radical type, and t11£',v were
backed by some of the more enlightened ('lasses in Spain, who
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had come to the opinion that the superannuated regime under
which Cuba had so long suffered must be in some way changed
or improved. The Secessionists were the great body of the
Cubans who had sickened of Spanish promises and were de
termined upon independence or death. There could be no
active propaganda of such ideas as this, and its supporters could
have little shape as a party.

It was of this class of radical Cubans that Jose Marti be
came, in 1892, the uncontested chief. He gave himself to the
interests of this party, and there was not a m~ment when he
was not devoted to the effort to realize his dream of inde
pendence for his country. Through the United States, San
Domingo, everywhere, he traveled, preaching his holy war.
lIe was a man of charming and captivating personality, yct
with audacity and perseverance. His impassioned address;
his eloquence, at the same time exalted and simple; his hatred
of Spain, from which each day he drew some new grievance,
and his energetic and magnetic oratory gave him the aspect
of a modern Peter the Hermit, preaching a new crusade.

Marti gathered here and there a few contributions which
he sent to trusty agents in Cuba for the purchase of arms
and ammunition. But his work was often painful for one of
his nature; he met many rebuffs and disappointments, yet
when all the world ridiculed and· doubted his mission, he re
mained confident. He attracted the attention of the late
Charles A. Dana, who was an admirer of sincerity and "energy,
and was quick to appreciate talent. Dana believed with :Marti
that Spanish desp?tism in Cuba was a wrong that cried to
heaven, and therefore could not endure; he became a strong
advocate of Cuban independence, and his influence gradually
brought the cause to notice and helped to shape events.

The dreams of :Marti in those days seemed so far beyond
the possibility of reality that even among the people who had
been won over to his cause by his convincing and impassioned
words, there were those who looked upon him as the victim
of hallucinations. lIe had friends in Cuba who thought with
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him that the hour was fast ripening, but they were few.
There were not then more than 500 who were ready for the
word to take up arms, and nearly all of them were young men.
The old generals had not forgotten the failure of 1878, and
looked upon another effort then as rash, if not foolish. But
:Marti faithfully corresponded with his few trusted friends,
and in secret nourished the spirit of revolution, while in
his hands he held the threads of the developing conspiracy.
He knew that if too many Cubans were at once concerned,
the Spanish would become alarmed and balk his efforts;
and he believed that when the standard of revolt was raised
thousands would flock to it, while those in exile would soon
find their way into the insurgent ranks. This being the pur
pose in view, February 24, 1895, was fixed as the date for rais
ing the cry of" Cuba Libre! " all over the island.

But in the latter part of 1894 there were indications that
the Spanish government proposed to make another attempt at
reform, and the secessionists feared that the Cubans might be
quieted by this pretense of progress. They thought that the
true policy for a refO'l"m would be to deal a blow impelled by
a stre~gth rendered desperate by repeated abuse, and that the
blow should be struck while the whole country was irritated
and watchful. Encouraged by some deceptive improvement
in their condition, the mass of the people would relapse into
supineness, and in a so-caned "reformed" Cuba there" would
be no spot in which the seed of rebellion might thrive, till the
people were again undeeeived. Marti, therefore, determined
to fire his mine at once, imperfect as were the preparations.

There had been for some time in Havana an ex-rebel gen
eral, the son of French parents from San Domingo, whose
name was Lacret. He was a picturesque, gray-haired gentle
man, who looked much like an old French general of the
second empire. He had many pieces of property on the island,
and many invested interests, but he was a secessionist, a fierce
hater of Spain, and a veteran of the Ten-Years ·War, in which
he had given the Spaniards no end of trouble. He had not
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been exiled, but the government kept its eyes on him, and
when he moved on to Santiago in 1894 the police shadowed
him by instructions of the governor of the province. The
ostensible reason for Lacret's journey was to visit a tract of
property called Santana, a few miles from Santiago. In
charge of this property, either as administrator or as tenant,
Lacret kept a mulatto named Alfonzo Goulet, who was also
an ex-rebel, and had fought side by side with Lacret in the
Ten-Years War.

One day Lacret left Santiago surreptitiously and went to
Santana, where he met a handful of men who had for a long
time been under the tutelage of Goulet; in all, about fifteen
persons, armed with rifles and Remington guns. They pro
claimed the freedom of Cuba and retired into the woods of
Santana to await developments. But almost immediately a
company of Spanish troops, about 200 strong, came filing
through the country. At about the same time Lacret re
ceived from the revolutionary committee of New York, of
which Marti was the head, an order to postpone his attack.
I.acret had another good reason for deferring his enterprise 
an old wound in his foot reopened - and he cou~d not walk.
It was with great difficulty that Goulet succeeded in carrying.
him to the coast and getting him on board a ship. All this
passed quietly without a shot being fired. The conspirators
returned to their homes unmolested, though they were under
the vigilant eyes of the police.

Apparently, from the time of this outbreak until the revo
lution really broke out four months later, no one believed in
the possibility of an insurrection. :Many who, a few months
later, were leaders in the insurgent party, at that time spoke
in unqualified disapproval of the outbreak, and with apparent
sincerity. The disfavor with which the public received the
project of Lacret's little band of insurrectionists contributed
much towards the relaxation of the vigilance of the govern
ment. The Captain-General, Calleja, became less watchful,
and this favored the designs of the secessionists.
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•
In the last days of 1894 Sagasta laid before the Cortes his

project for reforms in Cuba. ' It was adopted, but the autono
mists and secessionists received it with outspoken antagonism,
claiming that the adoption of such deceptive measures would
suppress none of the abuses under which the island groaned.

The project tl? which the Spaniards later endeavored to
give much importance in order to condemn the revolution as
the work of anarchy really left intact the political regime of
Cuba. It did not alter the electoral laws nor curtail the power
of the bureaucracy; it increased the power of the general gov
ernment, and left the same burdens upon the Cuban taxpayer.
The reform was mainly confined to the changing of the t'oun
cil of administration into a partially elective body. One-half
of its members was to be appointed by the government, but the
other half were to be elected by the qualified electors. The
Governor-General had still the right to veto all its resolutions,
and to suspend at will the elective members. This council
was to make up a kind of special budget, while the general
budget would, as before, be made up in Spain; the tariff laws
would be enacted by Spain, the debt, 'militarism, distribution
of revenues, and bureaucracy would continue to devour Cuba.
Such was the self-government which Spain promised at the
vcry moment when the island was over a volcano of revolu
tion.

The immediate effect of the passage of these alleged re
forms by the Cortes was to hurry the revolutionary party into
revolt before their organization had been completed, before
they had a fair supply of arms, and while the leaders were still
l'Cattered in various parts of the hemisphere.

:Marti chart€red three vesscls,the Lagollda, the Amadis,
and the Baracoa, and sailed from Kew York with men and
war materials in January, 189;"). Arrangf'ments had been
made for landing tIle recruits and arIlls in Santiago, Puerto
Principe, and Santa Clara, hut the expedition was stoPlwd at
Fernandina, Fla., by the United States authorities. I1nel Marti
left for San Domingo to join )Iaximo Gomez, who had been
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a military leader in the former war. Meanwhile, the Cuban
secessionists clamoring for the revolution to proceed im
mediately, the banner was raised on February 24th as had
been arranged.

The authorities were aware of the project, and martial
law was proclaimed throughout the island the day before, and
in the province of Puerto Principe a rigorous search was made
for anns and ammunition, which were confiscated. For a
similar reason the revolutionists in Pinal' del Rio did not at
once respond. The rising was confined to Santiago, Santa
Clara, and Matanzas, and in the two latter provinces the
leaders and many suspected persons were quickly imprisoned.
The attempt in Matanzas was of peculiar interest because of
the persOll who directed it. He was known by the title
of El Rey di los Campos de Cuba -" the king of the country
of Cuba."

This king was none other than the celebrated bandit,
:Manuel Gar0ia. His modus operandi was perfectly simple.
Placing himself at the head of a few followers, he would
present himself at the home of some rich landed proprietor,
usually a Spaniard, and make him an offer something like this:
" You will give me before the expiration of the sum of
. . . . . .. In order to assure myself that you will comply with
my request, I shall take your wife or your son or daughter as a
hostage." Protestations were useless; it was prudent to obey.

But justice should be done to the memory of this remark
ahle bandit. He did nothing worse than many Spanish
officials were doing every day. Doubtless, Manuel Garcia
thought that if Spanish extortion from the Cubans was jus
tifiable, so also would be a little Cuban extortion from the
Spaniards. His demands were calculated with great accuracy,
and the taxes which he levied never exceeded the actual re
sources of the taxpayer. In this respect he was rather more
lenient than the Spanish collectors. Then, too, he always re
turned the hostage in good condition. This line of conduct in
dicated that he possessed a certain amount of relative honesty.
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Moreover, this king of the country was kind and charitable to
the poor. At times a price was set upon his head. Spain
mobilized against him legions of gendarmes, but he laughed at
~uch a display of forces, passed acr08S their lines, and went to
and from Havana whenever his interests there demanded his
presence. It has been said that the contributions he extorted
were devoted to the use of the revolutionary committee. On
the 24th of February, with a few companions, twent,-four in
all, he raised the standard of revolt in Matanzas. For ten
Jears he had lived under a shower of bullets, frustrating at
every turn the strategic movements made against him; but he
fell mortally wounded in the first engagement of his troops
,,:ith the Spaniards. Immediately after his death his men dis
persed, and order was restored for the time in that part of the
island.

The Governor-General on the 27th issued a proclamation
declaring the provinces of Matanzas and Santiago in a state of
siege, and fixed a period of eight days within which all who
surrendered would be pardoned. Under these conditions, one
man surrendered on the 3d of ~farch, was brought to Havana,
and set at liberty. He was very soon after arrested on the
ground that he had bought arms for the movement, and was
subsequently court-martialed and sent in chains to the Spanish
penal colony in Ceuta, Africa. Other Cubans were too wise
to surrender themselves into such hands. The apparent
failure of the uprising and the small number of the insurgents
seemed to have deceived the Spanish officials, and there was
little alarm as Spain had at that time an army of over 19,000
regulars in addition to so many of the 50,000 volunteers' as
might be called out. But the appearances of a Cuban revolu
tion are deceitful.
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SPREAD OF THE INSURRECTION IN THE PROVINCE OF
SANTIAGO DE CUBA - SOME OF THE LEADERS AND
THEIR METHODS - EXPERIENCE OF A PLANTER.

Nature of the Province of Santiago de Cuba - Striking Personalities
The Problem of Securing Arms - Horses More Plenty Than Guns
Code of Honor among the Insurgents-A Visit to Gilard - A Camp
in the Mountains - The MachetfJ - The Government Becomes Anx
ious - First Efforts to Find the Insurgents - Heal Effective Force of
the Spanish Army - Its Strength as It Appeared on the Olfit'iul
Records- An Army Scattered All Over the Island - The Captain
General Acts - Seeking Goulet's Band - Goulet Draws the Enemy
into the Hills - The Spaniards tlurprised and Routed - Goulet
Captures 11 Garrison - Effects on the Rural Population - Taking up
Arms.

IT was in the province of Santiago de Ouba that from the
beginning the insurrectionary movement assumed a dan
gerous importance. It was there that the revolution of

1868 had been strongest, and it was there always that the
Cuban hatred of the Spanish was most marked. By reason
of the mountainous configuration of the country it is ad
mirably adapted for resistance, and much of its coast is dif
ficult to protect from secret landings. The shore for mile
after mile is characterized by long reaches of lonely snow
white beach or rugged brown rocks, and is app&rently devoid
of all human habitations, while a little distance back rise
twistcd hills showing evidence of former volcanic upheavals.
Hut heyond these hills, and within the watershed of the Rio
Cauto, are delightful valleys where nature can be enjoyed
in unstinted measure, though the comforts of civilized life
are rarC'. Thp frnits ann ve~etahlps render subsistence all
easy matter to small guerrilla bands, and the temperature is

(208)
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unifonnly genial. Roving bands can camp almost anywhere
among the hills or valleys in security; the water buhbles forth
from springs of crystal purity, and camp life is burdened with
the least amount of e~cumbrances. It had been called the
•• Garden of Cuba," and some of the earlier colonists were so
delighted with the region that they imagined it to be the
original garden of Eden. In the mountains along the shores
i" much mineral wealth, which generally remains untouched,
while in the valleys are great plantations which, in times of
peace, are very valuable and flourishing. The principal city
is Santiago de Cuba on the south shore, situated at the head
of a landlocked bay, and from it proceeds one of the two short
railways in the great province, a distance of about twenty
miles to the town of Euramada. About forty miles to the
east of Santiago is Guantanamo, connected by a dozen miles of
railway to a small port on the Bay of Guantanamo.

In the neighborhood of Santiago two revolutionary leaders
at once sprung to eminence - Antonio Goulet, already men
tioned in connection with the Lacret uprising, and Pedro
Perez. In the northwestern portion of the province the move
ment was directed by Bartholome Maso, Jesus Rabi, :Miro,
and a negro general, :Moncada. :Ma,,6 had been the last to
lay down his anns in 1878. He had been imprisoned for
months without trial, but bad finally been allowed to return to
his estates. Having been a man of wealth and position before
the first war, he had toiled against the ohstacles of Spanish
taxation until he had again brought his plantations to the point
of returning a good revenue, and it might have been supposed
that he would have hesitated to drop all he had gained for an
other a~sauIt upon Spanish authority. But when the raIl to
arms swept over the i'iland in 1R!H; he at onre bnrnf'd his
plantation as an example to other patriots, and took the field
with all his men.

In many ways General .Tesus Rabi was one of the most in
tf'resting of the leaders. He was one of the very few desf'end
ants of the Carib aborigines. But he was a man of strong per-
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sonality and well educat(1d, and in the Ten-Years War had been
considered one of the bravest as well as gentlest of the Cuban
soldiers. He gave up a comfortable living to serve his country.
It has been commonly supposed that the Cuban revolutionists
were almost entirel,Y from the poorer and the criminal classes;
that they fought because they had nothing to lose and every
thing to gain. While in the rank and file there were many of
this class, for the leaders were glad of any men who were able
bodied and brave, the leaders themselves were to a great extent
of the island's aristocracy, living luxuriously upon large es
tates. They were proud and impatient of restraint, and sel
dom have the ablest and best-born citizens of a country strug
gled for independence more freely, or more unanimously sac
rificed so much for their cause. In the revolution of 1895
these men came to the front again.

But while the Cuban leaders and their men abounded in
warlike spirit, they had few of the means of warfare. The
main problem was to secure arms and ammunition. An in
cident will show how the rebels went to work. Near Goulet
lived a French planter, Jean Antomarchi, of the family of
Dr. Antomarchi, the last physician of Napoleon T. at St.
Helena, who afterwards settled upon a plantation in Santiago
province. Jean Antomarchi maintained a somewhat neutral
position in the insurrection, and yet was on friendly terms with
the insurgent leaders. One morning soon after the uprising,
one of Goulet's lieutenants came to Antomarchi's house, and,
in the name of his chief, requested his repeating rifle, remark
ing that he would consent to allow him to retain his other
weapons, a shotgun and a revolver. Antomarchi thanked
him warmly for the generosity, but sent the remaining weapons
to Santiago for safe-ke<>ping. Whoever had a good rifle in
those reg-ions was compelled to give it up for Cuba Libre, unless
he took the field with it.

A Cuban insurgent seldom neglected the opportunity to
obtain a better horse than he had. If he met a man better
mounted than himself, he would politely request the stranger
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to exchange, and he always complied, no questions being asked.
The rebels recognized a certain regularity in such a proceed
ing, but their distinctions were sometimes surprising. As an
example, Antomarchi tells the experience of a friend of his,
who owned important property in Cuba. "About the time
the war opened," said Antomarchi in telling the story, " I met
the count one evening as I strolled about"the city.

'" Listen to what has happened to me,' said he. 'Toward
noon to-day, when I crossed the Plaza de Armas, I saw a horse
that looked very much like my own, but it was mounted by a
negro whom I did not recognize. The tail of the horse had
been docked, as are only those of horses that are used in the
army. I had just noticed this when the negro, coming up to
me, asked me if I were the Count X. I answered in the af
firmative, and he handed me this note.'

" The count held out a slip of paper and I read the follow
ing words:

" , Senor Count: I return your horse because it has been
brought into the ranks illegally.

(Signed) GILARD.'
" Gilard was one of the insurgent leaders in that neighbor

hood. This is what had happened: The servani of the
Count had, without warning, left his service and joined the in-

•surgent ranks, and he thought that his master's horse, which
was a superb animal, might serve with profit in the war of the
rebellion. On his arrival in camp he had offered it to Colonel
Gilard, under whose orders he was to serve. The colonel ques
tioned him as to the owner of the horse, and the negro con
fessed everything, and Gilard, who was an accomplished cava
lier despite the fact that he was a mulatto, sent back the horse
to its owner with the above note. The count entreared me to
convey his warm thanks to the chief in acknowledg-ment of his
amiability. A few days later, when I returned to my planta
tion, I made hasre to do the count's errand. I knew that
Gilard was in the nei~hborhoodof a coffee plantation called La
Felicite, which I had to pass on my route. When I reached
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La Felicite, I stopped before the dwelling house, and inquired
where I could find him. There were several armed men on
the veranda, and they looked at me without uttering a word.
I repeated my question, and then one of them asked, ' Are you
French ~ , 'Y('s,' I answered. ' Very good. Follow this
road. It will lead you to a wood of mango trees and beyond
that to a banana plantation. Follow the same path until you
are stopped by a sentinel.' I thanked him and turned my
horse into a path hardly a quarter of a yard wide, faintly
traced along the side of a yery steep mountain. Suddenly a
challenge rang out from the crest of the mountain:

'" Alto quien m?' (\Vho goes there~)·

" I answered' Cuba,' which is the countersign of the insur
gents. I was ordered to halt, and I obeyed. Then I saw a
man carrying a Remington rifle· coming tmvard me, spring
ing from rock to rock. He saluted me, and asked what I
wanted. I told him my name and ('frand, and he went to in
form his chief, who came to meet me through the shade of the
great banana leaves and the feathery shadows thrown by the
towering cocoa trees. "Then he came up with me he affably
invited me to go with him further on. I dismounted and
went along with him, and after a time we reached his hut, or,
rather, w(' went under a roof made 4)f palm leaves which cov
ered at the utmost no more than four square yards. This shel
ter was without waBs; there was nothing of it but the roof of
palm leavcs. For furniture it had a hammock, three guns,
and two empty tin cases which served as chairs. The colonel
made some very polite excuseR because he had no chair to offer
me. 'Vhen we were seated upon the tin boxes I delivered my
meSFoag'e, and then I fC'licitated him on the judicious choice he
had madC' in Rtaking his camp and the superiority of the mili
tary position which he occupied. I saw almost immediately
that this man was fully convinced of the right of the cause for
which he hazarded his life, but I saw, also, that he lacked the
energy whieh ought to be the predominating quality of a par
tisan. To be always in motion, to harass the enemy llnceas-
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ingly, to keep him constantly on the watch, to fatigue him, to
attack isolated soldiers, to surprise sentinels; in a word, to be
forever in the breach, without rest day or night, and that in all
kinds of weather, these are the principal duties of guerrilla
warfare, and these duties the kind and loyal Gilard often for
got in the quiet serenity of his green retreat. Dreamy and
generous by nature, he let one day follow the other without
llny visible sign of war while he enjoyed the calm and the
security of his mountain fastness. But there were found later
in the ranks of the army of independence men of action who
profited by every advantage and developed a superhuman
energy and activity."

:K 0 man unaccustomed to the peculiarities of Cuban war
fare would haye given much serious attention to the little
groups which located among the hills of Santiago; certainly,
few would have dreamed that in a short time the cry of" Cuba
]jbre! " would be carried in the face of Spanish soldiers to
Havana and beyond into Pinar del Rio. .Goulet's band was
typical of many others. His grade was that of lieutenant
colonel, and with his aide-de-camp, Palacios, and about fifteen
men, he began marching over the country, procuring some re
cruits and a few arms. They had not more than twenty guns
of all descriptions, and, what was worse, only a few hundred
cartridges, but they had set out to wrest from the proud
Spaniard the Pearl of the Antilles.

They began by an indiscriminate appropriation of all kinds
of firearms. They accepted everything, from the repeating
rifle to the old shotgun with a ramrod. Many of the men had
only revolvers, while a still greater number carried only a
knife about twenty inches long and known as the machete 
an implement which should have a place upon the coat-of-arms
of Cuba Libre, for it is one of the institutions of the island.
Jn times of pe~ce it is used in the cane fields, and in times of
war, in the hands of mounted insurgents, it struck terror to the
hearts of Spanish YOllth.

Xotwithstanding the apparent insignificance of the revolu
14
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tioriary movement, the government became anxious. Several
'lecrees had been issued fixing the time in which the rebels
might lay down their arms, and promising a pardon to those
who should return to their homes, but the insurgents paid little
attention to them, being too wise to put faith in a Spanish par
don. General Lachambre was appointed by Captain-General
Calleja commander-in-chief of the Spanish forces in the prov
ince of Santiago de Cuba, and charged with the work of rf!
pressing the insurgents. ·With some difficulty Lachambre
gathered together about two hundred men and set out for
Guantanamo, where he showed himself in brilliant uniform,
surrounded by staff officer!'!, but a short time afterwards he de
parted, not even having had a glimpse of the insurgents.

A characteristic proof of the improvidence and the disorder
of the Spanish government is that when the effective forces of
the island should, for the safety of Spanish rule, have been
20,000 men, it was impossible to get togeth('l1' much more than
2,000 capable of efficient service. The Spanish Army List
(Anuario Miliiar de Espana) for 1896 showed what would
have been a formidable army for a territory about the size of
Virginia; formidable as it might have been if massed to mect
the enemy in open battle, the exigencies of warfare with the
Cubans required the Spanish forces to be scattered over the
i8land. Every little town had to be garrisoned, for the enemy
might spring up anywhere at any moment. Moreover, there
was always a large proportion of the regulars, or those who had
('orne from Spain, who were unacclimated and were unfit to go
into the field.

At this time Spain was characterizing the insurrection as
a species of brigandage of trifling import, but gradually it
began to be realized that it was a serious movement, rapidly
gaining strength and breadth. While affairs seemed quiet
for the time in the western provinees, it was not easy to realize
the gravity of the conditions in Santiago, where even conserva
tive people began to clamor loudly for antonomy - a sort of
compromise with the new spirit of independence.
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Finally, the Spanish government resolved to act, and its
first effort illustrates so well the conditions of warfare in Cuba
and the conditions which prevailed to a great extent through
out the whole contest that it. is worth studying. One day a
eolumn of about 250 Spanish soldiers left Santiago and began
operations from the little town of Cobre, about twenty miles
away. The object was to disperse Goulet's little band, which
was master of the country about Botijo, where the people gen
erally sympathized with the insurrection. It was hardly more
than a month since the insurgents had taken the field, and all
who were interested in them were somewhat alarmed when
they· saw the prospect of an encounter between Goulet's fol-.
lowers and the royal troops. "\Varned of the approach of the
Spanish, Goulet quietly retreated into the mountains, and
then for some time he contented himself with secretly follow
ing the enemy, waiting till he should find a propitious place
where he could give his followers the first baptism of fire.
He realized fully how important it might be not to discourage
them at the start. It was with joy, therefore, that he saw the
Spanish advancing into the interior within a labyrinth of hills
which few knew so well as he, and covered ~ith forests and
underbrush which were well adapted for his tactics. He
pushed around and ahead to await them on the ground of an
ancient sugar-mill near Botijo. At this place the highway led
near the foot of a wooded hill of some height, the loose lime
stone making the hill inaccessible. As soon as the Spaniards
had entered well into the ravine, the insurgents opened fi,re
on them. The troops, which had marched without recon
noitering, were completely surprised by the bold attack and
answered it only with a feeble fire. The Cuban fire was also
badly aimed, though Goulet and a few of his followers aimed
with calmness and skill. Several of the Spaniards were
wounded, and the column retreated precipitately, leaving two
of their wounded on the field. They returned to Cobre,
routed, and in a condition approximatin~ that of stra~g'lers.

On the day following this event Goulet caused a note to
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be written to the military commandant of Santiago de Cuba,
informing him that he had picked up two wounded men
and that he would agree to return them should he, the com
mandant, send fO'l" them. The ollly condition asked was that
the soldiers sent to convey their wounded comrades must come
unarmed. Goulet pledged his honor that they should come
and go unmolested. The commandant sent for his men ac
cording to instructions, and Goulet kept his word.

From that hour the character of the war was transformed.
On the side of the Cubans reason and pity held natural pas
sions in check. During the previous insurrection bloody re
prisals were the rule with both of the contending forces, imd
acts of unexampled cruelty and barbarity were freely com
mitted. From the beginning of this insurrection the insur
gents, as a rule, practiced moderation and profound respect
for the right'! of humanity. The watchword of mercy and
Immanity came from the revolutionary committee in New
York. The instructions of the committee were formal and
they were carried out to the letter by the leaders.

The eoho of the insignificant skirmish ending in the defeat
of the Spanish troops from Cobre reverberated duoug-hout the
rural districts, and from that hour the negroes believed that
(lefeat for them would be impossible. Goulet passed on to the
little village of IIongoloaongo, which was defended by a feeble
troop of Volunteers. He surprised the fort, and, without
striking a blow, took possession of the ten or twelve guns of the
garrison and of a case of cartridges. He gave full liberty to
the Volunteers who had manned the fort, and a few of them·
enlisted at one-e under his orders. Farther on in the interior
of the country, General Rabi met with a success similar to that
of Goulet, though it was less brilliant. He fought at Los
Negoros with a Spanish column, the struggle ending without
an accident to his men and with some 10s8 to the Spaniards.
lIfl'anwhile, the insurrection was organizing in the rural dis
trictR. Some leaders of the former war recruited a few men,
but as yet the movemEmt was without a directing head.
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O
URIXG the weeks immediately following the outbreak

of the insurrection Spain was beset with troublee
within as well as without. The arrest anft summary

treatment of an American citizen in Havana and the seizure
of an American vessel had placed the State Department at
Washington in a position of diplomatic hostility, and it was
becoming very evident that the authorities in Cuba were not
suppressing the rebellion with that thoroughness required to
uphold Spain's supremacy. The home government had
treated the agitation as a rerrudcsce.nce of the former so-called
"brigandage," and, having fostered this impression, the suu
den call for volunteers to go to Cuba not only opened the eyes
of the incredulous but brought the government into a sharp
contest with the militia. ·While it was apparently easy to re
cruit men from the ranks of the army, the OffiCPfS, acrording
to some of the Spanish papcfS, refused to volunteer to go to
Cuba, and this forced the government to the unpleasant ex-
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pedient of drawing lots. The fact was the subject of much
. ("omlllent in the press, and, in many cases, harsh criticisms of
the army officials with imputations of cowardice and "enality.
The officers, furious under this criticism, on March 16th went
in a body to the office of one of the newspapers, invaded the
composing-rooms, and broke the printing-presses. The police
l'ontented themselves with a very fe€ble iilterference. De
mands made by army officers upon the Liberal ministry that
they snppress the newspapers daring to assail the llImy met
with a refusal which, on the following day, caused the resig
nation of the ministry. Great excitement followed this step,
and it was not till Genoral Campos was made Captain-General
of Madrid and given full authority that even a semblance of
order was restored. "

It seemed probable that Sagasta, the Liberal leader, had
been rather glad of the opportunity to place upon the Con
servatives the responsibility of regulating matters which were
daily becoming more C{)mplicated. Th€ quaorrel between the
journalists and the army officers "served as a convenient pretext,
llnd on the 23d of March the Conservatives, under Canovas del
Castillo, took possession of the reins of the government. Im
mediately after his installation the president of the council
made a very clear statement regarding the conditions prevail
ing in Ouba, and the people became aware of the seriousness of
the insurrection. Public opinion changed, the danger was
realized, and there arose a clamor £0'1" a strong hand to stay the
insurrection. With one voice the people called for Gl.'neral
Campos, and soon his appointment as Govl.'rnor-General of
Cuba and Commander-in-Chief was made known. :Mean
while, the first expedition, consisting of over 8,500 soldiers,
had already landed in Havana.

The news of Oampos's appointment was generally wel
comed in Ouba. The insurgents knew that Spain's most
famous general was a fair fighter, though severe, whill.' those
who still hoped for peace, even though thpy sympathized with
the Cubans, had great confidenc~ in the sagacity and skill of
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the man who had happily brought to a close the Ten-Years
'Var. Everyone agreed that Campos was the most honest
man in Spain, the Spaniard of all Spaniards who knew Cuba,
her needs and her aspirations best. Besides, there was a con
viction that as soon as Campos had informed himself of the
state of the country he would ask his government to make such
concessions as would deprive the war of a rational basis.

The autonomist party were persuaded that Campos would
hring with him the much-desired civic policy. Many of them
think to this day that if he had at once offered the insurgent
leaders a broad autonomy, the insurrection could have been
quelled in a short time. But it is probable that the power
vested in him did not enable him to settle the contention in this
manner. Those who were well acquainted with the Cuban
junta and its purposes believed that the secessionists would
never have listened to further Spanish offers of pl.ans of au
tonomy. They had been duped once, and they did not pro
pose to experience another disappointment.

But, unquestionably, there was at that moment a good
opportunity for Spain to make the proposition, for while the
radical secessionists might have continued to struggle, there is
no doubt that a fair proposition of self-government would have
alienated from the insurgent cause many who were in a doubt
ful attitude at the Vme. It would also hav~ made it extremely
difficult for the insurgent leaders to have carried their cam
paign into the western part of the island. But while Campos
was on his way to Cuba with reinforcements events were hap
pening on the insuTgent side which had the greatest influence
upon the future of the war.

What the insurgent bands lacked at that time was a chief
yested with the authority that comes of an unquestioned
record, or that authority which by reason of a strong person
f1lity and magnetic power over men would stand for ex;>erience
and a name. It was the common opinion that if some of the
f'xiled ~enerals of the former war could succeed in landing in
Cuba, they could infuse the necessary strength into the cause.
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In the province of Santiago the partisans of the insurrection
prayed for the coming of Maceo and Flor Crombet.

They did not know that the old leaders were about to enter
upon the scene and changtJ in a short time the whole.course of
events. At that moment Maceo and Flor Crombet were in
San Domingo, and they had but one ann of the sea to cross.

Antonio Maceo was born on July 14, 1848. His father
had a little plantation near Barajagua, and there were eleven
sons, of whom Antonio was the eldest. His skin was very
dark, something between the negro and the mulatto, although
he seemed much nearer the latter type. At the beginning of
the Ten-Years War he did not know how to read or write.
His father kept mules for hire and they were driven along the
lonely mountain roads by Antonio. In this way the boy made
trips to Baracca, to Guantanamo, to Santiago, and even til
Holguin..

He saw the slaves toiling their lives away in the fields, fet
tered and lashed by overseers. He saw the red and yellow
Spanish flag floating above the fortified towns, and came to
understand it as 'an emblem of rapacity, cruelty, and greed.
One autumn day in 1868 Antonio returned to his father's
plantation from Baraeoa with the information that the Cubans
had rebelled. The father, being a careful man, at once ad
vised his family to .remain strictly neutral.. But they secretly
exulted over the successes of their countrymen, and it may
have been that the Spaniards obtained an inkling of their sen
timents. At any rate, Spanish spi.es began to annoy them,
and more than once they were threatened. The revolution
had been in progress for some months, and the Spaniards were
wild over a series of disasters, when there appeared at the
:Maceo plantation a band of Spanish guerrillas. Maceo and
his older sons were away with a mule train.

ThE\Y returned at nightfall. As the plantation came into
view, a horrifying sight met the gaze of Ml!-ceo and his sons.
Where his home had been there was nothing but a smoulder
ing heap of ashes and embers. His barns were burned, his
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crops destroyed, his mules, sheep, horses, and cattle driven off.
Hut where were the members of his family~ Out in the jungle
a woman screamed. Father and sons roshed in the direction
of the voice. Six young boys lay on the ground, bound, bleed
ing, and senseless. The gray-haired mother stood tied to a
tree, moaning, with a broken arm.

On the following day the father called his sons about him,
llnd exacted from eaoh a promise that they would never lay
down their arms until the invader was driven out and Cuba
was free. A few days later Maximo Gomez, lying out in the
mountains of Santiago with his little following, was con
fronted by a gaunt, haggard man, behind whom were half a
dozen awkward boys. Little did Gomez know that in this
gathering of raw recruits there stood his future lieutenant
general. He asked them if they could fight. They smiled
and said "Perhaps." Soon afterward some Spanish troops
were riding leisurely along with an ammunition train.
Around the bend of the road, in front, swept a flying body of
horsemen, with their machetes glittering. They were guer
rillas of Gomez, and at their head rode the" awkward squad"
of the 1faceos.

Right into the heart of the Spanish troops they drove, pell
mell, cutting, slashing, and striking right and left. "'hen
the fight was ended the elder Maceo lay dead on the ground.
Before the expiration of two months, Manuel, Fermin, and
,Tustice Maceo had been killed in battle.

Raphael was so cut up by wounds that he left the island to
die as an exile in Costa Rica. For six months after this the
survivors of the Maceo family seemed to bear charmed lives,
lind they became the foremost fighters under Gomez.

Next, Miguel was killed by a bayonet thrust at the cap
ture of Une Vitas. Soon after Julio wail shot dead. at Nnevo
Mundo. Felipe and Tomas were so badly wounded that they
became helpless cripples in San Domingo.

Then, almost at the end of the war, ~faJ"('lIs was killpd in a
gallant machete oharge, leaving Antonio, of all the" awkward
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squad" of fighters, still in the field. His brother Jose was
still too young to join his relatives. During the first twelve
months of :Maceo's service he received sixteen of the twenty
one severe wounds that marked his body at the close of the war.
With great taciturnity and apparent gruffness, he combined
a magnetism that drew men to him. 'Within a year he had
been promoted through the various grades of sergeant, lieuten
ant, and captain to that of major. Soon after receiving this
honor, Maceo was ordered to capture the upland town of Ti
Ariba. With only 300 men he made a headlong attack on the
forts, and after a desperate engagement succeeded in driving
the Spaniards into Santiago. For this brilliant engagement
he received the shoulder straps of a colonel. The more power
accorded by Gomez to Maceo the more effective became the
fighting of the Cubans. Maceo's following was a blindly de
voted one, and his men would follow wherever he might lead.
In 1870 Maceo with 400 men fiercely attacked the Spanish
general at Ramos. Campos held his ground, and the fighting
raged at intervals for thirty days. K ear Monte Oscuro he
was fiercely attacked by General Valera, at the head of 1,000
Spaniards. With only 400 men he made a stand in a strong
position against the. combined forces of Valera and Campas.
:Macpo quickly saw that he would have to retreat. Before
doing so he lured the Spaniards into a dangerous position, and
then raised his favorite cry of " Al machete!" The slaughter
was terrible.

After Ma~eo's retreat Campos returned to Santiago with
only a remnant of his former forces. He was met by Bal
ma('pda, the Captain-General, who said, derisively:

" Oh, you pretend that all the glory was on our side. That
may be so, but the losses were on our side also."

"Does your excellency suppose," retorted Campos, "that
Cubans use cotton bullets? "

Macco's next notable achievement was in the battle of
Zarzai, where 2,500 Spaniards were utterly routed. I.ater,
at the battle of Santa },faria de Holguin, he charged the Span-
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ish line at the head of his followers, and many were cut down
before they co&1d fire a shot. It was at this time that Maceo
first met General tVeyler. The latter had been made a briga
dier, and at the battle of Guaimaro was sent against Maceo.

Maceo had placed his men across a steep ravine in some
heavy brush. The Spaniards came tumbling and running up
to the edge of the ravine, and there they were slaughtered like
sheep. Weyler fled, leaving five hundred dead on the field.
He never stopped to look back until he was safe within the
Spanish lines at Puerto Principe. Soon afterward, with 500
men, Maceo attacked the San Quentin battalion, 1,000 strong,
under the command of Colonel Yoyer. The Spaniard~ lost
200 men, and would have been annihilated had it not been for
the timely arrival of Lieutenant Tirso with reinforcements.

For these brilliant acts Maceo was made major-general.
It seemed as if this new honor put additional spurs on his heels.
He lost no opportunity to harrasa the enemy, was in ambush
and on guard everywhere, and he became the bugbear ancl
terror of the Spaniards. He expected them at all points, even
when he was far away, and his life seemed set upon a height
beyond the reach of Spanish bullets. How to take Maceo be
came the one idea of the Spanish soldiers, and as he became
the terror of the Spaniards he became equally the hero of the
Cubans. In rapid succ€ssion he engaged the Spaniards in a
sE"l'ies of brilliant and bloody fights.

In the battle of Cayo Rey, Antonio Maceo had a narrow
escape from death. In the midst of the fight he saw the Span
ish colonel in command cheering on his troops. In an instant
Maceo had drawn his machete and rushed forward to engage
the Spanish commander in a sword combat. The latter saw
the Cuban leader coming, and flonrished his sword in defiance.
At that moment :Maceo received a rifle bullet throngh his
lungs. He reeled in the saddle and would have fallen had it
not been for Lieutenant-Colonel Pacheco, who caught him as
he feB and carried him to a place of safety. At the same tim£'
Colonel Rodriquez, perceiving Maceo's perilous plight, made
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a gallant charge, and, under a sweeping fire, the Spaniards
were checked.

For three months .Maceo fought a battle for his life, with
but meager attendance and but slim chances for recovery. At
last his naturally rugged constitution triumphed, but his roar
ing and trumpet-like voice had vanished. Again in the saddle,
:Maceo began to adopt new methods of crippling Spain. He
began to destroy Spanish property and to burn Spanish planta
tions. In company with his brother Jose, now grown to man
hood, and 500 guerrillas, he invaded the Guantanamo district,
spreading desolation with fire and sword.

While he was in the midst of his fiery crusade the Cuban
and Spanish leaders met at Zanjon and signed a treaty of peace.
The news was brought to :Maceo by a messenger who was
authorized to procure his signature to the treaty.

" Tell them," was Maceo's reply, "that I will never sign
any compact with Spain other than a compact for the freedom
of Cuba. I will not submit."

So Antonio Macoo kept on fighting. It soon became evi
dent, however, that the hackbone of the war had been broken.
Ten Jears of starvation and exposure in all sorts of weather
had broken the spirit of all but :Maceo. "['"nable to ohtain sup
plies, he was reduced to complete want. Then the capitula
tion came. lIe wrote Campos a haughty letter, agreeing to
lay down his arms, disband his forces, and submit to exile on
the condition that a Spanish man-of-war be placed at his dis
posal to convey him and his officers t.o Jamaica. This offer
was readily accepted by Campos, who realized the impossibility
of catching Maceo in a country where he knew every tree and
hypath.

Maceo disbanded his mf'n in the early dawn under a big
tree near Gnantanamo. There were men among that 500 who
had fought nndf'r :Maceo for almost ten years. They were
ragged and half starvpd, bnt they had stood together in the
hrnnt of many a harfl-fonght hattIe, and it was no wonder that
t('ars WNe in their Pyps as they bade their leader goodby.
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For them it was a return to the blackened sites of their
burned homes and their ruined plantations. For him it was
exile forever to a foreign country - and Cuba still in chains.
:K 0 wonder the thought maddened him. Yet he counselled
patience, industry, and obedience to the laws. "As for me,"
he said, " I will follow the will of fate that leads me blindly
onward. Will I come again? Quien sabe'!" Then there
were handclasps and goodbys, and Antonio Maceo sailed away
to Jamaica.

In the few moments of his leisure he had learned to read
and write. At night, when the fighting was over, by such light
as his straightened means could compass, he pored over his
books as industrjous and submissive as a child. General Lacret
was his preceptor, and he suddenly acquired an amazing fond
ness for books relating to wars and military tactics, which he
read early and late.

Early in 1879 :Maceo arrived in N ew York. For a month •
or more he lived alone, without other companionship than that
of books. In a few months he made his way to ,\Test Point,
where he obtained employment as a hostler. Nobody in the
academy dreamed that the broad-shouldered, dark-browed
man who handled the horses so easily had ever smelled the
smoke of battle, or heard the song of rifle bullets. Day after
day, on the parade ground, he watched the evolutions of the
cadets, listened to the commands of the officers, studied the
discipline of the place, pored over volumes of military tactics
that he had managed to borrow, and added to his natural genius
the knowledge of other great generals.

At last the hostler, who was regarded as book-mad, gave up
his position and returned to New York. From New York he
went to Costa Rica, taking a hundred or' more weighty volumes
with him. Some wealthy Cubans had settled in Oost Rica
during the war, and they now offered Maceo a tract of land on
which to colonize his brave followers. Here for ten years the
exile worked and studied and dreamed, ingtrncted hig vpterans
in the modern theories of war, and gave them practical lessons
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in drilling and in cavalry evolutions. Never for a moment did
he forget his purpose.

In 1888, ten years after the close of the war, he began to
scheme for another uprising in Cuba. He took his former
officers into his confidence, and the little band of revolutionists
spent almost a year in making plans for the overthrow of
Spain.

Finally, Maceo sailed for Jamaica, and from Jamaica to
Santiago de Cuba, disguised as a laborer. Not for a moment,
however, during the ten years that had elapsed since the war
had the Spanish government lost sight of Ma.ceo. Conse
quently, when he disappeared from Costa Rica there was a hue
and cry. " Maceo has gone," was telegraphed to Madrid and
Havana. Search was made throughout the island. Finally,
the government got ward of him. Under torture a Cuban
confessed that he had seen Maceo in El Christo, disguised as a

. muleteer. In the meantime Maceo had become aware that his
whereabouts had been discovered. A fisherman who had
fought under him during the war sailed for Kingston one dark
night with :Maceo in his boat. For many weeks thereafter
the Spaniards searched in vain for the Cuban leader.

Maceo returned to Costa Rica disappointed, but not dis
couraged. He entered into correspondence with prominent
Cuban sympathizers in American cities, and with General
Gomez in San Domingo. This was kept up until local juntas
were fornled in almost every prominent city in the United
States. Then Maceo and his little band of patriots in Costa
Rica had nothing to do but wait for events. The years be
tween 1890 and 1895 were passed in hard work and in study
ing the possibilities of Cuba from a military standpoint.

One day in February, 1895, word came that the Cubans
had risen. A week later Maceo, .his brother Jose, Flor
CromllC't, Cahreco, and sixteen other veterans, sailed from
Costa Rica for San Domingo. At this time Maceo was forty
seven years old. His hair and his beard were beginning to
l'how threads of silver, hilt his strength and agility were sur-
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prlsmg. He was a sharpshooter and a horseman of incom
parable finish and skill. Calm, imperious, and inflexible as
he stood under the rain of bullets, he was the ideal of a guer
rilla chief. In the march of events he was to display qualities
which proved that he was as true a man and as masterful a
general as he was keen and skillful in strategy. Springing
from obscurity, he hewed out of the rugged history of Cuba
a name that will be remembered while liberty endures. Un
known as he w~s and of a race of slaves, backed only by a
small band of rebels, he met the soldiers of a European power
and the head of an imposing army on the ground of man's
equality, and for a moment the rebel held the safety of the
royal army in his hl11lds.

Flor Crombet was also a guerrilla of unquestioned valor.
He fought side by side with Maceo during the greater part of
the Ten-Years War; wounded many times, he seemed to bear
a charmed life. He was a lion in battle, but he lacked Maceo's
greatness of soul, and he had neither the noble instinct nor the
generosity of Maceo. But he was whiter than his compatriot,
his mother having been a mulatto, while the untainted blood
of the Caucasian race ran in the veins of his father.

At San Domingo they chartered a little American boat in
which to cross to the coast near Baracoa, the nearest port,
taking with them a few arms and such equipments as they
considered necessary. They crossed without atfu"actin~ atten
tion. The Spanish cruiser which patrolled the coast did not
appear. On the mornin~ of April 1st they sighted Baracoa,
and the leaders then asked the captain, who was steering his
boat towards the port, to land them farther along the coast at
some distance .from the city. The captain refused, urging
that it had been agreed that they should land at Baracoa; he
declared that he should land just as he had contracted to, and
added that he had no wish to run upon the rocks which line
the coast for the purpose of pleasing his passengers.

Maceo and Crombet insisted that he should not land in the
port, and when the captain would not listen to their entreaties
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they told him that to do so would be to thrust them into the
jaws of death. They told him that they could not approach
the port without being recognized, and that they would be ar
rested and shot. But nothing that they urged had any in
fluence upon the captain. He steered steadily towards the
city, and Crombet, beside himself, seized a rifle and blew out
the captain's brains.

They then took the ship, put about, and steered for the
coast, and shortly afterwards landed in a little bay situate~

some distance from Baraeoa. It was a part of the country of
which they knew very little, and they wandered for some time
at random, and the few inhabitants whom they met, Indian
guerrillas in the service of Spain, were hostile to them.
:Maceo and his band kept in hiding in the woods, where they
were soon called upon to undergo serious privations. After
II few days of trial and discomfort, however, they arrived at a
plantation of banana trees laden with fruit. They were
thankful for such a feast after their prolon~ed fast, but while
they were busy with this harvest they were surprised by a troop
of Indians commanded by Spanish officers. ~fac('o, realizing
their position, in an instant cried out to his companions:

" Sauve ql/i peut!" (Let him escape who can.)
All ran, with the exc('ption of :Crombet, who was at once

surrounded. He fired and killed several of his adversaries:
then fell dead with a bullet in his forehead. The Spaniards
turned to pursue the rest of the band, but they had disap
peared.

Dispersed and wandering separately, their sufferings were
intensC'. Maceo livC'o. for days on hitter oran~C's, the only
fruit which ~rows in those Cuban woods. His boots had given
out, lIP was barefooteo., for in his precipitate fli~ht he had heen
forced to abandon all his supplies. After a time he met an In
dian and askeo. him to show him the way out of the woods.
The Indian, who had recog-nized him, a~reed, and they went
on together for several hours. Evening came on.

"GenC'rnl," sllid the Indian, "beyond this point I do not
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know the way, and I think it would be better for you to re
main in this grotto to-night. To-morrow I will return with
one of my friends who knows the country, and he will lead
you wherever you think best."

:Maceo thanked him and rewarded him by giving him the
only money he had left, an American twenty-dollar gold-piece.
In the shelter pointed out by the guide the wind had heaped up
a bed of leaves, upon which the tired fugitive stretched him
self. But he was too tired and too anxious to sleep, and the
thought came to him that it would not be prudent for him to
rest there.

" No," he said to himself. " It is not well that anyone
should know where I pass the night."

Then he arose and looked about him. The dew lay heavy
upon the great leaves of the rich undergrowth, and a white,
malarious veil, hanging above the earth and embracing it,
trembled in the dim light of the· night. :Maceo's heart
swelled with memories of his sorrowful youth, the remem
brance of the natural and inevitable wrongs of his birth, and
the desperate fight for frC€dom of his tortured country. He
thought of Crombet who had fought by his side and had been
like a brother to him, and of all the brave, determined men
who had given their lives into his kC€ping and followed him
without a question or a doubt. They too were fugitives, grop
ing about in the forest.

"No, there must be no careless relaxation now," he
thought.

Despite his longing for rest, he left his cave and crept out
into the woods, where he hid himself among the leafage of the
great plants at the foot of a tall tree. In that position he could
watch the cave and signal should his guide return according to
his promise.

He had just settled himself comfortably in his shelter
when he heard voiC€s in the direction of the grotto, and im
mediately afterwards saw a troop of armed Indians advancing.
They were led by his euide, who had no sooner received his

10
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money than he had gone to betray him to his entlmies, and the
Indians had come to capture him while he slept.

Maceo crept further away through the underbrush, that
luxuriant growth which returns no sound of the cautious
human footfall. It was not long before he heard the Indians
clamoring loudly because the perfidious guide had brought
them to an empty cave. It is evident that the Spanish authori
ties, knowing of Maceo's departure from San Domingo, and
anticipating that he would attempt to land on the island, had
laid their traps to capture him. The obstinacy of the captain
whom Crombet had shot was suspicious, and the quickness
with which armed bands turned up in the thick woods where
he had been almost lost could hardly have been without de
sign.

Maceo wandered about all that night, expecting at any
moment to meet an ·enemy. Reaching at last a small hut
among the rocks, he e~tered, revolver in hand, and an old
negro sprang up from the floor.

" Do you recognize me? " asked Maceo.
"Yes, General," was the reply. " You are Don Antonio

Maceo."
" Very good," said Maceo. " You will guide me to the

nearest insurgent station. If you lead me into an ambush I
will blow your brains out."

The old negro did not reply. Silently he led Maceo along
a faintly-marked trail, and after several hours of marching
they met a little group of Cubans, who welcomed Maceo with
joy and gratitude. As for Maceo he was utterly exhausted,
unable to take another step. The dangers which he faced
after landing near Baracoa afford another proof of the daring
qualities of the man, and also of the lack of real sympathy
which the uprising encountered at the beginning. But as
soon as it wall known that Maceo had landed, and, in spite of
the attempts to capture him, was at the head of an army, the
whflle aspect of things was changed. One by one, or in little
groups, the Creoles who were serving in the Spanish ranks
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joined the insurgents; those who had held back doubtfully
shouldered their guns and came into camp, while the Imliaus
who had failed to capture and assassinat€ :Maceo, awed by his
bravery, soon became some of his best soldiers.

All those who had landed with Maceo and had escaped
from the attack at the banana plantation had to pass through
trying ordeals before they arrived at insurgent camps, but they
all came out safe. Maceo, who had not been a witness of the
killing of Crombet, believed that he was stil1alive, and as soon
as it was possible he ordered the woods searched in every direc
tion. For a long time he looked for him at every turn, and in
his dreams of Cuba Libre he saw his old friend living and
triumphant. The Spaniards boasted that they had carried
away his body, but this is doubtful, as those who saw the body
which they exhibited as that of Crombet did not recognize it.

Maceo exerted himself at once to gather about him an
army, and when he had a few hundred arnled men be felt that
his success was assured. "Vhen it is considered what he aCCOlll
plished with these men, one can imagine what he might have
done, with his military talents, could he have commanded a
large army of trained soldiers. His organization of the rough
material at his disposal was masterful, though for a long time
he was hardly able to do much work with his troops. In his
terrible ordeal he had become crippled; his feet were so
swollen that for some time he had to be carried about in a
hammock. But nothing escaped his keen eye and vigilance.



CHAPTER XVII

GOMEZ AND MACEO PERFECT THEIR PLANS - TRAGIC
DEATH OF MARTI-MACEO'S BRILLIANT CAMPAIGN
NARROW ESCAPE OF CAMPOS.

Arrival of Marti, President of the Cuban Republic, and Gomez, Comman
der-in-Chief - Inlluence of Gomez in the Central Provinces - Arrival
of Campos-His Plan to Confine the Revolution to Santiago de Cuba
-Plan of Campaign Arranged by Gomez and Maceo-Gomez with
Seven Hundred Cavalrymen Near the Enemy - A Wild Charge
The Spaniards Driven Back on their Reserves-Marti's Horse Be.
comes Unmanagellble - Carried Into the Ranks of the Enemy - They
Fall upon Hlm- His Death-Campos Ordeni a Military Funeral
Maceo's Attack at Jobito-Barbers as Surgeons-Maceo Plans an
Attack - Death of Goulet - Maceo Turns the Retreat into a Charge
- Did Not Know He Was Attacking Campos - Features of a Cuban
Camp- Uniform and Equipment of a Mambil.

GENERAL Maceo had hardly begun his preparations
when a detachment was sent to receive Generals
Maximo Gomez, Francisco Borrerro, Angel Guerra,

and Jose Marti, under wh08e energetic management the insur
rection had been organized. They arrived in Cuba on the
11th of April, five days before General Campos Bucceed~

General Calleja as Commander-in-Chief of the Spanish forces
in the island. Pending the formal action of the Cuban
leaders when they should become more firmly established, the
revolutionary committee appointed Marti President of the
Republic of Cuba and Gomez as Commander-in-Chief of the
army. In two months, therefore, a revolution which had, to
all appearances, begun 90 insignificantly was fairly launched,
and the greatest general in Spain was on his way to measure
arms with the strongest leaders among the Cubans. If Gomez
was lesa than Maceo an idol of the Cuban people in the east,
he was better known in the central divisions of the island, and

(284)
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the plan was t9 take steps at once to extend the insurrection
into that quarter. Gomez had been one of the leading spirits
of the previous war, and later had been an officer of high re
pute in the Honduras army. The knowledge of his presence
in the island was an inspiring impulse upon the Cubans in the
provinces of Puerto Principe and Santa Clara, who immedi
ately prepared to join the insurgents, and, as in that section of
the island the white race predominated, their sympathy af
forded the.insurrection a more favorable standing.

Campos's first plan of campaign was to confine the revolu
tion to the province of Santiago de Cuba, and he was reported
to have made the statement that he would crush the insur
gents, establish peace, and return to Spain the following N0

vember. He issued a proclamation promising pardon and
freedom to such rebellious Cubans as would surrender them
selves and their arms, but it was too late for such an expedient
to have the desired effect. Campos asserted that the province
of Puerto Principe would never rise in revolt, and, in order to
prevent it, he projected a line of railway from Santa Cruz on
the south coast to the city of Puerto Principe, and another
from Manzanillo to Bayamo, hoping thereby to engage the un
employed and quiet the fever of revolt. It became equally
important for the Cuban generals to cross the country into
Puerto Principe so that Gomez could bring into the field those
who were waiting for a leader, hence both the Cubans and the
Spaniards awaited the results of this first movement with great
interest. Campos hastened a cordon of troops, estimated to
number 10,000 men, near the border of Puerto Principe and
Santiago to prevent Gomez from entering. Meanwhile,
Maceo, who could more readily than Gomez recruit in the
east, organized the troops as best he could. Several chids
brought in little bands which they had gathered together, and
Goulet with his force, whic.h by this time numbered neHr'
1,000 men, haste~ed to join his old commander. To the in
domitable coura~ and fierce endurance of the Cubans was
now added the buoyancy and confidence which came from the
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.
knowledge that they were to follow the lead of generals of
tried capae.ity, as daring fighters as the world has ever seen,
and recruits came in much faster than the equipments could
be supplied.

Gomez, :Marti, and Maceo arranged their plan of cam
paign and then separated. It was decided that in order to
facilitate the entrance of Gomez and Marti into the province
of Puerto Principe, :Maceo should attempt a diversion of the
royal forces in the direction of Guantanamo. Gomez and
Marti with about 700 cavalrymen turned their course west
ward. As their main purpose was to work their way into
Puerto Principe, where Marti counted on the presence of
Gomez and his own personality and eloquence to influence the
undecided, it was policy for the-m to avoid, if possiblc, the
Spanish troops, leaving them to be drawn away by Maceo with
his superior forces. But, unfortunately, when they found
themselves in the nl.'ighhorhood of the enemy, the prudence
of Gomez was overborne by the zeal of :Marti.

On the 18th of May, when camped on the plains of Dos
Rios, tlwy lparned that the first line of the enemy was in the
npighhorhood, safely protected by a fort. Starting out before
daybrl.'ak the next morning, they soon came upon the Spanish
outpost. }.[arti was all excitement. He desired to fight, but
the prudent Goml.'z reminded Marti that skirmishing was not
to be the objpef, of the expedition, that they should pass around
the enemy if possihle, and he thought it would be wiser to
profit hy the heayy fog which enshrouded the plain by firing
a few shots at the out.posts, while they continued on their
mareh llnnotieed along the flank of the royal army. But the
firing of the muskets excited Marti more and more. They
were face to face with the hated Spaniards against whose op
pression he had struggled and suffered. The hope of his
youth and his manhood at last seemed to be realized. lIe
had planned the great struggle now at hand; step by step, in
the fsce of disco11ragements and obstacles, had infused it with
life and made it a working force. Here at last was a chance
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tv strike. Why should they avoid this enemy with whom for
twenty years he had longed to measure strength? He could
not bear to think of drawing back, of slinking away.

" l'hat would be dishonor," he said.
Before the wild exaltation of Marti, Gomez had not the

heart to insist upon his own prudent tactics. And if, indeed,
they had had a large army, instead of a force insignificant
in comparison with the royal troops; had been properly
armed and equipped, a decisive blow might have been struck
then and there. The enthusiasm of the young recruits, led
by an old warrior of mark and such a spirited champion as
Marti, would have been hard to withstand, for no suoh frenzy
of patriotic fervor prevaih·d among the Spanish youths, drawn
into the struggle against their will. As it was, they quailed
before the charge of those seven hundred cavalrymen, and no
serious harm might have been done but for the recklessness of
Marti, who was mounted upon a very beautiful and vigorous
horse. lIe was told that the animal might be unmanageable
in a skirmish, even if ridden by an experienced horseman, but
Marti would not listen.

" Viva Ouba Libre! " he cried, waving his sword, and, fol
lowed by his soldiers, he rushed upon the Spanish lines. Be
fore the avalanche the Spanish army retreated, but in good
order upon its reserves. That was the trap. Gomez sounded
a rally to the troops, and they stopped, but Marti, carried on
by the vigor of his horse, which he could not control, was taken
straight into the ranks of the enemy. He received a bullet in
his left eyebrow, another in his throat, and several sword
thrusts in his body. Then the Spaniards fell upon their vic
tim. The insurgents charged again, but in the face of such
superior numbers the movement was of no avail. There was
danger of losing all, and Marti was dead.

Marti wore upon his hat a scarf in the colors of Cuba Libre
on which were embroidered the words" A. Marti." The com
mander of the Spanish forces hastened 1'0 transmit to Santiago
the news of"this important capture, and the rejoicing was great
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among the Spani~rds. General Campos at once gave orders
to despatch two persons who knew Marti to identify him and
bring back official proof of his death. After its identification
the corpse was to be brought to Santiago, let it cost what it
might. He did not propose to neglect the opportunity of pro
ducing upon public opinion an impression unfavorable to the
Cuban cause, and, naturally, the news of Marti's death was at
first received with incredulity by some. But the evidence was
conclusive. The body of the dead president was carried to
the cemetery, where it was exposed to the public view and
photographed. By the order of General Campos, a Spanish
general presided at the funeral of the illustrious insurgent,
and pronounced a discourse over the grave, eulogizing the bril
lumt qualities of the fallen enemy, and mourning because his
eourage and his talents had not been exerted in a better cause.
Those who had been present at the summary executions of the
previous war thought that times had changed and military
manners with them. At that time 'Marti's corpse would have
been dragged through the streets of the city. But Campos
knew that such brutal treatment would only arouse thousands
of Cubans who werc then in a doubtful attitude. The example
of leniency had already been set by the Cubans at the order
of the revolutionary committee, and to have offset this with
outrages would have called down upon the Spanish the con
demnation of other nations. And this was at a time when
Spain was eagerly seeking moral support from outside for use
in her relations with the United States, which were continually
becoming more serious and complicated.

Marti's death appeared at first sight to be an irreparable
loss, but t.he movement had received sueh an impulse that noth
ing could then have stopped its onward march. It was quickly
arranged that T. Estrada Palma should act as president until
such time as the Cuban Ass('mbly could meet to d'efinitely
organize the republic. :Marti had already issued the call for
this meeting and it only awaited the favorable opportunit,v.

The new president at the outbreak of the Ten-Years 'Var
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was one of the wealthiest landowners in eastern Cuba. He
took up arms, and served nine years in the field. During this
time his mother was starved to death by the Spaniards. He
was finally elected president of the Republic, and while in
that capacity was captured and Lken to Spain. In a cenli\US
which was taken of the prisoners in the fortress in which he
was confined he wrote upon the blank which was given him:
"T. Estrada Palma; of foreign birth - Cuban; occupation,
President of the Republic of Cuba." Upon the cessation of
hostilities in 1878, the Spanish government offered him a high
political position and the restitution of his vast estates, which
had been confiscated, if he would take the oath of allegiance.
This he refused to do, and, almost destitute, he departed for
Honduras. In a small college there he found employment
as a professor, and thus supported himself until he became
postmaster-general of Honduras. The daughter of President
Guardiolo became his wife. Later, he set out for the United
States and founded a school in the town of Central Valley,
X. Y., for the education of Spanish-Amerioon children.

But he always retained his sympathy and enthusiasm for
the cause of Cuba and offered everything he possessed to
further the insurrection, becoming one of the leaders of the
revolutionary committee, and thus, on Marti's death, the head
of its operations.

Experience had taught :Marti that Cespedes had failed in
] 878 hl1'gely because of lack of arms. Before attempting to
begin the war, therefore, :Marti had organized a system of col
lecting money from exiled Cubans everywhere. He had but
a small sum at the beginning, for his system had only begun
its operations. The Spaniards generally believed that Marti
controlled millions and jumped at the conclusion that he was
bac'ked solely by the people of the L'nited States. But it is
stated as a fact that Marti was compelled to start the war with
no more than $75,000, which would be hardly enough for a
single expedition. But his system was in working order and
it rrpresrnt£'d millions.
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This i.- why the death of Marti did not check the march of
the revolutiOn. Marti knew well it would be so, and a short
time before he set out with Gomez he had written to a friend
in Havana a letter in which he used these significant words:

"I can die now, because my work is done. I feel that I shall
soon be in the hands of that destiny which makes some men
disappear after finishing their mission for the good of their
country."

Did his highly wrought and sensitive mind receive one of
those flashes of intuition of which history affords so many
notable examples - a premonition of the fate that awaited
him? If this be so, perhaps there is less reason to wonder at
the recklessness with which he rushed upon the swords of the
Spanish at Boca de Dos Rios.

The Cuban revolutionary organization was composed
largely of the Cuban political clubs throughout the United
States, about 300 in number, and all working under the gen
eral regulations laid down by Marti. Contributions of money
from the members were regulated according to their resources.
The clubs, in a general election which was held every two
years, elected the treasurer of the party, but the real head of
the whole organization was the president, or, as the Cubans
called him, the delegate, who, after the outbreak of the insur
rection, was appointed by the government in Cuba. Such was
the office whieh Marti held and which fell to Palma.

TIe was the plenipotentiary with full power to dispose of
funds, having the full confidence of the clubs. The Cubans
knew that their contributions were used for the purposes to
which they devoted them. They did not need to safeguard
the men who held the funds when they knew that they had un
reservedly relinquished all they had ever possessed to the
cause, and lllany of them had sacrificed great wealth rather
than swear allegiance to Spain. Thus it was that every Cuban
cigarmaker left ten per cent. of his wages at the delegation,
and the whole pay of one day's work every week. They went
without home comforts and often deprived themselves and
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their families of all but the bare 'Ilecesgaries of life in order
that they might help to set Cuba free. If there was a reverse
in the field, or some discouraging circumstaf!ce like the death
of one of the great leaders, the Cubans gave all the more.
While the people of the United States and the rest of the world
were reading in the newspapers of Cuban skirmishes, they
little realized what a story of self-sacrifice, of devoted patriot
ism, lay under the surfacc of the life of the Cubans in this
country and in Europe. It was a drama which had to be en
acted in secret.

Men naturally wondered how it was that while Spain was
sending over more men and arms, and spending money which
the nation could ill-afford to lose, the poor Cubans kept up a
I'ontest on their side. But it was not maintained without
money, and plenty of it. It is said that once a 'Vall street
banker inquired into the income of the Cuban treasury in Xew
York, and was surprised when he was shown that it was re
ceiving an income averaging $200,000 a month. The Cubans
in Paris alone sent over $120,000 at one time.

Bearing in mind these facts, it will be more readily under
stood why, with such a complete organization working in this
country, the government of the United States was placed in an
('xtremely difficult position in its endeavors to maintain the
requirements of international law, especially when compelled
to assume an attitude favorable to Spain while the people sym
pathized cordially with the struggling Cubans. And neither
the vigilance of the government, nor the spies of Spain, nor
Hpanish diplomacy with strong influence to baek it, could
check the results of the patriotic self-sacrifice of the .Cuban
colony.

While Gomez, mourning the fate of the dashing but reck
less Marti, was adroitly working his way along the flank of the
enemy towards the province of Puerto Principe, :Maceo was
vigorously diverting the Spanish forces in the eastern part of
the island. Other bands of insurgents were having freqnent
skirmishes amid the hills of Santiago de Cuba, and occasion-
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ally a quite serious engagement. General Rabi defeated the
Spanish colonels Santoscildes aud Zubikoski at Los Kegros.
At Ramon de las.Yaguas, Colonel Garzon surpriscdand cap
tured Lieutenant Gallengo and a few Spanish soldiers. These
he disarmed and permitted to go unmolested, for it should
always be remembered that in these early engagements the
Cubans were less concerned about killing Spaniards than they
were in capturing their arms. At El Cacao, General Rabi
cut to pieces the Spanish forces under Colonel Sanchez and
obtained a good supply of arms and ammunition, and in several
other small engagements the insurgents were successful, for
while the Spaniards were almost always at an advantage as to
numbers, and had the further advantage of good /lrms, they
were at a disadvantage in almost every other respect. Their
officers were utterly unequal to the kind of strategy which was
required in fighting the insurgents in such a country. The
fire of the insurgent musketry was likely to burst upon them
at any moment unless they were in the open plains. Taken
unawares, they would return the fire at random and seldom
bit a rebel. On the other hand, the insurgents would use their
poor firearms to the greatest advantage, and when the oppor
tunity came make a wild dash at the enemy with their
machetes, capturing all the arms and ammunition they could.
:Moreover, the adroit Cuban leaders made the most marvelous
and unexpected movements with their little bands, all the time
drawing the Spanish further and further from the points
where success seemed the most promising.

In the pursuit of his plan :M:aceo attacked General Salcedo,
who had 3,000 men, at .Tarahuca, and defeated him. and in
later operations succeeded in capturing 200 rifles and 40,000
rounds of ammunition by surprising a Spanish garrison at the
little town of Cristo. On the 25t.h of lfay, at the head of 2,000
men, Maceo encamped at the town of .Tobito, a little north
of Santiago and not far from Guantanamo. IIe was close in
the neighborhood of a large force of the Spanish, but his posi
tion was well c1108cn. At daybreak the next morning his
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troops were vigorously attacked by the royal army under the
command of Lieutenant-Colonel Bach. The Spaniards were
ranged upon a narrow road which runs along a river, and which
for some distance is in full view of a plateau u.pon which Maceo
and his army had bivouacked.. On their left they practically
commanded the enemy's column; it may be said that they over
hung them. The two contending forces remained at their ~

posts all the morning, exchanging a well-sustained fire of
musketry. Suddenly towards 11 o'clock the insurgents
heard a significant trumpeting in the enemy's camp; an officer
of importance, one of the Spanish leaders, had been killed, and
Lieutenant-Colonel Bach had been mortally wounded.

As the Cubans were in a superior position, the Spanish
officer dared not risk an attack. He, therefore, sent to Guan
tansmo for reinforcements, and, abandoning his position, drew
back to await them. They arrived ip the evening and covered
the Spanish commander's retreat. This was the first serious
engagement of the campaign, and the insurgents had held the
royal forces in check, fightiItg like demons. But the priva
tions and suffering in the Cuban camps in these days required
stout hearts. There were no doctors and no medicine, and
the wounded insurgent had to rely upon nature for his cure,
though there were a few barbers in the ranks who acted as
surgeons.

For a few weeks after this little of importance occurred.
llaceo effected a union with Rabi, and together they marched
westward toward Manzanillo, meeting with little opposition.
Meanwhile, General Campos had become impatient because
his generals displayed so little energy; he determined to show
them that he, the Captain-General, would meet the insurgents
without the support of the entire army. Since his arrival in
Cuba he had seldom left the ship upon which he had estab
lished his headquarters. He sailed from Havana to Santiago,
and, wherever he thought he was needed, urging on first one
and then the other, negotiating in one place and ordering a
fight in another. Early in ~uly he went to Manzanillo and
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landed. Numerous complaints had appeared in the press that
the Spanish forces at Bayamo, an inland city about twenty-five
miles from Manzanillo, were in a deplorable condition, without
food or hospitals, and cut off from Manzanillo by the insur
gents. Campos, apparently, conceived the plan of relieving
Bayamo and of crushing the collected forces of Maceo and
Rabi at one blow, and of afterwards pushing westward to drive
Gomez into the Spanish military line between the province of
Santa Clara and Puerto Principe, thus catching the Cubans
between two fires. He ordered three Spanish columns to
march against Maceo's force from different directions, while he
started from ~fanzanillo on the 12th with a convoy under
General Santocildes, which was to re-victual Bayamo.

Everything went well until they reached the neighborhood
of Peralejos, where the road divides. The new highway
stretches out towards the north while the old road deflects
slightly towards the south. The guide turned into the new
road, which is better known and more worn by travel, but
General Campos ordered him to' take the old road.

Maceo had been warned that a Spanish column was to leave
Manzanillo with commissary stores for Bayamo, and he de
cided to attack it with as strong a force as he could muster.
'With this end in view he had picked up Goulet's force en-
camped at St. Georges, and also sent messengers to Rabi and
the others who were near by to join him. It was not long be
fore his army, swelled by these reinforcements, numbered
3,000 men, of whom at least 500 were practically without
arms. They had proceeded toward Bayamo, and halted near
the parting of the roads.

Thinking that the Spanish column would follow the new,
well-beaten road, Maceo distributed his troops among the
underbrush and placed his equipage and the men who had no
guns along the side of the old abandoned road. Goulet and
his band was placed between the largest body of the insur
gents and the military impedimenta. General Campos was
moving forward with great cau~ion, when his advance guard
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came full upon the band of unarmed Cubans and fired a volley
of musketry into their ranks. The result was a wild re
treat. The panic of the unarmed soldiers was so great that
Goulet's troops were swept backward. For a moment he
seemed utterly abandoned, but his two aids-de-eamp, Palacios
and Colas, were near him, and the three undaunted soldiers
united in a desperate effort to stem the flood of retreat. The
Spaniards advanced firing volley after volley at the flying
fugitives. Goulet mounted a rise of ground, to watch the
movements of the enemy and to give orders to his lieutenants,
and as he crouched at the foot of a tree half stripped by the
Spanish bullets, which fell like rain, a bullet entered his kn('c,
traversing the groin, and he fell dead. His two aids hastened
to carry his body from the field.

Maceo, who had expected to face the Spaniards on 'the
other road, heard the noise of the battle, and, notwithstanding
the disadvantages of his position, he rallied his troops and faced
the enemy by a change of front. When it is remembered that
the undisciplined and panic-stricken unarmed band was in full
retreat, it must be acknowledgoed that Maceo's change of front
was remarkable, and that it did honor to his generalship. The
aspect of the combat at once changed; the Spaniards fell hack
under the unexpected attack -and felt that they were defeated.

At that moment General Campos ordered his OffiCNS to dis
mount. General Santo('ildes did not hear the ordrr aTIlI rr
mained upon his horse. :Maceo was in front of his line sur
rounded by his staff, all young men of excellent family, lIsed
to the management of firearms and better marksmen than the
average soleier. He ordered them to fire full upon the per
son who had remaiIled upon his horse, supposing him to be the
general in command. Santocildes received in his body the
contents of twenty rifles and fell mortally wounded. As he
fell the Spanish soldiers rushed forward with a stretcher to
bear away his body. Maceo ordered his staff to fire upon the
compact group which the enemy formed at that point. Three
times the Spaniards were forced to drop the stretcher upon
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which lay the body of their general, and each time they left
upon the spot a number of dead and dying. They returned
after the third repulse and this time they sur-ceeded in carry
ing the body away with them.

Campos, seeing the turn the battle had taken, ordered his
men to shoot all the horses and mules, and the dead bodiE's of
the animals were piled up as a barricade. :Maceo, on foot,
urged the soldiers on with all his accustomed energy and cour-·
age. It was a warm and spirited fight. The dead increased
on the side of the royal army, but they continued to pour upon
the insurgents a well-sustained fire. The rebels, on the other
hand, held their ground firmly. Campos received a ball in
his boot and another brok~ his staff.

As it drew on towards night the rain began to fall in tor
rents and the ardor of the insurgents, whose ammunition was
running low, was somewhat cooled. At this favorable mo
ment Campos gave the order to his men to resume their march
toward Bayamo, and the insurgents followed, harrassing the
royal army all the way to the gates of the city. The engage
ment lasted eleven hours and cost the Spaniards, according to
their own account, a general and seventy men killed, and 100
soldiers wounded more or less seriously. The Cubans de
elared that the Spaniards lost 400 killed and a large number
wounded, while the Cuban loss was Goulet and about 130
men. Altogether the day had been a hard one, and Campos
acknowledged in his report that his column }Iad twice been in
danger. On reaelling Rayamo he sent for reinforcements.
withdrawing a considerable numl)('r from Santa Clara prov
ince, thus tending, as Maceo purposed, to make Gomez's con
temporaneous efforts in that direction easiN.

Maceo did not learn till the following day that he had been
fighting with the Captain-General.

" Had I known that," he said, " I would have sacrified 500
of my men and taken him deao or alive! Thus with one blow
I would have ended the war."

It is true that had sueh been the result of the battle the
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consequences would have been incalculable, and even had
~[aceo attacked the Spanish as he expected to, the result might
have been very different. As it was, Maceo was compelled to
rescue his army from a rout. With what skill he faced his
armed men about, and brought them up past the unanned
stragglers who were running for their lives, the results showed.
That one battle proved that Maceo was a great general.

But it was not simply upon the field that he showed his
great qualities. After the battle Maceo had the wounded
picked up and cared for, and then, sitting down in his humble
camp, he wrote the Captain-General the following letter:

To Marshal MARTINEZ CAMPOS:

ANTONIO MACEO.(Signed)

Desiring that the wounded abandoned by your troops upon the battle·
field shall not perish for want of help. I have ordeted my men.to carry
them to the houses of the Cuban families living near the place of the com
bat, where they are to be kept until you send for them. It is understood
that the soldiers who are sent by you for this purpose shall not be attacked
by thol!e whom I command.

We may imagine the feelings with which the greatest gen
eral of the proud Spanish nation received this note from the
mulatto general. But Campos was a wise and generous foe
and knew how to appreciate Maceo. If the Spaniards had
always been as magnanimous in the treatment of the wounded
Cubans who fell into their hands there would have been less
cause for a war whie-h was destined to devastate the fair island
of Cuba.

The next morning }[aceofiled off with his troops. They
were within sight ~f the city, and the Spaniards fired after
them a harmless volley of artillery.

" That is the way to salute a general," said :Maceo with a
laugh.

'Vhen once his brilliant exploit was accomplished the in
surgent leader retired. He had just leamed that important
forces were on their way to Bayamo to reinforce Campos, and
he feared to be taken between two fires. He sent each band

16
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to its respective encampment to await such a time as he might
think best fitted for a new sortie.

Goulet was replaced by Colonel Higinio Vasquez, an old
mulatto who had not the prestige of his predecessor but who
proved a good commander. Diego Palacios was also made a
commander. On returning to the country near Santiago, the
troops commanded by Yasquez passed the little c.ity of Baire,
which was defended by a small garrison. The vigilance of
the sentinels was inadequate to the oecasion and the insurgents
penetrated easily into the city. The Spaniards retired into the
ehurch, which they barricaded and from which they directed
a weak fire upon the insurgents. Vasquez ordered the com
mander of the garrison to surrender, but he refused. The
Cubans continued to operate against the church, and then
the co~mander entered into negotiations with Vasquez. In
order to have time to receive instructions from Campos, he
asked Vasquez to wait two days before exaeting his surrender.
Campos haQ fixed a ecrtain lapse of time before the expiration
of whieh no officer was permitted to surrender a fortified posi
tion. The Cuban commander, probably thinking that Cam
pos could not help the garrison at that distanee, agreed to wait
until the two days should have elapsed. When that time han
passed the Spaniard had surrendered, and Yasquez had saved
his ammunition. He allowed the Spanish commander to keep
his sword and gave him permission to return to a city oeeupied
by Spaniards, but the Cubans disarmed the Spanish soldiers.
They took possession of the guns and cartridges in the gar
rison, but were surprised to find that there was but a small
supply of ammunition. Searching the corners of the church,
however, they found in one place the ground had been dis
turbed. On digging they found the bodies of two soldiers,
huried during the siege, and near by four boxes filled with
cartridges. Owing to this discovery they were enahled to re
new their ammunition, and they armed themselves with the
guns taken from the enemy. Thus it was that the insurgents
kert themselves supplied with ammunition, and as time went
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on more and more of the weapons which Spain had sent to the
island to be trained upon the Cubans were turned on the
Spaniards. It made little difference to the former whether a
Spaniard was dead or alive; but they wanted his rifle and his
cartridge box. After the battle of Peralejos, the Cuban forces
had picked up considerable quantities of ammunition which
the men under Campos had abandoned, and Maceo even
directed the cartridge shells to be gathered up so that they
might be refilled. So precious to them were bullets in those
days.

Had Goulet been spared a little longer to the cause of the
insurgents, he might have made a name for himself in the
world, for, while he had not the brilliancy ·nor the dash of
Maceo, he was a brave man. 'Vhen it is remembered from
what despised material these mulatto generals were made, the
qualities they showed must challenge our admiration. They
could draw some of the best blood on the island into their
service. The aids-de-camp who had stood by Goulet when he
had been left almost alone at Peralejos were instances of this.

The life of a Cuban soldier could hardly be appreciated ex
cept after visiting their camps and observing their peouliari
ties. The usual tents were simply roofs of leaves fastened
upon pickets about six feet in height and capable of sheltering
five or six men, so that when the Spaniards made the pompous
announcement that they had destroyed a rebel en('ampment
it meant very little. As a matter of fact, the insurgents re
garded an encampment as a thing of absolute insignificance,
because in two hours they could set up as large a collection of
the so-called tents as might be required. With so many woods
and palm trees at hand, the Cubans had little cause to regret the
loss of their improvised shelters. In one corner of an encamp
ment would usually be an enclosure for cattle brought in for
the troops. Cattle were raised in great abundance in sections
of the province of Santiago de Cuba, and from the beginning
of the war the insurgent authorities had declared them to be
the property of the nation. This decree at least insured sus-
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tenance to the Cuban anny in that section. 'Vhen it is also
remembered that yams, bananas, cassava, sweet potatoes, man
goes, and sugar cane fonn the basis of a nourishment very de
sirable in the eyes of the natives, it can be understood how
easy it was for the insurgents to live in a country where the
rural people generally sympathized with them.

Nothing would seem to the American more curious than
the equipment of an insurgent, or mambis, as he was called.
The climate demands very little in the way of clothes. The
soldier usually wore a pair of linen trousers and a knitted
woolen shirt, and some of them wore a short blouse called
mambisa, invented during the Ten-Years 'Var. Its origin
was significant. . After many months of rough campaigning,
clothes became rare, many of the mambis had no vests. This
was an inconvenience because it deprived them of pockets
into which they could put cartridges intended for instant use.
But necessity, that fruitful mother of invention, came to the
rescue. They adopted the plan of wearing their shirts out
side of their trousers, turning up the flaps in front and behind,
and sewing them up as far as the waistline, leaving openings
in which to slip their hands. This arrangement gave them
one large pocket at the front and another at the back, in which
they could stowaway a large quantity of ammunition or other
supplies, which served also in some measure to protect the
body. This form of dress was found to be so practicable that
after the war jackets after the pattern were manufactured, and
that is why the mambisa with pockets at the belt became so
common among the later insurgents.

When the mambis was so fortunate as to be able to make a
choice as to his footgear, he usually wore the espadrille.*
Otherwise he went barefoot, and that was among the least of
his troubles. The chiefs of the army usually wore leather
shoes, and these might be called the principal insignia of their
rank. The insurgents wore Panama hats with a cockade in
the shape of a Cuban flag or a star attae-hed to the brim, whi('h
was turned up in front and fastened to the crown.

• A kind bf sboe bavlng a sole of woven straw.
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The most peculiar feature of the mambis' accoutrement
was his " sack." It was an ordinary bag of burlaps or other
coarse texture, such as might be found in any barn. To each
end of these bags would be fastened ropes of straw which
would be passed over the shoulders and under the arms. It
was, of course, less practicable than the ordinary knapsack of
our soldiers, but the soldier of Cuba Libre put up readily with
such inconveniences, and the mambis was content when his
sack was well filled with his traps, utensils, reserves of ammuni
tion, and provisions. Besides this sack they usually had a
small bag attached to a cross strap in which were choicer
articles, their papers, or the commissions of their grade, if they
had such. For arms they carried a machete, and, when they
could obtain it, a riHe or a gun. Some of the clever ones made
cartridge-holders out of old saddle girths. The nature of the
equipment was optional and varied with the resources of the in
dividual. The majority of the soldiers had a grade. They
were ambitious, and there was no more satisfactory way of re
warding their valor than by advancing them in rank, but when
the call to arms came, each one, from the commander-in-ehief
to the common soldier, would rush into the fight on his own ac
(,OUllt, and none of the insignia of official rank were worn in
the army.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF CUBA-STRENGTH
OF SPANISH ARMY AND PECULIARITIES OF CUBAN WAR
FARE-ON TO HAVANA I

Campos Sends for Reinforcements-Landing of Other Cuban Leaders
Gomez Enters Puerto Principe - His Order for the Destruction of
Sugar Plantations-The Reasons for It-A War on Spain's Finances
-Campos Leaves Santiago for Santa Clara to Intercept Gomez
Plan for Concentrating Cuban Forces - Cuban Delegates Meet to
Found the Republic- Picturesque Surroundings - Discussing the
Constitution - Election of Officers- A Government Largely on Paper
- Gomez's Great Plan for a Westward March-Strength of the Span
ish Forces - Divisions of the Cuban Army - Gomez's Instructions
"To Havana"-To Push the Revolt Into the West-Tactics of the
Insurgents - Their Advantages In Such a Climate and Country
Spanish Difficulties-The Nature of Alleged Spanish Vlctories-Cu
bans Constantly Pushing Further Westwa,rd - Lunching as They
Fled.

FORTUNE certainly favored the insurgents in leading
the Captain-General into the province of Santiago de
Cuba, for while Campos was unsuccessfully exerting

himself to crush the rebellion there, he was leaving the way
open for Gomez to carry the banner of Cuba Libre to the west
ward. After reaching Bayamo and examining the garrison
there, Campos immediately sent for reinforcements and a con
Riderable number of troops came from Santa Olara. That
province he J'('garded as thoroughly loyal, and he did not be
lieve for a moment that Gomez would be able to push beyond
the old .ru('aro trocha.

But it happened at about this time that three able Cuban
leaders, Generals Roloff, San('hez, and Rodriguez, landed in
Santa Clara province with a large amount of war material,
and before the Spaniards had extri('ated Campos from his posi
tion at Bayamo the army in Santa Clara had been organized
into the Fourth Army Corps, and operations were at once

(2Ml)
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begun. It was not long before the insurrection had taken a
vigorous stride there. Skirmishes were of almost daily occur
rence and there were some important encounters caused by the
action of the insurgents who undertook to destroy the rail
road and telegraph communication of the province. :Many
of the Spanish Volunteers in this district showed that their
loyalty to Spain could not be relied upon. One proof of this
was that 400 under :Major Casallas deserted and joined the
Cuban ranks in a body at the first opportunity, taking with
them all their arms, ammunition, and supplies.

General Gomez, after the engagement in whioh )Iarti lost
his life, succeeded in eluding the forces sent to intercept him
and entered the southern part of the province of Puerto Prin
cipe early in June, or before the events just related took place.
Here he was joined by Salvador Cisneros Betancourt, the most
influential Cuban in that Jistriet, and soon his forces were
increased by young men from all over the province, thus form
ing the nucleus of what was later the Third Army Corps.

When Gonwz rea('hed Xajasa, about thirty miles from the
city of Puerto Principe, he issued one of the first of those ~en

eral orders which had so much effect in the later conduct of the
island. It was as follows:

GENERAl, HEADQr;ARTERR OF THE ARMY OF LIBERATION,

:Nlljasa, Canwgiiey, July 1, 1895.
To the Planters nud Oumers of Ca!tle Ranches:

In nccord with thc great interests of thc revolution for the indepeDlI
ence of the country and for which we are in arms:

Whereas all exploitations of any product whatsoever are aids and re
sources fo the Government that we are fighting, it is resolved by the Gen
eral-in-Chief to issue this general order throughout the island, that the in
troduction of articles of commerce, as well as beef and cuUle, into the
towns occupied by the enemy, is absolutely prohibitcd. The sugar plan
tations will stop their Inhors, nnd whosoever shall attempt to grind tIll'
crop, notwithstanding this order, will have their cnnl! burned and tht,j;'
buildings demolishec), The person who, disobeying this order, will tn'

to profit from the present situntion of affairs, will show by his conduct lit
tle respect for the iights of the revolution of redemption, and therefoTP.
shall be considered as an enemy, trcated as a traitnr, and tried as such in
clIse of his capture. MAXIMO GOMEZ,

Tilt GentJral-in-ChW.
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The reasons for this order were the same as those which
led to the destruction of cotton in the South during the Ameri
can civil conflict. The sugar crop was a large source of rev
enue to the Spanish government, both directly and indirectly.
He who follows the developments of this rebellion TImst al
ways remember that while the Cubans were in no position to
drive from their strongholds the Spaniards who held the ports
and garrisoned the large towns, they could practically hold and
control the rural districts. It was equally true that the
Spaniards could not subjugate, except by vastly superior num
bers, the numerous battalions of Cubans who were scattered
about in the country, where the people generally sympathized
with the insurrection. But while the Cubans could subsist
easily upon the country itself, the Spaniards required always
money, money, money. Ships must patrol the coast, rein
forcements must be hurried from Spain, and they must be paid
and fed. But Spain was poverty-stricken and she had for
years depended upon Cuba to provide funds, and had even
pawned the revenues of the island in the European Bourses.

The insurgent leaders were well aware of Spain's weakest
point. A war against Spain's financial credit would be slow,
hut it would be sure, and the Cubans were not pressed for time.
Every fall in the market price of Spanish securities, every
deficit in the revenues, every month's pay of the army in ar
rears, ewry unpaid bill for transportation and supplies, would
he to the Cubans an indireet victory, much more important to
tlwm than the mere slaying of a few Spanish youths whom the
fewr would kill sooner or later. The burning of sugar cane
was therefore a deliberate and rational policy of war, for the
planter could not then pay his ineome tax, nor buy from abroad
so as to enable ,the Spanish to fleec€ him at the custom house.
The Spaniards re(~ognizcd that if the sugar crop could be
gathered it would greatly weaken the insurrection, if it did not
break it up, and they naturally did all thC'y could to make out
that the insurgents WPfe carrying on a war of vandalism and
barbarism. Rllt the mere burning of the cane did not destroy
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the plantation. It has even been affirmed that the burning
of one crop of cane will result in so much greater a yield the
following season that the 10138 is small, for the roots of the cane
remain in good condition. How successful the insurgents
were in this method of striking at the power of Spain may be
observed from the fact that while the sugar crop of Cuba
amounted to 1,040,000 tons in 1894, it fell to 300,000 tons the
first year of the insurrection.

Having issued this order and another to the insurgent
troops to destroy all railroad and telegraph lines possible,
Gomez proceeded to ride over the country surrounding the
eity of Puerto Principe. He bUl:ned the railroad station of
Alta Gal'cia, a few miles from the city, captured the fort of EI
Mulatto to the northwest of the city, and cut to pieces a small
Spanish band near LRS Yeguas. The town and the fort of San
Jeronimo surrendered to him, and he attacked and raided the
town of Cascorro in the eastern section of the province. This
was one of his most profitable eng~gements, as he found a large
quantity of arms and ammunition. All the wounded were
picked up and cared for by the Cubans to the extent of their
means, and prisoners were released to the Spanish, who were,
unfortunately, seldom ready to be as magnanimous. When
ever Gomez found his position inferior or met a force too great
for him to attack with safety, he contented himself with an am
bush and a rapid retreat, which the Spanish news headquarters
at once constnled into a rebel rout, although the unmistakable
fact was that the insurgents were constantly growing in num
bers and were pushing their campaign further and further
westward. By summer the insurrection had taken shape in
the three great provinces of the east, and the time had come for
the supreme effort to be made by the insurgent leaders.

Campos had meantime left Santiago de Cuba, where the
nprising had become general, and was being vigorously pushed
hy 1fa('E'0 and other imurgent leaders, and hnrried ba('k to
Ranta ('lara proYinc(' to prevent Gomez from passing beyond
the J ucaro troeha, which stretches for fifty miles aero!!.'! the
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western portion of P~erto Principe. The forces he had relied
upon to prevent the westward march of Gomez had proved en
tirely inadequate for the sharp tactics of the veteran Cuban,
and, besides, daring bands of insurgents were by this time rov
ing over the districts of Santa Clara.

It was at this point that Gomez announced his intention of
marching through Santa Clara into Matanzas and on to
Havana. The Spaniards explained the progress of the insur
rection by the fact th..at it was impossible for their soldiers to
operate during the wet season, and they boasted that as soon
as the winter or dry season set in the Cubans would be driven
back into the province of Santiago de Cuba, where by the con
centration of their entire fleet at the eastern shores of the island
they could cut off the base of supplies and starve the rebels
into submission. But it was in just this dry season that Gomez
proposed to march towards Havana, and this movement must
be regarded as the most remarkable of any during the war.

By the beginning of the ~ry season Gomez had practically
perfected all his plans and had ordered Maceo, with about
4-,000 men, mostly infantry, to follow lip and join him ne.ar the
t1'ocha. Further westward, Generals Roloff, Sanchez, Perez,
and I.acret were waiting under orders for the advance of the
Commander-in-Chief. Gomez established his headquarters at
Jimaguaya, in the province of Puerto Principe. Near the
town is an immense prairie or savanna, difficult of approach,
and it was upon this plain that it was decided to accomplish the
formal organization of the republic and the concentration of
its military forces. The call for a meeting of representatives
of the Cuban people to form a permanent civil government
had been issued by :Marti as soon as he reached the island, but
his death and the exigencies of the campaign had rendered it
inadvisable to comply with t}le call till this time.

The formation of a republic by people who have rendered
allegiance to monarchial imtitutions is always a dramatic- mo
ment in the histor.v of natiolls, hut seldom has a repUblic been
set up under more pictnresque circumstances than att{'nded
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the establishment of the Republic of Cuba on the 13th of Sep~

tember, 1895. On that broad savanna gathered the men who
were to stand in the same relation to the young republic llS the
fathers of the Constitution of the lJnited States stood to our
}J('ople. These men were engaged in serious business, and
they felt their responsibility. The Cuban revolution was or
ganized on a basis which insured its continuance till Cuba was
free. It might take years, but they knew the time would
("orne when Spain could hold out no longer, when her last cent
had gone and she could raise no more. They knew also that
thousands of exiled Cubans and other sympathizers were drop
ping a large share of their wages into the revolutionary fund
and would continue to do so. There was a grim determina
tion, with confidence in ultimate success, in the acts of these
men. Of course, one of their immediate hopes was that the
new republic would be recognized by the United States.

At a preliminary session, the character of each representa
tive was accredited by the respective credentials of his appoint
ment, the representat~ves having been elected by the insur
gents in each of the five army corps. There were twenty in
all, representing all the provinN's except Pinar del Rio. The
assembly organized with Sah·ador Cisneros Betancourt presi
dent, and proceeded at once to form the ('onstitution which was
to rule the destinies of the republic. This discussion occupied
days. Every article was dehated, amendments were proposed
and discussed, and finally on the 16th it was voted to refer the
various propositions to a committee for a complete revision of
the text. 'Vhen they had ('ompleted the draft it was read,
and each of the r('presentatives affixed his signatnre t6 the
paper. " Then," in the language of the se('retary of the coun
cil, Jose Vivanco, "the president and other members of the
assembly, with due solemnity, swore npon their honor to
loyally and strictly observe the fundamental ('ode of the Re
public of Cuba, which was greeted by spontaneous and enthu
siastic acclamations of all present; in testimony of which are
the minutes in the general archives of the government."
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On the 18th the assembly proceeded to the election of the
officers of the government council, each representative deposit
ing his ballot in an urn placed on the chairman's table. The
voting resulted in the election of the following:

Preaident.- Salvador Cisneros Betancourt, who had held the same
position in the former revolutionary government.

Vice-P1uident.- Bartolome Mas6, a prominent citizen of Manzanillo.
&crtta'i/ of &au for Foreign. Affai·,·, - Raphael Portuondo y Tam

ayo, a member of a wealthy and distinguished family of the province of
Santiago de Cuba.

&cl'eta'i/ of War.- Carlos Roloff of Santa Clara, a native of Poland
who had borne a conspicuous part in the former revolution.

&CI'eta'i/ of the Treasury. - Severo Pina, of an old and wealthy family
of St. Spiritus.

&eretary of thiJ Intmor.-Dr. Santiago Garcia Canizares.

Sub-tJecretaries were chosen for each of the departments.
The vice-president of the assembly immediately installed the
Pr~ident, and the latter in turn installed the other officers
eleoted. The assembly then. chose General Gomez, Com
mander-in-Chief of the army; G'eneraI Maceo, Lieutenant
General, and Tomas Estrada Palma, the head ?f the revolu
tionary committee which operated from New York. The as
sembly also passed laws dividing the island into st.ates, districts,
and prefectures, regulating marriages, establishing post
offices, and providing for the collection of taxes. The whole
alTangement was tolerably complete, but, unfortunately, for
the time, existed mainly on paper.

The governmental council went to Gomez's camp, where
he with his troops took the oath of allegiance to the constitu
tion of the republic. They then proceeded to Maceo, who
was still in the province of Santiago de Cuba working west
ward, and his forces took the oath. After visiting Santa
Clara to administer the oath to the different forces there, the
oouncil returned to Santiago de Cuba for the purpose of estab
lishing headquarters. During the month these officers pro
mulgated their various rf'g'ulations, which were published in
two newspapers soon established. Provisions were made for
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collecting revenue, and the army was authorized to destroy
those plantations which would not pay taxes to the republic.
The problem of the army's equipment was not so much a
financial one, but arose from the caution necessary to run the
Spanish blockade and evade the vigilance of the officers of the
United States.

Civil formalities having been completed and the govern
ment having concluded a grand review of the for~es which
were to march to Havana, Gomez proceeded with his plans for
marching to Havana. Maceo was bringing his forces up from
the east with little difficulty, though he was compelled to fight
some of the way. In point of strategy there have been few
events in recent warfare to equal the remarkable character of
the undertaking Gomez had in mind. For it is t~ Gomez
alone, it has been said, that the honor of devising the move
ment is due. In carrying it out he accomplished feats worthy
of the most conspicuous of the world's renowned generals~nd

he exhibited flualities placing him among the first of Ameri
can commander8. This opinion has been expressed by men
of thorough and critical knowledge of military affairs who fol
lowed the movements.

To thoroughly appreciate the nature of the stratagem it is
necessary to observe something of the forces which Gomez and
Maceo might be expee-ted to encounter. The royal army was
commanded by one of the most celebrated generals of the army
of Spain. There could be no question, it might be supposed,
that such an army under such a leader must oppOBe a desperate
and powerful resistance. Neither could there be a doubt that
every resource of brilliant strategical art would be brought to
bear on the attempt to circumvent the plans of the army of
free Cuba. According to the newspapers of Havana, on N0

vember 15, 1895, the total number of the royal army on duty
in Cuba was 8S follows:

Infantry, .
Cavalry, .
Artillery, .
Engineers,

59,900
13.R86
1,858
1,415
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Infantry of the Marine, 2,700
Policemen, 976
Gendarmes, 4,400
Guerrillas, 1,832

Total, 86,967

Of this total 81,591 were for active service in the field and
G,376 were for garrison and police duty. Adding to these
figures about 40,000 Volunteers, who were in general em
ployed in guarding the cities, we have a total of 125,000 men,
or thereabouts. At this period of the war the Spaniards
garrisoned over forty cities or villages, and if these garrisons
were not in the actual cQnditions of a siege they were at least
employed in defending the cities or villages and the people
who were in them, for the insurgents were the absolute mas
ters of the rural districts in the east, and they fired on any
troops that ventured beyond the city limits. The garrisons of
each city may be estimated as averaging about 1,000 men, or,
in Iftl, 40,000 men, of whom at least one-third were recruited
among the Volunteers. It would appear from these figures
that 26,000 men available for war and destined for that object
were immobilized. Consequently, there remainrd about
55,000 Spaniards capable of taking the field. From this num
ber must be deducted the troops whieh WNe in operation in the
extreme eastern portion of the island, or east of the point of the
concentration under Gomez, which numbered at least 6,000.
It may be asserted, therefore, that that part of the Spanish
army which was between Havana and Gomez must have num
l)('rrd at least 50,000 well-armed men. It was against this de
fending force, vastly superior in numbers and equipment,
that the insurgents were about to measure their strength.

From the outset, Gomez divided his troops into three
columns, one commanded by Antonio )faceo, about 3,000
strong; anothrr llndpr the command of Suarez and Lacret,
numbering 2,000 men, and the principal corps, numberin~

about 6,000 men, under his own personal direction. A column
of 1,000 men under the command of Francisco Perez fonned
the advance guard. In all, therefore, there were 12,000 men.
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This was the effective anny with which Gomez began his
march upon Havana, but it should be borne in mind that it
was only the nucleus, for as the insurgents marched along they
were joined by all the Cubans who daily embraced the cause
of liberty. Two months later, when Gomez parted from
:Maceo near Havana, he had under his orders from 18,000 to
20,000 well-armed soldiers.

After Gomez had unfolded his plan and explained to his
lieutenants all that he hoped, he told them that all their efforts
were to be directed towards one object, to reach Havana. lIe
insisted that it was not a question of killing Spanish soldiers,
but of arriving before Havana. He expected them by a
march - strategic if need be - and as rapid as possible, to
succeed in reaching the goal, and they were to foil the enemy
as often as possible, and in any way, whether by a false attack
or by an absolute avoidance of a meeting. His final instruc
tions were: "In the event of a forced battle, overtllrow
them; pass over them - and on! To Havana! "

Gomez well knew what an effect would be produced by the
invasion of the western provinces of Cuba by the army of the
liberators. Matanzas, Havana, and Pinar del Rio had never
been stirred by the movement of the insurrection during the
Ten-Years War. The insurgents had never been able to enter
them. Assured by this precedent of immunity from attack,
General Campos had felt it safe to promise to preserve them
from any incursions of the rebels. His object in giving suc,h
a promise was to reassure public opinion, alarmed by the pes
simistic rumors regarding the advance of the insurgents.
However inferior the Spaniards of the royal army may have
been in point of enthusiasm, there could have been no doubt
that they were caflable of defeating in open battle the undis
ciplined anny of insurgents who were homogeneous in noth
ing but their love for Cuba and their hatred of Spain. But
there WIlS no reason to fear that the army of Gomez would be
forred into battle, for in order to bring about such a result it
would have been necessary to surround the insurgent army to
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bring it to a halt and then attempt to destroy it in close con
flict.

It would seem that Campos had such a plan as this in con
sideration for a time, but he found that it was a plan that could
not be carried out by such an army against such an enemy.
While the Spaniards marched in columns relatively large from
1,000 to 1,500 men, who could move but slowly, burdened liS

they were with a certain amount of luggage and the usual
military impedimenta, the Cubans had divided their army
corps into detachments of from 200 to 300 soldiers, wpll
equipped and carrying an adequate supply of ammunition,
soldiers familiar with the country, with no useless baggage to
transport, and habituated to such nourishment as they pould
gather from the trees, the plants, and other products of the
ground over which they marched. These small detachments
of natives, habituated to a climate which is barely supportable
to others, slipped between the meshes of the net which Campos
essayed in vain to stretch out, and as they marched with a very
small convoy they cared very little if they left behind them
an enemy who with his best efforts could not have hindered
them from returning to their point of departure should such a
movement become necessary.

It may be thought that it would have been a rational way
of circumventing the Cubans for the Spaniards to have fol
lowed the tactics of Gomez and divided their columns into
~mall bodies calculated to compete with the rebel troops in
rapidity of mobilization, but the Spanish officers had a distinct
disinclination to attack the Cubans except with a very superior
fnrce. :Moreover, the Spanish soldiers were much embar
rassed by the natural difficulties of the country, and their lack
of familiarity with these difficulties, and .with the country
itself. They dared not leave their positions without the guid
ance of some one born in the country, and thl' recruiting of
these guides became a serious problem. Eaeh day it bccllme
more difficult, for the natives fpared the insurgents and were
haunted by visions of the reprisals which they feared might
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follow any great victory obtained by Gomez, as the insurgents
had declared that any Cuban found by them serving in the
ranks of the Spanish army should be hanged.

There existed another reason why the movement of the
Cuban army was easier and less influenced by nervous dread.
Every movement of the eubans was calculated, and they
began their march with a distinct end in view, while the ob
ject of the Spanish movement was much more vague. To
chase after the fleet-footed Cubans was far from easy. On·
the rare occasions when an insurgent column was engaged in a
skirmish with the Spaniards, the insurgents sent forth a few
flying volleys and disappeared as if the earth had swallowed
them. It seemed to be of no importance to them which direc
tion they took; they faced about in the very midst of a combat
and fled in any direction, apparently without a plan. The
Spaniard stood alone upon his ground and cried" Yictory! "
This is the explanation of the Spanish despatches to the joUr
nals of that day. It was always the same story, reading some
thing like this: "After an insignificant discharge of mus
ketry, the Cubans ran away."

And yet the Cubans were every day marching nearer and
nearer to Havana. While the Spaniards were winning their
alleged victories, the Cubans were bringing the whole island
into insurrection and making it well-nigh impossible for loyal
planters to harvest a sugar crop. Some of the war correspond
ents, who had never seen a war before, complained that there
was only a handful of insurgents here and there and that
Gomez would not fight. They missed entirely the strategem
which he was carrying out with the most consummate skill.

Whether these tactics are called Cuban retreats or Spanish
victories, it cannot be denied that they gave to the insurgents
an advantage far exceeding victories which fall on more im
portant combats. At times the royal troops endeavored to
equal their adversaries in rapidity of movement, but it was like
a race between day and night. As one observer expressed it:
" The passage of the rebels resembled the trail of Hop 0' my

17
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Thumb, except that in the place of crumbs and pebbles the
Cuban Hop 0' my Thumbs left along their trail the bodies of
their foundered horses, the chewed remains of sugar cane and
bananas, and the empty cans of preserves which had been de
voured as soon as pilfered, for the insurgents lunched as they
fled. There were whole days together when their only food
was sugar cane; and this simple nourishment sufficed to sus
tain the strength of these robust men who were inured to all
suffering, who went into a skirmish as children go to play, and
whose chief advantage was that there was no climatic danger
for them in an atmosphere that is fatal to their enemies."
Under such circumstances the march from Gomez's point of
concentration was made. The Spaniards were incapable of
parallel efforts and such a mode of living, and they lost m~re
than an hour each day in making the rancho, or the soup for
their meals.



CHAPTER XIX

THE FAMOUS JUCARO TROCHA-RUSE BY WHICH GOMEZ
AND MACEO BROKE THE SPANISH DEFENSE-Jt'EARFUL
EXPERIENCES OF CARILLO AND HIS EXPEDITlO~.

Campos Reinforces the Jucaro Trocha-Character of This Notable De·
fense - Fifty Miles of Forts and Barbed Wire - Gomez's Plan to
March 12,000 Men Over It - Maceo's Pretended ,Attack - Again De
ceive!l the Spaniards - Burning Sugar Plantations in Santa Clara
Insurgents Divide into Small Bands-The Battle of Colisco-Cam
p08 Foiled Again - Camp08 Falls Back Finally to Havana - All Cllba
Under Martial Law - Landing of Carillo and Aguirre - Their Con
tract with a Steamer Captain - Leaving the Ship at Night in a Storm
- Thirty Miles from Land in Small Boats - Blankets for Salls - Land
at Last - The Forts of Santiago - Horror of the Expeditionists - Fac
ing Death - The Guide Becomes Hopelessly Insane - Prepared for an
Attack - Mist&ken for Fishing Boats - In an Insurgent's Hut.

Two weeks after Gomez began his march he was before
the Jucaro trocha on which Campos was relying to
keep the enemy within the eastern provinces. This

military defense, which had been constructed during the
former war, he had, in anticipation of the movement, strength
ened and reinforced along its entire length. Those who have
not seen these lines of defense have an inadequate idea of what
they consist, and as similar lines were built later in the western
section of the island, a description of the J ucaro trocha will
serve for all. It stretched from J ucaro on the south coast of
the province of Puerto Principe to Moron on the north. The
country on each side of it was covered by a thick jungle of
woods. The trocha consisted primarily of a cleared space
through this jungle from 100 to 200 yards wide, and the trees,
cut down to clear a way, were piled up on each side, thus form
ing a sort of barrier of tre"e trunks and their branohes, averag
ing perhaps six feet high and fifty feet wide. These alone

(265)
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would seem to an observer sufficient to prevent the passage
of any army, especially if the barricades were guaroed, but the
Spanish found that such a device would not even prevent the
passing of Cuban cavalry. The space between the lines of
fallen trees was given up to a military road and forts and a
maze of barbed wire. At intervals of every half mile along
this roadway were the larger forts made of stone and adobe
and pRinted white. Midway betwe€n the larger forts were
placed blockhouses of two stories, the upper being of wood.
Between each of the larger forts and the blockhouses, or within
the short distance of a quarter of a mile, were placed three
small forts of mud and planks surrounded by a ditch. They
were capable of holding five men and were within hailing dis
tance of each other, or about 150 yards.

The construction of the larger forts was snch as apparently
to render them invincible. Above the cellar was a vault en
closed by the stone and mud walls which rose about five feet
higher, making a second-story defense, the roof of the vault
being a sort of platform on wltich the men in the second story
could stand and deliver their fire either over the top of the
walls or through holes cut lower down near the platform; so
that !i shot could be sent directly on the heads of those who
might approach close to the fort. The cellar could be used
for reserves of ammunition. Covering the second story was
a roof of sheet-iron supported by iron standards, and on the
roof was a watch tower. The only approach to one of these
forts was a movable ladder used something like the gangway
of a man-of-war and which could be pulled out of reach.

Along one side of these fortifications was a maze of harbed
wire, strung back and forth from three rows of poles, about five
feet high. It is said that when this part of the trocha had been
completed 450 yards of wire had been used to every twelve
yards of posts. To all appearances, it would have been a dif
ficult matter for a man on foot to pick or cut his way through
the maze, to say nothing of the cavalrymen aJ.ld impedimenta.
Such, in general, was the wall of defense which ran for fift~..,
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miles from J ucaro to the town of Moron near the north shore.
It was not in the complete state which has been described when
Gomez and his army approached it from the east in the latter
part of 1895, but Campos, to make assurance doubly sure, had
reinforced the trocha with a large body of men. Gomez's
plan involved marching 12,000 men over it.

Maceo had not yet brought up his division, and while wait
ing for him Gomez apparently thought he would ascertain
what he could do with the trocha, and, if possible, discover the
condition of things on the other side. So, leaving his army
back some distance, with a· few hundred men he began to
manreuvre before the trocha and finally succeeded in working
a small force through on the southern end. He immediately
fell upon the little town of Pelayo, and captured the forts
which guarded it, together with the entire garrison and a large
amount of arms and ammunition. He then moved cautiously
northward through the woods into the district of Remedios,
then suddenly westward toward the trocha. The Spaniards
appear to have been closely watching the southern end, be
lieving that Gomez's remaining force would try to effect a
passage there. In consequence, Gomez found the northern
part weakly defended, or at least he succeeded in re-crossing
it, and was soon joined by Maceo, who by this time had brought
up his army, having marched across the whole of Puerto Prin
cipe province, eluding four Spanish columns which had been
sent against him. Maceo's forces were therefore in front of
the trocha some little distance to the north of where Gomez's
main division was waiting to cross. It might seem that when
they were in this position it would have been easy for the
Spaniards whom Maceo had left in the rear to have closed in
and hemmed in the Cubans betwe~m the trocha and themselves,
but the country is a difficult one for the moving of disciplined
troops, and, moreover, the Spanish officers were never quite
sure where the enemy was and seemed to content themselves
with trusting in luck to come upon him in a favorable loC'ation.
Gomez understood the position of the Spaniards perfectly.
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He ordered :Maceo to make a feint of attack upon the
northern portion of the trocha before which he was. Maceo
according-Iy sent a few soldiers to the front of the entrench
ment of the royal army, and the Spaniards, thinking that the
advanee guard of the Cubans had opened an attack and pro
posed to cross t\:e trocha to the north, passed the word down the
trocha, and immediately the Spanish rushed en masse toward
the north, leaving the southern portion, before which Gomez
was concealed, unprotected. This was exactly what Gomez
had counted upon, and he forthwith croSsed the barricade
without striking a' hlow, except to dear away trees and other
obsw.cl<'s. His passag-e seems to have been unsuspected by
the Spanish engaged in holding back Maceo, who had nojn
tention of crossing there or then. Finally, when he had heard
that Gomez was safely over, Maceo beat a retreat, the Span
iards thinking they had won a victory the report of which
would read well at Havana and Madrid. " The main body of
the rebels under Gomez and Maceo endeavored to force a
passage in the trocha to the north, but were repulsed and re
treated in disorder," and so on.

:Macco had apparently qisappeared towards the north, and
the enemy naturally kept their attention turned in that direc
tion; but as soon as the shrewd Cuban leader was out of sight
he faced southward and hurried his men to the point where
Gomez had just taken his men through, followed in his tracks
without difficulty, and before the Spaniards realized what had
happened the entire Cuban army were marching into Santa
Clara province and the rear guard had defeated Colonel
Seg-ura, who was taking supplies to the trochu. The Cubans
were so fortunate by a brilliant dash as to capture about 200
mules laden with arms, ammunition, and supplies.

On the arrival of the combined Cuban forces in Santa
Clara, Gomez divided them, sending flying squadrons in ad
vance under Generals Suarez, Perez, and Lacret, dispatching
others to Sagua in the north and towards Trinidad in the south.
Ma<X'o's forces made a demonstration near the city of Santa
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Clara, where Campos had made his headquarters, and Gomez
threatened Cienfuegos. It was not, of course, Gomez's inten
tion to seriously attack any of thc large fortified towns, and he
had good reasons for dividing his forces into several detach
ments. Had the army remained together it could have moved
but slowly and the country would have afforded scant supplies
for so large a force, while by division supplies could be drawn
from the whole country round, a larger district would be
brought into the insurrection, which was, after all, the main
purpose of the expedition, the enemy would be more puzzled
with the purposes and location of the force, and the march
toward Havana would be more rapid. Gomez in all these
operationi kept an ample force in the rear so that retreat, if
made necessary, would not be cut off.

Campos at Santa Clara saw that he had been outflanked by
the clever ruse of the Cubans before the trocha and that he
was now in a measure surrounded. So when he heard that
Gomez was threatening Cienfuegos he made a precipitate
march to that place, intrenching himself and assuming direct
command of his troops. He also dispatched a large number
of troops to form a line between Cienfuegos and J~as Cruces to
impede the westward march of the Cubans. Meanwhile,
Gomez had not forgotten one of the main purposes of his cam
paign, which was to prevent the grinding of sugar cane so that
Spain would lose her revenue and the Cuban workmen, left
with nothing better to do, wonld take up arms. Shortly after
cros.~ing the trocha, therefore, he issued a peremptory order for
the destrnction of sugar plantations and railroad eommunica
tion. Realizing that such destructive methocls might so arouse
the planters as to make them too active allies and snpporters
of the Spanish army, he supplemented this order with the fol
lowing proclamation, which reveals something of the spirit of
the old general:

HEADQUARTERS OF TilE ARMY OF LIBERATION,

&zncti Spiritus, NO'Ctmber 11, 1895.
To lwnut men, mctim8 of the torch:

The painful measure made necessary by the revolution of redemption
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drenched in innocent blood from JIatuey to our own times by cruel and
merciless Spain will plunge you in misery. As General-in-Chief of the
army of liberation, it is my duty to lead it to victory, without permitting
myself to be restrained or terrified, by any means necessary to place CulJa,
in the shortest time, in possession of her dearest ideal. I therefore place
the responsibility for 80 great a ruin on those who look on impassively
and force us to those extreme measures which they then condemn, like
dolts and hypocrites that they are. After 80 many years of supplication,
humiliation, contumely, banishment, and death, when this people, of its
own will, has arisen in arms, there remains no other solution but to tri
umph, it matters not what means arc employed to accomp.lish it.

This people cannot hesitate between the wealth of Spuin und the lilJ
ert.y of CulJa. Its greatest crime would lJe to stain the lund with lJlood
without effecting it.s purposes because of puerile scruples and fears whit-h
do not concur with the character of the men in the field, challenging the
fury of an army which is one of the bl'f1vest in the world, but which, in
this war, is without enthusiasm or faith, ill-fed, and unpaid. The war
did not begin FelJruary 24th; it is about to begin now.

The war had to be organized; it was necessary to calm and lead into
the proper channels the revolutionary spirit always exuggerated in the
beginning by wild enthusiasm. The struggle ought to begin in olJedience
to a plan and method more or less studied, us the result of the peculiarities
of this war. This has already been done. Let Spain now send her soldiers
to rivet the chains of her slaves; the children of t.his land are in the field,
arllled with the weapons of IilJerty. The struggle will be terrible, but
success will crown the revolution and efforts of the oppressed.

MAXIMO GOMEZ, Genel'al-in-Clluj.

Naturally, the destruction of sugar plantations caused
some'bitterness among alien owners, many of whom were citi
zens of the United States, and for a time it militated against
the efforts of Palma, the plenipotentiary of the republic, who
was seeking to secure a recognition of the belligerency of the
Cubans from the government of the United States. Gomez
maintained his purpose and endeavorC'd to reassure Palma, as
the following letter will show.

DISTRICT OF REMEDIOS,
Pl'mnce of Santa Clara, Derember 8, 1895.

To TOMAS ESTRADA PALMA.
My DEAU AND EST!':~:MI':D FIUEND: It is not long since I wrote you.

but an opportunity offers by which I roIlY sl'nd yOll a few words of en
couragement and good ~heer. RI"t Rssured I write yOll whenever I CllD,

which is not often, owing to the great. amount of work which at present
falls upon my shoulders. I know the pen is mightier than the sword. but
my mission at present is with the latter: nthe· s must wield the pen.
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Eight days ago Gen. Antonio Maceo and myself met and fought the
enemy with our forces in conjunction. The Spanish column, including
infantry, cavalry, and artillery, were our superiors in number, but the
anns of the Cuban Republic were again victorious. I have not time at
present to go into details of the battle; they wlll follow later. Suffice it
to say, Spanish reports to the contrary notwithstanding, we won the day.

Our advance may be slow, but it will be sure and firm. If you hear
of our retreat, remember that it will be temporary and for a purpose. Our
faces are turned toward the west and nothing will stop us. The result of
my observations as we proceed is that the Spaniards are in need of almost
everything-money, sympathy, soldiers, and even leaders who have faith
and courage in the righteousness of their cause.

If Cuban valor and resolution do not fail us, and if the hearts of Cuba's
children do not weaken, 1 have every reason to believe that the close of
the six-months campaign now initiated will find everything satisfactorily
settled, and Cuba free.

I know that unfavorable comment has been made on some of the
methods we have been forced to employ in this revolution, but it will not
do to listen to the complaints of the superficial and irresponsible. No
sugar crop must be made this winter under any circumstances, or for any
amount of money. It is the sonrce from which the enemy still hopes and
dreams of obtaining its revenue. To prevent that end, for the good of our
country, has been and shall be our program.

We are Cubans and have one great aim in view, one glorious object
to obtain - the freedom of our country and liberty. It is of more impor
tance to us than glory, public applause, or anything else. Everything
else will folIow in time. I have never believed in or advised a sanguinary
revolution, but it must be a radical one. First of all, we must triumph;
toward that end the most effective means, although they may appear
harsh. must be employed.

There is nothing so bad, so dishonorable, so inexcusable, in the eyes
of the world, as failure. Victory is within our reacb. To hesitate, to
delay it, to endanger it now, wou'd be stupid, would be cowardly, would
be criminal. 'Ve will succeed first; the applause of the world will follow.
To do otherwise would be not to love one's country. I have never felt
more confident than at the present moment. You can rest assured that
Cuba will soon achieve her absolute independence.

Ever your true friend, MAxIlIo GolllEZ.

The insurgents continued their evasive movements with
great skill. They advanced through Santa Clara, San Juan
de Lasquaras, and Ranchuelas, till in their devious ways they
reached the bOlmdary of Matanzas. Campos was again out
flanked; he drew back and established his headquarters at
Colon, twenty miles over the border of Matanzas. Here, just

•
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as Campos was planning to concentrate his forces, surround
Gomez and force him into open battle with a vastly superior
Spanish force, Gomez was planning to again radiate his troops.
This he did by sending General Bandera to the north, General
Mact!o remaining in the center, while he took his own forces
southward, and Generals Suarez, Perez, Lacret, and other
offi('ers with small divisions were despatched to attract the at
tention of the enemy by rapid marches and raids. By the
time Campos was ready to concentrate his forces, therefore,
there was nothing except one of these various" will-o'-the
wisp" divisions to concentrate upon, though of this, appa
rently, he was not fully aware.

He had hopes that the Spanish forces in Gomez's rear would
be able to co-operate with him, but every means of communica
tion by railroad, telegraph, or telephone had been completely
destroyed by the insurgents in their progress. Under other
cire\lmstances it is doubtful if the oomplicated strategy he con
templated would have been practicable owing to the ~atural

. ('onditions of the country, for such a move, even in European
countries, would have required the co-operation of officers
who were familiar with the ground over which they were to
deploy, and the officers upon whom Campos depended were
unaccustomed to Cuba. Campos, however, agreed with his
generals - Garcia, Kavarro, and Va"ldes - on the point of
concentration where they were to meet on a day appointed
Ilnd were to drive the enemy before them. At that place and
at that appointed time the great battle should be fought. But
Gomez continued his crafty march with his division, entering
the province of )fatanzas through Palma Sola to the south of
Campos's headquarters which Maceo was ordered to attack by
two columns advancing in the center. To draw the insurgents
into his proposed trap, Campos ordered his pickets to return the
fire of the insurgents in a feeble manner, while Maceo, who,
like Campos, was hoping to deceive the enemy so as to leave
the divisions to the north and south unobstructed, had given a
like order to his men. This engagement, therefore, amounted
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t(o but little. But during its progress the insurgents were busy
with one of their flank movements. Suddenly the eane-brake
which surrounded the Spanish camp hurst into flames and
towards the west there appeared a great blazing plain. Gomez
had found the orders against the grinding of the sugar crop
disobeyed in Matanzas, for the planters had heen relying upon
Campos's work and were not expecting an invasion, and his
torch was being relentlessly applip(l. Campos understood at
once that he had be'en foiled. It was not long before the
flames threatened to lick the feet of his frenzied horsp:!. He
gave the orders to break the camp at once lind looked about for
his lieutenants. They were not to he found; they had heen
unable to concentrate. Campos alone bad come to the ren
dezvous!

Such, in brief, was the battle of Coliseo in December,
1895, which was so construed by the press censors as to occa
sion much rejoicing at Havana, for they thought the re~>els

had been met and checked. In reality, however, a few insur
gents had played their games with General Campos; a detach
ment of Cuban cavalry, commanded by :Ma('{'o, had made a
whimsical charge on the Spanish pickets, a fire had brokPn out
in the cane-bl'akes~ and the Cubans had marched into 1fatan
7.8S province.

Campos drew back to Jovellanos, towards which Gomez'
advanced, burning the sugar plantations on the way. 'With
calls for the protection of the sugar plantations in both Santa
Clara and ~Iatanzas to attend to, the cities of Santa Clara,
Cienfuegos, Colon, and Cardenas threatened, Campos drew'
back to Limonar, and Gomez advanced to J ovellanos, which
commanded the railroad lines of Cardenas, Matanzas, and
Havana. These lines he destroyed, while the smoke of the
sugar plantations never ceased to darken the sky. 'With all
('ommuniootion with the east, except by water, cut off, Campos
moved back to Matanzas and hurriedly sent orders for the con
('('ntration of as many troops as pOlisible, sending even to the
province of Santiago de Cuba for as many troops as could be
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spared from there. Then he fell back to Havana and the in
surgents, without sl'rious obstacle, continued their destructive
march towards the west, while Campos waited for rein
forcements and set about actively to fortify the land ap
proaches of the capital city. He also hurried as many troops
as he could spare to the neighborhood of Batabano, directly
across the island from lIavana, withdrawing even a large num-"
her of marines from the fleets for sllOre duty, for by this time
the insurgents were threatening to break the line and penetrate
into Pinar del Rio. So grave was the situation that martial law
was deelared in both the provinces of Havana and Pinar del
Hio. Thus by the end of 1895 the whole island from Point
Maysi to Cape Antonio was declared to be in a state of siege.
The censorship of the press became more rigid than ever, and
lin order was issued for the delivery of all horses in the island
to the Spanish government at prices ranging from $18 to $35,
doubtless more for the sake of crippling the insurgents than
for any use which the Spanish forces could make of them.
The horses were not paid for in cash, but in certificates that
they had been delivered to the government at a certain value.
As the Spanish forces had lost control of much of the rural ter
ritory of the island, the order naturally did not inconvenience
the insurgents, and a large majority of the people outside of
·the cities were more ready to surrender their horses to the
Cubans than to the government for nothing except a certificate
which was of no pecuniary value.

As already explained, it was not the intention of General
-Gomez in carrying out this winter campaign to lay siege to
Havana. That would have done little good, even supposing
his troops could have held their place before the gates, for,
while tIl(' hay was open, supplies or reinforcements could have
heen easily brought in. Gomez's two great objects were to
preyent the grinding and export of sllgar and the consequent
flow of treasure into the Spanish coffers, and to infuse the
Cubans everywhere with courage to take the field, with the
belief that he could control the provinces and enforce his
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orders. While the westward march of the main body of the
troops was being carried on, the forces of the other Cuban
arm.y corps succeeded in carrying out the orders concerning
sugar cane and the destruction of Spanish lines of communica
tion. Some artillery had been introduced into the Cuban
army, and with this small garrisons were more easily attacked.
Moreover, the insurgents, in spite of the Spanish patrol of the
coast, managed to preserve communication between the in
terior and certain points on the coast where, from time to time,
snpplies were received and carried inland.

It was also during the march westward that Generals
Francisco Carillo and Jose M. Aguirre, two talented guerrilla
chiefs, landed an important expedition on the eastern end of the
island. They bad chartered a steamer at New York to trans
port them to the eastern coast of Cuba with thirty-two men,
besides a guide who was to direct them as soon as they landed
upon Cuban soil, and who had been sent to the revolutionary
eommittee from Santiago. It was arranged with the captain
of the boat that on arriving in the waters of AserraderOB, a
small seaport about ten leagues to the west of the city of San
tiago, and when they should be but three miles from the shore,
he should transfer them with their arms and baggage to small
boats, after which he would be free to sail in any direction.

One night at about 11 o'clock, after a voyage of five days,
while a very stiff breeze was blowing, the captain directed the
passengers to make ready to leave the ship, as they had arrived
in sight of land and were but about three miles from the shore.
His contract, he said, was fulfilled, and he was ready to trans
fer them into small boats, in which they were to land. The
passengers at once clambered down the side of the vessel into
the tossing boats, but in the confusion of the night, and, hur
ried by the captain, who feared lest he should fall into the
hands of a Spanish cruiser, the Cubans lost a large portion of
their equipments before they could stow them safely in their
small craft. En(}ugh remained to somewhat overload them,
however, and, as the sea was very rough, they were in con-
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stant danger of being capsized. In one of the boats was Ca
rillo with ten men; in the second was Aguirre with eight men
and a dynamite gun; and the third, commanded by Colaso,
contained the remainder of the company. As soon as every
thing which had not been lost in the transfer was in the boats,
the steamer with all speed disappeared in the darkness. The
insurgents had no idea as to the course they should take, as
they could see but a few feet in any direction, so there was
nothing for them to do but to toss about, awaiting the coming
of the dawn.

At daybreak the wind fell and they gazed about them to
discover some place where they might land, but all befor~

them was tossing water. They realized that the captain of
the steamer had deceived them. They were not three miles
from shore; as a matter of fact, they were thirty, and liable
to be picked up by any Spanish cruiser which happened along.
Taking what they thought must be the right direction to reach
land, they rowed for hours, each one taking his turn at the
oars. Towards 10 o'clock the wind rose again, and to increase
their speed they tried to make sails of their woolen blankets,
using an oar for a mast and rigging rifles fastened end to end
for yards. By this arrangement they were enabled to mak~

much better headway.
After much difficulty and anxiety they drew near to land,

but upon closer examination they were horrified to find that
they were just opposite the port of Santiago, only twelve
miles from Morro Castle perched high above the roadstead.
At sight of this the guide began to tremble. He said that the
first war or merchant vessel which came along must see them
and give the alarm, and the recognition of them meant death.
He became paralyzed with fear; his mind began to wander and
in a short time he had become entirely insane.

Carillo was not the man to weaken under such an ex
tremity. He had faith in the star of his destiny and used all
his charms of persuasion to revive the spirits of his companions.
It is a fact almost without precedent that no ship either en-
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terOO or left the port of Santiago on that long day, though this
port is very much frequented. The star on which Carillo re
lied had not forsaken him. They kept on their way, heading
all much as possible to the west of the frowning castle, and at
Go'clock the boats were but three miles from the shore and
about the same distance to the westward of the passage. But
their position was more than critical. They were aware that
each evening at nightfall a small gunboat made the rounds
on the outside of the bay, and that if once they were caught
they would be shot before they were many hours older. An
ticipating a meeting with the gunboat, Carillo ordered his
men to hide their arms, keeping them, however, so as to be
within easy reach when the war vessel should be sighted, but
only in case of an attack were they to fire. They fully ex
pected to be attacked and that they were about to playa ues
perate game. At half-past six, night had completely spttlpu
in, and suddenly they saw the red light of the gunboat coming
directly towards them, anu as it crept on they wat<-hed it de
spairingly. Kear~r anu nearer it came, though a little to one
side, and it passed within gunshot, but it diu not hail them.

It seemed impossible that the Spanish should avoid seping
them, and it is probable that the officers thought that these
three small boats belonged to some inoffensive Santiago fisher
men. They were looking for larger game, and it would not
have been reasonable for them· to suppose that insnrgellts
would attempt to land under the guns of Morro Castle. TI){'y
finally landed toward 10 o'clock that night, anu immedilltpl,v
began unshipping their ammunition anu cannon, an operation
which consumed a good part of the night, and at daybreak
they set out to find their way. The danger was by no means
past; they were entirely unfamiliar with the immediate sur
roundings; the guide had become a hopeless lunatic. Carillo
with his aid-de-eamp climbed to the top of the mountain be
fore them and saw a hut on the other side close to the valley.
They descended and entered it, and found a woman preparing
breakfast. She offered him some coffee, which he accepted
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gratefully and in his pleasantest manner. IIe was apparently
unarmed, but he did not have the appearance of a Cuban, and
when he asked the mistress of the house where her husband
was and when he would return, she looked at him mistrustfully
and said she did not know. Carillo knew frol11 this action that
he must be at the house of a Cuban and of an insurgent, and
in a short time a man anned with a musket and leading two
horses appeared. General Carillo made hiIlli;;elf known at
once, and the man, acting as a guide, soon had the expedition
in the nearest insurgent camp. This expedition may be re
garded as typical of many others.

At that time the insurgents in the eai;;t were under the high
command of General Jose )Iaceo, Antonio's brother, and they
were passing their lives in comparative quiet in their various
camps. :Kearly all martial. efforts were confined to the sur-

•
roundings of IIavana, where Gomez was in charge, and the in-
surgents of Santiago de Cuba were rarely troubled with the un
important sorties of the Spaniards. They pitched their camps
wherever they could find a comfortable pla('e, the officers
usually taking possession of some old building or shcd, while
the men hrought in palm leaves and constructcd primitive
Elhelters. They usually posted pickets on all the roads, and
made themselves eomfortable. Frequently, camps were
placed near some planter, who deemed it wise to show his sym
pathy for the insurgents whether he really wished to or not,
and he usually had the officers and staff at his meals.

O('cai;;ionally, howcver, a Spanish promenade would inter
rupt this calm. One day Colonel Sandoval left the city of
Cobre, about ten miles from Santiago, with an army of 1,500
strong. They passed through Botija and camped upon the
banks of the Cauto at a point called Dos Palmas, and one
day passed over the road which meandered into the valley
below a planter's house and then into his plantations. They
marched along and fired a volley into the cocoa trees to in
timidat~ the enemy. :Kone were there, hut the Cuhans
opened fire from an ambush further on. They were placed as
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sharpshooters and fired at will while the Spanish fired great
salvos. This noise lasted about a quarter of an hour, during
which the 1,500 men of His Majesty the King repeatedly dis
charged all of their ~uns. Qne would have thought that two
important armies were facing each other, though there were
not at the utmost more than twenty-five of the insurgents.
The noise of the musketry was like the pattering of rainfall
upon a tin roof. Then everything ceased. The Spaniards
had one wounded, and the Cubans had come without an acci
dent out of the hailstorm of Spanish bullets. This is an ex
ample of many of the engagements.

Of course, the laborers on the plantation were all terrified,
especially the women. Two days later, while the planter was
resting after his breakfast, his domestics hurried to him and told
him that armed men were advancing up the hill towards the
house. He arose and distinctly saw them coming in his direc
tion, while to the left, hidden behind some trees on his prop
erty, and not more than 400 yards from where he stood, he saw
a group of insurgents. As soon as the Spaniards were half
way up the hill, they fired upon the house, but the bullets
passed overhead and did no harm. The insurgents immedi
ately began to fire upon the advancing column. The Span
iards came up at a quick step and single file, following an old
abandoned route, and the firing became more formidable. Six
or seven rebels stood well iIi evidence upon the crest and fired
upon their adversaries. Xotwithstanding the successive dis
charges of the advancing column, which was hardly over 600
yards from them, only one Cuban was wounded, and he but
slightly in the leg, while one of the Spanish officers fell from
his saddle, and immediately every officer dismounted and
walked beside his horse.

The column was still advancing when the planter saw
crawling on the ground, in the yard which surrounded his
house, three Cubans armed with rifles and very much excited
by the skirmishing. He asked them what they were doing at
that hour on his property. They replied that they were going

18
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to fire upon the enemy, as theX were in a good position for the
purpose. The planter tried to dissuade them by telling them
that they ran the risk of compromising him, and moreover,
they could do no serious harm t~ the enemy. But they would
not take his advice, and the one who commanded the two others,
a Spanish deserter, gave his companions orders to begin firing.
This made the planter's position extremely critical, for, on see
ing shots come from the parapet surrounding the yard, the
Spanish fired a volley on the house, while the women who had
!lought refuge near the planter began to cry terribly, and hold
ing out their children to him besought him to save them. But
none of the bullets seemed to reach them. He made all his
people lie down in the mill for pounding coffee, a kind of cir
cular trough in masonry, and bullet proof, and awaited events.

The planter foresaw that the Spaniards would accuse him
of being an accomplice of the insurgents, and that he might
have hard work to defend himself. He went out again to par
ley with the three Cubans, and finally persuaded them to go
away. :Meanwhile, the column reached the yard, and the
planter came out of the house where the women had taken
refuge, and as he did so the Spanish aimed their guns at him.

" It is useless to shoot," he cried, " there are on this place
only inoffensive and peaceable people."

They then approached quietly, but with bayonets pointed.
As soon as the commander came up where the master of the
house was, the planter stepped forward and was placed be
tween two soldiers with fixed bayonets.

" Did you shoot? " asked the commander.
" No, captain, if I had fired I should have run away with

the insurgents."
" How many mambis were they? "
" Only three."
" Tell me the truth," said the commander, doubtfully.
" There were only three."
" How many times did they fire? "

• l( Three times, I believe."
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The commander made a gesture of disbelief. Fortu
nately, at this moment they brought to him ninc brass ends
of empty cartridges. The Spanish soldiers searched every
where except in the house, .and they were just beginning
to break in the doors when the commander called out to them:
"The first man who touches anything here shall be hung."
This was a characteristic remark, and reassured the planter
somewhat as to the issue of the commander's questioning.

" Are you French 1" he resumed.
"I am."
" Show me your papers."
The planter held out a certificl'te from the consul, and an

autho!"ization to live in the country gi",en him by the Spanish
government.

" Do you know that I had orders to shoot you1" said the
Spanish commander. The planter kept silent.

"And also an order to burn your house1" Continued
silence on the part of the planter.

" You had an insurgent camp upon your property," con
tinued the captain.

" No, captain, it was on the highway outside of my land
and my property," and he pointed out the place in the midst
of the woods, but the Spanish officer manifested no desire to
explore it.

" And all these miserable negroes and negresses whom you
have here, what have you to say for them 1 They are all rebels
and I shall put them to the sword."

Great lamentations and cries from the women.
" And those chickens in your yard, are they yours1"
" Yes, captain."
" ·Will you let me have four of them1"
" Ten if you wish," answered the planter, delighted to see

the turn the conversation was taking.
" Have them caught immediately," ordered the captain.
Two negresses caught the chickens, and when the captain

was in possession of them he asked the planter if he had any
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rum. Unfortunately, he had exhausted his stock upon the
insurgents. But he offered th~m some sugar and water, which
they accepted, and jugs of it was distributed about among the
soldiers, who seemed to be satisfied with it, as there was noth
ing better. When each one had quenched his thirst the cap
tain gave the orders to depart, and he said on leaving: "Ad
vise your friends, the insurgents, not to fire on my troops from
ambuscades on your property. If they do, I shall retrace my
steps and burn your hacienda."

" I shall tell them so," replied the planter, "but I doubt
whether they will listen to my words."

In fact, the column haq.not gone 200 yards from the house
when it received a volley from the insurgents, who were hid
den in the underbrush. But the captain did not retrace his
steps. And thus it was that by means of a trifling tribute the
planter saved his life and property.

Such was a characteristic incident of the war in Santiago
while Gomez was driving Spain's great general into Havana.
'When Generals Carillo and Aguirre had arrived the insur
gents sent Brigadier Cebreco to the shore to assist them in
bringing their arms and cannon in, and on their return thpy
made their camp near a planter and enjoyed his hospitality
in the manner which has been dpscribed. Carillo expected
General Rabi, who was to lead him into Santa Clara province,
where he was better acquainted. Finally, Rabi arrived at the
llead of about 200 men, many of whom were Spaniards who
had deserted and joined the insurgents, carrying their arms and
baggage with them. The leaders at once set out for their
westward march with their precious dynamite ~m, which was
used with good effect on the way, several forts being captured.
Carillo took command in the Remedios district, where, owing
to his popularity there, his army rapidly increased under con
stant recruits. Aguirre reported to Gomez and was soon en
gaged about Matanzas.
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THE ADVENT OF WEYLER, KNOWN AS "THE SPANISH
BUTCHER"-HlS CRUELTY AND BARBARITY -THE FA
MOUS flS,OOO,OOO TROCHA-DARING EXPLOITS OF MACEO.

Campos Badly Receive4 at Havana-Spaniards Clamor for Sterner Meth
ods - Campos Consults the Leaders - His Resignation and Self·Sac
riflce - Weyler's Arrival- His Infamous Reputation - Commissioned
Because of It-Progress of G9mez and Maceo- Weyler's Immense
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tles and Skirmishes- Death of Maceo's Brother Jose. "

W HEN General Campos, having fallen back from one
stronghold to another, finally made his stand in
Havana, he was very badly received by the people,

who considered him guilty of culpable negligence and care
lessness. It was one of the absurdities of the situation that
Spain was continually characterizing the rebellion as only the
outbreak of a lot of ignorant negroes, and insisting that a state
of war did not actually exist upon the island. Spanish pride
hIed at the thought that at any moment the bands of these
rebels might pour triumphantly into the streets of Havana,
Public emotion ran high. Since the battle of Coliseo hun
dreds of families had taken refuge within the walls of the capi
tal, deserting the rural districts and even the villages. The
"highways and byways were cumbered with people distracted
with fear and bringing in whatever they could bear or trans
port of their useful and precious possessions. Household
goods and objects of value were piled together in confusion.

(288)
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If from the beginning of the insurrection the population of
Santiago de Cuba -which had known all the trials of the Ten
Years War - had dreaded to be involved in the vicissitudes
which follow the march of armies, to 'what could be compared
the fear of the panic-stricken people of Havana when they
heard the cry, " The mambis are coming? "

The Spaniards of Havana were of the haughty and unre
lenting type, from the beginning of the insurrection clamoring
for revenge without mercy. Their aim was to restore the sys
tem of reprisals which had piled up hecatombs of helpless
Cubans during the former war;.such a sy~tem of revenge as
had distinguished with an uneviable celebrity some of the
Captain-Generals of the preceding insurrection, like Balma
ceda and such subordinate officers as Weyler. These fanatics,
furious and trembling with fear, demanded of the marshal
some oogent reason for his repeated defeats. They made
serious threats, but the well-known energy of Campos held
them in check; they dared not make any open attack on his
person.

Confronted by the disfavor of the populace, Campos met
the leaders of the three parties in an interview having for its
object the adjustment of the existing conditions. He asked
what measures they could propose and what they would advise.
The Conservatives clamored for vigorous reprisals; the Re
formists dared not express an opinion. The Autonomists
timidly assured their leader of their support. In the face of
such divergence of opinion, practically deprived of the assist
ance of the governmental parties, Campos thought it but right
that he should resign his command.

In accepting his perilous office of commandant of Cuba,
Campos had given proof of his self-sac.rifice. He had attained
the height of honor and glory in his own country; he had
pacified Cuba after her Ten-Years 'War; he had paci-fied the
people who were in revolt in Spain; he had restored and sup
portcd the Spanish monarchy, and wh£'n he was advanced in
~'ears, and should have been enjo~'ing the rest earned by un-
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faltering effort, he was. sent to Cuba to fight a difficult and
uoub"tful war, and to risk his reputation as a soldier with all the
renown attendant upon a long life crowded with the distinction
and the advantages which are the rewards of success. It u.
certainly to his honor that he did not wayer from the line of
conduct traced by him for his rule of life, a line inseparable
from. an exalted conception of honor and magnanimity. By
his rectitude he had forced eyen the most implacable of his
enemies to render homage to the greatm>ss of his soul. \Vhen
Spain was threatened with the penalty of her own bloody
despotism, she turned over to one who had not sympathized
with her system the subjection of this island after subjection
had become impossible, and the Spaniards, terrified by the
vengeance of events which threatened them, could simply
clamor for more blood, more reprisals, in short, for a line of
conduct which Campos could but regard as base and disastrous.

Campos sailed for Spain on the 17th of J annary, 1896, his
office being temporarily left in the hands of General Sabas
Marin, who, on the 10th of Fehruary, was succeeded hy Gen
eral Valeriano \Veyler y Kicolau, Marquis of Teneriffe, bet
ter known amI hatrd hy the world at large ,;imply as" \Veyler."
This general arrivrd prrceded hy a reputation for exce,;sive
severity and cruelty. lIe was accusrd of having committed
the most atrocious crimes during the former war. The insur
gent leaders were inelined to welcome his appointment, for
they knew his disposition and counted upon the probability
that his aets would quickly arouse sympathy for the struggling
Cubans in the united States and elsewhere, and eventually
secure for them that recognition which they so much desired,
and which their repre,;entatives in tIle rnited States were ';0

industriously seeking. )foreover, tlwJ said that his military
talents were not brilliant, in ability not to be compared with
Campos, and his appointment to the office at such a crisis in
Cuba could be but for one pnrpose, of returning to a system of
Fevere reprisals. Undoubtedly, the Spanish government had
been moved by a certain stress of public opinion to appoint
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him, for the impression then was that the failures of General
Campos were due to a too lenient treatment, not simply of
Cubans in the field but of Cubans app~rently peaceful.
Chiefly because of his reputation for severity in the former
war, the Conservatives in Havana demanded him. He secured
the important mission, indeed, mainly because as a man he
lacked the high qualities possessed by Campos. It was pre
tended, however, that he had been especially instructed to
moderate his ardor, a pretence doubtless suggested by the fear
of possil1le complications with the United States.

The Cuban question had already been taken up by the
l'nited States Senate, and considerable excitement prevailed
in New York as well as elsewhere in the country when the
news of \Veyler's appointment was received. The fear that
the United States might recognize the belligerency of the
Cubans hung like the sword of Damocles over the head of the
Spanish Ministry, and while it was compelled to heed the
clamors of the Conservatives in Havana and Madrid, it osten
tatiously used every means calculated to a'Toid a declaration by
this country which might double the force of the revolution.
Katurally, all this agitation in Spain and Madrid filled the in
surgent leaders with joy. They predicted that as soon as
\Yeyler should begin his work all the Cubans who were still
doubtful and wavering would be forced to leave the cities with
their arms and baggage, preferring to take the chances of war
to being captured in their houses and imprisoned, tortured,
transported or shot - a prediction which came true.

Meanwhile, Gomez and :Maceo had pushed through Mad
ruga, X euva-Paz, and Giiines. \VIH:>n they reached the im
portant railway line wllieh unites Batabano to Havana, thE'Y
destroyed it at several points, as also the telegraph lines. Hav
ing done this, the two chiefs separated; Gomez to go towards
Havana, and :Mlleeo to continne his mareh westward to bring
the province of Pinar del Rio into the insurrection.

Oeneral \Yeyler hrought over with him large reinforce
ment", and he mnst have bq~un his work for the pacification
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of the island with a force of about 140,000 men. According
to the official figures given out at )Iadrid, there had been at
the outbreak of the insurrection 20,000 men for field work in
the island. From that time to the 10th of March, 1896, there
were sent over nine successive bodies of reinforcements aggre
gating a little more than 120,000 men. They were divided in
the following proportions:

General officers,
Field officers,
Company officers, .
Sergeants,
Corporals and privates,

Total, .

40
562

4,768
8,896

112,560

121,826

It has been said that this made the largest military force
ever tl'ant'ported by sea, and if it is added to the original per
manent force, not counting the Volunteers in city garrisons,
it makes an army of over 140,000, of which 'Ve.yler took com
mand in an island no larger than Pennsylvania. Yet the
Spanish government maintained that this was not a war! It
was simply brigandage! And the refinements of international
law could not sec-m to furnish a warrant for the recognition as
belligerents of the patriots against whom Spain had armed
such an immense force!

The armampnt whidl Spain had 8<>nt over during the year,
IH'cording to offieial r<>turm~, consist<>d of tIl(' following, omit
ting field pieces and heavy ordnance:

64,125 Spanish ?tlauger magazine rifles, caliber 7 mm., model 1898.
1.176 Spanish Mauser magazine rifles, caliber 7.65 mm.

69,889 Remington repeating rifles, caliber .43 in., model 1871--89.
10,000 lwmington repeating rifles, caliber .43 in., model 1871.
5,027 Mauser carbines, caliber 7 mm., model 1893.

The ammunition &'Ilt ov<'t for use in these guns was given
as follows:

S:3,660,ono cartridges for ~Iallser 7 mm. rifle and carbine.
7,441,273 7.65 rifle.

13.725.520 " Remington rifle, model 1871-89.
7,051,575 1871.
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If every two thousandth bullet had killed a Cuban there
would have been none left on the island. But it is probable
that these bullets killed more Spaniards than Cubans, for the
latter depended largely upon the supplies of ammunition which
were captured from the Spanish, and the Cuban loss was al
ways extremely small compared with that of the Spanish. A
Spanish column would fire repeated discharges at half a "dozen
Cubans in ambush and possibly wound a man or two, while
the half dozen Cubans might kill a dozen Spaniards and wound
a score.

The insurgents starting in February as only a handful of
men in the province of Santiago de Cuba, in December con
sisted of about 50,000 men, not over half of whom were fully
armed and equipped; the rest carried miscellaneous weapons.
This army was divided into five corps, two in Santiago, one in
Puerto Principe, and two in :Matanzas and Santa Clara.
These corps were subdivided into brigades and divisions, scat
tered here and there all over the island.

This was the force that General Weyler 'with about four
times as many armed men at his command was to crush. So
far as the insurgents were conC<'rned, their great object had
been nearly accomplislH'd; they had spread the insurrection all
over Cuba, and all that remained for them was to hold the
island till Spain went into bankruptcy or some one should in"
terfere. There was no more thought of taking Havana than
there was of taking Madrid. Their work was simply to
harass the Spanish, at every opportunity, and at every point, to
capture their arms and to cut off all supplies and all revenue 
from the island.

Upon his arrival at Havana, General 'Wpyl£'r, much to the
delight of th£' uncompromising Spaniards, issued several boast
ful proclamations announcing that the war should be eon
ducted in the sharpest manner. One of his proclamations
commanded the different munieipal governments to send him
lists of all persons in any way identified with the insurrection,
and announcing that all who did not surrender would be
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severely punished. It was generally understood that no quar
ter would be given. The first results of his efforts to find those
likely to be identified with the insurgents was to bring under
suspicion many people who had taken no part in the uprising,
many mothers who perhaps had sons in the insurgent ranks, or
peaceful Cubans who were kn.own to have taken part in the
Ten-Years 'Var. No leniency was to be shown to Cuban
prisoners of war. Cuban hospitals were to be ruthlessly de
stroyed and all found in them put to death. It was no longer
to be civilized war. The bmtality of the fierce Spanish gueril
leros was not to be restrained by any humanitarian considera
tions so foreign to their nature. The shooting in cold blood of
luckless young Cubans became a regular early morning scene
about the Spanish garrisons, and many were the examples of
Cuban heroism all unknown to the world except to the soldiers
who delighted in this wanton cruelty.

A case which may serve as an example of many was that of
young Adolfo Rodriguez. It was one of the few cases wit
nessed by American eyes, and has been graphically described
by a correspondent. Rodriguez was but twenty years old, the
only son of a Cuban farmer living nine miles out of the city of
Santa Clara. lIe had joined the revolution when it broke out
in that province, leaving his father and mother and two sisters
at the farm. Shortly afterwards he was captured by a Spanish
detachment, though he defended himself so well that he
severely wounded three of his assailants with his machete.
I~ike others who were brought into the military prisons of the
towns, he was sentenced to. be shot on the plain outside
the city. None of his friends could be present; it would not
do for them to manifest any sympathy for a Cuban captive.
Three hundred soldiers were marched out in the gray light of
the morning to the music of a jaunty quickstep. Then, fol
lowed by a crowd of the curious, and between two priests, came
Rodriguez, erect, .soldierly, taking two steps to the priests'
one. He had a handsome, gentle face framed in a mass of
curly black hair. "It seems a petty thing to have been
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pleased with at such a time," says the correspondent, "but I
eonfess to have felt a thrill of satisfaction when I saw, as the
Cuban passed me, that he held a cigarette between his lips, not
arrogantly nor with bravado, but with the nonchalance of a
Illan who meets his punishment fearleSsly~ and who will let
his enemies see that they can kill him but cannot frighten
him." The Cuban walked to where the officer directed him
to stand and turned his back to the square of soldiers, facing
the hills and the road across them to the farm where were his
sorrowing father and mother and sisters. Straightening him
self as far as the cords which bound him would allow, he fixed
his eyes on the hills over which the morning light was break
ing. The officer gave the order, the men raised their rifles,
tIle Cuban heard the dick of the triggers without a motion of
his beaming face. Then came a pause, a dreadful, a cruel
pause. As the officer had raised his sword to give the signal,
another officer rode up and called his attention to the fa('t that
the firing squad was so placed that they were in danger of hit
ting some of the soldiers at the extreme end of the square.
The men were ordered to lower their rifles, and the officer
walked across the grass and tapped Rodriguez on the shoulder.
It must have been a terrible shock to one fully nerved for the
ordeal, but thi8 boy turned his head steadily, followed with his
eyes the dire('tion of the offirer's sword, nodded his head
gravely, and, with his shoulders squared, took up a new posi
tion, straightened his bark again and on('e more waited for
tlle fatal ~olley. Nothing eould ex('eed such an exhibition
of self-control. Again the sword rose, the triggers clicked,
the sword dropped, and the men fired. The young Cuban
!:lank on the grass without a struggle.

Another Cuban's blood for the freedom of Cubans' soil!
And day after day, in garrisons all over the island, others such
as Rodriguez were falling, without a murmur, without a fear,
alone with their enemies; and the mothers lind the sisters who
wept for tlwm were soon to meet a fate more horrible, huddled
amid the sick and starving pacificos at 'Veyler's stations of
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concentration, the climax of inhuman warfare, the extermina
tion of the innocent and helpless.

\Veyler's military achievements were chiefly conspicuous
for their ineffectiveness. \Vith Gomez and Maceo both in
the regions of Havana when he boastfully took command, in
stead of throwing his vastly superior forc~s upan the insur
g~nts, he adopted the expedient, always popular with Spanish
commanders in Cuba, of building a fence. His idea was to
prevent Maceo from getting into Pinar del Rio, or, if he should
get in, to keep him t.here while h'i! sent his columns against
him. The boundary line between the provinces of Havana
and Pinar del Rio lies close to the narrowest part of the island.
At this narrowest part, between Artemisa and the Bay of
Majara, Weyler, therefore, constructed another trocha about
twenty-five miles long, and lying about forty miles west of
Havana. This pretentious device was constructed in a coun
try quite thickly settled, and therefore quite dissimilar from
the jungle through which the Jucaro trocha was built. It dif
fered also in character. A road wide enough to permit the
cavalry to pass comfortably was bordered on each side by a
ditch, three yards wide and three yards deep, in the lower
places filled with water. Along these "trenehcs was'stretehed
barbed wire - imported from the United States, of course.
As the island was not admitted to be in a state of war, nothing
was contraband so far as the Spanish were concerned, but
everything was so far !ls the Cubans were concerned. Beyond
the ditches and the wire fence, which it was snpposed would
offer some obstacles to cavalry, were dug rifle pits twenty feet
apart, and at intervals of about 100 yards were built" forts,".so
caUed, whose walls were formed by partitions of thick planks,
a yard apart, the intervening space being filled with sand.
At night this fortified line was lighted by electricity and the
forts were connected by telephone wires. Twelve thousand
men were concentrated on this elaborate highway, making- it
8 permanent post, and 6,000 were placed toward Pinar del Rio
and 6,000 more towards Havana to hold themselves in readi-
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ness to reinforce the. troops on guard in case of an attack.
This great military work is supposed to have cost nearly $5,-
000,000. It was to aid in pacifying" a few bandits." .

But in spite of General \Veyler's precautions, in the latter
part of :February Maceo led his forces across the incompleted
trocha, and then recrossed to assist Gomez to carry the wounded
out of reach of danger. Then he went on an expedition
towards Matanzas, and Weyler announced in one of his glib
proclamations that the provinces of Havana and Pinar del
Rio were pacified and free from any large body of insur
gents, whom he classed as outlaws to be dealt with by the
mounted police. Both ::Maceo and Gomez were represented
llS fleeing towards the east before the victorious Spaniards.
But Maceo escaped easily from the combination which had
been planned by Weyler, and at the head of a large force,
by quick marches through the swamps skirting the southern
coast, once more appeared where he was least expected, de
termined to humble \Veyler and return again to Pinar del
Rio. On the 11th of March he suddenly attacked the city
of Batabano, pillaged it, and burned a part of it. On the
14th he crossed the trocha again, and two days later fought
a fierce battle with the Spaniards in which he captured arms
and ammunition, but the resistance was so spirited that
:Maceo's force was divided. Tired out by their fighting
:Maceo's division halted ·near a cane farm and gave the horses
a chance to eat and the men an opportunity to rest, station
ing guards near the highway to Candclaria, which it was
supposed the enemy would take if disposed to advancc. A
fierce tropical rain storm Cllme on and the guards relaxed their
vigilance, thinking the enemy would not march in such a
storm, but as a matter of fact a large Spanish force under •
Colonels Inclan and Linares was coming up the road, and
hefore the Cuban guards could gallop to where Maceo was
reading the papers the enemy were less than half a mile away.
Maceo had hardly mounted when the Spaniards opened a ter
rible fire and the Cuban infantry retreated in wild confusion.
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Meanwhile, Maceo took in everything at a glance, and taking
a circuitous route with a small guard he gained a position on
the other side of the enemy, who were so occupied in storming
the position of the retreating. Cubans that he fell upon them
mtirely unexpected. Then the Spanish pack train and im
pedimenta turned and fled, and the wild rout of the Cubans
came near being duplicated by the Spapiards. Had Maceo
been reinforced by his other commands, as he had reason to
expect, he would have won a great victory. But the Spanish
saw how few men he really had and held their position till
Maceo's ammunition ran out, when he retired. He had suc
ceeded in capturing several mules laden with provisions, and
the Spanish loss was heavy. Maceo was so displeased with
the officers who had failed to rally their men that he deprived
them of command. After that the insurgents fought bravely
in many engagements during the greater part of the year when
Maceo's 'a~y was roaming over the hills of'the province and
maintaining itself against all the forces sent by Weyler to
overcome him.

Nothing could better show Maceo's daring and gift for
strategy than his attack in June on the government stOff'S at
Candelaria, a town on the railroad line in Pinar del }{io ahont
fifteen miles from the troeha. General Weyler had meditated
making it a base of supplies during a campaign against the in
surgent chief whom he considered the backbone of the insur
rection, for he had sent thither a large amount of bread and
meats under a strong convoy, which, with the ordinary gar
rison, made Candelaria a very strong place. :Uaceo heard of
the supplies, and for weeks kept his spies prowling about the
place in the guise of priests and poor workmen. Indeed, a
lady of very good family amI a strong sympathizer with the
revolution was one of the most successful emissaries. It was
decided that the stroke should be made on the feast of San
.Tuan, when high mass was to be celebrated, for Maceo knew
full well that the garrison usually attended such ceremonies in
Ii body, leaving only a very few sentries on duty when the
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enemy was not supposed to be anywhere near. About 200
insurgents straggled off into the town with their machetes hid
under their jackets or in their trousers, and by design ar
ranged themselves in the chur~h porch and just inside the
door, whereas the galTison, as had been surmised, were ranged
in the best places near the high altar. During the sermon,
which was delivered after the Gospels, a signal was given by a
friendly accomplice from the church tower, and twenty min
utes later there was a clatter of hoofs and a band of insurgents
were driving a whole line of wagons out of the city, while
every man had some plunder thrown across his saddle. "'hen
the bugle sounded the Spanish garrison came rushing out of
the church, obstructed by the insurgents near the door, who
pretended to be frigMened peasants and plantprf1, and a ter
rific crush with considerable loss of life resulted. When the
Spaniards had made their way out they started in pursuit of
the plunderers, who shot down the eentries and made good
their escape into the woods. While the pursuit was in prog
ress the insurgents who obstructed the Spaniards in the church
joined their comrades. In this engagement the Spaniards
lost a captain and several men, while the insurgents lost two.

Typical skirmishes and battles were taking place all over
Cuba during the whole of the year 1896. Their description
would be tedious and unnecessary, for they were much alike.
They were nearly always reported as Spanish victories, though
the insurgents roamed at will over every part of the island.
Gomez had hut one purpose - to wear out the Spanish. In
July, General Jose Maceo was killed in a hard engagement in
which his small army heat off the Spanish. Of the Maceo
family none were left but Antonio. All had heen sacrificed
to Cuba Libre.
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IF the people of the United States had felt upon the point
of interfering in Cuban affairs during the Ten-Years
'War, the lovers of peace had abundant reasons for mis

~ivings when the Cubans proclaimed a new insurrection in
February, 1895. Cuba had become more closely identified
with this country commercially; Americans controlled large
property interests there and thousands of Cubans had mean
while become citizens of the United States. While the far
sighted deemed it inevitable that this government would in
time be brought into the conflict, there were few manifesta
tions of concern at first, and conservative opinion all over the
country was strongly set against any steps which should give
Spain offense. But with a diplomacy such as Spain prac
ticed, and methods of warfare such as she adhered to, it was
absolutely impossible for a self-respecting nation to remain
thoroughly cordial, and the diplomatic friction began almost
immediately after the standard of revolt was raised.
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The revolution was haI"dly two weeks old when a Spanish
gunboat off Cape Maysi fired upon and chased an American
steamer; the Allianca, which was engaged in regular traffic
between New York and Colon. This act at once raised a
flurry in the United States, whose people knew how prone
Spain had been in the former war to interfere with American
vessels, and it was feared that something like a Virginius af
fair might result. The government of the United States at
once demanded an explanation of the conduct of the captain
of the gunboat and an apology. It should be remembered
that no state of war existed affording any excuse for firing on
American vessels. Spain at .that time, engaged in putting
down the outbreak of army officers in Madrid, knew well
enough that if an outrage were committed on American com
merce the United States might step in and grant belligerent
rights to the Cubans, and her ministers ~ery quickly disavowed
the act with full expressions of regret and assurance of a non
recurrence of such an event, while the offending officer was re
lieved of his command.

But the Statfl Department of the United States soon found
that it had much more serious business on hand in protecting
the rights of American citizens in Cuba. As already related,
one of the first acts of the Captain-General at the outbreak of
the rebellion was to place the western provinces under martial
law, and on the day of the outbreak many arrests were made
in the provinces of Havana and Matanzas, the revolution in
that quarter being for the time suppressed. . Two of the per
Bons arrested in Havana were Julio Sanguily and Jose
Aguirre, both American citizens. The former had been a
hrave and efficient officer in the Ten-Years '\Var, had been
wouniJc.d seven times, and, whether the Spanish authorities had
any evidence against him or not, they naturally assumed that
his sympathies were with the insurgents, though since the war
he. had become an American citizen. On the morning of the
24th of February, Sanguily was arrested at his house whil('
taking a bath, a circumstance which furnished no very pre-
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sumptive proof of his connection with the uprising of that day.
He was thrown with others into Cabanas fortr"ess, and sub
jected at once to trial by court-martial in direct violation of the
treaty between the United States and Spain of January 12,
1877, which provided that American citizens arrested without
arms in hand should not be tried by any exceptional tribunal
but by those of ordinary or civil jurisdiction.

Our consul-general at Havana, Ramon O. 'Williams, went
on the morning of the 25th to Captain-General Calleja and
informed him that both Sanguily and Aguirre were natural
ized citizens of the United States, and as such were duly in
scribed in the register of foreigners kept in the office of the
Governor-General. He remonstrated against the commit
ment to court-martial and asked for their immediate transfer
to the civil jurisdiction. The Captain-General pretended to
be surprised that they were American citizens and instantly
answered the consul in an outburst of most violent lan~l1age

and gesture, saying that it was a disgrace to the American flag
for the government of the United States to protect these men,
who, it was notoriously known, were conspirators against the
government of Spain; and, growing more violent, he ex
claimed that many citizens of the United States were conspir
ing in Cuba against Spain, and that he would shoot everyone
of them caught in arms regardless of the consequences.

"But, General," interposed the consul calmly, "in carry
ing out such measures you will surely observe in all its parts
the agreement between the two governments ~ "

" Yes, in observance of the agreement," he said, somewhat
more moderately"

"Well, General, that is all I have come to ask for, hut
these American citizens, instead of having been committed he
f~re a civil court in observance of the agreement have been
subjected to a trial by court-martial contrary to the agreement;
for neither of them has been captured with arms in hand
against the government, but both were arrested by the munici
pal police while peacefully deporting themselves in the city."
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Calleja merely observed that the law governing the resi
dence of foreigners in the island was paramount to the treaty
between the United States and Spain. The consul firmly re
plied that his government would not admit such a construction
of it. Calleja said the prisoners might apply to his judg-e
advocate, who would see whether they were entitled to rights
under the treaty. As the judge-advocate was a creature of
the Captain-General, he doubtleS8 would have decided that
the prisoners had no rights. Our consul firmly maintained
that in d€ciding such a question no Spanish judge-advocate
should supersede the diplomatic representative of the United
States, and that he should at once take steps to formally re
monstrate. Calleja again became excited.

" Your defense of these men is a disgrace to the American
flag! " he exclaimed.

"General," replied th€ consul, "I am acting- entirely
within the confines of my official duty and in accordance with
the instructions of the Secretary of State of the United States,
and in strict conformity with the agreement of the 12th of
January, 1877 "; and he then bade Calleja good morning and
withdrew. The incident, which is thus related in the diplo
matic correspondence, serves to illustrate how lightly Spanish
officials regarded treaty obligat.ions, and shows also their feel
ing towards the United States. About a month later Sanguily
was transferred to the civil jurisdiction, but he was almost im
mediately arrl'sted upon another and a ridiculous charge, and
submitted to a court-martial on that without any information
bring officially conveyed to the consul, who learned of it only
through Sanguily's attorney in the ot.her case. Another pro
test was made, and the Captain-General pretended to comply
with the demand, but Sang-uily was kept in military prison,
and apparently it was to keep him there that the second charge
was tnlmped up.

Four months later the consul wrote to the StMe Depart
ment that the cases of both Sanl!uily and Aguirre pr('~nted

the anomaly that, while arrested at the very outbreak .of the ra-
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bcllion, they had not been brought to trial, though others ar
rested subsequently and for overt acts in connection with the
rcbellion had been released. Only the American citizens ar
rested solely on suspicion were subjected to the extreme arbi
trary measures. " They are discriminated against on account
of their quality of being American oitizens," wrote the consul
to the Secretary of State. In September, in view of the delay,
the State Department demanded the instant release. of S3n
guily and Aguirre, and the later was released, a promise being
given that Sanguily would be tried soon. As a matter of fact,
the authorities had no case against him. The courts in Decem
ber took up his case, and, although the evidence adduced
against him was of the flimsiest character, he was sentenced to
imprisonment for life. An appeal was taken to the Supreme
Court of Justice at Madrid, which ordered a new trial. In the
last days of December, 1896, nearly two years after his arrest,
he was again tried and sentenced to perpetual imprisonment.
)(eanwhile, his health had become broken in prison and he
]wgged to be allowed to leave the island with his family. An
other appeal was taken and still he languishcd in prison.
.Meanwhile, the lawyer who defended him in the first trial, and
who made a magnificent defense, was arrested and looked from
the bars of a cell adjoining Sanguily's in Cabana fort, and the
lawyer who managed his first appeal before the )'Iadrid court
was made to suffer so much in consequence that it was difficult
to find anyone who would undertake his second appeal there.

A fair idea of the dilatory tactics of Spain when dealing
with the claims of American citizens can hardly be obtained
from the consideration of cases which arORe so late as the insur
rection of 1895. Thc rccords of the State Department at this
time had a long list of claims against Spain which, though
strongly pressed from time to time, had never been adjusted.
They extended back for fifty years. But there was one of
only about twenty years' standing which became of consider
able interest and importance, as it was in 1895, when Spain wafl
endeavoring in every way to raise money to scnd troops to
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Cuba, that the State Department demanded that it should be
settled, not because Spain was in difficulties, but because Con
gress some months before the revolution had taken action
which left the State Department no option except to press for
a settlement. Spain had admitted the claim to be just many
Jears before, and nine years before had promised to pay. It
was known as the Mora claim, the early history of which
properly belongs to the Ten-Years 'Val'.

Antonio Maximo Mora was born in Cuba, where he had
large estates. In 1853 he came to Kew York and fixed his
residence there, and in May, 1869, he took out his papers of
naturalization and became a citizen of the United States. In
Xovember of the following year, in one of those peculiar
freaks of barbarism with which Spain conducted the Ten
Years War, a court-martial was convened in Havana which
pass~d sentence of death and confiscation of property against
fifty-one persons, all of them absent from the island, and one
of them dead, for alleged complicity in the Cuban rebellion.
It is probable that the government simply wished the estates.
Mr. Mora, who was then in New York, and had in no way
gtven the rebellion aid and· comfort, was among those sen
tence(!' Secretary Fish at once protested against the sentence
of confiscation, and our minister at Madrid pressed the matter
there. In the last days of 1872, the Spanish government hav
ill~ shown no disposition to act, Spcrctary Fish cabled to our
minister: " Urge the immediate release and restoration of
the embargoed property." Early in 1873 a decree of restora
tion was issued in :Madrid, for the United States were seriously
talking of recognizing the belligerency of Cubans, but the
decrce was absolutely disregarded in Cuba. It was first sup
pOR('(1 that this was an act of insubordina~ionon the part of the
Cuban authorities, but it turned out that with the decree of re
storation which was sent to Cuba were also sent serret instruc
tions not to comply with it. This mode of procedure was also
Spanish.

I.ate in 1873, in fact, during the excitement over tIle Vil'-
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ginius affair, the Madrid government sent to the Captain
General an order reading: " The restitution must be made."
But this also was evidently intended for consumption only in
the United States. The restitution was not made. In 1875
our State Department informed the Madrid government that
it should be obliged to take steps to hasten the restitution if
something were not done. Three months later the Spanish
Ministry sent our minister a note solemnly binding itself to
place the property at the disposal of its owner, but it con
tinued, nevertheless, to remain in the hands of the Spanish
authorities of Cuba. Thus the matter ran along for over ten
years, Mora meantime growing old, enfeebled, and poor, al
though his estates had been worth over $2,000,000. Finally,
in 1886, after many excuses, the Spanish government offered
to settle the whole claim, interest and all, for $1,500,000.
The interest alone during the interval would have amounted
to that. But Mora, considering his eirCllmstances, agreed to
this settlement, which coold only be viewed in the nature of a
compromise in which he sacrificed half his rightful fortune.
Our government and Mora thought that they had at least se
cured a settlement. But Spaill did not pay and would -not
make the provisions for its payment. Our demands were al
ways met by excuses. Every succeeding Secretary of State did
his best to make Spain settle, but could not, though the claim
was freely admitted. Thus nearly ten years more passed.
]'inally, in 1894, Congress took action and left the State De
partment little option except to compel a settlement, and this
was the state of the case when the revolution broke out and the
Cubans demanded the recognition of their belligerency. Spain
had never needed money more than at that minute, but she
faced the fact that if she did not settle and settle quickly she
might have to face the prospect of the United States forcibly
demanding a settlement. Secretary Olney made a demand in
a tone which could not be mistaken. Premier Sagasta was re
ported as saying that the only course open to his mllch-pmbar
russed government was to pay over the money, and it was paid.

I
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Though a claim of such long standing could not fairly be
regat:ded as having anything to do with the existing questions
concerning Cuba, it was a significant fact that certain papers
favorable to the administration and also opposed to interven
tion in Cuba considered this as in the nature of a bargain. In
June, 1895, the New York Times said: "It will be difficult
to avoid the concl.usion that the payment of the award is also
the purchase of our abstentation from practical intervention in
behalf of the Cuban insurgenbl."

As in the Ten-Years War, Spain was constantly making
strong protesl1l and bitter complainl1l against the alleged aid
that the Cubans were receiving from sympathizers in the
United States. Our government did all it could. Proclama
tions were issued warning citizens, and instructing officials to
renew their vigilance, and a large expense, over $2,000,000,
was incurred in keeping a fleet of cutters in southern waters to
intercept expeditions, many times to the annoyance of those en
gaged in legitimate business. The Cuban expeditionists were
so sharp that they frequently escaped without being suspected
by the Spanish spies or caught by the authorities. No gov
ernment could have done more to live up to ibl obligations.
Meantime, it was inevitable that the successes of a people strng
gling for their freedom from oppression should be welcome
to the people of this country. 'Vhen Campos was driven into
Bayamo, the adherenbl of the policy of recognition gained evi
dent strength and Congress manifested a decided disposition to
act. Public meetings were held in many cities and towns ex
pressing sympathy with the Cubans. These expressions were
not dictated out of any hatred to Spain as a nation, but out of a
natural dislike of her methods in Cuba. But the Spaniard
could not bring himself to comprehend how the people of the
United States could be actuated by a desire to see an op
pressed people free. To the Spanish character such a senti
ment would be entirely inexplicable. They could find no
other motive for our interest in Cuba except in a desire to pos
sess her by fair means or foul. They had not learned that the
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Civil 'Var had greatly changed the sentiment of this country
towards Cuba. X othing could furnish a better idea of how
this country was regarded in Spain than a few expre8tiions
from a leading Spanish journal, El },[ercantil r alenciano, in
October, 1895.

.. When would it have been possible for any nation with a history, for
any European nation, degraded though it might be, to take advantage of
a war in order to demand an indemnity oC a million and a half of dollars Y*
The dignity and chivalry of every nation in old Europe would have re
coiled at this, but no one is astonished at this in New America, in a race of
peopl~ without morality and without justice.

" A blockade strictly carried out against the vessels of the starry flag
would render extremely difficult, if not impossible, the carrying on of the
enormous business done by the Yankees with Cuba. If, besides the strict
blockade, we add occasionally the capture at sea, and the prompt execu
tion by shooting, of those who attempt to run it, it will then be for the
Lnited States, and not Spain, to ask that the recognition of tIle rebels, as
belligerents, be annulled.

.. With regard to the possibility that the Yankees, fond of boasting
and threats as they are, will make war on Spain on account of the block
ade, or of the breaking off of commercial or even diplomatic relations, we
need not worry ourselves. The North American republic is absolutely
powerless for carrying out nn offensive wor with a nation even moderately
military, os ours is. Let us defend ourselves in Cuba by sinking the
American vessels that carry contraband of war, and by showfng the world
thot we know how to moke effective a blockade as extensive as that of
Cuba, and let us laugh at the Lnited States and at the belligerency of the
insurgents."

In the latter part of lSD5 the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations took up the question of our attitude towards the new
Cuban Republic. Palma, the Cuban representative at 'Vash
ington, had made a strong appeal for recognition, and the
elaims of the Cubans were S<'t forth in detail. By that time
Gomez and :Maceo had made their remarkable march of in
vasion and were the masters of the rural districts and were
overrunning Havana provinee. Campo!; was about to he suc
C'eeded by 'Veyler, whose unpleasant rC'putation gave addi
tional strength to the Cuban cause in thi!; country. Even
nnder Campos the people had b€en shoC'ked hy authentiC' a('
('ounts of the treatment of insurgent prisoners by the Span-

• The Mora claim already described.
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iards, while the insurgents themselves treated the Spanish
prisoners in a manner approved by civilized warfare. Early
in February the Se~ate committee reported a concurrent resa-

. lution to the effect that the war had reached a magnitude which
concemed all civilized nations, and if it were to continue it
should be conducted on both sides on principles aoknowledged
to be obligatory upon civilized nations, and that the President,
if he concurred in this opinion, should in a friendly spirit use
the good offices of the government in requesting Spain to ac
cord to the armies with which she was engaged the rights of
belligerents. But President Cleveland was evidently opposed
to interfering in Cuban affairs, and it was said to be at the ad
ministration's instance that the resolution was made concur
rent instead of joint, the custom being not to send resolutions
of the former character to the President.

It would apparently have been wise for Spain to admit the
belligerency of the Cubans, for otherwise she incurred respon
sibility for all the damage done to the prop£'rty of foreign resi
dents in Cuba, and her liabilities in this respect were already
enormous. Rut to a nation which seldom paid her obligations,
even those-whieh she admitted, this might not appear a serious
matter. It was evident that some of the wisest and strongest
men in the Senate were on the point of favoring an inter
ference to save the island from furthe~ m~ssacre and Spain
from contracting a debt she could nev£'r pay, for fate was in
exorably working for euban independence.

After a long debate the Senate passed by a vote of 64 to (j

a resolution favoring the recognition of Cuban belligerency,
and interposing our friendly offices in hehalf of Cuban in
dependence. The house 'passed resolutions essentially the
same bv a vot£' of 263 to Hi. This undoubtedlv was a fair
expression of the ~ntiment of the lX'opk of the li~ited States.
:From this time forth, therefore, only the dclicate requirements
of int£'rnationallaw could pr£'vent int£'rf£'rence by this nation,
and it IwC'omf' 11 cplf'stion of time when diplomacy should give
way to sentiment and action.
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The Spanish populace was much wrought up over this ex
pression of opinion; our legation at Madrid had to be placed
under guard, and at Barcelona our consular headquarters were
attacked and the Stars and Stripes contemptuously treated.
Spain hastened, however, to apologize and to offer reparation
for those acts. She was frightened. But as these resolutions
had no effect in shaping our active policy towards Spain, we
continued to live up to the requirements of international law
and to seize vessels and cargoes suspected to be intended for
Cubans.

Notwithstanding the violent feelings which the Spimish
in Spain and Havana were manifesting towards the Unitcd
States, the Spanish government showed its desire to conciliate
this country. General'Weyler received our new cO!1Sul-gen
eral, Lee, at Havana with marked cordiality. General Lee's
military experience and professional training made him un
usually competent to ascertain the exact state of affairs in
Cuba, and he was not a man to be hoodwinked or cajoled when
the interests of the United States were in danger. Meanwhile,
in the summer of 18D6, the presidential campaign diverted
public interest in a great degoree from the struggle going on ill
the oppressed i,;land. I t had become evident that it would re
main for the next administration to determine what should be
our policy towards the Cubans, against whose annies General
\Veyler was making poor headway, though he was beginning
to treat the innocent and the helpless with a disregard for
human instincts which exc.ited the horror of the civilized
world.

On the last day of April, 1896, the American schooner
CompeWor from Key West, with part of her crew, was cap
tured near San Cayetano while engaged, as the Spanish al
leged, in landing anns for the insurgents. She was towed to
Havana, and our consul at once demanded that the protocol of
1877 be adhered to in the trial of any Americans who might be
among the crew. "The minister to Spain was urged also to re
quest that the Captain-General be instructed to a strict ob-
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Ecrvance of that treaty. The Spanish admiral claimed, how
ever, that these lllen did not come within the treaty inasmuch
as they were not " citizens of the United States residing in
Spanish dominions," one olause of the treaty. \Vc C'laimed
that in the part of the treaty covering such cases there was
nothing making residence of American citizens within Spanish
dominions a condition necessary to entitle them to all its guar
antees. The Spanish government promptly sent orders to
Cuba for the suspension of all executive action till an examina
tion had been made as to the standing of the Americans cap
ture<l. But three days later the Spanish admiral officially in
formed our consul that the treaty did not apply to the Ameri
C'an prisoners and that they would be tried by court-martial.
Captain Laborde of the vessel was bom in K ew Orleans and
had once been deputy sheriff at Tampa. According to his
statement, the vessel of which he was master belonged to a
man in Key Weet, and she had a wrecking license. She had
cleared the Key West custom house with a crew of fonr besides
himself, taking on hoard twenty-four men as passC'ngcrs for
I..cmon City, Fla., at two dollars each, and she had sailC'o at 2
o'clock in the morning. When in the neighborhood of Cape
Sable on the 22d of April, the passengers forcibly took C'harge
of the ship, and six of them went into the captain's cabin and
with pistols compelled him to give np the command. The
men then took the vessel to Cape Sable, where they took on
twenty-three more men with arms and ammunition. They
then sailed for the Cuban coast, landing near San Cayetano on
the 25th. The capta,in was forced to go ashore in the fin::t
boat with one of the crew and nineteC'n men, who, on landing,
at once escaped. He returned to the ship and anothC'r lot was
landed. Then the vessel was sighted by a Spanish cutter.
The captain displayed the AmeriC'an flag and made no attempt
to esC'ape with the passengers. The Spanish came aboard and
spized them. They were put in wllat WlIS callf'd a Spanish
willdla!'.", tIl£' wri>:ts ll<'ing tird tOg'rtllPr ano thp ropf' then
drawn tight by a stick so as to cau~ much torture. They were
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taken without arms; indeed, there were none on board. Be
sides the captain there were two men, :Melton, a correspondent
of the Jacksonville Times-Union, and Gildea, the mate, an
Englishman. A few days later two American citizens named
Leavit and Barnet, who were supposed to have belonged to the
crew, were captured while asleep and taken to Havana, where
they were also subjected to court-martial.

The Spanish prosecuting officer asked for penalty of death
for all on the ground that the local law for foreigners took pre
cedence in such a case over any treaty, and the obedient 'eourt
quickly pronounced a death sentence. Secretary Olney at
once urged upon the Spanish minister at 'Vashington that exe
cutions should not take place till this government had been
permitted to examine the proceedings of the CQurt, and as a re
sult the Spanish government, much to Weyler's indignation,
ordered the cases transferred to the :Madrid court. This meant
indefinit~delay.

The summer months passed by, the prisoners complained
of insufficient food, were afflicted with prison fever, and some
of them were transferred to the military hospital. On Sep
tember 3d Secretary Olney cabled the minister at :Mudrid
that the delay in deciding the Competitor and other caseEi
which had meanwhile arisen was "absolutely unreasonable.
Call for prompt action and reasons justifying past delay or
additional delay, if such is asked for." Thereupon the min
ister was informed that the authorities of the :Madrid court
had ordered a new trial before an ordinary tribunal, and
that the decision would be made public" soon." But the time
passed on, and late in N ovembcr· the consul at Havana acci
dentally heard that the marine court-martial was again trying
the prisoners. He asked for an authorization to protest, but
the State Department upon investigation was informed that it
was only a preliminary proceeding, and wllile in such cases the
validity of any military jurisdiction whatever was not in ac
cord with the treaty, the department decided to simply watch
the proceedings. Something of the character of these pro-
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ceedings is indicated by the following letter, which Captain
Laborde managed to get to the consul:

FORT CABA:R"AS, December 11, 1896.
SIR: I beg to inform you that yesterday afternoon I was ordered by

the actual miHtary judge of the prosecution of the Competitqr'8 crew to
dress in a military suit, with the purposa of being recognized by someone.
Of course I formally protested of such act and refused to be disguised in
that way. He answered immediately that he was going to compel me by
force, and fearing to become the victim of his brutality, I obeyed. .As he
did not allow my protest to be considered, I hurry to let you know this
and afford a proof of the way justice is bcing done me.

I am, sir, your humble servant,
ALFRED LABORDE, HIUt6r.

When the cases were at this point, Congress called for the
correspondence and took the matter in hand, but Spain con
tinued to hold the men in prison, and it was long before their
fate was determined.

It was one of the anomalies of the situation that while the
island of Cuba was being devastated by war, and its people,
even the peaceful ones, were victims of the destruction, a class
of people who usually urged peace with Spain and forbearance
with her diplomacy were very much disturbed by Turkish
atrocities in Armenia. It was considered a wrong for Chris
tian nations to allow those atrocities to continue, and the
failure of the Christian nations of Europe to promptly inter
vene was vehemently denounced. It was even urged that the
United States should step in. But a devastation quite as hor
rifying was going on right at our shores, and our interests were
affected not simply by moral but finan0ial considerations.
The lOBS of a sugar crop in Cuba meant a great deal financially
to the people of the United States as well as to Cubans. Sixty
seven million spoons went into sugar bowls every morning, and
in a year at a spoonful a time this meant two million tons con
sumed by our people.

Fully one-half of it was expected to come from Cuba. The
question which the people of the United States naturally
asked themselves was this: " Shall we allow this war to go on
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indefinitely~ Shall we allow a war of extermination to be
maintained at our very doors ~ Shall we allow Spanish troops
in vast numbers to be sent to exterminate the Cuban popula
tion ~ Shall we allow a war of devastation to be carried on
until the island of Cuba is ruined for all purposes of civiliza
tion, or shall we interpose and say to Spain, ' You have refused
all reasonable overtures; you have turned deaf ears for years
to the reasonable appeals of the Cubans for a just share in their
own government, now we must say to you, this must stopI' "
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WEYLER'S FUTILE EFFORTS-TRAGIC DE.ATH OF THE LAST
0.1<' THE MACEOS-TIIE MURDERS OF FONDEVIELA AND
REMARKABLE EXPLOITS OF ARANGUREN.

Maceo the Terror of the Spanish Nation - Weyler's Futile Efforts to Cap
ture Him-Rebel Hospitals and Spanish Victories-Maceo as Uu·
daunted as Ever -A Picture of the Man and of His Camp- Was It
a Spanish Trap?-Attack at Punta Brava-How Maceo Fell-G1:>
mez's Son Kills Himself at His Side - Cubans Rescue Maceo's Body
- Stories of His Death - Their Effect in the United States - Saved
by a Lucky Bullet - Rejoicing of the Spanish People - Hopes of
Cuban Surrender Disappointed - :Maceo's Successor, Rivera - Insur
gent Successes in Havana and Matanzas - Reign of Terror at Guan
abacoa - Weyler Criticised at Madrid - Remarkable Exploits of Nes
tor Aranguren - Magnanimously Frees Spanish Prisoners of War
Nearly Captures Weyler Himself - Weyler's Campaign of Destruc
tion - His Trip to Santa Clara.

T HE terror of the proud Spanish nation was the dusky
Maceo. Having constructed a five-million-dollar
troctJa and garrisoned it with about twenty thousand

of her "brave sons" to prevent :Maceo from escaping from
Pinar del Rio, it soon appeared that the dashing Ouban had no
particular desire to escape. With a force at his command of
less than 4-,000 armed men, he moved about the province of
the west at will, capturing and destroying the garrison towns
and so terrorizing the Spanish soldiers that they dared not
move except in large columns, and these, moving slowly about
in a hilly country, were at the constant mercy of the cleverly
handled insurgents. It was evident that unless Maceo could
be subdued, 'Veyler's boasted trocha would be set down as a
failure. Hence, 'Veyler's chief object became the capture of
Maceo. I.ittle attention was paid to Gomez or to other Ouban
generals who were moving about in the provinces of Havana
and Mat8nzas, but the greater part of the effective force of the

(812 )
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Spaniards was thrown against Maceo. Ten engagements were
fought against him within fifteen days with no appreciable
advantage to the Spaniards, though 'Veyler constantly regaled
:Madrid with accounts of his crushing blows, and the proud
peninsulars daily scanned their papers in the expectation that
an account of Maceo's capture _would surely appear. But it
did not, and soon the rainy season practically put an end to
the Spanish operations and Maceo entrenched himself with
greater strength in the province. In the meantime more rein
forcements came from Spain, and at the end of the wet season
'Veyler took the field in person and with much eclat. He es
tablished headquarters on the line of the railroad between
Havana and Pinar del Rio and several skirmishes ensued.
Despite his reports of successful engagements with lIaceo's
army a continuous stream of wounded Spanish soldiers found
their way back to Havana.

Soon \Veyler returned, and, with that bravado which might
be described as a spccics of grandiloquent falsehood, calmly ad
hered to in the face of its absurdity, he announced that the
province was "pacified." Bnt shortly came reports, which
the censor was unable wholly to smotlH~r, that Maceo was
capturing garrisons, and driving into fatal ambush the Spanish
detachments sent against him. Again \Yeyler took the field.
Three times he did this with the same results. In November
he went forth with the largest body-guard ever known in the
history of war, a cordon of 6,000 men, whose duty it was to
care for his personal safety in a little province about the size
of Connecticut, and a proyince which a few weeks before he
had again pronounced pacified. At his command were over
60,000 troops to capture an army but one-fifteenth as large.
On leaving Havana he declared himself entirely satisfied with
what he had done during the campaign and insisted that all
that remained for him in Pinar del Rio was to " reconnoitre the
hills in the eastern part," whereupon the complete pacifica
tion of the province would soon follow. But the people against
whom he gained his chief successes were civilian .captives and

20
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unanned .fanners. Occasionally, a small rebel hospital would
be discovered in the woods and every wounded man would be
slaughtered - " the insurgents leaving a large number of dead
upon the field." Weyler returned to lIavana. The province
was again" pacified."

Yet, as undaunted as ever in the gloomy gorges of the hills
of Pinar del Rio, within sight of the trocha, was the man
against whom Weyler had made his showy marches. Sitting'
under the rain-scaled roof of his improvised hut, his brown
face standing out clearly in the firelight, his clothes ragged
and torn by the jungle thorns, and the four gilt stars on his
faded coat rusted by sun and storm, there was apparently
little about him to induce a Spaniard to give a peso for either
his life or death. All about him in the flickering lights of
the camp were the champing horses, and close by the edge of
the trees, in long quiet lines like windrows, lay the Cubans,
l]al£ of them barefooted and barebreasted. The gleam of
white bandages could be seen all along the line, but even the
sickest and most desperately woundecl, in their fevered dreams,.
still clung to their machetes; no hospitals for them while they
had an arm to wield or a leg to stand on. Out under the tall
palms, silent and alert, stood the sentries, dark silhouettes
against a starlit sky.

The dusky general at the fire rose to his feet, turned up
the brim of his old faded hat, and peered earnestly down the
dark wooded ridges of the mountains to the east where other
camp fires were gleaming. Then you could imagine why it.
was that the Spanish government would pay a million pesos
for the death of this man, with broad shoulders and heavy
brow, whose gentle eyes could gleam with a terrible fierceness.
The camp fires to the east were those of thc Spanish along' the
trocha, and, as "Maceo watched them, his lips curled with con
tempt. Here st{)od the last of the },faceos - there were hi!'
hereditary em>mies. The blood of his family stained the
island from end to end. HI' had fOlllrht them from his boy
hood and would fight them till hI' died - or Cuba was free.
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At this moment Maceo was as strong in that" province as,
ever, in spite of the columns which \Veyler had sent against
him. There he might have remained and possibly might have
lived till Cuba was free. But he had other plans. Just why
:Yaceo at this time left his army to another gifted guerrilla
chief, Ruis Rivera, has never been satisfactorily explained.
That he left it because it was in sore distress, as the Spanish
averred, and because he wished to learn why he was not rein
forced, is absurd. His army was not in distress and Maceo
had no fear of death. For years, time after time, he had
rushed into the thickest of the battle laughing at the Spanish
bullets in the belief that they would not hit him unless fate
willed it so. The most plausible explanation of his move
is that he proposed to leave the Pinar del Rio forces to
Rivera to carryon the war there while he joined the forces
operating in Havana province, thereby accomplishing the
double purpose of making an aggressive movement under the
nose of the boasting 1Veyler, and diverting his attention from
the western province, which Rivera could then easily hold.
At the same time that Maceo started eastward, Gomez started
westward. With a guard of about a dozen of his staff Maceo
suddenly crossed the trocha at the north and appeared in the
province of Havana where he was apparently expected by the
Cubans, and where he was least expected by the Spaniards,
unless it is true that he was enticed over the trocha by a plot
and drawn into a SP!Wish trap. He quickly gathered about
him a small force of Cubans operating in the western part of
Havana province, and on December 7th was suddenly attacked
by a superior Spanish force under Colonel Cirujeda at Punta
Brava. While Maceo was in the center of his staff, a heavy
volley was fired directly at them and :Maceo was shot in the
neck and fell from his horse mortally wounded. Several of his
staff also fell, while one of them galloped back to secure aid
to carry away Maceo's body. Gomez's son, also on Maceo's
staff, remained by the body and, when he could no longer
defend it, seems to have killed himself lmd fallen at Maceo's
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side. The Spaniards rifled Maceo's body of his jewels, but
probably without knowing whose they were, for the body was
left on the field and afterwards buried by the Cubans in a spot
which remained a secret to all except a few.

The stories which reached this country concerning the mys
terious death of Maceo greatly aroused the people and in
flamed Congress, impatient under President Cleveland's mild
diplomacy. The friends of the Cuban cause spread abroad a
detailed and circumstantial story to the effect that ~Iaceo had
been treacherously persuaded to meet certain of the Spanish
leaders under a flag of truce and that, with the members of his
staff, he was murdered by men in ambush, the whole plot hav
ing been conceived by Spanish high officials. This version
was readily believed in this country though vigorously denied
at ~Iadrid and Hayana. It was very natural that it should
be believed. Spanish reports of movements in Cuba had time
and again been shown to be absurdly colored. It was well
know!). that for months the whole military ability of general
'Vcyler had been directed against Maceo; to take ~Iaeeo some
how, dead or alive, was the Spaniard's ambition. That they
should have lured him into an ambush was plausible enough,
except for one fact - Maceo was too sllrewd to be tricked.
He knew Spanish ways. On the other lland, was it probable
that one who had lived day after day under the fire of the Span
il1rds, had boldly entered their fortified towns, and circum
wnted them time after time, should suddenly fall with nparly
his whole staff in one of those skirmishps, the scipnce of wllich
he was a masted The theory of foul play, which was not in
the least fahe to the spirit of the Spanish methods in Cuba
and the Philippines, was further strengthened hy the fact that
Dr. Zertucha, 1faceo's physician, who was with him at the
time, very soon afterwards deliberately gave himsplf up to the
Spaniardfl, was immpdiately released and given perfpet liherty
and protection. He was at once hrandpd as a traitor by the
Cubans and accllfled of having h('('n thp Spanish instrument
to lead ~ra('po into tlw Spanish trap. nut Zertueha promptly
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defended himself with a story of the affair which showed that
he was either a great rascal or a much-maligned patriot. Ma~

ceo, he said, was out of ammunition, had no supplies, had even
followed the enemy's trail in search of cartridges. "I have
wept and will continue to weep over the death of him who was
my friend - my brother rather than my chief. It is impos
sible to believe that he should thus have exposed himself to
certain death by placing himself in a position so dangerous
as the one he took, e8~cially as it was not strategical. K 0,

:Maceo, rather than struggle against certain elements, chose
to die at his post, fae'ing the enemy." As a reason for surrend
ering to the Spanish he said: " Upon the body of General
.Maceo and in the presence of General Diaz I swore that I
would not serve under any other leader in the revolution. I
am carryillg out my oath." .

His statement was not one calculated to entirely relieve
llim of suspicion. Several who had bC€n near ~Iaeeo stated
that soon after he had entered the province of Pinar del Rio
he received advieps from the Cuban agent in Havana that the
Spaniards were secretly eorrpsponding with some officer in
his army, and the fact caused :Maceo so much uneasiness that
he issued an ordrr for summarily dealing with anyone who WllB

found to be in conferences with the enemy. It is also allpged

that :Maceo's suspicions of Zertucha wcre so great that he took
good care to kepp him near himself.

How important an element in Spanish affairs was this mu
latto general may be judgcd from the statements made at the
time in a Spanish journal, El Pais. " The indications are,"
it said, "that if it had not been for :Maeco's drath, not only
would Gem'ral \Veyler have been reeallrd hut a ministerial
crisis would have occurred on Decembrr 9th. It is said on the
best authority that on December 7th, when the govrrnment
learned that Oeneral :Maceo had passed the trocha, a cabinet
council was summoned for the npxt day. Thr Duke of Tetuan
and other mini!itpl"s who are personal frirmls of Opneral )Iar-

.tinez Campos were going to require the dq>osition of Weyler
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on the ground that his failure was evident, and no time should
be lost in having him replaced by some other general before the
dry season was more advanced. (Jeneral'Weyler's lucky star
saved the situation. On December 8th, Premier Canovas sent
word that he was ill, and the meeting of the ministers was ad
journed till the afternoon of the 9th. On the morning of that
day the news of Maceo's death came, and both Weyler and the
ministry could breathe more freely."

But a few days before the news of Maceo's death, the El
Liberal of .Madrid said: "Maceo is the war. To conquer him,
to annihilate his followers, is to finish the war, to gladden the
nation's heart, and to present us before the world as ('apable
of accomplishing that which we purpose. Victory's first re
quirement is, that people know in advance who is to be con
quered." Later, the same paper said: "After many a
gloomy day, that of yesterday was a day of happiness and as re
generating as any in our glorious past. :Maceo's death implies
that the greatest part of his adherents will surrender, and that
the remainder will be dispersed."
. Great was the Spanish rejoicing. Royal flags were hoisted
everywhere in :Madrid, and bells were rung, while ·the Queen
sellt a gift to the wife of the Spanish officer whose men killed
~faceo. As soon as the news reached Havana, a grand toreh
light procession was organized, and after a long march throngh
the illuminated streets, it proceeded to the palace where a great
crowd was assembled. General '\Veyler was received amid
cries of" Long live Spain!" " Long live the King! " and in
response he said that he would now speedily pacify the island.
A few days later, there was a great exch",'sion froUl Havana to
Punta Brava, and a fete on the spot where :Maceo fell, in honor
of .Major Cirujeda's column: Or: the arrival of the excur
sionists, they were received by the officers, and there were
speeches and much jubilation.

TInt OC'neral 'Veyler's eXp<'ctations of a speedy breaking
up of the rf'lwllion were disappointed. He fully believed that
the Cubans in Pinar del Rio would rush in and lay down their
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arms. But no one surrendered except Zertucha, while every
night the volleys of the insurgent skirmishers could be heard
in the suburbs of Havana.

General Hivera, Maceo's successor in Pinar del Rio, took
up a position in one of Maceo's old strongholds. In a few day.s
General \Yeyler went again, in person, and with a strong force,
to the province which he had declared pacified. But the cam
paign proved to be one of extermination. It was supposed
that the insurgents were short of supplies, and so farms were
ruined, everything that could not be carried away was burned,
and animals were seized or killed. The Cuban soldiers in
their depredations had only burned cane fields so as to prevent
the Spaniards from deriving revenue, but the Spaniards spared
nothin~, from the potato field to the house of the planter
who was suspected of sympathizing with the insurgents.

Rivera evaded the traps set for him with skill, though men
aced by a greatly superior and a well-equipped force. \Veyler
was obliged to keep arrayed against him the same powerful
army he had used against Maceo, and, as a result, he began to
be the subject of severe criticism in }'fadrid, though his harsh
methods made him a hero among the Conservatives of Havana,
who received him with a great demonstra~on,when late in De
cember he again returned from the field. Madrid papers said
they should have received much more satisfaction from the
demonstration had General \Veyler shown that he had accom
plished anythin~ in Pinar del Rio. As a matter of fact, the
insur~entsseemed to be more active than ever, and the provi
dential bullet which had gladdened Spanish hearts by killing
Maceo had not been followed up. After ,,yeyler had made
another visit to the front, boasting that he would speedily pa
cify the province, had marched his men about the hills till they
were tired out, and had won no si~al advantage over the in
surgents, he made his way back again towards Havana, and the
Madrid papers were so vehement that the g-overnment seized
them and beg-an action ag-ainst their proprietors.

While Weyler was using his troops to no effect in the
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east, the insurgents, less liable to strong opposition, were over
running :Matanzas, and indeed were capturing the very sub
urbs of Havana itself. The divisions under command of Bet
ancourt planned an attack on the Spanish force under Col.
Aldea, and it was carried out so successfully that the Spaniards
were demoralized, and they admitted a loss of seventy-five men.
It was nearer twice that. The Spaniards fled in disorder into
the town of Ceiba :Mocha. A little later the insurgents seized
and pillaged the town of Guanabacoa, which is practically a
suburb of navana, and then returned to their camps. The
Spanish commander was replaced by Colonel :Fondeviela who
had the reputation of being a ruthless assassin. A reign of
terror, apparently sanctioned by Weyler, began; men accused
of giving information to the insurgents were arrested and
never seen again in the city. Their bodies were lying beyond
the outskirts. Fourteen such persons were killed on a single
day, Sunday, January 3d. :Many of them were well-known
young men of the best Cuban families of the city, who, the
day before, were living peacefully at their homes. Early in
January the insurgents captured the town of Arroyo Naraujo,
near Havana, took all the clothing and food, and reduced it
to ashes, the Spani811ds fleeing to the capital.

As Weyler's position became more insecure at Madrid,
he became more reckless in fixing the character of reports.
\Vithout a word of truth Gomez was represented as desirous
to treat with him for peace, though Gomez at the very mo
ment was aggressively attacking Spanish forces in Santa Clara.
Pinar del Rio was again declared as pacified, and within a few
hours reports eame to Havana that the Spanish division under
Colonel Segura had been completely routed by Rivera, who
had drawn the Spanish colonel into a tight place in the hills,
and then charged with terrible effect; nearly three hundred
Spaniards were killed, and as many more wounded, while the
Cuban loss was small. This report, which turned out to be
trne, was suppressed by the censors, and the government circu
lated a report that Rivera had been killed. It was a desperate
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game, and could not be expected to last long, unless circum
stanccs altered for the better, but the Conscrvlltives in Havana
ostentatiously combined to express their confidence in the
Captain-General, and this had an effect of softening the criti
cisms for a time.

It was a noticeable fact that in all the highly-colored re
ports of Spanish victories no account was ever given of the
prisoners taken. The only mention was of insurgents killed.
It was notorious that the Spanish executed the insnrgcnts who
fell into their hands, in sharp contrast to the policy which the
Cubans had endeavored to carry out from the beginning of the
war. The same fate overtook the sick anu wounded when
taken in Cuban hospitals. The Spanish newspapers would say
thllt such an insurgent hospital WIlS destroyed after Iln en
gagement with the forces which defended it, and so many
were killed; nothing was said about the sick Ilnd wounded. In
fact, they made up the list of the killed. An attack on these
defenseless uJlfortunates was construed into a Spanish victory.
As might be imagined, these crimes only intensified the Cuban
llatred of the Spaniards, and confirmed them in the detennina
tion to fight it out to the bitter end - independence or death.
Yet 'Veyler was pretending to expect that these people would
soon lay down their anns.

At last he retired to his palace and remained ina(·tive for
. a time, reiterating- on every opportnnity that the islanu woulu

soon he pacified, and contenting himself with rcviling- the in
surg-ents as bandits, though they swanneu all about Havana,
and it was imp.ossihle to communicatE' with any place mor(' than
five miles from the city without firgt overcoming an insm:gent
force. To mect this unexpected activity, men and guns were
drawn from the famous tro('ha, and that d('fense WIlS again
open. Some rebels poured through to reinforce Rivera in
Pinar del Rio, where the insurgents maintained themselves
easily.

While Fondeviela was continuing his butcherics in Guana
baeoa, unrehuked by Weyler, though several Spani"h dele-
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gations had warned him, a very striking instance occurred,
illustrative of much that characterized the war between the
proud Spaniard and the Cuban" bandit." Operating in the
vicinity of Havana was a.. young insurgent commander of
good family, named Nestor Aranguren. He had taken the
field for Cuba Libre at the head of a hundred other young men
of equally high antecedents; inde€d, they were said to be all
university men, mostly graduat{ls of the University of Havana.
They were well equipped and of the bravest character, and
Aranguren had not only the spirit of a true soldier but a natural
genius for military affairs which had been at once recognized
by his superiors and his promotion had be€n rapid. He had
been kept in the province of Havana, where his influence and
that of his men was considerable. One night, within sight
of a Spanish fort, and almost at the gates of Havana, by a dar
ing stroke, he derailed a train and captured several Spanish·
officers under Fondeviela's command. 'Vhen the news rcached
Havana there was much mourning, for it was taken for granted
that the officers would be killed, and they were greatly sur
prised when they came to Havana safe and sound. Aranguren
had treated them with courtesy and given them a safe return
to their camps. Such was the example of self-restraint under
strong temptations which the alleged bandits furnished to the
proud Spaniard who went about the island slaying in cold blood
not simply the insurgents captured in battle, but sick and.
wounded men in hospitals and defenseless men and women
leading peaceful lives. Yet these Cubans were tile people
whose belligerency the government of the United States could
not rpcognize, their expeditions were chased by our war cutters,
and the leaders of the expeditions arrested and tried, while the
Spanish were buying in our ports whatever they could pay for,
and our government was even dickering diplomatically with
the Spanish government, which hoped thereby to preserve
something of its supremacy over those brave and oppressed
people.

It was not long after Aranguren's exploit that he nearly
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captured the Captain-General himself. Weyler had left Ha
vana with his strong body-guard and a force of troops for Ma
tanzas. On his return march in the last week in January he en
tered a village in the south of Havana province, ordered the
inhabitants to leave for a fortified place, and then burned the
town. He then proceeded to the town of Gopaste, which was
reached about nightfall, and guides were sent forward to reCOll
noitre. Anmguren had his forces concealed in the houses of
the town, and but for an accident he might have accomplished
one of the greatest feats of war. An accidental discharge of
a gun by one of the insurgents gave the Spaniards the alarm,
and, seeing that their plan had failed, the insurgents rushed
from their concealment and drove the Spanish forces back to
'Veyler's position, and several of his guard were wounded.

In January the command of the insurgents in Pinar del
Rio was assumed by Mayta Rodrigues, and Rivera crosscd the
trocha into Havana province, where the Cuban operations be
came more active than ever. At this time the Spanish gov
ernment announced that it was meditating reforms and was
placing before the autonomists a scheme which it was hoped
might take the vitality out of the insurrection. 'Weyle'!' en
deavored to secure an interview with Gomez for the alleged
purpose of offering peace on the basis of home rule. But Go-
mez had no faith in him and returned this message: _

" Tell General 'Yeyler that I do not consider him a man
of honor. IIe is too dc('p in the mud to raise himself to my·
level and confer with me."

While the reforms were stated to be acceptable to the auto
nomists' party, that organization had dwindled to an inconse
quential body, owing to the successes of the revolution and to
the atrocities of the Spaniards in the island.
r Unable to drive the Cubans out of Havana province with

his greatly superior army, 'Veyler resorted to the device which
he had tried in Pinar del Rio. Late in January he ordered the
destruction of all plantations and buildings in the province
which could be likely in any way to prove useful to the insur-
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gents. The Madrid Chamber of Commerce protested, but to
no avail. 'Weyler did not seem to recognize the fact that he
was doing exactly what the insurgents had been doing for two
years in order to deprive the Spaniards of revenue. lIe was
helping the insurgents carryon their campaign. Thus the
wholc island, exccpt ill the east, whcre the insurgents were in
full control, where they collected taxes and where some indus
tries were proceeding under their protection, was made a desert.
About Havana and Matanzas the Spaniards destroyed every
thing within their reach, and the insurgents did the same.
If the Cubans came to a patch of potatoes they took what they
wanted and destroyed the rest so that the Spaniards could not
have them. If the Spaniards arrived at the patch first, they
did the same thing. Weyler, as usual, regaled Madrid and
Havana with claims that the island was being speedily pacified.

I So matters went on week after week.
Early in February Weyler determined to push a large force

through to Santa Clara, in which locality Gomez was supposed
to be. He went through a country in which not a green thing
had been left growing. As Sheridan said of the valley of
Virginia, " a crow flying over the country would have to take
rations." The huts of the pacificos were pitched in the swamps
about the forts and starvation was beginning to stare them in
the face. 'When 'Veyler reached Santa Clara he was rcceived
with great ceremony. All the forces possible had been con
centrated there and the city and the outskirts fairly swarmed
with soldiers. To all appearances he was to strike a decisive
hlow. But his enemies, who had greatly increal;led in Spain,
said that he had gone into the field to prevent his being re
called, as it would be a public scandal to recall a gencral wben
at the front.

~Qme7., who had started westward at about the same time
:Maceo began his fatal journey eastward, soon after crossing the
trocha had an engagement with Spanish forces under General
I,uque. The rc!mlt of the encounter was a defeat of the
Spaniards amI their retreat.
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Finding that the Spanish troops about him were greatly
superior in numbers to his own, Gomez deemed it wise to escort
the oivil government, which he had proposed to move nearer to,
Havana, back into Puerto Principe, and ha,;ng ~ccomplished

this he recrossed the trocha without the loss of a man and again
took his place in the hills to the east of Santa Clara. The plan'
of his campaign was to move westward slowly, augmenting his
force with the various brigades scattered along t!.lEi route, and
also by the army of General Garcia from the east. Meanwhile
he detached two divisions, which made their way westward, and
were soon operating in Weyler's rear.

.~neral Calixto Qarcia, who arrived in the island some
what later than the other Cuban leaders, was one of the bcst
known fighrers for Cuban freedom. He had fought with
great ardor during the Ten-Years War, and shortly afterwards,
when he found that Spain did not intend to keep her promises
made at Zanjon, he took up arms again."- But his small for('e
was surrounded by the vigilant Spaniards, and, rather than he
captured, he deliberately shot himself. The bullet passed
from his chin through his tongue and came out betweC'n his
eyebrows, and to this day the opening remains from the roof of
his mouth to his forehead. He always keeps a bit of cotton in
the hole in his forehead, a peculiarity which can be distin
guished in his photographs. J

Having been captured-when thus wounded, he finally es
caped from prison and wandered ahout the world till the new
war began. Then he remained in the United States for a timf',
fitting out expeditions for Cuba. 'At last he arrived there and
took command of the army of the East.



CHAPTER xxm

THE MURDER OF DR. RlJIZ AND THE THREATENED RESIG
NATION OF CONSUL-GENERAL LEE- RELEASE OF SAN·
GUlLY -ON THE VERGE OF WAR-SPAIN ALARMED.

. .
Congre88 Stirred by Stories of the Death of Maceo - Opposition to Bellig

erency - Spanish People Arouscd -:. Trying to Soothe.Us - Secretary
Olney's Claims-Congress Amazed-Spain Seeks European Support
- •• Independence or Death" - Spain's Plan of Reform - Her Hand
Still Heavy on Cuba - The Murderous Fondeviela - Killing of Dr.
Ruiz - No Notice Given to Consul-General Lee - Lee Not Supported
at Washington in His Defense of American Citizens - Arrest of Scott
- Le,,'s Forceful Despatch - He Threatens to Depart - A Dramatic
Climax-Cuban Sympathizers Classed as Jingoes-Senator Sher·
man's Defensc-Its Significance-Demand for a Ship of-War for
llavana - Sudden Release of Sanguily - Spain Alarmed - Weyler's
Failures in the East -;- Capture of General Rivera - Activity of in
surgents

FOR Borne weeks prior to the reassembling of Congress in
December, 1896, it. was apparent that the people of the
United States would not permit the Cuban situation to

drag along indefinitely. In behalf of the Cubans, both parties
had inserted a strong plank in their platfonn, and the hopes of
the Cuban sympathizers, which had boon dashed by President
Cleveland's gentle diplomacy, eagerly awaited the coming ad
ministration of William McKinley. That our interference
would be tolerated, if, indeed, it were not welcomed by British
interests, was evident from editorials in leading English papers.
The chaotic condition of industry and commerce in Cuba could
not be longer endured with complacency, when there was no
evidence that the Spaniards could pacify the island, and when
Spanish atrocities seemed to warrant interlerence on the
grounds of humanity alone. Indignation meetings were held
all over the United States, and were often addressed by leading
and influential men. There was little interest in President
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Cleveland's message - his last annual state paper - except
in his references to Cuba. He reviewed the struggle and saw
no prospects of its early termination, and he suggested that if
Spain should offer to Cuba a full measure of home rule, Cuba
remaining subject to the Spanish sovereignty, such a. solution
might be satisfactory on both sides, and the United States
might well consent to give guarantees for the carryir:g out of
the arrangement. For the present he recommended our gov
ernment to pursue our usual course. But hardly had the mes
sage been printed when the people were aroused by the stories
of the fate of Maceo.

The Senate Committee on }'oreign Relations proceeded to
action at once, and, notwithstanding the fact that Secretary
Olney departed from custom and appeared before the com
mittee and advised against any action by. Congress, it unani
mously passed a joint resolution, introduced and championed
by Senator Cameron of Pennsylvania, acknowledging the in
dependence of the Republic of Cuba, and offering friendly
offices with government of Spain to bring the war to a close.

But it was evident that there were still too many forces
against such a policy to admit of its adoption. The conserva
tive men in the Senate considered it precipitate action. The
friends of the incoming administration were not disposed to
have the issue crooted until the new administration could act
in the premises in its own way, and besides, it is difficult for our
government to accomplish anything during that period be
tween the election of a new President and his inauguration. It
was evident, however, that the time was drawing near when
something would be done, and but for the fact that a new ad
ministration was about to take up the responsibilities of office,
Congress would have done its best to force the Executive to
take action, poorly as we were prepared for war.

The Spanish people were again greatly aroused by the ac
tion of the committee. Popular feeling was evidently in favor
of boldly defying the Uniteq States and of notifying this gov
ernment that Cuba would be retained if it took Spain's last dol-
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lar and her last man to uphold her sovereignty. The resolu
tion, by the way, was more moderate than that which Spain had
hastened to put into execution in favor of the South before
actual hostilities had been begun in 1860. But the govern
ment of Spain, in spite of the clamors of the people, maintained
a dignified attitude, relying on the influence of President
Cleveland to oppose interference for the time, and again made
it known that it would soon, or as soon as the condition of the
island permitted, institute a system of autonomy similar to that
in Puerto Rico and would liberalize the commercial regula
tions. Spanish statesmen considered always that the mere an
nouncement of reform purposes would effectually soothe the
feelings of American people. But so high ran the feeling
in the United States that Secretary Olney deemed it expedi
ent to make a public statement of his reasons for opposing the
Senate resolution, and he further aroused Congress by the
claim that the resolution amounted to nothing but a statement
of opinion by the eminent gentlemen of the committee and that
" the power to recognize the so-called Republic of Cuba as an
independent state rests exclusively with the executive. A res
olution on the subject by the Senate or by the House, by both
bodies or by one, whether concurrent or joint, is inoperative
as legislation and is importmlt only as advice of great weight
voluntarily tendered to the executive regarding the manner in
which he shall exercise his constitutional functions." Con
gress was amazed. Good constitutional lawyers held that if
such a rC'solution should bc passed over the President's veto
and he refused to execute it he would be liable to impeachment.
It was recalled that just sixty years before President Jackson
had in a message to Congress referred to it the question of the
recognition of the Republic of Texas.

On December 21st the Senate Committee on Foreign Re
lations made a long report citing for the right of intervention
a long line of European precedents, and showing that Europe
has invariably asserted and practiced the right to interfere,
separately and collectively, amicably and forcibl,y, when ques-
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tiona of independence were involved. The situation in Cuba
and the duty of the United States as the committee saw it
were stated, and it was claimed that there could be no rational
interference except on the basis of independence. Congress
then adjourned over for the holidays.

Meanwhile, Spanish policy was directed towards securing
support from other European powers. She labored desper
ately to show the powers that her troubles with this country
were also theirs, and it was evident she expected aid in defy
ing " the Yankee." The attitude of France and Austria ap
peared to be favorable; they sympathized with Spain but were
non-committal. The Vatican was of course distinctly favor
able to Spain's cause. England offered little encouragement.
President Cisneros of the Cuban Republic allowed it to be dis
tinctly understood that it would treat with Spain only on the
basis of the absolute independence of Cuba, and the Spanish
journals announced that, while the death of Maceo implied the
:;tupefaction of the insurgents, only the destruction of a large
insurgent force or the complete pacification of a province could
be sufficient for the establishment of the contemplated reforms.
They looked to see General Weyler follow up the advantage
which accident had thrown in his hands, but as the days
elapsed, and the fruitlessness of Weyler's campaigns became .
apparent, they gave way to a spirit of criticism of the man who
was so continually boasting of what he would do but never
did it.

Some support was given those opposing the passage of the
Cameron resolution by the intimations from Madrid that
Spain was preparing to accept the offer of the administration,
tendered sometime before, for friendly mediation i~ guarantee
ing to the insurgents the efficiency of the proposed reforms,
but these intimations ev:idently had no other purpose than
to prevent, if poesible, the passage of the resolution. To off
set this, the delegate of the Cuban Republic at Washington,
Gonzalo de Quesada, issued '8 lon~ statement on January 3d,
1897, reiterating the position of the insurgents. There were

21
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three parties to be considered, he said, Spain, the United States,
and the Cubans. As to Spain, neither the genius of her insti
tutions nor the character of her people would allow her to de
part from her ancient system of colonization; indeed, Canovas
had recently stated that while Spain would grant more liberal
measures than had before been contemplated she would not
under any circumstances grant autonomy after the fashion of
Canada. The reason for this was plain, for under such a sys
tem there could be no more exploitation for Spanish monopo
lies nor use of the island to pay Spanish debts. As to the
United States, it could not be expected that that government
would accept the eternal role of a policeman to see that His
Spanish Majesty fulfilled his contract. He justly declared
that the idea that a free and happy people should become the
sponsers for the continued monarchial domination of Cuba
could find no sympathy. (( As for Cubans," said Quesada,
(( they know well enough that when Spain is willing to give
them genuine autonomy, it is because Cuba is lost and she de
sires by Borne trick or pressure to make the Cubans pay the
enormO'is Spanish debt. To all projects the Cubans will re
spond, now and always, with their motto: 'Independence or
Death.' "

As soon as Congress reassembled after the holidays it ap
peared that. there was little chance of the passage of the Cam
eron resolutions, which were succe88fully side-tracked. The
Cuban sympathizers contented themselves with debate on the
case of Sanguily, favoring a request from the President for
his instant release. As the Cortes was not in session it was
evident that no reform, even if one were actually intended,
could be legitimately carried out in Cuba for the present, but
it was announced from Madrid in January that the cabinet,
after consultation with the Queen, and manifestly with tht>
purpose of preventing serious action by the United States by
the coming administration, would probably pardon Sangl1ily
and at once decree liberal reforms, tmsting that the Cort<,s
upon assembling would grant a bill of indemnity. Bnt as the

I
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last days of th~ administration approached it was apparent that
Spain had only contempt for President Cleveland's policy of
friendly mediation, had never seriously considered it, was pro
posing reforms only for effect upon the coming administra
tion, that the Cubans would t1I.ke no notice of it, and that the
people of the United State! rejected such a policy with scorn
and were simply waiting for McKinley. This attitude was
reflected in Congress and nothing was attempted with the reso
lutions of recognition. Fearing that the coining administra
tion might not be so easily trifled with, the Spanish journals,
which, in treating of the United States, had long been insolent,
pretentious, and bombastic, became for the time very ~on

ciliatory.
The plan of reform which Spain proposed left her hand

still heavy upon Cuba. It pretended to make the council
of administration a more representative body, but as the
electoral system was not materially changed, this meant noth
ing, and, of course, the Cubans knew it. Spain hoped that
the Cuban sympat1Vzers in the United States would not know
it, and would, therefore, become less active in the cause of
belligerency. The Cortes was still to have a veto power, and
while it was provided that the Cuban council might have the
right to make up a budget, it could be decreed from Madrid if
not satisfactory. The tariff laws were only partially modified
and Spanish products were to be favored by a large discriminat
ing duty.

While Weyler was upon his earlier mission, news came
of the landing of a large expedition of guns and men under
Roloff, the minister of the war, in the eastern part of the
island, the reinforcements at once joining Garcia's command.
On the other hand, General Rivera, who succeeded Maceo in
the w~t, was severely wounded in an engagement with a
superior Spanish force under General Yelasco, captured and
taken to San Cristobal. I,ike :Maceo, Rivera had left his forces,
and, for some reason, was proceeding eastward with a ~uard of
only about a hundred men. As the Spaniards seldom moved
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at night, and as Rivera was surrounded at night, it was gener
ally believed that he was captured through treachery, and that
he would be shot. That was General "Weyler's purpose, but
:Madrid interfered. The government at Spain had been
brought to see that she could not demand the sympathy of
eivilized Europe by using the meth.ods which had so long made
her warfare in Cuba a disgrace. Another proof of Spain's (~on

(·iliatory attitude was the removal of the prohibition on the ex
portation of leaf tobaeco contracted for by American .firms
prior to the issue of an edict forbidding its shipment. Spain
even considered the issue of an amnesty decree similar to that
which had resulted in the surrender of many revolutionists in
the Philippines. The authorities in Cuba sent to Madrid a
fresh installment of reports of the pacification of the island, and
the government suggested that if the proposed amnesty was
favorably received a large portion of the troops would be with
drawn.

But the evidences of a more peaceful condition of thin~s

was only apparent. From a diplomatic p,oint of ,'iew, Spain
was simply endeavoring to draw the attention of the new ad
ministration away from the island.

While W eyler was in the field in Santa Clara, and at that
moment when it was expected that he would engage Gomez
and either fall or conquer, the murderous Fondeviela in his
bloody operations at Guanabacoa became so reckless as to make
American citizens his victims. Several Americans were
already under arrest and lodged in various prisons at points
held by the Spaniards, and the State Department had been
diplomatically busy in looking out for thrir interests. It was
difficult for General I.ee to obtain any satisfactory reasons why
these persons were arrested and thrown into vile prison holes,
and all protests and demands were met by that evasive shifting
policy which had always characterized Spain's dealings with
American intprests.

Among those arrested about the middle of February at
}'ondeviela's orders was Dr. Riohard Ruiz, a naturalized
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American citizen who had studied and practiced dentistry in
Philadelphia for many years before going to Cuba. He wall

charged with having assisred General Aranguren's band to
derail the train, when Spanish officers were captured and mag
nanimously released, as already related. The charge was of
the flimsiest character, as the doctor had the reputation among
all of attending strictly to business and of not meddling in any
way with revolutionary movements. He was thrown into
the Guanabacoa jail, no communication with him being al
lowed, and on the afternoon of February 17th he was found
dead in a cell, there being little doubt that he had been beaten
to death by the jailers at Fondeviela's orders. The Spanish
authorities, as usual, had failed to give our consul any official
notice of the arrcet, and Consul-General Lee "heard of it only
unofficially. lIe was fully aroused.

It would appear that General Lee had experienced some
difficulty in having his efforts in behalf of arreilted American
citizens satisfactorily supported at \Vashington, where the ad
ministration was apparently clinging to a hope that something
might result from Spain's abundant promises, which Mr.
Olnf'y was slow to learn how to discount. Spain had given a
!lemi-ofticial assurance that Sanguily would be released, but the
release did not come and, meanwhile, other American citizens
were pining away in jail, and others were being arrested and
disposed of in utter disregard of their rights as American citi
7.ens. It was stated in the papers that General Lec had kept
the wires busy informing the State Department as to the death
of Ruiz, ami the arrest of other Americans, but had received no
reply. Ten days hf'fore he had sent a dcspateh, saying that
Charles Scott, an American citizen, had been an-ested at RegIa,
charges unknown, as usual. Scott had heen eleven days in
communicado, and it was reported to the consul that he had
been several times under severe torture.

It was reported in the newspapers that Lee had made a
demand for warships for a protection. had bef'n rf'fnsed, and
had sent in his resignation. The ff'elings of the people werp.
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greatly aroused; Congress beoame more bitter against the ad
ministration, and immediately called for the correspondence
and reports of the consul-general at Havana relating to all
American citizens in prison, whose cases had not been before
reported on. It was not submitted till three days before the
Cleveland administration went out of office. From this report
it appears that General Lee sent the following telegram to the
State Department on February 20th:

"Charles Scott, a citizen of the United States. arrested RegIa; no
charge given.· Been without communication, jail, Havana, two hundred
and sixty-four hours. Cannot stand another Ruiz murder and have de
manded his release. How many war vessels Key West or within reach
and will they be ordered here at once if neceasary to sustain demand?"

Whatever the reply to this telegram, the State Department
did not submit it to the Senate committee, not being compatible
with public interests. Its nature may be judged from Gen.
Lee's next despatch to Olney, which appears in the document:

•
"HAVA1i1A, February 23, 1897.

.. Situation simple; experience at Guanabacoa made it my duty to
demand, before too late, that another American who had been incommu
nicado two hundred and sixty-four hours, be released from said incommu
nicado, and did so in courteous terms. If you support it, and Scott is so
released, the trouble will terminate. If you do not, I must depart. All
others arrested with Scott have been put in communication. Why should
only American in lot not be? He had been incommunicado now three
hundred and thirty-eight hours. LEE."

That day the Spanish authorities complied with Lee's de
mand, as is seen from the following dispatch:

"HAvAN.-\, February as, 1897.
.. Scott released from incommunicado to·day, on demand, after four

teen days' solitary confinement in cell five feet by eleven; damp; water
on bottom eel!. Not allowed anything to sleep on, or chair; discharges
of the body removed once in five days. Was charged with having Cuban
postage stamps in house. Scott says went always twelve hours without
water, once two days. He is employe American Gas Company.

LEE."

Rathpr graphic, if concise, were these two dispatches of
a single day, but they serve to illustrate the treatment re-
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ceived by Americans in Spanish hands on more than one oc
casion, indeed, almost continually during the war. In
Santiago those alleging American citizenship were arrested
early in the war, and their fate remained a mystery. There
were known to be at this time about forty Americans in Span
ish prisons in Cuba, against whom charges had long been pend
ing and never tried, or against whom no charges whatever had
been preferred.

From the day of the arrest of Dr. Ruiz to the day of his
death the Spanish authorities, though having his papers in their
possession, never took the trouble to inform General Lee that
he had been arrested, and he was only kept informed of the
course of events from unofficial sources. This alone consti
tuted a grave breach of international law. Yet, the case of
Ruiz was one of daily occurrence in Cuba then, with this dif
ference that the victim was usually a Cuban. It was the cus
tom of Spanish officials to torture and, perhaps, murder their
defenseless prisoners in their attempts to wring from them a
desired confession incriminating them, as well as others, in
some imaginary offense.

In investigating the case of Ruiz, Consul-General Lee de
~anded that the body be turned over to him, and that an au
topsy be performed by two physicians, one an American, to be
designated by himself. The acting Captain-General in Wey
ler's absence, Ahumada, saw that Lee was aroused and com
plied. The consul and physician proceeded to Guanahacoa,
where Fondeviela tried to delay them, but they insisted and
went to the jail to find that the body had been placed in a cart
and was about to be taken away. A little delay would have
prevented an investigation, which showed that Ruiz had met a
horrible death, in a cell which would in a short time have
proved the death of any man; that he had been arrested on a
trumped-up charge, and that he had been kept incommunicado,
like !'o many others, though, under our treaty with Spain, no
American citizen ('ould be held in close confinement for more
than seventy-two hours.
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For months General Lee had placed overwhelming proofs
before the State Department that not a single provision of the
treaty rights secured to us by Cushing and Pinckney was being
observed by the Spanish authorities in Cuba, but Lee's friends
claimed that his representations had not only been kept from
the public, but had drawn no reply from the executive depart
ment. Lee had submitted in silence to a position so little to
his liking and probably would have done so till the end of the
administration, which was so near, but for the murder of Ruiz,
of whose imprisonment he had notified the State Department
and of whose fate he had warned it. He had taken the same
course in the case of Scott, whose wife went to Lee in tears and
said that he was being tortured, and, she Jeared, killed, though
arrested only because he had a Cuban stamp in his large stamp
collection.

The threatened resignation of Lee, unless upheld in his ef
forts to protect American citizens, precipitated a dramatic
climax to the administration's conciliatory Cuban policy, and
stirred Congress, with but a few hours longer to exist, into one
of its most heated debates of Cuban affairs. The circumstances
under which the Cameron resolution for the recognition of
the Cubans was set aside have been already explained, and
everyone had accepted as a fact that the delicate problems in
volved would be left to the new administration with our
Spanish relations still cordial, when Lee's practical request for
war ships came like a bombshell in a quiet camp. Seoretary
Olney, after the failure of the Spaniards to put into execution
a scheme of autonomy in which the President had put his faith,
had evidently endeavored to ward off an open rupture with
Spain at any cost, while the Spaniards of Cuba, thinking, ap
parently, that Americans could be attacked with impunity,
began to vent their natural hatred. Congress had nourished
a feeling of contempt for our diplomatic forbearance with
Spain, but, like others, had given up attempts at action. The
conSf'rvative element which fcared war and the burdens it
might involve even with a power so weak as Spain, had found
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it easy to avoid sympathy for a few American citizens, most of
whom were of Cuban birth, and the conservative press im
mediately branded anyone who demanded that the government
should compel Spain to live up to its treaty obligations as a
" jingo."

But when the Ruiz incident and Lee's position became
known, strong resolutions for insisting upon the protection of
American citizens were introduced in the Senate and passed
without division, and a resolution demanding the immediate re
lease of Sanguily was also passed after a strong argument hy
Senator Sherman, who, in four days, was to take Olney's place
at the head of the State department. "I trust the time will
never come," he said, "when an American citizen can he
wronged or persecuted by any power, great or small. That is
the way I feel now. I am in favor of protecting this American
citizen, though he is a naturalized citizen. I am opposed to
wrong and tyranny and violence wherever it is exercised, and
when it is exercised against an American I will stand up for
him even if I am alone." Conservative senators endeavored
to check the course of debate by stating that Spain was simply
waiting for Sanguily's counsel to withdraw his appeal so as to
pardon him. But it was held on the othcr side that Spanish
history gave no assurance that such a promise would be ful
filled, if Sanguily forfeited his legal rights by such a with
drawal. "If I had my way," exclaimed Senator Frye of
Maine, " a ship of war would start forthwith for Havana."

Spain was alarmed. At noon the next day a telegram
reached Havana from 'Ma<1rid for the immediate relrase of
Sanguily. In two hours he walked feehly out of a prison
where he had been kept, without a shadow of evidence to
jnstify it, for oYer two ypars. Spain saw' that it was no time to
"fool" with the Pnitpd States. If shp had not actpd speedily
the McTGnley administration would have lwglln with a war.
It is probahly also trlJe that had not the strainro relations'be
tween I.e(' and tlw State Department IpakPd Ol1t through
Havana, Sanguily wOllld have rpmaine<1 in jail. Secretary

_I
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Olney had made public nothing concerning the condition of
affairs, and the attention of Congress would not then have been
called to them but for the newspaper reports. By Sanguily's
release the tension at Washington relaxed, and the public mind
was absorbed by the inauguration of a new administration.

The Captain-G eneral was still at Santa Clara province en
deavoring to entrap Gomez, and it was reported that he was
highly indignant at the release of Sanguily, holding that treaty
rights ceased when martial law was proclaimed. On March
4th he was back again at Havana, and it was generally under
stood that his campaign had been a complete failure. He had
led a vast army into Santa Clara, burning the cane fields on the
way, and Gomez had sent his forces around him to unite with
the insurgents in his rear. In this situation, \Veyler returned
to Havana by boat from Caibarien. Spain, however, main
tained her conciliatory policy, releasing in a few days a few
more prisoners, one of them a war correspondent for aNew
York paper who had been held for several weeks. The crisis
s('emed to be over, and the new administration was largely oc
cupied with domestic affairs, having given to General Lee the
assurance that his efforts to protect the rights of American
citizens would be thoroughly supported. Spain even went so
far as to remove Fondeviela from command at Guanabacoa.
His record for cruelty was worse than that of any Spanish
officer in Cuba, but he was quickly made chief of police in
Havana. In the latter part of March \Veyler again went to
the front in Santa Clara, and it was evident that he must stand
or fall upon his accomplishments there, for the rainy season
was approaching, when the pacification of the island would be
impossible.

Rut, meanwhile, there was renewed activity all over the
island among the insur~ents. Their lack of Ilrms and ammuni
tion was partly supplied by several new expeditions. which
escaped the authoritips, and General 'Veyler's campai~n in the
east a~ain proved a complete failure from a military point of
view. As a matter of fact, he did not at any time go anywhere
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near Gomez or Garcia, but skirted along the coast in a small
steamer, . touching at various fortified towns, making some
changes in the civil administration. Not the slightest ground
existed for the persistent reports that the Cubans were ready to
negotiate; there was not a single day upon which fights were
not taking place in all of the six provinces. Correspondents
of the London papers who visited Gomez's camp said that
the insurgents w.ere never in better shape to fight than at this
time.



CHAPTER XXIV

THE CONDITION OF CUBA IN 1897 - HELPLESS WOMEN AND
CHILDREN-AWFUL SCE~ES OF SUFFERIN:G AND WOE
MISERY OF THE RECONCENTRADOS-FACING STARVA
TION AND DEATH.

Attitude of the McKinley Administration - Another Decree of Autonomy
- On the Verge of l:ltarvation - Unparalleled l:lcenes of Suffering
Weyler's Reasons for Concentrating-A Death Warrant to Thou
Mnds of the Innocent and Helpless - Driven from Burning Homes
- Huddled in Swamps - A Plague Spot on Earth - A Spanish Ac
count of Misery - Horrors at Gllines - Coffins Used Again and Again
-Testimony of a Catholic llother Superior-The Living and the
Dead Together - Dying Little Orphans - Scenes at the Very Gates
of Havana - Heaped Pell-mell Like Animals - The Dead in the
Embrace of the Dying - Terrible Conditions In Pinar Del Rio
15,000 Dying Children-Extermination the Heal Object-The llassa
cres of Pncificos - The Dead Carts on Their Rounds - Shoveling the
Victims into the Sand - A Guerrilla Triumph - A Mangled lSody
Strapped to a llule -Incredulity in the United States.

FROM the first, the McKinley administration in courteou~

and diplomatic language gave.8pain to understand that
neith('r the people nor th,e government of the U ni.ted

States could regard with complacency an indefinite continua
tion of the existing condition of things in Cuba, and, as before,
the friendly s('rvi('('s of the United Stat('s were placed at the
disposal of Spain in any way that might conduce to peace in
the island and tlle institution of genuine reforms. But the
two nations rC'gard('d Cuba from utterly irr('('oncilahle stand
points. To Spain the only imaginahle condition conducive to
peace was a continuation of SpaniRh sov('r{'lignty, which, how
ever mu('h ven('('r('d with reforms, woul<1 nevertheless in
reality h(' a Rufficient sovereignty to permit the continu('<1 ex
ploi.tation of the iRland. To the Unitpd Statps thpre appeared
no pORRiblc conditlion conducive to ppare hut a grant of the
hroadPRt type of 110mp rule or oomplrte indppendenre to the
Cuhans. From the Cuban s~andpoint, ahsolut(' inoependenpe
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was the only solution, but there was a lingering belief in our
government that if a genuine autonomy were granted the
Cubans would feel it to their advantage to drop their arms.

Spain's ministry recognized in the attitude of the new ad
ministration a determination not to be so easily trifled with as
before, and it therefore proceeded to release more American
prisoncr8, and to make in its diplomacy as \v.ell as in the public
prints great pretentions concerning a new scheme of autonomy
which it was proposed to introduce, but in which lurked the in
sincerity characterizing all the plans of reform which Spain
had from time to time been" meditating" for forty years.
The Queen Regent signed the decree for these refonns on
April 29th, and one of the humors of the act was that it was
done upon the assuran~e of General "\Veyler that the four
western provinces were at last completely pacified. That the
reforms were intended to hoodwink the Unit.ed States was
evident froUl many circumstances, and the Havana paper8
quietly smiled at the cry of " \Veyler and Reform."

The administration was not deceived by \Veyler's assur
ances, and while hoping for the best from the alleged reforms,
it proposed to examine into Cuba itself. President :McKinley
had at first intended to send Judge Day of Canton, Ohio, a
man with whom he was thoroughly acquainted and in whose
ability and integrity he had complete confidence, as a special
commissioner, but he was made assistant Secretary of State,
and William J. Calhoun of Illinois was appointed instead.
Spain manifested some dislike to such a step on the ground
that it appeared to be an interference with Cuban affairs which
was not warranted, but the mission was consented to on the
diplomatic understanding that :Mr. Calhoun was to go for the
purpose of acting with General Lee in an im~estigation of the
Ruiz case.

lfeanwhile, the enormous expenses of \Veyler's manage
ment of affairs had produced something like a financial crisis
at Havana. The debt had risen to $425,000,000, and the rev
enue the Spanish could collect in the first two years of the war
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amounted to only $25,000,000. In the fall of 1896 Weyler
had caused to be issued notes payable at the face value in silver
to the extent of $24,000,000, replacing the gold notes which
had to be withdrawn because they would not circulate. These
silver notes steadily depreciated. Weyler decreed that they
were legal tender at their face value in all transactions, but
the government which paid all its obligations in them seemed
unwilling to itself accept them in payment. In Maya crisis
was reached; a run on the bank occurred and Weyler, who had
gone to Santa Clara for a third time, was hastily summoned to
Havana. A Spanish five-dollar gold piece was worth $11.70
in the paper currency, and not only the business interests but
the people were becoming restless. Famine was rapidly
spreading in the capital itself. The Spanish officials, who
were the only gainers under this regime, industriously circu
lated among the masses of the people a report that the United
States were responsible for the situation by allowing arms and
ammunition to be sent to the insurgents, and the condition of
the finances caused a new class in the United States to beg Con-

- gress to intervene;' over 700 of the bankers and merchants
of New York and other commercial centers, whose trade was
severely affected, representing, as their petition said, over
$100,000,000 worth of capital invested in the island, urged
that Congress should take stepe at once, outside of senti
mental grounds, to make this investment safe. Rut the ad
ministration wisely showed its immediate concern over help
less Americans in Cuba who were on the verge of starvation.

It will now be necessary to examine, briefly a feature of
General 'Veyler's methods in Cuba to which full justice could
hardly be done in a whole volume - his war on the pacificos.
There is no parallel for it in history. If a true and adequate
history of it is ever written, it will be the largest and darkest
picture of man's inhumanity ever drawn. Nothing in real
life has quite so closely approached the tortures of the damned
in the poetic dreams of Dante as the punishment deliberately
imposed upon the innocent and the helpless, old men and old
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women, mothers with babes in their arms, Cuban maidens and
Cuban boys. And the remarkable thing- about it is that it
was taking place at the end of the nineteenth century within a
hundred miles of the shores of the United States while many
of its citizens were crying" Peace!" "Be still!" "It is
none of our business!" " Do not interfere!" " That would
lead to war and it would cost lots of money! "

In October, 1896, while Weyler, who had shown no mili
tary talents in the field, was vainly throwing his forces into
Pinar del Rio, he conceived the idea that the quickest way to
pacify the insurgents was to make war against the peaceful
Cubans. Seeing that the movements of his columns were aI-
ways made known to the Cuban leaders, thus giving them
the opportunity of maki~g ambushes, disastrous to Spanish
columns, he thought that if the pacificos were driven from
the country to the fortified towns, their houses and crops
destroyed and their property confiscated, they could no longer
aid the insurgents with information, shelter, or food. Hav
ing obtained permission from Madrid, therefore, he issued
adecree on October 21st that all the inhabitants of the coun
try districts or those who resided outside the lines of fortifica
tions of the towns should within eight days enter the towns,
and any individual found outside the lines in the country
at the expiration of that period should be considered a
rebel and should be " dealt with as such" - which in guer
rilla Spanish meant that they should be shot or hacked to
death with machetes. The decree further stated that the
transport of food from one place to another without the per
mission of the military authorities at the place of departure
was absolutely forbidden. "Those who infringe upon this
order will be tried and punished as aiders and abettors of the
rebellion," that is, shot. The owners of cattle were ordered
to drive their herds to the towns. The last section of the de
cree related to those combatants who should surrender them
selves, and was of little importance because none surrendered.

Most of these men and women were of the guajiro class,
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respectable, hard-working farmers on a small scale. On three
or four acres of land they raised all the necessities of their
simple lives, and even the luxuries, including coffee and to
bacco. But they were naturally improvident in a land which
was ever productive, and thus they had few resources to fall
back upon in such unfortunate circumstances as Weyler's order
suddenly forced upon them.

... ,,-- This death warrant of hundreds of thousands of innocent
people, particularly women and children, was sent to the gov
ernors of the western provinces - it could not, of COUnle, be
carried out in the two eastern provinces which the Cubans con
trolled - and the governors made it known to the leaders of
the Spanish guerrillas, who were intrusted with the task of in
forming the country people that they must leave their home
steads and belongings and remove to the appointed places of
concentration. As these guerrillas, composed exclusively of
Spanish jail-birds, were notorious for their inhumanity and
outrages upon defenseless eubans, brutality being a part of
their trad(', it may be imagined how the order was carried out.
The people were not allowed to take away with them any prop
erty but what they could carry on their backs, and, as they
filed away to the stations where they were destined to die of
starvation and epidemic diseases, they saw their homes go up
in smoke, their crops burned down, and their cattle and oxen
confiscated to feed the hated Spanish troops who could not con
quer Cuba. Wherever the peasants resist{)d they were driven

I in at the point of guns and often shot down to avoid further
trouble.

This order showed the absolute incompetency of 'Veyler
as a general as well as his inhumanity, for the able-bodied men
of each family who had remained neutral, if not loyal, so long
"as they were permitted to live on their few acres, at once joined
the insurgent ranks when ordered to concentrate, and thus it
was almost entirely the old, the infirm, the women and the
ehildren who were driven into the towns. The order failed
also to embarrass the insurgents by the destruction of the
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plantations, for they were accustomed to finding their living
in the woods, and they always regarded such destruction as an
injury mainly to the Spanish. As a war measure, therefore,
it ·was successful only as a boomerang.

The helpless people were allotted ground near the towns,
almost invariably in low-lying, swampy, and malarious places.
The Spanish residents would not be burdened with them and
generally cared not how soon they died. They were concen
trated in greatest numbers where the- accommodation~ were
least adequate, as if extermination were the main object.
There was nothing for them to do and there was less and less
for them to eat, and finally they stretched out upon the damp
ground, gazing· vacantly before them as the weary days
dragged by. Mothers lay listless with dead babes in their
arms. The quick and the dead lay side by side till the latter
were taken and thrown into the dead carts, and carried off
into the country where lay the half-buried bodies of hun
dreds of victims of this system of warfare. The huts of
these people were jammed together in rows with but a few
inches of space between, and the ground was covered with
filth. Diseases of malignant types claimed their victims every
where and every day. There was no medical attendance; it
was fortunate if there were half rations. In the different
stations of concentration there were estimated to be over
400,000 of these helpless people, and by the summer of 1897
the death rate had become terrible. The beautiful island was
a plague spot upon earth.

By the first of May, or when the rainy season was nearly
due, the full horrors of this policy begap to manifest them
selves. The Spaniards themselves no longer overlooked the
fact, and even the censor allowed statements as to the con
dition of things to appear in some of the Havana papers. .It
may be taken for granted that the following from the La
Lucha of Havana is considerably underdrawn:

.. At a meeting held by the Health Junta In GOines, April 8d, it was
decided to appoint a special committee to Invt'stigate the real sanitary con

22
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ditions of the population in that town. The report made by that commit
tee shows conditions which are simply awful. The first house they en
tered in Luisa Delca street, they found twelve pllrsons ill with small-pox,
lacking not only medical assistance, but also food. There were a father
and his two sons who were actually starving. They were three livin~

skeletons.
.. Almost everywhere else they went they met with similar sights.

At the reservoir for the water supply, they were shocked to see it full of
filtb more than a foot deep. From the reservoir they went to tbe hos
pital, wbere tbere were only forty-tbree beds and forty.eight patients.'
There ~ere two in each of three beds, and three in another bed. One of
them in this bed had been dead for four and a half hours and was lying
with the other two who were sti11living. There was only a single man ill
charge of all the sick, and one woman to do the washing. When they in
quired about the kitchen, they were surprised to find that there was none.

•• At the Plaza de la Villa, where there are two hundred buts of recon
centrados, in every hut there was one, two. or even five or six persons ill
with small-pox, and all of them in the most wretched condition. Every
where hunger, starvation, and illness reigned. In one house there was a
coffin against the. wall, and the woman of the house said that she had
already used it to bury three members of her family, victims of small-pox.
She had brought the coffin back home to use for the next one, and just
then there was on the bare floor another man who had died of small-pox,
awaiting his tUrD. She bought tbe coffin for fifty cents, knowing that it
had b"en used several times before."

While it is doubtful if any of the stories of suffering sent
to this country were exaggerations, we will give place in these
pages to such accounts only as have an assured basis of re
liability, and generally such as were transmitted to the
State Department by our authorized consuls and which were
not published in the newspapers of the day. These report8
covered only certain points and so can give but a partial idea
of the situation - they are but types of the whole.

From the abundanCle of such testimony the following ex
tract from a letter fl~om the Mother Superior of the Convent
of the Sacred Heart in Havana to an old pupil in this country
may be selected:

.. The war is continuing its work of destruction. Captain-General
Weyler's plan was to starve as many as he could and thus do awayen
tirely with the Cuban race. He has succeeded in killing thus hundreds
of thousands, without exaggeration. by the compulsory law of.concen
tration.
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.. Lately, some of our older pupils discovered a place called •Los I

Fosos,' which means' the ditches,' because it is a low and marshy place.
There over a thousand women, and children of both sexes, are living aban
doned, unknown, and starving. Many are perfectly naked; all are heaped
up peU meU! They have been there nearly two months. Of their num
ber, fifteen to twenty or thirty die daily.

.. At night there is no light, and In the morning the corpses and living
are found together.

.. Our children of Mary are perfect heroines, but only the older ones
can enter into this den where the Government has concentrated the coun
try people for the purpose of making them die from inanition. Their in
iquitous plan is a great success. After having passed weeks without food,
they are brought salt codfish or rice, and, in eating ravenously. they die.

.. Now, wll"Could fill books with the horrors of this place. Its history
will yet be written. Our children of }!ary, their husbands and friends,
and our good bishop with many of the clergy are hard at work trying to
alleviate this unheard-of misery. But it is almost impossible to aid so
many. The Cubans are very charitable and generous, notwithstanding
the poverty of everyone. They are wonderful. They have stripped
themselves of everything to cover the naked, for naked they are, and liv
ing together packed as are the animals in transportation cars. Just so !
Just so! Do you understand? Can you imagine worse? And the filth!
It cannot be told!

.. There are in this place over one hundred little children without
fathers or mothers. Nobody takes care of them, and some die daily. A
woman who had eleven children has lost seven of them in three months,
and she is now dying of inanition:'

These reconcentrados, it should be understood, were at the
very gates of the city of Havana. As General Lee said in
one of his communications, there were fewer here than in most
other places, and in'general their condition was better than
elsewhere. Yet their condition could hardly be exaggerated
by the use of any words which the English language can com
mand. In a report which was submitt{!d to General Lee by
one who visited these reconcentrados, and whom Lee vouchel;
for as" a man of integrity and character," one of the sights was
" 460 women and children thrown 011 the ground, heaped pell
mell as animals, some in a dying condition, others sick and
others dead, without the slightest cleanliness, nor the least help,
not even to give water to the thirsty, with neither religious or
social help, dying wherever chance laid them, and for this
limited number of reconcentrados the deaths averaged be-
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tween forty and fifty daily, giving relatively ten days of life
for each person. Among the deaths we 'witnessed there was
one impossible to forget," continued Lee's informant. "'Ve
found a young girl of eighteen seemingly lifeless on the
ground; on her right side was tho body of a young mother,
cold and rigid, but with her young child still alive clinging to
her dead breast; on her left hand side was ~lso the corpse of a
dead woman holding her son in a dead embrace; a little farther
on a poor ~ying woman having in her arms a daughter of four
teen, crazy with pain, who after five or si.x days also died in
spite of the care she received. In one corner a 1Joor woman
was dying, surrounded by her children, who contemplated her
in silence, without a lament or shedding a tear, they themselves
being real specters of hunger, emaciated in a horrible manner."
As the dead were taken away new victims were driven in, and,
says this informant for whom Lee vouches: " If any young
girl came in any way nice looking, she was infallibly con
demned to the most abominable of traffics." In time some
thing was done through the energy of private persons for the
help of these people, but it was estimated that the usual death
rate among them was about 77 per cent.

'Writing late in the year of 1897 to the State Department,
the vice-consul at Sagua la Grande said: "It is difficult, it
may be said almost impossible, to be ahle to describe the ex
tension and intensity of such suffering, of such iniquitous, un
jllst, and sinful imposition, to annihilate thousands of women
and children. If this Godless combination should be ac
curately represented it would seem an exaggeration induced
by stirred fellow feeling. ~0 history in the world, aneient or
modern, can be compared an instant to this frightful, dreadful
suffering. Perhaps civilization has not seen the like of it."

Shocked by the desperate distress he saw about him, the
consul offered to contribute through the mayor 3,000 loaves
of bread to feed the hungry, but the offer was refused, though
the mayor had said in public that a thOllsand lX'rsons Wf'rc
dying of hUIlf!'f'r ill the eity. The refusal, it was said, was due
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to a fear to recognize officially a state of affairs which would
cause criticisms ofWeyler's style of warfare.

Nowhere was the condition more terrible than in Pinal' del
Rio province, but that section was visited so little by anyone
except the Spanish that few adequate reports of the real state
exist. The. Spanish papers were always inclined to minimize
the suffering, sometimes to avoid the subject altogether. But
La Lucha declared that there were 40,000 reconcentrados in
the province, absolutely destitute, and" 15,000 of them were
children, mostly orphans." It would seem as if extermina
tion were the real purpose, for at the capital of the province
where support might have been.most easily obtained there were
comparatively few reconcentrados, while huddled about the
little places were as many as 4,000 destitute women and chil
dren. The taxpayers of these little centers having been ruined
by the war, the authorities could incur no expense, so the Span
i!'h papers said, for help. General Lee estimated that during
the year 200,000 of the rural population in the four western
provinces died from starvation and resultant causes, " and the
deaths of whole families almost simultaneously or within a few
days of each other, and of mothers praying for their children
to be relieved of their horrible sufferings by death, are not the
least of the many pitiable scenes which were ever present. In
the provinces of Puerto Principe and Santiago de Cuba, where
the order of concentration could not be enforced, the great
mass of the people are self-sustaining." "'-

Reports of the massacre of pacificos were of daily occur: .
renee and many of them were shown to be authentic. Late
in July, one was reported from Santi Spiritus peculiarly ap
palling in its details. The pacificos, who had been starving for
several days, crowded around the forts and asked in vain of
the commander to be allowed to seek food. A woman whose
four children were dying of hunger resolved to brave the angel'
of the soldiers to save her boys from misery. In the night she
slipped unnoticed between two sentinels and reachrd the
woods. On returning in the morning with vegetables, she was
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caught and recognized. At once the rumor was spread among
the soldiers that the pacificos had an understanding with the
insurgents and that the woman had gone out to inform them
of the Spanish defenses. \Vith a shout of "treason" the
troops began the slaughter, the helpless pacificos were mowed
down like sheep, and the commander reported the occurrence
to General Weyler as a victory of his troops over the insur
gents, who had many killed. Such news was, of course, re
ceived at :Madrid with demonstrations of delight.

The morning light broke with little good cheer to anyone
ill western Cuba, unless to the Spanish guerrillas and butchers.
The first rays of the sun fell upon a land, once glowing in all
the emerald brightness of exuberant tropical vegetation, now
resembling nothing so much as a great ash heap. \Vhere
once stood the humble dwellings of the pacificos, surrounded
hy their rich garden patches and waving fields, were now heaps
of ruins, the marks of fire, of death, and of desolation, and
hovering always in the sultry air were the greedy vultures.
Here and there were half-made graves from which protrudpd
the festering flesh, sometimes the ghastly countenances of the
victims of Spanish" military regulations."

Each town awoke each morning to face a fresh installment
of the dead. Out to the esplanada, in full sight of the town.
filed the usual morning procession, the band, playing a jaunty
air, the priests, the soldiers and their officers, and there were
shot in the back young boys who had been captured in various
ways and charged with the stereotyped crime of rehellion, and
found guilty after a court-martial in which the victims had
nothing to say. As a matter of fact, very few of these victims
were ever in the insurgent ranks; the great majority were sim
ply pea!:'ants who had not heeded the proclamation of recon
eentration, or who, starving, had attempted to escape through
the Rpanish lines to find a few roots, hut had fallen in with the
Spanish bushwhackers lying in wait day and night about the
roads and hyways ]f'ading from the town to the country dis
tricts. As a rule, those who were caught were shot down in
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cold blood in their tracks, and, potlSibly, covered with a sprink
ling of earth, while the case was reported as another Spanish
victory in a skirmish. Some, however, were brought to town
when captured and fiendishly tortured for a time in the hope
of securing from them useful information; then in the gray
dawn they were led out and shot.

As the sun rose higher over the desolate and bloody scene,
it shone upon the dead carts filing away. In the camp of the
starving pacificos the dead had been assorted from the living,
the harvest of another night, while those in whom the breath
of life feebly lingered lay listless, speechless, dazed by the very
enormity of their own suffering and of the suffering about
them.

From morning to night these dead carts were busy, jolting
out to the trenches and back. " The dead cart," says a reliable
correspondent who witnessed these scenes about Matanzas, " is
a great box on wheels, inside of which is another rongh box
which slides in and out like a coffin from a hearse. And in
deed it is a coffin - the communal coffin, as it were - in
which those who are shot down in San Severino as well as those
who die of smallpox in the pacifioo settlements, in which those
who die of yellow fever in the hospitals as well as those who
are found starved to death in the streets, are all laid and jostled
during the mad gallop to the cemetery, or rather to the trenches
adjoining the cemetery, where the dead are shoveled away out
of sight under a few inches of sand. The great communal
coffin holds four corpses' comfortably,' as the driver told me;
but very often he hag to pack five or six bodies into it - the
bodies of blacks and whites, children and men and women, all
together. When the trench is reached they are pulled out by
the legs and thrown without a coffin, and often without clothes,
into the trenches. From morning to night this cart is always
on its rounds and with two or three changee of horses; from
morning to night you can see it, always moving swiftly through
the streets of }fIItanzas, and always going in one dircC'tion;
from morning to night, through the cracks in the rough-hewn
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boards, there drips to the ground the blood of the martyrs who
were murdered in the morning on the yellow sand of the
esplanade by the blue waters of the bay.... The dead cart
is next driven up Cascoro Hill, and from here it never returns
empty, but always filled. On this hill there are living, or
rather dying, about 3,000 people. The number of corpses
carried away is about twenty-five or thirty daily. The
guajiros hate to give up their dead, although the deaths occur
principally from smallpox, and many are buried secretly at
night outside the cabin doors. And so the dead cart goes upon
its rounds where I have no longer the heart to follow. On
my way back to the hotel I fell in with the local guerrillas
marching in triumph through the principal streets of the city.
There were about eighty men, with brutal jail-bird coun
tenances, and indeed they were, as I afterwards learned, lib
erated conviots to a man. In the midst of them and the oc
casion of their triumphal bearing I saw the naked body of a
white man tied on the back of a mule, with stomaeh slit open
and nose cut off, and horribly mangled in the face and in other
unspeakable ways. As they lounged through the streets they
shouted to their friends that they had just had a sharp engage
ment with Betancourt's partida, which they say numbered
about 500 men, and that they had killed a score or more whom
the insurgents had carried off to rob them of their triumph, all
but this one. They marched on with their reeking trophy to
the headquarters of the civil guard. Here they untied the
body and threw it on the ground. Hundreds of soldiers and
Spanish civilians, too, now filed past, gloating over the sicken
ing spectacle, turning over with their feet the dead body and
<:losely scrutinizing it, as perhaps one might do on seeing u
g-reat tarpon or a moose. The cabo, or corporal, of the guer
rillas held forth the while in a loud voice how the battle had
been fought and what a charge he had made al machete, and
how he had brought do.wn two more men with his revolver.
One of the civil guards came out of the building while the tall
talk was going on,and,after examining the body, said: 'Hola,
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amigo, I imagine this sin verguenza (shameless fellow) must
have died of hunger before you out him up with the cold steel.
Just look at him a moment, will you l' And with this the
guard lifted up the corpse and disclosed the emaciated condi
tion of what was really nothing but a skeleton~ and none of the
Spanish soldiers there doubted but that the occasion of this
triumph was simply some poor fellow, crazed by the pangs of
hunger, who had attempted to slip out of the town during the
night, had" been shot down, and then carved" up with the
machete so as to make as gory an exhibit as possible."

These are but glimpses of the panorama of death which
it is distressing and revolting to follow. Of such was the
whole. It has never been exaggerated; it never will be.
Here fiction fell before reality. It was one of the unfortunate
facts of the situat.ion that the people of the United States did
not really believe the stories of misery, of suffering, of outrage
upon the island, partly doubtless because it seemed too ter
rible for the nineteenth century, and on American shores, and
partly because of the poor character for truth which had been
given some stories of military operations there. These stories
of the reconcentrados were considered by many as examples
of rather graphic writing by newspaper men, whereas these
plueky and gifted writers had actually encountered a subject
for which their capacity for exaggeration proved entirely in
adequate to the demands of reality. Many of us were more
ready to believe every harrowing tale of the slaughter of
people in far off Armenia by the murderous Turks. But
gradually the truth was brought home to those who would
listen by the reports of Americans of unquestioned veracity
who had gone to Cuba to satisfy themselves as to the real con
ditions. What they saw is graphically told by Senators Proc>
tor and Thurston in the introductory pages of this book, and
we may leave the picture with the little glimpse of it we have
given. The details of cold-bloode~ murder and enforced
starvation, executed as a part of the governmental business,
by a professed Christian people, are not pleasant.
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RELIEF OF STARVING AlIERICAN CITIZENS IN CUBA-FAIL
URE OF WEYLER'S CAMPAIGN -INCREASING MISERY ON
THE ISLAND-THE ASSASSINATION OF CANOVAS.

Suffering among American Residents in Cuba-The President Asks for
f60,OOO for Their Relief-Spain Watches Us Anxiously-The Mor
gan Resolution -Exciting Debate in the Senate - Its Effect in Spain
~Sagasta Rebe~-CanovasResigns-Given a New Lease of Life
Reasons for His Continuance and for Weyler's Longer Stay in Cuba
- Political Conditions - Don Carlos - Canovas between Two Fires
-Madrid Opinion-Weyler's Trip to Santiago-Gamez's New West-
ward Movement - Insurgent 8ucce88eB - Weyler Meets Gomez for
the First Time in Battle- Weyler's Defeat - Superior Tactics of
Gomez - Return of Commissioner Calhoun - Gen. Stewart L. Wood
ford Appointed Minister to Madrid - His Instructions - Notmng to
Humiliate Spain- A Season of Waiting- Death of Canovas- Party
Quarrels Cease- Weyler Driven Into Havana.

O
FFIOIAL information from our consuls in Ouba estab

. lished the fact in the spring of 1897 that a large
number of American citizens in Ouba were in a state

of destitution, suffering for want of food and medicine as a re
suIt of Weyler's order for concentrating the country people in
the towns. Early in May, Oonsul-General Lee reported that
from six to eight hundred Americans were without means of
support. The local authorities, even if kindly disposed, were
unable to relieve t~e needs of their own people. President
McKinley assured General Lee that provision would be made
to relieve the American citizens, and to that end on the 17th of
)1ay he sent a me2Sage to Congress recommending an appro
priation of $50,000 to be immediately available for use under
the direction of the Secretary of State; and it was desirable
that a part of the sum might be left for providing transporta
tion for such AmericaH citizens as dcsired to return to the
United States but had no means to do so.

(858)
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Public opinion in the United States was again strongly
aroused. At a large mass meeting held at Washington, pre
sided over by Senator Gallinger, strong pleas for intervention
and sharp criticisms of the mild policy of the previous admin
istration were made.

Spain watched these developments in the United States
very anxiously, and the conservative Spanish journals advised
the government to make no more concessions, and especially
to forbid us to interfere in Cuban affairs. But the govern
ment was awa.re. that such a policy would at once strengthen
the warlike feeling in this country, and so it was officially an
cording belligerent rights to the Cubans, which passed by a
doned on the King's birthday and that Spain would place no
obstacle in the way of relieving the American reconcentrados.

The message was followed by three days of long and ex
citing debate in the Senate over the Morgan resolution for ac
cording belligerent rights to the Cubans, which passed by a
vote of 41 to 14, most of the latter being Republicans who did
Dot wish to interfere with the policy of the administration,
which at that time was summed up in the words, " a peaceful
intervention to secure the independence of Cuba." This was
substantially the demand in the platform on which the Presi
dent had been elected, but he evidently did not propose to be
swerved from a judicious course, though he recognized that
the people were becoming impatient. Independence through
purchase was regarded as one of the possibilities, but in any
event it was seen that it must be independence. Spanish rule
over the island was recognized as no longer possible or desir
able. It was not unreasonable to suppose that some of the
support of the belligerency resolution had come from political
enemies who wished to force the administration into precipi
tate action, and the President did not propose to be forced.
In his position he was upheld by the House.

The effect of this new excitement in the United States
upon the Spanish ~overnment was pronounced. Sa~3!,ta, the
Liberal leader, had allowed Canovas to pursue his policy for a
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long time without criticism, though believing that the attempt
to uphold the Weyler regime was driving the United States
into warlike expressions. 'Vhen the action of the United
States Senate became known, Sagasta announced that the
truce whereby he had supported Canovas in his Cuban policy
was at an end. In a debate in the Cortes he said: " 'Ve
have 200,000 troops in Cuba, but we are not masters of the
territory trodden by our soldiers. Carlism is organizing itself
in the peninsula and menaces us with a new war, thanks t() the
immunity it enjoys. The picture could not be gloomier. 'Ve
have a war in Cuba and a war in the Philippines. We wish to
know what has become of the sixteen millions of the former
loan, as eight millions are still due the army. In Cuba no im
port~mt problem has been solved, and there has only been an
exaggeration of long-existing evils."

The feeling between the Liberals and Conservatives be
came very bitter. In a dispute in the lobby of the Cortes over
the ~forgan resolution between Comas, a I,iberal senator,
professor in the Madrid University, and the Duke of Tetuan,
~Iinister of Foreign Affairs, the latter boxed the S<'nator's
ears, and the excitement became so great that the sitting was
suspended. The Duke resigned his office, but the bittpr feel
ing continued, though a duel was averted. The Liberals
declared their intention of ab&enting themselves from the
Cortes till reparation was made. Canovas appealed to the
absentees, saJing that love of conntry in the presence of
grave international troubles should lead them to resume their
duties, but they obstinately remained absent, and on the 2d
of June Canovas tendered his resignation to the Queen. She
summoned General Campos to Madrid, and after a consulta
tion with the party leaders the Canovas ministry was given a
new lease of life. Faith still lingered in the reports of Weyler
as to the speedy pacification of Cuba; in fact he had held and
continued to hold this position of the greatest pecuniary profit
to himself largely by continually repeating what was not true
as to the condition of tIll' island. But there were other reasons
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of state more weighty. If the recall of 'Veyler had had no
other dangel' than the fall of the Canovas ministry the injury
might haye been repaired, though Canovas was a strong man
- perhaps the only man in Spain in whom the throne had com
plete confidence. But such a crisis might also have entailed an
admission of the cOndition of thll finanC€s and of the hopeless
ness of the war in Cuba, and the serious men in both parties
feared that with a popular knowledge of so many accumu
lated troubles the monarchy would disappear and the country
be devastated by another oivil war. For this reason Canovas
was given another lease of life, and 'Veyler remained to run
his bloody career a little longer.

An understanding of the political condition of Spain re
quires a study of Don Carlos. His shadow darkened the path
of the infant King. His sympathizers were continually de
nouncing the ministry for its Cuban policy and for its meek
ness towards the United States, and they were taking advan
tage of every fresh trouble to breed discord among the people.
Canovas was, therefore, between two fires. He feared to pro
voke the intervention of the United States lest it lead to a war
which would complete the ruin of Spanish resources and over
throw the monarchy; on the other hand, he feared that the re

call of Weyler and a mild policy towards tHe "ITnited States
would bring about a revolution at home and a general l'uin
through which Don Carlos would rise the master of the people.
lInch as the Liberals hated Cauovas and his ministry, they
saw that his fall might lead to their own destruction.

The Republican party in the kingdom was also active, if
not altogether united. Early in 1897 the organ of the Prog
l'essist Republican party, El Pais, said of Cuba: "Do thCBC
people revolt without a cause and sacrifice everything for the
mere sake of fighting 1 What have we done in favor of Cuba1
How have we governed the Philippine Islands? Let us con
fess it frankly. There is a feeling of prot('st at the bottom of
the terrible tragedy which now covers with blood the soil of
our colonies. There is also in it a great r.esponsibility for the
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men who have ruled Spain these twenty years and for the
monarchy which has not known how to promote the happiness
of the people. There is no longer any monarchical party fit
for governing. . . . Deprived of resources and weakened,
Spain cannot sustain a second Ten-Years War in Cuba.
Bankruptcy must soon come."

It was to reach this end that the Cuban revolutionary party
was campaigning. This was the purpose in the beginning,
to weaken Spain, to wear her out so that in despair and to save
herself she would drop Cuba and leave it to the Cubans. And
when Spain was really brought to the point of seeing that
Cuba could be of no further use to her, her pride and domestic
politics left her no other course but war with the United States.
" War," said the same journal, "is the only solution that will
prolong the days of the doomed monarchy. Woe to the
throne if it avert it. To fall in Cuba is to fall with all the
ignominy of Sedan; to fall in the United States is to fall with
all the glory of Waterloo."

At this juncture General 'Veyler made an ostentatious trip
to Santiago by water and there spoke grandiloquently, assuring
the Spaniards that he had come to finish the pacification of
the 'island. Moving the Spanish troops out of the city a short
distance, he captured a few Cubans, not insurgents, indeed, too
young to fight; sailed around to Manzanillo and then departed
for Havana, saying that the rainy season would prevent his
carrying the c~mpaign further then. He had done nothing,
and tried. to do nothing except to create the impression at
Madrid that he was oovering the whole island with his .pacifica
tion proceSB. At the very time he was making this trip the in
surgent forces were camping within sight of Havana, and
Gomez was issuing orders for another westward movement.
The rumor of this step was offset at Havana by suspiciously
circumstantial stories to the effect that 'Veyler had at last
hemmed Gomez in, that he must either fight or surrender, and
that Gomez had been severely wounded. 'Within twenty-four
hours the people of Havana were astounded to hear that a
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force of over 5,000 insurgents, having worked. their way from
the J ucaro trocha, was invading Matanzas. Weyler tele
graphed orders to hurry into Matanzas troops from Pinar del
Rio and Havana, thus leaving the former province, so recently
reported as pacified, at the mercy of the insurgents.• It was
for this very purpose that Gomez made the movement. While
Havana was waiting to hear of the capture of Gomez, 'Veyler
suddenly reappeared, having captured nothing, and with con
siderable flourish informed Spain that he was about to take
the field in person. The Spanish forces were concentrated on
the borders of Havana province and assumed anentirely de
fensive attitude. As usual, the invading force of the insur
gents was divided. To the north was Colonel Rojas with 800
men; to the south Colonel Edward Garcia with 680; in the cen
tral division were 1,700 men divided into bands of about 200
each. Further to the east Colonel Verona had 1,000 men.

The time had come when Havana could not be deceived by
",Veyler's reports, for by the first of August the rebel bands
had moved up and were making nightly raids upon the suburbs
of the city. Small garrisons were captured on all sides, and
trains were stopped. It was impossible for trains to proceed
out of Havana in any direction without being strongly guarded
by a detachment of troops in armored cars, which wcre freight
cars sheathed over with iron plates, slits bcing left through
which fire might be directed upon the attacking insurgents.
An engine was always sent on some distance ahead of each
train to guard against dynamite explosions, for in several ooses
trains had been blown up with great loss to the Spaniards.
When ",Veyler wished to go to Matanzas he was compelled to
take the boat. The inhabitants of the suburbs fled to the city,
where the people were undeceived and began to place the
blame upon Weyler, who up to this time had been upheld be
cause of his inhuman methods. But the news was not allowed
to go to Spain. " Nothin~ is happening except the raids of a
few bandits," were the usual advices from Havana, and Weyler
was so much chagrined at the letters sent to some of the New
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York and London papers that their correspondents were ex
pelled from the island.

It was ,quite evident that Madrid could not he deceived by
the claims of pacification. " \Ve have for BOme time purposely
refraineq," said El Imparcial, "from all comment and criti
cism concerning the Cuban question in order not to be prose
cuted and not to give rise to press scandals. 1£ we now break
silence it is to express our astonishment upon learning that
provinces have been declared pacified where fighting is an
every-day occurrence and where the rebellion's most famous
leaders continue at the head of their follow~rs."

General Garcia, operating in the province of Santiago de
Cuba with a well-equipped army, had driven the Spaniards
into the more important towns after several victorious engage
ments. In their effort to hold Bayamo the Spaniards had
several times undertaken to transport supplies from Man
zanillo, but each time the rebels had fallen upon them and cap
tured a large portion of the arms and provisions. Once they
had blown up a boat laden with men and supplies on the Cauto
River. It cost the Spaniards a large amount of moncy and
blood to keep a garrison at Bayamo, and it was of no impor
tance to them from a military standpoint, for the country was
filled with insurgents and the Spaniards did not venture to at
tack. Rut \Veyler knew that the fall of Rayamo would result
in the fall of the ministry and possibly in a Spanish uprising.

After passing around Weyler's troops and entering :Matan
zas, Gomez returned to Santa Clara, where \Veyler again en
deavored or pretended to surround him. The result was that
General \Veyler met General Gomez for the first time in a
pitclled battle. There is a cattle ranch at La Reforma, in
the eastern part of Santa Clara province, consisting of about
] 0,000 ac!"€s, and it was always a favorite camping-ground for
Gomez, as his son, who fell by Maceo's side, was born there.
At this time he camped on this ranch as usual.

It seems incredible that 1,500 men should st,and a~d fight
20,000, but the Spaniards always march in columns of 1,000
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men and one piece of artillery - one cannon. They came
into Reforma in twenty different directions. ·Weyler's trap
was apparently well laid, but Gomez, who was cognizant of it
for two weeks, simply waited. His tactics here were typical
of his tactics elsewhere. He sent a hundred men to fight one
column and fifty to fight another column; a hundred against
another, and seventy-five to meet still another, and so on. Ten
Cubans have often been known to hold a Spanish column of
1,000 men until General Gomez could get together pis im
pedimenta and get away - hold them at a oomplete standstill.
The Spaniards were always in deadly fear of an ambuscade,
and they would not run into it.

The Cubans on this occasion not only held the Spanish
columns in check but several times small divisions charged,
and on the last time 'Veyler's lcft flank was routed. His horse
was wounded three times, although he did not come to the
front. The battle wound up by Weyler's withdrawing- his
troops and Gomez came in and camped on the field. It was
reported in Havana as a Spanish victory. The Cuban loss
was twenty-six and the Spanish loss 185 and about 300
wounded. The Cuban wounded were always difficult to esti
mate because so many were wounded who paid no attention to
it. There is an authentic instance of a case where a :Mauser
bullet passed through a man and he was not aware of it for two
days. This bullet, which is of small caliber and covered with
nickel, has wonderful penetrating power, but all accounts
agree that it is not deadly unless it strikes a vital organ. In
this one respect, apparently, the use of the :Mauser rifle, the
Spaniards were humane to the Cubans; but in no other.

The net result of 'Veyler's Santa Clara campaigns, from
which such great results were expected, was thc complete de
Tastation of another province and a consequent reduction of
the food supply upon which the Spanish troopR were more de
pendent than the Cubans. In the country which the insur
gents commanded, which was at least four-fifths of the island,
and into which the Spanish troops did not venture except in a

2S
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large force, the Cubane found food on every bush and in every
root. They held hill-locked valleys where their cattle grazed
in safety and where they even planted quick crops like sweet
potatoes, which ripen five or six timcs a 'year in Cuba. Gomez
and his leaders availed themselves to the fullest extent of the
advantages afforded by the nature of the country, fought only
when they wanted to, and ehose favorable moments for attack
with rare discernment and judgment. Gomez showed himself
to be not only a man born to eOlllmand, but one skilled to a
high degree in military science so fllr as it could be applied to
the peculiar warfare in which the Cubans were engaged. His
masterly circular lIlovements by which he brought his forces
to "'eyler's rear when that general fancied he had the wily
Cuban hemmed in was but a single example of the many cases
in which he never failed to puzzle the Spanish, who, worn out
by the chase, could never succeed in eornering him, and who
lived in constant dread that he would fall upon them suddenly
from some favorable ambush.

On his return from Cuba, ~fr. Calhoun made a confidential
report to the Presidcnt upon the Ruiz case and as to the situa
tion on the island as Ill' saw it, and a few days later Stewart L.
'Voodford of New York was appointt'J to the :MadriJ ministry,
with instructions to secure an indemnity of $75,000 in the
Ruiz case, and to impress upon the Spanish government the
sincere wish of the United States to lend its aid towards the
ending of t.he war in Cuba by the rcaching of peaceful and
lasting results, just and honorable alike to Spain and to the
Cuban people. These instructions recitt'd the character and
duration of the contest, the widpspread losses it entailed,
the burdens and restraints it impost'd upon us, with constant
disturbance of national interests and the injury n'sulting from
an indt'finite continnance of this state of things.

It was Htated that at this juncture our govcrnnwnt was con
Htraint'd to st'riollsly inquire if tht' time was not ripe wht'n
Spain of her own volition, mowd by ht'r own intt'rests and
eTery sentiment of humanity, should put a stop to this destruc-
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tive war and make proposals of settlement honorable to herself
and just to her Cuban colonies. It was urged that as a ncigh
boring nation with large interests in Cuba we could hc re
quired to wait only a reasonable time for the mother country
to establish its authority and restort~ peace and order within the
borders of the island; that we could not contemplate an in
definite period for the accomplishment of this result.

No solution was proposed to which thc slightest idea of
humiliation to Spain could attach, and indeed the precisc pro
posals were withheld to avoid embarrassment to that govern
ment. All that was asked or expected Wll8 that some safe way
might be speedily provided and permanent peace restored.

During the interval of time required for the newly-ap
pointed American minister to present his credentials to the
Spanish court, both the governments of the United States and
of Spain maintained a waiting attitude as to Cuban affairs,
though in the latter country domestic politics Were much dis
turbed. It was held as an at'Sured fact that the Canovas min
istry would in a short time be required to resig-n, and it was
expected that the cvent would take place very soon after the
American minister presented his credentials and made his de
mands, an event which could hardly occur till October, when
the Queen returned to :Madrid from San Sebastian. ~fcan

while, the Cortes had been dissolved, and Canovas, wllos~

health had become somewllat impaired, had gone to Santa
Agueda, a watering place not far from San Sebastian, where he
was taking a course of baths and attending tD affairs of state.

On the 8th of August, while Canovas was standing in the
gallery of the bathing establishment waiting for his wife, a
young Italian anarchist named Galli fired three shots at thc
minister, all taking effect, and he died in a few minutes. For
years Canovas had been one of Spain's leading statesmen, a
strong upholder of the monarchy and a defender of the intpg-
rity of the kingdom, and, thoug-h Spain's relations were in
a very trying state, he was still hopeful of a settlement which
would preserve to the kingdom peace at home and continuell
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dominion over Cuba with little surrender of royal preroga
tive. This assassination had the effect of stopping the politi
cal quarrel of the great partie!!; Sagasta and othel' Liberals at
once placed themselves at the orders of the government, but
General Azcarraga, the miBister of war, was made premier
provisionally.

It was the general opinion in this country that the death of
Canovas would greatly c.hange the Cuban situation, for by his
ability and strength as a statesman he had braved as no other
man could the public opinion of those who more and more
called for the removal of \Veyler. That general was at this
time engaged in an effort to beat back the advancing insur
gents in Matanzas, but he was gradually forced back towards
Havana. The day after the tragedy in Spain his forces suf
fered a severe defeat at Aguacate in Havana -province, and,
leaving many Spanish dead on the field, he hurried back into
the city with rebels firing on his rear guard. IIe had been
utterly unable to check the inva&ion which Gomez had planned.

. Death had been on all sides, in the open ground of battle, in
the hidden ambush, -the burning building, the fever-infected
swamp, the disease-breeding hospitals - yet the rebellion re
mained a living, active, aggressive force. The Spanish
soldiers were in a bad way, they had not receivpd their pay for
moilths, they were weak from illness and poor rotions, they
were badly clothed and sometimes shoeless, their credit was
pxhausted, and they were in no condition to take the offensive.
The only feature of \Veyler's campaign which was workin~

successfully was his war on the pacificos. They' were dyin~

by the hundreds in the centers of concentration eVNy day.
In Pinar del Rio whole towns were starving. There were no
vegetables; people were feeding on emaciated dogs. Pacificos
were driven into the city of "Matanzas from some of the outside
fortifications which the Spanish could not hold, and as the poor
famished wretches came straggling along, vainly heaten by the
soldiers to make them go on, many dropped down and died. '
Everywhere was misery and death.
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THE STORY OF MISS CISNEROS AND HER REMARKABLE ES
CAPE-RECALL OF WEYLER-PENALTY OF DEATH TO
ALL INSURGENTS TREATING WITH SPANIARDS.

Weyler Retained by the New Premier-The Escape of Evangelina CIsne
ros - Her Romantic Story - Following Her Father to Jail- On the
Isla de Pinos - Attl"8cted by Evangelina's Beauty - A Scream for
Help - Berriz in Close Quarters - Guerrillas Appear - Her Escape
to a Cave-!,'ound by the Guerrillas-Sent to Havana-Thrown
into a Vile Prison- Sympathy Aroused in this Country - An Appeal
to the Queen - Her Escape through a Barred Window - Smuggled
on a Steamer In Boy's Clothes - Her Enthusiastic Reception in New
York - The Queen Tired of Cuban Troubles - Her Farewell to Min
ister Taylor - Sagasta's Ministry - Arrival In Havana of Blanco, and
Return of Weyler - Weyler's Grotesque Failure - Blanco Announces
a More Liberal Policy - Release of the Competitur Prisoners - Their
Wre~hed Lot - MalI6 Elected President of Cuban Republic.

THE provisional premier, General Azoorraga, announced
that Gener~l "\Veyler would be retained in Cuba and
be supported by the government, which would strictly

adhere to the late minister's policy. In writing to one of his
political supp<>.rters he said: " General "\Voodford will be re
ceived and even welcomed as our mourned Don Antonio
(Canovas) wished to welcome him. If he brings only claims
of American citizens harmed in Cuba, attention will be paid
to these claims so far as they are just. In a friendly manner
he will be notified also of Spain's right to claim other damages,
and instructions will be ~iven for the purpose to our minister
at Wasllington. Rut it will be a great mistake if he intpnds to
suggest any other kind of American intprferencp in Culm."
He said that America would be told very pla!nly to keep her
hands off or take the consequences. Rut the Conservative
forces were badly divided, and as the succ~ss of the ministry
depended upon the carrying on of that policy which had nearly

(871 )
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been disastrous even under the strong hand of Canovas, it was
evident that it eould not long endure. Ko.hing but a con
spicuous success by 'Veyler in Cuba could give it strength, amI,
as it happened, his forces met at this critical time their worst
reverse of the year, a defeat peculiarly humiliating to the
proud Spaniards.

As already stated, General Garcia's force in the province
of Santiago de Cuba had through additions from suceessful ex
!Jeditions one of the best-equipped forees on the island. Earl."
in September he brought his army before Las Tunas, one of
the five important places in the province, strongly defended
by six forts. Before opening fire he wrote to the Spanish eOlll
mander: "I have 5,000 men and artillery enough to shatter
the whole town of Las Tunas. I give you three hours to sur
render, and I will respect your life and that of your men."

No answer eame, and the fire was opened on Friday, the
3J, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The Spanish replied vigor
ously with their twelve-pounders, but the dynamite gun of the
immrgents made grpat havoc in the forts. On Sunday at
noon a white flag was raised on the prine'ipal fort and the com
mandpr announced his desire to surrender on honorable terms,
having, be said, asked for reinforeements but received no
reply. Garcia well knew why; no troops could be spared from
!lny part of the province. The Spanish had been driven away
fmm the Cauto Riwr and hemmed in at Manzanillo, and
pwry garrison in the province excppt that at the eity of San
tiago was helpless and isolated. In the two days' bombard
mpnt over 300 Spanish' soldiers were killed. Garcia held
seventy-five prisonprs to be cxchanged for an equal number of
Cubans, and the others were disarmed and paroled. He se
cured several large guns and a quantity of arms, ammunition,
and provisions.

GeJH'ral Lqgue, the commander of the province, attempted
a few days later to rptake the garrison with 5,000 men, but wall
defeatpd and drivpn wpshvaro. On the way he captured a
small Cuban settlpmpnt and slaughtered the women and chil-
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dren in suggestive contrast to Garcia's act in paroling the cap
tives of Las Tunas. General Weyler was obliged to follow his
glowing despatches of pacification with one allking the Madrid
government for heavy reinforcements for the eastern prov
inces, as none could be spared from the west, where the rebels
were moving about to suit themselves. This placed the Span
ish ministry in a very delicate position. "Teyler was tolJ that
he must retake the town, as the public criticism of the minis
try was beeoming very severe. But of Las Tunas little but
ruins remained to be retaken.

Though the Spanish continued to report victories daily it
was, nevertheless, II notable fact that the rebels were still as
active as ever in all the provinces. All the rural districts were
in the hands of the insurgents, who reigned as absolute mllS
tE-rS, and in the eastern end of the island had reorganized the
provinces. The royal troops were eantoned in the cities, from
which they sallied forth now and then, but with small results.
They would start out in the morning to crush a rebel force, fire
a few volleys at them and return in time for their evening meal.
In these engagements the Spanish loss was generally greatrr
than the Cuban, though the Spanish reports were always to the
contrary.

The p<'accful peasants were the worst sufferers. It was
e!'timated hy good Huthoritirs that in the provincps of Havana
and Pinar del Rio the Spaniards killed about five of them to
one bOlla fide insurgent. This did not include the pacifico,;
dying of starvation and disease.

In the fall of 18U7 public interest in the United States was
greatly aroused in the remarkable esrape of Evangelina Cis
neros, a young Cuban girl of good family, whose story reach,
like a romance. At the outbreak of the revolution she livc·d
with her fatlwr and three sisters llt a pleasant little place ill
Puerto Principe. Her father derided to enter the Cuban
army, but before he could go he was arrested, and in time was
sent to Isla de Pinos with other prisoners. Evangelina faith
fully and dutifully followed his footsteps to share his punish-
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ment and comfort him in his sorrow. She was eighteen years
of age, cultured, talented, and beautiful. Through her ef
forts and the mediation of some friends, the governor of the
penal settlement gave Cisneros permission to withdraw from
the common criminals, and to live with his daughter, and there
everything went well till a new governor came to the island,
Colonel Eerriz, a nephew of the Spanish minister of war and
8 favorite adjutant of Weyler. Struck by the girl's beauty,
he endeavored to attract her to him, but failing, adopted
harsher measures. Her father was arrested and taken to all
unknown place. I..ate that night, when the girl was alone and
wondering where her}ather was, Colonel Rerriz came to her
house, forced himself into her presence, sought to force her to
submit to him by making her father's liberty contingent upon
her compliance, and when this failed he would have over
powered her had she not slipped away from him, opened the
door, and screamed for help, which came at once. Rerri7.
was in close quart.ers for a moment, but succeeded in calling a
few gUl'rrillas who were near. As her friends were unarmed
they could make no rl'sistancl'; they tril'd to escape as best
tlH'Y could, and several were shot in cold blood. She man
aged to escape and hid in a cave till the next morning, when
she was discovered by guerrillas, lo('kl'd up, and later, with
others, was sent to Havana, where she was placed in the CaS».
de Recoji~as, the prison for disreputable women. In order to
save the reputation of the villain, Colonel Ecrriz, the Spanish
had invented an accusation against her character. Hcr ex
pl.'riencrs in that prison were horrible.

At intl.'rvals thl' st()fy of this innoccnt girl's wron~ ran
through the Cuban nl'WS in tllis country, and many people be
caml.' intl'rl'stl'd. ITl'r trial came on in Allgllst, and she was
sentl'ncrd to tWl'nty yrars' imprisonment in an African penal
settll'ment npon the tcstimony of the perjurers who were try
ing to save the r£'putation of the nephew of the man who had
become the Premirr of Spain. :Mrs. Jefferson Davis, .Tulia"rard Howe, Mrs. John A. Logan, and others petitioned the
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Queen for her release. The Pope, who had been appealed to,
urged clemency, while ",Veyler, incensed at the efforts in the

. girl's behalf, publicly reiterated the falsehood as to her charac
ter. The Queen did not act.

The Spanish authorities did not fail to show their resent
ment of the interest displayed by the wives of Americans in the
case of .Miss Cisneros, for they not only shut her off from all
communication with her fr~ends but threw into the prison for
lewd women in Santa Clara fise women who dared to prepare
a most courteous appeal to General ",Veyler for the release of
?\Iiss Cisneros. All these women belonged to the best familie,;
ill Santa Clara. Senora Plana was s~""ty~seven years old and
the widow of a former mayor of the city. Seiiorita Gutierres
was the prinl'ipal of the oldest and best private college for
young women in the island. These women were kept in
prison without any definite charge being made against them,
and instead of !X'ing put in the city jail they were thrust into
pens the surroundings of which were of the·filthiest character.
That thp prisonp)'g were rpfin('d and ('lpg-ant women made not
the slightest diff('r(']H'p, and th('ir case was not an isolated. one.

Meanwhilp, a Kew York npwspappr commis,.."ionpd one of
its abl('st report£'rs to go to Havana and s('c if he could bring
about her ('seape. The story of how the (,8('app was planned
and executed is a thrilling page of the romance of her life. It
was a despprate gam(', hut it succeeded, and one night, hav
ing su('c('eded in drugging the wretched wonH'n in the prison
pen with hpr, Ipst they should hetray her, she was helped
through a window, one of the bars of whieh had been filed
and bent by 'her accompli""s. Shp was at first takpn to a
house of a friend in Havana anel carefully coneealed. In a
few days, dr('ss('d in hoy's clot}l<'s, she was smuggled on a
steampr honnd for Xew York, while the Spanish guarlls were
si'ar"hing Havana high and low for her. She heeame the
heroine of the hour in Xew York, where a reception was ar~

rangr(] for her, and where hpf heaut~' and cultured ways won
admiration and the story of her trials thrilled every heart.
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While it is possible that few cases possessed so many dra
matic features as that of Miss Cisneros, it was well known that
there were hundreds of other victims, innocent of any charge
except sJmpathy for the Cubans, victims of a punishment
which could, as Mrs. Logan said in her strong appeal to the
Queen in behalf of Miss Cisneros, " only to be compared to the
atrocities inflicted upon the Christians by order of Kero, whose
butchery of the innocents is even to t11is day considered the
l1Iost fiendish the world ever !:law;"the thought of them must be
siekening to your gentle soul." Had it not been for the dar
ing rescue made by a newspaper man, she, like others, might
have gone to wear a~vay her life in an African penal settle
ment. For could the Queen pardon a mere ~irl when her
punishment was nl'cps~ary to save the reputation of the m'phew
of her Prime )'fillister? That she was moved by the appeals
and the story "of Mi8S Cisnero!:l's ~ufferings there can be little
doubt. She was tired and sick of the condition of things in
Cuba. To pard<!n this girl might mean a cabinet crisis, and
how much the ease had to do with the fall of General Azcar
raga can only be surmised. It was on September 28th that
the Queen talked so plainly to Azcarraga that he resigned, but
before the new ministry was fairly at work Miss Cisneros had
slipped through her barred window and was on her way to
Xew York.

On Septembpr 13th, when taking leave of :Mr. Taylor, the
dl'parting ministf'r of the F nited States, the Queen said:

"Do, pray, be a friend to Spain when you return to Amer- .
ica."

" Madam, I will, so far as my conscience will permit," he
replied, with a courtly bow.

The Queen recein·d ),Iinister ,Voodford graciously and
conversed with him in an informal manner without any refer
ence to the subject upon which both countries were intensely
interested. His instructions were such as to give Spain JlO

intimation of jllst what the r nited States would do as a last
resort to end the trouble in Cuba, and his first duty was to
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sound Spain as to our friendly intervention to bring about a
settlement between the Cubans and the Spaniards. If Spain
rejected this plan, the minister was to inform this government
and receive new instruction.

Meanwhile, General Azcarraga was engaged in a desperate
attempt to bring into a cabinet all the dissenting Conserva
tive forces, but the larger wing of these under the leadership
of Silvela refused to become a party to the government unless
·Weyler was rec~lled. To this Azcarraga would not consent,
believing it would result in the downfall of the Conservatives.
His situation was further complicated by the excommunica
tion of the Minister of Finance, who had appropriated certain
property of the chur-ch. This in Catholic Spain was a serious
matter, but Azcarraga held on till the Queen, who had become
disgusted with Conservative quarrels and horrors in Cuba, re
turned to Madrid September 28th, when she stated her senti
ments so forcibly that the ministry tendered their resignations.
This crisis naturally postponed any reply to :Minister \Vood
ford's note. 'Yhen Sagasta was summoned to form a cabinet,
hope of peace in Cuba was stimulated by the announcement
that 'Veyler would be recalled if he did not resign, and General
Blanco,considered as the most humane general in Spain, would
take his place to carry out a comprehensive scheme of au
tonomy. But Wej"ler was not disposed to resign his lucrative.
position, and the hopeful feeling in the United States was offset
by the rage with which the bloodthirsty element in Havana re
ceived the news of 'Veyler's fall. The Volunteers, at the in
stigation of one of 1\Teyler's factotums, paraded the streC'ts
shouting" Death to the L nited States! " " Long live General
'Veyler! " and the whole city was for a short time in a state of
terror. Even some of the so-called Autonomists declared that
it was a shame for Spain to adopt home rule at the dictation of
the United States.

General Blanco arrived at Havana on October 30th, and
General 'Veyler departed, having bought a bill of exC'hange,
it is reported, for $600,000. His salary during his occupancy
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of the island would have amounted to about $80,000. Thus
his methods of administration had been successful from a per
sonal point of view; in fact, this was nearly always the case
with Spanish officials in Cuba, but a carnival of theft prevailed
under the 'Veyler regime. The expenses of the war had
nearly doubled; millions had been spent for supplies, and yet
the Spanish troops were poorly fed and poorly clothed. Medi
cine had been purchased in large quantitiel$, but was always
scarce, and the names of legions of dead Spaniards were kept
on the pay-roll. Never had been more strikingly illustrated
the Sflying that though a Spaniard will fight for his country,
he also does not hesitate to rob it. The frauds of the eom
misstlriat were enormous, and \Veyler was only one of the
principal benefiters.

To sustain 'Veyler in pacifying a country which he was
continually reporting to be troubled with a few bands of scat
tering bandits, Spain had poured out her young blood with a
lavish hand - 130,000 men and officers in addition to the
120,000 which had been previously sent. Thus from the out
break of the war she had sent to the island over 250,000 men,
fully armed, and the mystery of the military world was what
\Veyler could do with them in an island so small that an army
of 30,000 insurgents could practically hold the whole coun
try and even raid the suburbs of Havana. ,. History affords no
parallel in the way of grotesque failures. 'Vith such an
army and over 50,000 Volunteers at his back, \Veyl('r had
done nothing but compl('te the devastation of the fertile island
and starve and kill thousands of pacificos, driven like sheep
from their burning homes. His guerrillas, like the Duke of
Alva's murderers in the Netherlands, had swept the country
for hiding innocents, and butchered in ('old blood wound('d
Cubans in their hospitals, not sparing the nul'S('s. Hundreds
had been thrown into filthy jails upon the flimsiest charge'S or
none at all, their fate often remaining a mystpry. He had
met the generosity of the Cubans, who regularly !:let at liberty
the Spaniards they captured, by killing Cuban prisoners upon
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nearly every occasion, and all this cnlelty and wantonness had
but added fuel to the flame of Cuba's hatred toward the mother
country, which now, in- the hope of saving her devastated
island, grudgingly proposed to offer an autonomy which, if
more liberal than heretofore, was still restricted.

Many people of the United States had hopes in the new
policy. Selfishly clinging to the hope of peace, we hesitated
to set the stamp of intervention upon this wretched page of
the history of barbarism, while scores of our own citizens were
languishing in the dirty jails of Cuba with no hope of a trial,
for there was no evidence of their guilt.

But the far-sigbted could easily see that intervention mnst
come. The administration, while disposed to exhaust every
resource of diplomacy, saw that independence alone would
avail. Every Cuban general in the field and every Cllban
officer in the civil government asserted again and again that
there could be no solution but independence. The fact that
General Blanco, upon taking office, proclaimed at once that
he proposed to follow "a broad policy of cxpansion, of gen
erosity and forgiveness, tending to re-establish through lib-
erality fraternity among all the inhabitants of the country,
and to cement their adhesion to the mother country," made no
difference. There could be no adhesion of the Cuban to such
a mother as Spain had proved, and General Blanco found that

•at the very moment when Spain would permit autonomy the
Cuban party of autonomy had dwindled away to nothing, and
the army of independence was never stronger, more aggressive,
more successful, or more confident. Cubans were quite well
aware that Spain was equal to pigeon-holing the whole scheme
after they had surrendered their arms.

Sagasta, whether believing that autonomy would be ac
cepted or not, knew that it would gain time and tend to
diminish the aggressive spirit in the United States. IIe had
been given to understand that if something were not done it
would be impossible to silence the demanlls of Congress when
it met in December. :Moreover, the time had come when the
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island was of no further financial use to Spain. She had
mortgaged Cuha's revenues for more than they were worth by
the issue of bonds. To hold her longer would mean only an
exhausting expense to Spain, and it was only that ungovernable
pride which had been her ruin that prevented her from with
drawing from the devastated island. In this situation a war
with the United States seemed to afford an avenue of escape
with the possibility - the probability - as. the Spanish
statesman thought, that the other powers of Europe would l:ltep
in and not only help her humble the United States but even
give her back Cuba and preserve the dynasty. This attitude
was plainly discernible in the Spanish journals and it should
have been evident to us that war must come. From this time
forth Spain used what resources she could command, not to
push the war in Cuba but to strengthen herself for a contest
with the United States, while doing everything to postpone the
break by an ostentatious reversal of "\\Teyler's policy as to the
reconcentrados, and an attempt to infuse the forlorn hope of
autonomy with enough life to keep the United States in a wait
ing attitude.

A reply to Minister \Voodford's note was received by Ol1r
government on October 23d. It appeared to be in the direc
tion of a better understanding. It expressed in the suavest
manner an appreciation of the friendly purposes of the United
States, admitted that our country was deeply affected by the·
war in Cuba, and that its desire for peace was just. It de
clared that the Spanish government was bound by every con
sideration to a change of policy that should satisfy the r nited
States and pacify Cuba within a reasonable time, and to this
end Spain had decided to put into effe(~t the political reforms
long advocated by Sagasta, without halting for any considera
tion in the path which in his judgment would lead to peace.
It was said that the military operations would bp continued,
but would be e<mducted with regard for private rights, and that
Spanish sovereignty would be strictly guarded. It asked that
Spain be left free to carryon its military and political opera-
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tions as ehe saw fit, while the United States on its part better
enforced the regulations against the filibustering expeditions.
Stripped .of its diplomatic phraseology, what Spain told the
United States was substantially this:

" All the armed expeditions intended to benefit the Cuban
rebels are organized in the United States and sail from United
States ports. Some of these expeditions have been prevented
from going to Cuba, but most of them have succeeded in leav
ing America. If there were no aid from United States citi
zens. there would be no insurrection. The United States can
best extend its friendly offices by suppressing these expedi
tions."

Shortly after the reply to Minister Woodford's note, and
after General Blanco had begun his work in Cuba, Hannis
Taylor, whom Woodford had succeeded, in an article pub
lished in the North American Review explaining the condition
of affairs in Spain and his efforts to induce the late Canovas
ministry to try and save Cuba by a generous grant of au
tonomy, said that Spain had no understanding of the word
autonomy, and that she was trifling with us as if we were chil
dren. He also stated as his belief that Congress should assert
our duty on the broadest possible lines to put an end to the
hopeless war in Cuba, because it involved oonstant disturbance
of our own peace and the destruction of our own commerce
and property interests; that our government had offered in
vain our services as a peacemaker, and that, in view of Spain's
refusal to accept such services in the form of mediation, this
country must now devise some means of bring~ng the war in
Cuba to a speedy close in case Spain fails to do so within a
specified time. 'While Taylor's statement had the advantage
of being true, it called forth bitter criticisms from Spain and
was considered imprudent at home. But it no doubt better
informed the people as to the insincerity of Spanish pretensions
of reforms, and when Spain replied to Minister Woodford's
acknowledgment of Spain's previous response, it was with the
intimation that in granting autonomy to Cuba she would be
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governed by circumstances. Her purpose was perhaps best
expressed by General Pando, Blanco's chief of staff, when he
said that autonomy would be one thing in the palace and an
other in the field, where it would be " autonomy at the point
of the bayonet." As a result, the administration wisely began
the work of putting the defenses and the armament of the
nation, so long negl~cted, into bettcr shape. The wisest men
saw that war was inevitable unless Spain surrendered her
sovereignty in Cuba on some terms. From this time on diplo
macy was used largely in an effort to arrange thc tcrms, and in
Spain it was used to provoke the European powers into an at-

o titude of hostility towards us. In Cuba the Spanish continued
to bum Cuban hospitals, kill the inmates and helpless women
and children, while the insurgents continued their successes.
According to the reports of the Spanish health bureaus, a thou
sand reconcentrados were dying every day. It was too late to
amend matters by annulling the decree of concentration, for
the hapless people were now destitute, they had no homes to re
turn to, and their fields had been destroyed. Even hlld ther!'
been anything for these pllcificos to return to, and even hlld
they strength enough remaining to return, they couM have no
confidence in the Spanish. The cruel guerrillas were still
roaming about and their butcheries could hardly be restraint'd
by any centra} authority. Blanco, apparently, endt'avored to
do what he could by establishing zones of cultivation for the
employment of pacificos. The step provcd a farcc, an arrange
ment only on paper. His desire to have the grinding of sugar
begin again co.ld not avail, as the planters had not the mean;;
to restore their machinery. Moreover, Blanco soon found
that 'Veyler had left the army in a terrible condition, and th~

officers endeavored to throw obstacles in the way of autonomy
and milder methods, the uncompromising Spaniards being'
particularly bitter at the thought that the proposed reforms
had been undertaken, as they supposed, at the instance of the
ITnited States. The horrors of the war w('re rf'g'urdf'd with the
utmost indifference by the more bigoted Spaniards at Havana.
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The unfortunate were dying from hunger in the very streets of
the cit,), without arousing the slightest feeling of charity among
the Spaniards. Some of the newspapers went so far as to con
sider the awful mortality a good thing for the country, the in
terests of Spain, and even of humanity. They declared that
the result of Vveyler's warfare was a natural selection, and
that the classes which were dying out were useless and ought
to be replaced by stronger and more industrious people from
Spain. General Blanco felt the difficulties of his position .so
keenly that he was inclined to ask relief from office.

By order from )fadrid the Competllor prisoners were re
leased on the 17th of Xov~mber, snd the act was naturally re
garded not so much as a concession as an effort on the part
of Spain to deprive the friends of intervention in the Congress
of a rational basis for action. It was in exact keeping with
previous Spanish diplomaey to appease sentiment in this eoun
try at certain intervals by the release of American citizens
kept a long time in prisoa without evidence of their guilt.

Broken in health by their long confinement and the trcat
ment accorded them, and clad only in the rags which they had
worn since their capture a year and a half before, they pre
sented a pitiful spectacle as they landed in New York and fell
into the arms of their friends. :Melton, the newspaper man,
who had started for Cuba under contract to write a series of
articles for a Florida journal, robust, strong, and weighing
166 pounds, came back emaciated and so weak that he could
hardly speak Laborde had become paralyzed, and Leavitt
had nearly lost his mind. The story they told of their suf
ferings was heartrending. Sentenced to death without any
chance to defend themselves, and saved only because the exe
cution was postponed from Madrid, for eighteen months they
had lain in jail and been frequently subjected to torture by
their cruel jailers. Yet some of the newspapers of the coun
try hailed the tardy release of these men as a triumph of
American citizenship and a disarmament of "jingoism."
They pretended to regard it just as Spain in her crafty insin-

~
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eerity trusted they would, and of course they reflected the
opinion of many people desirous of peace at any price. But
as their arrest, like that of other Americans, had taken place
under fl previous Spanish administration our government
could do no more than give a fair trial to the new administra
tion, which seemed so much more humanely disposed.

In constructing a scheme of autonomy more generous than
those which had preceded, Sagasta found himself opposed by
the commercial interests of the C{lUntrJ, who said it would
never do to allow the Cubans to regulate their own tariff; but
he maintained his position so firmly as to devise and secure the
signature of the Queen to a plan which granted the Cubans
the electoral privileges of the peninsulars, allowed them an in
!mlar representative government, but left the tariff to a mixed
commission, partly appointed by the Crown, thc Captain
General reserving the right to decide disputes. But the plan
was coldly welcomed at Havana, and was at once met by
proclamations from Gomez and Garcia making it an offense
punishable with death for any insurgent leader to accept pro
posals of autonomy from the Spaniards, and further decreeing
that anyone sent from the Spanish to confer as to autonomy
should be regarded as a spy and treated as such. In any
event, the plan could have little operation outside of Havana
and a few large centers, for the insurge.nts at this time were
stronger than ever, and General Pando, who had set out to
drive Gomez from the point where he had a short time before
defeated 'Yeyler, was repulsed 8'I1d obliged to retreat.

Late in 1897 the Cuban General Assembly met and elected
new government officials, Bartolome Maso becoming Presi
dent of the Republic. By this act alone the determination of
the Cubans was revealed, for Maso was the author of the motto
"Independence or Death." Among his countrymen he was
the soul of political honor and devotion to the cause of fr~e

dom, and Gomez had called him the Father of His Country.
A cabinet WilB formed and the Cuban government continued
to transact what business the conditions permitted,
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE - THE TRAGIC DEATH OF
COLONEL RUIZ - RIOTS IN HAVANA, AND THE
"FRIENDLY VISIT" OF THE MAINE.
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tion - Opposition to Autonomy - Colonel Ruiz Hopes to Convert the
Young Cuban Leader, Nestor AraDguren-The Latter's Reply to
Ruiz's Letter-AraDguren Warns Him-The Meeting- Arangu
ren's Own Story of What Happened - Ruiz Shot - Organized Re
lief for the Reconcentrados - Military Operations in the East - Dis
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Delicate Situation - Winter Drill of North American Squadron
The Storm Breaks in Havana - .. Death t.o Autonomy!" - Lee's Mes
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MaiM Arrives Quietly - Demonstrations of Eternal Friendship.

T
HE assembling of Congress in December and the mes

sage of President McKinley were awaited with the
keenest interest in the United States, in Spain, and in

Cuba. Could the crisis in Cuban affairs be longer postponed?
The President recognized the problem as the most important
with which the government had to deal. His message told
the story of the previous rebellions, and the relation of our
government to thf'm and to the existing rebellion in which de
struction had been carried to every part of the island. lie de
nounced the" cruel policy of reconcentration," which had ut
terly failed and which" was not civilized warfare, but extermi
nation." Against this abuse he had repeatedly protested.
After reviewing the more recent diplomatic negotiations, he
said that three untried measures remained - the recognition
of belligerency, the recognition of independence, and neutral
intervention to end the war by imposing a rational compro
Plise. He declared that he would not speak of forcible an~

(385 )
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nexation as that could not be thought of. " That, by our code
of honor, would be criminal aggression." He gave his reasons
for considering the question of recognition premature, though
should such a step be deemed wise in the future he should not
hesitate to take it. Intervention on humanitarian grounds
would have been seriously considered but for the favorable
change in Spain's policy. In conclusion, he said:

.. I shall not impugn Its sincerity, nor should impatience be sutIered
to embarrass it In the task It hall undertaken. It Is honestly due to Spain
and to our friendly relations with Spain that she should be given & reason
able chance to realize her expectations, and to prove the a8llCrted efficacy
of the new order of things to which she stands Irrevocably committed.
. . . The near future will demonstrate whether the indispensable con
dition of righteous peace, just alike to the Cubans and to Spain as welI as
equitable to all our interests so Intimately Involved In the welfare of Cuba,
Is likely to be attained. If not, the exigency of other and further action
by the United States wi11 remain to be taken. When that time comes,
that action will be determined in the line of indisputable right and duty.
It will be faced without misgiving or hesitancy, In the light of the obliga
tion this Government owes to itself, to the people who have confided to it
the protection of their interests and honor, and to humanity.

.. Sure of the right, keeping free from all otIense ourselves, actuated
only by upright and pntriot.ic considerations, moved neither by passion
nor selfishness, the Government will continue its watehful care over the
rights and property of American citizens, and will abate n(lDe of its etIort
to bring about, by peaceful agencies, a peace which shall be honorable
and enduring.

.. If it shall hereafter appear to be a duty imposed by our obligations
to ourselves, to civilization and to humanity, to Intervene with force, it
shall be without fault on our part, and only because the necessity for such
action will be 80 clear as to command the support and approval of the civ
ilized world."

Although the apparent hopefulness of the message was
not shared by the majority of the members of Congress, they
could not but be impressed with the strength of the reasons
for waiting and watching results. But it soon became evident'
that, however good the disposition of Captain-General Blanco,
it could have little effect upon an island so conditioned as
Cuba. A large proportion of the Spanish subjects having
commercial and business interests there would not accept
autonomy, and the openly hostile attitude of the always
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troublesome Volunteers caused the government much anxiety.
Blanco did all he could to bring the insurgents around to a
more favorable attitude, going so far as to liberate General
Rivera, Maceo's successor, who had been captured in March
and had been in Cabana fortress ever since. The Captain
General endeavored to have him use his influence with the
insurgents to accept autonomy, but he refused. A decree was
published, offering amnesty to all exiles ordered from the
island by \Veyler, except common criminals, but how deter
mined the insurgents were in the position they had taken is
shown by one of the tragic incidents of this period.

The fearless young insurgent leader, N cstor Aranguren,
whose daring raids upon the Spanish forces about Havana had
given him the sobriquet of " the Cuban Sheridan," was a per
sonal friend of Colonel Ruiz, Blanco's aide-de-camp. Ruiz
had informed Blanco that he believed he could convince Aran
guren of the advantage of surrendering and accepting au
tonomy. " I know his good heart," said Ruiz, " and I can in
duce him to abandon his folly and come back to Havana with
me." Nothing could have been more pleasing to -Blanco than
to make a convert of this dashing young Cuban. Ruiz opened
correspondence with him to this end, and Aranguren answered
in amiable terms, but energetically refused to bt:'tray the Cuban
cause. " We are suffering all the hardships of the life we are
leading," said Aranguren, "only to make our country free.
We do not hate the Spaniards personally, but we do not like
their government in any form. As a gpntleman I appreciate
you and admire your talents, but in our intercourse let us drop
political questions."

This letter encouraged Ruiz to answer that he was sure
that" personally" Aranguren would not refuse to see him,
and he asked for a meeting on December 9th two miles from
Campo Florida. Aranguren sent the letter to General Rod
riguez, commander of the insurgent forces in the provinpp of
Havana, and awaited orders. Receiving no reply on the day
Ruiz had appointed, he did not go, so Ruiz returned to Campo
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Florida and wrote again to Aranguren. On the 11th the lat
ter received from General Rodriguez the message, " Do as you
please, but if he offcrs autonomy do your duty." Aranguren
sent a copy of this order to Ruiz with these words:

" If you desire to talk about the independence of Cuba or
as a friend I will ~ee you to-morrow. If not, for God's sake
do not come."

Ruiz well understood the nature of the order which Gomez
had given to his army. Anyone appearing to offer autonomy
would be treated as a spy, but Ruiz still had faith in his powers
to persuade Aranguren, so when he received the reply on the
13th he at once started for the rendezvous. 'What followed
was thus related afterwards by Aranguren himself:

.. The following day (it was 10 o'clock in the morning) Ruiz, in the
full uniform of a Spanish colonel, and accompanied by two pructi<!OlJ. pre
senied himself at one of the outposts. From the very start I felt nervous
and would gladly have avoided the encounter, but it was not in my power
t~ do so. I met Hniz at the entrance to my camp. He was very pale and
acted in a nervous, hesitating manner. He rode forward and attempted
to grllsp my hand. which I refused to let him have.

.. , How fine you are looking,' he said, not appearing to notice my
action. •This life evidently agrees with you. You are a fortunate boy;
no man among you all has the future that you have. Autonomy has been
granted, and you, my dear friend, have been selected as the first one to be
pardoned.'

.. In vain did I hold up my hand and motion him to stop talking.

.. 'I have come,' he continued, • to offer the pardon of a generous
Government and such a position as you may desire. Ask what you will
and you will have it. It all lies with yOIl. Ask.'

,. Ruiz had condemned himself, and I ordered my men to arrest him.
He WIlS at once tried, found guilty, and shot. He met his death like a
bruve man, fearless to the end. This is a true account of how all this sad
affair occurred, and when my friends in the North read this, I hope they
will reason as I did, that a soldier's duty to his country comes first of all."

It was said that the insurgents found upon Ruiz's body an
authorization from General Blanco offering to give Aranguren
$100,000 and to extend official favors in the autonomous gov
ernment. This a~t was industriously heralded as an evidence
of the barbarity of the Cubans by the Spanish ministry and by
"the peace at any price" men in the United States, and more
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ado was made over it than over the hundreds of cases in which
Cuban officers had been ruthlessly slain in cold blood, a fate
that was still reserved for Arangnren himself. Ruiz did not
go under a flag of truce; he went in the face of a warning.
Aranguren was soldier enough to carry out the orders of his
commander-in-chief. The injustice of classing this with the
outrages daily pra(·ticed by the Spaniards was so flagrant that
it only stirred the deeper the spirit of Cuhan sympathizer!! in
this country.

In view of the continued and indeed increasing suffering
of the reconcentrados,and the widely-expressed desire through
out the United States to assi!lt the helpless and starving, the
government, after some difficulties, arranged in December
with the Spanish minister so that charitable contributions in
money or kind could be sent to the island by the benevolently
disposed people of the country. Artielps so intended could
be ponsigned to the consul-gencral, who had arranged to co
operate with the local authorities in certain places. At first
the relief was confined to Havana, but in a short time proper
organizations were formed in the surrounding sedions. The
work was systematized under the supervision of Miss Clara
Barton, president of the Red Cross Society of the V"nited
States, and her active and experienced assistants. Thus much
suffering was prevented, though when the number of poor and
destitute was so large it was almost impossihle to relieTe more
than a few of the worst cases in each locality.

Spanish military operations on the island were at first
boldly directed against the insurgent leaders in the east.
Gomez still remained at his favorite camping-ground, and
General Pando, the chief of staff of the Captain-General,
undertook to dislodge him, but, failing to do so, he proceedQd
to 1fanzanillo, where the Spanish forces were in a desperate
condition.

General Pando's object was to dispel'8e General Garcia's
army, which was in full control of the Canto River and had
the interior towns practically in Ii state of siege. He found
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the Spanish troops in that section in a terrible condition, a
small portion onl,)' fit to take part in an active campaign. He
was able to get together a force superior in numbers to those
which Garcia had in that region, and undertook to make his
way inland from Manzanillo. The result was a Spanish de
ffat. Pando was obliged to return to the coast and to ask for
reinforcements, which, however, Blanco could not spare con
sidering the activity of the insurgents in the west. In Havana
province the Spanish forces were centering their efforts upon
Aranguren, who had been raised to the rank of brigadier
general, but thus far with poor results.

All these circumstances were particularly discouraging to
General Blanco at a time when he was making the effort to es
tablish the scheme of autonomons government, and was finding
his acts frustrated by the quarrels of the Conservatives and
the Autonomists. The decree of General Blanco announcing
the establishment of autonomy on January 1st had a bombas
tic introduction about the blessing to be expected from the new
regime. The plain truth was that outside the army of office
seekers, who were the natural result of the general poverty of
the country, and a few Spaniards whose private interests led
them to support Sagasta's government, there were no honest
believers in autonomy. The Cubans were well aware that the
decree was a sham, promulgated merely to endeavor to de
ceive the patriots. The uncompromising Spaniards laughed
in the very faces of the new ministers. "An opera bouffe
cabinet," was what El Comercio called the new ministry which
took thc oath of office on J aimary 1st.

The determination not to give offices in the government
to the uncompromising Spaniarus had greatly enraged some
of them. The advantage given to them hy General Blanco
of ten votes out of sixteen in the electoral·junta, which prac
tically enabled them to gain a majority in the Assembly, did
not mollify them. Among the Volunteers, and even in the
rpgular arnIy, there was continnal muttering of discontent,
threatening to break out into violence upon any provocation,
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and hardly had President McKinley's message been read in
Congress before the State Department was receiving disquiet
ing information from our consuls.

There were rumors, as General Lee telegraphed, of an ex
tensive conspiracy in Matanzas directed against Americans.
General Blanco promised to deal at once' with the alleged con
spirators, and in his note of December 3d General Lee said
that he had the assurance!! that American life and property
would be protected by the government at a moment's notice.
" I have declined to make an application for the presence of
one or more war ships in this harbor, and have advised those of
our people who ha,-e wives and children here not to send them
away, at least for the present, because such proceedings would
not in my opinion be justifiable at this time from the stand
point of personal security. I still think that two war ships at
least should be at Key 'Vest, prepared to move here at short no
tice, and that more of them should be sent to Dry Tortugas, and
a coal station be established there." On the 13th General Lee
wrote concerning the proposed autonomy on the efficacy of
which both Spain and the United States were basing t~eir

hopes of peace: . "The contest is most unequal. For it there
are five or six of the head officers at the palace and twenty or
thirty persons here in the city. Against it are, first, the in
surgents, with or without arms, and the Cuban non-combat
ants; second, the great mass of the Spaniards. Indeed, there
iH the greatest apathy concerning autonomy in any fonn. No
one asks what it will be or when, or how it will come. I do
not see how it could even be put into operation by force."

In a letter on the 28th he said: "On the night of the
24th instant there sepms to have been a concerted plan over the
island to testify to the disapprobation of the people to the pro
pOHpd autonomistic plans of the Spanish government. It cul
minated in this city about 2 o'clock on the morning of the
25th in thp prin('iplll square of IIavana, where a mob as
spmh]p(l with ('rips of 'Dpath to Autonomy! ' and to General
BIllneo, and shouting' Yi,-a "~('.vler!' They made demon-
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strations, too, against the office of the Diario de la Marina, a
paper established in this town favoring autonomy, but were
dispersed by the military police and soldiers."

The situation was one of extreme ~elicacy. The adminis
tration did not fail to perceive that the lives of American citi
zens were in some danger and that they should really have the
IlIoral support to be derived from the presence of a man-of
war; on the other hand, there was the danger that the appear
ance of a United States war ship in Cuban ports would cause a
demonstration by the already inflamed enemies of autonomy
and of the United States. There was the suggestion ill. Gen
eral Lee's correspondence that a large and influential portion
of the Spanish people in the Cuban cities were really desirous
of a war with the United States, and that this feeling lay to
some extent underneath the manifestations of disorder. Gen
eral Lee was inclined to think that the arrival of a United
States war ship would so excite the people as to precipitate a
crisis at once, and so, from time to time, he advised delay.
He had, however, come to the conclusion that it was essential
to have a naval force in readiness to act, and the administra
tion strongly seconded him in this belief. .But it saw the
necessity of proceeding cautiously, for Spain was regarding
our naval plans with expressions of disapprobation.

The Xorth Atlantic squadron had orders to rendezvous
about Key "~est, not, it was stated, because of conditions at
Hayana, though the plan for winter drill in those waters un
doubtedly had in it a measure of precaution. The Maille was
coaled and ready for sea at short notice and was undoubtedly
held in readiness in case of emergency.

On the 12th of .Tannary the anti-reform stornl broke forth
in serious riots in Havana, taking the shape of attacks upon the
autonomistic papers. A mob headed by several army officers
and made up of IJ\~Ildreds of the conservative Spanial'ds
wrecked four newspaper offices, the immediate cause being
General Blanco's refusal to suppres.'1 these journals, which wer~

supporting him. The next day General Lee telegraphed .0
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Washington: "Soldiers sent to protect them fraternized with
the mob. Two attacks were attempted to-day. I am told
that troops massed inside of palace to protect Governor-Gen
eral shout, ' Death to Autonomy! ' 'Death to Blanco!' "Gn
certainty exists whether Blanco can control situation. If
demonstrated he cannot maintain order, preserve lifc, and
keep the peace, or if Americans and their interests are in dan
ger, ships must be sent, and to that end should be prepared to
move promptly. Excitement and uncertainty predominates
everywhere." Blanco al.:ted promptly and courageously.
.Artillery forces and cavalry detachments were placed at all
strategic points in the city. Ill' issued orders also to the au
tonomic papers to publish nothing more which would inflame
the rioters. This was really a confession of weakness. The
rioters thus gained their point. A death blow had been given
to autonomy! Though the rioting ceased, it was not because
the rioters had been forced to stop. The cause of the whole
trouble was that the Spaniards were determined that no con
cession or authority 8hould be given to the Cuuans out of re
spect to the wishes of the United States or other power, and
they had formed a conspiracy to compel Blanco either to give
up autonomy or leave the island. It was hatched among the
Volunteers and supported even by conservative spirits in
Madrid.

Thousands of troops were brought in from the field and
massed in the city under officers whom Blanco thought he
('ould depend upon, and gradually quiet was restored, though
there was much suppressed excitement. The Cuban question
was again introduced into Congress and the popular feeling
for intervention strongly asserted itself.

The administration was fully aware of the dangers of the
situation, and quietly began to make preparations to act if
necessary, though maintaining the mt>st friendly attitude
toward Spain. It was evident that autonomy was dead. The
insurgents were driving the Spanish troops from their gar
risons, the reconcentrados were starving notwithstanding
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measures of relief; there could be but one outcome, but one
policy. Spain must yield her sovereignty in the island or face
war. The President, aware that any accident might precipi
tate trouble and endanger every American on the island, de
termined to use his diplomacy to induce Spain to peacefully
yield her sovereignty in Cuba, and at the same time prepare to
prot~ct American rights.

In taking thc necessary steps the administration desired to
avoid any affront to Spain, and also the dangers of arousing
the excitable Spaniards in Cuba and Spain. To have sent a
battle-ship into Havana harbor while Blanco was offering as
surances that the rights of all foreign PI'S would be protected
would in all probability hav~ added new fuel to the riots. In
two or three days quiet had been restored and a few days later
the Spanish minister at 'Vashington was informed that the
United States desired to "resume" friendly naval calls in
Cuban ports. The minister was inclined to demur, but con
sidering the spirit in which the proposal was made there could
hardly be reason for any diplomatic objection, and any Span
ish alarm might be prevented if a Spanish war ship made a
similar eall at some American port.

On January 24th, Assistant Secretary Day sent the follow
ing despatch to Genl'ral Lee:

.. It is the purpose of this Government to resume friendly naval visits
at Cuban ports. In that view, the Maine will call at the port of Havana
in a day or two. Please arrange for a friendly interchange of calls -with
authorities...

Secretary Day made a statement to the public in which he
said: " Sending the Maine to Havana means simply the re
sumption of friendly naval relations with Spain. It is cus
tomary for naval vessels of friendly nations to pass in and out
of the harbors of other countries with which they are at peace,
and British and German war ships have recently visited
Havana. This is no new move. The President has intended
to do it for some time, but heretofore something has happened
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to postpone it. The orders for the Maine mean nothing more
than I have said, and there is nothing alarming or unfriendly
in them. The Spanish minister here is fully informed of what
is going on, and so far as I know has not made the slightest ob
jection to it." In a public statement the Spanish minister at
'Vashington said: " It is perfectly in accord with usage for
war ships of two friendly powers to enter and leave each other's
ports; the war ships of Spain have visited American ports on
complimentary missions three times in as many years, and if
there has not been an American warship in Havana in the
same length of time it is merely because the United States
government has not seen fit to order one there." Unques
tionably, it was a purely friendly act from a diplomatic point
of view, and it was so published by the Sprnish government,
but the Spanish people were inclined to think otherwise. Ex
citable Spaniards in Madrid professed to think the L nited
States had ulterior motives, and General Lee reported that the
Havana authorities were fearful lest it should excite the people
of the city and cause a demonstration. But the Spanish gov
ernment, to show the appreciation of the courtesy of the United
States - so smooth are the words of diplomacy - announced
that the cruiser "V izcaya would soon pay a visit to an American
port.

As soon as General Lee received Secretary Day's despatch
he cabled back, advising a postponement of the visit of the
Maine for six or seven days until the recent excitement was
allayed, but he said he would consult the authorities. Cap
tain-General Blanco had just gone on a trip to the eastern part
of the island in the hopes of converting the insurgent leaders.
Lee received a reply at once that the Maine had been ordered
and would be at Havana the next day. " Keep us advised by
frequent telegrams." The next day Lee telegraphed: "At
an interview authorities profess to think United States has
ulterior purpose in sending ship. Say it will obstruct au
tonomy, produce excitement, and most probably a demonstra
tion. Ask that it is not done until they can get instructions
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from :Uadrid, and say that if for friendly motives, as claimed,
delay is unimportant." •

As the Spanish minister at Washington had been fully in
"formed of the purpose of this government, the ignorance of the
Havana authorities must have been assumed or the authorities
at :Madrid had not advised Havana. The former was probably
true, and the objections at Havana were doubtless made to pro
vide an excuse for the inevitable failure of autonomy. They
saw a chance to cast the responsibility upon the United States
and use it as an argument with the European powers. Madrid
had doubtless advised Havana how to receive the suggestion.

That General Lee had misgivings, not for the }.faine, but
of a hostile demonstration on the part of the Volunteers is evi
dent from the despatch which he sent on the 25th: "Ship
quietly arrived at 11 A. M. to-day. No demonstration so fat."
The }.faine steamed into the harbor with no more disturbance
than attends the arrival of the Key W"est mail steamer. 'When
she came alongside Morro Castle she saluted the Spanish flag .
with twenty-one guns, the response being given by the guns of
Cabanas. The Maine ran up the Spanish royal ensign and
saluted the Spanish flagship with thirteen guns. The Alfonso
){II. ran up the Stars and Stripes and returned the salute gun
for gun. The Maine dropped her anchor where the harbor
master directed, and the official calls and other demonstrations
of eternal friendship followed. But in spite of them it was
impossible to overlook the strong undercurrent of feeling in
the city, the excited talking of groups about the cafes, and the
expressed opinion of radical Spaniards that the cause of Spain
had been betrayed by the government, and that the nation had
been humiliated by the first step in Yankee intervention.
The arrival of the battleship was considered a joyful event
among the Americans, for they had been in suspense and now
felt that they were safe. This alone was enough to anger
some of the Spaniards of the city.

In reality, the appearance of the Maine in Havana harbor
WIlS a necessary and justifiable move for the proper prowction
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of American citizens. In view of recent outbreaks in the city
our citizens could not feel secure without such protection, and
another outbreak might occur at any time and be less easily
put down. The State Department had waited until it thought
a reasonable time had elapsed after the outbreak to permit of
the visit of the Maine being classed as a friendly act, a " re
rmmption " of naval cordiality, and a free use of diplomatic
fictions was doubtless wise for its effects not simply upon Spain
but upon the inflammable Spaniards in Havana and the im
patient people of this country.

It was plain that Congress was watching with impatience
and ill-concealed excitement the next stcp in the President's
policy. The belief was strong that when it was made per
fectly clear to the world that autonomy had failed, the Presi
dent would feel called upon to act in accordance with the
declarations in his message. It did not seem possible that a
crisis could long.be delayed, for if it did not come through the
vigorous action of the President there would evidently be an
uprising in the Congress which would force the issue upon the
C"ountry. The Congressional situation was strained to the last
degree, for it was known that the half had not been told re
garding the horrors of starvation and there was no appr('ciable
amelioration of the dreadful situation. Only becanse of the
profound respect for the President's judgment, the thorongh
confidence in his devotion to the national honor, the pntire
helief that he would act when the moment was ripe, r('~trainpd

the impetuous of his own party, while some of his opponent!!
werc striving to force the question for political effect.
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T
HE 'Maine, which was. officially rated as a second-class

battleship, was launched at the Brooklyn Navy Yllrd
November 18, 1890, and was christened by Miss

Alice Tracy Wilmerding, a niece of General Benjamin F.
Tracy, then Secretary of the :Kavy. An act of Congress in
1886 authorized her construction at a cost not to ex('eed $2,·
500,000, and it is said that her exact cost was $2,484,503.
The delay in completing her was due to difficulty in securing
the heavy armor. Her dimensions were: Length at load
water line 318 feet, beam 57 feet, draught, 21i feet; her dis
placement was 6,64R tons. She could carry enough coal to
steam 7,000 miles at ten knots an hour; she had twin screws
and the indicated horse power of her vertical triple-expansion
engines was 9,000. Her armor in the water line belt and the
barbettes was twelve inches thick, and on the turrets ten inches
thick. A protective steel deck, two inches in thickness on
the crown and four inches on the slopes, protected the boilers

(400)
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and engines. Her armament consisted of a main battery of
four lO-inch guns, mounted in pairs in two turre1:5, and six
6-inch guns, two each in the bow and stern, and two on the
main deck superstructure, amidshipe. The other armament
consisted of eight 7-pounders and four machine guns; there
were also seven torpedo tubes and two 30-foot torpedo boata,
each weighing seven tons. She could hurl a broadside of
1,322 pounds, not including her small-arms fire, and she could
fire 1,224 pounds ahead from her two turrets and forward
guns, besides the smaller fire. Her crew consisted of 378
sailors, besides officers and forty marines.

Captain Sigsbee, her commander, is one of the most
popular officers in the Navy Department. For four years he
was chief of the Hydrographic Office, and by his energy it had
been brought up to a high state of efficiency. He was born in
the State of New York in 1845, and entered the service during
the Civil War, having been graduated from the Naval Acad
emy in 1863 in time to take part as an ensign in the attack on
:Mobile Bay under Farragut. In all the various commands
afterwards entrusted to him he showed his skill, energy, and
intelligence, and secured the confidence of the Department
which led to his selection for the important command of the
.Maine, a position coveted by many of his rank. He had
earned the reputation of being cool in emergencies, and he dis
played this quality not long after taking command of the
battleship. In the summer of 1.897, while steaming up North
River in New York Harbor, following his prescribed course,
he saw just ahead a big excursion steamer crowded with people, 
steering out of COUNe and bearing down upon him. He
quickly sigl'laled for the excursion boat to get out of the way,
but, apparently, no attention was paid to the signals. A min
ute more and the Maine would run her down, with a certain
loss of scores of lives. Captain Sigsbee had only a second in
which to act; he turned the prow of the Maine inshore and she
went crashing into the wharf. The wharf was wrecked llnd
the Maine was somewhat damaged, but no lives were los'.

25
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The captain was commended by the Department. After all
was over, a friend asked him what passed through his mind as
he headed towards the wharf.

" I thought," he said, " that my naval career was ended."
. It was largely because of his carefulness, unflinching self

possession, and readiness for emergency that he was selected
for the delicate mission of taking the Maine to the harbor of
Havana, at a time when the presence of an American war ship
was greatly needed there, and much good tact and cool judg
ment were also required.

The berth given the Maine was in the man-of-war anchor
age off the :Machina, or " the Shears," and was, to all appear
ances, one of the regular mooring buoys of the harbor. The
Havan~ pilot who conducted her iIi said it was Buoy No.4,
but the bearing taken on the Maine soon after anchoring did
not place the ship exactly according to the charted position of
that buoy. No notice was taken of this because it was as
sumed that the charted position might represent former posi
tions, and that the buoys might have been changed somewhat
in the examination of the moorings. It appeal's to have been
an unusual place for anchorage. Ship captains of several
years' experience in running into the port of Havana asserted
that they had never known a man-of-war to be anchored at that
buoy, and that merchant vessels were very rarely anchored
there. Unquestionably, it was the least used buoy in the har
bor. It was stated that the vessel last anchored there before
the arrival of the Maine was the Ligaspi, a Spanish dispatch
boat which had been used by General Weyler in his tours
about the waters of the island. She had run out and anchored
there two daJe before the Maine arrived, and afterwards had
taken a different position. It was noticed that in the series of
social formalities following the arrival of the Maine the cap
tain of the Ligaspi never called upon Captain Sigsbee, who re
garded the fact with some suspicion, but did not consider it of
serious moment.

Fully aware of the state of feeling among the radit'lll Span-
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iards and Volunteers in Havana, Captain Sigsbee took extraor
dinary precautions. He had sentries on the forecastle and
poop, quartermaster and signal boy on the bridge, signal boy
on the poop; the corporal of the guard especially instructed to
look out for the port g~ngway, the officer of the deck and the
quartermaster particularly directed to look out for the star
board gangway; a quarter watch was kept on deck all night;
sentries' cartridge boxes were filled, and their arms kept loaded;
a number of rounds of rapid-firing ammunition were kept in the
pilot house and in the captain's spare pantry, under the after
superstructure; additional charges of shell were close at hand
for the secondary battery; steam was kept up in two boilers in
stead of one; special instructions were given to watch care
fully all the hydraulic gear and report defects, and the officer
of the deck was charged to make detailed reports to Captain
Sigsbee, even of minor matters.

He also instructed the master-at-arms and the orderly ser
geant to keep a watchful eye on everybody that came on board.
'Vhen visitors went below they were to go with them, and
afterwards were to carefully inspect the routes that these per
sons had taken lest packages of high explosives should have
been left somewhere. The whole purport of the various orders
was that the vessel was in a position requiring extreme vigi
lance.

The reasons for this were not founded upon any distrust
of the high authorities of Havana, but upon the possibilities of
danger from attempts of irresponsible parties. It was hardly
conceived as possible that the Maine stood in any dan~er of
mines or torpedoes, for they would have required some kind of
official connivance. But the hostility of the Spanish rabble
was very apparent. On the first Sunday after the arrival,
when a ferryboat crowded with people, both civil and military,
returning from a bull fi~ht in Re~la, passed the Maine she
was greeted with yells, whistles, and derisive cans from a num
ber of the passengers. "When Captain Sigsbee and oth£>r
officers were in the city they would occasionally be handed
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slips of paper warning them to look out for their ship, but the
captain thought little of these. General Lee was constantly re
ceiving warnings and threats of assassination. One day Cap
tain Sigsbee received in his mail a card upon which was writ
ten a lot of stuff - " Viva 'Veyler! " " Down with the 15nited
States! " " Are we going to submit to this vessel coming here
from their rotten old fleet ~ " etc.

Yet his relations with the officials were outwardly c{)fdial.
Lieutenant-Commander Wainwright, second in command, was
very particular concerning the occasional visitors, though very
few except those of the highest social standing in the city came
to the ship. They were always accompanied about by officers.
There were but two visits of Spanish military officers. Once a
party of five or six came aboard during Captain Sigsbee's ah
sence and they were reported to him as appearing constrained
and not desirous of accepting J1!uch courtesy. Captain Sigs
bee said he invited Spanish officers to the ship, in fact, made
considerable effort to get them on board socially, in order to
show good will according to the spirit of the Maine's visit, bllt
they did not come. .

The correspondents of the United States papers and the re
porters of the Havana journals were in the habit of meeting at
the Hotel Ingleterra at night to talk and exchange news. One
of these was Honore Fran~ois Laine, the correspondent of the
K ew York Su.n, who was on rather friendly terms with Fran
cisco Diaz, a reporter for the Union Const1:tu.tionel, a Wey
lerite paper. One night in ,Tanuary, according to Laine's
story, they met at the hotel, and Diaz said that he had reliable
information that General 'Veyler intended to become a ean
didate for the Cortes from the district of Havana. Asked how
he knew, he said that he had a copy of a letter which Weyler
had written to Santos Guzman, a lawyer and the head of the
conservative party in Havana, as Spanish as garlic. Guzman
had turned the letter over to the editor of the ultra-Spaniard
Union Consfifllfionel, in order that at the proper time "Tey_
ler's candidacy might be announced and commented on. Diaz
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had succeeded in getting a copy of it, and Laine made a copy of
which the following is a translation:

MADRID, January 8, 1898.
His Excellency DON FRANCISCO DE LOS SANTOS GUZMAN,

HAVAN.o\.
My DiatinguilJhed PerlJOlIal and PolitiNll Friend: - Since the 188t events,

I have changed my views about the attitude which our political party in
Cuba ought to 88Sume. I have thought before that it was more dignified for
us to abstain from the electoml contest: I believe now that it is a patriotic
duty for us to go to the polls. Our success can not be doubted; neither
can be our majority of voters, nor that, with a progmm of defense of
national honor, we will have side'by side with us all those lukewarm politi·
cians who, though Spaniards by heart are deceived by the inside eombina·
tions of Moret and Sagusta and take 88 scientific solutions of our colonial
problems what are really dishonomble humiliations of our country before
the United States.

Write on your flag, the flag of Spain: "Defense of National Honor,"
and I offer you my name 88 your candidate. After having commanded
during two years 200,000 Spanish heroes in Cuba. the title I shall be more
proud of is that of Deputy from Havana at the Cortes of Spain.

By the way. I 'Iilr~ read tllese days tftat tile AmeriranlJ are tMnking about
sending OM Of tlleir ?llar8hip8 to tll",t city. During my command in Curo t'lCy
did not eoen oore to dream about it. TIley knew the terl'ibU p/wiBlt7llent tlwt
awaited them. I'lar:e JIa-rana harbor well prepared fm' surl. an C1Ilel·gency.
I rapidly jiniBhed tlu! work tlmt Martinez Campos ea relessly ahrtlldoned.

If tfte iTUlUlt is 17lade. I 'LOpe that there will be a Spanisllftllnd to punish it
as t81'1-ibly as it d£seNJU.

Romero iil in better health than his friends could have expected, and
notwithstllnding how morally siek I feel breathing this humiliating atmos
phere, is well, also, your affectionate friend and servant,

, VALERIANO WEYLER.

By the time this letter reached Havana the riots had taken
place, autonomy had revealed its weakness, and it had become
a question whether any elections would be held. The Con
servatives had announced that they would not by voting be
come parties to such a plan, and the information that 'Veyler
had changed his mind and counselled participation in the elec
tions and electing him as deputy in the face of the autonomous
plan was naturally regarded as an important piece of news.
But as the lVain~ had not then reached Havana, and little or
nothing was known outside of official circles of her intpnoed
visit, the reporters took no notice of the latter part of \Ypyler's
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note, regarding it as a species of that braggadocio to which they
had become accustomed when he was Captain-General. Laine
threw the copy of the letter into his desk, and two days later
t,he ),{aine anchored in the harbor.

Fortunately, the attention of Havana people was somewhat
diverted at just this time by events in the field. "General
Blanco had gone on a trip to the eastern end of the island, where
the Spanish forces had suffered several defeats at the hands of
Garcia and Rabi, and on January 27th there was great joy
among the Spaniards when the dead body of the young Cuban
general, Aranguren, who for months had terrorized Havana by
his daring raids, was brought to the city and exhibited. He
had been one of the picturesque figures of the rebellion, second
only to :Maceo in the dread he inspired in the Spaniards, and
after he executed Colonel Ruiz, who tried to induce him to ac
cept autonomy, the great object of the Spanish officers was to
capture Aranguren dead or alive. But he was not captured in
battle. Through a Cuban prisoner, the Spaniards learned
that the daring insurgent was in the habit of quietly paying
visits to a family in the suburbs of Havana. Offered a bribe
of $500 if he would lead them to the place, the negro accepted,
and one morning the Spanish cavalry burst upon it from all
directions. Aranguren and his orderly were shot at the first
volley, and the younger members of the family fell wounded
into the arms of the father and mother, who were made pris
oners.

General Blanco's mission to the east was a complete fail
ure. He had gone with the expe<'fntion of winning the in
surgent leaders over to autonomy, but their only response had
heen to press harder upon the Rpanish forcl's in the east. which
were in a sad condition of neglect, poorly fed, and not paid at
all. The pretence of autonomy was sinking lower and lower
into contempt; the new cabinet was likc a hornets' nest; deeper
and dl'pppr into misl'r~' were falling the starving reconcl'ntra
dos. From an Amprican point of view the situation had be
come well-nigh intolerable. American citizens were held as
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virtual prisoners away from their plantations; the American
consuls required constant military and police protection, yet
in response to the appeal for contributions they were doing
everything possible to relieve the condition of the starving
people, while the Spanish guerrillas were doing everything
possible to exterminate them.

In a diplomatic note Spain pl~aded for a longer trial of
autonomy and said that the United States could not expect the
war to close within an indefinite period unless filibustering ex
peditions were prevented. The whole responsibility for the
success of these expeditions she placed upon us, though her
lIaval vessels were supposed to command the whole coast of
Cuba. This intimation was resented by the Unitel States in
a strong note, detailing our efforts to prevent filibustering.

When affairs were in this delicate situation, the Cuban
Junta in New York made public the following astounding let
ter purporting to have been written by the Spanish minister
at Washington, Senor Dc Lome, to the editor of E~ H eraldo at
Madrid, who had recently been on a visit to Cuba:

LEGATION DE ESPA1b, WASHINGTON.

EXI¥O SE1l'OR DON JosE CAN.-I.LEJAS:

My Distinguialted and Dear Friend: - You need not apologize for not
having written to me; I also ought to have written to you, but have not
done so on account of being weighed down with work, and 1WUlI IIOmmu

quittu.
The situation here continues unchanged. Everything depend~ upon the

politicnl and military success in Cuba. The prologue of this &econd method
of warfare will end the day that the Colonial Cabinet shall be appointed,
and it relieves us in the eyes of this country of a part of the responsibility of
what may happen there, and they must cast the responsibility upon the
Cubans whom they believe to be so immaculate.

Until then we will not be able to see clearly and I consider it to be a
10!!8 of time and an advance by the wrong road - the sending of emissaries
to the rebel field, the negotiating with the autonomists not yet declared
to be legally constituted and the discovery of the intentions and purpose of
this government. The exiles will return one by one, and, when they return,
will come walking into the sheepfold, and the chiefs will gradually return.
Neither of theRe had the courage to leave en ma88e, and they will not have
the courage thus to return.

The messllge has undeceived the insurgents who expected something
else, and has paralyzed the action of Congress, but I consider it bad.
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Besides the natural and inevitable coarseness (grtJItIria) with which he
repeats all that the press and public opinion of Spain has said of Weyler, it
shows once more what McKinley is - weak and catering to the rabble, and,
besides, a low politician, who desirell to leave a door open to me and to
stand well with the jingoes of his party.

Nevertheless, as a matter of fact, it will only depend on ourselves
whether he will prove bad and adverse to us. I agree entirely with you;
with9ut a military success nothing will be accomplished there, Rnd without
mil1tary and political success there is here always danger that the insurgents
will be encouraged, if not by th& government, at lesst by part of the public
opinion.

I do not believe you pay enough attention to the r61e of England.
Nearly all that newspaper canailU which swarm in your hotel are English,
and at the same time that they are correspondents of the Journal they are
also correspondents of the best newspapers and reviews in London. Thus
it hM been since the beginning. To my mind the only object of England is
that the Americans should occupy themselves with us and leave her in
peace, and if there is a war so much the better; that would further remove
what is threatening her-although that will never happen.

It would be most important that you should agitate the question of
commercial relations even though it would be only for effect, and that you
should send here a man of importance in order that I may use him to make
a propaganda among the Senators and others in opposition to the Junta and
to win over exiles.

There goes AmbIai'd. I believe he comes too deeply taken up with
little political matters and there must be something very great or we shall
lose.

Adela returns your salutation and we wish yon in the new year to be a
messenger of peace and take this New Year's present to poor Spain.

Always your attentive friend and servant who kisses your hands.
El'llUQUE Dupuy DE LoME.

How this letter found its way into the hands of the Cubal'l
Junta was a mystery, and, indeed, has practically remained so,
but it made little difference, as the Spanish minister at once
declined to deny its authenticity, and afterwards admitted it.
Following its publication evente moved rapidly. Antici
pating the inevitable, De Lome cabled his resignation to Sa
gasta. However much the President might be inclined to
overlook the attack upon himself, he was aware of the serious
aspect of the letter as affecting our relations with Spain. The
State Department, which on the following day came into pos
~ession of the original letter, secured from De Lome a frank
affirmation that he had written it, and )'Iinister Woodford was
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requested to demand De Lome's immediate recall. The Sa
gasta ministry accepted the resignation in time to prevent this
government from handing De Lome his passports, but the inci
dent was not regarded as closed unless Spain made some dis
avowal of the intimations that her agitation of the question
of commercial relations was for nothing more than ciIed, and
that she proposed to institute a lobby in the United States
Senate.

The negotiations for reciproclIl commercial relations formed
one of the diplomatic side issues which Spain was apparently
using to beguile the United States away from the point of in
tervention. Of course, our government was obliged to accept
Spanish representations in this line as genuine) whether it
really thought so or not. So long as Spain ret'ained her sov
ereignty of the island it would be of the greatest advantage t{)
obtain less discriminating tariffs in Cuba as related to American
goods. In October, 1897, Minister De Lome had notified this
government that as soon as Spain had leisure to take up the
subject he would probably be authorized to enter intonegotia
tions for reciprocal trade arrangements, but the Spanish gov
ernment never seemed to have leisure to refer to the subject ex
cept when the -enited States showed .!1 fresh disposition to do
something with the Cuban question. On the 6th of Fpbruary,
or two days before De Lome's abusive letter was made public,
he called upon John A. Kasson, who had been appointed a
special commissioner plenipotentiary by this government for
these commercial negotiations with Spain, and said that he
had been authorized to a('t for Spain in the matter and that a
special commissioner would soon arrive from Cuba to repre
sent the autonomous government. Such was the situation
when De Lome's letter practically announced that this dicker
ing over commercial relations was on ly for effeet.

It was apparent C'nou~h to all who were watchin~ develop
ments that all of Spain's diplomacy was for ('ff('('t - pro
fessions of reform, frepr ('omm('r('ial relationg, thC' pardoning
of American citizens who had been long imprisoned - all for
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LEB.

the sake of throwing obsmcles in the way of active intervention
by this country in Cuban affairs, and of creating sympathy in
Europe. But u~til this diplomatic veneer had been frankly
exposed in the De Lome letter no notice was taken of it.

On the 14th of February, Spain sent a disavowal of the
sentiments of the letter, and named Don Luis Polo y Bamabe
to take De Lome's place, and the President authorized the
statement that the incident was closed. The tension in the
relations between the two nations appeared to be relaxed; a
resolution for the belligerency of the Cubans was the same day
reported adversely; De Lome had gone to Xew York, where he
was waiting for the departure of a steamer, and the Spanish
cruiser l'izcaya was on her way to the port of Xew York to re
ciprocate the friendly visit of the },faine, which was floating
quietly in tile harbor of Havana. Sueh was the situation
when the following message flashed over the cables to the State
Department:

HAVANA, February 16, 1898.-12.80 A. M.

Maine blown up and destroyed to-night at 9.40 P. M. Explosion
occurred well forward under quarters of crew; consequence many were lost.
It is believed all officers saved, but Jenkins and Merrit not yet BCCounted
for. Cause of explosion yet to be investigated. Captain-General and Span.
ish army and navy officers have rendered every assistance. Sigsbce and
most of his officers on Ward steamer City of Wa8hington. Others on
Spanish man-of-war and in city. Am with Sigsbce now, who has tele·
graphed Navy Department.



CHAPTER XXIX

THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY 15, 1898-A FEARFUL EXPLOSION
AND SCENES OF HORHOR- HEMARKABLE ESCAPES-THE
WOHK OF RESCUE-THE NEWS AT WASHINGTON.

A Quiet night in Havana Harbor-The MaiTl8 Swinging at her Chain
A Sudden Hoar, a Crashing Explosion, and a Mass of Flying Flames
and Debris - The Shrieks of Dying Men - The Silence of Death
Captain Sihrs1Jee's Escape - Standing on the Sinking Ship - Lowering
the BOllts - The Oltlcel"ll in the Mess Room - Frightful Experiences-
Licut. Jenkins Groping in the Water-"Which Way"-Lieutennnt
Hood's Gl"llphic Story-The Work of Rescue-A Last Call but no
Answer from the Burning Ruins - Spanish Delight - Captain Sigsbee
Leaves the Ship - Visits from Spanish Officel"ll- Sigsbee's Despatches
to the Department - •• Don' Send War Vessels" - Excitement at 'Vash·
ington-Scenes at the White House-In the Cabinet Room-The
Official Impression - The General Impression - Sympathy of Spanish
Officials at Havana - Public Funeral of the Victims - Appointment
of the Court of Inquiry.

IT was a calm, warm night in the harbor of Havana - the
night of February 15, 1898. The great United States
battleship lay quietly at her anchorage pointing nearly

northwest. About 250 yards ahead of her and midway be
tween her anchorage and the :Machina wharf was moored the
Spanish man-of-war, the Alfonso XII. The Spanish despatch
boat, Ligaspi, which had come out two days before, lay at a
berth a little further to the north. The steamer City of
Washington of the Ward line, which had just arrived, was
lying about two hundred yards to the southward and eastward
of the .Maine's stern, slightly on the port quarter, and other
vessels were quietly at anchor at distances somewhat more
remote.

The stars shone dimly through the still and heavy atmos
phere, while aeross the gently undulating waters of the harbor
from every direction vibrated the lig-hts of the city. So quiet
was the night and the surroundings that the echoes of the

(411 )
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bugle sounding from the deck of the Maine at tattoo were
singularly distinct, and they fell pleasantly upon the ear.

The usual inspection of magazines had bee'n comple'ted;
every part of the ship, every room, every passageway had
been entered and examined; the keys had been given to Cap
tain Sigsbee, who was seated at his port cabin table, writing a
letter to his family. Other officers were in their rooms aft,
reading or writing, or conversing in little groups in other parts
of the ship. SwinbTing in their hammocks and lying about
the ship forward, some asleep and some spinning yarns, were
the gallant young sailors and marines off duty. Others were
on their watch on deck, and the sentries were at their posts.
The reports had been made to the officer of the watch. IIalf
past nine - All was well.

Passengers from the United States on the City of Wash
ington had come up to the stern of the ship to watch the ltfaine.

" We are under the guns of the United States," said one.
" 'Ve are well protected, and we can sit here."

As they looked there came a roar of immense volume, a
little interval, just enough to be distinguishable, and then a
sharp crashing report, a burst of flame high in the air, ~nd a
great rising mass of smoke, streaked with burning or black fly
ing objects. The bow of the .illaine rose out of the water, and
then, before the light of the explosion faded, the ship settled
back and down - deepe~ and deeper - while round the bow
surged a foaming semicircle of water, of debris, and groaning
men, the cries for help falling to a low murmur as the bow
settled below the foam.

Such was the frightful speetacle from a little distance in
that awful moment - at 9.40 on the night of Fcbrllary15th.

Death sealed the lips of 260 of her gallant men. All that
was known of their experience was told in that appealing cry
for help l1S it mingled with thc hissing and the roaring of the
fc!trflll maelstrom of fire and water in which they were strug
gling - a ('ry which died aWl1Y into a moan and then into
the silence of death.
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A NIGHT OF HORROR 415

Captain Sigsbee was just finishing his letter when he felt
the first crush of the explosion, the trembling and lurching
motion of the vessel and the subsidence. The electric lights
',Vent out. He thought at once that the :Maine had been blown
up and was sinking. Thinking it might be necessary for him
to make an exit by the eabin port holes on the starboard he
rushed in that direction, but found that he could get out by the
passage l('adiJJg' to the superstructure. He, therefore, tOOk
the latter route, feeling his way along and steadying himself
by the bulkheads. At the quarter deck he found some of his
officers who had escaped, asked a few questions hurriedly, and
then climbed up on the side-rail, holding to the main rigging
in order to see ovcll" the poop awning, which was covered with
debris, but he could make little out of the black mass ahead of
him. He ordered Jj('utenant-Commander 'Vainwright to post
sentries all around the ship, but in a moment they saw that
there were no marines to post and no place forward to post
them. By this time the snrviving officers had all worked
their way out and were standing by his side on the poop. He
commanded silence everywhere, and directed that the forward
magazines be flooded, but soon saw that they were already
nnder water, and those who were coming up from the ward
room told him that the water was rushing in over evp.rything.
About this time fire broke out in the mass forward and he
could see the white floating bodies in the water and hear their
faint cries. That gave him a better knowledge of the situa
tion than anything ehe, and he immediately ordere(1 the boats
to be lowered, but it was found that only two boats were avail
able. These were lowered and manned and left the ship to
save the wounded, jointly with other boats, which by this time
had arrived on the sC'ene from the Spanish man-of-war and
the City of Wa.shington.

While Captain Sigsbee, with a few of his offiC'ers, was
standing there the boats returned and reported that they had
gathered in from the wreck all the wounded that could be
found. The.Maine was settling very fast, and by this time
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the deck where the officers stood was level with the gig's gun
wale afloat in the water alongside. The fire amidships was
burning more fiercely and the spare ammunition in the pilot
house was exploding.

All the officers were accounted for exC€pt Lieutenant J en
kins and Engineer :Merritt. .At the time of the explosion Lieu
tenants J ungen, Holman, and Jenkins, and Chief Engineer
Howell were at a small table in the after part of the wardroom
messroom talking. J ungen has just finished his cigar and was
rising, when there came the dull, deafening roar, followed by
the frightful crash, and it seemed to them as if the whole ship
was falling to pieces.

"We have been torpedoed I " shouted Holman, jumping
up. " Follow me."

They had hardly reached the opposite door when the lights
went out and left them in total darkness. J ungen supposed
that both Holman lind Jenkins were ahead of him, but he
could hear neither, and stretching out his hands he followed
along till he reached the ladder, which he aseended to the pas
sageway of the after superstrueture, turning to the left, intend
ing to go forward. But he at once encountered a mass of
debris. He tried to reach the ladder leading to the poop, but
could not. His only escape was to raise himself by a door
on the superstructure. At his first effort he failed and fell
back; straining every muscle for the second effort, he swung
himself up, caught a chain and raised himself to the poop,
where he found the Captain and Lieutenant-Commander
\Vainwright. Holman and Howell worked themselves out in
much the same manner, but Jenkins, who had probably tried
to save some papers, missed his way.

The mess attendant, John H. Turpin, had been in the ward
room pantry when the explosion occurred, and the officers in
the messroom had started to :find their way out. Before he
reached the messroom the lights were all extinguished. He
heard .TC'nkins shout to him, "Which wa.v1"

"I don't know which way," eried Turpin.
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The water was rushing in rapidly, and as they groped about
came nearly to their waists.

" Which way1 " shouted Jenkins again.
"I don't know, sir, which way," replied Turpin again, as

he felt his way along a wall. The water rose to his breast and
Jenkins shouted again, and again Turpin replied that he could
not make out his direction. Suddenly the whole compart
ment lit up by the light of an explosio.n - one of the after
explosions in the magazines - and Jenkins started forward,
threw up both his hands, and fell by the steerage pantry. Tur
pin got his direction, and groped his way aft to the captain's
ladder, which he found carried away. The water was up to his
chin, and rushing in with frightful rapidity. He was just
giving up when he felt a rope, and climbing on this hand over
hand, he reached the deck, from which he soon jumped over
board. As he swam out a Spanish gig passed him, but he dove
under water, thinking that the ship had been attacked and
that he would be captured. When he came up he swam
towards the Maine's barge and was pulled in. By this time
many small boats were about the wreck, picking up the drown
ing men, and many were the thrilling, the fearful experiences
of those who succeeded in extrieating themselves from the
awful wreck.

Lieutenant Hood's graphic story, as told to the Naval
Board of Inquiry, gives a graphic picture of the horrors fol
lowing the explosion. He said: "I was sitting on the port
side of the deek, with my feet on the rail, and I both heard
and felt - felt more than I heard - a big explosion that
sounded and felt like. an under-water explosion. I was under
the impression that it came from forward starboard at the
time. I instantly turned my head and that instant there was
a second explosion. I saw the whole starboard side of the deck
and everything above it as far aft as the after end of the super
structure spring up in the air with all kinds of objects in it 
a regular crater-like performance with flames and everything
else comin~ up. I immediately sprang behind the edge of the
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superstructure for shelter, as there were a number of objects
flying in my direction. I ran very quickly aft, as fast as I
could, along the after end of the superstructure, and climbed
up on a kind of step. I went under the barge, and by this
time the explosion had passed. The objects had stopped fly
ing around. Then I saw on the starboard side an immense
amount of foaming water and wreckage and groaning men
out there. It was scattered around in a circle, I should say
about a hundred yardg in diameter, off on the starboard side. I
immcdiately proceeded to lower the gig with the help of an
other man. After I got that in the water, several officers
jumped in it and one or two men, to rescue the wounded. In
the meantime somebody else was lowering the ?ther boat on
the port side. I heard some groans forward and ran forward
on the quarter deck down the poop ladder, and I immediately
brought up on an immense pile of wreckage. I saw one man
there who had been thrown from somewhere, pinned down by
a ventilator. We got him up just in time, just before the water
rose over him."

Corporal Thompson was lying in his hammock on the port
gangway about twenty feet from the turret, when he was sud
denly thrown through the port awning as high as the super
structure. He fell hIck on the deek stunned. As soon as he
realized his position, IIC regained his feet and hung to the ridge
rope till the water carne nearly up to his neck. Just then a
rope was thrown llim from one of the boats; lie let go of the
ridge rope', ~ank, came up and managed to catch the line and
was pulled into the boat.

Every few minuteg, as the ~"lfaine burned fiercely, a shell
wOllld 111lrst, seattering the flaming debris all about, but still
the m"Il in the boats worked bravely to find the injured. No
more cries eould be heard, though they knew that over 200
sailors Il111st be on board. Then an officer of one of the
Maine's l'onts approaehed the ship, and, with a voice that
could he heard far away in the stillness of the night called out:
"If any 0110 is alive on board, for God's sake say so!" All
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waited for an answer, but none came, save the echo from the
shore.

Nearly all Havana was on the wharves watching the spec
tacle, and among the rabble could be heard the cry of " VivQ,
Espana!" and" j-Iueran los Americanos!" Expressions of
delight were unmistakable.

While Captain Sigsbee and Lieutenant-Commander Wain
wright were watching the details of the awful scene from the
poop, it became evident that they must take to the boats, as
there was danger that the forward magazine might explode,
for parts of it were constantly going off. 'Everything had been
done that could be done. So they left the ship and went to
the City of Washington, where they found the wounded and
dying lying upon mattresses in the dining saloon. :Many had
been taken aboard the Spanish war ship, where they were being
cared for. Having observed that the wounded were being at
tended to, and having directed a muster to be taken of those
on board the rescuing vessels, thQ Captain went on deck and
took a last look of the burning wreck of his vessel. At mid
night he went below and dictated a telegram to the Navy De- ...
partment. While there several Spanish officers - civil, mili
tary, and naval- came on board, in their own behalf and in
representative capacity, expressing sympathy and sorrow for
"the accident." There were the representatives of General
Blanco and of the admiral of the station, and the civil ~vernor
of the province was on board in person. Having finished his
telegrams, Captain Sigsbee met the group of Spanish gentle
men and thanked them for their visit and sympathy. In1
variably, their expressions of sympathy were followed by\
eager inquirieil as to Captain Sigsbee's idea of the cause of the 'I

accident, for accident it must have been, they said. Inva
riably, the Captain replied that he must await further investi- \
gation. Doubtless, this curiosity was natural. Even if entirely \
innocent, they knew that Spanish designs would be suspected
heC'lIllSc of the bitter feeling in Havana towa"rd the United
States, and because of the desperate character of, the officers

26
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of the Volunteers, as well as some of those of the regular army_
But Captain's Sigsbee's visitors insisted that it must have been
an accident.

" I am convinced it was the dynamo boiler," said a Spanish
naval officer. •

"But we had no dynamo," said Captain Sigsbee.
"Then it must have been the boilers," said the Spanish

officer.
" But the forward boilers had not been lighted for three

months," replied Sigsbee. " Only the after boilers were used,
and the explosion occurred well forward."

But the torpedoes, someone suggested. . The torpedoes had
not been fitted with war-heads, and without them the torpe
does were harmless. Besides, they were kept aft. As for the
forward magazines, the ainmunition was exploding in detail
while the officers were talking, and kept on exploding much
of the night. Fifty feet aft from the bow was the first store
room for ammunition. It was twenty feet wide across the
ship, twelve feet fore and aft, and seven feet high. On one

• side was kept the shells and on another the powder for the-6
inch guns. Aft of this room was another of the same dimen
sions, the storeroom for ammunition for the six-pounder, and
one-pounder Hotchkiss guns. Back of this was the first of the
ship's large magazines, twenty-eight feet wide and twenty-four
feet fore and aft. It was divided into three compartments by
partitions, so that one-half of the magazine was used for
powder for the 10-inch guns, and the other compartments
contained powder for the 6-inch guns and shells for the 10
inch guns. Running along either side of the magazine were
narrow coal bunkers. Everything had been thoroughly in
spected shortly before the explosion. Had the explosion
originated in those magazines, thought the survivors of the
},[aine, there would have been nothing left to explode. But
they kept their thoughts to themselves. It was a critical time.

The desTllltch Oaptain Sigsbee sent to the Navy Depart
ment was as follows:
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II MaiM blown up in Havana harbor at 9.40 last night and destroyed. r

Many wounded and doubtless more killed or drowned. Wounded Rnd
others on board Spanish man-of-war and Ward Line steamers. Send light.
house tender from Key West for crew and the few pieces of equipment
above water. None has clothing other than that upon him. Public
opinion should 00 suspended until further report. All officers believed to
be saved; Jenkins and Merritt not yet accounted for. Many Spanish
officers, including representatives of General Blanco, now with me to
express sympathy."

He also sent the following to Key West:
II Tell admiral MaiM blown up and destroyed. Send lighthouse

tenders. Many killed and wounded. Don't send war vessels if others
available."

When asked afterwards at Washington why he had ad
vised against sending war ships he said: " In the first place
there was a great deal of excitement, and I wanted to work
along without men-of-war, and to allay the excitement in the
city; and, in the next place, if there were any more mines, I
did not want any more war vessels blown up. Up to that
time I had strongly recommended that the Indiana be sent
there, just to show them that the Maine was not the only vessel
in the navy or the most powerful. After that time I had no
more confidence in the people. Treachery had been shown us,
and there was no special care for us. They had not attempted
to protect us."

General Lee was sitting in his room in his hotel when the
explosion occurred, and as soon as he learned that it was the
Maine, he hastened to the palace and asked for General Blanco.
He came immediately and Lee said that tears were in his eyes.
He seemed to regret it as much as anyone in Havana. But he
soon heard that many Spanish officers were drinking cham
pagne at different cafes in honor of the event.

Three hours after the Maine had been blown up representa
tives of the press were rushing about 'Washington in cabs at
midnight, ringing doorbells, and informing the Secretary of
the Navy and everyone connected with the department, of
"a bad accident to the Maine." There was no doubt in the
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minds of the Secretary of the Navy and his assistants that
something unfriendly had happened to the battleship sent on

.her " friendly mission" a little more than a fortnight before.
Suppressed excitement continued everywhere. Early the
next morning crowds were gathered about the models of battle
ships and cruisers in the halls of the Navy Department. Men
of the press and others were keeping a well-worn path between
the Department and the 'White House, and here and there
were little groups, all quiet, talking in low tones, some faces
white, with strained expressions. At the 'White House weI'''
more faces white and strained, and the few words one heard
were in strangely quiet undertones. The ~en on duty at
the door and about the halls replied mechanically to questions
of visitors.

Preparations for the last of the series of official reeep
tions to be given the next evening had been nearly completed
- the box arrangements for wraps all up in the outer corridor,
and floral decorations in the east room and state parlors. A
woman cam~ in, and, as her first glance fell upon the impro
vised cloak-room, she exclaimed:

" Oh, you are not going on with the reception, are you,
while a hundred American sailors lie dead in Havana1"

Her voice trembled with feeling, though she did not know
that instead of one hundred dead American sailors, there were
260. That was given out later. There had been no order as
yet to give up the reception, and th~ attendant to whom she
spoke looked distressPd, but could only reply:

" I - I don't know."
Up in the Cabinet-room the President was talking it over

with such members of his cabinet as were in town, and during
the day the contents of the dispatches frolll Havana were
given out from time to time. There was no disposition to
witllhold anything, and, indeed, it would have been very un
wise to have done so, under the strain of public excitement and
anxiety. 'When the Attorney-General came out of the cabinet
room he was instantly surrounded by m€n of the press, who
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looked rather than asked the questions usually "fired" in
quest of information. He stood his ground well, looking
them squarely in the face as he said in cool, deliberate tones:

" Everything known about the disaster will be given out;
the President directs it, and you will learn all from the Secre
tary of the Navy. Perhaps it is just as well, therefore, that I
should say nothing more."

Then, after an instant's pause, he added: "Th~ Spanish
government at Havana tenders its sympathy." Ill' bowed and
passed down the stairway. There was not a word of comment.
Men of the press had become hardened to the" friendly rela
tion " phase of the Cuban policy.

Ten minutes later the Secretary of the Navy came out of
the cabinet-room. Three men who had been waiting for him
wer~ at his side at once. On their return one was asked:

" \Vell, what is the impression - the official impression 1"
" Oh, the official impression is that it was an accident."
" And the other impression - the general impression1"
,. Oh, the general impression is that it was not an accident."
In the meantime at the Navy Department tell'gTams were

coming by the score from relatives and friends of the dead sail
ors buried next day at Havana. A Court of Inquiry to in
vestigate the cause of the disaster was at once appointed, and
it was ~lso promptly decided not to send another warship to
Havana for the present. General Lee, as well a.~ Captain
Sigsbee, advised against sending another ship at once, and,
undoubtedly, they had good reasons for such advice.

The Spanish authorities, however, acted in the most sym
pathetic and cordial manner. The hospitals ,vere opened for
tile wounded and the Spanish physicians and nurses assisted
the surgeon of thc ship in alleviating the suffrrings of tlIP in- .
jured. It being impossible to embalm the dead and send them
to this country, tllf' hodirs that wrre fOl1nrl wrre hunrd in
Havana, 0aptain-Ornrral Hllwco offering to give them a publir
fune,ral at the puhlir rxprnsr. Thrre WIlS a great funeral
cort6ge, in whieh !'i,OOO prop1r werr in line. The Bishop of
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Havana, assisted by the chaplain of the ship, conducted the re
ligious ceremonies. No trouble was spared in Havana to make
the survivors as comfortable as possible and to show sympathy
for the great loss by the" accident."

The Court of Inquiry, composed of Captain William T.
Sampson, Captain French E. Ohadwick, Lieutenant-Com
mander William P. Potter, and Lieutenant-Commander
Adolph Marix, proceeded at once to Havana and began a secret
investigation on Monday the 21st. Divers were set to work
under command of Oaptain Sigsbee. At first some little fric
tion developed as to our rights in the wreck. When early on
the morning of the 18th Captain Sigsbee and three of his offi
cers rowed out to endeavor to find in the hulk the bodies of
I.ieutenant Jenkins and Engine{'r :Merritt, they were stopped
by a guard of armed Spanish sailors surrounding the sunken
battleship. Captain Sigsbee declared who he was and his in-

. tentions, but they told him that they had strict orders not to
allow.any diver employed by Americans to go down unle~~ :1('
companied by a Spanish diver. Captain Sigsbce returned alHI
together with General I.ee held a long discussion with the Ad
miral and General Blanco. It was urged that the wreck was
American property and under the jurisdiction of American
officers, and the point was finally carried. Had the Havana
authorities insisted on their claim, the impression would natur
ally have been formed that they had reason to fear that some
thing incriminating them would be found. They asked for a
joint investigation, but the court preferred to act independ
ently, with assurances to the Spanish officials that, on tlH'ir
part, every facility for making a separate investigation would
be extended to them.

The administration had every reason for confidence in the
members of the Court of Inquiry. Captain Sampson had bern
rhief of the Bureau of Ordnanre for several yea1'8, and was
a man of positive eonvirtions and jlldirial disposition. The
other members had special qualifications which entitled them
t<> confidence.
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PREPARING FOR WAR -EVIDENCE OF SPANISH TREACHERY
-MILLIONS FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE-A HISTORICAL
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IT is a question whether the J[aine incident really hastened
or delayed actual hostilities. Undoubtedly, it crystal
ized American sentiment; here was something concretAl

in its character and appealing directly to the sentiment of the
people as Americans. If they had been balancing doubtfully
as to our grounds for interference because of Spanish excel''3es
in Cuba and Spanish disregard of our rights, they could doubt
no longer when a fine battleship lay at the bottom of Havana
harbor, with the mangled bodies of 260 sailors and marines
in the wreck. They might. fail to appreciate the serious
ness of affairs when couched in the smooth words of diplo
macy, but the ruin of the Maine was understood. No matter
whether it suggested motives of revenge or not; it suggested
action. There was something more than a general impression
that it was not an accident. It was a belief.

Nevertheless, the people were not at first impatient. Sel£
repression was a dominant characteristic, even in Congress.

• (~7)
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Nothing else was talked about in conversation, but little was
said in public utterance to arouse the suppressed exdtement,
and though it was attempted it met a ~ilent reproof even from
Cuban sympathizers who fully realized that action must fol
low. But it introduced a new phase into our relations with
Spain, and one which required a little time for an adjustment,
80 that we might not appear to rush into war out of pure re
venge. It really interrupted the course of the policy which
the administration had laid down. Spain had been given to
understand that we could not contemplate an indefinite con-

I tinuance of the existing affairs in Cuba; our war ships had been
Ilent to the vicinity of Cuba, and as a preparation for a vigorous
policy the President had collected from the consuls on the
island a great mass of reports ¥onfirming all the assertions in
the newspapers about the starving reconcentrados. Congress
had called for these reports and the President was just on the
point of giving them to Congress and to the world when the
news of the Maine explosion came. So the reports were held
back in the fear that, when added to the disaster, the excite
ment might lead Congress to declare war on the instant, and
prudence commanded that we should go to war, if we went at
all, decently and in order.

It was for this reason that the administration fostered the
impression that the sinking of the ltfaine might have been an
accident, while the" peace-at-any-price " men became almost
ridiculous in their efforts to show that it certainly was an acci
dent. They were willing to gloat over and enlarge upon any
rumor that the discipline on the Maine was bad, rumors which
usnally emanated from similar sources. To all appoorances,
they would have been glad to shift the responsibility upon one
of the most competent and gallant of our naval officers, and
their attitude had an exasperating rather than a quieting ef
fect upon the mass of the people, who were waiting patienfu
for the report of the naval board. On the othe-r hand, all
sorts of rnmors were circulated by those who seemed desirous
of pluHging the country at once into war. The administra-
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tion, doubtless in the interest of peace and dispassionate judg
ment, appeared to hold the theory that the country should con
~ider the disaster to the lIfaine an accident till there had been
ample evidence to the contrary; on the other hand, the people
preferred the theory that it should be considered a pieee of
Spanish treachery till there should be ample evidence to the
contrary.

But if the higher officials of the administration and the
leaders of Congress would not admit that they saw evidences
of Spanish treachery in this tragedy following the long chain
of dramatic incidents connected with our controversy with
Spain, in their hearts was even more than a grave fear and a
~ark suspicion. And it was not long before this suspicion was
~~rengt.hened. The administration does not seem to have sought
information of a conclusive character till the whole could
1.0 known and given to the public. But if prudence required
its members to avoid exciting Congress and the people, it also
required it to secure some little intimation of what might he
expected. Going to war is not a simple business. It requires,
hesides ways and means, men and arms, and a motive which any
European nation favorable to Spain or hostile to the United
States on ganeral principles could not question. To rllsh into
war might prove disastrous, and yet the President felt that if
anything developed showing conclusively that the J.faine was
blown up from outside war would become inevitahle. The
people would hardly allow the government to take any otller
course, and no man ever had a greater respect for the sentimpnt
of the people than President :McKinley. They could not ap
preciate the perils of the situation nor the tremendous respon
sibilities resting upon the executive, who knew we were living'
over a volcano. But he wisely counseled patience and allowed
the people to think that he believed the 11[aine to have met her
fate through an' accident. He had planned a Cuban policy
upon broad lines, and it was a very seriolls matter to have such
a disaster at such a moment sllg'g'esting' in the h£'art8 of so many
the thollght of revenge or swift retribution. Every considera-
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tion of prudence and safety required him to keep this great
moving patriotic sentiment of a nation of nearly 80,000,000
people in check. But could he1

General Lee sent but one dispatch concerning the investi
gation of the causes of the disaster, and that was the day after
the naval board began its inquiry. In it he said: " Copper
cylinders' ammunition found intact in lO-inch forward maga
zine, starboard side, this morning. Seems to show that maga
zine not exploded. Evidence beginning to prove explosion
on port side by torpedo."

This dispatch was not given out then, not till long after; it
would have been unwise; but the keen senses of the newspaper
men knew that something had happened. "Owing to some
inexplicable cause," wrote one on the 24th, " the air of Wash
ington is again surcharged with feverish excitement over the
extremely delicate situation resulting from the destruction of
the battleship Maine."

The people understood the pacific official expressions and
were not surprised when preparations for action were suddenly
begun. Vessels out of commission were being put in readi
ness; ammunition was being manufactured at an unusual rate;
coal was being stored at convenient points along the coast;
fortifications were being repaired and put in readiness for the
defense of the coast; inquiries concerning the mobilization of
the naval and ordinary militia were sent to a few States likely
to be first summoned into action in case of war. On March
9th it was oocided to withdraw the battleship Oregon from the
Pacific squadron. Such a step could hardly have been taken
had peace been deemed probable, for it imposed upon the
battleship a very long journey around the Horn. Orders were
sent to Rear Admiral Dewey, commander of the Asiatic naval
squadron, to concentrate his ships at Hong Kong; in fact, no
step was spared for placing us in a position to sternly face a foe
in the immediate future. Spain also began to negotiate for
RhipR, amI, f('arin~ the suc('('sRful <,onsummation of such nego
tiations, Secretary I~ong on :March 9th cabled to the naval at·
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taches of the United States abroad to obtain options on armored
cruisers and torpedo boat-destroyers.

At the White House and State Department, where they
were preparing to make representations to Spain in connection
with the Maine disaster and the general Cuban question, they
were talking peace. In the Military and Naval Departments,
where they were preparing for war, they were talking peace.
The average Senator or Representative was talking war.
'With them war was inevitable. But, peace or war, the Presi
dent had a fixed purpose in view. If forcible intervention
came, it would be because Spain declined to consider inter
mediary propositions looking to the independence of the isiand
through peaceful means. He determined to keep his existing
Cuban pOlicy intact and to handle the Maine disaster as a sepa
rate incident.

So far as could be seen, the Spanish authorities made no at
tempt to discover whether a plot to blow up the Maine had
existed. They seem to have taken it for granted that. it was
an accident, and their investigation was a farce - a most trans
parent effort to bolster up the accident theory. The whole
forward part of the ship from a point just abaft the forward
turret had been twisted fifteen or twenty. degrees to starboard,
and that part of the wreck was a wilderness of debris and curled
and twisted plates.

But was the force of the explosion inward or outward? In
seeking to answer this question the divers soon found con::'
elusive testimony.

When it became evident from what little leaked out that
the disaster could not have been caused by an explosion of the
boilers, the" official impression" was that it must have been
due to the explosion of the forward magazines where the pow
der was.

It was evident by the 26th that the administration had in
reality abandoned the accident theory, and at a cabinet meet
ing the possibilities of the future were discussed. Even if it
were conclusively shown that the Spanish government either
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at Madrid or at Havana had nothing to do with the design,
Spain would be no less responsible for not protecting the ship
while in the harbor, particularly if she had been deliberately
anchored over a mine.

The Spanish cruiser Yiuaya, which had arrived at the
port of New York in the midst of the public excitement over
the loss of the ltJaine, departed on February 26th as safe and
sound as she came. The precautions of the port authorities to
guard the Spanish vessel from all harm were thorough and ef
fective, and the extreme to which these precautions were car
ried was illustrated by the fact that even the Holland sub
marine boat was constantly watched. The government, in
short, accepted its responsibility for the security of a foreign
vessel of war visiting its waters on a friendly mission. .

It is a principle of international law that a ship of war ad
mitted to a foreign port is accorded the privilege of extra-terri
toriality. While ordinarily this consists simply of immunity
from local jurisdiction, yet by reason of the principles under
lying the privilege of extra-territ,nality such vessel of war is
entitled to the same immunity ,nd mviolability which sur
rounds the person of an ambassador and his hotel. It becomes,
therefore, the duty t;>f the authorities responsible for the gov
ernment of the harbor visited by a foreign public vessel to use
due diligence that such vessel is not injured by any violence of
the inhabitants or by any hidden means of injury known to
such government, such as submarine mines;torprdoes, or other
concealed means of defense. And 'this duty is intensified to
the highest degree when the fact is taken into consideration
that foreign public vessels of war, being subject to the port
regulations, must anchor where directed by the local authori
ties.

It is a well-established fact that a government is liable for
damages done to' alien residents of a country by a mob whieh
by due diligence it could have repressed. Italy not long ago
was indemnified by the TTnitrd States for tlle injury done to hf'r
citizens by a mob in New Orleans. In 1853 the Oongress of
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the L nited States acceded to the demand of Spain for the in
demnity for losses sustained Ly the consul of Spain and other
persons residing at :Kew Orleans or at Key \Vest, in the year
1851, through the violence of individuals excited by the intel
ligence then recently received at those places of the execution
of certain persons in Havana by the Spanish authorities of
Cuba_

Should it be established that the ltfaine was blown IIp
either through design or want of due diligence on the part of
the authorities at Havana, Spain's responsibility would be com
plete, and would justify the United States in resorting to dras
tic measures of redress.

Convinced that the Cubans would not accept the plan of
autonomy proposed, the autonomist party in Cuba Legan to
discuss additional measures without any assurance from Spain
that she would consent to them. They were suggested with
the evident intention of determining, if possible, to what ex
tent it would be necessary to go to induce the insurgents to lay
down their arms. But the insurgents continued firm in their
demand for absolute independence, and Spain was in reality
equally firm in her determination to maintain her sovereignty
and reject any active interference by the United States.

Financially, Spain was sinking deeper and deeper into
debt, and knew not llOW to pay arrears due the army, civil
servants, and other debtors, while an annual interest charge of
$65,000,000 was due and the Cuban indebtedness had arisen
to nearly $500,000,000. Meanwhile, affairs both financial
and military seemed to be drifting without any cl~r plan of
action or distinct hopes for the future. Bad as this was, the
starvation and suffering in Cuba were much worse. Official
statistics as reported showed that in the province of Matanzas
alone 50,000 people had perished, and a third of the popula
tion left were in destitution.

Miss Clara Barton of the Red Cross Society, on her arrival
in Cuba reported that the condition was far worse than she
had believed possible. The planters and business men were
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almost or quite ruined. It appeared as if years of peace would
be required to restore industry and commerce to a normal
state. In short, the entire condition of the island was des
perate and apparently almost hopeless. Wholly apart from
the Maine disaster, the serious issue in the Cuban question was
a continuing one. OUf government had reached the belief
that the time had nearly come when humanity and commercial
interests alone required it to intervene.

'Vhile the Court of Inquiry was conducting its inquiry, the
public waited patiently and with little knowledge of the nature
of the testimony or of the impression made upon the members
of the board, which observed the greatest secrecy. But some
points, for which the enterprising press were lying in wait,
leaked out, such as, for example, the fact that much of the am
munition in the forward magazine was found intact. Every
thing went to confirm the general impression and belief that
the disaster was not an accident. The public had made up its
mind with an instinct which is generally unerring.

If the official appeal for help for the starving reconcen
trados had been made in the hope that the sympathy of the
people of the United States would prove the most humane
factor, and therefore one of the most powerful influences in the
peaceful effort to bring the war to a speedy close, it was a hope
with little promise of fulfillment. Apparently, it had no effect
on Spain. The authorities at Madrid and Havana did nothing,
and did not try to do anything. But the American relief con
tinued and could not be withdrawn when the need for it was
becoming more and more pressing.

Up to the 10th of March the American committee for the
relief of the reconcentrados had distributed rations to 18,000
starving people in Havana and the neighboring towns of
Guanabacoa, and 85,000 in the whole island. Still t4e misery
was intense and people were dying by the hundreds every
day.

'Vhen, early in :March, it was announced that fresh supplies
would be carried to the island on two American war ships -
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the Montgomery and the Nashville - the expedition was
awaited with especial interest in view of the fate of the Maine,
and this was followed by much disturbance of feeling when
Spain, through lIinister Woodford, requested that supplies
should not be sent to Cuba on war vessels, and that our govern
ment should re<!all Consul-General Lee, through whose active
efforts supplies had been distributed where most needed. The
Madrid papers were charging that General Lee's sympathies
were more with the insurgent than with the Spanish forces,
and that he was in friendly relations with cotrespondents of
papers which were considered to be decidedly unfriendly to
Spain. They were so considered because they had endeavOTed
to give a true and adequate idea of the sufferings on the island
and the inhuman practices of the Spanish soldiers; also because
they offered evidence that the ]{aine had been destroyed by
design. It would have been strange, indeed, had lIr. Lee
failed to have sympathy for the insurgents after what he had
observed, but he at all times carefully refrained from official
acts that would have compromised him or the people he repre
sented.

After the destruction of the jfaine, the correspondent,
Laine, whose story was afterwards told to a Senate committee,
bethought himself of the 'Veyler letter, to the lattcr part of
which he had paid little heed at the time a copy of it came into
his possession. Laine asserted that he tried to see Diaz, his
informant, and secure, if possible, the -original of the letter,
but could not. He assumed that Diaz, being a Spaniard, must
have notified the authorities that he had a copy of the. letter,
for on March 4th he was arrested and kept in Cabana fortress.
Through a friend who had witnessed the arrest, he had been
able to inform the consul-general. On the 9th he was ex
pelled from the island. He averred that the Spanish police
officials had informed him that they knew of his secret, but
that it would die with him, and he considered that he had been
expelled rath€r than killed because he had been enabled to
make his arrest known.
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The letter was published in aNew York paper and drew
forth a denial from Guzman that he had ever received it, and
from Weyler that he had ever sent it. General Lee knew
Laine well, and had, as he says, always found him" a very up
right, honest, straight fellow." When he saw the copy of the
Weyler letter, therefore, he thought the chances were that he
had a copy of a genuine letter, and he set some machinery at
work with the result that he found a cablegram signed" W ey
ler," sent from Barcelona to Eva Canel and Santos Guzman.
The former was..quite a noted Spanish woman in Havana who
was a great admirer of General \Veyler. During the mob riots
she had shouted" Vim lVeyler! " and" },{uera Blanco! " and
was' finally e'Xpelled from the island by Blanco and sent to
:Mexico. Guzman was the one to whom the letter Laine
showed had been addressed. This cablegram read:

.. Grave circumstances cause me to ask you to destroy the last letter of
February 18."

General Lee was entirely satisfied that it was a genuine
telegram received at Havana, and considered it corroborative
of the letter shown by Laine. The cablegram seemed to refer
to a later letter, and to all appearance was sent after receivin~

information that his former letter had been made public. It
will be noticed that Laine's arrest occurred the 4th, the request
for Lee's recall the 6th, and I,aine 'expulsion on the 9th.

:Many saw in Spain's reqllest for the recall of General Lee
the hand of De Lome, who had just arrived at :Madrid, as he
was known to have advised his g"overnment to take such a
eourse when he was minister. 'Vhen the State Department
first considered sending relief supplies to Cuba by war ships;
De I,ome had been very prompt to protest, and he also spoke
unofficially to members of the State Department of what he
considered the impropriety of General Lee's conduct in Ha
vana.

The request for I~ee's withdrawal was promptly refused by
the President, who said in a public statement: "The Presidcnt
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will not consider the recall of General Lee. He has borne him
self throughout this crisis with judgment, fidelity, and courage
to the President's entire satisfaction. As to the supplies for
the relief of the Cuban people, all arrangements have been
made to carry a consignment this week from Key 'Vest by one
of the naval vessels, whichever may be the best adapted and
most available for the purpose, to':Matanzas and Sagua."

It was decided to send the supplies in the Fern with the
Montgomery as convoy, so, practically, both requests from
Spain were refused and she was too wise to press them. The
tone of the conservative press in Spain became very hostile to
the Unite.d States, though the ministry made frequent ex
pressions of its desire for friendly relations. Elections for thE'
Cortes were pending and the Liberals were anxious that a ma
jority should be chosen in support of the Sagasta ministry.
There had been no election since the Canovas ministry, and
thus the Liberals were in a minority, dangerous in view of the
complications ahead.

The trend of events was unmistakable. The administra
tion was doing everything possible to place the navy and army
on a war footing and Spain was making efforts to buy war ves
sels. The President felt that the time had come to add to the
fleet, and that rcquired the support of Congress. His consulta
tions with the leaders of Congress plainly showed that he would
be gladly supported in any preparations for war, though there
was some hesitancy shown by the naval committee, curiously
enough, from the representatives of the State of :Maine. The
result of the President's consultation was the introduction by
}Ir. Cannon, chairman of the House Committee on Appropria
tions, of a measure setting apart $50,000,000 for the defense
of the nation to be used at the President's discretion. :K0

statement was made of the reason why such a sum was de
manded. But it was warmly approved throughout the coun
try. The people simply knew that the cDntroversy with Spain
had reached such a point that the President felt it his duty to
prepare for war. The bill was as follows:

27
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.. Be it enacted, etc., that there is hereby appropriated out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the' national defense and for
each and every purpose connectcd therewith, to be expended at the discre
tion of the President and to remain available until June SO, 1899,
f50,OOO,OOO."

It was passed in the House of Representatives on die 8th
and in the Senate on the 9th of March, without a dissentin~

voice in either body and without debate in the Senate; and it
was at once signed by the President. One of the striking
features in the debate in the House was the apparently gen
eral agreement that it was essentially a peace rather than a war
measure. The argument was that to be well prepared for any
possible emergency was the best way to insure the calm and
reasonable consideration of fair propositions for the mainten
ance of honor and justice without resort to war. The same
reason was given for tho continued activity of the army and
navy, the reorganization of military departments, the purcha!'c
of war material, the equipping of ships, the enlisting of men,
the increased estimatC's in the naval bill, the forming of two
new regiments of artillery, which the army officials had long
before unsuccessfully demanded as a necessity for coast de
fense. All of these steps were being taken, and the two days
in which the resolution for defense was passed formed a dra
matic climax. They were days when stocks, bonds, and cal
culating self-interest were lost sight of in the rise of American
patriotism; a cool, strong, determined unit of thought and
action, sweeping everything before it in the Oongress of the
United States.

There were many ready and anxious to belittle the step, as
there will always be people who will belittle any great action.
If it was only a peace measure it was a pretty big one. No
lItep in the three years of our Ouban policy had so won the re
spect of nations. Its meaning was great and far reaching. It
meant the freedom of Ouba - by peace if possible; if not, by
war. That would depend upon Spain. President McKinley
completely dominated the situation. Oongress gave ~ him
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$50,000,000 and a vote of confidence such as no President ever
had, both without his making a promise in return. He had
neither to promise war to the" jingoes," nor peace to the stock
brokers. He deeply felt the trust imposed in him, for he con
sidered it as a trust and not as a vindication.

History will certainly call that a striking moment in our
national life when $50,000,000 were given to the President
without a minute's hesitation or a dissenting voice. Such a
vote was not recalled in the whole history of Congress - every
man voting, and all on oue side, ready and eager to go on
record. The four hours' debate in the House was not really a
debate - but four hours of speeches all on one side. For the
first time since the Civil War, Congress was united as one man
in a common cause for the honor of a common flag. It was
worth a few millions just to show to the world that silver and
gold, protection and free trade, and all other differences, with
the party names of Republican, Democrat, and Populist had
vanished, leaving no East, West, North, nor South, but instead
one solid American party, with a single plank in its platform,
pledged to stand by the government. The nation with such
confidence in its government is a great nation.

The dispatch of the Senate was somewhat surprising to
those who had anticipated something of interest in connection
with passing a special bill carrying $50,000,000. It was all
over in half an hour. Never before had so many senators
voted solidly, and those who had been ridiculed as jingoes felt
rather proud of the name when every Senator, including those
who had been earnestly seeking to avoid complications with
Spain, voted" aye." But it was a " peace measure."

It certainly seemed to have a calming effect upon Spain,
and a semi-official statement was made in Madrid to the effect
that Spain was no more desirous of war than the United States.
Undoubtedly, this was generally true, in spite of a feeling that
a war with the United States might be necessary to save the
throne. The statement said there was no cause for wllr. bllt
this was from Spain's standpoint. She had no desire for war
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so long as the United States allowed affairs to go on in Cuba,
and she held there was no cause for war so long as the United
States did so. But from the American standpoint the war in
Cuba must stop, and the only chance for peace was in Spain's
yielding, and she would welcome a war with the United States
rather than do that. If she withdrew from Cuba, it must be
at the point of the guns of the United States, not of those of
Cuban bandits. The far-sighted in this country understood
this perfectly, and therefore considered the $50,000,000 a war .
measure, not a peace measure.

The government at once became intensely active in put
ting the country in a condition of defense. Enormous quan
tities of war supplies were ordered; negotiations for the pur
chase of war ships building abroad were begun; recruiting
stations for the navy were opened; the monitors, cruisers, and
rams were put under commission; the great ordnance factory
of the government was kept working night and day, and two
cruisers, receiving finishing touches in English ship yards and
intended for Brazil, were purchased.
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CHAPTER XXX!

ATTITUDE OF EUROPEAN POWERS - INCREASING GRAVITY
OF THE SITUATION-FINAL DIPLOMATIC EFFORT WITH
SPAIN - REPORT OF THE COURT 'OF INQUIRY.

Sounding European Governments - Friendly Attitude of England - Rea
lIOns for Cherishing an Alliance - The Spanish Court of Inquiry
Marked Impression Made by Senator Proctor's 8pa-ch - Differing
Pplicies - General Pando Seeks to Convert Cubans - Renewed Activity
in War Preparations - Spain's Torpedo !,'lotilla Departs from the
Canary Islands - Hastening Diplomacy - A Critical Situation
Our Demands upon Spain - Rtlport of the Naval Court of Inquiry
Submitted - Its Conclusions - Significance of the Keel Plates in the
Wreck - Evidence Entirely Conclusive of Outside Explosion - Efforts
to Fix the Responsibility - Captain Sigsbee's Testimony - AlaiTUJ

Anchored Jnst Where a }fine Would be Placed-Certain Navy Offi
cials Suspected - Rtmarkable Conversation Heard on a Ferry Boat
An Anonymous Letter - $6,000 for Blowing up the Ship.

THE European governmentll, while not officially l!ounded
as to their attitude in case. of war, gave indications of
their official position, and in all cases save one their.

responses were satisfactory. Austria's manner, if not posi
tively unfriendly, was somewhat chilling. Germany gave us

\

to understand that its friendship and trade with the United
States were of more importance to her than friendship and
trade with Spain. But the most significant expression, and
by far the most important, came from England. There had
been some discussion as to joint action between the Unitcd
States and England in case an attempt was made by conti
nental. powers. to close neutral ports in China, but it had been
indecisive. It was made clear, however, that there was a
practically unanimous feeling in England with regard to the
strength and justice of the American position in the differences
with Spain. Never before in the history of England amI thl'
United States had there been such outspoken approval of

(448)
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American policy; never before such warm expression of Anglo
Saxon fellowship. The sobriety of spirit and quiet determina
tion, first to be in the right, and next to support the right at any
cost, which had thus far been shown by the President, by Con
gress, and by the people of the cou\ltry during these trying
weeks had won the English heart, and it was evident that if war
came with Spain, England would stand as a warning against
any interference from Continental powers. It was not con
sidered probable that there would be a formal alliance between
the two countries, but their unconscious gravitation towards
each other in time of danger showed again that blood was
thickf'r than water. The historical and race kinship of the
two peoples was evidently becoming morc distinct in the
national consciousness, and promised to constitute a great fac
tor in the international problems of the future.

Certainly, the moral advantages of treating international
qucstions on a high level were strikingly displayed during
these weeks in which the administration was addressing itself
with composure and dignity to the solution of the vexatious
issues between it and Spain, Bluster and irritability would
have lost us precisely that commanding moral position which
restraint and moderation gained for us. It was this which
thwllrtrd the attempt made by Spain to secure support from
the Continf'ntlll powrrs. Sir Charles Dilke, one of the great
est authoritif's on foreign affairs in England, strongly ex
prrssed his sympathy with our attitude towards Cuba. Pro
fessor Bryce declared that he had always believed that" be
neath the sometimes troubled surface there is a deep and strong
currf'nt of sympathy for each other, as well as a sense of
essential unity, in the two great and free English peoples on
the opposite sides of the Atlantic."

Eng-Iand's disposition to cheri.sh an alliance with us was
vpry rellsonably influf'nced by the diplomatic situation in
Europe as to Ohina. Rather than be deprived of the markets
of the far East or to suffer the dismemberment of the Chinese
empire, which was seriously threatened by the aggressive
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policy of Russia, France, and Gennany, England had inti
mated that she would go to war. Matters had arrived at a very
critical stage, and had not the trouble between Spain and the
United States brought forth the evidences of an understanding
between the latter and England, the three Continental powers
threatening England's prestige in the East might have pushed
her to active operations. "When the influence, evelJ though
entirely moral, of the Fnitpd States was thrown in the halance
with England, the pOWNS drew back. This, douhtless, had its
effect in stirring up the 8P\"ere critieisms of the r nited States
and the eviJent sympathy l"..ith Spain in the prcss of Russia,
France, and Germany. It compelled a relinquishment of
designs in the East at a time when they thought England to be
unsupported.

"Moreover, the Cuhan war had heen as disastrous in many
ways to the interetlt of England as to ouril. The railways llad
largely been huilt with capital borrowed in London; over 100
plantations were owned hy Englishmen or"were controlled hy
English capital, and England had heen seriously consiJering
what she should do with all the claims of her citizens for
damages in the Cuhan war, - damages for which Spain was
liable.

I.ittle was heard from the Naval Court of Inquiry in the
~Maine disaster, though from unofficial sources came occasional
intimations that the explosion was external and not internal.
But, in the pressure of other events, the importance of the
inquiry was lost sight of. The President of the Spanish Court
of Inquiry, Captain Peral, publicly stated that in his opinion
the disaster was an accident, pure and simple. The prevailing
idea was that much depended upon the report of our Court, and
also much upon the reply of Spain to any demand for indem
nity that might he mad£'. It was s£'mi-officially announ('ed that
Spain would rPflist the payment of an indemnity. This atti
tude taken in advance of the rcport of our Court, and only upon
the public statemE'nt of Captain ppral, gave ahundant ('vidence
that the "ITnited States could expect nothing from Spanish
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diplomacy. When it took twenty years to collect a claim
which Spain acknowledged to be just, there was little prospect
of securing an indemnity for the Maine.

Spain remained as firm as ever in its refusal to consider
the freedom of Cuba; Captain-General Bianco, at a dinner
given at lIavana, declared that Spain would never give it up
nor would she sell at any price.

Kothing made a more marked impression upon Congres.q
and the country at this time than the speech of Senator Proctor
in the Senate on :March 17th. Owing to the ag~ressive char
acter of some of the pro-Cuban newspapers, many people had
formed the habit of discounting the news which came from the
troubled island. Even when these statements were backed by
reports from some correspondents of good repute, there was a
disposition to doubt occurrences which hardly sremed possible
in civilized warfare. This doubt manifested itself in the Sen
ate among thos'e who dreaded precipitate action, and it was
fortunate, therefore, that some of the senators and congress
men had determined to see for themselves. Of all those who
ch~ thus to inform themselves no man was more respected
among his colleagues than Senator Praetor of VemlOnt, a level·

"headed, conservative Kew Englander, with much acumen,
sobriety of judgment, and due regard for the responsibilities
of his office. 'When, therefore, he described in cool, dispassion
ate lan~uage the conditions of Cuba as he saw them in Febru
ary and early in "March, and voiced his judgment concerning
the future of Cuba if it continued under Spanish rule, douhtful
people began to realize why it was that so many had long urged
intervrntion. TIe assl1frd the S<'llate that he spoke without
any ronsnltation with the President, and that his words could
only be intrrpreted 3S an exprrssion of his IWr80nal belief, but
it was well known that he was a close friend of the President,
and that his judgment was prizrd at tIl(' 'Vhite House.

It had herome apparent that, assuming that the .Maine
inriclent was satisfartoril~' sr>ttlrd, two radirally differing
partirs existed among thosr close to the President: those who
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advocated immediate intervention on the ground of humanity
and commercial necessity, and those who preferred to give
Spain a longer time to demonstrate the success or failure of
autonomous government. ·All agreed that it would be useless
and unwise to atteinpt to force the insurgents into accepting
even the most generous Spanish terms, and all dreaded an at
tempt to settle the question by force at any time between May
1st and October 1st, when the mortality from fever might be
greater than that from Spanish bullets. Undoubtedly, many
sincere friends of Cuba, who ha~ made up their minds that
force would be necetlsary and wise, would have been glad to
continue the relief to the reconcentrados and to impress upon
Spain diplomatically the necessity of her granting freedom to
Cuba on honorable terms, but events could not be so easily
managed. The action of this nation cannot be determined by
the President alone, or by Congress, or by any special interest;
in the last analysis it must be determined by the people.
There are times when the national consciousness rises higher
than anything else and such times are momentous onee in the
life of the nation. .

The most important news which came from the theater of
war at this time was that General Pando had announced an
armistice in eastem Cuba, with the purpose of securing a con
ference with General Gomez and other leading insurgent offi
cers to urge upon them the claims of more liberal autonomy.
It was stated that the most generous terms would be offered, a
proposition to willingly surrender Cuba to the Cubans, to dis
band the Spanish Yolunteers, and to leave Cuba entirely free
to govem herself on the payment of an annual sum to Spain of
$2,000,000. But it was too late for such measures as this, and
as soon as the Volunteers heard of it they began to make
trouble.

As the time for the report of the Naval Board approached,
the public impatience increased. By the 24th the gravity of
the situation could no longer be disguised by expressions of
peace; the feeling of restlessness was noticeable everywhere.
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A crisis seemed at hand. The activity of preparations in the
Army and Navy Departments constantly increased. Troops
had been ordered eastward; important changes had been made
in the naval commands; telegraphic orders for the purchase of
tugs and torpedo destroyers had gone forth. In Congress the
nervous enthusiasm of the crowd of spectators who daily
wandered about the great marble capitol found vent when
Senator Gallinger of Kew Hampshire depicted the horrors he
had witnessed in Cuba, and when Senator Thurston of Ne
braska, who had just returned from a ·visit to Cuba, where
his wife had died, in a glowing speech described the dreadful
scenes he had witnessed, and declared strongly for action. As
he neared the close of his speech he broke down under exeite
ment, sympathy, and sorrow, and as he sat down he bowed
his head upon his desk and wept, and the galleries broke into
applause that for the first time in the United States Senate
was allowed to go on unchecked.

Mrs. Thurston's death was a severe blow to Senator Thurs
ton, and 'Vashington people who knew her as a woman of high
intellectual attainments, ever mindful of the suffering, sym
pathized with him deeply. She was a member of the Cuban
Relief Association, and the horrors of the war in Cuba im
pressed her with the strongest desire to help the suffering
people in every way possible. Her appeals sent home in be
half of the little children, with their starving mothers, could
not be read without a feeling that they were wrung from a
heart filled with anguish and pity, and the scenes of distress
she witnessed had their effect in causing her fatal illness.

The gravity of the situation was increased by the departure
from the Canary Islands of a flotilla of torpedo boats, osten
sibly for the West Indies, though the opinion was held that the
movement was for the purpose of influencing the elections to
the Cortes to be held on the 27th. The Carlists, Conservptives,
and Republicans were attacking Sagasta for alleged weakness
in dealing with the United States.

The President carly decided to treat the Maine question.
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and the general Cuban question separately, the latter having
been inherited from the previous administration, and the
former being an incident not affecting the general question
from a diplomatic point of view, however much it might from
the popular side. Realizing that it would be impossible to re
strain Congress and the people after the report of the Court
of Inquiry, the inevitable conclusions of which the adminis-

•tration well knew, the President hastened on h:s diplomatic
negotiations in every way possible. He impressed upon Spain
his desire for peace, but declared that the situation ill Cuba
must be relieved. 'Ve should insist upon making tIl(' relief
of the starving effective. It would be imposRible for the
united States to allow the contest to go on, and al'> autonomy
such as Spain had proposed would not be accepted by the
Cubans, it was useless to consider further the possibilities of
that plan as a measure of peace. But if Spain could be in
duced to suspend hostilities and induce the Cubans to treat,
it was possible that the "United States might by some arrange
ment bring about the compliance of the Cubans.

On "March 23d ~Iinister Woodford conveyed to the Spanish
government the attitude of the administration, and two days
later Spain replied to the effect that she could not agree with
the" inaccurate conclusions" of the American government as
to the conditions in Cuba, and she still insisted that autonomy
was workillg well. "N"either ('ould Spain admit the interference
foreshadowed in the American note and she deprecated the
Rending of official relief and war vessels to Cuba.

There was little time left. The Prpsident received the re
port on the ltfaine on the 25th, and it would not do to hold it
back from Congress. He saw that the only way to avert war
for the time was to induce Spain to grant an armistice dnring
which the Cuban question could be deliberately and dispas
sionately considered and settled. Accordingly, on the :37th,
as a result of much previous correspondence, he .submitted
through the minister at :Madrid propositions for an armistice
until October 1st for the negotiation of peace on the basis of
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the independence of Cuba, with the good offices of the Presi
dent. In addition to this, he asked for the immediate and
effective revocation of the order of reconcentration so as to
permit the people to return to their farms, the needy to he
relieved with provisions and supplies from the United States,
co-operating }Vith the Spanish authorities, so as to afford full
relief.

Un the following day, and while the President was await
ing the reply to what he considered a final effort to settle
affairs diplomatically, the report of the Court of Inquiry was
made public, but it created no new excitement. It had been
largely discounted. The public mind had already been made
up, and the report came chiefly as a formal finding in a case
that had already been decided upon abundant circumstantial
evidence. Moreover, the Cuban question was developing so
rapidly and upon sueh a large scale that the report took the
plaee of an incident merely, another step in the inevitable
eourse of events. Another reason for delay was removed,
another reason for intervention offered. Among a certain
class some disappointment prevailed because the Court had not
been able to definitely fix the responsibility, the difficulties in
the way of such a board when endeavoring to detect a Spanish
culprit in such a state of affairs as existed at Havana not being
appreciated; but it made little difference whether the responsi
bility was fixed or not, for, in fact, and in the eyes of the peopla
of the United States, Spain could not escape the responsibility
of the outrage, even if her officials were ignorant of any plot.
Slle had failed to protect a vessel at Havana on a friendly mis
sion, and the fact that the evidence was quite conclusive that
the 1rfaine had been blown up by a mine made the case a~ainst

Spain all the stronger, for a mine sufficient to cause such de
s1ruction ('ould not have existed without the knowled~e of
someone in authority about the fortifications of the city. Even
had tIle ['ourt reportecl that it had been unable to determine
how the M nine had been blown up, it is doubtful if it would
have made any serious difference with the situation. The fact
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that a state of things existed in Cuba which made it unsafe for
American war ships to go there was sufficient. The great
Cuban question was still over and above incidental considera
tions; the Maine had simply determined the people to settle
it, if not quickly by peace, then quickly by war.

President MllKinley sent to Congress the full text of the
report, together with the voluminous evidence taken, and 11

brief message recapitulating the \VeIl-known facts about the
visit of the Maine to Havana, the organization of the Court
and its proceedings, and giving this succinct statement of the
findings:

.. The evidence of the divers establishes that the after part of the ship
was practically intact, and sank in that condition a very few moments after
the explosion. The forward part was completely demolished.

.. Upon the evidence of a concurrent external cause the finding of the
Court is as follows;

.. , At frame 17 the outer shell of the ship, from a point HI feet from the
middle line of the ship and 6 feet above the keel when in its nonnal position,
has been forced up so as to be now about 4 feet above tbe surface of the
water, therefore about S4 feet above where it would be had the ship sunk
uninjured.

.. . The outside bottom plating is bent into a reversed Vshape ( A}, the
after wing of which, about 15 feet broad and 82 feet in length (from frame
17 to frame ~), is doubled back upon itself against the continuation of the
same plating, extending forward.

.. •At frame 18 the vertical keel is broken in two and the flat keel bent
into an angle similar to the angle formed by the outside bottom plates.
This break is now about 6 feet below the surface of the water and about 80
feet above its nonnal position.

.. , In the opinion of the court this effect could have been produced only
by the explosion of a mine situated under the bottom of the ship at about
frame 18" and somewhat on the port side of the ship:

.. The conclusions of the Court are :

.. That the loss of the MaiM was not in any respect due to fault or neg
ligence on the part of any of the officers or members of her crew;

.. That the Ihip was destroyed by the explosion of a submarine mine,
which caused the partial explosion of two or more of her forward maga
zines; and

.. That no evidencc has been obtainable fixing the responsibility for the
destruction of the MaiM upon any person or persons:'

I~ conclusion, he said that he had directed the findings of
the Court and the views of this government to be communi
cated to the government of Spain, and added: " I do not per
mit myself to doubt that the sense of justice of the Spanish na-
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tion will dictate a course of action suggested by honor and the
friendly relations of the two governments." He refrained
from making an immediate demand for indemnity, desiring
first to see what Spain might see fit to answer to our presenta
tion of facts.

The evidence that the disaster was caused by an outside
explosion was convincing to all who had a knowledge of the
work of the Court of Inquiry. The center of the explosion
was beneath and a little forward of the conning tower and on
the port side, and not only did the wreck show that no ex
plosion of the forward magazines could have produced such
effects, but that they were plainly the effect of a force from
underneath the ship. The keel at this center of explosion was
blown up above the surface of the water, and the forward
part of the ship had been thrown over forward so that thQ
bow was driven into the mud. Indeed, about all of the forward
part of the ship which appeared above water were the keel
plates. :More than this, the divers discovered, underneath
this part of the raised keel and exactly where the center of the
explosion was, a large hole in the mud, fully fifteen feet in
diameter and seven feet deep. The Court was inclined to
think that the force of the mine explosion must have exploded
some part of the forward magazines, but, nevertheless, con
siderable ammunition from these magazines was found intact,
whereas had the initial explosion taken place within them
nothing would have remained. Besides, there was nothing to
cause these ammunition stores to explode except an explosion
from outside. The evidence was entirely conclusive.

Recognizing the obstacles to the work of obtaining any
evidence calculated to fix the responsibility for the outrage,
the Court of Inquiry does not seem to have devoted much at
tention to that branch of the investigation, although it secured
some evidence that was not made public. As the Maine had
been· conducted by direction of thl>l harbor authorities to a
buoy so seldom used, and as suchan explosion could not have
been worked except by connivance with some one on shore in
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charge of or with a knowledge of the mines, an investigation to
fix the responsibility would naturally have taken the Court in
the direction of the authorities who were investigating the case
for Spain, and who had asserted from the beginning that it
was an accident. It was generally thought that General
Blanco was innocent of any knowledge of a plot, but it was well
known that a large proportion of the guards were hostile to
him, were adherents of 'Veyler, were bitterly hostile to the
United States, were capable of almost anything in the way of
outrage, and were, moreover, in a position to use mines if such
there were in the harbor.

" It is a curiou8 fact," said Captain Sigshee before t};~

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, which was pursuing
an investigation of Cuban affairs at this time, " that the officers
of the deck say we never swung in that particular direction
before. The Maine is lying now in about the position she
would have taken to play UpOH the Spanish batteries - the
Morro and Cabanas. Kow, if a mine had been planted there,
where the Maine could play on the batteries, I assume that it
would have been planted in just that place' where the Maine
was blown up. If only one had been planted it would have
been just there."

" If that ship had swung into position to fire on the castle/'
asked Senator :Morgan, "and a torpell> had .been placed, or
mine placed, undoer water so. as to blow up tire ship in ease she
did fire, then it would have been placed exactly where you
were blown up 1"

" I would have placed it there," replied Captain Sigshee.
" That suggests the possibility of its having been placed

there before you were located there 1
" It does."
"Has it occurred to you that very likely it was done s01"
" I think if we had owned the port and had suspected a

pessible aggressive spirit, I think we would have done the
same thing."

" Yon would have put it right there1 "
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"If we had only one mine, I should have put it right
there."

Captain Sigsbee said further that he had reasons, which it
might be injudicious to disclose, to believ~ that a certain navy
official was in charge of the electric battery wl~ich controlled
the mine. The dangers to residents of Havana testifying be
fore the Court of Inquiry were so great that none could be
induced to do so unless names were suppressed. One such
person appeared and testified through an interpreter that on
the morning of the day the Maine was blown up he was cross
ing from Havana to RegIa, that ferry passing quite near to
the Maine. He was sitting on the front of the boat and abont
four feet from him were three Spanish officers, two of thE' army
and one of the navy, in conversation with a stout man in
citizen's dress. He noticed that they were conversing about
the Maine.

" I have heard in the Circulio lrlilitario," said one of the
army officers, referring to the military club on the Prado,
" that it is nearly arranged. ThE'Y are going to blow her up
anyhow. It is a shame to Spain that she should be ,here in the
bay." ,

The witness was standing close to the, wall so that the offi
cer did not notic<;l he was listening, and he heard the citizen ask:

" 'Would not making explosions in the bay run great risk
to the city of Havana ~ "

" X0," said the officcr, " it is arranged so that it will simply
explode, open the veesel, and she will sink immediately."

"I will take plenty of beer on that occasion," said the
citizen, with an exclamation of joy, and the men moved
further away, so that no marc was heard, though they con
tinued to converse while looking at the Maine.

There appeared to be no clue to the identity of the officers,
and the evidence does not seem to have been follCl'wed up;
indeed, it would have been impossible to do so without the aid
of detectives. The interpreter, who was one of General Lee's
employes, also testified to the receipt at the consular office of
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the following anonymous letter, dated the 18th, or three days
after the destruction of the 1rfaine:

. .. It should be remembered that at dawn of the" day of the terrible
catastrophe an individual was killed in a small boat together with another
who is to be found wounded and a prisoner. They were going about tbe
crusiers Maille and AlfoTUlO XII lind as the said individuals are of the worst
antecedents as harbor thieves, I have interested myself in investigating
what connection this occurrence could have with the explosion of the MaiM,
and I have discovered that those two men, together with another who is
called Pepe Taco, had bought in a hardware store in Mercaderes street,
calk'll La Marina, a hose such as is used by divers, and that the three left
RegIa in a small boat which they placed under the wharves of Sta. Carolina
and they were loitllring more than an hour lmd a half while Pepe Taco, who
is a calker and a diver, probably the best in these parts, did the work to
bring about the explosion of the Maine. With this data I went to RegIa
and discovered that the family of the dcad mnn who lived in the utmost
misery in a house in Rodriguez Batista street had moved to a well-furnished
one in Galabert street. There I lcarned thnt they h'ld agreed with some
merchants of Muralla street for the work of blowing up the ship for the
sum of t6,ooo - t2,ooO in advance, the other t4,ooo after seeing the result.
But as they did not come out of the adventure very well, havin~ been
attacked when they were retiring, the result of which was the death of one,
who left his teeth in the· boat, and another one wounded, thl,l third one has
not presented himself to collect the rest of the money and it could probably
be secretly done that by paying him the rest, that the others will not now
pay him, he would declare the truth of all this. The one whom I call the
third is the diver Pepe Taco who was not wounded who, no doubt, is afraid
to present himself to collect the rest. In 1\luralla street, they tell me was
the place where the business was arranged with Messrs. Garcia, Corujedo,
Villasuso, Maribolla, and others whom I do not remember. The man
arrested is being administered morphine consrontly to see if he will die and
noi give evidence so as not, as they express it, to spoil tile affair after it has
corne off so much to their tnste."

It was a fact recorded by the papers that on the night be-
fore the explosion a suspicious boat was seen crossing the bay,
and the Spanish guard of the artillery dock fired on it, killing
one of the men on board, who fell into the water. The other
man landed and was arrcsted by the guard, but the next day
after the explosion he was released. The authoritics made a
great mystery of the affair, but no attention was paid to the
circumstance by the Court till the receipt of this anonymous
letter. An effort was made to follow up the clue, but the re
sults were kept a state secret.

28
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The report of the Spanish Court of Inquiry based its
reasons for concluding the explosion an internal Qne mainly
on the statements that no dead fish were seen about the wreck,
a fact entirely inconclusive, largely because there are few
fish in the dirty waters of the bay. It was admitted that no
effective examination had been made of the conditions of the
wreck, but, it said, " this lIlllst not be understood to mean that
the accuracy of these present conclusions requires such proof."
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NEARING A CRISIS-"HEMEl\IBER THE MAINE"-SPAIN'S
FINANCIAL STRAITS-HASTENING OUR NAVAL PREPA
RATIONS-SPAIN'S UNSATISFACTOHY TACTICS.
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T
HE report of the Court of Inquiry was formally and

without debate referred to the committees on foreign
affairs, but it at once became evident that the pub

lic patience, which had endured till this formal act was com
pleted, could now be restrained only with the greatest dif
ficulty. The navy was not disposed to rest content under an
indefinite continuance of futile diplomacy while the murder
of their comrades went unpunished, and this feeling was
shared by a large portion of the public. Revenge is doubtless
a questionable motive for war, but under the circumstances it
could not fail to exist. " Remember the Maine" became a
catch-phrase of the day. Congress, moreover, had for week.,
been holding back resolutions for the prompt settlement of the
Cuban questions, and feeling the stress of public opinion as its
members did, the reference of the Maine report was at once fol·
lowed by intimations that the President would not be ]pft to
control the situation for the purpose of dallying indefinitely,

(459)
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or even for any length of time, with the crafty and shifting
authorities at Madrid.

The President fully realized the increased difficulties of
the situation, and, while he desired peace, he was in no mood
to shrink from war if it became necessary; he simply wished to
proceed in a manner which would leave no stain upon our ac
tion for history to record,and give none of the European powers
a ground for just criticism. This desire was not influenced by
any fear of them, or tacit surrender of the right of the United
States to determine its own course in its own way, but be
cause he wished war, if it came, to stand upon a sound moral
basis as far as this country was concerned. Having enjoyed
a long career in Congress as one of its leaders, he was fully
able to appreciate its feelings, and he had no intention of defy
ing a body for which he had the highest respect and in whose
wisdom he had the greatest confidence. Still, he wished to use
his own powers so that there could be no mistake resulting
from the bitter passion of the hour.

On the 29th, the war spirit in the Senate, so long con
fined, burst forth with renewed energy. Four resolutions on
the subject were offered respectively by Senators Allen, Raw
lins,Foraker, and Frye, and were referred without debate to
the Committee on Foreign Relations, the two senators last
named being members of that committee. Senator Allen'!!
resolution recognized the independence of Cuba and appro
priated $500,000 for relieving the suffering there; Senator
Rawlins made his a virtual declaration of war against Spain,
authorizing the use of the army and navy to carry'it to a snc
cessful conclusion. Senator Frye's resolution was more milel,
authorizing the President to take such effective st~ps as in hi,
discretion were required to bring abont peace in Cuba and the
independence of the Cubans. The Foraker resolution called
on Spain to withdraw from Cuba, and while not formally de
claring war, authorized the use of the land and naval forces of
the country to enforce the demands.

The same day the President held a conference with some
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of the leading members of the two houses to arrange, if pos
sible, a plan for executive and legislative action with the hope
of heading ~fI the too radical element in Congress, determined
to have war at once and without reference to the existing diplo
matic situation. Those who were attempting to hold back
Congress till the executive could act were inclined to think
that he would not be able to maintain his control of the situa
tion and meet the expectations and demands of the people of
the country unless he at once announced a positive policy,
which would include a demand upon Spain for the immediate
cessation of hostilities, not through the military device of an
armistice but by the actual evacuation of Cuba by the Spanish
troops, the granting of full and complete autonomy, and the
assurance of ultimate independence. They considered it too
late to talk of an armistice such as the President had proposed
at Spain's suggestion. The people were not in a mood to take
Spanish s"\Jggestions with patience, and there could be no true
armistice so long as the Cubans refused to suspend hostilities
for anything except independence.

But the President was able to prevail upon the leaders in
Congress to curb their warlike spirit till after he could inform
them whether Spain accepted or rejected the demands he had
made in his last note, a reply to which he momentarily ex
pected. He was hopeful, though far from sanguine, that at
the last moment Spain would yield to the inevitable and accept
terms en which war could be avoided, at least till the summer
season was over. For he knew full well that those who would
plunge the country into war at once had an inadequate concep
tion of the di1ficulties of summer campaigning in Cuba.

The elections to the Spanish Cortes passed off quietly on
Sunday, the 27th, and resulted in an overwhelming victory
for the Liberals. ·While the other parties endeavored to secure
popular support by declaring that the Sagasta ministry was not
sufficiently firm in dealing with the United States, Sag-asta
gave expressions to terms of defiance, declaring that Snain
would not concede our right to intervene, and thus parti~an
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lines gaye way before a sentiment uniting all men in the sup
port of those who were already in office. The result naturally
strengthencd the hands of Sagasta and gave him greater con
fidence in a detemlined policy. In the elections in Cuba,
twenty of the thirty deputies to the Cortes were from the
Autonomists, the rest from the Conservatives. Of the twenty
Autonomists ('hosen, only eight were natives of Cuba, and of
the ten Conservatives but one was Cuban-born, and he had
lived mainly in Spain and was very pro-Spanish. Five of the
Conservative deputies were notorious for their hatred of the
United States. Feeling against this country ran very high in
Havana, and American~ there were far from being in a com
fortable or safe position. They were apt to be ins~lted wher
ever they went, and it was dangerous to resent it.

The arrival of the Vizcaya at Havana created an enthu
siasm which threatened to end in an outbreak of the lawless

. elements. Crowds gathered to welcome the cruiser, shouting
" V iva Espafia! " and" r it'a Weyler!" By taking extraor
dinary precautions General Blanco was able to preserve the
peace, but there was abundant eviden('e of the feelings of the
hostile Yolunteers. A few days later the Almiranle Oquendo
nrrived and was similarly wplcomed.

In the latter part of :March the report that the Spanish tor
pedo flotilla which had stopped at the Canary Islands had IJ('pn
ordered to Pu('rto Ri('o addpd to the gravity of the situation in
this country and caused much alarm. As such a flotilla wa"
not needed in Cuba for the purposes of supprpssing the re
bellion and was of an aggressive, not defensive, character, it
seemed likely that Spain had determined upon hostile actions,
and even the A rmy and N al'y J ourTlal wpnt so far as to term it
an act of war, justifying our immediate action, as if war had
been declared by Spain. But in view of the preparations we
had already made for a('tion, if ne('essary, the appearance of
the Spanish flotilla at Puprto Rieo ('ould really be regarded as
little more than justifiahle prf'(,lll1tion.

Although the Qucf'n and the Spanish government made
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many diplomatic appeals for the help of Europein preventing
the impending intervention in Cuba, there was little indica
tion of success. In Europe, as in the United States, the ques
tion which statesmen and financiers were asking was, how
could Spain enter upon a great war with a treasury so empty1
- a war in which she would ultimately and inevitably stand to
lose not only Cuba and Puerto Wco but the Philippines, and
which might involve the overthrow of the monarehy. But in
reality the Spanish people had been so persistently deceived by
their government as to Spanish successes in Cuba, and as to the
military weakness and boastfulness of the United States, that
they really believed Spain capable of doing great things, of
actually invading the United States; and to have drawn back
in the face of such an opinion would have so enraged the de
luded people as to have at once overthrown the monarchy.
The dynasty was likely to fall in either case. But if it stood
any chance, it was in war.

The wisest in Spain as well as in the United States saw that
the triumph of Spanish arms in Cuba, or even in the retention
of Spanish sovercignty, would be a fruitless, if not a dangerous,
victory. It certainly could not be final. Supposing that the
armies of Garcia and Gomez laid down their arms and the in
smgents were dispersed, what would be the very best condi
tion the optimist could imagine 1 Even if it could be accom
plished without recourse to another loan, the interest on the
Cuban debt would then amount to $30,000,000 per annum,
and the revenues could not be made to reach this amount even
before the island was devastated and by recourse to every po~

sible means' of taxation.
But beyond this, the maintenance of the army which would

be necessary, and of the civil administration, even supposil1~

honesty in admini,;tration, which would be supposing alto
~cther too much, would cost $80,000,000 more. Spain would
hardly be able to make both ends of her own budget meet, to
say nothing of helping Cuba.

60ntinued Spanish sovereignty in Cuba had, therefore, be-
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come to Spain an absolute impossibility, and yet to yield it was
a political impossibility - the suicide of the dynasty.

The· financial condition of the Spanish government could
hardly have been worse. Taxation, which before the war with
Cuba was reckoned to CODiJUme one-fifth of the total income of
the people, had been increased by every expedient known to
bankrupting finance. Confessing the corruption or incapacity
of her own officials, the government had carried further the
costly policy of turning oYer to private monopolies the col
lection of the various taxes. The old tobacco monopoly had
been renewed at a higher rental and monopolies were created
to deal in petroleum and explosives. The government had
asked permission to turn over to private companies for twenty
five years the state lottery, and for fifteen years a monopoly in
the sale of salt. The 4 per cent. bonds of the government,
which three years before had sold at 80, had by the end of
:March fallen to 51, and the government, in its straits to bor
row, had pledged its customs revenue, increased the privileges
of the state banks, and offered the railroads· subsidies and an
extcnsion of privilC'ges till 19S0 for assistance in raising loans.
The debts nominally resting on Spain had not been materially
increased, because the war loans figured as the Cuban debt;
but the home debt alone amounted to $1,300,000,000, or $400
for every family in the poverty-stricken nation. The enor
mous Cuban debt was relatively a more aerious matter, for it
was a question whether all the property remaining in Cuba
after three years of war would have discharged the debt which
t~e island would have been required to carry if Spain had been
victorious. The crushing weight of this prospective load was
one of the factors which made submission worse than death to
the patriotic Cubans. It was to bring about just this state of
things that Gomezhad fought his campaigns, and it was appa
rent that when Spain reached tllC point at which she would be
compelled to give up, the Cubans, having established their in
dppendence, would give themselves little concern over a debt
which had bcen incurred in fighting and oppre8sing them.
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The impending conflict, therefore, involved not only the
Cuban debt but the bankruptcy of Spain, and naturally the
holders of all her millions of debts became greatly concerned
over the situation. To understand the developments which led
to the declaration of war in spite of all the influence against it,
it will be necessary to observe where this debt was held.

In the eai-ly part of the nineteenth century the property
of the Church of Spain had so accumulated that it might be
said almost without exaggeration that the ecclesiastical estab
lishment had absorbed the wealth of the country. In 1820
there were no less than 150,000 priests in Spain, and clerical
ism had played a large part in the struggle of the dynasti~,

factions, and parties. The success of Christina after the death
of Ferdinand in 1833 meant a defeat for the clerical party,
and it was followed by sweeping confiscatory decrees which
led to a protracted quarrel between the Yatican and the Span
ish government. It was finally compromised in 1859 by a
new Concordat between the Pope and the Spanish govern
ment, in accordance with which a large amount of church
property was sold otT and there was issued to the church several
hundred millions of dollars of interest-bearing Spanish bonds.
It was natural, therefore, that the church as the bolder of such
an enormous hlock of Spanish bonds should become especially
anxious to maintain Spanish credit, and a war with the United
States meant bankruptcy beyond peradventure.

During the last week in :Marcb the government of tbe"
united States had further increased its army and navy and put
it in a condition of readiness for possible war. Admiral Sicard
was given six months' leave of absence because of ill health,
and Captain 'Yilliam T. Sampson was appointed commander
of the fleet at Key W·cst. lIe was considered an ideal officer
for tbe important commission. A flying squadron with head
quarters at Hampton Roads was organized with Commodore
Winfield Scott Sc·bley as its chief. It consisted of the battle
ships Texas and M assac7ltl.~effs, and the cruisers Brooklyn,
Minneapolis, and Columbia, the fleetest of our navy. Nego-
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tiations for the purchase of foreign war ships continued; the
entire fleet of revenue cutters belonging to the Treasury De
partmeM, which had for three years been kept busy in the ef
fort to intercept Cuban filibusters, were by command of the
President, as commander-in-chief of the army and navy, trans
ferred to the navy to co-operate with the naval service. Eleven
of the finest yachts and largest tugs in the possession of private
parties were purchased to be fitted out as torpedo, dispatch, and
gunboats. Monitors th!lt served in the Civil War were ordered
into commission, and sent to the harbors of New York and
Boston, there to be manned and handled by the naval militia.
Ammunition was distributed to all the important seacoast
fortifications, and all reserve field and siege guns in the in
terior were ordered to coast ports, while the infantr.y and
cavalry forces of the government were placed in such a condi
tion that within three days the entire army could be mobilized
eith~r at Atlanta or at Washington. Our agents scoured
Europe for available munitions, and we secured an option upon
everything that would be needed if war were declared. Most
significant of all was an order to paint the war vessels in colors
never used except in likelihood of hostile action.

The war tide rose by leaps and bounds during those few
eventful hours in which Spain's reply was expected. Con
gress haa waited patiently for the report on the Maine, and
now here was another affair to wait for. The newspapers were
!full of conflicting statements as to what Spain proposed and
what the President's policy was to be. Owing to the mystery
which always surrounds diplomatic communications, the situa
tion appeared much more complex and delicate than it really
was. The President's note of the 27th had demanded an
armistice till Octoher 1st for the negotiation of peace on the
basis of the independence of the Cubans, the immediate revo
cation of the order of reconcentration, and the relief of the
needy. Spain saw that some concession was essential to
pa(~ify Con~ess, but she endeavored to grant only that which
had the appearance but not the substance of concessions.
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Her reply arrived at Washington on th~ night of the 31st.
She consented to release the reconcentrados at once (something
which she had ordered months before but without effect), and
she announced that the cabinet had voted $600,000 for the re
lief of the needy. But when it came to arranging terms of
peace she said that she would confide that to the insular autono
mist parliament, inasmuch as the concurrence of that body
would be necessary to reach the final result, " it being under
stood, however, that the powers reseTt'ed by the Constitution to
the central gOl'ernment are not diminished or lessened." In
other words, she did not propose to permit the United States
to take part in peace negotiations, and she did not propose to
surrender her sovereignty of the island. She propos{'d to
leave peace measures exclusively to an autonomous govern
'ment which was a farce and a failure, with which the insur
gents would not treat and which was really but a blind to con
ceal Spain's purpose to handle the island as she always had
handled it. }'foreoYer, this alleged insular parliament would
not meet for over a month. Spain said, however, she would
not object to a suspension of hostilities if it were asked for by
the general-in-chief of the insurgents. It was well known that
Gomez would do nothing of the kind. Spain's reply gave no
evidence of what powers the insular parliament had for nego
tiating peace. In fact, the reply, while calculated to give
those prejudiced in favor of peace at any price a chance to say
that Spain had offered all we had asked, had really given noth
ing. Even the order for the release of the reconeentrados and
the appropriation of money for the needy were valueless, sim
ply on paper and of no effect, as afterwards appeared. It was
characteristic Spanish diplomacy, and the misfortune was that
a certain international or diplomatic courtesy compelled the
United States to wait on it.

Following this and during the first week in April our re
lations with Spain came to a crisis and the country was in a
condition of feverish anxiety. Every day news was expected
to show whether the outcome was to be peace or war, and as the
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days passed it became more and more apparent that war would
be inevitable. The feeling in Congress was tense. An in
creasing number in both the House and Senate showed an
eagerness for action which would bring the differences with
Spain to a head. Undoubtedly, this feeling was strengthened
by the report of the Court of Inquiry and by the further evi
dence concerning the disaster which was later given by Gen
eral Lee and Captain Sigsbee to the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations. The more the testimony was studied the
more did the feeling gain ground that the blowing up of the
Maine was an act of treachery. K aval experts unhesitatingly
expressed their belief that when the Maine was anchored to
one particular buoy it was known that a mine lay underneath
her, and mines of that kind, they said, were not in the pos
session of individuals, nor were they to be purchased in the
markets. It was hinted that certain Spanish officials knew of
the location of the mine and had expected to use it in case hos
tilities were declared.

Nothing but the influence of the President prevented Con
gress from prompt action, which would have been a virtual
declaration of war. He could not have had any great amount
of faith in the possibility of bringing Spain to terms by diplo
matic methods after Spain's reply, but at the same time some
of the European powers and the Vatican began to use their
persuasive powers upon the proud but weak nation and some
thing might come of it. At least the delay would enable the
United States to perfect its preparations and take the necessary
steps for the safety of American citizens on Spanish territory.
It would undoubtedly have been his wish to have continued
the negotiations oYer the rainy season in Cuba, meanwhile
helping the reconcentrados, and in October, if necessary, to
have struck the intervening blow to set Cuba free. It doubt
less would have been the part of wisdom. Our forces could
have been drilled and acclimated in southern camps, our navy
could have been put in prime condition, the reconcentrados
could have been helped back to their farms and started again,
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and sober sense might by that time have convinced Spain that
the best policy for her was to declare Cuba free.

But the impatience of Congress, whose members were daily
swamped with letters from the people clamoring for war, could
not be indefinitely curbed, and while the President was aware
of it he did the hest he could and much more than a man of less
tact or one possessing in a less degree the confidence of Con
gress could have done. He had constant interviews with the
leading men of both parties, took them into his confidence, ex
plained to them the exact situation and succeeded in con
vincing them that a little delay would be wise from every point
of view. If war was to come, every day's delay would be help
ful; if anything was to be hoped from diplomacy, delay was
absolutely necessary. Spain had made some apparent con
cessions and might make the necessary ones under Europcan
pressure. These representations had their effect upon a ma
jority of the Senators and Congressmen, and by common con
sent they agreed to wait a few days longer.

Unfortunately, there were some who, boasting of superior
patriotism, were anxious to make political capital by making
bitter speeches against delay, even attacking the motives of the
President, and unfortunately also the peace-at-any-price men
in the country, professing to believe that the President was in
accord with them, began to raise the cry" Stand by the Presi
dent," thus adding to the impatience of Congress by crcating
the impression that he, like the peace men, had no idea of put
ting an end to the state of things which had become intoler
able.

The people of the United States had lh'cd so long at peace
and had such an inadequate idea of the requirements of modern
warfare that they could not appreciate the wisdom of delaying
the initiation of hostilities. Out hatth>ships were far from
ready. The foul growth on the bottom of the M assachusetfs
had decreased her maximum forced draught speed from six
teen to ten knots, while the Iou-a, the fastest of our battleships,
at Key West was reduced to a like speed, and the dry dock
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capacity was inadequate. Had not the navy yard forces been
kept at work day and night almost from the time of the blow
ing up of the Maine, and all preparatory work been pushed
with feverish haste, even while peace seemed possible, we
should have been ill-prepared for an aggressive warfare beyond
our shores at the time when the patience of Congress at last
gave out. The poeple of this generation had yet to learn that
two nations cannot proceed to war with the promptness with
which two street gamins square off for a struggle with their
fists.



CHAPTER XXXIII

THE COALING PROBLEM-SPAIN'S PRETENDED ASSIST
ANCE OF THE STARVING RECONCENTRADOS-SCENES IN
CONGRESS WHILE AWAITING THE PRESIDENT'S MES
SAGE.

The Army Ready to Move - The Importance of the Coaling Problem
Spain's Small Supply - Coaling at Neutrnl Ports - Blanco's Orders to
Help the Reconcentrndos-No Charity Except through' Fear of War
- Spain Playing to the Galleries of Europe - No Chance for Money to
Get by the Spanish Officials-Appeal of the Autonomist Government
- Position of the Self-Professed Friends of Peace - The Influence of
the Commercial Spirit - .. Reading the Riot Act to the President"
The President's Tact - April 6th, an Exciting Day - WIliting for the
Message - It Fails to Arrive - General Lee's Request for Time to Get
Out of Cuba- The President's Courageous Act-Bitter Attacks upon
Him in Congress - Bravely Defended - Other Important ReMons for
Delay - Spain's Foolish Action - The President's Expectation of War.

DURING these days of uncertainty and excitement pre
parations for placing the armies and navies in con
dition for immediate use, if called upon, continued

with vig~r in both Spain and the United States. The fleet of
auxiliary naval vessels was further increased by the purchase
of tugs and yachts; a new cruiser, called the Diogenes, which
was built in Germany for a foreign power, was bought in Eng
land; the ships at Key 'Vest and Hampton Roads were stripped
in readiness for actual war, and every preparation was made for
moving the army. The state of K ew York placed a million
dollars at the disposal of the governor for putting in readineRs
the military and naval reserve, and Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Iowa took similar action. An effort was made to purchase
the Danish Island east of Puerto Rico for a coaling station,
but was abandoned because of the price asked.

It was at once recognized that the coaling problem was
pn~ of tp~ most important in modern naval warfare. Only

(473)
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one power had really solved it in a satisfactory manner, and
it is largely in the adequate establishment of a great number
of coaling stations that Great Britain's commercial and naval
strength lies. This had been so effectively demonstrated in
the far East that Russia, Germany, and France were eagerly
endeavoring to follow her example. Germany's plight was
revealed by the cruise of her fleet to Chinese waters. The
London Punch emphasized it by representing Prince Henry
running about with his" mailed fist" and anxiously illqllir.
ing: "You haven't got a ton of coal about you, have you 1"

Spain 'Yas poorly prepared to meet the problem in Ameri
can waters, in spite of her possessions. One port in Puerto
Rico and a few in Cuba were all that she could count upon, and
in these the supply was not large, not more than enough to
coal her fleet for two months. As to her coaling at neutral
ports - mostly British - the government of Great Britain,
as far back as 1882, had drawn up a series of neutrality regu
lations by which it was declarC'd that any belligerent ship
should be allowed to buy only enough coal to take her to the
nearest port of her own country, and, furthermore, that no
two supplies of coal should be granted at any British neutral
port within three months of eRch othC'r. The same restrictions
had been adopted by some of the other powers, and for many
years those in the r nited States who had advocated 'the " for
ward policy," had urged upon our government that we not
only needed coaling stations in the ·Wcst Indies, but in the
East, and that our station at the Hawaiian Islands should be
preserved at all hazards. Some of our highest naval authori
ties had frequently a!'serted that our national policy ought to
he that no forC'ign power should hereafter llequire a coaling sta
tion within thrce thousand miles of San Francisco.

Spain sought to deprive thp United States of a eertain
moral advantage in the dispute at this rritieal time by order
ing Captain-General "Blanco to resrind the infamous coneen
tration order at once. Blanco statpd that after the publication
of the order the reconcentrados and their fmuilies would be
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allowed to return with safety to their homes, that relief com
mittes would allow them to secure new houses, and that
assistance would be given to them in obtaining work and in
engaging in agricultural pursuits. Spain, moreover, officially
announced that the ministry had voted an appropriation of
$600,000 for the relief of the reconcentradoe, and would
accept whatever assistance in affording relief the United States
might send, if not sent officially or by way of intervention.

Nothing but the certainty of war had up to this time been
sufficient to induce Spain to even make the show of appropriat
ing one peso for the relief of the starving people, and there
was little in Spanish methods to convince us that she really had
the intention of effectively relieving the suffering at this
critical time. A vote of $600,000 by the ministry was a very
different thing from the actual use of that sum in relief.

During all those months when such steps on the part of
Spain might have amounted to something, it was not known
that the government, nor even the Queen, who was pictured
as a woman much to be admired, had made the mildest sort of
protest against a policy which would have disgraced the worst
of the Sultan's Kurdish cavalry in Armenia. During the
time when the whole world was ringing with the horrors of the
Spanigh policy in Cuba, and American cbarity was endeavor
ing to find a way to carry relief without offending Spain, alf
the Spanish illustrated papers were full of lively accounts and
showy illustrations of the carnival revels throughout Spain.
While nothing was contributed thrOl~ghout the whole of Spain
for the relief of the Queen's suffering subjects in the" Ever
Faithful Isle," the Spaniards, with all their oft-mentioned
impoverishment and lack of resources, had wealth enough to
lavish upon carnival frivolities. Meanwhile, the Spanish
government, evidently satisfied with its policy of extermina
tion in Cuba, was somehow finding money all over Europe
to spend in the purchase of munitions of war and additions to
the navy with the pnrpose of fighting the United States. The
Sranish element in Havana was able to give brilliant public

29
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balls and theatrical cntertainments for the raising of money
for the Spanish navy, while contributing inappreciably for the
relief of the wr~tched people who were dying daily in the very
streets of Havana.

When, therefore, in the critical early days of April the
Spanish ministry, desperately playing to the galleries of
Europe, went through the form of appropriating money for
the relief of the reconcentrados, there was very little reason to
believe that a penny of it was really intended to be used for the
purpOEe proclaimed, and as the days passed there was no evi
dence that any attempt was made to so employ it. As General

• Lee pithily remarked to the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, even if the money actually ever passed out of the
Spanish treasury, none of it would succeed in running the
gauntlet of the Spanish officials in Cuba, who would certainly
steal every dollar of it before it could reach the poor wretches
for whom it was nominally intended. Officials who would
steal even in handling the money intended for the army and
for national defense, would hardly hesitate to take money
sent for the relief of the Cubans whom, with grim satisfaction,
they had ruthlessly imprisoned and starved in the hope of
exterminating them.

At this time also the autonomist government of Cuba sent
an appeal to Presidpnt McKinley, urging him to respect the
will of the majority of the people of Cuba, declaring that the
majority believed in home rule under Spanish soverei~t.v,

that the insurgents were in a minority, and that the majority
had the right to decid£' the destinies of the island. It declared
that it would be unjust for any foreign government to impose
upon the majority a political r~gime against its will. But
this appeal had no effect upon those who understood the actual
situation. Reports from all our consuls had shown that au
tonomy was a failure and that the majority of the Spanish were
as bitterly opposed to it as the insurgents themselves.

The first week in April was one of the most remarkable in
the history of the country. Up to this time the peace people
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had hardly realized that a crisis was approaching; they had
not believed such a thing as war possible. "Surely," said
they, " we have no righteous cause for war - no man of sense
can want war. This talk will pass over." Indeed, up to the
last moment a few self-possessed friends of peace in the United
States declared their inability to discover any possible reason
why we should give ourselves the slightest degree of concern
about what was going on in Cuba. There are always men,
otherwise intelligent, who are incapable of understanding
events till they have receded some distance into history; they
were born so. The bewilderment of the public as to the be
havior of these advocates of peace at any price was not lessened
by the fact that, to some extent, they were precisely the same
gentlemen 'who, but a short time before, had vehemently de
manded that the United States should make war upon the
Turkish empire b~ause it had not paid over to our government
some thousands of dollars considered by us to be due for certain
educational property destroyed by mobs several years ago in
Asiatic Turkey. Some who had vehemently denounced the
slaughter of seal pups on the Pribilof islands appear('d to be
unmoved when the slaughter of Cuban women and children
was mentioned.

There was another and a larger class who, while expressing
no opinion concerning the Cuban question, were actuated by
morc worthy motives. They formed""the opinion that Con
gress was driving the country into an unnecessary war, which
would cost an immense amount of money, disorganize businpss,
which was just beginning to recover from the previous dppres
sion, and cost much in American blood. Assembling as boards
of trade, or chambers of commerce, they pl'titioned Congress
to sustain the President in his £'fIort to procure a peaC'eful
settlement. ·While these men were patriotic citizens, r('ady
to do thl'ir part if war beC'ame necessary, their efforts naturally
became associated with those in this country and in Europe
who brollg'ht thpir influence to hear at Washington simpl~' out
of regard for the value of stocks and bonds. "·What is the
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killing of a few Cubans to a general impairment of values? "
as one eminent financier said! The investment market is
largely an international affair and has its ramifications every
where. 'Vhile no appreciable part of the Spanish debt was
held in the United States, the great bankers of Europe, who
had large interests at stake in the maintenance of Spanish
credit, had also intimate connection with great banking houses
in K ew York, and these, in turn, had intimate connection with
banking houses in other parts of the country. The rich re
wards which the large banking houses of New York reap from
gigantic financial operations are dependent upon their ability
to enlist the co-operation of European capital. These so
called" conservative business interests" undoubtedly had the
right to be heard, but they really paraded before t'hemsplves
men whose patriotism was much less questionable, byemploy
ing the ingenious methods of making a show of public opinion
by resolutions adopted by chambers of commerce. These
methods were perfectly understood by members of Congress,
and none of them were deceived into supposing that the circu
lar letters and mimeographed resolutions represented any
spontaneous movement of public sentiment. The unfortunate
thing about it was that it led to the impression that the Presi
dent's message was being Meld back out of deference to these
represpntations, and led to many bitter attacks upon him which
were wholly unjustifiable.

Congress and the people were impatiently waiting for the
message and they misconstrued the air of mystery that pre
vailed over its nOn-llppf'arance. Angry Congressmen flocked
to the Presidf'nt at all hours, and he heard them, listening with
courteous attention, which he never for a moment relaxed,
and then in a few words he would quiet them down and they
would go away content for the time. In a few days, roused by
excited companions or constituents, they would reappear as
warlike as e~er, and with patience he would calm them down
once more, showing not only his reserve strength, but his
high-minded tact. They went away convinced by the Presi-
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dent's sincerity that he proposed to carry out a ·strong policy
entirely to their liking, but w~ did not the message come?

One day a Congressman started for the ·White House with
the intention, as he said, of ,. reading the riot act to the
President." But when there his resentment melted. He
could neither threaten nor abuse this cordial gentleman, who
asked his opinions and expressed himself so firmly. So he,
like others, went back and waited while men of the opposing
party were charging that the administration was being held
up by ·Wall Street, and that its motives were altogether bad.
It was a trying moment for the President's friends as well as
for the President.

At last it was announced that the message was completed
and would be sent to Congress on "\Vednesday, April 6th.
OnTue~day it was read at the cabinet meeting. The air of
the capital was full of electricity. On"\Yednesday morning
the crowds surging to the Capitol reminded pcople of the ex
citing days of the Civil 'Var. At six o'clock in the morning
the entrances were besieged thongh the HOllses would not COI1
yellP till no~m. There was not room in the galleries for a
third of the people who wished to be there. Every seat was
occupied, not only in the strangers' gallery, but also those for
the press, for the diplomatic corps, and the friends of the mem
bel'S. An intensity of feeling was apparent in the galleries,
on the floor, everywhere. Several members brought their
little children with them, holding them in their laps, believing
that it would be a day which they would remember when they
had grown to manhood. A buzz of discussion filled the air.
Visitors in the front rows of the gallery leaned over to see the
photographs of staning Cubans that were being eircnlated.

The regular business of the House began and the time
wore on toward one o'clock without sign of that for which all
were waiting. Once there was a little flutter of anticipation
at the appearance of a messenger, but it was only a message
from the Senate that he brought. Then a rumor passed from
mouth to mouth that tJ](' TIlP~~agp was coming at two o'clock.
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A few courageous individuals ventured to leave their places
to go in search of food, and after a struggle in a restaurant re
turned with sandwiches and fruits. The rest sat stolid, giving
scant attention to the debate in the House. It was all very
well to discuss the reorganization of the army, but the crowd
w£'re waiting for another story - the President's story of
Cuba's wrongs. Five minutes past two and no message!
Then came a whisper, followed by a vague nlstle of impatiencr,
that three o'clock would be the hour. Still no one moved.
All were too conscious of the waiting erowds without, read)'
to on'rflow an empty seat. But at last notes were sent up
from members on the floor to. their fri£'nds above with tIl('
disappointing news that the message was not to be sent ov£'r;
and unless the visitors were prepared to stay till Monday they
might as wrll go home.. Reluctantly, the crowd melted,
hoping ~till tlHlt this might be a false report. Even as late as
five o'eloek that afternoon there were some persistent seekers
still waiting, tired, cross, disappointed, hungry, but quite sure
that if tlH'y waited long enough the document might come.

'When the message had been read to the cabinet and was
ready to be transmitted, word came from Consul-Gpneral Lee,
suggesting that action be postponed till the following week,
in order that all officials of the l!nited States and all citizens
so desiring might withdraw from Cuba in safety. Excite
ment was running high at IIavana. The President at once
saw the force of the appeal, and, moreover, there was reason
for faith in a lingcring hope that Spain would yield at the last
moment. Lee's message was not only a reason for further
dela,v, but it was a conveni('nt one, something that might hold
('ongrrss in check a little longer till the last peaceful r('sourcp
had heen expended. The President intimated that he wouhl
comply with Lee's appeal. Immediately some of his ahlrst
advisf'rs in the cabinet protested that the temper of Congr('ss
and tIl(' people was surh that no postponement would b(' tolrr
atrd. It would be dangrrons. A fear was expressed lest the
Presid('nt should snffer greatly from criticism.
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"It is not a 5luestion of what will happen to me," he is
reported to have said, " but what will happen to those in Cuba.
I shall not send in this message till the last one of them has
left the island."

And he did not. It was a courageous thing to do when
some congressmen, many editors, and many of the people
were impug~ing his motives. One afternoon a Democratic
Congressman from Ohio ventured to declare that" influences
in K ew York wired over to Boston, wired from Boston out to
the \Vestern cities, and then back here under the name of the
peace pax:ty - which simply means the speculating party in
stocks and bonds, a new name and a disguise - demonstrate
that there will he no war. I say that the center of
this telegram business is not even. \\rall Street, but Lom
bard Street. It is a sympathetic fall in stocks that gentlemen
who control the administration fear more than thcy fear 'var.
\Ve owe an apology to Judas Iscariot. Ever since
~farch, 1897, this administration has been doing something
cndeavoring to raise the price of stocks. '. Dietators
to the administration are now with their shoulders under the
market trying to }101d it up."

This called forth a prompt reply from anotlH'r Ohio Con
gressman, General Grosvenor, onc of the most picturesque
p£'rsonages in either house, a striking figure, with silver hair
and beard and a ringing voice. He said, in part:

" The gentleman from Ohio makes a charge that ought to condemn the
President of the United States to impeachment and imprisonment. The
~entleman declares that no message CRme from General Lee yesterday, that
it was a • fake' report; that it was false and that it was given out for a
corrupt purpose by the President-namely, to affect the stock market.
Every part of that statement is, without qualification, absolutely without
foundation in truth. I will ask the gentleman from Ohio, suppose the mes
sage hnd gone to Congress yesterday and suppose that last night the blood
of the cllivalrous gentleman from Virginia [General Lee] hnd soaked the
soil of Cuba, what would have been the verdict of the American people
against the administration? The President withheld his messa~e from Con
gress upon the representation of General Lee that there WlIS trouble thl'n'.
The world will be notified to-night that the President hilS been assailed 11:'-
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distinguished representatives on this floor, his motive impugned, his integ
rity censured, his whole action charged as being instigated by criminal
purpose; and this in a body boasting that it is going to stand by the
administration...

It is a source of gratification that only one member of Con
gress was found at that time willing to give official publicity
to the absurd and baseless charge that the President was
influenced by stock jobbers in withholding the message. But
other reasons contributed to the President's wish to hold it
back, diplomatic reasons which could not prudently have been
made public, and which, therefore, only increased the mys
tery, the impatience, and the criticism. Reference has already
been made to the deep interest the Roman Catholic Church
had in maintaining Spanish credit, besides the interest natur
ally felt by the Pope in a Catholic nation. Pope Leo, that
venerable figure, the loftiness of whose personal character had
won for him the esteem of good men of all communions, had
for ~onths aPllarently been bringing his influence to bear at
Madrid, where his !nfluence was greatest, in a desire to ward off
a war. His advisers in this country and in Rome being such in
telligent Americans as Archbishops Ireland and Keane, must
have confirmed his own intuitions that the American people
would not accept his arbitration or do anything to concede hi:;
authority as a temporal ruler. But the Pope seems to have
cherished the hope that Spain might be persuaded to withdraw
under such terms as would not sacrifice her pride at every
point, while the essential features of the demands of American
public opinion would be granted, and President McKinley had
intimated to the Vatican authorities that any influence which
the Pope could bring to bear on Spain would be appreciated by
lovers of peace. It was due to the joint pressure of the Pope
and the European powers that Spain made new advances at a
time when diplomatic relations were thou~ht to be clos<.'d.

Archbishop Ireland, an American of the hi~hf'st patriot
ism, acted for the Pope h('rf', and he had a rl('ar rompr<.'hension
of all the factors involved in the coinplirated situation. Ilis
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opinion, as expressed to the President, that the Pope, if a little
more time were accorded, might be able to induce Spain to
depart from Cuba without resort to war, in itself furnished
ample and conclusive reasons for granting a few days' delay.
Secrecy was observed solely for the sake of effectiveness of the
negotiations. But, unfortunately, the Spanish authorities did
a very foolish thing, though one not without precedcllt. She
allowed the Minister of the Interior, Seiior Capdepon, who had
had nothing to do with the negotiations, and, in view of his
official position would not have, except as an adviser, to
make a statement that the Pope had consC'ntC'd to aet
as mediator at the suggestion of the United States! This
was so utterly false that it did not need the official denial
of the administration at \Vashington, which was, howev:cr,
made. The Spanish government seems to have made the
statement to satisfy its ungovernable p«le. In answcr to
Spain's appeal tile Pope had deelar J that if ~' wnuld
suspend hostilities for a time he would endPBVor to I1lJlk~ !l

permanent peace. Spain accepted the condition just before
the day approached 011 which the President intcJ](!l'd to send
in his message,·and such was t1:e situation on that day when the
message was held back.

It was plain to the President that whatever form he gave
his message, Congress would take itl":> appearance as a signal for
taking action leadin:~ to war. ::1 he counseled peace, ('ongr, so
would take the matter into its own hands; if he counseled war,
Conwoess would cheerfully follow. It was this latter course
which Congress hoped for and expected. Realizing this, he
felt it would be unwise to send in a message while the powers
and the Pope were hringing their influenpe to bear upon Spaiu.
He was entirely right, but the expectant people could not
understand his motives because of the mystery surrounding
the affair. That the President fully expected war was evi
dent, for the wrecking company which was at work on the
Maine had been ord<'l'ed to leave Havana harbor, a step that
would hardly have been taken if any hope of peace remained.
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THE JOINT NOTE OF THE SIX POWERS - Qt:'EEN CHRISTINA
ACTS TOO LATE - THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE AT LAST
- .. THE WAR IN CUBA MUST STOP."

A Little Play 1x'hinu the Scenes - Atwmpts of European Powers to Act
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Her Own Hand and Would Go Further - Too Late - Rlallco Ordered
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Srain's Proposal us to the .lfaine - The Time for Action at Hand.

AVERY interesting little play was going on behind the
seenes while the exciting events attel).ding the delay
of the message were taking place upon the stage. In

deed, this little by-play might have had a slllall part in the post
poning of the message. The European powprs bad up to this
time taken no concerted action either to influence Spain or to
plead with the United States for peace. It was understood
that Austria had undertaken to secure joint action to warn this
country against interfering with Spanish rights in Cuba, and
it was also understood that France, Germany, and Russia
would have been disposed to join in deprecating our forcible
intprvention, hut England stood in the way of such joint
action, and without her the Continental powers might have
found themselves in an embarrassing position had they at
tempted it. It should he remembered that at tIl(' time our re
lations with Spain approached a crisis aft('r tIl{' destrtH'tion of
the Maine, the European powers were on the point of a crisis

( 484')
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of their own because of affairs in China. The aggressiveness
of France, Germany, and Hussia in securing rights from the
weakened Chinese empire had stirred Great Britain to the de
fense of her rights, and called forth" from her ministers the
declaration that she would go to war rather than suffer a
diminution of her rights in the East by the partition of China.
Germany, France, and Russia were in a position to act with a
degree of co"ncert against England, and were evidently on the
point of doing so when the Spanish-American crisis suddenly
revealed the fact that England not only sympathized with us
but was disposed to favor an English-speaking alliance, whose
influence, of course, would be felt in the East as well as the
·Wcst. The Continental powers, which had thought to take
Great Britain unsupported, suddenly drew back when they saw
that their action would force Great Britain into a natural al
liance with the United States.

Moreover, Austria had a certain further interest, as the
people of Spain happened to be ruled by a branch of the Aus
trian Bourbons, and the house of Hapsburg could not in de
cency neglect its own. Indeed, from the very first, Spain's
course was guided not so much by considerations of the
national welfare as by the desperate desire to protect the in
terests of the Queen Regent and her son and ward,
the lad Alfonso. The French government also had the fu"rther
interest of protecting her investors who had absorbed a large
Jlortion of Spain's bonds. The Spanish debt had been scaled
down considerably after the Ten-Years ·War in Cuba, and the
prospect of a war with the United States was a serious one for
these French investors.

When these powers saw that it would be impossible to take
concerted action in defense of Spanish sovereignty, the propo
sition was made for a joint appeal for peace to be presented to
both Spain and the rnited States, and this was done on the
7th, the clay following the excitement over the delay of the
messRge. The visit hRd heen flTTRnp:ed in advance, the Presi
dent knew that an appeal W01~ III 1e presented the same day to
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the )Iadrid government; he knew just what the diplomats
would say before the~r said it, and, indeed, their joint notp had
been inspected and vised at the State Department before pre
sentation. :Keverthele&S, it was an impressive moment when
the representatives of Great Britain, Germany, France, Aus
tria, Italy, and Russia appeared before the President, the Brit
ish ambassador, who was spokesman, stating that they had been
commissioned to approach him with a message of " friendship
and peace." He then presenteJ the following note:

"The undersigned, representatives of Germany, Austria-HunWlry,
France, Great Britain, Itllly, and Russia, duly authorized in that behlllf,
address in the nllme of their respective governments a pressing appeal to
the feelings of humnnity Rnd moderntion of the President and of the
American people in thcir existing differences with Spain. They earnestly
hope that further negotiations will lead to an agreement which, while
securing the lIlaintenance of peace, will afford all necessary guarantees for
the re-establishment of order in Cuba.

.. The powers do not doubt that the humanitarian and purely disin
terested charncte.. of this representation will be fully recognized and appre
ciated by the American nation."

Th,e powers act£'d here not with any idea of suggesting
what we ought to do or must do, and whether intentionally or
not they gave to the President an opportunity to declare just
how irrevocable was the intention of the l:nited States that
orde~ must be r£'stored and established in Cuba, thus enabling
the powers to deal more effectively with responsible officials at
:Madrid. The President replied thus, at once making it clear
to Europe and to Congress why he could not aeal further with
Spain on the basis she proposed:

.. The government of the 'L'nited Stlltes recognizes the good will which
bas prompt~(l the friendly communiclltion of thc representatives of Ger
mllny, Austritl-Ilung-ary. France, Grellt Britain, Italy, and Russia, liS set
forth in the address of your excellencies, amI shllres the hope tberl'ill ex
pressed thnt the outcome of the situation in Cuba mllY be the mllintenance
of Jl{'ne(' hetwl'en the l:'llited Stlltl'S snd Spnin hy nffording the necessllry
g"ullrsntel's for Ihe re-l'slnhlishment of ordt'r in the island, so terminnting- the
chronic con,lition of distnrl'noc'p thl'],p, which so dpPJlly injures the intereslll
1IIHI mcnners the tl'llll'luillity of the AlIll'ricall Illltian hy the charscter and
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consequenccs of the strugglc thus kept up at our doors, besides s!lOcking its
sense of humanity.

.. The government of the l;niterl States apprcciates the humanitarian
and disintercstell character of the .communication now made on behalf of
the powers named, and for its part is confident that equal appreciation will
be shown for its own earnest and unselfish endeavors to fulfill a duty to
humauity by ending a situation the indefinite prolongation of which has
become insufferable."

The fact that the representatives of the powers were re
ceived in a collective capacity at all aroused some criticism in
this country, for it was a distinctly novel proceeding in our
diplomacy. The American spirit does not consent to have the
concert of Europe, as such, acting diplomatically in any affair
which concerns us, and doubtless the President might have de
clined with propriety to be addressed by the particular group
of European powers which 'of late years has assumed to im
pose its mandates upon the rest of the world. On the other
hand, the attitude of the powers was one to which this govern
ment could take no jllst exception, and it might have proved
disadvantageous had the reception of the appeal been declined.
The British minister would not consent to act with the repre
sentatives of the other powers until he was assured that no de
sign of menace lay in the proposition, and the Russian minister
declined to act till assured that the note would be welcomed by
the ITnited States. He considered the affair a mere bit of
formality. It also gave the President an opportunity to make
a statement which might remove any misconception in the
minds of Emopeans as to om right to deal with our own affaiN
nnrtlOlested, and of remindip.g them that, much as they depre
cated war from a humanitarian point of view, it was chiefly
from this very point of view that we were ahout to go to war.

The powers proffered the same request to the government
at )fadrid, ana Seiior Gullon, 'Minister of Foreign Affairs1

simply replied that Spain had reached the limit of her policy
in concedin'g the demands and allowing the pretensions
of the United States. She, however, immediately em
hraced the opportunity to bring forward another alleged
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concession, carefully stating that it was in obedience to Euro
pean intervention and not American demands. This implied
that Spain had thus arranged for European support, but the
United States government knew well enough that there was no
ground for the implication. The concession took the form of
an order to General Blanco to suspend hostilities for the pres
ent. Contrary to previous intimations, this so-called armistice
was entirely without conditions, and its duration was to be de
termined by Blanco. It was not an armistice in any sense of
the word, nor did it even include a request to the insurgents to
join in it. An armistice is, of course, an agreement between
two hostile governments or military commanders for a mutual
cessation of hostilities. In this case, so far from an armistice
having been determined upon, Senor Quesada, .speaking of
ficially for the Cuban Junta, said positively that the Republic
of Cuba would not consent to any negotiations for armistice or
suspension of hostilities unless the basis was the absolute inde
pendence of Cuba.

The Spanish cabinet were reported as at odds over the ques
tion of the suspension of hostilities, but the Queen, influenced
apparently by the Pope, took the matter into her own hands
and insisted upon it, though the order which came late on Sat
urday, the 9th, was accompanied by an unofficial intimation
that Spain would gladly see the United States withdraw its
war ships from the neighborhood of Cuba and the Philippine
Islands during the further negotiations. The Queen was evi
dently in a mood, when it was too late, to concede autonomy on
Canadian lines rather than lose the sovereignty of Cuba. But
these repeated yieldings to what were considered the demands
of the people of the United States made the royal position
even more uncomfortable by angering the Spanish masses.

Riots occurred in "Madrid on Sunday afternoon and even
ing. The Prefect, who was witnessing the Easter Sunday
bull fight, promptly left the ring, and by energetic measures
prevented a serious outbreak. The demonstration was made
by Carlists, Republicans, and Romerists, and a number of the
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leaders were arrested. Much feeling was aroused among the
people by a report, evidently circulated by design, that the
Spanish minister had been attacked at Washington and his
residence wrecked. There was no truth whatever in the story,
and Minister Polo hastened to assure his government that noth
ing serious had happened.

Meanwhile, the delay in the message gave the needed op
portunity for the withdrawal of Americans from Cuba. 'Vhen
the excitement was running high, General Lee left on the
Fern, reaching Key West Saturday evening, and with him
came most of the other American officials and re$idents in
Cuba and many Cubans who believed their lives in danger at
Havana. A deplorable but necessary result of the withdrawal
of Americans from Cuba was the immediate cessation of our
efforts to relieve the reconcentrados, for Miss Barton and the
other Red Cross agents took General Lee's advice and left the
island. No consular officials remained in Cuba to supervise
the distribution of supplies, and the regular freight and pas
senger service between Cuba and the rnited States ceased.
Considerable supplies of provisions were left in Cuba, and it
was the belief of the officials of this country that they would be
used for the army, the Spanish taking no interest in relieving
the reconcentrados. Indeed, nothing had occurred to indicate
that Spain ha.d taken the slightest step to use in charity any of
the $600,000 voted by the cabinet several days bPiore. The
move was regarded as insincere and made only to gain time.

Kotwithstanding the apparent change in Spain's attitude,
it was evident that another postponement of the message would
not do. However unjlU~t, the impression had become strong
that in the 'Vhite House during the de"elopment of the crisis
there had been too many stat£'smen near the President who
looked upon thp camp of Cuba without sympathy, either moral
or political, who thought of the !Ifaine'.~ dpstrndion as merely
a regrettahle subjPct for diplomatic negotiation, who hahitual1."
thought of the :Monroe doctrine as a pretentious theory, and
whose amllition for the greatness of the Unitpd States and
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whose conception of its future welfare were bound up within
their existing commercial interests. .As a matter of fact, the
delay was caused by the creditable desire of the President not
to weaken the action of his government by even the appearance
of injustice to Spain. But Spain's diplomacy, as crafty and in
sincere as ewr, by alleged concessions and by other devices,
if not stimulating the hope that she would withdraw from
Cuha, at least compelled the Presidcnt to listen again and
again or be accused of a diplomatic discourtesy.

Tho time had come, however, when it was useless and
might be dangerolls to listen longer. Such diplomacy might
be kept up till doomsday. Having failed to accomplish any
thing by it, nothing remained but to calmly pass the issue over
to Congrcss, which might be more temperate under its respon
sibility. So not far from noon on )Ionday, the 11th, the
message was delivered substantially as drafted the week before,
but supplf'mented with a statement of Spain's latest action.

The message opened with a long, thorough, and eonvincing
historical re"iew of the entire subject. The President pointed
out that the existing revolution was only one of several such
disturbances which had caused the l:nited States enormous
loss in trade and had" by the exercise of cruel, barbarous, and
uncivilized practices of warfare shocked the sensibilities and
offpnded the humane sympathips of our ppoplp." . He then re
ferred to the efforts of President ('len'land to bring about
peace, and their failure; to the institution in OctobN, 1896, of
"the policy of devastation and concentration," and to the fact
that by )fareh 18, 18fl7, the mortality among the reconcen
trados from starvation and dispase exceeded 50 per cent. of
their whole nnml1£'r - adding, "it was not Pivilized warfare;
it was extermination. The only peace it could beget was that
of the wihlernpss and the grave."

The history of the attpmpts of his administration to im
prove the condition of affairs in Cuba wpre next considered 
the overturps made to the Spanish administration which snc
ceeded that of the assassinated prime minister Canovas; the
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successful demand for the release of American citizens im
prisoned in Cuba; the appointment -of a Cuban relief com
mittee; the appeal to the American people for contributions,
and the action of the Red Cross Society; finally, Spain's revo
cation of the order of concentration and appropl'iation of money
for the relief of the sufferers. Still, he said, the situation re
mained unendurable, and on March 27th he had made proposi
tions through Minister Woodford looking to an armistice until
October 1st. To this Spain replied, offering to entrust the
effort to make peace to the Cuban so-called autonomous parlia
ment. This was quite unsatisfactory, as the parliament was
not to meet till :May 4th and its powers were indefinite.

Then the President came to the question of what action the
government should take. Forcible annexation, he said, would
be "criminal aggression"; recognizing belligerency would
" accomplish nothing towards the end for which we labor
the instant pacification of Cuba and the cessation of the misery
that afflicts the island"; recognizing the independenre of Cuba
had no historical precedent clearly applicable to the situa
tion. He added: "From the standpoint of experience, I do
not think it would be wise or prudent for this government to
recognize at the present time the independence of the so-called
Cuban republic./' .As to intervention, he held that there were
good grounds for such action: first, in the cause of humanity;
second, for the protection of our citizens in Cuba; third, from
the injury to our commerce and the devastation of the island;
fourth, from the constant menace to our peace in many and un
expected ways, arising out of such a war at our doo~. The
last reason was illustrated and enforced by this reference to the
destruction of the battleship Maine:

.. The destruction of the noble vessel has tilled the national heart with
inexpressible horror. Two hundred and fifty-eight brave sailors and
marioes and two officers of our navy reposing in the fancied security of a
friendly harbor have heen hurled to death; grief and want brought to their
homes and sorrow to the oation. . . . The destruction of the MaiM by
whlttever exterior cause is a patent and Impressive proof of a state of things

30
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in Cuba that is intolerable. That condition is thus shown to be such that
the Spanish government cannot assure safety to a vessel of the AmeriClill
navy in the harbor of Havana on a mission of peace and rightfully there."

After referring to his statement in his message of the year
before, that the· time might come when it would be necessary
to intervene with force, the President closed with these words:

.. The long trial has proved that the object for which Spain has waged
the war cannot be attained. The fire of insurrection may fiame or IIIay
smolder with varying seasons, but it has not been and it is plain that it can
not be extinguished by present methods. The only hope of relief and
repose from a condition which can no longer be endured is the enforced
pacificntion of Cuba. In the name of humanity, in the name of ciVilization,
in behalf of endangered American interests which give us the right and the
duty to speak and to act, the war in Cuba must stop.

.. In view of these facts and of these considerations, I ask the Congres.~

to authorizc and empower the President to take measures to secure a full
and final termination of hostilities between the government of Spain and the
people of Cuba. and to secure in the island the establishment of a stable
government, capable of maintaining order and observing its international
obligations, insuring peace and tranquillity and the security of its citizens
as well as our own, and to use the military and naval forces of the United
States as may be necessary for these purposes.

.. And in t.he interest of hnmanity and to aid in preserving the lives of
the starving people of the island I recommend that the distribution of food
and supplies be continued, and that an appropriation be made out of the
public treasury to supplement the charity of our citizens.

.. The issue is now with Congress. It i~ a solemn responsibility. I
have exhausted every elIort to relieve the intolerable condition of affairs
which is at our doors. Prepared to execute every obligation imposed upon
me by the Constitution and the law, I await your action.

.. Yesterday, and sin<.'C the preparation of the foregoing message, official
information was received by me that the latest decree of the Queen Regent
of Spain directs General Blanco, in order to prepare and facilitate peace, to
proclaim a suspension of hostilities, the duration and details of which have
not yet been communicat~d to me.

.. This fact, with every other pertinent consideration will, I am sure,
have your jnst and careful attention in the solemn deliberations upon which
you are about to enter. If this measure attains a successful result, then our
aspirations as II Christian, peace-loving people will be realized. If it fails,
it will be only another justification for our contemplated action."
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THE message was very coldly received by Congress,
which, for weeks, had been so wrought up over the an
ticipation of it that something of a more fiery charac

ter was expected. Their appetites sought rhetorical vehe
mence, and they were disappointed to find only a plain, unim
passioned statement of facts which had long been familiar.
But once did the message strike the high note suited to the
war party's ears, and that was when it said, " This war must
stop." But Congress expected that the President would
lead the way, and that it could follow on, ~houting for war,
but taking no responsibility in the premisps. The Presi
dent, however, cast -the responsibility squarely upon it.
"The issue is now with Congress," he said, and fnrthpr on
he added, "Prepared to exec-ute every obligation imposed
upon me by the Constitution and the law, I await ~'our

action." This was a plain assurance that the President
would now stand by Congress, though Congress had only
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with great difficulty b<:en induced to stand by him, in his
serious efforts to settle the trouble by diplomacy. Con"gress
had waited for the President, now the Pr~sident waited for
Congress. In this situation there was but one thing for Con
gress consistently to do. The message was, without debate,
referred to the committees on foreign affairs. On a second
reading, Congress found the message more to its taste, and it
had the assurance that the President was ready to intervene
just as soon as authority was given him to do so.

On the evening of the day the message was presented Gen
eral Lee arrived at Washington. His progrPEs northward was
in the nature of a triumph, being lustily cheered along the way
and at Richmond royally received by Governor Tyler. Great
was the enthusiasm at \Vashington; crowds wpre at the depot
when his train rolled in, and lined the street as he was driven
to his hotel, to which a vast number of people flocked, 80me
with torches, in procession. A patriotic serenade was arranged,
and in spite of his wearisome trip he had to step out on the
balcony and address the multitude. lIe was at once in great
demand at the State Department and before the Senate Com
mittee on Foreign Relations, to which he made a long state
ment on the situation in Cuba, and gave his reasons for the
conviction that the J[aine was hIown up from outside. He
believed it was done by Spanish officials, but that the Captain
General had no knowledge of it. He considered the allpged
letter from \Veyler to Santos Guzman, already referred to,
genuine. Captain Sigsbee expressed the same conviction as
to the }.faine, and said that the Spanish exercised no vigilance
whatewr over any but their own vessels. As to the Spanish
Roard of Tnqllir~', it did nothing for a week after the explosion
and did vrry little work at all on the wreck. Genrral Lee
further said that the armistice was not of the slightest use or
effect. He said the Cubans had only the skdeton form of a
government, with no permanent capital, hllt that all Cubans
sympathized with the insurgents and four-fifths of the in-

• habitants of the island were Cubans.
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While the case was in the hands of committees the world
waited in almost breathless suspense for the outcome, but it did
not wait long. '(he House was the first to act. On the 13th
a resolution was introduced by the acting chairman of the
Foreign Affairs couuui"ttee following the recommendation of
the President, authorizing and directing him to intervene at
once to stop the war in Cuba, that permanent peace might be
securt·d, and that a stable and independent government might
be established by the people of Cuba, and empowering him to
use the land and naval forces of the United States for that pur
pose. There were those who desired more radical action, and
insisted that thrre should be a recognition of the Cuban repub
lic, but the administration forces held together admirably, and
the resolutions of the majority of the committee were carried
on a final vote by 322 to 19, on Saturday the 16th.

The debate was extremely exciting at times. Though
there was an agreement between the Democratic and Repub
lican membrrs of the committee as to the presentation of the
resolutions and the minority substitute, an nnfortunate mis
under:ltanding arose among the members of both parties, culmi
nating in an oceurrence which cast a blot on the historic pro
ceedings of the day. The difference of opinion on which the
parties were lined against e8eh other was simply over the form
of the rcsolution, the Democrats largely wishing to recognize
the independence of Cuba at the outset, in defiance of the
recommendations of the President and the advice of General
I,ce, and the Republieans wishing to postpone such recogni
tion till a more favorahle time. During the excitement a per
sonal quarrel oceurred between two members; a Georgian was
called a liar and responded by throwing a book at the head of
tne offending Penmylvanian. Refore the end of the day ex
planations were made and the incident only serves to show the
tension of feeling in Congress.

In the final vote hath parties came together and the unity
of North and Routh and thp common feeling at the last were
worth remembering. It was certainly remarkable that out
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of that great body of men only nineteen were in opposition.
The IOlJ?:-expected crisis had come and been met in a strong
one-minded way and generally with dignity. The resolution
as passed by the 1{ou8e was undel'8too~ to mect the deRires of
the President, which was another remarkable feature consider
ing the severe criticisms to which he had been subjeeted by
IIlembers who at last voted for the desired resolution. The
Democratic substitute would have been a virtual declaration of
war, and, although the other resolution could under existing
circuIIlstances lead to nothing else unless Spain speedily ad
mitted the independence of Cuba, it was a much wiser ex
pression and a safer eonrse.

In the Senate on the 14th the Foreign Relations Commit
tee reported resolutions in harmony with those of the House,
accompanied by a strong and brilliant report prepared and pre
sented by Senator Davis, the chairman of the committee. It
discussed the "Maine incident and other reasons for the grave
step proposed, and a minority of four led by Senator Tnrpif'
added a statemC'Ilt advocating the recognition of the existing
government of the Cuban repuhlic. It is probable that the
resolutions of the majority would have been passed in short
order but for the introduction of a resolution recognizing the
Cuban republic, and conspicuously advocated by Senators
Foraker on the Republican side and Turpie on the Democratie
side. A long debate followed, some of the Democratic and so
called" silver" Senators making severe attacks upon the Presi
dent, dedaring that his message was inconclusive, that his
comse had been vacillating, and that he had been under the in
fluence of sC'nators interesh>d in stocks and bonds. It was un
fortnnatC'ly apparent that certain leaders were anxiOlls to make
capital for their party. These criticisms were repelled with
emphasis hy hoth Republican and Democratic senators. Sen
ator Hoar made a long aIHI very able address upholding the
Presidf'nt and warning the Renat€ against ?:oing beyond the
rf'C'ommendationR of the mf'Rsagc. He declared that the pro
pORal to recognize the ind"pendellee of the Cuban republic
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was an extremely unwise one, of such a nature as to en
tangle us in case of intervention, which he regarded as almost
inevitable. He thought it would be far wiser to place in the
hands of the President the power he asked for and trust him
to secure the paoification of Cuba without resort to war, if pos
sible. It might be that with this power in his hands he could
come to a satisfactory agreement with Spain. "If, in the •
providence of God," he said, " this country is called upon to do
a great act of international justice, let us do it in the spirit of
justice and not of revenge." He felt that if we went to war it
should be with" sanction of international law, the sympathy
of all humane and liberty-loving nations, with the approval of
our own consciences, and with the certainty of the applauding
judgment of history:" lIe did not like to think of the Genius
of America "angry, snarling, shouting, screaming, clawing
with her nails," but rather" to think of her in her honest and
serene beauty, inspired by sentiments - even towards her
enemies -- not of hate but of love; perhaps a little pale about
the eyes and with a smile on her lips, but as sure, determined,
unerring-, and invincible as was the Archangel ~lichael when
he struck down and trampled upon the demon of darkness."

Mr. Lodge made a brilliant historical argument, urging
strong and immediate action. :Mr. Tnrpie declared that the
recognition of independence must logically precede interven
tion and was" the great outlying, overshadowing fact in the
whole transaction." Mr. Foraker made an elaborate argu
ment in favor of recognition. :Mr. Fairbanks found the so
called republic of Cuba" too nebulous, too mythical; at mo."t
a military oligarchy with no habitat." :Mr. Daniel declared
that the resolutions as reported would naturally result in turn
ing our guns upon the insurgents, and this charge led to a
lively passage at arms between :Mr. Daniel and :Mr. Gray.
The possibility of the United States becoming liable for Span
ish bonds is."ued to pay the expenses of the Cuban war unless
we first recog-nized euban indepemlence was discussed with
some vigor, but was generally repudiated.
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There were a few, very few, who still thought we had no
cause for intervention. Mr. \Vellington and Mr. White
argued that Spain had already complied with our demands, and
the latter added: "It has been well and thoughtfully said that
no more sublime spectacle has ever been presented than that
of a great nation ,sacrificing for justice its passion and its

• pride."
Just before the vote was taken, Mr. Gorman, the Demo

cratic senator from Maryland, made a very impressive speech,
defending the President, declaring that his cour~e had been
wise and patriotic, and that both branches of Congress ought
to uphold him; that it was a time to drop all party differences
and to act, not as Republicans or Democrats, but as American
citizens. He wished that the record of division already made
could be blotted out and only a united people presented to the
world. He added:

.. I pledge myself to forget that McKinley was elected by the Republi
can party because I know and believe that as President of a united people he
will bear his country's flag aloft, and that no nation, Spain or any other,
will receive from him aught else than that fair, manly, and brave treatment
of an American President."

The vote on the amendment recognizing the Cuban repub
lic was 51 in favor to 37 against. The affirmative vote was
made up of 29'""Democrats, 6 Populists, 5 silver Republicans,
and 11 regular Republicans; the negative vote consisted of 32
Republicans and 5 Democrats, the latter being Gray, Caffrey,
Gorman, Morgan, and Faulkner.

The Senate resolutions came before the House on Monday;
Mr. Dingley moved concurrence with an amendment striking
out the clause concerning the recognition of the Cuban repub
lic, and upon this motion called for the previous question,
which was ordered, thus shutting off debate. The Republi
can leaders had made preparations for the division, using all
the influence they had to bring radical Republicans into line.
The Democrats and Populists, who, with a single exception,
were solidly arrayed in favor of the Senate resolutions llD

amended, hoped for sufficient Republican help to carry their
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point; but in this they were' disappointed. When the vote was
taken Dingley's motion was carried by 178 to 156. Fourteen
Hepublicans broke over party lines and voted in opposition.
Four of them were from 'Wisconsin, two from Indiana, seven
from Illinois, and one from Xorth Dakota.

The resolution:> as amended then went back to the Senate,
and, before they were received, ten of the Republican senators
who had voted with the Democrats and Populists on Saturday
liad a conference and decided to work against concurrence in
the House amendment. The Senate by a vote of 46 to 32,
showing no change in the attitude of the two parties, resolved
to adhere to its resolutions and sent them back to the House,
which again voted to non-concur and returned the resolutions
to the Senate with the independence clause again stricken out;
it resolved to insist on its amendment and askpd for a con
ference. The vote was 172 to 148, showing a majority of two
more than on the former vote. At 1 :10 A. :\[, on Tuesday the
conferees of the two Houses reached an agreement. On the
part of the Senatp, the clause recognizing the independence of
the Ouban republic was yielded, and on the part of the House
the paragraph declaring that Ouba is and of right ought to be
free was accepted, The two houses·then passed the resolu
tions in the following fonn :

.. WHEREAS, The abhorrent conditions which have existed for more
tlllm three years in the island of ('ubn, so ncar our own lJorders, have
shocked the moral sense of the people of the 'Cnitcd States, have been a dis
p;race to Christian civi1i7.lltion, culminating, IUl they have, in the destruction
of a 'Cnitcd States battleship, with two hundred and sixty of its officers and
crew, while on a friendly visit in the harlJor of Havana, and cannot longer he
endured, IUl hlUl been set forth by the President of the 'Cnited States in his
message to Congres.'l of April 11, 1898, upon which the action of Congress
WIUl invited; therefore be it resolved:

.. ]iIi/'d. That the people of the island of Cuba are, and of right ought
to be, free and independent.

.. &tXmd. That it is the duty of the United States to demand, and the
Government of the United Stntes docs hereby demand, that the government
of Spain at once relinquish its authority and government in the island of
CulJII anll witlulrnw it'! land and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters.

.. Tltird. Thllt the President of the United States be, and he hereby is,
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directed and empowered to use the entire land Rnd naval forces of the
United States, and to call into the Rctual service of the United States the
militia of the several States to such an extent as may be necessary to carry
these resolutions into effect.

.. Fourth. That the United States hereby disclaims any disposition or
intention to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over said island,
except for the pacification thereof, and asserts ill! determination when that is
accomplished to leave the government and control of the island to ita
people."

It was not without considerable difficulty that enough
Republicans were held to the defense of the President's posi
tion. The feeling in behalf of Cuha and against Spain was
so bitter that it required the greatest parliamentary skill and
the strong hand of the Speaker to prevent concurrence with
the Senate. The great majority felt that the Cuban republic
had won its freedom, and in their excitement they failed to
grasp the legal reasons against such action. Recognition of
the lIIas6 government might follow later, but at the outset of
intervention the recognition of that g~'ernment would have
undoubtedly hampered our efforts. Uad we acknowledgpd it,
our only logical course would have been to form an offensive
and defensive alliance with this new sovereign power, and then,
in a strictly subordinate way, co-operate simply with General
Gomez. It was much better for us to enter upon the conflict
upon our own responsibility. Under the resolution; as
adopted, our demand that Spain withdraw her troops and relin
quish sovereignty in the island could mean nothing than that
she should relinquish the sovereignty to the "Cnitpd States.
This left us free to pstablish the Cuban government as seemed
best for the Cuban people, but the same resolution distinctly
avowpd that in taking upon ourselves the responsibility of re
storing ordpr in the island we should relinquish authority as
soon as we had l)('en able to establish an indrpendent Cuban
republic. Recoplition of the "Maao t:!0vernmpnt would not
only have hamprrpd our military opprntionf', but it would havr
hprn humilinting to have taken the field !'limply as an ally of
the Cuhan army, resprving no authority over the determina·
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tion of results. The shrewdest men in Congress saw this
plainly, although all their feelings were for the Cuban re
public. If we had recognized the republic months earlier and
allowed the Cubans to win their own independence, if they
could, the case would have been different.

The resolutions were sent to the President late on Tuesday,
the 19th. As there was reason to believe that if they were
promptly signed diplomatic relations would be broken off be·
fore an ultimatum could be sent, the President delayed the
act of signing till an ultimatum had been prepared. Shortly
before noon on the 20th the ultimatum was delivered to Senor
Polo, the Spanish Minister at Washington. About an hour
earlier it was sent to Minister "\Voodford as an open dispatch,
accompanied by an order that it be presented to the Sagasta
ministry at once.

Immediately on receiving the ultimatum Senor Polo de
manded his passports, which were sent to him promptly by
the State Department, and he closed the legation, leaving at
once for Canada. The llltimatum arrived at the Madrid tele
graph office in due time, but by direction of the Spanish gov
ernment was withheld from Minister Woodford till the follow
ing day. Spain, having learned the contents of the dispatch,
decided to give Minister Woodford his passports before he had
an opportunity to present the ultimatum, and this she did,
seeking by a characteristic trick to win a technical advantage.
But this she lost, as the ultimatum had already been officially
communicated through Minister Polo.

The ultimatum, a paraphrase of the resolutions of Congress
couched in diplomatic language, was as follows:

.. To Woodford, Minister, Madrid:

.. You have been furnished with the text of a joint resolution voted by
the Congress of the United States on the 19th inst., approved to-day, in
relation to the pacification of the island of Cuba. In obedience to that act
the President directs you to immediately communicate to the Government
of Spain said resoiution, with the formal demand of the Government of the
United States that the Government of Spain at once relinquish its authority
and government in the island of Cuba, and withdraw its land and naval
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forces from Cuba and Cuban waters. In taking this step, the United States
hereby disclaims any disposition or intention to exercise sovereignty, juris
diction, or control over said island, except for the pacification thereof, and
asserts its determination when that is accomplished to leave the government
and control of the island to its people, under such free and independent
government Il8 they may establish.

.. If by the hour of noon on Saturday next, the 23d day of .A pril,
instant, there be not communicated to this Government by that of Spain
a full and satisfactory response to this demand and resolution whereby Ule
euds of peace in Cuba shall be ussured. the President will proceed without
further notice to lise the power and Buthority enjoined and conferred upon
him by the SIlid joint resolution to sllch extent us may be ncce88llry to carry
the same into effect."

In view of the swiftness with which the quarrel had come
to a hood the new Spanish Cortes was called by the Qu('cn to
me<'t on April 20th, a day somewhat earlier than that origil1allv
set. The party groups held preliminary meetings on the 19th,
by which time the action of the American Congress had be
come fully known in :Madrid. Sagasta at the head of the
Liberal party made statements of the most uncompromising
character, aud war was declared inevitable alike by all Spanish
s!ateRmen and the press. The belief prevailed in this country
that Spain would endeavor to resort to anoth('r evasive diplo
matic scheme, but she knew quite well that the President had
resolYed to listen no longer; he would approve the resolutions
of Congress, and she resolYed to let the war come. It had the
d('sired eflect of bringing all parties together and of strengthen
ing for the time the position of the Queen. Don Carlos was
forced to join in the warlike proc('ssion, though he knew that
his opportunity would inevitably come later.

In her spe('ch to the Cortes on the 20th, or at the v('r)' time
Prrsid('nt :McKinley was signing the r('solutiolls, the Quern de
clar('d "the unalterable r('solution of my govcrnment to de
fend our rights whatso('ver saerific('s may be imposed upon us
in ae('omplishing this task." She addcd: "Thus identify
ing myself with the nation, I not only fulfill the oath I swore
in accepting thc Rrg"enry. but I follow the dictates of a
mother's h('art, tr\l8ting the Spanish people to gather bchind
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my son's throne and defend it until he is old enough to defend
it himself, as well as trusting to the Spanish people to defend
the honor and the territory of the nation." She ascribed the
most unworthy motiws to those in the Unitcd States who had
urged interference in Cuban affairs.

Sagasta, in his opening address to the Cortes, used even
stronger language, and amid universal enthusiasm said:
" Acts, not words, are required.... 'Ve are resolved not to
yield in anything touching the national honor or the integrity
of Spanish territory, because we admit no negotiations in ques
tion of honor and we do not make a traffic of shame."

Minister Woodford left :Madrid promptly after receiving
his passports, having notified the Fnited States consuls
through Consul-General Rowen at Barcelona to close their
consulates. There werc some demonstrations at his dpparturl',
but he was carefully guarded at the instance of the Spanish
authorities. At Valladolid, the train was attacked and stoned
and windows Wl're broken; but the civil guards protected 1Iin
ister Woodford's carriage with drawn swords. At Tolosa, the
Spanish police made an attempt to arrest }Ir. "Toodford's
colored servant, claiming that he was a citizen of Spain.
Woodford protested and declared he would only allow the
servant to be removed by force, and this was not attcmpted.
It was a relief to him and bis party when they finally reached
French soil. The Spanish minister and his suite left Wa811
ington without molestation or any hostile demonstrations, and
made his way to Canada without receiving insults of any kind.

The day aftl'r General "Toodford left there were a number
of enthusiastic processions in "Madrid, and a mob gathered in
front of the Equitable T.ife Insurance building, tore down the
American escutcheon, and gledully broke the American ('agle
in piec('s. The civil governor, instead of ('h('cking the demon
stration, allowed the mob full1iberty, mingling with the crowd
and saying in an address to the populace: " The Spanish lion
is aroused from his slumber. He will shake his mane and dis
perse the rest of the brute creation."
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At Barcelona, Consul-General Bowen reported that during
the week before he left, eight angry mobs of over 8,000 persons
each made violent demonstrations before the consulate. Once
he was compelled to face a mob for some time before the police
came, and the night before he left, a mob, including some of
the most influential citizen(!, came to the building determined
to secure the Eagle and Shield. On finding they had been re
moved, they were very angry and it required force on the part
of the police to disperse them.

The series of events indicates clearly enough that peace
between the two countries was broken by the act of Spain and
not of the United States. Spain considered the approval of
the joint resolutions of Congress a virtual declaration of war,
and she at once broke off relations with this government. That
began the war. The Cuban question became our war with
Spain.
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THE SPANISH AND AMERICAN NAVIES-PROCLAMATION
OF CUBAN BLOCKADE-DEPARTURE OF AN AMERICAN
SQUADRON FOR CUBAN WATERS-THE FIRST SHOT OF
THE WAR-THE CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS.

Beginning Operations - Plans for Offensive and Defensive Action - Com
parison of the Spanish and United States Navies - Spain's Armored
Cruisers - Superiority of Our Guns and Gunners - The Spirit of t.he
Navy - Lieutenant Commander Wainwriglrt's Plea for a Chance
to Fight - Peculiar Positions of Antagonists - Spain's Hest Ships
neither in Cuban nor Philippine Waters-The Cape Verde Squadroll
Speculations as to Naval Results- Spaniards Suspected of Dark De
signs - Commodore Howell's Auxiliary Fleet - Blockading Cuban
Ports - Departure of Admiral Sampson's Imposing Fleet - Commo
dore Dewey Ordered to Sail for Manila - Caution of the Naval Strategy
Board - A Spanish Ship Sighted - The First Shot of the Wur - The
Spunish Flag Comes Down - Other Prizes Captured - The Call for
Volunteers-Prompt Response-A Conflict between Amateurs Ilnd
Professionals-Reorganizing the Army-A Cause of Delay.

WHEN on Thursday, the 21st, the news of General
Woodford's dismisflal was received at \Vashington,
it was considered as sufficiently marking the be

ginning of hostilities. No further answer could be expected
to the ultimatum, and the administration felt free to begin
active operations at once. In adopting plans for the war the
government was obliged to consider the requirements of both
offensive action and of defensive precautions. The President
at first kept strongly in view the possibility of carrying supplies
to the reconcentrados, an object at once requiring a convenient
base of operations on the Cuban shore, which was in the hands
of the Spanish, whom it was proposed to drive from the island.
Whil~, to accomplish these objects, an army would be very
soon required, it was evident that the initial steps would be
taken at once by the navy, and it was decided to direct it
towards two ends - a blockade of Havana and the destruction
of Spain's fleet. The idea of taking Havana at once was dis-

(Mil )
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carded as too risky, though it was, doubtless, less risky than
th.e cautious strategists of the government supposed. The
fcar of incurring the loss of some of our fighting ships and the
suspicion that Spain might await·a good opportunity to strike _
our navy, when weakened by the loss or absence of sbips for
l'{'pairs, or to strike at our extensive spaboard, led the govern
ment quite naturally to the conclusion that thc safer and surf!'
course would be to blockade Havana and await Spain's attempt
to relieve the city, in the meantime seeking a convenient baH'
of operations on the Cullan coast as near Havana as possiblp.

A comparison of Spain's navy with ours showed but one
first-class Spanish battleship, the Pelayo, to our four. Spain
had two old spcond-class hattleships, the N umancia and Vit
toria j we had a modern one, the Texas. But if we were su
perior in battlcships, Spain was ahead in armored cruisers;
while we had but two, the New York and Brooklyn, she had
no less than eight - the Vizcaya, Almirante Oquendo, Carlos
r., Cardinal Cisneros, Cristobal Colon, Cataluiia, Maria
Teresa, and Princess de Asturias. In protected cruisers,
howeypr, the tables were again turned; Spain had eight, the
Lnited Statps had more than twice as many. In gunboats
and dispatch boats, Spain's great number of eighty represented
but small and weak vessels far infcrior to those of the United
States. Of monitors she had none; we had five modern and
thirtpen old-fashionpd boats of this type, _and one dynamite
monitor or cruiser, the Vesul"ius, whose utility, however, re
mained to be tested. Spain's torpedo-boat destroyers num
bered six; we had none except such vessels as were anned in
the auxiliary fleet. Spain's entire torpedo outfit numbered
about sixty vpssels and ours about twenty. Many naval ex
perts considered armored cruisers and torpedo craft the two
most effective engines of war and, therefore, regarded our navy
as behind that of Spain in real effectiveness; but this was only
a theory. As a whole, taking account of tonnage, speed, and
armament, our navy 'was far better than Spain's. This wa!"
esp~eially noticeable in guns, of which we had more than twiC'e
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as many as Spain had. Taking into account our auxiliary
fleet of eighty vessels, many of them of superior speed, we
certainly possessed a good advantage over Spain in striking
power. But the greatest advantage we had was in the supe
riority of American sailors, even if in number they were less
than Spain's. The Spaniards had never had much drill in
squadron maneuvers or in gun practice.

We did not appreciate at this time as it deserved the fact
that no matter how marvelous the gun it is really the man
behind the gun who decides the contest. The modern gun
had become a complicated machine, terrible if used effectively,
but, capable of firing at long range, the chances of missing' had
been greatly increased unless skill had kept pace with the
development.

The spirit prevailing in our navy is well illustrated by the
appeal of Lieutenant-Commander Wainwright, who was exe·
cutive officer of the Maine, to be allowed to go into active
service again. He was formerly Chief Intelligence Officer
of the navy, and Secretary Long had decided to restore him
to his old duties. But he did not wish to stay on shore duty;
he wanted a chance to fight the men who had been responsible
for the destruction of the .Maine, and he said so. The authori
ties finally gave way to his appeal, and he was placed in com·
mand of the tast yacht, Corsair, which had been purchased
from J. Pierpont 1forgan and renamed the Gloucesler. He
looked eagerly for opportunities to meet the enemy, and, in
time, they came.

Like the Spanish military service, the naval service was
in bad condition. As a matter of fact, the Spanish had hardly
mechanical skill enough to handle the new fighting craft which
on paper gave her a fair strength. But this was not
appreciated at first anywhere, not even in Spain, and certainly
the United States government could not with wisdom place
confidence in any apparent or theoretical weakness of the
enemy.

The naval position of the two antagonists was certainly
31
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peculiar at the beginning. 'Spain had no large, heayil)'
armored Y{'~cls to guard her interests either in the "Test
Indies or the Philippines. The l'izcaya and Almiranfe
Oquendo had a few days before, or wllen war appeared ine,-i
table, sailed from Havana, and were suppolled to have gone
to join the Cape Yerde fleet.. As far as the ~avy Depart
ment knew, the old ~ruiser Alfonso XII. and a number of
small gunboats were all that remained in Cuban waters. At
Puerto Rico there were a few gunboats, but nothing formi
dable. The most formidable and first ~vailable Spanish squad
ron was in command of Admiral Cervera, at S1. Vincent in the
Cape Yerde islands, which belong to Portugal. This COIn

prised the armored cruisers Maria Teresa, C"islobal Colon,
Vizcaya, and Almiranle Oqu.endo, with three torpedo-boat
destroyers, tllree torpedo boats, the transatlantic steamer City
of Cadiz, armed as an auxiliary cruiser, and a coaling vessel.
As naval reckonings went, this squadron was co~sidered to be
a fair match for our flying squadron at Hampton Roads.

Spain was apparently forming a second squadron at Cadiz,
consisting of the battleship Pelayo, the armored cruiser" Cal·los
V., Cardinal Cisneros, NUTilancia, YiitOl'ia, Princess lller
cedes, and a few gunboats, torpedo-boat destroyers, and torpedo
boats. The Philippine squadron consisted of four cruisers,
none of them armored, and senral gunboats and 'small craft.

A torpedo-hoat destroyer, the Temerario, was in the Rio
de la Plata on the South American coast, and it was even con
sidered possible that she might be waiting there to make a
night assault upon our battleship Oregon and the gunboat.
.Marietta, which were on their long jouruC'y around Cape
Horn. Two Spanish torpedo-boat destroyers were also being
repaired in the British Isles.

·What Spain proposed to do with these sbips was a matter
of pure f\peculation; what she could do with them or what
the United States could do against them was quite as much so,
for, with the exception of the short and sharp battle of the
Yalu, in the war between Japan and China, there was little
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in the history of actual warfare to judge modern warships by.
All calculations had been theoretical and based upon the size
of vessels, their speed, the number and character of their guns, .
and the qualities of their armor. It was admitted that there
might be undreamed-of possibilities in the action of such fight
ing machines; the ease with which the ]faine had been blown
up suggested the dangerous character of torpedo boats, and
among the general public any fears were apt to be exaggerated.

Moreover, we had grown into the habit of always snspeet
ing the Spaniard of dark designs, and it was a notable fact that
owing to the strict censorship of the Spanish press and the con
centration of authority in Spain, it was difficult to know for
a certainty where any of the Spanish ships were, or what
strategy the wily Spaniard might invent. On the other hand,
our plans of campaign were at first published openly in the
papers, so that the Spaniards, if they cared to know, couIel
easily perceive what we were thinking of and doing. Indeed,
the Spanish minister, Senor Polo, instead of departing for
home, at once took quarters in Toronto, where he carried on a
spy system and bU"reau of information for the Spanish govern
ment. An enemy in the dark is usually smaller than one in
the open, but he always looks larger, and consequently our
strategy board proceeded with the utmost caution, never with
reckless bravado, though sometimes with apparent fickleness.

In view of the possibility that Spain might send one of her
squadrons either to harass our shipping, which was mostly
coastwise, or to attack our coast cities, some of which were not
supposed to be well defended, though harbors were being
rapidly mined, it had been early decided to equip a patrol
squadron under the command of Commodore Howell, com
posed largely of well-built liners which had been purchased
and converted into armed crnisers. Conspicuous among these
were four admirable ships of the Morgan line, which had
joined the navy under the picturesque names of the Yankee,
the Dixie, the Prairie, and the Y D.'wmite. The splendid
American-built transatlantic liners St. Paul and St. Louis had
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also been impressed into the naval service, and Captain Sigsbee,
of the ill-starred ][aine, had been given the command of the
former. The liners New Yark and Paris were also taken and
rechristened the 11art'a rd and the Yale. The attempt to buy
warships abroad had brought a very small aggregate of results.
The transformation of merchantmen and yachts into a naval
auxiliary fleet had, however, been accomplished in a re
markably successful manner. This auxiliary fleet did away
with the necessity of keeping Schley's flying squadron at
Hampton roads, and left it free to strike for any point, while
the main fleet, under Sampson, could at once be~in operations
on the Cuban coast, awaiting the movements of the Spanish
fleet, if it should come in that direction.

The necessity of these extensive preparations was made
more conspicuous by the uncertainty as to what Spain would
do as to privateering. The government of the United States
dt the beginning announced its intention of adhering to the
declaration of Paris, though not a party to it, and of maintain
ing its four cardinal principles: abolishment of privateering,
neutral flag to exempt an enemy's goods from capture except
contraband of war, neutral goods under the enemy's flag not
to be seized, a blockade to be binding must be effective. Spain,
on her part, issued a decree recognizing that a state of war ex
isted, breaking off all treaties with the United States and
promising to observe the rules of the declaration of Paris, ex
cept that she maintained her rights to ~rant letter of marque
to privateers. But to carryon privateering after the old-time
methods would have been to fly in the face of European senti
ment, and that Spain could hardly afford to do, ~eat as was the
temptation to prey upon American shipping, inflicting expen
sive injuries, thou~h she might not hope to overcome us in war.

Regarding the brE'akin~ off of diplomatic negotiations as a
virtual derlaration of war, the President, without waiting for
time limit set in his ultimatum to expire, ordered the Key
West fleet to move at once to Cuba and form a blockadE', and
the same day, the 21st, he issued a proclamation declaring
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that the United States government" has instituted and will
maintain a blockade on the north coast of Cuba, including
ports on said coast between Cardenas and Bahia Honda, and
the port of Cienfuegos on the south coast of Cuba." The
proclamation added that neutral vessels approaching such
coasts or attempting to leave them without knowledge of the
establishment of the blockade would be duly warned by the
commander of the blockade forces and released, but upon at
tempting the second time to enter any blockaded port they
would be captured Ilnd sent to the nearest American port as
prizes. Xeutral, vessels lying in blockaded ports were allowed
thirty days to issue therefrom.

In accordance with this order Rear Admiral Sampson's
fleet, the most imposing that had ever been gathered in this
country, departed on the following morning in two columns
for the Cuban coast. At the same time Commodore Schley
of the flying squadron was ordered to put his ghips in readiness
for instant action, and a little later two of his fastest cruisers
were ordered off to sea to cruise in search of Spanish ships, es·
pecially off the New England coasts, for there were variouB
stories afloat of the presence of Spanish cruisers near those
waters, a fair illustration of the uncertainty even in official
circles of the probable movements of tIle Spanish navy.

On the 21st also, orders were sent to C'omnrodore DC'wC'y,
whose squadron was mobilized at Hong Kong, on the opposite
side of the globe, to procepd at once to )fanila, the phipf port
of the Philippines, institute a blockade and destroy or papture
whatever Spanish fleet existed there. To follow up thes('
steps it was decided to call for 100,000 volunteer troops as
soon as Congress could authorize it, and steps were taken to
('harter a large number of transports and supply ships as
quickly as possible.

n seems to have been the plan of Spain to hold the flower
of its navy at the Cape Verde Islands in the hopps that Ad
miral SaIllp~on's squadron would at once attack Havana and
suffer considerable losses under the guns of its forts, whereupon
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the Spanish ships could hurry over and attack our fleet in a
weakened condition. Some of the more warlike newspapers
in the country, less proficient in naval strategy than in the
i5sue of extra editions, were raising the cry, " Smash Havana! "
but our naval strategy board were too wise to risk their fleet
while the Cape Verde ships were in prime condition, and
orders were issued to Sampson not to attack Cuban ports for
the present, though he could use his discretion if fired upon.

The Key West fleet had proceeded but a short distance on
the morning of the 22d, the flagship New York and the battle
ships Iou'a and 11Idiana leading in one line \0 the southward,
and the gunboats IIelena, ltfachias, Nashville, and Castine in
another to the northward, when smoke was seen on the horizon
to westward. By seven o'clock it was discovNed that she was
a merchantman flying a Spanish flag. The N a.~hville suddenly
left the line and braded at full speed for the Spaniard. As
she approached a shot was fired from her port battery, striking
the water some distance ahead of the merchantman, which
held her way as if nothing was happening. For a few mim.tes
the N ash rille continued the chase and then fired another shot
whi('h apparently passed within a rod of the Spaniard's bow,
and the <'uptain quickly reversed the engines and hauled down
th<> SpAnish ensign. She was boarded by a half-dozE'n men
from the Nail! rille, and was found to be the steamship Buena
l'pnlura, plying between N<>w York and \Yest Indian ports.
The <'aptain said he did not know that war had been declared,
hut she was sent to Key \Yest, where much excitement pre
vailed over the first shot of the war.

The hlol·kading squadron arrived off Havana towards even
ing of th<> sam£' dAy; the red light was lighted in Morro Castle
tow('r and thr('(' shots were fired as a signal that the Americans
hud app('ar('cl. Havana armed itself at once in anticipation of
atta<'k, not understanding our more peaceful intentions for
tllC time being. Some shots were fired from the fortifications
lluring the night, falling far short of our ships, which lay
quil tly Ol1t some clistan<'e, working their search lights and
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the latter, a fine, large new vessel. Two ships were taken at
the mouth of Havana harhor, indeed almost under the guns of·
Morro Castle. The Presidpnt was disposed to release all
Spanish prizes taken during these first days of the war in con
sideration of the notice given by Spain allowing American
vessels in Spanish ports freely to depart, but he waited to see
if Spain were acting in good faith. As a matter of fact, there
were no American ycssels in Spanish ports, except possibly a
few pleasure yachts, and Spain's action might have been for
effect and for the very purpose of placing our seizures of
Spanish ships in as bad a light as possible.

On the 20th, 01' immediately aft~r the resolutions for inter·
vention were disposed of, the House passed promptly and with
out division a bill authorizing the President to call for army
volunteers, and defining the terms on which volunteers from
the state militia forces could be enlisted and officered. The
bill was passed in the Senate the next day, but owing to de
fects it was sent back to both houses and did not become a law
till the 23d, when the President, in confomlity with its pro
visions, issued a proclamation calling for two-year volunteers,
the total number apportioned among the states according to
population. ~Ieasures were taken for the enlistment ·of as
large a proportion as possible of the National Guard in the
rnited States Army, the purpose being to amalgamate the
regulars and volunteers as soon as possible.

The requisitions made by Secretary Alger on the state
governors calling for 125,000 volunteers, met with instant
and adequate response, but also not a little adverse criticism
from the Xational Guardsmen, whose jealousy of the regular
army had much to do with the defeat of the first Hull bill-for
its reorganization to meet requirements. By the provisions of
that measurE', tIll.' rpglllar army's war strength would have been
raispcl to 104,000 mPll. In his tplPgTllphic call Secrptar.",
Algpr declarpd that prpfprpncp would be gi\'en to rpgiments of
the Xational (hard or statp militia, for thp rpason that tlwy
were armed, presi.1lnably pquipPE'd and drilled. Tn issuing his



THE CALI. TO WAR.
A Grand Arm)" Vneran of the Civil \Var bring-inK his son into a recruitinR office in a

countr)' town to anS\\'er to the call for volunteers in the war with Spain.
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confirmatory letter, however, the Secretary of War said that
the men called for were to. be enlisted in the United States
service, their state organizations being preservcd as long as
they ~cm8ined in their own states. The result was that many
regiments manifested a decided reluctance to act under an un~

certainty as to the necessity of giving up their organizations.
It was not so much a conflict between State and Federal

elements as a conflict between amateurs and professionals, and
when the fact was thoroughly understood there was no uncer
tainty as to results. Wbateyer tbe influence of the National
Guard, the Federal government could ill-afford to have men
enlisted as volunteers who would not serve unconditionally
under army orders. It was very soon shown that while the
National Guard in some Statcs was in a high state of efficiency,
in others it was far from being prepared for war. Some of the
v,restern regiments carne into the Eastern camps almost desti
tute of equipments. Even tbe :New York State militia, i1l~

provided with overcoats and blankets, were sent to an unpre
pared camp, aQd the control was so poor that at first there were
scenes of rowdyism in the villages about the camps. Had
United States army officers been in cbarge there would have
been nothing of this kind permitted. It was a useful lesson
to State authorities, for it revealed the fact that the organiza
tions which had been maintained with so much expense, and
which had been so often admir{'d in parades,' were in a condi
tion far from satisfactory to meet a sudden call in defense of
the country.

Soon after gathering in their respective State rendezvous,
the volunteers were forced to undNgo the somewhat trying
ordeal of examination by U nitrd States army surgeons before
they rould he accepted and mustered into service. In not a
few of the States the percrntage of mrn rejreted, both officers
and privates, was so largr that Statf' officials endcavorrd to in
duel' the Federal authorities to be less rigorous in thrir de
mands, hut, for reason obvious enough, tbe Federal authorities
declined to relent.
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If the militia in some States had permitted officers and pri
vates to come to look upon the militia organization as a social
institution existing chiefly for the pleasure of the men enrolled,
it was certainly a fortunate event that disclosed the weakness
at this oorly day of the war and at a time when not faced by a
foe more dangerous than Spain. The Federal authorities were
quite right in insisting that men entering the army sIlOuld be
unlikely candidates for the hospital and pension roll, and, in
spite of the influence of the National Guard in some States, the
Federal authorities were supported by public opinion.

On the 25th was passed a modified bill for reorganizing the
regular army, giving it a maximum strength of 61,000, creat
ing the three-battalion form, and providing for the enlistment
and promotion of the requisite number of officers. The im
perative necessity for passing the reorganization bill was that,

-owing to the complicated machinery of modern siege guns, it
would bo impossible to ·entrust volunteer forces with the coast
defenses within three months. But considerable jealousy was
shown between the amateur and regular forces, and it soon be
came apparent that the formation of the army would be respon
sible for delay in the war.

Among the people who had not an adequate idea of the re
quirements of war there was the greatest optimism as to the
promptness with whi('h it would end - a naval battle or two
and it would all be over with, they thought; and th~ idea was
also extensively held in offieial circles, though not among the
army and navy. But tl. e co-operation of the Cubans was exag
gerated, and, besides, the troops immediately available for
militlll'y operations in Cuba were only those which could he
spared from the small regular army. Kone of the National
Guard regiments were fitted at once for such campaigning as
would be required in Cuba. At the best, from one to three
months of preliminary training and seasoning wae needed. It
was shown unmistakably both in the :Mexican and Civil War
that training and drilling' consuming months of time were ab
solutely necessary to get raw recruits into shape.



CHAPTER XXXVII .

WAR FORMALLY PROCLAIMED-THE BOMBARDMENT OF
MATANZAS-EXPERIENCES ON A MODERN WARSHIP
COMMODORE DEWEY SAILS TOWARDS MANILA.

Enthusiasm and Generosity among the People of the United States - Col
lege Patriotism - Prompt Action by the Women of the Country - Red
Cross Nurses - The Dangers of Yellow Fever - Surgeon-General's
Warning-Rejoicing in Havana-Blanco's Grandiloquent Manifesto
-Congress Formally Declares War-Spain Talks of Scandalous Ag
gression - Troubles in the Cortes - Imporillnce of Securing a Base 011

Cuban Coast-Havana Ignored-Advancing to Matanza.s-The Nu
ture of the Bay - Waiting for the Word to Fire - A Shot from the
Batteries - Engagement Becomes General- A Thrilling Sight - Fol
lowing the Powerful Projectiles to the Target - Clouds of Smoke
Three Hundred Shots in Eightt.oen Minutes - The Puritan', Remarkable
Shot - Terriblt: Destruction - The Concussion of Great Guns -Gen
eral Blanco's Report of Casualties-" A Mule Killed" - The Cape
Verde Spanish Fleet Sails - Commodore Dewey Points his Fleet
towards Manila- Significance of his Orders.

ON every side existed abundant evidence of patriotism
and generosity. Of course, as in every war, there
were avaricious speculators who figured how much

personal wealth they could grab from the national treasury
which required so much for the equipment of the forces. But
the great multitude of the rich and poor alike had no suoh
sordid ambition. Enlistments came in rapidly from every
quarter, and from every station in life. The Federal Treasury,
the Post-Office Department, the boards of aldermen in many of
the cities, presidents and directors of great railway corpora
tions and many patriotic employers of labor put their em
ployes at ease by either guarantC€ing that all of them who cared
to volunteer should be paid in full while away and reinstated
when they returned, or that they should be reinstated simply.
Prominent and rich people offered money and services to the
government and valuable steam yachts were tendered for its
use. John Jacob Astor, having offered free transportation for

(521 )
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troops over his railroads in Ohio and Illinois, and having put
his yacht, the N ourmahal, at the disposal of the government
as an auxiliary cruis{'r, then offered to furnish and equip a
battery of artillery for servi('e in Cuba or in any place where
the government might wish to use it. At the colleges the en
thusiasm was great, and mass meetings addressed hy the presi
dents and professors were held in many of the leading educa
tional institutions. .Many students volunteered. As a recog
nition of the contributions of Yale and Harvard to our national
glory in years past, the Paris and the New Yorl.·, the fast
steamers imprc>ssed into the service of the navy, were renamed
after those institutions.

The expression of patriotism from the women of the coun
try was what was to be expected. In sevp1'8l cities they had
early organized, forming auxiliary eorp::; to make comforts for
the soldiers going to tl](' war. These auxiliaries were inde
}JPndent, being forl11ed without anJ' immediate connection with
r(>giments, and others were formed conneC'ted semi-officially
with companies and regiments of the Kational Guard.

The volunteers, nurses, and honorary members of the Red
Cross Society recrived instructions at the hospitals. A detach
ment of the nurses of this society sailed from K ew York on the
State of Texas on the 23d to be in readiness in Cuban waters.
TOhe nurses of the Bed Cross Society, and others who maintain
an independent organization, were not governed by thc Sur
gpon-General's ultimatum that the government would not ac
cept the services of any nurse who had not had yellow fever or
passed through one or more epielemies of t.hat disease. In the
judgment. of the Surgeon-General, it would be aelding burdens,
and making more drmanels on the hospital resources of the
gOYf'rnrrH'nt in Cuba and Key 'Yest, to send out nurses who
wPl'e not immune. The male nurses meeting the government
f(·quircments were thc only government nurseR at first sent out.
This drcision changrd tIll' character of the !\t'l"vi('ps rendered
to the solc1it'l's and sailors hy the vohmteer WOIllen aud nurses,
but did not lessen their enthusiastic dctermination to serve.
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The Surgeon-General, who was considered one of the high
est authorities in the world on enteric diseases, strongly ad
vised against the immediate invasion of Cuba, predicting that
the mortality among volunteers from yellow fever alone would
be between 35 and 50 per cent. if undertaken before October
1st. This fact, together with the other that many of the regi
ments from the different States were slow in recruiting and
came to the national camps poorly equipped, led the authori
ties to delay any large military operations on the island for a
time, though if was desired to secure a base for distributing
provisions to the reconcentrados if possible, and arms to the in
surgents. But, as in most wars, it was found that plans had to
be changed to meet new conditions.

The news of the breaking off of diplomatic negotiations be
tween the United States and Spain appeared to be received in
Havana with rejoicing. No further attempt to secure a con
ference with the insurgents in the interests of autonomy was
made, and the Captain-General declared the island to be in a
state of war. He annulled all his former decrees granting
pardon to insurgents, and placed under martial law all ac
cused of rebellion. Spanish forces in the western provinces
began to concentrate in Havana, burning and destroying the
country as they came in. In a grandiloquent manifesto,
Blanco declared his intention of shedding his blood for the
honor Of Spain, and he called upon all to vigorously repel the
invader. The Correspondent of the London Times, whose re
ports were as impartial as any sent from the island, was ex
pelled, and other steps taken to prevent the exact state of
things from being known. .

While no doubt as to when the war began was entertained
by the administration, it was deemed best that Congress should
adopt a resolution formally declaring the time when the state
of war began to exist. In a message .to Congress on the 25th,
the President asked that, in view of the measures already
taken by him and with a view to the adoption of other neces
sary measures, Congrc~s take formal action at once" to the end
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that the definition of the international status of the United
States as a belligerent power may be made known, and the as
sertion of all its rights and the maintenance of all its duties in
the conduct of a public war may be assured." Congress acted
with the utmost promptness and passed a resolution declaring
that a state of war existed and had existed between the United
States and Spain since, and including, April 21st. The vote
in the House was unanimous.

The Spanish government followed up its circular of the
18th by another on the 26th, in which it expressed its regret at
being compelled to appeal to force to expel the "scandalous
aggression" of the United States and defend the national dig
nity and historic integrity of the fatherland.

It was the evident purpose of the United States govern
ment at this time, while the intentions of the Cape Verde fleet
were uncertain, to effect a landing in Cuba promptly and as
near Havana as possible, in order to hold communication witi.
the insurgents, to form a base for our own military operations
and to carry relief to reconcentrados.

All reports indicated that the Spanish army in concentrat
ing their forces had seized all available food in the large cen
ters, and the reconcentrados were in a worse predicament than
ever. A base for our own military operations was quite as
important. General Grant had pointed out many years be
fore, or whcn the Virginius case seemed likely to lead 'us into
war, that the conquest of Havana could best be undertaken by
an army landed somewhere east of the city while a blockading
force held the approaches to the harbor. This plan was evi
dently in the minds of the government and it was the expecta
tion that such an expedition might lead the way in a short
time.

In carrying out this policy it became Admiral Sampson's
duty to ignore the fortifkations of Havana, keeping the block
ade effective at all times, while preparing a suitable base for
landing troops. The city of Matanzas presented a convenient
point for such a base, but the blockading fleet could see that
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the Spaniards were very busy in placing new fortifications and
more modem guns about the harbor, and, cOllsequently, Ad
miral Sampson set out to destroy them on the 27th.

It was a very interesting event, drawing the first blood of
the conflict. For the first time in thirty years our war ships en-
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tered upon the serious business of war. In the afternoon Ad
miral Sampson on his flagship New York rearhed the harbor of
:Matanzas, where the monitor Puritan and the cruiser Cin
cinnati were maintaining the blockade. The city lies at the
head of a bay about four miles from the sea and the mouth of
the bay is about three miles wide. On its west side is Point
Rubalcaya and on the east side Point Maya, both having a
high elevation above the sea and giving their batteries a very
commanding position. Stretching bark from these batteries
are commanding hills, in the shrubbery of which the Span
iards had been busy placing concealed batteries.

The New York led the way into the bay, followed a hun
dred yards astern on the port side by the Puritan, while the
Cincinnati was about the same distance behind on the star
board. The crews were all at their quarters waiting for the
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" music" to begin, the orders being to open fire when the bat
teries fired their first shot. At a few minutes before one
o'clock there was a puff of smoke from the east shore and an
8-inch shell whizzed toward· the New York and fell consider
ably short. The range to the east shore was still over three
miles, but the flagship promptl,Y opened fire with one of her
heavy guns. The engagement in a few minutes became gen
eral, and shore and bay was cov£'red with the wind-swept smoke
while the. hollows below the hills roared with the cannonading.
The New York steamed quickly in and circled arounu to the
westward toward Point Rl1balca~'a,while the Puritan swung
eastward to engage the ~Iaya batteries.

It was the first opportunity the gunners of the New r o-rh~

had enjoyed for target practice of this kind and it was a stir
ring sight to see. As a big puff of smoke rose from her side,
the eye turning to the battery on shore would behold a cloud of
dust and fragments flying high in the air, indicating the terrific
force of modern projectiles. The New York soon reduceu the
range to about a mile and a quarter, and was tossing shells into
Rubalcaya at the rate of about three a minute with wonderful
precision anu apparently with great destructiveness.

In the meantiJ11£' the Puritan was taking care of Point
Maya. It was a long shot to that battery and it was so well
masked that the only targ£'t was the infrpquent smoke of a
gun, hut when the Puritan found the range her shells burst
every time within the fortificationl', great clouds of dust and
fragments rising high in the air with every explosion. ep to
this time the Cincin1)ati had received no order to join in the
action and her crew and officers coulu hardly contain them
selves. Finally, Captain Chester himself gignaled asking per
mission to engage, and it was granted by the flagship. The
Cincinnati quickly steamed up to within two thousand yards
broadside on and all her guns seemed to go at once. But this
grim sport was of short duration.

At the end of eighteen minutes, the batteries apparently
having been silenced, the ~·TI;ew York gave the signal to retire,
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but soon after a last defiant shot was fired from the shore.
Almost instantly one of the big guns of the Puritan, which
was in line, replied. It was the best shot of the da"y and ex
cited the admiration of every witness. It struck the battery
just where the smoke had showed the gun, tore its way into the
earthworks and exploded with terrible destruction. Then the
ships stood out to sea.

The display of marksmanship on the American vessels was
superb; the firing was rapid and everyone of the three hundred
shots fired seemed to do its work of destruction to the new
forts, but not one of the enemy's shots hit the ships; they were
absolutely unharmed exc{'pt from the usual results of the con
cussion of their own guns. A correspondent wrote: "\Vhen
a lO,OOO-ton ship, usually as steady as a rock, shakes and
trembles like a frightened child; when firmly-fitted bolts start
from their sockets and window-panes and woodwork are shat
tered; when the roar peals up from port and starboard and you
feel your feet leaving the deck and your glasses jumping
around your forehead, while blinding, blackening smoke hides
everything from sight - then it is that you first realize the ter
rible power of a modern war ship's batteries."

Nat one of our men was hurt, and the gunners and their as·
sistants were delighted to embrace the opportunity they had
so long waited for to " pump a little iron," as one of them ex
pressed it, " into those Spaniards." It is not known what the
casualties were on shore, but it is difficult to see how those who
manned the batteries could have entirely escaped unless they
ran away. Captain-General Blanco sent home a report of the
usual Spanish color. X a lives were lost, he said, except that
of one mule. Our vessels were injured by the Spanish fire,
and he was quite sure a smokestack was hit.

On the 26th the President issued an order proclaiming our
policy regarding the rights of Spanish vessels and the rights of
neutrals, indicating an intention to pursue a liberal course
least calculated to irritate foreign powers, and giving Spanish
merehant vessels within the ports of the United States until

82
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May 21st for loading their cargoes and departing. The right
of search was to be exercised with strict regard for the rights
of neutrals, and mail steamers were not to be interfered with
except on the clearest grounds of suspicion of having conjra
band goods or of violating the blockade. This proclamation
was followed within u few days by deerecs of neutrality from
most of the foreign uatiulls. Great Britain was one· of the
first to declare her neutrality, sending notices to all ports in
all colonIes under her dominion. This, of course, necessitated
a prompt departure from the port of Hong Kong of Dewey's
fleet, and it moved to 1tIirs Bay, a Chinese port, where also it
could remain but twenty-four hours.

Portugal, havillg dominion over the Cape Verde Islands,
at which the Spanish fleet was concentrated, delayed for sume
daJ's to ddine her position, and it was at one time suspected
that sl)(~ might make common cause with Spaill. At last, how
ever, she took a neutral position, daring 110 longer to disregard
the obligations of neutrality, and the Spanish fleet, which had
been reported as having sailed several times, actually sailed on
the 29th, two days after Commodore Dewey sailed from .Mirs
Bay for ~Ianila.

Public attention in the 'Lnited States was so completely
taken up with the situation about Cuba, especially after the
news of the departure of Cervera's fleet from St. Yincent, that
little was thougllt of Dewey's movements. In a general way,
it was thought that, neutral declarations having shut our
Asiatic squadron off from Hong Kong, it would be necessary
for our fleet to "ecure a base for coal and supplies nearer than
Honolulu or San Francisco, and, as the Spanish Philippines
lay but two or three days' sail from lIong Kong, and as we were
at war with Spain, it would be a stroke to secure a coaling sta
tion there. Yery few in the discussion which preceded the
actual outbreak of war had for a moment supposed that the
armed intervention for the paeifieation of Cuba would begin
with a campaign of conquest in islands on exa<'tly the opposite
~id~ of the world. It had been the declared purpose of onr gOY'
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ernment to free Cuba and extend a helping hand to the starving
people of that 'island, and it had begun by establishing a
pacific blockade which for the time shut off supplies not only
from the Spanish but from the reconcentrados, and all were
expecting that as speedily as possible we would use the navy
to strike at any naval force Spain sent to the defense of the
islands, and also to assist in landing troops ncar Havana, estab
lishing a base of supplies for ourselves and for the suffering
Cubans. Incidentally, we were at war with Spain, and it was,
of course, our business to strike Spain wherever we found her.
While we were thinking of other things, and wondering at
what point Cervera's fleet would appear, Dewey, obeying
orders the significance of which had not occurred to the Ameri
can people, struck a blow that in a day changed the opinions of
the nation and, apparently, the course of its policy.

The revolution which had been proceeding in the Philip
pines against Spanish authority, for very much the same rea
sons as in Cuba, had up to this time attracted little attention in
the world and least of all in the L nited States. Agreeably to
the traditions of a hundred years, we had viewed with little con
cern the troubles of others in far-away lands. Having rigor
ously kept to the doctrine that the destiny of all peoples on the
"~estern Hemisphere was a subject for our immediate con
cern, and having upheld it whenever occasion demanded, we
had confined our efforts on the other side of the world to the
support of enterprising and daring missionaries, satisfied to
take the heathen under our religious influence under whatever
flag of authority the exigencies of European colonization im
posed upon him. As a government, we had grown into the
habit of keeping our hands off. Spanish oppression and brutal
ity would never have tempted us to assume the duty of a maker
of peace and a bearer of freedom to the Philippines had Cuba
not been at our doors. Rut the conception of our duty
quickly enlarged after Commodore Dewey pointed his ships
for :Manila. .



CHAPTER XXXVIII

THE PffiLiPPINE ISLANDS-THEIR EXTENT, CHARACTER,
AND NATIVE LIFE -REBELLION OF THE FILIPINOS AND
ITS THRILLING INCIDENTS-THE TRAGIC DEATH OF DR.
RIZAL-GENERAL AGUINALDO AND COMMODORE DEWEY.

Magellan the Navigator Hears of the Wonderful Spice Islands-Persuadl.'S
the Spanish King that they lIight Belong to Spuin - Sailing Weslward
Instead of Eastward- Wonderful Voyagc- Discovery of the Philip
pines-The Natives-Early Importance of Manila-The Slaughter of
the Prosperous Chinese - Depressing Results - A Long and Ugly His
tory - Character of the Islands - Pecnlil1rities of Spanish Governmt'nt
- The L'prising of 1896 - The Cat&punBn Society - Appealing to tbe
Filipinos-A Bloody Conflict-Outrages on Both Sides-A Hundred
Prisoners SuffocalOO in a Single Night - Publie Executions -Dramatic
Incidents - Tbe .Romuntic Story of Dr. Rizal- His Love Affair - Sen
tenced to Death - Married in his Cell Just Before his Execntion - His
Deatb-Patriotic Verses-His Widow Joins the Insurgents and is
Welcomed lISU Joan of Arc-Insurgent Leaders Leave the Counlry
Insurrection Breaks Out Again - General Aguinaldo's Exile.

W
HEN Pope Ale~ander VI. divided the world be

tween Portugal and Spain by a line from pole to
pole some three hundred miles west of the Azores,

as related in an early chapter, he did not imagine that one navi
gator sailing east and another west might meet somewhere on
the other side of the globe. Yet this very thing happened,
and, in consequence of it, for three hundred years the Spanish
had one day too many in their calendar and the Portuguese one
day too few. It happened that Magellan, who ,v~s a Portu
guese, had begun his career as a navigator by sailing undeI'
Portuguese commanders eastward arou!1d the Cape of Good
Hope to the Indies, and he had a desire to lead an expedition
to the rich" spice" islands about which he had heard. But
his king treated him ungratefully, so he transferred his al
legiance to the Spanish flag, and finally persuaded Charles V.
of Spain that the wonderful islands would lie within that part
of the world the Pope had given to Spain, if only good care

(584)
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was taken to sail westward instead of eastward. Thus it hap
pened that Magellan made that wonderful journey - " the
most wonderful in history," as John Fiske, the historian, calls
it, " doubtless the greatest feat of navigation that has ever been
performed." His ships were the first to circumnavigate the
globe, though ~fagellan himself was killed by natives in the
islands which were claimed by Spain and soon became known
as the Philippines, in honor of Philip II., one of the most dis-
honored kings who ever reigned in Spain. Y

Antonio de Morga, writing auout eighty years later, or in
1609, put this maritime achievement in this way: "Having
won America, a fourth part of the earth which the ancients
never knew, the Spaniards sailed, following the sun, and dis
covered in the western ocean an archipelago of many islands
adjacent to further Asia, inhauited by various nations, abound
ing in rich metals, precious stones, and pearls, and all manner
of fruit, where, raising the standard of the faith, tIwy snatched
them from the yoke and power of the devil and placed them
under the command and government of Spain."

}[anila was an important commercial center while T.in'r
pool was only a fishing station and while the Indians were still
occupying lfanh..attan Island. Formerly, the islands had heen
under Chinese dominion, uut the yoke was shaken off by an
invasion from India, and it was these invaders with whom the'
Spaniards chiefly llad to deal. But the Chinese still main
tained a brisk trade with the Philippines in cotton, silks,
metals, and quicksih·er. From time to time a great many e!1
terprising Chinese landed in the islands, and early in the
seventeenth century they came in large numbers, but the
Spaniards b('C'ame jealous of their strength and began to per
secute them in many ways till at last they were goaded into
rebellion. Several timrs the Spaniards end<'avored to ex
terminate them, hut they continued to arrive and to thrive
till finally it was decreed that every Chinaman on tIle island
of Luzon should be killed. Twenty-four thousand of tlH'm
were put to death with one curious result, according to the his-
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torian of that day: " 'When the war was at an end, the want
and difficulties of the city began because there were no Chinese
who exercised various arts and brought all the provisions;
neither was any food to be found to eat nor shoes to wear, not
even for very excessive prices. All this weighed down the
spirit of the Spaniards."

We need not follow the long and ugly history of the Span
iards in these i~lands; in many respects it is similar to that of
Cuba. It was the purpose and the endeavor of the Spanish
government to make all the money possible out of the people,
giving to them little in return but" the faith," which was al
ways rather obstinately declined.

Lying wholly within the tropics, the islands, big and little,
number nearly a thousand, varying in size from Luzon, which
is somewhat larger than Cuba and about the size of the State
of Illinois, to tiny islets hardly worth a name. Altogether
their area is twice that of Xew England. The tropical scenery
in the forests of this archipelago is of unsurpassed splendor, the
heat and moisture combining to produce vegetation of a mag
nificence which l)('g'g'ars description. Gigantic trces towering
to a height of two or three hundred feet are festooned with
gmceflll rattans. Splendid tree-ferns rise thirty or forty feet
into the air, while underneath arc smaller varieties and ex
quisite orchitIs. So dp!1se is the vegptation in some of thesp
forests that the fierce tropiC'al Sltn hardly penptratcs to the
ground beneath tlwm and the dense undergrowth constantly
drips with moisture.

The islands contain some 10,000,000 natives of differpnt
tribes, many of whom the Spaniards wpre never able to bring
under thpir authority. The main population consists of tIl('
Tagals. They, tOg'pther with the various mixtures of ha1£
breeds, bore a burdensome taxation and other unhappy condi
tions for many years, and, so long as the only educated people
on the islands were the rulers, there was little trouble. Little
hy little, the natives ann ha1£-Ilreecls became educated, some of
the young men of the richer families going abroad, and with
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greater education came greater ambition. The natives heglln
to dEsire some voice in the government, the abuses of which
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they began to understand; ami, of COl1rse, the proud Spaniard
and the powC'r-lcying friar looked with as prononnced disfavor
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upon the demands of these people as they did upon those of the
Cubans.

The church organization became very powerful in the
hands of the various orders of Dominicans, Augustinians,
Recoletanos, and :Franciscans, and even the Governor-General
himself dared not oppose them. The Archbishop received a
salary of $12,000 a year, though to conduct the whole ecclesi
astical establishment cost no less than $1,000,000 a year.
The Archbishop lived in a palace in considerable state, and on
the great feast da!s he was the only one allowed to ride in a
carnage.

The Governor-General received a salary of $40,000,
t~ough the cost of his office to the colony was no less than
$1,000,000 a year. As in Cuba, governors came with empty
pockets and went away with full ones. It was asserted that
'Yeyler put $6,000,000 to his credit during the short time he
had control of the Philippines, and the sub-officials stole in like
manner. The peculations amounted to millions of dollars an
nually and absolutely nothing was done for internal improve
ments. The budget showed that only $6,000 was appropriated
for new improvements in this whole archipelago, and yet
$GO,OOO was set apart for the :Manila Cathedral, $4,000 for the
choir alone.

1£ II bridge WliS destroyed by a flood or earthqullke, it was
never repaired. And so it went on for year after year. Had
Spain heen actuated by the spirit of internal improvement that
charlletcrized the lldministration of Englllnd "Bnd Holland in
adjacent conntrirs, had she subordinllted her rellg-ions fanati
cii"m and her avarice to It desire to bcttpr the natives, the ('om
mer('e of the islands lIIi~ht have l)('en fifty times liS g-reat, for
in natural productinness there is no land Cm the globe surpass
ing the Philippinps.

The h('ginning- of the end of it all came in 1896 while Gen
pral Blanco was Governor-General of the colony. Rebellion
broke out, and Spain, whose forces in Cnbll nnder General
Cllmpos had just heen swept back to Hllvanll, was called upon to
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face the brotherhood of the Catapunan in the Philippines.
This society was the strongest political society in the islands,
having a membership of about 50,000 " Filipinos" in Luzon
alone, and through it the munitions of war were mostly con
tributed to the insurgents. They issued an appeal in which
they said: " \Ye make no racial distinction. \Y6 call upon
all possessing honor and national dignity. All are sufferers,
the Filipino, and the Asiatic, the American, and the European.
\Ve invite all to help raise a down-trodden and tomlented race
- a country destroyed and hurled into the slough of degrada
tion. We except no one, not even a Spaniard, because in our
ranks there are some noble Spaniards, lovers of j nstice, free
from prejudice, who are supporting our demands for individu
ality and national dignity."

. Xative Filipinos, residing in Madrid, expressed their griev
am'es in an address to the Spanish people, containing extracts
from the Philippine budget for 1896-97. It showed that the
Philippine trea:mry was compelled to pay a heavy contribution
to the genC'ral expC'nsps of the government at ~Iadrid; pensions
to the Duke of Ypragua and to the ~[arqui8 of Hedmar, besides
providing for the Plltire ('ORt of the Spanish eonsulatps at all
the important Asiatic ports. It contribntC'd, like Cuba, a large
amount of 1Il00H'y for thc office of the eolonial minister, and for
a purely ornallH'ntal and purely Spanish body called the Coun
eil of the Philippines. It paid the expenses of the penal eolony
of Fernando Po ill Afril'a, aTHl all the !Jensions and retiring al
lowances of all the civil and military employes who had
('ver SE'rvpd in the Philippinps, a sum amounting to nearly
$2,000,000 annually.

The rpal fighting lwgan in August, 1896, and repeated
bloody ponflidR followpcl. At first the nath'es were poorly
armed; indepcl, the majority bore no weapons at all. Hnt
lifter a whilp the organization was improved, bolos, or long
sharp kniYes somewhat like the Cuban machetes, were dis
trihutrcI to the men, and a few sepnred firearms whiph were
brought in from Hong Kong and Singapore. Gradually, the
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area of discontent widened into the province of Cavite, where
most of the fighting took place. Before reinforcements could
be brought from Spain, the insurgents had practical control of
that province.

The rebels were not as wisely controlled as the Cubans and
many outrllges occurred on both sides. The Spanish authori
ties, with their usual stupidity, endeavored to prevent the
foreigners in the islands sending out information, but, in spite
of all precautions, a few dctails reached the outer world, show
ing that the rising was a serious one, that horrible outrages
were committed by the rebels, and that the Spanish troops re
taliated with almost corresponding brutality.

A hundred rebels, or suspected rebels, were suffocated to
death in thc " Dark Hole of :Manila " in one night. This place
is an old inquisitorial prison, in the base of the main fortifica
tions on the Pasig River, which flows throug-h Manila, a dark
and unsanitary hole below the ground level, unused for more
than a hundred years before this revolution, with stagnant
water, poisoned, stifling atmosphere, and infested with rats and
W'rmin. Spanish officers on guard during- that long and awful
nig-ht heard the piteous cries of the miserable creatures who had
bren thrown into this horrible pit,and their condition was made
more terrible when, acting upon the orders of a lieutenant, the
sentinel in charge covered up the only air hole in the dungeon,
" because it rained," he said.

The publir executions were made greater fetes even than
in Cuba. An American who was present in the country at
tbis time wrote:

.. These execntions were generally made the occasion for quite a jubike
- a tnrnout of the elite, II gala day. a lime for rejoicing. The fact that
there was to he an execution was prominently, joyously announced,
officially and otherwise, in the local newspapers. There was at least one
militnry hand in evidence, and the morning when unfortunates who had
protested against Spanish misrule were to be shot found the Spanish colors
flying from a gTeat many buildings, alld the warships in the harbor
•drl'ssed.' The Philippine capillil hlld 1I holiday aspect.

.. The deadly work WIIS generally performed in the cool of tlle morning.
That these events were fully appreciated was shown by the presence on the
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Lunetta of thousands of people. Hundreds of fashionably-dressed ladies
and gtJntleme~ •graced' the occasion with their presence. For the most
part these fashionubles came in their equipages. These ladies would stand
in their vehicles, determined not to miss any part of the ghastly sll.ow.
The signal f!'Om the commanding lieutenant that the victims were dead was
the signal for these delighted lady spectators to wave their handkerchiefs"
or parasols as evidence of their satisfaction."

As in Cuba, this bloody work abounded in dr"amatic inci
dents, many touching examples of heroic martyrdom; and the
fate of Dr. Rizal will have an enduring place in the history of
these troubled isles. He ~as one of the prominent leaders in
the secret organization which supported the insurrection
against Spanish tyranny; not an adventurer, but a man of cul
ture, an experienced and able physician, once the president of
the :Manila University, a leeder in the educational and s('ien
tific as well as social life of his i, beloved Filipinas." He was
a lover of equality, and while Spain's yoke did not chafe his
own shoulders severely, he had pity for the less fortunate
natives about him, and his love of his native country took pre
cedence of all else in his strong and impulsive nature.

Although he did not appear directly in connection with
the organization of the rebellion, the Spanish secured evi
dence to show his intimate relations with the most active lead
ers of the insurrection. Two years before, because of his po
litical views, he bad been sent into exile in the island of :Min
danao, where he practiced his profession with profit, and where
he met the lady who finally became his wife and his widow in a
single day. Miss Taufer was born at lIong Kong of European
parents. Her father was in poor health, and they went to
Manila, thinking the climate would be henefieial. After a
stay of six months they visited the island where Dr. Rizal was
a practitioner and where he was called in a~ an attending physi
cian. He fell in love with the young lady, and the engage
ment was ultimately announced. Upon promise of freedom,
Dr. Rizal seems to have been tricked, late in 1896, into return
ing to Manila, ·where he was at once pla('e~ on board the Span
ish cruiser Castilla and conveyed to Spain.
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Meanwhile, the Spanish authorities had seized certain
papers of the Catapunan society which were thought to im
plicate Dr. Rizal, and to show that he had been in constant
communication with the insurgent leaders in Luzon. Arriving
.at Barcelona, he was arrested and sent back to Manila for trial.
Once there, he was speedily. condemned to death. The time
for his execution was fixed for December 6th. At six o'clock
on that fateful morning, :Miss Taufer was admitted to his cell.
In two hours the execution would take place. A priest was in
attendance upon the condemned man. The scene was pa
thetic.

Dr. Rizal, seized with a sudden inspiration, proposed that
a marriage ceremony be performed then and there, and the
lady eagerly assented. There, while the rays of the early
tropical sun streamed through the little barred window of the
cell upon the group, were spoken the solemn words which
joined the lovers in wedlock till death should part them. The
wife remained with her husband till the summons came, and
then they led her away. The execution was attended with the
usual formalities and was a sad but imposing spe<'tacle. Great
crowds of Spaniards, including many ladies, attended, but the
nativ('s wpre not RO numerous as on former occasions. Rizal
displa,y<>d gI"pat fortitlHlp, walking from the prison with finn
trpad and head pred, his arms pinioned behind his back. He
looked about him carefully, glanced at his executioners, and
then, with his eyes fixed upon the rippling sunlit waters of the
bay, received the volley of eight rifles, swayed and fell. An
other bullet was put into the body at short range to make sure
of dpath, and the hand struck up thp uRual lively airs.

A few hours before his marriage and his death he wrote
some remarkable versps - "Mi rltimo Pensamiento" (1[~·

r.ast Thought) - an incident Romewhat similar to that when
years hefore the- Cuban poet Valdez left an enduring pr8)'er in
verse before falling a martyr on the plaza of Matanzas. Rizal's
poem abounded in the spirit of a patriot, as will be-seen from a
translation of the opening verse:
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"Farewell, adored fatherland! Our Eden lost, farewell !
Farewell, 0 sun's lov'd region, pearl of the Eastern S4l8 !

Gladly I die for thy dear sake: Yea, thou knowest well
Were my sad life more radiant far than mortal tongue could tell

Yet would I give it gladly, joyously for thee."
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The execution caused a great sensation in Manila because
of his prominence and his romantic marriage, and a week later
the widow set off on foot for the rebel camp at Imus, where she
was hailed as a modern Joan of Arc and was received with
great demonstrations. She followed the insurgents into many
of their victorious engagements.

During the long struggle many wealthy half-castes ,..ere
implicated. Many fled the country and their estates were
turned into the 'coffers of the government. More troops were
hurried out from Spain, earthworks were thrown up at Cavite,
and 8-inch guns looked out over the bay. New batteries were
planted behind the walls of Old :Manila, stretching from the
river south along the bay to the promenade, and families liv
ing in the suburbs pitched tents in the streets of the old city.
Thus Spain held the insurgents in check, while the commercial
interests of the islands suffered greatly.

In December, 1897, General Primo de Rivera, who above
all Spanish generals had an intimate knowledge of the country
and its inhabitants, found the situation untenable for both
parties. It appeared to be somewhat like the Cuban situation.
K either party could drive out the other, the rebels being secure
in their mountain fastnesses and the Spaniards holding the
chief towns and villages on the coast. Rivera, therefore, sent
two well-known Philippine natives occupying high position in
Manila to propose terms of peaee to General Emilio Aguinaldo,
the head of the military movements of the insurgents, then at
Biac Na Bato. A council of the revolutionary government
was held in which it was agreed to lay down their arms on con
dition of certain reforms being introduced. The principal
ones which the Spanish authorities agreed to were: the secular
ization of the religious orders and their inhibition from all
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offiCial vetoes in civil administration; a general amnesty for all
rebels and guarantees for their personal security and frora
vengeance of the friars after returning to their homes; radical
reforms to curtail the glaring abuses in public administration;
freedom of the pre~s; representation in the Spanish parlia
ment; abolition of the system of the deportation of political
suspects.

If the Philippine insurgents had had the benefit of as much
experience with the Spanish government in such agreements
as the Cuban insurgents had, they would have known that no
such arrangement would have received the necessary sanction
at Madrid; but Rivera agreed to the reforms, making the sig
nificant condition that the principal rebel leaders must leave
the country during the pleasure of His Majesty. As the..'1e
leaders had lost all their property either by confiscation or
plunder, Rivera agreed further to provide them with funds to
live in a becoming manner on foreign soil. He was very glad
to get them out of the way so cheaply, and it was ge.nerally re
garded as a bribe. To what extent the leaders were influenced
by this offer it is difficult to say. .

The rebels laid down their arms and peace was apparently
secured, but no sooner had they done so and had returned to
their homes than the religious orders lwgan again to persecute
them and to trump up imaginary charges to procure their ar
rest. The Spanish government, on its side, imagining itself
now secure, desisted from carrying out the proposed reforms.
a trick like tliat played on the Cubans at Zanjon in 1878.
The Filipinos, however, refused to be duped, and again rose
in rebellion, not only around "Manila but all over the neighbor
ing islands, but the~' necessarily had to begin all owr again,
their arms having been surrendered and their leaders having
left the country.

General Aguinaldo, accompanied by his aid-de-camp and
private secretary, had gone first to Hong Kong, then to Saigon
in French Indo-China, and then to Singapore, arriving there
incognito at about the time matters came to Ii crisis between
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Spain and the United States. The purpose of his visit to
Singapore, as the story goes, was to consult with some of his
Philippine friends, and particularly with Howard W. Bray,
an old and intimate English" friend for ten years resident in
the Philippines, about the affairs of the islands generally, and
particularly as to the advisability of lending his aid to the
Americans in the Philippines in case of war. The repudia
tion of the reforms which Rivera had promised to immediately
carry into effect left Aguinaldo and other leaders, many of
whom had gone to Hong Kong, free to act. Mp.anwhile, Mr.
Br~y was introduced to Spencer Pratt, Consul-General of the
United States at Singapore, who was anxious in view of the
contingencies t6 learn as much as pOSiible as to the conditions
in the Philippines.

Soon after Aguinaldo arrived, therefore, an interview was
arranged at which Bray acted as interpreter. Aguinaldo ex
plained the nature of the co-operation he could give in the
event of the American squadron operating on Manila, and
said he would guarantee to maintain order and discipline
among the native troops, preventing them from committing
outrages upon defenseless Spaniards beyond the inevitable in
fair and honorable warfare. He furthet" declared his ability
to establish a proper and responsible government on liberal
principles and would be willing to accept the same terms for
the Philippines as the United States proposed to give Cuba.

The Consul-General placed himself at once in telegraphic.
communication with Commodore Dewey at Hong Kong, and
it is said that as a result of the interchange of messages Agui
naldo at once left for Hong Kong and for Manila.
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United St.ates Squadron Holds a Council of Wlir- Dewey Announcea
His Purpose to Enter Manila Harbor that Night - Engines Started
Aguin - !Ien Quietly Sent to Their Guns - In Sight of the Forts
Increasing the Speed - Silent and Alert - Discovered at Last - A
Flash of Light, Ii Rocket, and then the Boom of a Gun - Dewey's
Orders - Silencing a Battery - Silently Onward - Breakfast at the
GUllS - The Morning Breaks over !laniJa - The Enemy Sighted at
Cavite - Heading for Battle - The Splinish Squadron - Its Advantage.

T
HE United States squadron which sailed out of Mirs Bay

on April 27th was not made up of " ironelads" or
armored battleships. They were the four protected

cruisers, Olympia, Baltimore, Boston, and Raleigh, and the two
g-unboats, Concord and Petrel. The Olympia, which was the
flagship, Captain C. V. Gridley commanding, carried ten rapid
.fire 5-inch guns and four 8-inch guns mounted in barhettc tur
rets, with armor of four inches in average thickness. This was
about all the armor there was in the whole squadron. In her
secondary battery were fourteen 6-pounders, <leven l-pounders,
four Gatlings, and one field gun. The Baltimore, Captain
:N. M. Dyer commanding, had four 8-inch and six 6-inch rifles,
lind four 6-pounders, with several smaller rapid-fire guns.
The Boston, Captain Frank 'Wildes commanding, carried two
8-inch and six 6-inch rifles, and two 6-pounders, witl~ other
smaller guns. The Raleigh, Captain .J. B. Coughlan com
manding, had one 6-inch and ten rapid-fire 5-ineh guns and
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eight (i-pounders. The combined tonnage of the last three
truisers is less than that of the battleship Iowa. The tonnage
of the' Olympia, the largest and strongest of the squadron, is
about one-half that of the Iowa.

The 1,700-ton gunboat, Concord, carried six 6-inch rifles
and two 6-pounders; the 900-ton gunboat Petrel carried four
6-inch guns. The combined tonnage of these boats was 19,
100. Accompanying the squadron was the revenue cutter
Hugh McCulloch, which had just arrived at Hong Kong, hav
ing been ordered by the Secretary of the Treasury to report
to Commodore Dewey as a dispatch vessel. She carried four
light pieces. Two merchant steamers, the N ashan, laden with
3,000 tons of Cardiff coal, and the Zafiro, carrying 7,000 tons
of similar. coal, having been purchased by the Commodore,
went with the squadron, regarded merely as merchant vessels
owned by the United States. Their officers and crew all gave
notice of their intention to become American citizens and re
mained on board to navigate the vessels as needed. It should
be remembered that all these steps, including the concentration
of these vessels-at Hong Kong, had taken place in the interval
following the destruction of the ~[aine, and is a clear indica
tion of the expectation of war which prevailed at vVashington
and also of the expectation that the Philippines would figure
in the conflict which had become inevitable. It was due to
the prudent foresight of the authorities at Washington,
seconded by the prompt and energetic action of Commodoro
Dewey in the Orient, that he was able to sail out of Chinese
waters within a week after war was opened.

Commodore George Dewey was a good type of the Ameri
can naval officer. He had been faithfully performing the
tasks allotted to him for thirty years and the time of his re
tirement was approaching. In person he is slightly built, of
medium height, with finely-chiseled face, firmly-set lip!'l, and
clear eyes. He was known as a man quiet in manner, sparing
and incisive in speech, and decisive in action. He was jU!'It

beginning- his naval career at the time of the Civil War, and
88
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at the time of the capture of New Orleans was a lieutenant on
the old Mississippi, which, when trying to run the batteries
of Port Hudson in March, 1863, ran aground. The enemy
had her in range and poured shells into her hull till her com
mander, seeing she could not be saved, ordered her tired.
Captain Smith and Lieutenant Dewey were the last to leave
the ship. "It is in such trying moments," said Admiral
Porter in his official report, "that men show of what metal
they are made, and in this instance the metal was of the best."

When, late in 1897, changes were made in the command
of the some of the squadrons, Commodore Dewey did not wish
to go to the Orient. He much preferred a station where there
would be fighting if war came, for no one then thought of
active hostilities in the East. He was, nevertheless, assigned
to the Asiatic squadron and raised his flag on the Olympia on
January 3, 1898.

'Then information that Commodore Dewey would proceed
to threaten the Philippines reached Manila, the Spanish Gov
ernor-General issued several proclamations, one of which in
cluded the following:

.. The American people, composed of all the social excresences, have
exhausted our patience and provoked war with perfidious machinations,
acts of treachery and outrages against the law of nations and international
conventions.

.. A squadron manned by foreigners and possessing neither instructions
nor discipline is preparing to come to this archipelago with the ruffianly
Intention of robbing us of all that means life, honor, and liberty.

.. The aggressors shall not profane the tombs of your fathers, shall not
gratify their lustful passions at the cost of yonr wi ves and daughters, shall
not cover you with dishonor, shall not appropriate the property :your
industry has accumulated as provision against old age, and shall not perpe
trate any of the crimes Inspired by their wickedness and covetousness,
because your valor and patriotism will suffice to punish this miserable
people, that, claiming to be civili7.ed and cultivated, have exterminated the
unhappy natives of North America instead of bringing them to a life of
civilization and progress."

Owing to the necessity of economy in the use of coal as well
as the dan~er of driving into the rather heavy sea that was
running, a speed of about eight knots was maintained in mak-
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ing the trip to the Philippines. Even at this slow speed the
heavily-laden N ashan and Zafiro made a decidedly wet voy
age, and the Petrel pitched and rolled deeply. Gun-drills and
other exercises kept the officers and men occupied continuously
during this run, and from the time the squadron left ~Iirs Bay
until it came into the presence of the enemy there was not an
hour in which preparations for battle were not under way.

·When the tired ship's company had finished its day's work
on Wednesday, the first day out, and the Olympia had settled
down to the quiet of the first watch, the stillness was broken
with abrupt harshnrss by the blare of the bugle, and red and
white lights flashed up and down the masts of all the ships in
response to the Commodore's peremptory signal: " Prepare for
action."

Intwo minutes each vessel was alive with men, who, but l\

moment before, had been soundly asleep, or were supposed to
be. From the bridge of the flagship sharply-uttered orders
proceeded, and in seven minutes the executive officer was able
to report to Captain Gridley:

" The ship is ready for action, sir."
J~ooking back along the line of ships dimly visible in the

moonlight, which fell on the China Sea, it was easy to see that
everyone of them were stripped for battle, and the Commo
dore was naturally greatly pleased ;,vith the quick and thorough
response to his signal, for he knew that such readiness was very
soon to be in serious demand. He was preparing for the
first naval battle of the new navy of the United States.

Search-light and night-~ignal exercise took place during a
large part of the first watch on Thursday night, and the pro
gress made in working both the lights and the signals was very
satisfactory. Friday was passed without incident, except that
the weather became very wa~ and muggy, and the work of
the men below deck was pxhausting, but in spite of the heat
and the heavy spa the sllips kept their positions with precision.

The island of Luzon was sighted early Saturday morning,
and being, as was supposed, in close proximity to the enemy,
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the whole squadron began its final preparation for hattIe.
Chain-cables were coiled around the ammunition hoists to give
them further protection. ~ets of tough ~lanila rope were
8tretched beneath all the boats and drawn across the wardroom
bulkheads to protect the woodwork, flying splinters from
which, when struck by shot or shell, might become deadly
missiles. All unnecpssary material was thrown overboard and
went swimming off on the tossing China Sea.

'When a few miJc.s distant from ~ubig Bay, a rather deep
opening in the bold and rugged coast, about forty miles north
of :Manila, the Boston and the COl1cord were sent ahead to learn
whether any part of the Spanish squadron was hidden thprc.
Later, they werc reinforced by the Baltimore, the tllfee vessels
moving at a speed of about fifteen knots, wbile the other three
rema~ned with the transports and steamed at only six knots.
In the afternoon the three scouting vessels retllrned,hayin~

explored Suhig Bay without finding any craft there except a
few small sloops and schooners which were overhauled, but
not otherwise disturbed.

It had bern reported from Manila several days before
Dewey sailed, that ),[ontijo, the Spanish Admiral, had takrl1
his fleet to Suhig Bay and assumed a position favorable for
~iving the Americans a waTl? welcome, and while the Commo
dore was taking no Spanish reports for ~anted, he took th"
precaution to look ill. The bay is one of the best harbors on
the coast, being used by steamers in the typhoon season in
preference to :Manila Bay. The latter is surrounded chirfly
by lowlands so that the fury of the storm is not diminishrd hy
tlH' snrroundings, while Subig Bay is amply protected by the
Rataan "Mountains on the east and a coast range on the west.
About half way up the bay i~ Grande Island, commanding
both sides of the rntrance, whieh, at this point, is but ahout
two miles widf', and if tlH' lsl!lJHl were prop£'rly fortifird it
would be an ahsolute protection to the city of Subig, a p13ee of
about 19.00n iT' Id 'it:lT'ts fit th!' hCRd of the bay. ~fontijo

went to the bay at ahout the time of the declaration of war, in-
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tending to fortify Grande Island, either to prevent Dewey
from using it as a base in case he did not enter Manila Bay, or
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to pe used by the Spanish in case 1fanila bccame too unpleas
ant for them, Rut he concluded that hp could not fortify the
place in less than a month, and lUl\'illg heard that Dewp,v had
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sailed he put back to Manila on the 30th, or the day Dewey's
fleet came in sight of the island.

",Vhen the scouting vessels returned, reporting no enemy
at Subig and none in sight along the coast, Commodore Dewey
came to the conclusion that the Spanish admiral had with
drawn to "Manila with the intention of holding against him the
mouth of the harbor, which is about ten miles wide, between
flanking chains of low mountains that start upward from the
water's edge, each point being occupied by a fort. Dividing
this entrance into two channels are two islands, Corregidor and
Cadallo, both fortified, and lying so far to the north that the
northern channel is narrow, while between the islands and the
forts on the southern point there is a sweep of water over eight
miles wide. The usual course for vessels going amI comin~

from Chinese ports is through the narrow channel, which
Dewey knew was well mined, and while the other channel was
supposed to be mined, it presented less dangers because of its
width and, though there were some shallows, deep water could
be followed by an experienced navigator.

Dewey halted his squadron a short distance from Subig
Bay, and, while the vessels lay motionless on the calm sea, the
commanding officers were summoned over to the flagship for
instructions. He told his astonished captains that he intendl'd
to enter )fanila Bay that night in spite of the forts and in spite
of the mines. TIe felt confident that the Spaniards would not
expect him to make such a move, and, therefore, he was re
solved to make it. He stated the details of his plans and ga,'c
his directions. The officers went back to their ships, the
enginl's were started again, and the squadron idled along at a
spepd of about four knots, not wishing to appear at the entrnnce
of },fanila Bay too early. The moon had risen, and, although
it was occasionally obscured by light clouds, the night was not
one in which a squadron ought to have been able to run through
a well-dl'fended channel without drawing upon itself a hot fire.
Something of tIle killd was eXj1pde(l, :llld Rt a quarter to tl'11
o'clock, as the ships drifted lluidl)" along, the men were sent
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to their guns, not by the usual bugle call, but by a whispered
word of mouth.

Every man was ready and the final steps of battle clearing
were completed in silence in a very few minutes - and they
were dramatic moments. Off to port could be seen the sullen
" loom of the land," where, for all they knew, the enemy was'
already watching their approach, and were preparing their
guns for a terrific fire at the right moment. Closer and closer
they crept, a long line of dark hulks with the transports in the
rear. Not a light was permitted to show in any vessel except
one at the very stern, which was necessary as a guide to the fol
lowing ship, and these lights were shaded on each side.

As they approached the entrance and the first fort, the
speed was increased to eight knots, and quietly the line slipped
past the batteries on the north point of the entrance without
any evidence that the enemy had discovered them. Every
man was silent, but on the alert; every eye was fixed on the
sombre forts; every nerve was strained; every pulse beat
strongly. Then Corregidor Island came abeam to port and
every glass was turned on its frowning point. But not until
the long line had swung into the broad channel- the Boca
Grande as it is called - did the outlooks of Corregidor catch
sight of it. A few sparks flew up out of the funnel of one of
the gunboats. In a moment a bright light flashed up in the
center of the island, and it was answered by a similar one on
the north shore. Then a rather feeble rocket staggered aloft
over Corrpgidor, and the American sailors standing by their
guns felt sure every moment that the batteries would open.
But they did not. The Spaniards were evidently taken by
surprise. No one had been at the guns, and it took time to
get the batteries ready for action. On went the American
squadron deeper and deeper into the ba.v. And not until the
leaders of the squadron had passed out of easy range did a gun
weet the long line of silent ships.

It waR nearly half-past plevcn when tlwre WllS a bright flash
from thp battpriC':1 off to port, the boom of a heavy gun, and the
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vindictive whistle of a shot far overhead. It came from a
battery too far astern to enable the leaders to return t llC' nrl'
to advantage, but the Commodore was somewhat uneasy about
the three non-combatant ships in the rear. Ill', therefore,
signaled to the Hugh McCulloch to lead the transports up to
a position where they would be protected by the cruisers and
less exposed to attack. As the II ugh McCulloch was comin~

up she signaled that her chief en~ineer had been taken witl,l.
a stroke of heat prostration and medical consultation was asked
for. He died in twenty minutes'of heart failure, due, perhaps,
to the strain of those thrilling moments, durin~ which all 8tood
silent in the constant expectation of an exploding mine or a
hail of shell from the shore. But the minutes dragged by
and the ships crept onward.

The Raleigh, which was steaming along third in line, fired
the first reply to the shot from the batteries from a 5-inch gun,
and presently the Boston followed suit. Another shot flew
from the batteries, and, as the Commodore's ships were on the
dose lookout for the flash to obtain an idea of where to aim,
the Concord placed a 6-inch shell so exactly over the spot where
the flash had occurred that an exclamation of admiration was
heard on all sides. It was a marvelous shot. Dewey's sailors
did not know it then, but that shot disabled the gun and killed
nearly every man in thOe group of Spaniards about it.

There were no more shots fired from the shore, and as the
Commodore did not wish to waste time on the batteries or to
make any more" fuss" than necessary in approaching Manila,
where he now supposed the Spanish fleet must be, the squadron
kept on its silent course. Speed was reduced to less than three
knots, as there was no haste. The Commodore wished to ar
rive off Manila at the first break of dawn, hut no earlier. The
men lay down beside their guns to get what sleep they could,
hut the time was not conducive to sleep, and the strictest look
out was kept for the enemy's ships and torpedo boats.

At four o'clock coffee and hardtack wpre served out to the
men, and the officers were glad to get the 8ume frugal rrfrpsh-
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ments. Noone felt like sitting down to a formal breakfast.
The lights of Manila had long been in sight. The dawn of
that Sunday morning began at half-past four when the squad
ron was about six miles from the city, lying on the low alluvial
plains which form a sort of huge doormat to the main range of
mountains, running along the eastern coast of Luzon. As
the sun came up exactly behind the city, the shadow ('ast by the
land obscured the harbor foreground, but finally the city be
came clearer, looking like a white chalk-line on the low shore,
and its domes began to glisten against the mountains fifteen
miles beyond. Then the presence of a ~oup of vessels in the
foreground could be made out, but before five o'elock it could
be seen that they were nothing but merchant ships. \Vhere
was the enemy?

The cruisers were creeping up in close battle order, the
flagship leading, followed by the Baltimore, the Rall'igh, the
Petrel, the Concord, and the Boston. They had passed up thc
broad bay to the northward of )Ianila, and had turned toward
the south, whieh position they were holding when the Spanish
squadron was sighted in the little bay of Cavitt';, under the guns
of the- forts of that arsenal, the larger ships lying outside the
breakwater, while inside could be seen the smaller gunboats.
The enemy was found and the Ameriean squadron was holding
a course directly towards him. It was about five o'clock.

The vEsscls under Admiral :Montijo's command cO,llsisted
of the c:uiser Reina Christina, the flagship, 3,!i00 tons, and
with a battery of six 6.2-inch, two 2.7-inch, six 6-pounders,
a1\(1 six 3-pounder rapid-fire guns; the Ca~tilla, 3,:300 tons,
with a battery of four 5.6-inch, two 4.7-inch, two 3.3-inch,
four 2.9-inch, and eight 6-pounder rapid-fire guns;. the Isla
de Cuba and Isla de L1lZon, 1,030 tons each, with batterie:; of
four 4.7-inch, four 6-pounders, and two 3-pounder rapid-fire
guns; the Don Antonio de elloa and Don Juan de A llstria,
1,130 tons each, with batteries of four 4.7-inch, two 2.7-inell,
and two 3-pounder rapid-fire guns; tIl(' General JA'ZO and
Margues del Duero, 524 and 500 tons respectively, with bat-
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teries of small rapid-fire guns. The l'elasco was also in port,
but was undergoing repdrs and her guns were mounted on
earthworks on the shore. There were also four torpedo boats
and two fine transports, the Manila and the Isla de j[indanao.

While the Spanish ships exceeded those of Commodore
Dewey's attacking squadron in number and in the number of
its men, they were less in aggregate tonnage. ~either were
they as well protected as Dewey's ships, although their guns
could readily pierce the steel sides of the American cruisers if
well aimed. If the Spanish squadron had been compelled to
come out in the open sea and fight it would have had little
chance even in the hands of experienced gunners. B~t what
gave the Spaniards an equalizing, if not a superior, advantage
was the position they held under the protection of the shore
batteries. Experts have estimated that one good gun mounted
on shore is worth several aboard ship, having a fixed platform,
and, therefore, able to fire with greater arenracy. AnotlH'r
advantage the enemy had was the perfect knowledge of the
harbor and the exart distance of our ships at all times. The
Ameriran fleet was eompelled to maneuver in strange waters
with a Spanish chart which they dared not t~st.
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Modest Despatches.

MAKII.A Bay extends in a northeasterly direction, its
greatest length being some thirty-five miles and its
circumference about one hundred and twenty. The

city of Manila lies to the extreme east side on both banks of the
muddy Pasig River. On the south bank is the old city sur
rounded by a moat and massive walls, constructed in the six
teenth century and crowned by some antiquated guns and a
few modern and high-power guns recently added. New
Manila on the north bank is entirely defenseless. Eight miles
distant and on the southern shore of the bay is Cavitc, having
a small bay of its own, formed by a projecting neck of land.
This was well fortified by large guns and contained an arsenal
and slips for large vessels. lJnder these heavy guns and
drawn up in fair order for defense were the fourteen ships of
the enemy, and apparently they had been taken by surprise,
for the,Y ",er(\ in no position to maneuver as a squadron; Ill

deed, some wPre making" llllTI"iC'd efforts to get up steam.
(561 )
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As the Olympia, followed by the Baltimore, Raleigh,
Pell'el, Goncord, and Boston in the order named, steamed
towarus the enemy, every man was on the alert. Trim and
fresh-looking in their paint, gay with fluttering signals, they
presented a real holiday aspect as they cruised along, but clus
tered ahout the decks at their guns, stripped for hot work and

impatient for the
signal which
would mean a
plunge into an ex
perience entirely
novel, were eager,
gallant men, while
down out of sight
in the bowels of
the ships at the
ammunition hoists
and at the boilers

were others equally eager who could not see what was going
on outside but felt that every moment they might hear the
hoom of a gun and the rattle of projectiles. On the bridge
were the rommanding officers; in their proprr stations were
the sig11al offirers, the range-finders, the navigators, all per
forming duties of the utmost importance upon a modern fight
ing ship.

At intervals the range was called out. Nearer and nearer
they were approaching tIle enemy. Yet the minutes, minutps
of fearful tension, passed and not a sound broke the stillness of
that Sabbath morn whose flaming light was breaking over the
mountains back of Manila.

Oommodore Dewey's orders were to hold the fire till an
dfcctive range had been reaehed. He did not propose to
waste any more powder than neeessary. On they went, the
transports holding off ont of range and their erews crowding
the derks to wateh the spectacle.

At 5:15, when about five miles from the Spanish fleet and

DIJI!I E ~,Coogle
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about four miles from the Old ~Ianila guns, two batteries from
the former and three from the latter opened fire. But it was
ill-directed. Shot followed shot, kicking up the water about
Commodore Dewey's squadron, on board which, as it steamed
ahead, all was as silent as if the ships were empty, except for
the whirr of the blowers and the throb of the engines and an
occasional order.

.At intervals the range-finders exhihited their sig-nalflags,
and as each range was called the gunners lowered the ;;ight
bars. The range from Cavite was decreasing fast and the
shots from its guns and from the Spanish cruisers, whit'h now
opened fire, began to shriek through the air and lash the water
about them. Faster and faster they came, when suddenly,
some distance ahead, a great column of water shot into the air,
and then another close by. The enemy had fired two mines,
but they were too far away to 'do any damage, and the ships
pushed on. "The air seemed full of things," as one of the
officers expressed it. The heat was intense. Stripped of all
their clothing except their trousers, the gunners waited im
patiently at- the port guns to line them on the enemy.

When about three miles from Cavite. the Olympia beg-an
to swing her port batteries towards the Spanish line, and just
then a shell burst directly over her. From the hoatswain's
mate at the after 5-ineh guns came a hoarse cry: " Remem
ber the 1lfaine! " And then the cry arose from the throats of
every man on the decks.

The time had come. The gunners had the range. One
after another the ships followed after the Olympia with their
port batteries to the enem3T. .At exactly nineteen minutes to
six, or more than twenty minutes after the enemy had opened
fire, Commodore Dewey, who stood on the bridg-e closely
':Vatehi/lg events, turned to the captain of his flagship and said:

" You may fire, wIlen ready, Captain Gridley."
In an instant one of the rnympin's 8-inch guns sent a shell

screeC'hing into ('m·itf. fort three miles away. Big guns ano
little guns chimed in from all the ships before the roar had
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died away. A hailstonn of iron flew at the Spanish ships from
the rapid-fire guns, while large shells dropped upon the fort.
It was one continuous roar. The fire from Cavite and the
Spanish ships was redoubled. Shot and shells flew all about,
splashed the water about the ships, throwing it over the decks
and drenching the men. Occasionally, they came whistling
through the rigging and rattling about the sides of the vessels.
A great cloud of smoke enveloped them, for there was very
little wind, and signaling became difficult. Still the terrific
fire was poured into the enemy as the squadron steamed by.
It was a scene of awful magnificence.

" Another unpleasant thing about the Spanish shells," said
an eye-witness on the Olympia, " was the way they had of com
ing at us even when they had not been properly aimed. Thus
it often happened that a projectile which had not only fallen
short, but which was not even a good line shot, would be up
set by its impact wit.h the water and would come tumbling ('ml
over end, far out of its original direction. And how these fel
lows did roar, plainly visible if they came anywhere near us,
and 8S they rose from the water and spun round and rOllnd,
they seemed to be about the size of a barrel, especially if an oh
server happened to be close on the Hne of their eccentric
flight." But all these flying missiles did no seriolls execution,
while our sailors could see through the rifted smoke that the
broadsides poured by our vessels were making some impression
on the Spanish ships.

Having passed the line firing the port batteries, the
OlymlH"a came around, taking a course back and closer to the
enemy's ships, and the others followed, a great roaring, smok
ing, flashing, shri£'king procession, and, as it passed along,
the starboard batteries hlazed away at the enemy.

The roar of the steady thunder of cannon was terrible.
When the fort was pouring its terrific fire upon our ships, it
looked to those on the MrCulloch and the transports as if our
vpssds could not possibly endure the fusiladc. Heayy "1)£,11,,
and solid shot fell about them like hail from the clouds, and
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ma,ny exploded immediately over the ships. At one time the
Americans were anything but sure of victory, and this was
after the fire had been kept up for an hour. It looked as
though every gun of the Spanish ships had bean turned loose
on Dewey's cruisers, and the shore line was a veritable blaze of
fire from the battp.ries. The din was simply indescribahle.

Tons and tons of shot continued to fall over our ships,
whose salvation was the bad marksmanship of the Spaniards.
:Most of their shots were high, falling over into the bay beyond.
This was especially noticeable after the American ships had
swung about and run back nearer to the enemy's line. The
Spanish gunners did not change their range except on the forts,
where the marksmen were better trained, or had the advantage
of a solid platform and a better defense.

In the midst of the terrific din a couple of torpedo launche~

were seen leaving the shore and heading for the Ameri('an
ships. Quickly the gunners turned their rapid-fire guns on
them, and in the terrible hail of shot and shell which ff'll upon
them one was immediately sunk and the other so badly dam
aged that she ran on the beach to save herself. That was the
first and last venture of the Spanish torpedo craft.

Round came the Olympia again, after having passed the
f'nf'my's line to the eastward, and nearer still towm-d it the
procession retraced its course, using again the port batteries.
Then the Reina Christina was seen coming out towards the
Olympia to give her battle. Admiral :Montijo stood on the
bridge, and his vessel made a gallant assault. Rut the fire
of Dewey's squadron was concentrated upon the reckless Span
iard. Shells riddled her sidf's and swept her deck, and just
a~ the admiral stepped from the bridge a shot struck it and car
ried it· completely overboard. She quickly turned back
towards the harbor, and while speeding in the Bosion sent an
8-ineh shell into her stern, sweeping through the vessel, creat
ing terrible havoc, and setting the ship afire. )[any of the
men were killed. Yet through his glass the American rom
modore could see the Spanish admiral calmly walking the deck
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while the Spanish sailors were keeping their guns hot, dischat"g
ing shells which flew all around the Olympia and her followers,
doing yery little damage to the flagship, but how much to the
others he could not tell.

Round swung the line again, giving the starboard batteries
another ('hance, and this time closer still to the enemy. From
the beginning of the engagement, the three batteries at Manila
had kept up a continuous fire, which the American squadron
had not returned, paying its attention entirely to the Spanish
fleet and the Cavite batteries. At this point, Commodore
Dewey sent a message to the Governor-General to the effect
that if the Manila hatteries did not cease firing he would shell
the city. It had the effect of silencing them. The Governor
General could not fail to appreciate Commodore Dewey's ad
vantages in the situation, for, if he withdrew' his ships from in
front of the Cavite batteries to Manila, eight miles away, he
could shell the city without probable interference from the
Spanish fleet, whose admiral would not dare to attack Dewey
unaided by the strong forts at Cavite after what he had seen of .
American gunnery. Dewey would doubtle~s have been very
glad to have enticed the Spanish admiral away from the Cavite
forts so that he might speedily finish his ships in open battle.
This would have left him free to return to Cavitc and devote
his undivided attention to its batteries.

After steaming past the Spanish line the fifth time, Com
modore Dewey, at 7.35, gave orders to withdraw across the
bay for breakfast. The men had been fighting for two hours
on nothing but the coffee and hardtack which they had at 4
o'clock. The commodore also wished to take account of his
damages and the loss of life.

When the American "jackies" realized that they were
being withdrawn from the fight, there was a wail of disap
pointment at first, illnstrated b.y the almost tearful appeal of
one gun captain to Commander I~amberton of the Olympia:

"For God's sake, captain, don't stop now. Let's finish 'em
up right off. Damn the breakfast! "
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In passing the last time by the enemy's line the American
cruisers had gone within very close range, and while the
officers could see that they had wrought sad havoc with some
of the Spanish ships, the batteries and vessels were still firing
vigorously. One shot passed through the Baltimore, and the
Boston was hit not far from the water line. Dewey did not at
this time appreciate how nearly he had the enemy whipped, and
the Spanish did not realize as yet the straits they were in.

Seeing the storm of shells striking about the Olympia and
bursting close aboard the ships of the squadron, the commo
dore had reason to fear that our loss had been heavy. He
knew that the Olympia had escaped without serious casualties,
but as she had had a dozen hairbreadth misses, it did not seem
possible that the others had been equally fortunate. On the
other ships the situation was similarly regarded; indeed, it was
thought that the Olympia had been seriously damaged when
she pulled away.

It was not long before it was discovered that no serious
harm had been done his ships and not a life had been lost. It
seemed nothing less than miraculous that they should have
come out of such a hail of iron so little damaged.

When it was found that not a man had been killed, and
that none of the vessels had been seriously harmed, an old gun
ner on the flagship remarked: " The Spaniards couldn't hit a
flock of barns."

But the lack of precision in the aim of the Spaniards was
not more remarkable than the small damage done when their
shots did hit, for in such a rain of iron some could not fail to
strike even if the aim had been poor or at random. The
escapes were wonderful. The shell which pierced the Boston
went crashing into the wardroom and exploded within five
feet of Paymaster Martin. He was not hit, though it set fire
to the lockers and did eonsiderable .damage before the fire was
extinguished. The fragments of a single shell struck within a
radius of fifteen feet of Commodore Dewpy. An armor
piercing projectile struck a box of 3-pounder ammunition on

84
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board the Baltimore, exploded it, and the whole diseharp:e
passed between two groups of men so near together that it was
difficult to see how all escaped, and yet but a half dozen were
wounded and that only slightly.

The Spaniards knowing that the Baltimore and Boston
had been hit, and thinking that all their firing must have done
some damage, when they saw the American ships draw away
concluded that they had been obliged to give up the attack.
They set up a cheer, and the story at once went to Manila and
from there to Madrid that the American squadron had at
tacked, partially destroying the Spanish fleet, and had finally
been obliged to retreat. But the American sailors were only
resting on their guns and taking a little well-earned breakfast;
and as they did so the damage they had done the enemy began
to appear. The Reina Christina was seen to be burning
fiercely and two of the other ships were on fire.

In telling his own story afterwards, Admiral Montijo said:
" I observed fire on my ship forward and our steering gear was
damaged, rendering the vessel unmanageable. We were sub
jected to a terrific hail of shell and shot. The engines were
struck and we estimated that we had seventy hits about our
hull and superstructure. The boilers were not hit, but the
pipe to the condenser was destroyed. A few moments later, I
observed that the after part of the ship was on fire. A shell
from an American ship had penetrated and burst with deadly
effect, killing many of our men. My flag lieutenant said to
me: 'The ship is in flames. It is impossible to stay on the
Christ1'na any longer.' He signaled to the gunboat Isla de
Cuba, and I and my staff were transferred to her and my flag
was hoisted. Before leaving the Christina my flag was hauled
down. My flagship was now a mass of flames. I ordered
away all the boats I could to save the crew. Many of the
men jumped overboard wi~hout clothing, and succeeded in
reaching the shore several hundred yards away."

Ag the Americans looked through their glasses they could
see that the enemy's fleet was done for. In a little time the
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Reina Christina was a mass of flames, and the Castilla and the
Don Antonio del Ulloa were burning fiercely. It would ue an
easy matter to rush in and finish the fleet, but the Cavitc fort
ress remained to be silenced, and there was no telling what
its guns might do at close range. Commodore Dewey decided
to run in and do his worst. What followed is thus concisely
told in his official report:

.. At 11.16 I returned to the attack. By this time the Spanish t1alr-lhip
and almost all the Spanish fleet were in flames. At 12.30 the squadron
Ct'ased firing, the batteries being silenced, and the ships sunk, burned, and
deserted."

This modest statement gives a very inadequate idea of the
fury of that final attack. This time the Baltimore, which the
enemy supposed had been disabled, took the lead, followed by
the Olympia. The Baltimore had orders tQ attack the shore
batteries furiously, and hers ·was one of the most daring deeds
of the engagement. The batteries mounted lO-inch guns, Ii

shot from one of which, had it struck her, might have sunk her
immediately. But,. using the lead for soundings, she dashed in
at high speed until shp was close under the blaze of the guns on
shore, when she swung around and let them have her big shells
with all the fury they were capable of. She was the admira
tion of the whole fleet. Cheer after cheer went up from the
Olympia's men, who had borne the brunt of the first battle.

The other ships turned their rapid-fire guns upon the
Spanish fleet, particularly the Isla de Cuba, to which the ad
miral had transferred his flag. The Don Antonio de Ulloa
made a magnifiloent show of desperate bravery. When her
commander found that she was so torn by American shells
and swept by fire that he could not keep her afloat, he nailed
her colors to the mast and she sank with all hands fighting to
the last. The Isla de Cuba was soon on fire, but her men were
fighting with desperation. This soon left thE' Don J1wn de
A ustria practically to makE' the fight alone, the gunboats heing
already disabled or withdrawn to the little llarbor behind the
fort. For a few minutes this cruiser receivpd the hail of
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Dewey's rapid-fire guns, when suddenly a shell struek her and
exploded in her forward magazine. Like a fan, splinters, ml'n,
g-UIlS, parts of the superstructure, and thousands of movable
things shot high into the air. The next moment the Don .Juan
de Ausfria was sinking. Still the men aft worked their guns,
and as the ship sank they went down in a frenzy of impotent
rage, shrif'king defiance as the blood-stained water closed over
them, and still the American ships relentlessly advanced.

The I sTa de Cuba sought refuge behind the pier at CaYite,
where, recognizing the futility of fighting any more, Admiral
:Montijo prepared to disembark, and he gave orders for the
evacuation of the remainder of the ships. His last signal to
the captains of his fleet was, "Scuttle and abandon your
ships." Then he escaped in a small boat into Hacoor Bay,
and finally to Manila. The American vessels closed in and
rained a deadly fire upon the forts, and at 12.15 the Spanish
flag was hauled down and a white flag went up, amid great
cheering from the decks of the American sailors.

One gunboat was sunk at the end of the engagement. Her
crew had left her with her colors flying and she went down
thus - a very impressive picture.

It was a gruesome sight whirh the bay presented. The
smoking hulks of the Spanish W's..'iels which had not full.v sunk
were seen to he strewn with corpses and wounded men, and
hodirs were floating about in the water.

At 12.:10 the squadron returned and anrhored off 1fanila,
tllf' Pef!'"l being If'ft bf'hind to eompletC' the destruction of
the smallC'r vessels, which had run in hehind the point of
Cavit6. This duty was performed in the most expeditious
and romplrte manner. There was plenty of material for dis
cussion among the gallant sailors of Commodorr Dewey's
squadron that night. They had experienC'ed their first hattle,
the first hattIe of the new navy. They realized, as only men
after sueh a battle can, the dangers from whirh they had es
('apr(l umr'nthf'd. EV('J) wh('J) no Rhots entC'red the ship" tIle
experience's were an)·thing but pleasant. The concussion of
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the big guns when fired across the deck made havoc with the
breakables on board. "Rookshelves were torn out," said one
officer in speaking of his rooIn, "and everything - clothes,
electric fans, books, tobacco, curios, and the rest - was on the
floor in one mass."

Au ArDeric'an officer, writing home a few days later, said:
"I have often wondered, as I dare say everyone has, how
people in a scrap would feel and behave; have wondered
whether calm, deliberate action would be possible to a tender

foot. Personally, I sincerely hope I have seen my last, as
well as my first, battle. All the same, I was delighted to see
that, so far from being ruttled or excited, we seemed to do
what was to be done as deliberately as on parade. I have more
respect for the Spaniards than ever before. Their fighting
their ships as long as they did in the condition in which they
were is wonderful. I said as much to one of them in a party
on hoard .yesterday. He replied, with a bow:

" , 'Ve but did, or tried to do, what you did; we did our

duty.' "
Early the next morning the squadron returned to Cavite

to take possl'ssion, but when the officers, sent in on the Petre7,
approached the shore, they were surprised to find the
ar,;cnal still occupied by a force of Spaniards with "Mauser
rifles. As the white flag had been hoisted the day before,

Commander I.amberton of the Olympia, who had been sent
ashore to represent the Commodore, could not understand what
the Spaniards intended to do. On landing he was met by
Captain Sostoa of the Spanish navy and they went to tIl('
ar"enal headquarters, where tlH'Y were at once surrounded by
an armed guard. 'Vhen asked why men were under arrm;
when they had surrendered the day before, CaptAin Sostoa
replied that they had not surrpJl(1ered, hut had merely JlOisted
the white flag to enable the women and children to repair to
places of safet,v. TIH're was some further parley, and finally
Commander T.amherton sair] that they were not there to r1iscus8
past events, but to take possession of the arsenal, and if all the
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Spaniards there did not surrend~r their guns and persons 8S

prisoners of war the Ameril'an ships would open fire.
The Spanish l'aptain asked for lIIore timc, and finally Com

mander Lamberton said that he would give them two hour~.

and if the white flag was not hoisted over the ar"enal by noon
fire would be reopened without any more parley. He thcn
returned to report to the Commodore. 'Vhile they waited the
crews from the ships rowed about the wrecks and observed the
destruction they had made. But the Spaniards wished to
parley further, and in a little while army officers came out to
the flagship and said that the navy would surrender, but the
army could not. They were told that they must or take the
consequences, and a general recall was sounded for the men
off in the boats. The Olympia offered the Spanish officers
coal for their launch to take .them back, and while they stood
on deck they were given an object lesson. A small steamship
was reported leaving Cavite for Manila. "Give her 8 shot,"
was the order to the Olympia's gunners, and in less than a
half-minute a shot was tossed across her bows. She did not
stop, hut another caught the range exactly and she was at once
beached.

At quarter to eleven the white flag was hoisted on the
arspnal, but when a landing party was sent to take possession
in the afternoon they found that every seaman had marehe<1
off to 'Manila, taking his :Mauser rifle with him. As they hart
heen announcing that the Americans would kill ever,vone in
Cavit<\ the landing party was met by a long proce!'Sion of
priests anel Sisters of :Mercy, begging them not to injure the
wounded men in the hospital. As a mattpr of fact. the
A!uprieans had already rescned about 200 Spaniards and spnt
tlwm ashore, hut they had been so misled by the pripsts :md
friars fhat they expeetpd to he killed. Our men procecded to
take care of the woundeel, to bury the dead, and to upf£'nd
the place from the swarm of native looters that had rnshed in
on lpllrning that thp Spanish gUllrc] hael withelrawn. The sanl('
nay the Raleigh and the Baltimore went down the bay and
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secured the surrender of the batteries on Corregidor Island,
paroled the garrison, and destroyed the mines and torpedoes
past which the squadron had had the good fortune to sail
unharmed.

Having learned that the Governor of Manila hRd refused
to allow the cable company to transmit his message announcing
the result of his visit to Manila, Commodore Dewey sent the
Zafiro a short distance to cut the cable, which was done, thus
making the world dependent for several days upon the first
Spanish report for information as to the situation. On Thurs
day the Hugh McCulloch sailed for Hong Kong, and so ended
the first chapter of the Manila campaign.

Commodore Dewey's own modest account of the conflict,
which he sent to Hong Kong on the McCulloch, and which ar
rived in Washington six days after the battle, was as follows:

MANILA, May 1st.
The squadron arrived at Manila at daybreak this morning. Imme·

diately engaged the enemy and rlestroyed the following vessels: Reina
OhrUtina, O<Utilla, Don Antonio ck Ulloa, INla ck Luznn, Isla ck Cuba,
G~neral Lew, Marquu da Duero, El Gano, Vdtuco, transport Isla ck
Jlindanao, and one other vessel and water battery at Cavite. Squadron is
uninjured. Only few men were slightly wounded. The only means of tele
graphing is to the American consul at Hong Kong. I shall communicate
with him.

DEWEY.

CAVITB, May 4th.
I have taken possession of the naval station at Cavia;, Philippine

Islands, and destroyed its fortifications. Have destroyed fortification at
buy entrance, paroling the garrison. I control the bay completely and can
take the city at any time. The squadron is in excellent health and spirits.
The Spanish loss is not fully known, but very heavy; 150 killed including
captain, on Reina Christina alone. I am assisting in protecting the SP8nish
sick and wounded. Two hundred and fifty sick and wounded in hospital
within our lines. Much excitement at Manila. Will protect foreign
residents.

DEWEY.

The orders which Commodore Dewey had received from
his government were to destroy the Spanish fleet. He obt>yrd.
Seven thousand miles away from a home base of supplies he set
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out calmly to run the gauntlet of mined harbors and laud
fortifications. His answer to his government's instructioIls
was in the brief dispatches above, brief, but as impressive as
anything in naval history.

The losses of the Spaniards included ten warships, several
torpedo boats, two transports, the navy yard, and nine batteriEs.
About 1,200 men were killed or wounded, and the estimated
value of the Spanish property destroyed or captured was $6,
000,000. On the American side the total loss was eight men
slightly wounded, and $5,000 damage to the ships.

The moral of it is that unskilled bravery is no match for
bravery mated with skill in the use of the modern machinery
of war. Civilization has advanced beyond the crude instru
ments that in their management demanded nothing' so much as
a strong arm and a brave hea~. The modern figh!ing machine
requires training and skill.

Xeither squadron contained an armored ship. The Amer
ican vessels had their vitals covered by what are known as pro
tective decks, while but two of the Spanish ships were so built.
But for all that they might have riddled or sunk some of our
squadron; the forts might have done this alone had th<'y been
able to shoot straight. The little Petrel, secure in their wild
inaccuracy, danced up to within a thousand yards of their forts.

Nothing but audacity that was much more than bravado
could have accomplished so much; an audacity born of the
conviction that they had vessels which were honestly con
structed, guns that had been tested in target practice, gunnE'rs
that had become so expert in sub-caliber practice that thE',\'
scarcely ever missE'd fire. The Spanish were overborne by the
torrent of metal which rained down on their ships, their guns,
and their men. They fought desperately with pure animal
courage and sank with their ship!'! rather than surrender them.
The Spaniards were without skill, fired in the old fashion, blaz
ing' away with only g'eneral aim, while <'very American gunner
was an f'xpert sharpshooter, trained by target practice, and
their shots told with terrible effect.
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The international effect of the victory was at once to give
the United States prestige among the nations of the world as
a naval power. Its effect in the 1.]'nited States was to give a
good degree of sober self-confidence as to the result of any en
gagement in American waters between . the Spanish and
American fleets. Another Spanish fleet might be morc formi
dable than that at .Manila, but there would be the same diffcr
ence between the Spanish and- the American gunner.

No wonder the President, without waiting for further
action, promoted Commodore Dewey to be acting rear ad
miral, and Congress promptly complied with the sug-gestion to
create him a rear admiral and to extend the nation's thanks.
Beautiful was the Epirit of the comments of brother ofikers
upon the valor and glory of the officers and crew of the Asiatic
squadron. Xot the slightest trace of jealousJ', naught but joy
in the result and entire willingness that honor be given to
those to whom honor is due. As for the carping critics of the
navy at home, they became as dumb as the Sphinx.

In the combined sagacity and boldness of Commodore
Dewey this naval engagement was unsurpassed in the naval
history of the world j in the results achieved, unequaled.
1\"ever before had an entire fleet been destroyed without the
loss of a ship or even of a single life on the part of the attacking
forces. The silent l'ail at midnight past the fort which was
supposed to command the entrance to the bay, the almost con
temptuous disregard of the mines placed in the harbor for its
protection, the calm pushing forward after two mines hnd
exploded in front of one of the vessels, the silent recei,oing
without return the earliest fire of the enemy, the terrible fire
poured upon the fleet and shore batteries when the Commo
dore had reached the point where he could make fire most d·
lective, the stopping- after two hours of cannonade lor break
fast, and taking- account of damag-es, and then the rpsumption
of the battle, the sailing clospr to the shore by the aid of the
lead to make the fire more effpetivp, the bran>, bnt hopp!pss,
resistance of the Spaniards till their evpry ship was absolutely
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destroyed or placed entirely hOTs de combat, the quick and
chivalrous attention to the Spanish wounded by Commodore
Dewey as soon as victory was complete, the report wired to the
government at ho.r.ne as modest as the deed was heroic -- all
combine to make this naval engagement one of the most ro
mantic, as well as one of the most decisive, in die world's
history.
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CHAPTER XLI

AWAITING ADMIRAL CERVERA AND HIS FLEET-ANXIETY
FOR THE OREGON-CERVERA'S UNEXPECTED ARRIVAL
AT MARTINIQUE.

A Period of Uncomfortable Uncertainty-Where would Cervera Appear!
Relative Distances of the Hostile Squadrons - Three Theories as to
Cervera's Propable Course - Plausibility of the Theory that He Might
Intercept the OregOTl- The OregoTl at Rio Janeiro - Captain Clark has
no Fear of Spanish Fleet-Possibility of a Spanish Attack on Coast
Cities - General Opinion that Cervera would Steer for Puerto Rico 
Admiral Sampson Startll Out to Meet Him - His Formidable Fleet
The Anticipated Battle-Days of Anxious Waiting-Strategists all at
Sea - Renewed Concern for the Oregon - Strength of the Spanish
Cruisers - Unknown Possibilities of Torpedo Warfare - Astonishing
Announcement that Cervera had Returned to Cadiz - Assurances from
London - Spanish Denials Disbelieved - Sudden Preparations for In
vading Cuba - Cervera is Sighted off Martinique - He Learns that
Sampson Had Called for Him at Puerto Rico.

T HE month of :?tray, which opened so gloriously for our
. arDlS in the Orient, produced a most exciting period
. of uncertainty on this side of the world, where we

were supposed to be immediately engaged in war. So crush
ing was Dewey's victory that, while hardly a blow had been
struck in the west, many began to speak of peace, assuming
that Spain could not possibly be so rash as to pursue a warlike
course with such unfavorable prospects; but,by her naval
strategy, which consisted of dodging under cover of misleading
reports, for many days she kept not only our people, but the
government, in a state of uncertainty, at times bordering llpon
fear, and in the end her maneuvers resulted in a complete
change of the government's plans for the invasion of Cuba.

When it was definitely known that the Cape Verde flcl't
under Admiral Cervera had actually sailed on April 29th, Ad
miral Sampson's squaoron was maintaining- without notable
incidents the Cuban blockade, and Commodore Schley's flying-

(579 )
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squadron was impatiently awaiting orders, with steam up, at
Hampton Hoads. It \vas reported that some of the torpedo
craft when sailing out of the Cape Yerde harbor had taken a
northerly direction, as if bound for the Canaries, while the
four armored ('ruisers and three torpedo-boat destroyers had
taken a westerly direction. A dispatch boat in the service of
a Xew York newspaper followed the main fleet for some hours,
and, when it was seen to continue on in a westerly course after
nightfall, returned to St. Vincent, the information being
cabled to this country. Apparently, this was the only infor
mation the government had of the intended course of the
Spanish squadron, and the question before the naval strategy
board at once became: Where will Cervera make his ap
pearance?

The netlrest Spanish port in western waters was San Juan,
Puerto Rico, which is 2,300 miles from the Cape Yerde
Islands. It is also about 1,100 miles from Havana, off which
lay Sampson's squadron, and about 1,300 miles from Hamp
ton Roads, where Schley's sailors were pining for Spanish
targets. It is something over 3,000 miles from St. Vincent
to important ports on our Atlantic seaboard, and on th~ other
hand it is only about 1,600 miles from St. Vincent to the
eastern point of Brazil, towards which the battleship O"pgon
and the gunboat Marietta were making their way, convoying
the unarmed N ictheroy, which had been purchased in Brazil,
and was to become the cruiser Buffalo.

Apparently, thcre was not the slightest information outsidl'
of Spain's ministry as to what Cervera's sailing orders werE',
and it was quite probable that Cervera did 110t know himself
till he opened them well out to sea, and, having saill'd while
Dewey was still on his way to the Philippines, his voyage
could not have been marred or his purposes changed by any
unplcasant reflections upon the nature of that event. To the
government and to everyone in the United States obliged or
disposed to spec'lllate upon what Cervera would do, thpre ap
peared three courses morl' or less rational open to him. He
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might adopt the shortest trip, that to the Brazilian coast, and
attempt to take or destroy our battleship and 'its attendants;
or he might proceed at once to Puerto Rico to replenish his
stock of coal and supplies and learn the situation; or, he mig-ht
count upon our looking for him in these more southerly ports)
and, therefore, .embrace the opportunity to take the 101lgcl'
journey to the Xew England coast or to ports further south on
the Atlantic seaboard.

All three of these theories had their supporters among the
strategists of the people, of the press, and even of the gov
ernment. It did not seem probable that he would run to any
place but one of these, though the fact that the enemy, if wise,
is apt to appear where least expected was appreciated and added
its share to the spicy uncertainty of the problem.

Some plausibility was given to the theory that Cervera
would endeavor to interC'cpt the Oregon and her consorts, be
cause he had deferred sailing till a dat~ which would naturally
he adopted if having in mind the accomplishment of that ob
ject. The Oregon, which had left Callao, Peru, on April 7th,
had on the 17th arrived at Punta Arenas, the Chilian port in
the Straits of )fagcllan, where the },[arietta was wai tillg'.
They delayed two days taking on coal and proceeded on thrir
way northward. By making the same spced as on the trip from
Callao, they would naturally arrive off the easternmost point
of South America at ahout the same time that the Cape Ycr<ll'
fleet would reach it, if steaming in that direction. The force
of this conjecture was strengthened on the 30th, or the day
after Cervera's squadron sailed, by the arrival of the
Oregon and },[arieUa at Rio Janeiro. He who studies the map
will observe that the eastern point of South America, around
which the Amcrican vel'sels would be compelled to sail, i~

about half-way hetween Rio .Taneiro and the Cape Ycr<lc
Islands, whence ('<'nera's flept sailed.

The govemnwnt stratpgists regarded such a Spani~h pm
posp as a possihilit'y, and when Captain ('lark of thf' ()l'l'gon

reported from Rio Janeiro, he was at once infornll'd that he
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might possibly meet the Spanish squadron unless he took an
out-of-the-way course. Even then he might be caught, as
the Spanish cruisers were fast, while the battleship could not
be expected to make much better than ten knots an hour. But
Captain Clark was made up of material similar to that in other
American naval officers. He intimated that he did not wish
to be hampered by instructions, and added: " I am not afraid
of the Spanish fleet." .

The possibility that Cervera would sail northward and
suddenly appear at some poorly-defended, yet important, port
of the Atlantic seaboard, was grounded simply "in the belief
that Spain would be naturally inclined to stab us in the back,
so to speak; that she was too crafty to risk her fleet in an en
counter with the tltrong squadron Admiral Sampson had in
Cuban waters, but would confine her hostility to spiteful
efforts to inflict damage to American coast cities, withdrawing
in time to run away from any ships sent northward to attack
her fleet, and possibly adopting the opportunity' to make
Havana, when the blockade force had been weakened "by
vessels sent to the defNlsc of the coast. In other words, by
such a policy Spain might hope to prevent the concentration
of our fleet.

The more general opinion was that Cervera would proceed
directly to San Juan, Puerto Rico, and that locality was
selected by the strategists of the press' for a great naval battle
about May 9th, for it was calculated that Cervera would re
quire that time to make the voyage. This opinion evidently
prrdominated in the government !ltrategy board; at least it was
held by Admiral Sampson, to whom, as commander of the
r nited States naval forces, was committed the important task
of mreting and destroying Spain's fleet, for when informrd
of it.R departure from St. Vincent, he gathpred his larger ves
spls at Key ""Vest to he coaled, and prepared to proceed to
Puerto Rico. The dispatches from the seat of government
at this time were to the effect that it was proposed to take
Puerto Rico, an operation which the government could hardly
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have contemplated without sending an army along with Samp
son. His instructions were -to locate and destroy the Spanish
fleet, which was supposed to be making its way either to San
Juan or to intercept the Oregon. These instructions left him
free to use scouts and to go in any direction in which he had
reason to suppose the Spanish fleet lay; if possible, he was
to prevent the fleet from entering San Juan and departing with
fresh supplies, and under no circumstances was he to endanger
his ships by a fire on forts till Cervera's fleet should have been
destroyed or captured.

Accordingly, at daybreak on :May 4th, Admiral Sampson
left Key West, sailing eastward with the flagship New York,
the battleships Iowa and Indiana, the two monitors, Amph i
trite and Puritan, the protected cruisers Detroit, Montgomery,
and ltfarblehead, and the torpedo boat Porter, and other
smaller vessels. Thereupon, the United States waited breath
lessly for the great naval battle of the war. It was calculated
that Cervera would arrive near Puerto Rico about the 9th
and that Admiral Sampson would arrive there at about the
same time.

The Oregon and her consorts left Rio Janeiro on the same
day Sampson's fleet left Key 'Vest, and the opinion was that
she would not reach the waters of Puerto Rico for at least
twelve days, or too late to part!cipate in the great battle, unless
Cervera went after her.

Nothing further was heard of the fleets till the 8th, when
the cruiser ltfonfgomery, which was acting as a scout for
Sampson's fleet, put into the port of Cape Haytien, on the
island of Haiti, sending dispatches to 'Washington, and receiv
ing me::sages for the admiral. The fleet had been making
very slow progress, because of the monitors, which, while ex
pected to give a good account of themselves in close fighting,
had small coal capacity, and were bping towed hy nimhler
vessels, the others u('('ommodating themselves to the reduced
speed. The date of the anticipated hattIe was, therefore,
postponed; it was then expected that Admiral Sampson's fleet
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would arrive off Puerto Rico by the 11th, and that the battle
might take place the following day, but nothing was being
h£'ard of the ,,,hereabouts of the Spanish ships, which were
already ten days out from St. Vincent. The exciting mys
tery was further enhanced by the orde.rs of the Navy Depart
ment that nothing concerning the movements of the vessels
should be given to the public for the time being.

Two days more passed, and nobody was able to answer the
question which eYer~'one was asking as to the whereabouts of
CerYera. The Oregon and her attendants arrived at Bahia,
Brazil, on the 9th, having seen nothing of the Spaniards. The
New England coast became concerned because it was reported
that a Spanish fleet had been sighted off Xova Scotia, heading
for the Maine coast. Key \Yrst brcame anxious because it
was reported that C'erYl'ra had sailed for the Florida coast.
There were many rf'ports of battles and of Spanish fleets, not
all of which could possibly be tnIe, and ~one of which proved
to be true.

It was evident that \Vashington was working in the dark.
On the morning of the 10th the ships were all at sea and so
was our strategic board. As the hours passed and nothing
definite was heard of the Cape Yerdc fleet, the strategists in
clined to the theory that it had after all gone to intercept the
Oreg011, and at once the spC('n~ations as to the fate of that
vessel hecame active, and news from Brazil was breathlessly
await£'d, for if C£'rv£'ra had gone in that direction, he "must
now he in striking distance of our battleship and gunboat.

The possibilities of such a contest could not but be regarded
with some rom'ern by our government. It was true that the
Orpgon was one of the most powerful of her class afloat. bnt
th£'re were plenty of naval experts in this country and abroad
who declared that we had no ships in onr navy ('qual in real
efficif'ney to the swift armored cruisers of Cervera's fleet. The
Oq1lPndo, ltfaria Teresa, and Vizcaya were sister ships of a
f'la!'-.<; not fonnd in the American navy - ern ising hattlpships.
Thpy ram('d hattleship armor, 12-inch side belts and la-inch
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gun protecting armor. The armor was much inferior in
quality t~ the Oregon's, but sufficiently heavy to keep out all
but the heaviest shells. The armament of these ships was
much superior to that of our cruisers, but inferior to the Ore
gon's. Each ship mounted a pair of l1-inch guns, ten 5.5-inch
guns (the Vizcaya's being rapid-fire), in addition to sixteen
small guns, similar to those on the Oregon. The Colon was a
less formidable ship, but she, too, was a fighting cruiser. She
carried 6-inch armor and her heavy guns were a pair of 9.8-inch.
rifles. She was remarkably strong in rapid-fire guns, mount
ing ten 6-inch and six 4.7-inch guns of this type. She had
been built but a short time, and was regarded as one of the
finest cruisers afloat.

What damage to our ships might be wrought by Spanish
torpedoes in an engagement off the South American coast
could only be conjectured. Certainly, four heavily armored
cruisers, carrying two dozen torpedo tubes, would be a formi
dable fighting force against the battleship Oregon, the un
armored cruiser Buffalo, and the little unarmored gunboat
Mariella, with but ten torpedo tubes on all three. The un
armored boats would be of little value in a fight against armor
clads. The Oregon would bear the brunt of the fight, and
upon the fighting qualities of her officers and men would de
pend the issue of the battle.

But late on the 10th, when Admiral Sampson was supposed
to be drawing near to the port of San Juan in Puerto Rico,
and when Admiral Cervera was supposed to be very close to
Captain Clark off the coast of Brazil, came the surprising an
nouncement from London that Cervera's fleet had returned to
Cadiz! As the newspapers agreed in putting it in enormous
headlines, the Spanish fleet had "turned tail." Cervera had
apparently been afraid to cross the Atlantic, and, after skulk
ing about, avoiding the frequented lanes of commerce, so that
no one might tell tall tales of his cowardice, had at length,
when in need of fuel, been compelled to swallow his pride
and go home to Spain.

85
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This report was promptly accepted by the newspapers and
by the government, apparently with little skepticism at
first. The State Department authorized the announcement:
"Official information has been received that four Spanish
cruisers and three torpedo-boat destroyers have returned to
Cadiz." As nothing but important announcements were al
lowed to break the secrecy of the govemment, there was eyery
reason to suppose that the information was correct, and to the
satisfaction of the govemment. Indeed, it transpired that our
ambassador at the court of St. James, Mr. Hay, had cabled his
assurances to the State Department at Washington that he
had unquestioned information from private sources in Cadiz
to the effect that Admiral Cervera's ironclads were lying in the
harbor. The London papers published similar reports and
presumably from similar sources.

The statement made by Admiral Bermejo, Minister of
Marine, denying that Cervera's fleet had returned to Spain,
and declaring that it was actually where it ought to be in
accordance with the instructions given to its commander, had
little effect, because of the general belief that the craft,)·
Spanish strategists deliberately misrepresented everything,
and owing to the close watch kept in Spanish ports it was im
possible, apparently, to verify the reports from Cadiz. No one
in Madrid knew or, knowing, dared to say whether the fleet
was really in home waters or not, but the opinion was general
that the government was seeking in every way to delay opera
tions so that the troops of the United States would not make
a landing in Cuba till the summer should be well advanced
and the dangers of sickness increased many fold.

Relying, apparently, upon the news from London that the
Spanish fleet had wholly deserted the western side of the
Atlantic, the govemm~nt formed the opinion that there was
no longer reason for delay in proceeding to occupy Cuba with
a large force of men. A few days previously the plan had
been to begin occupation with a small advance guard to co
operate with General Gomez and other Cuban commanders,
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to whom it was also intended to send a large quantity of re
peating rifles and ammunition, so that they might be prepared
for rendering assistance when the real invasion should come.

But in view of the improbability of naval interference from
Spain, preparations were at once begun for moving the regu
lars and the available volunteer troops to convenient places
for embarking. Chickamauga was abandoned as a place for
receiving the greater part of the army, and instructions
were given on the 10th for mustering in the volunteers as
rapidly as possible and sending them to Tampa and othel' points
on the Gulf for speedy transportation to Cuba. It was an
nounced that General :Miles would himself go to Cuba, Gen
eral Wesley Merritt, who, it had been supposed, would be the
leader of the forces in Cuba, having been selected to lead the
expeditions to the Philippines. It was proposed to send Gen
eral Shafter with a force of regulars in his command to secure
11 base on the Cuban coast, which he should hold till reinforce
ments enough to warrant an attack upon Havana could be
taken over. There was the greatest excitement at the camps
at Tampa, Mobile, and New Orleans, and hurry orders were
sent to some of the state governments for mustering in troops.
On the 11th everyone was looking for the immediate move
ment of the army.

But all this was changed in a single day. The plans of in
vasion were suddenly and indefinitely postponed. Just be
fore midnight of the 12th the Navy Department receivc>d a
cipher dispatch from Captain Cotton of the Harvard, from
Fort de France, Martinique, and dated the day before, saying
that the Spanish fleet was off that place. An intimation that
the fleet might be in those West Indian waters had ~ome to
this country early on the 12th in the form of a dispatch from
Madrid giving an official statement of the Minister of Marine
to the effect that the Spanish fleet had that day touehed at the
French Island of :Martinique, whieh is one of the Windward
Islands forming the eastem fringe that encloses the Caribbc>an
Sea. The fast cruisers, Y ale, Harvard, and St. Louis, had
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been patrolling the waters about Windward Islands for days,
and wer~ doing so at the time Cervera was approaching Marti
nique, but, unfortunately, just at that time none of them were
in that particular vicinity.

The authorities had considered Guadaloupe the most likely
place for Cervera to put in for news, if he put in at all, and for
that reason the St. Louis had cruised in those waters. Com
mander Goodrich remained about the islands till the 11th, and,
indeed, steamed by Martinique a little before Cervera's fleet
came into sight. Martinique has good cable connections, and
thus Admiral Cervera was at once in communication with
Madrid, and also, presumably, with the very active Spanish
agency which ex-Senor Polo had been maintaining in Canada
since his retirement from service as Spanish Minister at \Yash
ington. It was, of course, fair to suppose that Admiral Cer
vera's dispatches, whieh had been received and held for him
by the Spanish consul at the port in Martinique, duly infonned
him of the position of the United States squadrons, of the
exact condition "f the Cuban blockade, and of tho fact that
Admiral Sampson had called for him with some rather good
fighting ships at Puerto Rico, and- not having found him as
expected, had shelled the forts of San Juan on that very morn
ing of :May 12th.
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ADMIRAL SAMPSON'S BOMBARDMENT OF SAN JUAN
THRILLING SCENES DURING THE ACTION -SKILLFUL
AMEHWAN GUNNERY - SAMPSON'S WITHDRAWAL.

Admiral Sampson's Cruise to Puerto Rico - The Gallant Sailors Expect a
Great Fip;ht - Approaching San Juan - Preparations for the Combat
- Ban ,Juan Learns of Sampson's Approach -TiJe fUlDa Becomes the
Flagship - Peculiarities of San Juan Harbor - Admiral Sampson's
Plan of Attack - Running up the Stars and Stripes - Speeding into
the Bay -The Duty of the W01npatuck - Sampson, Finding Cervem
Absent, Decides to Shell the Forts - The First Shot -The Music of
the Projectiles - Spaniards Return the Fire Vigorously - Bravery of a
Spaniard at an Old Gun - Some Dangerous Guns on the Fort.~

Marbmanship as Worthless as Spanish Promises-" Threaten, Puff,
SplllSh , " - Cruising by the Forts Three Times - Shells Land on the
New York and Iowa- One Man Killed-The Withdrawal-Admiral
Sampson's Official Report - Spaniards Think They Have Drin'n Him
Off - Not Even a Spanish Gunboat in the Harbor - Criticism of Ad
miral Sampson's Attack.

THE cruise ~f Admiral Sampson to Puerto Rico seems
to have been undertaken in the confident ex
pectation of meeting Oervera and destroying his

ships in those waters. San Juan being a well-defended
Spanish port, the nearest point for Oervera in weRtern
seas, and being well supplied with coal, the admiral, not
without good reasons, supposed that Oervera would cer
tainly try to make that port about the 9th of :May, and
he planned to make his own appearance there at about the
same time. After making preparations to leave Key V.;rest 011

the afternoon of :May 3d, the fleet was held till midnight, and
the flagship did not start till the next morning. Going direct
to the blockading squadron off Havana the admiral was there
joined by the battleships Iowa and Indiana, and, proceeding
westward, they arrived off Cardenas at dark, where they earne
up with the rest of the fleet, including the cruisers Detroit aTi11
Montgomery, the monitors Amphitrite and Tel'ror, the torpeuu
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boat Porter, the tug Wompatuck, and the collier Niagara. In
order to make better time the Iowa took the Amphitrite in t.ow,
and a little later, the Terror's speed proving too slow, she was
taken in tow by the New York. From at least one important
point of view Admiral Sampson's cruise was a naval absurdity.
He had set out to capture a 20-knot Spaniard with a 10-knot
fleet. Xot one of his vessels excepting the New York could
steam 20 knots, and having taken the slower vessels in tow, the
admiral necessarily moped along for over 1,000 miles at an
average speed of i knots, the gallant sailors believing that
they were creeping nearer and nearer to the great naval
hattIe of the war, when they should riddle the flower of
Spain's navy and eclipse the wonderful victory of Dewey
at Manila. On approaching the port of Cape Haitien the
j[onfgomery was sent in to receive any dispatches from 'Vash
ington, but, obtaining only the infonnation that Cervera had
not heen reported anywhere, the 8th and 9th were spent in
filling some of the exhausted coal bunkers of the fleet, the sea
being remarkably smooth and making the operation more than
usually easy. Some inquiry had been made as to coal at Cape
IIaitien, but the price was extremely high, and the admiral de
termined to depend upon his own reserve. Meanwhile, pre
parations were going on aboard the fighting ships for a battle.
The sailors pitched through the portholes all sorts of movables,
and over the sides into the sea flew doors and parts of wooden
bulkheads. Piles of sand-filled bags were also arranged to
give increased protedion to some of the gunners against the
fragments of Spanish shells that were expected to fly about
the decks a little later on.

But it seems that while lying off Cape Haitien the shipping
lookout on top of the mountain west of the town had seen the
squadron and reported the fact at once, and the Spanish consul
immediately and faithfully wired the information to Puerto
Rico and Madrid. 'When, on the 9th, Admiral Sampson
learned this he turned the squadron about a~d headed con
spicuously for Key West again until the Cape Haitien moun-
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tains were well out of sight, then he put out to sea, and gradu
ally headed back for San Juan, hoping that the Spaniards had
been thereby deceived; but whether they were or not made
very little difference, as a cruel chance ordained that Sampson
should appear at San Juan just in time to have the fact known
to Cervera as he sailed into the waters of Martinique.

Admiral Sampson led his fleet on 'Yithout further inter
ruption till about five o'clock on the afternoon of the 11th,
when, about fifty miles northwest of San Juan, the flagship
hove to in a smart sea, the jackies watching for what was to
happen. A boat was lowered from the flagship, the admiral
and his staff climbed down the iron ladder on the side of the
New York, his two-starred blue flag disappeared from the fore
lind appeared set to the jackstaff of the small boat, which was
rowed to the Iou-a lying about a quarter of a mile to the lee
ward, and the flag soon fluttered from the top of her military
mast. • The admiral had concluded to make the battleship
Iowa, instead of the armored cruiser New York, his flagship,
and everyone knew from this that he soon expected to smell
powder. Thereafter the Iou-a led the procession until night
fall, with the Indiana next in line, and the New York third.
The monitors worked along under their own steam, while an
other line lay north and abreast of the New York. That after
noon the admiral distributed among his vessels the plan of
procedure he had adopted, based, as will be seen, upon the
expectation, or probability at least, of finding the Cape Verde
fleet in the harbor of San Juan, which is a bay projecting into
the north shore and is formed by a small island which runs
along the shore, ending in Morro Castle at the mouth of the
harbor. This island, which at its eastern end is separated from
the mainland hy a tidal str~am only, and is, therefore, more
of a peninsula, is something in the shape of a human leg, hav
ing a stubby foot at the west end, on which San :Juan lies,
Morro being at the extremity of the to('s. This old castle,
with its thick frownin~ walls, has stood here since the days of
the old corsairs, but the Spaniard~ have in the course of timl'
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run another line of defense along the sea - on the shin-bone
of the leg, so to speak - ending in another old fort. The
sale of the foot also has another line of defense enclosing the
town on the west.

Across the mouth of the harbor on the opposite point of
land is Fort C'anuelo, and between Morro and this fort, and a
little out to sea, is Cabras Island. Several miles further west
on the main shore is Point Salinas, behind which the Ameri
can vessels were steaming up.

The admiral's instnlctions were that the squadron was to
pass near Salinas Point and then steer about east to pass just
outside the reefs off Cabras Island, the column to be formed
with the flagship Iowa in the lead, followed by the Indiana,
New }'or!.", Amphitrite, and Terror. The Detroit was to ~o

ahead of the Iowa ahout 1,000 yards, and the Wompatuck was
to keep on the Iowa's starboard bow about 500 yards off, hoth
to sound constantly after land was closed, and to immediately
signal if ten fathoms or less were obtained. The Montgomery
was to remain in the rear of the column on the lookout for
torpeuo boats, and if Fort Canuelo fired she was to silence it.
The Porter was to take a station under the cover of the- Iowa
on the port side.

While approaching, a close watch was to be kept on the
coast for torpedo craft, ano when near Cabras Island the
Porter was to rapiuly cross the mouth of the harbor and stand
close under ~lorro to the westwlll"d, screened from the fire of
Morro's western battery, and if the old guns on the north side
of Morro were opened she was to have the enjoyment of silenc
ing them. Both the Detroit in front and the Montgomery
in the rear were also to keep a sharp lookout for any torpedo
boats coming out of the harbor.

There were to be two objects of attack, the instructions
went on t~ say, the batteries upon Morro and the men-of-war.
If it was clear that the Spanish vessels were lying in port, fire
was to be opened upon them as soon as they were discernible
over Cabras Island, the action of the flagship heing followed in
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this regard. If, however, it should be evident that neutral
men-of-war were in line of fire, a flag of truce would probably
be sent in before fire on the vessels was opened, and the
Porter was to hold herself in readiness for this service. Care
was to be used to avoid striking the hospitals on Cabras Island,
and if it became necessary to silence the Morro batteries a por
tion of the fire would be directed with this object, but the
principal object was to destroy the ships.

Then followed instructions as to the course of maneuvers.
If nightfall came with the port in the enemy's hands and the
ships inside, the cruisers were to take up positions just outside
the harhor, the ]Iolltgomel'Y to the eastward, and the Detroit
to the westward, with the batteries ready, and the men at
their guns, and showing no lights. The other ships were to
sweep the entrance to the harbor and the channel leading into
the anchorage with searchlights, to keep the torpedo craft
from coming out. In case the enemy should attempt to escape
from the port, fire was to be concentrated upon the leading
ship, and should the attempt be made at night, the searchlights
were to be turned on her bridge and conning-tower and kept
there. .

It will be observed that Admiral Sampson had worked
his plans out with extreme care and a definiteness which had
been entirely impossible for Commodore Dewey in searching
about the great bays of the Philippines for Admiral Montijo;
they were worked out in the faith, shared by his gallant cap
tains, that Cervera would by that time be in the harbor of
San Juan, and the admiral would apparently have been greatly
surprised had he been able to communicate with Washington,
which at this very hour was in receipt of reliable assurances
that Cervera had turned tail and run back to Cadiz.

With the first flush of color in the eastern sky on the morn
ing of the 12th and while the ornamental bows of Cervera's
('ruisers were courtesying to the shores of Martinique 500 odd
miles away, the Detroit ran into her place 1,000 yards ahead
of the flagship, and the Wompatuck hegan to take her's to
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the westward of the Detroit. The voices of the boatswain's
mates calling the crews to quarters were heard along the
column, the guns were manned and loaded, the decks sanded,
the implements of the surgeons laid out in their proper places,
and the fleet steamed slowly on in perfect silence, and pointed
right into the harbor where a few lights were glimmering,
and where half of San Juan were still in bed; but the forts
were evidently expecting them, for the lights in Morro's tower
were dead. The smart easterly breeze of the day before had
lasted during the night, and enough sea was rolling into the
coast to make each battleship roll until the thin iron plates be
neath the armor belts were intermittently awash. Such a sea
was hardly favorable for the aiming of large guns, and it served
to expose somewhat the weaker parts of the ships to the enemy.
The monitors, however, pushed along through it with hardly
a suggestion of a roll, and the waves which ran over their
decks were not sufficient to interfere with the working of the
guns.

The Detroit and W ompatuck led the way in unmolested,
while the torpedo boat Porter ran off to the eastward about a
half-mile, as arranged, and stopped about a mile fro~ the shore.
About 1,400 yards from Morro the Detroit turned eastward
and steamed slowly along the beach, while from the Iowa
fluttered the signal for the hoisting of the American ensign on
every ship. r p to every masthead and every staff-head slid
the Stars and Stripes, a pictme worth a long voyage for any
American to see. For a few minutes the vessels sped in
towards the bay, and shortly after 5 o'clock the little Wompa
tuck, having accomplished her purpose of fixing a small boat
at the proper place to indicate the depth of the water, a mark
to steer by later if the smoke obscured the marks ashore,
scurried ba('k to where the non-combatants lay. By this
time, Admiral Sampson, standing on the bridge and peer
ing anxiously. into the harbor through his glasses, saw that
Cervera's fleet was not there. He still believed, however,
that Cervera would try to make the port, and he concluded
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that the best thing to do was to test the batteries with which
he should have to contend if he later fought the Spanish in
that harbor. If he could destroy them, so much the better.
So, at 5.17, the admiral gave Captain Evans of the Iowa the
word to fire and a long 6-pound€r at the starboard end of the
Iowa's bridge was fired at :Morro. The battle was on. The
forward turret had already been turned so that the great 12
inch guns pointed directly at the old castle walls, and very
soon after the order, with a mighty rcport and a roar like that
of an ang;y lion, a great projectile flew towards one of the
batteries, and then another and another, with such deadly aim
that no shots were fired from that battery during the re
mainder of the engagement.

Then while the big gnns smoked, as the eye-witnesses de
scribe it, the 8-inch guns took up the work, and sent their lfan
projectiles with an eager, whining cry to hunt for Spaniards.
The little Detroit, unarmored though she was and with only
5-inch guns in her battery, joined in. For days the gunner
in charge of a rifle on her quarter deck had carried a tiny flag
over the breach of his gun, to the joy of everyone who saw it;
but he took it down now, rolled it up, shoved it into 'his shirt,
and, bending low over the breech, he looked clear-eyed through
the sights, pulled the trigger, and drove a shot straight into the
porthole on the face of :Morro. In quick succession his ship
mates of the other b'lInS, six clean, 5-inch rifles, followed his
lead. The boom of the huge guns had awed, but the sound of
these rifles was like the music of " Yankee Doodle" played on
a snare drum; and it thrilled the spectators on the non-com
batant's boats till they involuntarily shouted aloud for the
glory of the flag and the honor of the American gunner.

Then came the Indiana with the solemn thunder of her
13-inch volcanoes to take the place of the flagship that, with
her stern turret hurling winged death to the fort, was by this
time steaming out to sea. Her 8-inch guns took up the cry
as well. Indeed, every gun of whatever caliber that would
reach from either vessel was engaged.
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Soon after our fire began, the forts began to reply vigor
ously on th€ squadron. On top of the front wall of Morro
and near the west end, stood an old-fashioned gun, under the
charge of a man worthy of a better training and of a more
generous nation. His was a useless task, for no shot from
his old smooth-bore could harm the battleships; but there he
Htood, aimed, fired, swabbed, loaded, aimed, and fired again,
while the shots splashed in the water half-way to the ships,
as a rule, though now and then one exploded in the air be
eause the time fuse was short. N ever but once did they come
near a ship, but save for brief intervals, when the rapid-fire
batteries afloat drove him to the bomb-proofs, this Spaniard
worked on with delirious energy and spirit.

But there were other guns of a less innocuous character.
In the llorro itself were pieees whieh eould not be counted
beeause the smoke kept the wall so obscured. Moreover, they
were worked irregularly because the gunners on the American
vessels, having rapid-fire cannon, had the range of the em
brasures and portholes, and at times made it too uncom
fortable for the Spaniards. On the crest just east of Morro !Iud
back of tloJe cemetery two 1O-inch guns were diligently worked.
At the barracks a little further east was another battery, and
over at the east end of the town was au old stone fort, its face
towards the west, and there were at least four modern rifles of
large calibre, and still further east, on a point, were other
large guns. All these batteries, save the last, opened on the
fleet within five minutes after the first ~n from Morro.

But the marksmanship was Spanish. " Never," wrote an
eye-witness, " will an American see hostile guns make a more
pleasing spectacle than these; for they stood on emplacements
forty to sixty feet above the sea on the crest of a hill, whose
lower slopes were green and the upper slopes house-covered.
The green sea was below and the fleecy trade wind clouds
above and hehind them. They gleamed like wiCked Spanish
eyes and then puffed white like Spanish cigarette smoke. The
Bong of the projectile was like the music of the fandango, and
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the marksmanship as worthless as Spanish promises. Threaten,
puff, splash! Not since modern rifles with gun sights were
invented has anyone seen such shooting as from these crest
batteries. Shot after shot, dozens and scores, and at last the
count rose into hundreds, were fired with never a hit, and,
indeed, with every shot flying above and beyond huge targets.
High as the New York stood above the water when she rounded
to before Morro, third in the moving line; broad as the Iowa
lay on the water as she headed the procession, not a shot struck
them as they passed before the fort. Even the Detroit, lying,
perhaps, 1,200 yards from the nearest battery, and too busily
engaged firing to think about getting hit, remained wholly
untouched. Quite as interesting as the po~tion of the Detroit
was that of the torpedo boat Porter. She was recognized, of
course, soon after the engagement became general, and the
guns at the eastern end of the island began sending greeting.
The gun on the point at the extreme east end of the Spanish
works was so placed as to be unable to reach either the Detroit
or the line of battleships, but it found the Porter within easy
range, and with deliberation that indicated a sober desire to
hit something, the captain worked the piece. Ill' was aided
at times by the guns from the higher fort near by, but for
hours he kept his eyes on the Porter. As a rule, no shot fell
more than a half-mile wide of the target, though now and then
one would strike as much as a mile short or three-quarters of a
mile beyond. At rore intervals a shell would by accident get
within 200 or 300 yards, and then Captain Freemont would
turn his little 1-pounders loose and fire back as John Paul
J ones fired his pistol at British batteries at White Haven."

The marksmanship of the American squadron on the first
round was not on the whole up to target records, for while
a majority of the shots hit Morro, some fell considerably short,
but there was no more of this after the first round. After
passing the forts the column turned to the left and made a
complete circle. The Iowa came in again as the monitors
were passing out, so that there was a constant fire. As the
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Iowa came down the second time the Spaniards worked their
guns with incrcased fury and with increased wretchedness of
aim, until she reached the turning point and once more beJ:rclll
her 13-inch practice with the I ndiaTla following. Shell after
shell passed through or over Morro to land in the city behind
it, and many of the Spaniards fled from their guns, while the
Americans were as cool as at target practice.

One of the first shots to fall over into the city struck the
huge barracks east of Morro, and a cloud of brick-dust rose
high in the air, obscuring the building till flames were seen
to burst from it. Within ten minuteii a half-dozen other
shots had fallen elsewhere in the town, and by the time the
New York had turped out to sea on the second round, as many
different fires were seen in the western portion of the cit)'.
The forts were now more obscured by the bursting of Ameri
can shells thHn by the firing of their own guns, for most of the
Spaniards had by this time fled for shelter. The guns lit the
east of the city, however, continued to work, as they reeeived
only occasional attention from the ships.

:Meantime, the Detroit had turned away to the westward,
and, running close under the guns of Morro, attacked a new
earthwork built on an island en the west 'side of the channel.
Two 8-inch guns there might have destroyed the cruiser at
the first round had they been properly handled, but she ran in
to a range of less than 1,000 yards, firing as she went; and the
Spaniards scampered away from their great guns. There was
no more trouble from that battery. It was an impressive
lesson in the effectiveness of rapid-fire guns intelligently and
bravely handled. Undoubtedly, the work of the cruisers was
risky with such large guns on the forts, and they were then
ordered to follow the battleships out, and to stay out after the
second round; but they fired as long as they could, and their
sailors were evidently disinclined to give up the dangerous
sport. The Porter also reluctantly withdrew.

A few minutes after seven o'clock the Iowa opened fire
on the third round, and the others followed in another blaze
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of fire and smoke. As the Iowa turned away she aimed her
last shot at the big fort cast of the city and knocked a hole in
it. Five guns had been working steadily from this fort, but
only two continued after the Iowa's shot, and these were
silenced when the New York came along and fired her broad
sides; but about eight o'clock, just as the New York finished,
and was setting out to sea, a 6-inch shell from the eastern bat
teries came aboard over the port quarter, struck the top awn
ing stanchion and exploded in the cutter, which was in the
port after-cradle on the superstructure deck. The fragments
killed one man and wounded two, all members of the port
waist 6-inch gun crew. Parts of the shell went in all direc
tions; the cutter was an absolute wreck, parts of it flying higher
than the smoke stack. A searchlight was destroyed and
some damage was done to other small boats. At about the
same time a 10-inch shell struck a gallows frame on the Iowa
and burst, hurling fragments in all directions, sligh"tly wound
ing several sailors. Both these shots were plainly accidental,
coming on board at long range and being apparently aimed at
vessels which were still nearer in action. No damage was
done the Indiana nor the monitors, which had maintained a
destructive fire during the three rounds, amI though shells
had burst over them they were not in the least injured.

Admiral Sampson's purpose in attacking the fortifications
were, according to his official report to the government, simply
to learn their character. "Upon approaching San Juan," he
said, " it was seen that none of the Spanish v('ssl'ls was in the
harbor. I was considerably in doubt whether they had reached
San Juan and again departed for some unknown destination,
or whether they had not arrived. As their capture was the
object of the expedition, and as it was essential that they should'
not pass to the westward, I decided to" attack the batteries de
fending the port in order to develop their position and strength,
and then without waiting to reduce the city or to subject it to
a regular bombardment, which would requIre due notice,
turned to the westward. I commenced the attack as soon as
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it was good daylight. It lasted about three hours, when the
signal was made to discontinue the firing, and the squadron
stood to the northeast until out of sight of San Juan, when
the course was to the westward with a view to communicating
with the department at Port Plata and learn if the department
had obtained information as to the movements of the Spanish
vessels."

Whether Admiral Sampson could have continued the
attack and taken the city then is a question which has been dis
puted, but as he still had Cervera's four armored cruisers and
torpedo-boat dpstroypTS to nwct he naturally avoided doing
anything to weaken his own vessels. It was the general
opinion among the officers of the fleet that it would be a
difficult matter to reduce thp forts with ships alone; but, ac
cording to reports whirh came from San Juan later, they had
done much 11101'(' oamllJ.rp tbm they supposed, and the Span
iards could not :mof']'stiln,l why they,should have withdrawn,
unless tl)(')" had ]('('11 pompeIII'd to by losses. They were,
thereforp, inl'linpd to rpjoi('e. Impartial witnesses from San
Juan said that sPvPl'al of the large guns in Morro were com
pletely disahlc(l, It is a ('urious filet, in view of the general
understanding of diP sUlwriority of smokeless powder, that the
Spaniards excused their poor marksmanship on the ground
that the Yankee ships were so pm'eloped in smoke that it was
impossible to get a good aim at them.

'When one of the monitors ran in close to )forro with her
decks awash, the Spanish gunners, oecasiom·.lly getting a
glimpse of her through the smoke her big guns were making,
supposed that she had been hit and was sinking, and they set up
a great shout of joy. But they were puzzled when the same
vessel continued to pour enormous shpIls into the forts with
deadly effect. The loss of life in the city was not great,
though considerable damage was done to buildings and a little
to shipping.

It is a curious fact that Sampson not only missed the
Spanish cmisers he had gone on his long cruise for, but missed
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the Spanish war ve~els which were supposed to be stationed
there. It appears that the troop vessel, Alfonso XIII., had

. been sent OVE'r from Cadiz, and was expected to arrive at
Puerto Rico at about the time the Cape Verde vessels did. A
few days before Sampson arrived the Spanish men-of-war, I sa
bella II., Concho, and Ponce de Leon, had left San Juan east
ward to meet the troop ship and conduct her in. She arrived
alone, however, the day before the bombardment, having
missed the gunboats, which came steaming in shortly after
Sampson had finished the bombardment and turned westward.

Some criticism was made of Admiral Sampson for attack
ing the forts when he knew the fleet he was looking 'for was
not there, and when he had no intention of taking the city.
The Spaniards complained that he had bombarded the city
without the notice which is customary in war, and they were
able to construe the attack and Sampson's withdrawal as a
Spanish victory. It seems to be true that the admiral's action
contributed nothing towards facilitating hostilities, and it is
quite pOl!sible that, had he waited outside and out of sight till
he had sent scouts in to discover whether the ships were. in
San Juan har~or, Cervera might have endeavored to make
that port after leaving :Martinique. Then Sampson would
have had the Spanish fleet where he had expected to find it.
As it was, he left the forts just as two of his vessels had been
struck, left the Spaniards supposing that they had driven him
away, and convinced Cervera that it would be wise for him
to sail for Cuba while Sampson was waiting for him at Puerto
Rico.

86
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of Some of the American Vessels - Work of Cutting the Cables - Eager
Volunteers for a Dangerous Task- AdvancinK Close to Shore in
Launches and Cutters - Fire from the Spanish Masked Batteries - )len
Drop at their Oars - Ship's Guns Drive the Spaniards to Shelter

Dead lien in the Cutters - Shelling the Lighthollse - Fil"l\t Adventure
of the Torpedo Boat lVi718low - Laying a Trap for the Spaniards - In
a Nest of Red Buoys-A Spanish Trap-Deadly Fire Pours in on
the Win,low - The HudAon to the Rescue - A Fatal Shell - DeatJl of
Ensign Bagley and his Men - Terrific Fighting - Brave Act of tlJe
Hudlon-Getting the lVin,low Out-Spanish Gunboats Disabled
Scattering a Spanish Garrison.

O
"CRING the weeks following the inauguration of the

blockade of Cuban ports there was little of incident
except the early capture of prizes titl attempts were

made to cut cables in different ports and to tempt out some
of the Spanish gunboats, which timidly remained behind the
protection of the forts and mines.

The most important incidents of the blockade during the
first week in ::May were a renewed short bombardment of the
fortifications outside of Matanzas and the capture and release
of tlie French vessel Lafayette, which was boarded, told that
a blockade had been established, and forhidden to enter
Havana. But as soon as she was released she made all haste
for the harbor, and again was brought ta and taken as a prize
to Key West. The government, however, ordered her im
mediate release, as the State Dppartment had promised the
Frpnph embassy to give her a safe conduct, a fact unknown
on the blockade line. Thus the danger of arousinp; French

(608)
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antagonism was averted. One of the amusing features of
the chase for Spanish prizes was the capture of the steamship
Panama by the little Mangrove. The Panama was trying to
run the blockade and had a valuable cargo. The },fangrove
happened to fall in w~th her, and the ridiculous thing about
it was that the Pa1wma's guns were supertor to those of the
Mangrove, but the lat'ter's commander boldly dashed in and
the Spaniard surrendered without firing a shot. At about the
same time the Argonauta, a Spanish ship with supplies, 100
soldiers, and General de Corlejo and staff, was captured while
trying to run the blockade at Cienfuegos by the Nashville.

Many of the American vessels had acquired such a ,con
tempt for Spanish gunnery from such exhibitions of it as they
had seen that they somewhat recklessly ran within close range
of sonte of the fortifications, and as our sailors were brave and
eager for action which should distinguish them they welcomed
any orders which would take them into the linc of dangcr.
One of the tasks devolving upon the blockading fleet as well
as upon some of the scouting vessels was the cutting of the
various cables which afforded Havana communication with
Madrid and the other Cuban ports. In pursuance of this ob
ject, an attempt was made on the 11th of May to cut the cables
running out of the harbor of Cienfuegos on the south coast to
Santiago, which was connected with European lines, an attempt
which resulted in the first loss of life among American forces.

The vessels in the neighborhood of Cienfuegos were the
cruiser Marblehead, Captain :McCalla commanding, the gun
boat Nashville, and the converted revenue cutter lVindom.
This blockading station had been a quiet one, except for an
occasional brush with some Spanish gunboats when venturing
down towards the mouth of the harbor, but they always quickly
retired when fired upon. Commander McCalla instructed
Lieutenant Anderson of his command to call for volunteers to
cut the cable carlyon the morning ot the 11th, and practically
the whole of the crews of both the Marblehead and the N ash
ville, to which the call was confined, expressed an eagerness
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to undertake the service, even after a warning that it would be
especially dangerous.

"I want you men to understand," said the lieutenant,
" that you are not ordered to do this work, and do not have to
unless you want til."

But they did want to and, in the end, the lieutenant had
the pick of the men on both ships. A cutter containing twelve
men and a steam launch containing six were manned from
ooch ship and a guard of marines and men to man the 1

pound guns of the launches were put on board. In the mean
time the Jfarblehead took a position 1,000 yards off shore op
posite the Colorado Point lighthouse, which is on the east
side of the narrow entrance to Cienfuegos's harbor and just
to the east of the cable landing, and with the Nashville a little
further to the west began shelling the beach, which at that
point is low and covered with a dense growth of high grass and
weeds. The lighthouse stands on' an elevation hehind which,
hidden in the long grass, were known to be a iarA'e number of
rifle pits, and some masked machine and I-pound guns. These
the Spaniards deserted as fast as the ships' fire reached them,
and, as their answering fire slackened and died out, the boats
were ordered in shore.

Advancing in double column, the launches under Lieu
tenant Anderson and Ensign McGruder of the N ashrille went
ahead with their sharpshooters and gunners looking eagerly for
targets, and were followed by the cutters with the grapplin?;
irons out, their men peering into the greE'D watE'r for a sight
of the cable. At a distance of 200 feet from shore the launches
stopped, and the cutters worked ahead, covE'rE'd as far as pos8i
ble by the launches. The first cable was picked up about
ninety feet off shore, but no sooner had the work of cutting it
begun than the Spanish fire was renewed, the soldiers skulking
back to their deserted rifle pits and rapid-fire guns through the
high grass. The launches replied to this fire, and the fire from
the ships quickened. But, though the Spanish fire slackened
momentarily, every now and then it became stronger.
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The men in the boats succeeded in cutting the first cable
and coolly proceeded to grapple for the next. Meantime, the
Spaniards were firing low in an evident endeavor to sink the
cutters, but many of their shots fell short. The second cable
was finally grappled. Several men were kept at the oars to
hold the cutters in position, and the first man wounded in the
fire was one of these. Noone else in the boat knew it, how-.
ever, till he fainted in his seat from loss of blood. Others
took the cue from this and there was never a groan or com
plaint from the two boats as the bullets, coming thicker and
faster, began to bite the flesh every now and then. The men
simply possessed themselves in patience and went on with their
work with not even the satisfaction of being able to return the
Spanish fire. But the marines in the stern of the boat kept
their guns busy. Again and again they expressed approval
as the living targets tlteir sights had covered dropped. •

Thc second cable was finally cut, and the third, a smaller
one, was grappled and hoisted to the surface. The fire of the
Spaniards had reached its maximum; it was estimated that
1,000 rifles and guns were speaking, and the men who handled
them grew incautious and exposed themselves here and there.

" L se shrapnel," came thc signal for the ships, and then
can aftpr can exploded over the Spaniards, who broke and
ran to cover, a sort of fortification l)('hind the lighthouse, and
to this place they dragged a number of the machine guns and
again opcned fire on the cutters. This fire could not be an
swered so well from the launches, and the encouraged Span
iards fired the more rapidly. Man after man in the boats was
hit, but not one let a sound ('Scape him. Like silent machines
they worked, grimly hacking and tparing at the third cable.
For a half-hour they had worked on it, hut the fire from behind
the lighthouse was becoming too deadly, and, reluctantly, at
I.ieutenant Anderson's signal, the cable was dropped and the
boats retreated.

The work had lasted two hours and a half, two men lay
dead in the cutters, two were fatally wounded, and four seri-
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ously so. The loss among the Spaniards was much greater.
As the boats withdrew, the Windom was ordered in to shell the
lighthouse, which had not been fired on before according to the
usages of international law, though it had been used as a shelter
by the Spaniards. The revenue boat's rapid-fire guns quickly
riddled it, and soon a shell from a 4-inch gun struck it fair and
~oppled it over. With the collapse of their protection the
Spaniards scampered away to escape the screaming shrapnel.

On the day following, or the day on which Admiral Samp
son was shelling the forts of San Juan, a similar and somewhat
more bloody engagement occurred on the opposite side of the
Cuban coast. In the bay of Cardenas there were three Span
ish gunboats, which the Americans hoped to capture, but their
commanders carefully kept them out of reach within the
harbor. On the 8th the torpedo boat W in.slow had be~n

ordered to steam in and, if possible, entice the gunboats within
reach of the "Gnited States gunboat };fachias. The little tor
pedo boat steamed boldly into the channel, where the Machia.s,
drawing more water, could not go, and succeeded in rousing
one of the Spanish gunboats, whereupon the Winslow hurried
back, followed by the Spaniard. At the same time the enemy
at the signal station on Chalupa Key, thinking an opportunity
was o±TeTed for overcoming !he two American vessels signaled
to two other gunboats to come out. The little Winslow fired
sixty rounds from h('r I-pounders and succeeded in getting one
of the Spanish gunboats far enough out so that the ~Machias

hit her with a 6-pounder. This was too much for the courage
of the Spaniards, amI they put back into the harbor, while
from the shore a small submarine mine was exploded near the
torpedo boat, but not sufficiently near to do any damage.

But this little affair whetted the appetites of the Americans
for a better chance at the gunboats, and plans were laid to force
them out. The Spaniards, evidently mistrusting that the at
tempt would be made, laid traps of their own, by placing con
cealed batteries along- the shore of the entrance at night, while
the operation could not be discovered by the blockading fleet.
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Early on the morning of the 12th, while the Winslow was
coaling from the gunboat Wilmington, Commander Merry of
the Machias, the senior officer of the station, conferred with
the other officers as to cutting out the Spanish gunboats, and
the Winslow, with the revenue cutter IIudson, was ordered
to sound the little-used channel between the Romero and
Blanco Keys. The other channels into the harbor were knowll
to be mined, but this third was sounded and dragged, and
found to be safe and deep enough for all except the Machias.
When this was reported to the lVilmi1lgton it was resolved to
make the attempt in the afternoon. Therefore, at about one
o'clock the three vessels started up the bay, the Winslow to
the east, the Wilmington in the center, and the Hudson to
the west. When about a mile and a half from the city one of
the Spanish gunboats could be plainly seen lying alongside
the wharf amid a lot of shipping.

The lV inslow was ordered by Commander Todd of the
Wilmington to nm in and cut out this gunboat with the
heavier guns of the other American vessels to protect her from
the distance. So Lieutenant Rernadou of the Winslow ordered
his little vessel ahead, while the Hudson followed some dis
tance behind. There was no thought of real dan~er, for no
batteries were supposed to exist at that point. When within
2,000 yards of the longed-for prize the men on the Winslow
noticed bobbing about them a number of red buoys which
were supposed to mark the channel, but in reality they were
range buoys which had been put there for the guidance of the
masked batteries on a jutting point a little to the left of where
the Spanish gunboats lay, and suddenly these guns, six 10
pounders, opened fire.

The gallant little crew on the Winslow were taken entirely
by surprise. The very first shot struck among the buoys ncar
them, and the next went through the bow of the boat, settin~

a paint locker on fire. Then they came thick and fast, churn
ing the water about them into a foam.

The Spanish trap had cau~ht its victim; the decoy gun-
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boat had lured the brave little fighter to the very point where
the Spaniards had deliberately calculated the range. It was
then a fight to the death, and the three little I-pounders of the
torpedo boat, whose steel shell was but a quarter of an inch
thick, began to pour their missiles into the shore and into the
gunboat, which had also opened fire ahead of them.

But it was a sadly unequal contest. Again and again
shells crashed into the little Winslow. One went through the
top of the forward conning tower, a fragment or a splinter
striking the brave commander of the little craft just below
the groin in the right leg. He tied a towel about the wound
and went on with his duties. Another shell cut the wheel
ropes, and knocked the wheel from the helmsman's hands.
At that moment a water-tender came up from below and re
ported that a shell had pierced the forward boiler. It had ex
ploded in the boiler, destroyed seventy of the tubes, thrown
open the doors, and filled the boiler-room with steam and dust.
Steam was already pouring from the hatches, and the men
were coming up from below. Another shot wrecked the port
engine. Others struck the deck, cut steampipes, went through
the smoke pipe, and disabled the forecastle gun. But the
brave men kept firing away with their remaining I-pounders.
Help was coming, for the Hudson was steaming ahead at full
speed, and the Wilmington's 4-inch guns were dropping shells
into the murderous battery ashore.

So far, although the Winslow had been completely dis
abled, not a man had been killed in the terrible rain of shot and
shell. Amidships near the ammunition stand was Ensign Bag
ley calling down to the engineer to back and go ahead with
the one remaining engine in an effort to spoil the Spanish aim.
All the electrical contrivances had been wrecked, so orders
had to go by word of mouth, while the screeching shells were
filling the air about them. By the ensign were standing a
half-dozen of his crew. Then came the fatal shell. It struck
the hooe reel on the deck a little aft of midship, glanced, and
explodE'd. The Hudson was then so close that her crew
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could plainly hear the words of the brave men as they went to
their death.

"Save me! Save me! " shouted one poor fellow, whose
face was partly torn away, as he staggered back and nearly fell
into the sea. Someone reached an arm to him, caught him
by a leg, pulled him back, and laid him on the deck dead. En
sign Bagley threw his hands into the air, tottered forward,
and fell against the signal mast, around which he clasped his
ann and sank slowly down in a heap. They did not know he
was dead until they went to carry him below.

Two others were killed outright, an oiler and fireman.
Two others, a fireman and a cook, were so badly injured that
they died within an hour. They had come up on deck to see
the fight. Had they staid below, they might have escaped.

The IIudson had by this time reached a position to extend
aid to the Winslow. Her gunners were doing nobly, indeed,
while in that trying position endeavoring to get the Winslow
out, her guns fired 135 rounds in a half-hour. Barring a few
scratches, none of her men were hurt, though the water about
them was continually lashed by shells. " Every man and boy
on board," said one of the IIudson's ~unners afterwards,
" acted with coolness, and placed each shot just ri~ht, until the
time when tryin~ to get the Winslow in tow, and the fatal shot
fell in the group about Ensign Bagley. Then they cried and
yelled, and the way the shells flew into the guns was terrible.
It was a wonder the shell man's hands were not cut off by the
way ~o. 2 threw the breech lock in and out. The gun became
so hot it could not be touched. Cartridges began to jamb,
and they were pushed in by main strength."

A long line was thrown from the IIudson to the Winslow
and made fast, hut the latter hein~ disabled would not tow
easily, and as the [[1Ulson hacked away the line parted. An
other line was made fast after twenty minutes' work, under the
constant fire of the enemy. This line held, hut still the
lVinslow would not tow because she could not be steered, and
at last the IIudson made fast alongside.
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Though crippled and bloody, the little torpedo boat was
still able to fight, and, with flag flying, and her two remaining
guns puffing away at the enemy, she was dragged away. The
Hudson was fighting fiercely as she had been all the time.
The bravery of her captain and crew in rescuing the Winslow
from her perilous position was unsurpassed even by that of
the men on the torpedo boat.

The Wilmington, in the meantime, had played havoc with
the city of Cardenas. By the time the smaller vessels were in
safety, the town along the shore was o~ fire; the Spanish
gunboats also caught fire, and soon the shore batteries ceased
to answer the Wilmington's guns. Many of their guns were
wrecked and the-ir artillerymen were killed.

When the firing ceased, Lieutenant Bernadou signaled to
the Wilmington. " Many killed and wounded. Send boat."

A surgeon at once put off in a boat and took the wounded
into it. Among them was the cook, terribly mutilated, but
brave, and while his comrades were-rowing him across the bay
from one ilhip to the other, he died with these last words:
" Tell them I died like a man."

Another wounded man died soon after, being put aboard
the Wilmington. Of the cre~ of twenty-one men, five were
killed and five were wounded.

·While aU this was going on in the bay, the Machias was
knocking to pieces the signal station on Diana Key, where
there was a blockhouse and a smaU battery. This was two
miles southwest of where the ve!Sels entered the bay. The
Spaniards fled to the mainland and Commander Merry sent a
boat crew ashore on the key, and, having searched the block
house and found a quantity of arms and some official papers

. of the Spanish commandant, they set it on fire. The Ameri
can flag was unfurled from the key and remained there un
disturbed.

The Spanish reports, of course, claimed the day as a vic
tory, and the Cardenas garrison was warmly congratulated by
Blanco and eulogized at Madrid. The usual complaint was
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made as to the town being' fired on without a notice, but in
this case the fire was abundantly justified. Notwithstanding
the loss of life and the damage to the Winslow, it was really au
American victory, for the Spanish gunboats were disabled by
the fire, and one of them was made a hopeless wreck.

The lesson of the day was a rather wholesome one, in that
it made the blockading fleet more cautious. Torpedo boats
were not intended to run in under the heavy guns of hostile
shores, and there had already been much criticism of the un
necessary daring displayed by the commanders of these frail
craft about Cuban shores. After some of the larger vessels
were withdrawn from the blockade about the north shore to
join Admiral Sampson in his cruise to Puerto Rico) the Span.
ish gunboats at Cardenas had become venturesome in the face
of the smaller craft left. They had interfered with the re
connoitering of the United States vessels, and it was thought
that their capture or destruction would be of decided benefit.
This was happily accomplished by a brave, but bloody, deed.

During the second week in Mayan attempt was made to
put a large quantity of arms and ammunition into the hands of
the insurgents, one of our daring army officers having secretly
made his way to the insurgent headquarte'rs and arranged for
a meeting place. The expedition sailed in the steamer Gussie,
under Captain Dorst, with two companies of United States
regulars, and a landing place was made west of Cardenas bay
under the protection of the gunboats. Evidently, the Span
ish forces had received warning of the expedition, for when
our soldiers landed a lively fight ensued, and the enemy were
driven back with considerable 108s, while our soldiers were un
injured. But the insurgents failed to put in an appearance,
and our forces finally re-embarked and returned to Key 'Vest.
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CHASING CERVERA'S FLEET - DAYS OF EXCITEMENT AND
UNCERTAINTY - SAMPSON AND SCHLEY AT KEY WEST
AND CERVERA AT SANTIAGO.

Cervera Raises another Question for the Strategists - Schley Receives Or
ders to Leave Hampton Roads- Cervera Reported at Cu~oa-He
Seeks Coal and Supplies - Sampson a Day's Sail from Santiago - .More
Days of Uncertainty - Cervera and Sampson Both Sailing in the Same
Direction - Sampson and Schley Arrive at Key West and Cervera at
Santiago - Cervera's Luck as a Dodger - How He Entered Santiago
while our Scouts Were Away-Schley Hurries to the South Coast of
Cuba- Unaware of Cervera's Arrival at Santiago -Schley Prepares to
Attack Cervera at Cienfuegos- Finds Cervera is not There and Pushes
on to Santiago - Doubt 8Il to Whether Cervera is Really There
Sampson TUl"lls Back- Schley Steams up before Santiago.

T HE authentic infonnation that Oervera's ships were in
the waters of :Martinique settled for the time the
question of where he was, but raised another as to

what port he was bound for. How soon this country would
have received information of his arrival in the 'Vest Tndips
had not Oaptain Cotton's auxiliary cruiser, the IIarvard, in
jured her machinery and put in to a :Martinique port for re
pairs is uncertain, but as it was the United States did not r£L
ceive official information till some hours after Oervera had
taken on board some required supplies and a full complement
of advices and departed. Although Oaptain Ootton's dispatch
was delayed for some reason for twenty-four hours, it was
offiC'ially denied by the French government of that island that
it had heen unfairly detained. The problem prpsented by
Oaptain's Ootton's dispatch, which arrived near midnight of
the 12th, constituted a very fmwinating strategic puzzle. and
the navy strategists were credited with a rather sleepless night.

(818)
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"1'0 the best of their information, Admiral Sampson was
cooling his guns somewhere off San Juan, which is about 520
miles from Martinique, 1,100 from Havana, and 700 from
Santiago. Commodore Schley was still in Hampton Roads,
where he had' been impatiently waiting with steam up for
nearly a month; he was over !,OOO miles from the Cuban coast
and about 1,000 miles further from Martinique than Sampson;
Commodore \Vatson was about Havana and the other block
aded ports of Cuba with the smaller unarmored craft which
Sampson had left him, and which was no match for Cervera's
armored cruisers and large guns.

The general opinion of the naval strategists was that Cer
vera had left Martinique with the intention of either proceed
ing along the southern route to Cuba, putting in at Santiago
or Cicnfuegos, hoping to catch some of the weaker blockading
vessels there, or of moving through the Windward Passage be
tween Cuba and the isl,and of Haiti to strike the blockading
fleet on the northern coast of Cuba. It was not thought that
he would run to San Juan, though he, doubtless, would have
done so had he n~t heard of Sampson. Cervera's ships were
all fast and hampered only by the torpedo-boat destroyers,
which might have to stop to be coaled, and it was calculated
that he could probably reach Cienfuegos by the evening of
the 15th, or the blockading vessels on the north by the morning
of the 16th. He might reach Santiago the 14th, but little
thought was given to that port. Admiral Sampson's fleet was,
on the other hand, slow, unless he should leave the monitors
behind. As Cervera had already started and would be nearly
two days out before the government had the good fortune to
get word to Sampson, it was not probable that the latter would
catch Cervera unless he happened to run upon him. Schley's
squadro~ hardly deserved the name of flying squadron, as it
was hampered by the battleship M a8sachusetts, which could
make but about thirteen knots an hour, but it might reach the
north coast of Cuba at about the time Cervera would arrive

r- there, supposing that was his purpose.
I
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In this state of affairs, the authorities promptly abandoned
the plan for the immediate dispatch of a large expedition to
Cuba. As that had been hurried forward on the supposition
that Cervera had returned to Cadiz, there was a good reason
fo; not hurrying when the Spaniard was somewhere in the
'Vest Indies, and neither American squadron was near Cuba.
Early on the morning of the 13th Sampson's dispatch from
St. Thomas telling of the San Juan bombardment and of the
non-appearance of Cervera there reached the naval board,
which immediately returned to the waiting Yale information
of the appearance of Cervera, who might at that moment be
steaming through the Caribbean within 200 miles of Sampson.
'With this startling information and instructions the Yale
hunied back after Sampson's squadron, which was well oft
the coast of Haiti. Early that same morning sailing orders
were sent to Commodore Schley, whose sailors jumped with
joy when told that their long idleness was over, and that even
ing, the 13th, the squadron was off sou'thward with instructions
to call the government up at Charlestpn. Then the govern
ment waited with the most intense interest and some anxiety
while the problem was figured out in various ways by the
people of the country. " Extras" appeared with rumors of
big battles and heavy cannonading heard at sea, but for some
hours the public was in complete ignorance, not simply as to
Cervera's whereabouts, but as to those of Sampson and Schle.v.

Assuminp: that ('('rvera had been fully informed at Marti
nique of the location of the American squadrons, his best policy
would seem to have b~en to have sailed direct for either San
tiago or Havana, the latter if he had been disposed to inflict
any damage on our blockading fleet while the armored vessels
of the United States were away. 'With a start of over 200
miles he would have stood a fair chance to have broken the
blockadp ahout Havana, and even if S<'hle5' caught llim in the
act of hreaking it, Cervera had four armored ships to Schley's
three. If the Spanish admiral was informed of the speed of
Sampson's squadron he must have seen that his chances of
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getting through the Windward Pasaage before Sampson could
arrive there were excellent. But Cervera's movements were
evidently directed from :Madrid and it was the apparent pur
pose of the Spanish government to as long as possible post
pone the operations of the L"nited States against Havana by
diverting attention to other points till the rainy season· ap
proached, for in that season the difficulties of offensive action
were greatly increased, while the advantages of defen~ve

action were correspondingly increased. On the other hand, the
United States authorities desired to prevent Cervera from
getting under the strong guns of Havana.

'Vhatever his purpose or the purpose of his government,
Cervera was on the 14th reported at the Dutch island of
Cura~ao, which is about 500 miles further west than Marti
nique, but three degrees further south, indeed, it is about fifty
miles from the coast of Venezuela. On the same day Samp
son, returning westward along the north coast of Haiti, and
making the best time possible, paving left the monitors behind,
sent the torpedo boat Porter into the harbor of Puerto Plata,
San Domingo, for news, but the govCi"nment not being certain
then as to the location of Cervera, the Porter put in the next
day at Cape Haitien, about a hundred miles further westward.
By this time the reports were that Cervera's ships were surely
and still at Cura~ao taking on coal and supplies.

On the evening of the same day Schley's fleet arrived off
Charleston, S. C., or less than half the distance ~om Hampton
Roads to Havana. Running into a fog soon after departing,
the squadron had made but nine knots. Dispatches had been
sent to him at Charleston and were taken out to him on a
revenue cutter, so that there was a delay of only an hour, and
as night fell the squadron was cruising on southward.

It was certain by this time that Cervera could not reach
. Commodore Watson's fleet about Havana before Commodore

Schley did. Assuming that Cervera intended to make for a
Cuban port, it was calculated that he. could hardly cruise
through the Windward Passage to the north coast without
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being in danger of encountering Sampson, and he could hardly
pass westward through the Yucatan channel without encoun
tering Schley, though it was possible for him to pass either
fleet at some distance away without being detected, even
though both American commanders made the best use of their
scouts.

It seems to be clear that Cervera's fleet was in a bad way;
at least he desired to pick up all the coal and supplies he could
before making for a Cuban port. He had asked permission
from the Dutch governor to bring his whole fleet into the
harbor for coal and provisions. The L nitcd States consul
had protested, though in doubt at first, considering that it
might be best to allow them to come in while 'Vashington had
a longer time to plan the capture. The governor had finally
decided that he would allow two of the vessels to come in for
necessary provisions, and at noon of the 14th the},faria Teresa
and the "Vizcaya dropped anchor in the harbor. The other
vessels were two and a half miJes out.

The consul set about learning all he could concerning the
condition of the Spanish squadron, and heard that they were
so short of rations that the officers had been living on beans for
four days, and the crew had been put on half rations. The
vessels stood very high out of the water, indicating that they
were short of coal. The torpedo-boat destroyer Terror had
been left behind at :Martinique for repairs.

The Spanish officers started at once to get in all the coal
and provisions they could, but all the fuel to be had was 300
tons of slack coal, condemned by the Dutch government, and
it had been lying there for about two years waiting for a pur
chaser. They took this and an enormous stock of provisions,
all to the value of $16,000, which they were required to pay
in gold or drafts on London. All day Sunday they worked
loading up. Towards night a cable dispatch was received by
the Spanish officers, and they began to make preparations for
immediate departure. They got away at 6 o'clock in an evi
dent hurry, for they left two lighter loads of coal and some
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provisions they had purchased behind. They left behind also
a story that they were bound for Puerto Rico. It transpired
afterwards, according to Admiral Cervera's reports, that this
cablegram came from General Blanco, ordering Cervera to
hurry at once to the port of Santiago. Apparently alarmed
by the approach of Schley's squadron, Blanco considered San
tiago the best port for Cervera to hide in while taking on sup
plies. Cervera thought otherwise and disliked the order.

On the same day, therefore, and indeed at about the same
hour, that Sampson left Cape Haitien westward, and Schley
left Charleston southward, Cervera left Cura~oa, and, accord
ing to reports, westward. Thus Sampson was about 500 miles
from Cervera; Schley about 1,500. Sampson and Schley
were each about 600 miles from Havana; 'Cervera nearer 1,000.
Cervera was about 600 miles from Santiago; Sampson only
about 200, and Schley considerably over 1,000 by either
route. The Oregon, though well-nigh forgotten in the ex
citement of the moment, 'was actually about where Cervera
had heen four days before, off the Windward Islands.
The public had the impression, and naturally so from this
arrangement, that Schley was simply going to the relief of the
blockading squadron, the danger to which had been greatly
lessened by Cervera's trip to Cura~oa, while Sampson, who had
been looking for Cervera for two weeks, and wa!" now so near
him, would with little difficulty find the Spaniard and have
his desired encounter.

Had Sampson sailed westward a day through the Wind
ward Passage along the south coast of Santiago province, and
there quietly dropped his anchor and waited, Cervera would
have come sailing direC'tly into his presence. But Sampson
appears to have been of the opinion that Cervera intended to
make for Havana, and that if he was to have the honor of
measuring guns with him he should make haste hack for those
waters which he had left a fortnight before, in the hopes of
meeting Cervera at Puerto Rico. Moreover, in his fruitless
cnIise he had nearly exhausted his coal.

37
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If Cervera's immediate destination had been Havana, how
ever, he would hardly have lost the opportunity he had of reach
ing there before either of the American squadrons could have
prevented. It was strongly suspected that one of Cervera's
objects was to land munitions of war for General Blanco, but
this he could accomplish by running into Cienfuegos on the
south coast, and joined by rail;oad with Havana. But, as
already related, the cable at Cienfuegos had been cut on the
11th, and that left Santiago as the most available point for him
to touch for further advices from Madrid. It would have
been natural to suppose, therefore, that he would, on leaving
Curat;oa, at least look in at Santiago, although Sampson had

. his magnificent fighting ships within a day's sail of that
port.

Then "followed four days of the most exciting uncertainty
and rumors of battles. The government advised all its con
sular offices in \Vest Indian and South American ports to make
every investigation possible and report at once any information
of the Spanish squadron. Scouts were sent to watch different
ports. Admiral Sampson was supposed by some to be lying
in wait in the Windward Passage. Schley was supposed to be
hurrying about the western end of Cuba to guard the Yucatan
channel.

As a matter of fact, both Cervera and Sampson were sailing
in the same direction - to the northwest, with Cervera's bows
pointed towards Sampson's sterns. On the 17th, while Cer
vera was in the middle of the Caribbean, Sampson was in the
Old Bahama Channel off the north coast of Cuba. On the
18th, when Cervera was sailing between Jamaica and Haiti,
Sampson had reached the blockade fleet, where all was well,
and the Oregon and her consorts were plowing their way west
ward off Haiti, where Sampson had been five days before.
On the afternoon of the 19th Sampson arrived off Key West,
where he found Sehlpy, who had arrived from the north that
morning-. On the 19th ali;:iQ Cervera sent the following
message to Madrid:
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CERVERA.

SANTIAGO, 19.

This morning I have, without incident, entered this port, accompanied
by the squadron.

Had' Madrid made a shrewd use of this information, by
earefully keeping it a state secret, it is impossible to say when
Cervera would have been found. Owing to the conditions of
the harbor of Santiago, it was impossible for a ship on the out
side to have any idea of what was inside. Cervera had entered
a blind pocket unobserved by the enemy, and, if Madrid had
kept still, our ships, having not the slightest clue to his where
abouts, might have sailed around the whole Cuban coast and
been none the wiser, until, possibly, Cervera saw his oppor
tunity to slip out. But the fact that he had been able to get
into a Cuban port without incident was considered at Madrid
as too good news to keep. The Minister of Marine immedi
ately called at the residence of Sagasta, and then at the palace
to lay the dispatch before the Queen Regent; but her Majesty
had retired, and the news was conveyed to her by the Infanta
Isabel. The Queen at once dispatched her congratulations
to Cervera, and the whole proceeding was given the greatest
publieity.

\Vhile there was much less cause for rejoicing over Cer
v('ra's taetics, as the 'Madrid authorities seemed to suppose, his
remarkable ma~euverscould not fail to put Admiral Sampson's
trip to Puerto Rico in a somewhat ridiculous light, whether
advised by the strate~y board or by Sampson himself. Samp
son had steamed about 1,150 miles to meet Cervera, who had
arriv('d on tim(', but a little south of the rendezvous we had
antieipat('d, and then Sampson had steamed 1,150 miles back,
covering as many miles, therefore, as Cervera had in crossing
the ocean from the Oape Verde Islands. He had emptied his
coal bunkers and bombarded San .Juan.

Thp naval strate~ists, who had become somewhat sensitive
over the th011~htl('ss eriticisms of their eonduet, were not ,;nre
whether .they should be pleased or otherwi~ with Cervera's
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alleged appearance in Santiago. They could not fail to be a
little nervous over his possible escape from that place as soon
as he had coaled, for with nearly all the American naval vpssels
at the other end of Cuba, Cervera had ample opportunity to
make another quick movement with his fleet ships, and be out
of reac~ of either Sampson or Schley before either could get
to Santiago. The opinion still prevailed that he would en
deavor to come .to Havana's relief, possibly by sending muni
tions from Cienfuegos, or, probably, by watching his cbance
to steam direct to Havana.

It could hardly be said that Cervera's movements were
skillful, for he certainly ran the risk of meeting the enemy.
He could have had no good reason for supposing that Sampson,
who was so near to Santiago, would, by the time he reached
those waters, be 1,000 miles away. However inconsequential
the Caribbean Sea may look upon the map, it is a large place
to dodge in or even to miss a foe in, whether anxious to meet
him or not. Cervera, at this stage, was blessed with a rounded
measure of good fortune, as may be seen from the fact that he
arrived at Santiago at just the time when he could slip in with
out being observed by our scouts.

The cruiser St. Low's, which, under command of Captain
Goodrich, had been scouting about West Indian waters since
:May 1st, had met Admiral Sampson on the 14th, while he was
hurrying westward off Haiti, and, receiving orders, had arrived
off Santiago on the 18th, ,vithout any intimation that Cervera's
four armored cruisers were at that time pointed for the same
port and not a day's sail away. The;~. Louis's orders were
to cut the cable conn~cting Santiago and Jamaica. She began
the seareh with the armed tug W ompatuc7c, commanded by
l,ieutenant Jungen, who had escaped from the 1[aine disaster,
at about six o'clock on the evening of the 18th, gradually
working nearer the forts at the mouth of the harbor, expect
ing' ('very moment to draw their fire. About noon, having
fP!lcllf'd a po~ition Ip~~ than"two miles from ~{orro, the grapnel
caught the cable, and the Spaniards seem to have. then dis-
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covered the purpose of the Americans, for a battery on Morro
opened fire, which was returned by the St. Louis's 6-pounders.
The engagement became quite fierce and the St. Louis was
in some danger of the fire from a mortar battery which her
~ms could not reach; but, fortunately, the cable was brou~ht

up and cut in time to allow them to get away uninjured, and
that night she steamed off eastward to cut the cable frolll
Guantanamo, about thirty miles east of Santiago, to ~Iole St.
Nicholas, Haiti, a work at which Commander Goodrich was
engaged when Cervera slipped into Santiago, and this gave
rise to the Spanish report, so joyously received at Madrid, that
the American warships had disappeared on Cervera's approach.
Had the St. Louis and the little Wompatuck loitered about
Santia~o a few hours longer they would have had early infor
mation of the whereabouts of Cervera, and possibly more than
they could have successfully carried away, in view of their
lack ·of armor and their inferior guns, though they were com
manded by skillful and vigilant officers.

Acting upon th!3 news of Cervera's arrival at Santiago, the
IIarvard, which had run into Martinique to repair her ma
chinery, thereby giving to Washington the first official infor
mation of Cervera's appearance on this side, as already related,
was ordered to go at once to Santiago and watch for the possible
departure of the Spanish fleet, so that the government might
be informed at once of the fact and his probable course, though
the government was by no means sure that Cervera was actu
ally there or even that he had been there, the sources of in
formation being so far entirely Spanish; indeed, as soon as the
government at Madrid perceived that our naval board were
proceeding to work on the supposition that Cervera was at
Santiago, fresh batches of Spanish reports began to arrive, re
ports that Cervera had departed, that he had been sighted off
Costa Rica and even that he had not been at Santiago at all.
Nothing was wanting to make it one of the most uncertain
and excitin~ problems of naval strategy, entirely without pre
cedent. in history, and, if anything were lacking to give the
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finishing touch to the exciting mystery, it was the remarkably
varying reports of the movements of the American squadron
under the stress of enterprising journalism hampered by the
censorship at the convenient cable stations.

When Sampson arrived at Key 'West on the 19th he found
Sehley throwing coal into his ships with all the haste possible.
..:\S his flying squadron approached Key West he had pieked
up orders which had been hurried out to him from Washing
ton to prepare with all haste for an immediate cruise. Big
flag ship Brooklyn plit at full speed and quickly came to an
anchorage and began to take in coal at a rate which astonished
en'n the veterans along the shore. Soon after came thp
Texas, Massachusetts, and the torpedo boat Scorpion of hi"
squadron - all for coal in a hurry. K 0 dispatches tclling of
these sudden movements were, of course, allowed to pass the
censor, and the public outside of Key West were in entire ignor
ance of them, while even the sailors had no idea of where they
were going, unless it were to reinforce Sampson, who was sup
posed to be after the enemy somewhere in the Caribbean. But
while they were speeulating they were surprised to see Samp
son's flagship New Y01·k come rushing into the harbor, also
after coal, and the Admiral was so impatient that he sent back
the Dupont to hurry in the laggards of his squadron. When
the last of Sampson's ships dropped anchor, the first of SC'hley'g
pointf'd out for the Cuban coast and vanished in the gathering
darknf'ss.

Rut it should be understood that Schley did not know
when he sailed that Cervera had reached Santiago. That in
formation had been reported late in the day, reached 'Vash
ington soon after Schley had departed in the expeetation that
he would most probably find Cervera at Cienfuegos, and in
the hope that he might find him eruising into the Yucatan
C'hannel, and tllPre sf'ttle whieh was the best man.

Admiral Sampson, having now the information whiC'h
Sc·hle,v did not pOSSf'SS, again prepared some of his ships
for ftc,tion, and departed with them to the blockade line in
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front of Havana, where he spent the 21st and 22d in reassem
bling his fleet, which came in one by one, starting some of the
slower ones on ahead for another cruise eastward. In order
to receive the latest news from 'Vashington he waited till
Monday morning when, with his fleeter vessels, he started on
after those he had sent ahead. During the night the fleet
came up to the monitol'B Puritan and Miantonomoh, and two
torpedo boats which had been sent on ahead, and later in the
day others joined, so that it was an imposing array of fighting
vessels which lined into the Old Bahama Channel. In the
central group, with the flagship New York, were the Indiana,
Puritan, Miantonomoh, and the torpedo boats; a flying divis
ion, composed of the cruisers New Orlfans, Montgomery, and
Marblehead, formed a group two miles to the north, while the
gunboats Newport, Vicksburg, and Wasp steamed along on
the south, and the Wilmington and Machias in the rear.

:Meanwhile, Schley, still without any information that
Cervera had been reported at Santiago, was making his way
around by the longer route through the Yucatan channel,
expecting to meet the Spaniard at any moment. Guns were
loaded and the men slept at their stations. - The east end of
Cuba was sighted on the afternoon of the 20th, and shortly
afterwards, while bearing through the channel, the squadron
felt sure the enemy was at hand. Men were sent to quarters,
and the ships were cleared, but the vessels turned out to be
friendly~ As the squadron approached Cienfuegos carlyon
Sunday morning, Commodore Schley signaled" We will block
ade Cienfnegos. Have steam up to-night and be ready for
anything. Do not know if enemy is in port."

.Just as the flagship passed t~e promontory at the entrance
to the harbor, the rest of tile squadron being about two miles
off, five shots were fired from the shore. They were appar
ently rifle shots, but the commodore signaled to clear for im
mediate action. Everything movable went overboard to the
!;harks, gnns were manned, and up went the battleflag-s. Ent
as the ~qlladron swung by the month of the harbor, nothing
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could be seen from the foretops but the masts of three sailing
vessels imd the gray funnel of a steamer. A small coast
steamer came out towards the mouth of the harbor, but
quickly turned and hurried back out of sight. Somewhat dis
appointed, the vessels swung out from the coast, the men were
dismissed from the guns, and the battleflags were hauled down.
The commodore was not disposed to waste any ammunition in
bombardments unless the Spanish :fleet were really there.

Whether there or not, Schley could not make cer
tain by a simple reconnoiter, for the topography of Cienfuegos
is somewhat similar to that of Santiago. Both harbors have
long, narrow entrances, protected by high land, and a whole
fleet can lie in the inner harbor and be invisible from the out
side. But Schley determined to make sure, and found a way
to communicate with some Cubans ashore on the' following
day. The result was that by the 24th he was satisfied, though

. disappointed, that Cervera was not there. He dispatched a
vessel to the nearest cable station to inform Washington, and
headed his ships for Santiago.

Meanwhile, the swift St. Paul, which, having arrived at
Key ·West on the 18th, in advance of either Schley's or Samp
son's squadrons, and having received orders there to proceed
to Cape Haitien, had on the way picked up the Yale, and to
gether they reached the cape on the 21st, where the St. Paul
was ordered to hurry to Santiago to watch for the possible
escape of Cervera from Santiago, that is, if he were there.
Reaching the wateril off Santiago, she fell in with the Harvard,
which had arrived there shortly after Cervera without seein~

him, and the Minneapo7is, which had been cruising about the
Caribbean for several days with similar results. For the next
four days, or from the 22d to' the 26th, they cruised about the
mouth of the harbor hoping to catch a glimpse of what was
within, sometimes running in close, and again running far out
to sea in the hopes that the Spaniard, if he were there, would
he hold enough to show himself. But all their maneuvers
were apparently in vain. They could only assure themselves
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that if Cervera had gone in there he had not come out while
they were there.

As soon as the Washington strategists learned that Schley
was approaching Santiago on the south, while Sampson, they
were aware, must be about the same distance away on the north,
they appear to have become alarmed over the fact that pretty
much the whole strength of the fighting navy was concentrat
ing on the eastern end of the island, when they had not the
slightest official assurance that Cervera was there at all. The
government was not disposed to put any credence in Spanish
reports after the Cadiz rumor, and felt anything but sure that
the reserve Spanish squadron, under Camara, which had been
reported so perSistently at Cadiz by Spanish advices, might
not be approaching the Atlantic coast at some point or seek
ing Havana ~y some out-of-the-way route. 'With Sampson
and Schley both converging on Santiago, therefore, the strate~

gists became alarmed at the serious possibility that either Cer
vera or Camara might break the blockade and upset all the
plans of war.

The re!lult was that Sampson came about again. When
night closed in on the 24th, or the day Schley sailed from Cien
fuegos, Sampson's magnificent fleet of fifteen vessels was plow
ing its way eastward off the coast opposite Santiago; when the
sun came up on the 25th the fleet was plowing its way along
the same coast - but to the westward, back towards Havana,
where he arrived at about the same time that Schley steamed
up before Santiago's frowning Morro. The unfortunate ad
miral had steamed another 1,000 miles, about 3,500 in all
since May 4th, and again emptied his coal bunkers. The slow
going monitors had been towed back and forth for the service
they might render in a battle which could not be brought
about, and when at last the battle did come, neither the ad
miral nor the monitors bad a part in it.
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THE HARBOR OF SANTIAGO-ADMIRAL CERVERA'S ALLEGED
STHATEGY -COMMODORE SCHLEY MAKES SURE HE HAS
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T
lIE harbor of Santiago has oftpn been called one of the

11Iost lwautiful in the world, but it must be admirc·d
from the inside, not from without. Approachill~

from the sea, it is utterly impossible to make out the mouth
of the elltrance eVPIl from comparatively close quarters. ..:\
long range of high and steep mountains seem to make all im
pp!H'trahle front. But coming !I('ar the ('oast a rift apppor,;
in the ramparts, di ..e1osing a passage only 180 yards widC',
with a pieturesque pastle on the eastern bluff, a rplic of the six
ternth crlltury, I.ike Havana and San Juan, Santiago has it,;
)forro, hut it antedatl's all others. It is an antique, yellow,
:MoOl'ish-looking stronghold, with crumbling honey-eombed
hattlements and quppr little flanking turrpts, grated windows,
and !:lhadowy towprs. Built upon the face of a 10ft.v dUII

C'olored rock, upon whose prec'ipitous side the fortifiC'atiolls
Rre tC'ITtlC'ecl, the light ancI shadp fOmled by t.hp tillIP-stllinpd
walls make a strikingly artistiC' picturp. A flight of wpll-wtlru

(682)
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steps winds from the water's edge up the side of the grim old
walls, while the moat, drawbridge, and other surroundings
make up the charming picture, more suggestive of the days of
gallant knights and imprisoned maidens than of modern sea
('oast fortifications.

It was a formidable defense in the days of the buccaneers,
but its old guns have lain there in the sun, wind, and rain of
the tropics for years and years, and for as many years :Morro
has hcen little used except as a prison for political offenders.
Those who visited Santiago before the war with the United
States could, as they sailed past its frowning walls, see pallid
faces at the grated windows;.but prisoners generally remained
there but a short time. They were either taken out on the
ramparts, shot, and thrown into the sea, as the morning sun
streamed along the picturesque shore, or were carried off to the
African penal colonies. Old Morro has been the background
for many a bloody scene in .the pages of Spain's history of
bloodshed and torture.

On the oJIlountain to the left of the entrance is the Castle
La Socapa, also presenting a very picturesque appearanel.',
while a littll.' further inland and on Morro's side is a small
fortifieation resembling a star in shape, and for that reason
called the Ratteria de la Estrella. Still further in to the left
is a little island, on the hillside of which is built the hamlet of
Cayo Smith, of late years patronized by the best families of
Santiago as a watering place, Then comes a narrow winding
channel, a mile in length, between the mountains and broad
meadows covered with rank verdure, cocoanut gToves, -and
little fishing hamlets. Thrifty laurels, palms with their grace
ful plumes of foliage, and banana trees line the way, while here
and there upon the banks appears a pleasant country house in
the midst of a pretty garden of flowering shrubs. Then a
sharp angle in the hills is pallsed, from which look the guns of
the Punta Gorda hattery, and the broad sheltered hay of
Rantiago lirs in full view, with the quaint rambling old city
on a hillside at the northern pnd.
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It was in this unique harbor that were fought many bloody
battles in the old days; here was the three-days contest between
a French corsair and Spanish vessel, related in an early chapter;
here, too, was brought the Virginius, and here were slain the
members of her crew; in these regions began the Cuban
struggle for independence, and here it was that the United
States, because of Cervera's alleged strategy, was to first plant
its flag.

For, as a matter of fact, Cervera was at Santiago, and as a
matter of fact, also, no one in the Gnited States was sure of it.
N either was Schley sure of it as his 'ships steamed in from
Cienfuegos and layoff the narrow mouth of the tortuous har
bor, rolling in the swell of the -glistening Caribbean. The
Cadiz fleet, moreover, was really at Cadiz, though the dis
patches from Cadiz said it was off for the Philippines, and the
dispatches from 'Madrid said it was off for the West Indies, and
other dispatches from sources which were usually' regarded
more reliable, reported a large Spanish squadron off the New
England coast. The only reasons thus far for believing that . .
Cervera was at Santiago were the reports from Madrid, and
these were considered at Washington as excellent reasons for
helieving that he was not there, till Madrid began to report that
he was not there. That seemed to strengthen the possibility
that he was there, and official opinion, or a part of it, veered
that way. Another reason for thinking he was there was the
fact that he had not been seen elsewhere; which was a very un
satisfactory reason in view of the fact that the Caribbean is a
large sea and the Atlantic is a large ocean. One of the main
reasons for believing that he was not there was that Cervera
('auld hardly be so foolish as to pocket himself in Buch a harbor,
for with but a small part of the American fleet before its
mouth, he could not possibly escape except under the most
disastrous' disadvantages. His ships would be compelled to
emerge singly and they could be attacked and destroyed singly.

Assuming that Cervera had brought his armor-dad \·('s'I('18
ovrr. for the practical purpose of fighting, his entran('(' into
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Santiago was deemed a reckless or irrational move, but his
continuing there for a week without anything to bar his way
except two or three converted merchantmen and liners, was
considered inexplicable, and, therefore, improbable. Spain
was manifesting comiderable elation over the notion that her
fleet was accomplishing great things. Some of the expert
nautical critics of Europe wrote learnedly of the way Spain
was out-maneuvering us. Cervera acquired a brief reputa
tion as a strategist, when, as a matter of fact, he does not seem
to have been able to exercise sufficient option to make strategy
possible. The reduced 'conditions of his supplies compelled
him to adopt a certain course, and its effect upon the 'Vash
ington strategists was largely incidental. He had steamed
from :Martinique to Curac;;oa llnd from Curac;;oa to Santiago,
and it was due more to his good fortune for the time than to

. any strategy he exercised that every American vessel in those
waters happened to miss him. Guided largely by his neces
sities, he acquired the reputation of an artful dodger, much to
the disparagement of his reputation as a brave fighter; for it
was fair to suppose that he had brought his armored vessels
over here to fight, not to incapacitate them in a land-pocket;
and had he had the inclination to fight, the favorable oppor
tunities were not lacking. In view of the swiftness of his
vessels, he could readily have engaged either Sampson or
Schley while separated, and especially Sampson, who was
laboriously towing monitors back and forth through the Ba
hama channel. How he would have come out of such a fight
with either of the American commanders, it is impossiblr to
8ay, but if he stood any chance at all of success it was in taking
the American naval forces when separatcd. But these op
portunities, which chance afforded him, he took good care not
to embrace even after he had entered the harbor of Santiago,
" without inC'irlent "; for eight days his exit was opposC'd only
by shipA, all of whiC'h anyone of his cruisers, properly handled,
could have snnk, if they had vC'ntured any opposition. There
was coal at Santiago, as it turned out, and he could in two days
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have filled his bunkers. With his four fast cruis('rs he could
have run to Puerto Rico while Sampson was running to Key
West; having coaled at San Juan he could have run back to
Cuban waters, or, possibly, have intercepted the Oregon, which
he could not fail to know must by this time be approaching
Cuban waters. But, for some reaso~, which must, perhaps,
remain a mystery until some future historian has the privilege
of delving among the archives of the Spanish government,
Cervera remained in the trap as if indifferent to the possi
bility of its closing upon him. As a good sailor he must have
known that on the 27th, when the lookouts on the forts saw
Schley's squadron steaming by the entrance to the harbor, the
trap had closed. It seems probable that Cervera had really in
tended to send out a couple of vessels for the attack upon the
unarmored scouts, for the log of the Cristobal Colon shows
that the vessels moved down to the mouth of the harbor Oll

the 25th, and on the 27th, as Schley steamed by hc saw through
his glasses at least one vessel, which he took for a member of
Cervera's fleet, the Cristobal Colon having a peculiar construc
tion, a military mast between the smoke pipes. .

" Ill' will never get home again," Schley is reported to have
remarked as he took his glasses from the tell-talc mast; but
while the American commodore was pretty well satisfied him
self that he had the Spaniard in a pen, he needed more evi
dence to convinc~ the strategists at Washington, or Sampson,
who had arrived back off Havana. There was the possibility
that even if one or two of the enemy's vessels was in the harbor
the others might be elsewhere; that Cervera had left them
there as a decoy, and gone elsewhere, possibly to eflect a
junction with the Cadiz fleet, whose real whereabouts appeared
to be as uncertain as anything in this life, and with the inten
tion of dropping on the blockade line when all the Amcrica?
fighting V£'ssels had ('onccntratl>d before the Santiago d('eoy.
The authorities were taking no chances with the wily Spaniard,
who "eemed to be ('njoying a reputation he did not in the least
deserve. But by the 28th Schley was able to report to Wash-
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ington that he had made out three of Cervera's fleet in the
lower part of the harbor, and Washington began to make its
plans accordingly. .

Schley, however, manifested a disposition to have it out
with the enemy then and there if possible. On Sunday, the
29th; or the day when his first dispatches reached 'Washington,
he ordered the .J!arblehead to run in close to .Morro in order
to see as far as possible into the winding entrance. The cruiser
started, and as she approached within range of Morro's guns,
she was going at a speed which would haye required far better
marksmanship than the Spaniardi had yet displayed to hit hcr.
She kept a course that earned her well clear of the shoal water
which extends from Morillo Point, and, as she went by the en
trancc, those aboard of her obtained a fair view of the harbor
nearly as far as Punta Gorda, and caught a further glimpse of
Spanish cruisers. To make assurance doubly sure, Commo
dore Schley had the benefit of the services of Lieutenant Blue,
who went ashore, and, without guard, bravely worked his way
to high ground, till he was enabled to secure a full view of the
harbor, and to clea~ly see the four Spanish cruisers and two
torpedo boats, He returned from his dangerous trip un
harmed. It was one of the most daring and succ('ssful deeds
of the war. All doubt having been removed, Commodore
Schley determinpd to draw the fire of the forts in order to
discover their position and the locality of any masked battNic:-i,
and also, if poss~b}e, to draw out Cervera. If he had cross('d
the ocpan with the desire of fighting for his country, Schley
determined to gratify it.

.At noon of the 31st the Commodore left his flagship
Brooklyn, which was coaling from the collirr Merrimac, two
mill'S out to spa, whcre lay also most of the other vrssels occu
pied in routine dutips, and hoisted his flag from the battlpship
~lfassarhusrdfs, which soon hcaded for tlj(' ('ntrance of the
harbor, followcd by tlH' cruiser NpU' 01,lPnTlS and the hatth~

ship Iowa. 'Near the mouth of the ('h8nn('1 ('ouh1 bc !'wen tho
Cristobal Colon, lying with her port broadside towards the
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American ships, and flying an immense ensign. The Span
iards had their awnings up fore and aft, and the crew were
moving lazily about the decks, apparently taking the move
ment of the American ships for another parade by the forts,
such as had taken place before. Behind the Cristobal Colon
could also be distinguished the V izcaya and the Alm-iranle
Oquendo, while close by were the destroyers Pluton and Furor.

As the Massachusetts passed the entrance she opened fire
upon the Cristobal Colon, using her forward 8-inch guns on
the port side and her 13-inch rifles. The Spanish cruisers and
four batteries, two on the east side of the entrance, one on the
west, and one on CllyO Smith, began to reply. Some of the
guns on the batteries were 10 and 12-inch Krupps, and the fire
on both sides was so well sustained and the reverberations were
so thrown back by the mountains that hardly an interval in
the roar could be distinguished. Both sides showed bad judg
ment in getting the range, as the American ships made their
first manuever past the fortifications, but on the second round
the Americans showed a decided improvement, and ancient
Morro was struck again and again, each shell tearing great
rents in the yellow walls and sending skyward masses of
masonry, which had lain undisturbed for three centuries. Thc
Spanish artillerymen also began to show a surprising accuracy
of aim on the second round. Several of their shells burst over
the Iowa, and three fell dangerously near the New Orleans.
The Spanish vessels seemed to be firing over the hills at ran
dom, but they did not venture out. After the cannonading
had lasted for a half-hour three of the batteries ceased firing,
having been badly demolished, and a few minutes later the
American ships desisted and worked contentedly away. But
the Cristobal Colon and the battery on the western shore kept
up a weak and harmless fire for about twenty minutes longer.
Altogether, the firing lasted less than an hour, but it satisfied
Schley'still further of the presence of the Spanish ('rnisers near
the mouth of the harbor. One of the shells of the Iowa had
struck the Cristobal Colon and started a fire, which was, how-
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ever, quickly extinguished. The latter fired the last shot, and
the Spanish reports claimed in the customary manner that the
Americans had been driven off. Senor Aunon, Minister of
:Marine, de<'1ared in the Senate that the news was a good augury
for further victories that would be gained by the courage amI
merit of the Spanish sailors, and the Senate unanimously
adopted an expression of satisfaction at the striking victory
gained by the Spanish ileet. Thus were the exigencies of
domestic politics in Spain met. But what was more remark
able was the official information from Madrid the same day
that only the Cristobal Colon, which was repairing her boilers,
was at Santiago, the others had gone!

Rut the time for manuevering under cover of false reports
had passed. Satisfied of the correctness of Schley's reports,
the United States government was already preparing for the
campaign. The troops which had been hurried to the soutll.<
ern ports two weeks before in the expectation of striking at
Havana, were now to be headed for Santiago. Cervera had
changed our plans of invasion by allowing himself to be, in
the popular expression of the day, "bottled up." Finding
ample field for the exercise of his genius, the cartoonist repre
sented the Spaniard in traditional garb crouching at the
hottom of a bottle, labeled " Santiago Preserves," while over
the mouth of the bottle hung Uncle Sam's old beaver hat, and
Unele Sam himself, resting after a long and somewhat arduous
chase, was seat.ed close by, looking contentedly at the agonized
Spaniard within.

Admiral Sampson, having arrived back to Key W e~t at
about the time Commodore Schley had assured Washington
of 'the presence of the Spanish ships in Santiago harbor, he at
once made preparations for joining Schley and taking com
mand of the naval operations. But in this trip he left the
monitors behind. Having been helped back and forth in
!'!earch of Cervera, these unfortunate vessels were in the end
denied the opportunity of showing their efficiency in a real
naval battle, while the Oregon, which had been steaming for
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three months, and had arrived at Key West a little ahead of
Admiral Sampson, was destined to proceed at once to the
scene of operations and take a glorious part in the destTuction
of Cervera's fleet. Her cruise and successful arrival excited
the admiration of the world. It spoke volumes for the
efficiency of a battleship which could make a 13,000 mile
run, throw in fresh coal, and steam off ready for battle
without even stopping to tighten a crank pin. Her achieve
ments were among the most notable in the whole war, and no
crew of American sailors had more right to be proud than the
crew of the Oregon when she set out with Admiral Sampson
for Santiago, before which they arrived on June 1st.

Had the government of the United States arranged the
movements of Cervera in its own way, it could have hardly dis
tributed them to better advantage for its own convenience; for
not simply was tohe Spanish fleet placed where it could neither
help the Spaniards in Cuba nor hurt the Americans outside,
but the weeks of uncertainty in locating him had been of con
siderable advantage to the army department. It was one of
the peculiar features of the situation at this point that whilc
the steps had been taken to mobilize a large army as soon as
war was declared, and while the government had planned an
immediate invasion of Cuba in the middle of :May, when Cer
vera was supposed to be at Cadiz, the army was actually far
from ready to move by the 1st of June, when its presence at
Santiago became an imperative necessity, the harbor of San
tiago having been fixed so that Cervera could not get out nor
Samp80n get in. It had been supposed that the army had
been waiting for the navy; but when the navy, had Cervera
" bottled up," it had to wait for the army. '

In preparation for the organization of the army, both
regular and volunteer, it had been decided during the first
week in :May that it should be divided into seven army corps,
and that into these should be put both regular and volunteer
regiments. In order that there might be a sufficient number
of major-generals and brigadier-generals to officer these corp~,
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the ~re8id('nt had on "the 4th sent to the Senat~, which had
promptly confirmed it, a long list of nominations. For major
generals he named for promotion eight regular army luen and
four civilians; the former being Joseph C. Breckinridge, El
well S. Otis, John J. Coppinger, William R Shafter, William
M. Graham, James F. V\Tade, and Henry C. Merriam. The
ci"ilians raised to this high rank were General Fitzhugh Lee,
Congressman Joseph Wheeler of Alabama, J. H. Wilson of
Delaware, and Senator Sewell of Kew Jersey. This list, as
well as the longer list of nominations for brigadier-generals,
was notable as containing, so far as could be seen, no political
nominations, though great stress had been brought upon the
President to secure such appointments. Of the four civilians
who became major-generals, two served in the Union and two
in the Confederate army during the Civil War. The ap
pointment of two Confederate veterans was conclusive evi
dence that sectional feeling had become a matter of past his
tory, and the wisdom of the President in securing trained
leaders had, doubtless, been derived from his own four years'
experience in the ITnion army in the field. . The Xorth had
spent two years in learning how to fight and in discovering and
educating its generals, and at the end every man who had se
cured a first place in either army was a graduate of 'Vest Point.
The President proposed to secure the results without incurring
the perils of a season of education. He, therefore, selected
men of expert training and experience, not amateurs and poli
ticians. The great majority of men were graduates of 'Vest
Point, who had spent ap their lives in the profession of arms,
and those who were not graduates, and who came from civil
life had had the training of one of the most terrible wars of
modern times.

Up to the latter part of May no thought had been given to
Santiago, which, while an important port, was in a province
largely controlled by the insurgents, and there the reconcen
trado order had not taken effect. Miss Clara Barton had ar
rived at Key West in a very few hours after the declaration
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of war with over 2,000 tons of provisions, ready to advance
with the army, and, finding that there was no army there at that
time, nor likely to be for some time, she sought permission of
Admiral Sampson, who was maintaining the blockade, to take
her provisions to the starving reconcentrados. But the ad
miral pointed out to her that it would be useless for him to
blockade Havana if the Red Cross took in provisions for the
people, who, flOWever much they needed it, would be thrust
aside by the Spaniards, the supplies being taken for the main
tenance of the Spanish army, to cut off which the blockade
was proclaimed. She appealed to the President, but, while
he sympathized with her purposes, he agreed with the admiral,
that nothing in the way of relief should be done. So :MiN!
Barton whiled away the time about Key 'Vest, feeding euban
refugees and prisoners on the prize boats. And as time
went on the public interest became absorbed in Cervera, the
reconcentrados slipped out of mind and, to a large extent, out
of trlis world and into the nf'xt.

And now Havana itself was to lose its importance in the
public interest, except to the weary lookouts on the blockad
ing fleet, which had been rolling in the sea for a month with
nothing more exciting on hand than the chase of an occasional
fishing smaek. Santiago had become the center of operations.
But while the delay in definitely locating Cervera had been of
considerable eonvenience to the Department of 'Var engaged
in the monumental and novel task of not simply recruiting an
army, but of providing for its sustenance, it was at once ap
parent that a little longer delay would have been useful. The
regulars had been moved up promptly~ had taken to camp life
naturally, and a large part of them had been at Tampa for
weeks, "marking time." Gradually, as the volunteer,; wpre
mustered in and equipped, they had been moved up from
state encampments to Camp Alger, across the Potomac from
'Yashington and Chickamauga, the volunteers moving in as
the regulars moved out for Tampa in the days when Cprvpra
was supposed to be back in Cadiz. As the volunteers were
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moved on to Florida, the operation of amalgamating them with
the regulars proceeded, and a new camp was fixed at J ackson
ville, under the cO~llmand of General Lee.

As the number of troops sent to the Philippines was much
larger than was originally contemplated, and as many of the
regiments of the volunteers under the first call remained
incomplete, it was deemed advisable to have more men
mustered in, and on May 26th the President issued a call for
75,000 additional. {;p to the 1st of June about 118,000 of the
1~5,000 called for in the first proclamation had been mustered
in and recruiting for the regular army had raised it 30,000,
making 155,000 in all. Including the 10,000 men authorized
to be enlisted as immunes, this provided for an army, when
fully mustered, and the regular army when increased to its
legal limit, of over 260,000.

Yet, when the campaign was suddenly transferred to
Santiago and the order came for an expedition of about 12,000
under General Shafter to invest the city, it was found impos
sible for it to get away promptly. The men were ready, had
been ready for some time, but when it came to the point of
putting them on transports, it was found that the commissary
department was weak. Line after line of freight cars loaded
with supplies came into Tampa, but for a time there seemed to
he no one who knew what was in the cars or where it was to
go. On account of the censorship prevailing at the Florida
headquartErs, the public was supposing every day that the ex
pedition was ready to start or was actually under way, when,
as a matter of fact, it was engaged in the difficult work of
hringing order ont of chaos. K ot having had a war for nearly
forty years the officprs in charge of the commissary arrangC'
m('nts had not risen to the emergency, however efficient they
were in the routine of times of peace. The little, bnt vel',Y
important, problems of fitting out even a small army with all
('ss('ntials, uniforms, ammunition, tents, picks, spad('s, shovels
for throwing up intrenchments, food, mpdicil](,s, and so on
to the end of a very long list, had been unfamiliar to our army
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officers, and, while it was disappointing, it was not surprising.
It was fortunate that we were dealing with all enemy no
livelier than Spain, and it provideJ a very P!ofitablc lesson to
be kept. in mind in a future. .

But the officers worked untiringly, and with such results
that by the Rth the troops were on board the transports, and
the expedition had actually set out under the convoy of the
I lIdialla; hut it had gone but a little distance when it was per
emptorily recalled, much to the disgust of the troops, who were
crowded into rather close and warm quarters. At the last
moment the 'Yar Department considered that it would he rash
to set out without a stronger convoy. There had been repeated
rumors that Spanish ships of war had been seen in the neigh
horhood of Cuba. They had generally been regarded as only
new pditions of similar rumors and reports that had been cir
culated from the very beginning of the war. These rumors
gave Spain the credit of having a fleet almost everywhere all
the Atlantic coast; but at just the moment the expedition was
to set out for Santiago, where the navy was impatiently await
ing, came a circumstantial story declaring positively that a
Spanish battleship, a cruiser, and two torpedo boats had heen
sighted sneaking about in the proposed path of the expedition.
It was difficult to see where such a fleet could come from, unles.;
the Cadiz fleet had slipped over unannounced; but the up
partment proposed to take no chances, and baCK the expeditioli
came, to await other war vessels.

At last, howewr, on the 15th, the expedition got under
way for good. It consisted of sixteen infantry regiments of
the regulars, two vohmteer regiments (the Seventy-first X ow
York and the Second :Massachusett~), detachments of heavy
and light artillery, engineer and signal ('orps, and a part of the
First Y oluntepr .Cavalry, lmder Colonel 'Yood ariel Lieuten
ant-Colonel ROOR('V(']t, a division of expert horRemfln anll
sharpRhootf'fS, whid} had heen org:8niz('d hy ROORf'Ve]t. lind
which was popularly known as the" Rough Hidplil."
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FRO~I the time the authorities at Washington became
confident that Cervera was at Santiago, plans for
tightening the cork of the bottle, so to speak, were con

sidered. Having the Spaniard ther-e, every effort should be
made to prevent his escape. Realizing his situation, as he cer
tainly must have done, it might fairly be expected that on a
dark, foggy, or stormy night he might work his way out suffi
C'iently far to escape before being recognized. The Caribbean
is noted for the fierceness and suddenness of some of its tropical
Morms, and in one of these the American fleet might be separ
ated, or at least obliged to lie off at a gree.t distance from the
shore to ensure safety. At once, therefore, inquiries had b(,(,11
set afoot for some available old vessel which might be taken to
Santiago and, possibly, sunk in the channel. In view of the
defenses at the entrance, however, the dangers of the proposed
operation seemed to rE'nder it impraC'tirable, hut Admiral
Sampson kept it in mind when he set out for Santiago, hoping

(645)
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that when he had looked over the defenses a way might be
found for such an attempt, and one of the first persons to claim
an audience with him on his arrival on June 1st, was Assistant
1\aval Constructor Richard Pearson Hobson, a native of Ala
bama, twenty-seven years old, a graduate of the Naval Aca
demy in 1889, a student of naval construction abroad at one
time, and at this time holding the rank of Lieutenant in the
navy, and attached to the New York.

lIe had looked over the mouth of the harbor and laid be
fore the admiral a plan which he claimed would effectually
block the channel, so that a large part of the fleet would be at
liberty to cover the landing of the expected troops elsewhere.
It was a daring expedition which he proposed, and with true
courage he offered to lead it himself, indeed, he desired the
privilege of doing so. His plan was to select a volunteer erew
of just sufficient number to navigate the collier .Merrimac, to
strip the old sllip of everything of value except the coal remain
ing in her, and then under cover of darkness, while the fleet
engaged the forts, to run her straight towards tal' narrowest
part of the channel, swing her across it, and sink her by firing
explosives in her bottom. He and his crew would jump over
board as she sank and endeavor to make their way out ~o us to
be picked up by the torpedo boat Porter or a steam launch
from the New York, which should lie in close to shore for that
purpose. It was a startling proposition, an expedition which
the admirli1 could not feel justified in ordering, as it would
seem like sending men to certain death; but when one of his
subordinates offered and begged to undl'rtake it and urgcd tlll'
plan in eloquent and persllllsive language, the admiral dc
termined to put it into execution if possible. He had seen
evidences of the cool bravery of Hobson at San .Juan, where
he had stood at the New York's range-finder throughout the
bornbardment.

Hobson was ready to act that night, and he reecivcd bis
C'ommission to immediately prcpare the J[rrrimac for the
ordeal. 'While the officers of the collier were contentedly cat-
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ing their lunch, Hobson appeared on board and made the
startling announcement that he was going to sink their ship
that night in the channel, and he proceeded to fit her for the
emergency. The four transverse bulkheads were located and
their positions marked on the outside at the rail. A line was
run along the port side of the ship parallel to'and under the
water line, and supported by other lines running over the rail.
Along this suspended line in 8-inch copper cases were hung
six charges of powder, each weighing about eighty pounds.
An igniting charge of brown powder was attached to each,
and the whole covered with pitch for protection against the
water. The wire and battery for exploding the charges were
made ready, lind as far as possible all stores were removed,
leaving little in the ship, except 2,000 tons of coal. The
anchor chains were laid out on deck so that they would run
out without hitch. The men worked merrily, singing as they
prepared the collier for her fearful mission. At sunset a
thunder storm blew up, covering the mountains about Santiago
with dense clouds, which were rifted by brilliant flashes of
lightning. The echoes of the thunder peals rolled off to the
fleet in dull rumblings, like distant cannonading, and in the
intervals could be heard the voices of the men on the J[erri
mac, as they sang" The Star Spangled Banner," and" Home,
Sweet Home."

These preparations took time, and Hobson and the crew
were busy all that afternoon, and far into the night. Mean
while, the admiral was making other preparations. Shortly
after Hobson had gone to the Merrimac, the ships' crews of
the fleet saw the following signal flying from the New York:

.. An attempt will be made to-night to sink the collier Merri= lit the
entrance to the l\arbor. On" volunteer, an enlisted J1llUl, Is requested from
each ship."

Immediately the men were mustered {)n the quartrr decks,
and the captains laid the plan before them, carefully explain
ing the unusual risks that the volunteprs would inC'ur, hut
praC'tically the entire companies of the ships volunteered for
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the dangerous work. On Commodore Schley's flagship, the
Brooklyn, alone, 150 men volunteered; on the Texas 140
signified their desire to go; Hobson and the admiral really had
the pick of the men of the fleet. Sailors, machinists, firemen,
engineers, petty officers, junior officers, all begged to be al
lowed to go. Commander Miller and the crew of the Merri
mac were particularly anxious to go, and a formal order was
necessary to get them off the ship. The New York's launch
was selected to run in shore and pick up survivors. There was
intense rivalry for places in the launch. Cadets Palmer and
Powell disputed for the command. They settled the dispute
by drawing cigarettes from a box. Powell drew the odd one
and won.

About five o'clock the Vixen went around to the different
ships and picked up the volunteers, their comrades envying
them as they departed for a task that meant certain glory, but
almost as certain death. They were taken to the Merr-imar,
where Robson and a larg«;: force were busily at work, and
where the admiral came aboard to examine the preparation8.
The squadron was moved down to the entrance of the harbor,
lying off in a semicircle, and there they awaited the Merrimac.
Hobson and his men worked away with a will. He had one
man stationed at the wheel, another to stand by with an axe
to cut the lashings to the bow anchor; another similarly to cut.
the lashings of the starboard quarter anchor; another wall to
explode the charges on a signal. Two signals only Wlore to
be sent to the engine{'r, at firs.t to knock out the props from
ovrr the bonnets of the sea valves, and to cut the small sea
pipes, while a man was to haul in the life-boat; at the second,
the engineer was to stop the engines, run on deck and jump
over the starboard side. Realizing that in suc~ a hazardom,
undertaking, a mistake might prevent success, every detail
was worked out with precision.

It was Hobson's purpose to creep in and approach the en
tranc'(' from the wrstward until lIP could shape his roursr as
near as possible directly for Estrella Point. He wished to
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put the bow of the boat near this point and then swing her
across the channel. 'Vhen the ship was sufficiently near, in
his judgment, the bonnets were to be knocked off the sea
valves, and the engines stopped. The helm was to be put
hard to port, and the starboard bow anchor let go. This, he
thought, would swing the ship acr08S the channel and.stop her
headway. ·When she had swung far enough, the quarter
anchor was to be let go to check her and the mines exploded.
The strong flood tide was to be relied upon for assistance.
The powder charges were about thirty-five feet apart and ten
feet below the waterline.

The signals to the men at the anchors were to be given by
ropes attached to their wrists and leading to the bridge, where
it was Hobson's purpose to stand till he felt the ship settle.
The other men, as soon as they had done the duty assigned to
them, were to jump over the side and make for the lifeboat.
Life preservers were served out, as well as revolvers and am
munition. Each man was carefully instructed in the duty he
was expected to perform, and the necessity of his remainin~ at
his post until he had completely performed his duty, was im
pressed upon each. They fully appreciated the desperate
nature of the undertaking.

At last all preparati'bns were completed, but by this time
it was dawn. Hobson headed his ship in at about a lO-knot
speed, but had been running but a few minutes when she wa~

signaled to make for the flagship. This recall was a ~rl'at Jj~

appointment to Hobson, and, in answer to the admiral's orl!l'l',
he signaled, requesting that he be allowed to make the attempt,
late though it was, feeling certain that he could succeed. But
the admiral feared that daylight might spoil the chancl's of
sue('e8S, and a positive order was given Hobson to stop.

So the fires were banked, and it was decided to postpone
the attempt till the following night. The men left their sta
tjons and the vcs."el steamed further otT sho1'e. The !'train
had been very great on the m('n, who had ne1'v('d thpmse]vps
for the tryin~ monwnt, but they were resolved to carry ont
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the undertaking, and only slight changes were made in the
crew. It was made up as follows:

Lieut. Richard P. Hobson.
Osborn Deignan, a coxswain of the Mt:rrimac.
George F. Phillips, a machinist of the Merrimac.
John Kelly, a water-tender of the Merrimac.
<feorge Charette, a gunner's mate of the New York.
Daniel Montague, a seaman of the Brooklyn..
J. C. Murphy, a coxswain of the Iowa.
Randolf Clausen, l\ coxswain of the New York.

Hobson had selected but seven men for his crew, but at the
last moment, when those preparing the ship were withdrawn,
Clausen declined to leave, his desire to participate in the ad
venture being so great that he practically deserted his ship.

The men lay around the .Merrimac most of the day,
attempting to secure a little rest, and some slight changes were
made in the plans. Additional batteries were obtained, and
an additional powder charge was made ready on the port side.
The large catamaran of the ship was slung over the side by a
single line. Hobson decided that it would be safer to ex
plode each charge separately, and directed that the men below,
as soon as their duties were performed, should assist in this
work before jumping oVCi"board.

Hobson, who had spent most of the afternoon on the flag
ship, boarded the Jr[errimac again at seven o'clock, went below
and tried to secure a little rest, of which he stood sadly in need.

" You expect to come out of this alive1" he was asked.
" A h! t1la t is anothcr thing," he replied. " I suppose the

Estrella battery will fire down on us a bit, but the ships will
throw their searchlights on the gunners' faces and they won't
see much of us. Then if we are torpedoed we shall even then
be able to make the desired position in the channel. It won't
be so easy to hit us, and I think the men should be able to swim
to the dinghey. I may jump before I am blown up, but I
don't see that it makes much differ<.>nce \vhat I do. I IHlve a
fair chance of life either way. If our dinghey gets shot to
pieces we shall then try to swim for the beach right under
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Morro Castle. We shall keep together at all hazards. Then
we may be able to make our way alongside and, perhaps, get
back to the ships. We shall fight the sentries or a squad until
the last, and we shali only surrender to overwhelming" num
bers."

At sunset the fleet again took up its formation b~fore the
entrance to the harbor, in an are of a circle of five miles
radius, with Morro Castle in the center. Beginning tel the
westward they stood in this order: YixeTl, Brool.·lYTl, Marble
head, Texas, ~Massachusetts, Oregon, Iowa, New York, New
Orleans, and Mayflower. The other boats remained outside
the circle, while the Dolphin and Porter acted as dispatch
boats. The evening wore away slowly. A full moon bathed
the quiet waters of the Caribbean in a splendid lustre of silver,
and the high mountains in front of Santiago lay in a robe of
white mist. The scene was beautifully peaceful.

On the decks of the ships lay the erews, with only nlbber
blankets beneath them. The men are numbered, and when
in the presenee of the enemy, the even and the odd numbers
sleep alternately, two hours at a time, with their guns and
small arms at their sides. In the event of a torpedo attack
each man slaps on the shoulder the man next to him who is
sleeping, and then the guns are turned on the enemy. So
they were sleeping on the moonlight night of the 2d of June,
into the moonlight morning of the 3d.

At about 1.30 A. :M., Hobson came up on the bridge of the
Merrimac. All the men who were to go with the ship were
called up I\nd given final instructions. Everything was made
ready below. The relief crew was then sent aboard the Texas,
Hobson's men took their positions, and at abont 2.30 o'clock
the ship began to steam slowly towards the entrance.

Every man on the fighting ships, odd or even, was awake
now, and the progress of the big black hulk of the Merrimac
was watched with brf'athlpss interest. On towards tbe mi"ty
entrance she moved, followed hy the launch of the New r ork,
with a crew of five, in command of Cadet Joseph 'V. Powell.
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The moon sank behind a bank of clouds near the horizon, anu
then the Merrimac could no longer be distinguished from the
ships.. The lower shore line was indistinguishable in the haze
which hid the entrance; still the crews on' the big ships watched
and waited, expecting to see a burst of fire from the forts.

The c'few in the steam launch had a nearer view and saw
the Merrimac heading straight in; Lieut. Hobson stood on the
bridge in full uniform; the other six men were at their posts,
clad in tights to aid in their escape if they should be compelled
to swim a long distance. The watchers saw the old collier
head straight for Estrella Point, saw her swing across the
channel, apparently undiscovered, for not a sound had as yet
hroke the stillness, heard five of her seven charges explode, and
then began a screaming, flashing, death-dealing fire from the
Spanish ships and batteries. The rest was hidden from the
view of the ships and the launch.

It was about 3.15 when the first gun flashed out in the
misty entrance, but it was followed by a fusilade of rapid-fire
guns. Some of the batteries near the entrance directed their
fire at the little launch, but in the face of it all, Cadet Powcll
and his erew continued to wait and search for Hobson and his
gallant heroes. They saw the guns of the Cristobal Colon
and the Reina Mercedes, which had been supposed to be gon
less, turned on their launch and thundering in their ears.
Still they eearched and waited. Those on the line of battle
~hips could see only the sheet of flame ahead. At last the fire
slackened somewhat, and by the light of the dawn, now tinge
ing the sky and land, the little launch was seen steaming from
west to east near the mouth O'f the entrance.

Then she steamed back from east to west and began skirt
ing the coast to the west of the enti'ance. The batteries were
still firing at her, but she went as far as a small cove on the
shore, then put abont and steamed for the flagship,

It wa~ broad daylig-ht by this time. As the launch came
f1longside Cadet Powellehouted:

" Noone has come out of the entrance of tIle harbor."
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His words seemed like the death knell of all who had gone
in on the Merrimac, but as it grew lighter they could see the
tops of the old collier's masts in the center of the channel, about
where Hobson said he would sink her.

It .seemed incredible, almost impossible, that any of the
Jferrimac's heroes could have lived through that awful fire.
There were few men in the fleet who did not think that all of
the eight men had perished. Still they hoped.

But we must return and follow the Men'imac as she dis
appeared from the view of the ships first in the mist and then in
the blaze of fire which broke out from both sides. Hobson,
standing on the bridge, kept his eyes fast fixed on the channel
ahead, every nerve strained, waiting for the time when he
could sink the ship. That was the work before him. Ill'
could pay no attention to the fire and he was not there to
answ~r it. The shells from the large guns on the hills first
roared about the ship and then the rapid fire from the Spanish
cruisers joined in, their shots screaming through the rigging;
troops from some of the camps in the hills came rushing down,
and as the collier approached the Estrella battery the soldiers
lined the foot of the cliffs; rifle bullets whistled above them,
but Hobson could see that they were firing wildly at him; the
Spaniards were actually killing each other with their cross
fire, those on one bank shooting down those on the other.

The Merrimac's steering gear broke wIlen she reached Es
trella Point, somewhat interfering with her management, and
but three of the torpcdoes on her side exploded when Hobson
touched the button, but a large submarine mine, fired by the
Spaniards, caught her full amidships, hurling the water high
in the air and tearing a great rent in her side. Her stern in
stead of her bow ran on Estrella Point and she began to sink
slowly. She was Iust across the channel, going jnst whl're
Hohson wished her to, but as shc settled the tide drifted her
around a little in spite of all effOTts.

After firing the torpc<!oes and getting the ship ill plaC'€,
Hobson and his men all ran aft and lay down on the derk wait-
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ing for the water to reach it. Shells and bullets were making
a terrific dill about them. The air seemed full of fire. Si....
inch shells from the Vizcaya came tearing into the collier,
crashing into the wood and iron, while the plunging shots from
the forts broke through her decks, riddling it all about t~em.

" Not a man must move," shouted Hobson to those lying
beside him; and it was largely owing to the splendid discipline
of the men that they escaped the terrific fire.. As the shells
rained over them, minutes seemed hours of suspense; the old
vessel seemed to sink very slowly. The men's mouths grew
parched, but they dared not move.

"Hadn't we better drop off now, sir," a 'man would say as
he lay prone on the deck expecting the next shell to come their
way.

" Wait," said Hobson. " We must wait till daylight, per
haps."

Wait in that hail of shot and shell! Rut Hobson knew it
would be impossible for them to escape on the catamaran to
any place but the shore, and there stood the soldiers still shoot
ing. He hoped that by daylight some of the fleet might rescue
them. Fortunately, the Spaniards fired mostly at the bow of
the old Merrimac. It was being riddled and she was sinking
faster. Stm Hobson and his men lay there motionless.
Finally, the water came to the decks where they were. It had
become daylight; the Spaniards thought no life remained on
the Merrimac, and the firing had ceased except on the launch
of the New York. Then the men slipped off into the water
and clung to the catamaran, which was floating amid the
wreckage but still fastened to the old hulk. Only their heads
were ahove the water, and the Spaniards seemed to ha~e over
looked t,hem.

As it grew lighter they noticed a Spanish launch coming
towards the },uT1'imac. and they agreed that, if possible, they
wonld capture h('r and rnn out of the harbor; but as 81l(' came
clospr thp Sraniards saw them; half a dozen marines jumped
up and pointed their rifles at their heads.
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"Is there any officer on that boat to receive a surrender of
prisoners of wad" shouted Hobson.

An elderly man leaped out from under the awning and
waved his hand. It was Admiral Cervera. The marines
lowered their riflcs; they- came up and Hobson and his men
were helped into the launch, objects of admiration and awe
to the Spanish marines. They were taken ashore and put in
cells in that Morro upon which they had looked so often from
the sea, and now through their barrp;1 windows they bcheld
their fleet where officers and crews were wondering and per
haps despairing of their fate.

The day dragged on. Hobson and his men were given up
for lost. Finally, in the afternoon, a Spanish launch flying a
flag of truce was seen coming out of the harbor. Had it come
to tell them that Houson and his men were dead 1 Or had it
come to tell them that they were alive? Out went the Vixen
to meet the tug; a Spanish officer was taken on board and the
Vixen hurried off to the flagship. Then every man's eyes
were on the New Yark, and at last they read a signal:

" Collier's crew prisoners of war; two slightly wounded.
All well."

A mighty cheer went up. The Spanish officer informed
the admiral that the prisoners were confined in -}Iorro Castle
and that Admiral Cervera had considered their adventure an
act of such great bravery and desperate daring that he deemed
it proper to notify the Ameriran commander of the safety of 
the men. -Whatever the motive for sending out the officer
under a flag of tmce, the act was considered a very graceful
and courteous one, though the suspicion at once crossed the
minds of the American officers that the prisoners might have
boon placed in Morro to save the fort from attack. The Span
ish officer is reported to have said in reference to the sinking of
the Merrimac: " You have made it more difficult, but we
can still get out."

From bearings taken of the Merrimac, wh08e masts and
smokepipes only could be seen, it was plainly evident now

89
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that she had swung around so that she was not lying across the
channel; so far as completely blocking the channel, the at
tempt had not been wholly successful. Still, the event de
served a place in history as one of th~ bravest and most daring
deeds in naval annals.

No parallel to the achievement could be found in naval
warfan'. Somers had shown a magnificent daring when he
blew up the ketch in the hurbor of Tripoli and Cushing's dash
upon the Albemarle was likewise heroic. But both of these
crept to their destination in little vessels. Hobson steamed
into a narrow channel with a huge 4,OOO-ton ship, in plain view
of the batteries, almost under the muzzle of their guns; he
mOYl'd to a particular spot, maneuvred his vessel in a particu
lar way and wOTked to sink her in a particular position, under
a hail of shot and shell, which rendered the chances of success
infinitely remote. To conceive that the thing could be done
was an inspiration; to be willing to do it was the hig-hest hero
i~m; to do it coolly, deliberately, and with professional skill
under the fearful fire was marvelous. The men who went
with Hobson should not be forgotten, and when it is recalled
that hundreds of others werc ready to follow his lead, were dis
appointed that they could not, there need be no anxiety about
American character.



CHAPTER XLVII

LANDING OF MARINES IN GUANTANAMO BAY - SUR
ROUNDED BY HIDDEN ENEMIES - SPANIARDS CAUGHT
AT LAST - SHARP NAVAL FIGHT AT SAN JUAN.

Spaniards Strengthen Their Position - Bombarding the Forts at the
Harbor Mouth - The .Reina Merceda Wrecked - Looking for a
Possible Place for the Army to Land - Pluck of the Naval Re
serves - Landing the Marines - Preparing Camp McCalla - Its
Peculiar Position - Fatal Search for the Enemy - No Sleep for the
Marines - Mauser Bullets Continually Whistling through the
Camp - Bravely Facing the Foe - Untenable Position of the Camp
- Spa~iards Fire upon a Funeral Cortege - Driving Them Back
and Resuming the Services -Attacked from a New Quarter - A
Critical Situation - The Enemy Caught in a Trap - Slaughtered
without Mercy - The Camp Moved to a Less Exposed Position
The Blockade of Ban Juan - Arrival of the St. Paul- The TerrVT
Makes an Attack - A Broadside from the St. Paul.

DURING the long wait for the appearance of the 8l0 my
upon which it was proposed to place the burden of
taking the city, the navy was much of the time lying

idly off Santiago, and Cervera's ships were apparently as idle
within the harbor. The Spaniards, however, being fully in
formed of the intended military expedition and of the purposc
of the United States to reduce the city and capture the Spanish
fleet before doing anything more, became very busy in
strengthening the land fortifications, so that altogether, from
a theoretical point of view, their position was impregnable.
Admiral Sampson, who was opposed to any rash experiments
endangering his fleet, endeavored to make some preparations
likely to be of advantage when the army arrived. He was
compelled to bear in mind the fact that Cervera might at any
time seek to escape, for it was now understood that Hob·"
son's heroic act had not been entirely successful. Either
in a "battle with Cervera at the entrance of the harbor or in co-
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operating with General Shafter, who was to command the
army, the forts might give some trouble, and he, therefore,
set out to weaken or reduce their batteries on June 6th. Hav
ing received information that Hobson and his men had been
transferred from the Morro prison to the military prison out
side the city, he no longer felt any delicacy as to breaking down
the historic walls of the old castle. .

The fleet was formed in a double line about six miles from
shore - in one the New York, Iowa, Oregon, Dolphin, and
Yankee j in the other, the Brooklyn, Commodore Schley's flag
ship, MassachU8etts, Texas, Vixen, and Suwanee. They ap
proached to within 4,000 yards of Morro, pouring in a tre
mendous fire for an hour with generally fine marksmanship,
driving the Spaniards from their guns, crushing down masonry

. and earthworks, and receiving unharmed the fire of the Span-',
ish Krupp and Armstrong guns. Only one man on the fleet
was injured, and he but slightly. During part of the en
gagement American vessels went within 1,000 yards of the
forts and drove the Spaniards from the guns.. The R~ina

Mercedes, which lay near the mouth of the harbor, was practi
cally wrecked, but the Spaniards had already removcd most of
her guns and mounted them on shore.

In searching for a favorable place for the expected troops
to land, Admiral Sampson's attention was attracted towards
the harbor of Guantanamo, about forty miles esst of Santiago.
To clearly understand the problem which General Shafter
was to meet when he came to consider the landing of his troops,
it should be bome in mind that the coast of Cuba between
Santiago and Guantanamo is in a general way formed of three
parallel ranges of hills. First there is the rampart on the sea
front, a high flat-topped ridge very steep in moat places, and
broken into terraces by outcropping ledges of limestone; be
hind this are foothills 'rising out of the wooded valleys, and
oohind that and another line of valleys or ravines, are the high
mountains of the coast range, about six miles from the s~ore.

In the vicinity of Santiago the rampart or outer ridge along
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.the sea front is about 300 feet high, stretching eastward and
westward like a great stone wall. At two places this wall is
cut down to the sea level in two narrow clefts or notches about
100 yards wide at the bottom, and these appear to be the only
openings through which the interior of the country is accessi
ble. to an invading force. In one of these and the nearest to
Santiago lies the village and railway station of Siboney, and in
the other the village which takes its name from the Baiquiri
River emptying at that point.

But it could not fail to appear to Admiral Sampson or to
anyone that a landing in either of these places would be diffi
cult, perhaps impossible, if opposed strongly by a daring
enemy. Even without artillery, 1,000 men with Mausers on
the heights surrounding the notches and the approaches might
keep back a strong landing force for days, for, if driven from
the tops of the bluff, the Spaniards could fortify the foothills
beyond and be out of reach of the heavy guns of the warships.

If General Shafter should, upon examination, prefer not-to
land his troops in Guantanamo Bay, because it would imply a
march through the foothills of forty miles to Santiago, the
harbor would at least be very useful as a naval rendezvous and
coaling station. The ships had lain out to sea a long time, and
at times had been obliged to coal under extremely unfavorable
conditions. Guantanamo Bay afforded a splendid shelter for
the fleet, and it was believed that a small party of marines
could establish themselves there and control the entrance.

On the day after the attack on the forts about Morro, thEre- .
fore, Admiral Sampaon sent the Marblehead, with the Yankee
and St. Louis, to shell the defenses of Guantanamo Bay, cut
the cables, and prepare for a landing. The Spanish fortifica
tions were battered to pieces, and, while the Spaniards stood
by their guns for a time, they soon retreated. The naval re
serves, which manned the Yankee, acquitted themselves with
great credit under the fire. A Spanish gunboat had the
temerity to come down and fire npon the American ships, bllt
the Yankee's guns quickly drove her back, and soon afterwards
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the Marblehead took a position to hold the harbor till the land
ing party should arrive.

It arrived on the 10th, a body of 600 Brooklyn marines
on the Panther, and with them came the Oregon, Dolphin,
and r osem iie to protect their landing. The marines, which
hall been ehafing under inaction for nearly a month, joy
fully jumped into the boats and were landed without a
shot being fired. The Spaniards had apparently deserted the
landing point, which was chiefly occupied by the huts of the
GuantaJ1amo fishermen and pilots, and these huts, as well as
the blockhousp,which had been partially dcstroyed in the pre
vious bombardment, were burned as a precaution against
'yellow fever. The Stars and Stripes were quickly raised on
the bluff by Color Sergeant Silvey, and the marines sct mprrily
to work getting their tents and other appliances ashore and
laying out a camp to be called Camp McCalla, in honor of
the commander of the Marblehead.

. All the land, except that on the top of the bluffs select.ed
for the camp, was covered with woods and thick tropical
bushes, and the only road was a mule path skirting the
mountain. The landward approach was on the south side, and
h('re the hill fell away to a foothill, backed up against the
high ridge or rampart running along the shore of the Carib
hean. ".est of the camp was the bay, to the north was
Fisherman's Point, where the landing was effected, and to the
east was a lagoon putting into the foothills above mentioned.
All that night and the next day the marines worked with
energy in establishing their camp, and incoming sentries on
the morning of the 11th reported that none of the enemy had
bepnseen. The worst foe they had encountered WeTe the
mosquitoes, '\'hich aboun~ in the chaparral or thickets.

Rut at about 5.:30 o'clock that afternoon a weather-beaten
old insurgent rushed into camp from the road leading from the
vallpy over to the tall hills three miles distant, and reported
that a skirmish line of Spaniards was advancing. He was not
a moment too soon, for a bullet from a Mauser rifle came hot
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on his trail. Before the camp could make any preparations,
the Spaniards were making a fierce attack on the outposts from
the bushes near the lagoon.

.Fully fifteen minutes of lively firing followed. Every
marine in the ('amp wished to dash into the bushes and at once
chase the hidden foe, but Col. Huntington and his officers kept
their men in check, and prepared to resist the attack on the
camp. Trenches had not been dug and the only shelter for the
few sick men and non-combatants was in the ruins of the block
house. So fierce was the firing that Commander McCalla of
the Jfarblehead, thinking the Spaniards were attacking the
camp with a large force, hurried his marines ashore, and fifty
or sixty of the camp marines, who had been refreshing them
selves by a bath in the bay, ran half-naked up the hills, caught
up their guns, and went to the aid of their comrades. For
nearly three-quarters of an hour shots were exchanged, now
bri!'k, then a scattering fire across the lagoon, or out of the
thickets. It was nearly dark when the outermost sentries
came in, hot, wearieJ, and panting. Three of thrir men were
missing, but one of them appeared later all right. Two had
been killed in the bushes.

There was a hasty meal of hardtack and coffee, but no
sleep for the men that night. The enemy continued to harass
the sentry lines, and Mauser bullets constantly whistled
through the camp. Commander McCalla kept the search
lights of his vessel trained upon the dense thickets, but the
Spaniards concealed their movements. At least a dozen dif
ferent attacks were made on the camp between dusk and dawn,
the heaviest and the best organized being made about one
o'clock in the morning. Then, apparently, the Spaniards
had completely surrounded the camp, and they poured in
volley after volley. But the marines, though hemmed in,
bravely kept their faces to the foe, and maintained a lively
return fire. At no time was it possible for the marines to see
objects twenty yards away, and only by the flash of the enemy's
guns could the whereabouts of the attacking party be learned.
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During the hottest of the fighting, four of the little camp
force were killed, including Dr. Gibbs, aNew York physician,
who was picked off by a guerrilla as he stood near the hospital
tent. The enemy's loss proved to be heavy, but the marines
at the time could judge nothing of the effect of their volleys,
as the bushes seemed to be full of Spaniards, maintaining an
exasperating fire, first from one side and then the other. The
Marblehead and other vessels in the harbor dropped shells into
the thickets from which the Spanish fire seemed to come, and
this caused its temporary cessation from that quarter, only to
be soon and suddenly renewed from another.

At last the officers were convinced that the camp was un
tenable; while it was on high ground and ought to be advan
tageous in case of attack, little could be done against the Span
iards hiding in the surrounding thickets and having a full view
of the exposed camp. It was decided to remove it to another
location on the hillside near the sea, and this work was vigor
ously prosecuted on Sunday, the 12th, while the Spaniards
maintained their pestering attacks, well illustrated by their
fire upon the little party attending the funeral services of those
who had been killed the day before.

The bodies of the dead marines were wrapped in black
oilskins taken from their tents. Graves were dug on the edge
of a hill overlooking the bay to the northward of the camp.
A squad of marines from the Texas, under command of Lieu
tenant Radford, acted as escort to the cortege as it passed
slowly along to the field where the dead were to be laid to rest.
It was impossible for all the men to attend the funeral. They
had other work to do, work on which depended the safety of
every man ashore. 'Vhile some of thc marines took the bodies
of their comrades to their graves, the others proceeded with
the main work, some continuously on the lookout for the
enemy, others busy with the details of removing the camp.

There had been a lull for a few minutes in the firing, and
the men had a chance to look about and see what was going on.
Ono by one, as they observed the little funeral procession
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stumbling over the loose stoneS on the camp ground, those who
could do so hurried forward, fell in behind and grouped them
selves about the empty graves. The stretcher bearing the
bodies was lifted to its place, and Chaplain Jones of the Texas
was about to begin the reading of the burial service, when the
Spaniards, who could see plainly what the men had gathered
for, gave a remarkable exhibition of their boasted chivalry.
Concealed in the bushes and trees of the western thickets, they
began shooting at the party, and this action convinced the
marines, if conviction were needed, that the stories told of
Spanish barbarism were true.

"Fall in! Company A! Company B! Company C!
Fall in! Fall in! " was the word from one end of the camp to
the other.

The graves were deserted by all save the chaplain and the
little escort, who still stood unmoved. Everywhere men
sprang to arms and placed themsclves behind the rolled tents,
their knapsacks, the bushes in the hollows or boxes and piles of
stones with rifles ready and eyes strained into the brush. The
little Colt's guns which had been brought up from the ships.
began their clatter, howitzers roared, blue smoke arose where
the shells struck and burst in the chaparral and rifles snapped
angrily. There was trouble for the Spaniards in that particu
lar place whence their bullets came, and shortly thlil firing
ceased everywhere in the brush and the funeral was resumed.
The Texas kept using her smaller guns on the chaparral near
the camp, and once more the men gathered about the grave
and Chaplain Jones began reading the Episcopal service. He
had nearly finished when the rifles of the enemy again cracked,
this time to the east.

A dozen men in the pits by the old blockhouse answered
and the chaplain kept right on with the solemn service. When
he had finished, the men again took their rifles and resumed
their watching, and the Panther shelled the brush to the east.
From that time on less trouble was experienced. In the after
noon, the tents were all struck and carried to the low stretch
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of land rising from the beach, but were not again pitched, be
cause they made too good targets while the Spaniards were in
the brush.

The situation for a time seemed decidedly critical. The
marines were obliged to forego all sleep and the skirmishing
was incessant day and night. The vessels in the harbor

ENTRANCE TO HARBOR OF GUANTANAlIO.

(Showing Campi! of the Marlnee.)

dropped shells into the bushes, but the Spaniards kept reap
pearing at different places. In the end, however, the incom
parable superiority of the Americans in marksmanship, in cool
ness, and steadiness of nerve was triumphant. On Tuesday,
the 14th, Colonel Huntington abandoned defensive tactics and
SPilt. out four scouting parties with orders to make an aggres
sive fight. This they did in a most effective manner. Each
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detachment fell in with the skulking Spaniards and gradu
ally worked them between their fires. Early in the after
noon, Captain Elliot drove the main body of the Span
iards over the crest of the third hill, where Lieutenant
Magill had anothl'r division, which poured a deadly fire
into them as they descended. Thcy ran back to the crest
of the hill, and this the Dolphtn, which was in position,
swept with a murderous fire of 4-inch shells. The Span
iards nlshed down the hill again, and again fell into the
clutches of Captain Elliot's men, including some Cubans, who
fought their old enemies like demons. Spaniards were fall
ing all along the line, and they rushed baek, endeavoring again
to escape along the crest of the hill, and there they were again
met by the Dolphin's shells. Turn which way they would,
they were face to face with an American fire that had no
mercy in it. As the Spaniards rushed along the crest of thc
hill, they came face to face suddenly with a third scouting
party under Captain Spicer. Then in desperation they tnrlH'd
baC'k and ran into the marincs under Captain Elliot and Lieu
tenant Magill. Thus they fought desperately, refusing to
surrender till more than 200 lay dead on the hill. And thc
only C'asualty that day on the American ~ide was onc Cuban
killed. The Americans left their Cuban allips to pursue the
remnant and returned to camp with a score of prisoners and a
large quantity of arms and ammunition. They had no more
serious trouble with the enemy at Camp )IcCalla. In view'
of the dangers to which the camp had been exposed for five
days, almost constantly under fire, it is certainly remarkable
that no more than five lives were lost.

On the 15th, the Texas, },[al'blehead, and Suwanee steamed
up the bay and attaC'ked the fortifications at Caimanera, about
three miles above Camp JfcCalla, and a bombardment of a
few minutes was sufficient to drive the Spaniards from their
guns, and an hour completely destroyed the forts and earth
works which formed the main defense of the inner hay.

But it was plain to the e)'es of the officers that the place
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was not a good one for the landing of an army for the invest
ment of Santiago forty miles away. No roads existed, and it
would have been a difficult undertaking to have handled heavy
artillery in such a mountainous country, which had been so
well adapted to the Cuban guerrilla warfare. It was near
Guantanamo, it will be remembered, that Goulet and his bands
had their early successes in- the Cuban revolution.

Little was left for Admiral Sampson to do until the anny
arrived, but he did not leave the Spanish forces at Santiago
unoccupied. On the 16th, he again shelled the enemy's bat
teries and battered down some new earthworks within his
reach. Again the wretched marksmanship of the Spaniards
saved the fleet from any damage. One of the most interesting
features of the work before the harbor at this time was the
successful practical trial of the so-called dynamite gunboat
Vesuvius. This boat, which, as a matter of fact, throws
through her pneumatic guns charges of guncotton instead of
dynamite, went close to the mouth of the harbor on the night
of the 13t)1 and fired three shots, each containing 500 pounds.
They wrought havoc where they struck, and the perfonnance
was repeated several times, much to the terror of the Spaniards.

The war was not without some important and interesting
incidents in other quarters at this time. From the beginning
it had been the purpose of the government to operate in Puerto
Rico, and arrangements for sending an expedition to that island
were under way even while the one to Santiago was causing so
much trouble and delay. In accordance with this plan, a
blockade had been declared against the port of San Juan, and
the St. Paul, commanded by Captain Sigsbee, was sent to in
stitute it. In the interval between Cervera's arrival at San
tiago and the beginning of operations against Santiago, the
torpedo boat-destroyer Terror, which Cervera had left at Mar
tinique for repairs, 11ad made her way to San Juan, and 8S

there was no way of her reaching Cervera then, there she re
mained. The Isabella II., an old cruiser, and one or two gun
boats, were also in the port.
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When the St. Paul arrived before the harbor on June 22d,
the Spanish lookouts took her for the St. Louis, which they
knew was lightly armed, and the commanders of the Terror
and Isabella II. figured that they could run out and destroy
the former liner before they were within reach of her guns.
So confident were they that they boastingly made public their
plans, and as a result the Spanish people in the city gave the
officers a great ovation, and the commander of the Terror made
a speech in the public square,.declaring that he was going out
to engage the Yankee warship and inviting the people to
ascend the hills and watch the fight. This they did, and the
cloud of witnesses were noticed through the glasses of the
officers on the St. Paul before they knew what it meant.

About 1 o'clock, when the men were at mess, the lookouts
discovered a steamer coming out of the harbor. The St. Paul
was then about seven miles out, but she was turned towards
the approaching vessel and steamed at full speed to meet
her. The character of the vessel had not been made out as
yet, but the prospects even of holding up a merchantman was
sufficient to bring every ,man to the deck. The strange craft
wasted little time in informing the St. Paul of her character,
for she dropped a shell within a thousand yards of the liner,
which was .immediately put around so that the Isabella II.,
for she it was, might have the benefit of a broadside when she
approached near enough. But the Spaniard decided to come
no nearer, much to the disgust of the men at the guns of the
St. Paul. It was at this moment that the lookout reporterl
the little destroyer sneaking out of the harbor under cover
of the cruiser. Under all the recognized rules of naval war
fare, it was rather dangerous for the converted .liner to attack
a cruiser reinforced by so dangerous a craft as the Terror was
supposed to be, but our sailors were eager'for a fight.

The I sabella II. continued to throw shells in the direction
of the St. Paul, but Captain Sigsbee paid little attention to
her at this time. Instead, he worked along with the Terror,
endeavoring to 8eparate her from the cruiser and to keep her
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in the trough of the sea if she undertook to run for the St.
Paul. This she did when her commander saw that the St.
Paul was thus maneuvering. It 'Was a dangerous moment,
for everything depended upon the gunnery of the St. Paul's
men. Unless stopped by well-directed shots, there was noth
ing to prevent her from getting close enough to launch a tor
pedo, and then no one of the St. Paul might live to tell the
tale. But Captain Sigsbee and his men were perfectly cool;
they allowed the Terror to get within 6,000 yards, and then
they let go the whole starboard battery.

The Terror had evidently been hit, and both Spanish
vessels began to act as if they were rather sorry they had come
out. The St. Paul worked up closer, and the Spaniards at
once made preparations to retreat. After putting two shots
into the Terror and knocking her after smokestack into the
sea, Captain Sigsbee turned his attention for a moment to the
Isabella II., which had been wasting hundreds of dollars
worth of ammunition in a wild fire. Then another gunboat
came out of the harbor and the Terror began t~ show further
signs of fight. Her gunners were beginning to get the range,
and were dropping a few shots uncomfortably near to the St.
Paul. But as soon as the latter's guns were again trained on
the saucy torpedo boat, she turned about and started full speed
for the harbor. At this juncture a remarkable shot was made
from one of the St. Paul's 5-inch guns. A shell struck the
retreating Terror on the port side near the stern,. and went
clear into the engine-room, killing the engineer and wounding
several others, wrecking the machinery, and placing the boat
in a sinking condition. Her propellers stopped working, and
she drifted in a westerly direction, signaling for help. In a
few moments a vessel came out and took her in tow, but it was
too late to run her into the harbor; she was taken ashore and
beached in shallow water. The people on the cliff who had
come out to see the Yankee sunk were at a loss to understand
just why she still floated, while the Terror lay on the sands.
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LANDING OF THE TROOPS AT BAIQUIRI AND SIBONEY
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W ITH flags flying and the guns of Admiral Sampson's
flagship booming a salute to General Shaft€r com
manding, the army of invasion steamed grandly

up almost to within range of the guns of Morro, or what was
left of them, at a little after noon on June 20th, just two
months after the opening of the war, and one month after Cer-

•vera had entered Santiago harbor without incident. The
great transports and their convoys presented an impressive
sight, stretching out over eight miles of the Caribbean Sea and
g€ntly moving with the heavy ground swell as though cour
tesying to the grim warships which had so long awaited their
coming. The decks were thronged with soldiers gazing at the
remarkable soone before them. The line paraded in single file
past the warships, each vessel dipping her flag to the admiral
as she paseed. The battleship Indiana was in the lead, fol
lowed by the gunboats Bancroft, Castine, Machias, and
Annapolis. Then followed the transports, while the rear was
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brought up by the cruiser Detroit and several other smaller
convoys. General Shafter was immediately taken to the flag
ship, where he informed the admiral that the trip h~d beeu
without inoident of note, and plans were at once considered for
the landing of the troops, eager to leave the crowded transport:>.

The admiral had already made arrangements for a consul
tation with the Cuban leaders,and that afternoon a preliminary
.landing for this purpose was made at Aserraderos, a point
about twenty miles wcst of Santiago, which the Cuban General
Rabi had occupied a few weeks before and was still holding.
But about twenty people went ashore, and they certainly made
one of the most striking pictures of the war. Admiral Samp
BOn and General Shafter, with imt a small escort, were rowed
to the beach in a small boat, which was met by a mounted
force of Cuban officers. As the blue jackets drove the boat
towards the shore, the Cubans dashed into the surf, cheering
and shouting. The party was conducted to General Rabi's
headquarters, where a conference was held, General Garcia,
the Cuban commander in the province, being present. The
camp was a very picturesque collection of shelters made of
palm leaves after the Cuban fashion, situated on the crest of a
rugged hill and containing something over a thousand soldiers
newly equipped and furnished with stores from the fleet.

It was evident that Ascrraderos was no place for a landing,
for the sO-ilalled road leading to Santiago was only a mule path
over which it would require many days of hard work to trans
port artillery, and the city was on the opposite side of the bay.
Guantanamo, on the east, Shafter considered equally bad, and
still further away. It was agreed that Baiquiri, about fifteen
miles east of Morro, would be the best place, though it was
admitted that it would r.e difficult to land there if the Span
iards made a very stout resistance. With the aid of the ships
and a plan for diverting the attention of the enemy to other
points, however, General Shafter thought it could be done
without great loss.

The plan as finally agreed upon was to begin the landing
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at Baiquiri soon after daylight the 22d. General.Castillo was
ordered to bring a thousand Cubans to flank out the Spanish
on the east of the landing, while four vessels were to shell the
beach and blockhouses, the Detroit and Castine on the west
ward flank and the New Orleans and TVasp on the eastern
flank. In order to deceive the enemy, feints were arranged for
other points; vessels were to take positions at daylight in front
of Siboney and Aguadores, both to the eastward of Morro and
somewhat nearer than Baiquiri, and also in the bay of Cabanas
to the westward of Morro. In the latter place a feint of land
ing would be made, ten transports lying off that point and low-

. ering boats and pretending to make ready to row ashore. The
Brooklyn, ~Massachusetts, Iowa, and Oregon were to retain
their positions in front of the mouth of the harbor. The last
clause of Admiral Sampson's order to his vessels was sig
nificant. It read:

.. The attention of commanding officers of all vessels engaged in block
ading Santiago de Cuba is earnestly called to the necessity of the utmnt
vigilance from this time forward - both as to maintaining stations nrd
readiness for action, nnd as to keeping a close watch upon the harbor
mouth. If the Spanish admiral ever intends to attempt to escape, that
attempt will be made soon."

The plan as outlined worked at first with satisfactory suc
cess. The feints deceived the Spanish; the bombardment by
the ships was described in the Spanish reports to Madrid as ter
rific and insupportable; the Cubans did their share in distract
ing the enemy, which fled from Baiquiri's blockhouse to posts
along the coast towards Sevilla, a town about six miles east of
Santiago and about three miles from the shore. Before they
fled from Baiquiri an attempt was made to burn the town and
the supplies, but much of it was left unharmed, even food was
found cooking for the Spaniards' breakfast. The only dam
age suffered by the fleet in the engagement was on board the
Texas,. a shell from Soeapa battery happened to strike her,
killing one sailor and wounding eight.

'When the signal for landing was given, scores of rowboats,
steam launches, and dispatch boats crowded with soldiers

40
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made for the little pier belonging to the Spanish-American
Iron Company. The men at the oars pulled hard in a desire
to be the first to land, the steam launches rolled and pitched
and puffed, while over them flew the shots from the gunboats,
tearing off the roofs of the huts and battering the blockhouses
to pieces. The waves ran high and as the first of the launches
approached the pier it was suddenly lifted and the men, in
attempting to spring out, were thrown violently to the wharf;
others were scrambling out of rowboats through the surf; then
a cheer arose and was caught up by the sailors on the warships
and the soldiers on the transports; men waved their hats,
jumped up and down and yelled. But the noise was even
greater a little later wh~n four men were seen scaling the sheer
face of the mountain up the narrow trail to the highest block
house; for a moment they were outlined against the sky in a
bunch by the side of the blockhouse and all was still; then up
went a flag, out flashed the Stars and Stripes against the blue
sky at the very top of the ridge. Sailors, Cubans, and soldiers.
on land and on sea, shouted and cheered again, and every
steam whistle for miles around shrieked and tooted and roared
in a pandemonium of delight and triumph.

The landing rt!called the pictures of naval maneuvers of
long ago, when armed boat crews and boarding parties were
in vogue. Throughout the day smoke was issuing from the
burning buildings of the town. Outside were the transports.
ranging from the huge coastwise steamer to side-wheelers and
nondescript vessels. All were constantly moving to overcome
the drift of the current. Among them and spread out to
either shore were the convoys whose keen-eyed lookouts
scanned the beach and hills beyond. Small boats were every
where. They came and went singly, in pairs, in groups, in
long lines, rowed and towed. They clung to the ships, the~'

lined the landing wharf, and they filled the space between.
The men, after landing at the low wharf inside the iron

pier, straggled up a level bit of sand beyond it. Then they
fell into companies, and, marching away, were soon lost to
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"View in the tangle of tropical underbrush. Of the thousands
who landed not more than 200 were in sight at any time on
shore.

All day long and all the next day the boats went back and
forth, landing the soldiers at Baiquiri without resistance, and
the Spaniards having evacuated Siboney, that place was taken
for the landing of other troops and the horses and mules; the
latt~r were pitched overboard in the expectation that they
would swim ashore, and moat of them did so, though a few.
swam directly out to sea and were drowned. Landing 15,000
men, with arms and equipment and all the paraphernalia of
war on such a beach without the aid of lighters was a long and
difficult undertaking even when unresisted. If the Spaniards
had made a bold stand at the first it would have boon much
more difficult, if not impossible, but they feared the guns of
the fleet and fell baok to the hills.

General Lawton, who was in oommand of the advance
landing party, occupied the town of Baiquiri the first night,
posting sentries about in the hills, and General Young's troops
had advanced some distance on th~ road to Santiago. The
next day the head of the column was pushed further on. One
road runs along the <,oast behind the cliffs for some distance,
but it was found to be hardly more than a wood path over
grown with bushes and shut in on either side by the chaparral.
Another road, but no better, runs to the north of this to
Juragua and Seville, where the Spanish general, Linares, had·
assembled his forces for resistance. Either road was a dan
gerous one to follow and artillery could be moved up but
slowly. Yet the men worked bravely on, the lin~ moving
ahead on the roads as it was landed from the transports with
out a challenge from the enemy.

An interesting incident of the march through the village
of Demajaya'bo on the 23d was the capture of a locomotive
left by the Spaniards standing on the track with steam up.
Before they scampered away they attempted to disable the
engine, but their efforts merely served to again illustrate Span-
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ish lack of mechanical skill and the ingenuity of the Yankee.
The railroad employes had hurriedly taken off the connect
ing rods, throttle gear, 8:nd other important pieces of the
machinery, concealing them behind fences and under cars, and
even burying some of them. Then, after blocking the piston
guides with pieces of wood, they ran off in the firm belief that
they had put the locomotive permanently out of com~ission.

But in the Yankee forces were half a dozen old railroad
engineers and mechanics who shouted with joy when they saw
the engine. In a few moments they were clambering all over
the machine, and it took them but a minute to discover its
condition. A search was started for the missing p.arts, some
of which were found; clever makeshifts were resorted to in
place of those not found, and in a short time the locomotive
was puffing away in the direetion of J uragua drawing a train
of ore cars filled with Yankee soidiers.

On the 24th the end came to this peaceful prologue and
war began in earnest. The hot sun came up from behind
the mountain peak;s, lifted the curtain of morning mist and
revealed the advance line_of the army scattered along the nar
row valley which traces irregular paths between Baiquiri and
Sevilla. Two miles to the rear were the tents of the second
division marking with a white line the road to Demajayabo,
to which General Wheeler had moved and established head
quarters during the night.

General Lawton's headquarters consisted of a cluster of
half a dozen huts two miles inland from Siboney, whose little
harbor was crowded with transports, launches, and small boats
still engaged in landing troops. The third division was clus
tered about the beach, some bathing, others gathering the scat
tered equipments, and still others making preparations for
breakfast. Far to the front was the thin line of· Castillo's
Cuban outP08t8, their flags faintly moving in the morning air.

According to reports brought to General Wheeler, who
was in command of the forces which had already landed, while
General Shafter was still on his shiP! the Spaniards, after their
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evacuation of Siboney, had retired to a point three miles away
near Sevilla, and had intrenched themselves at a junction of
two roads or trails called Guasimas. From that point a single
road leads to Santiago. General Wheeler had in this local
ity the Twenty-third Infantry, four troops of the First
Cavalry, four of the Tenth Cavalry, and the troops of the
Rough Riders - in all about 1,000 men. After making an
examination of the country in which the enemy was' supposed
to have halted, he returned to his headquarters and notified
his officers that he proposed to attack. Colonel Wood of the
Rough Riders was ordered to approach the enemy from the
left while the force under General Young followed the road
to the right, the two meeting at Guasimas.

Gradually the sun ohased the lingering shadows ·out of
the ravines and began to scorch the hillsides.. Camps were
broken, columns of soldiers were formed, and the advance was
resumed. Blazing blockhouses here and there indicated that
the enemy was still in full retreat, hastening to the shelter of
the entrenchments nearer the city. Not a Spaniard could be
seen, although hundreds of field glasses scrutinized every part
of the landscape in a vain effort to penetrate the thickets.
Early in the morning General Young started towards
Guasimas with the First and Tenth dismounted Cavalry, and,
according to the agreement of the night before, he took the
trail to the right of the Rough Riders, who as yet had not
come into possession of their horses and were therefore dubbed
the" Rough Walkers." They left their camp at 5 o'clock, and
at '7 entered the village of Siboney. After a short halt they
began a long climb up the steep western trail toward the ren
dezvous. By this time the heat of the sun was beginning to
be keenly felt by the men. Laden with full marching equip
ment, they toiled slowly up the rocky path in single file. X ot
enough air was stirring to make a leaf flutter. Along the hill
side several halts were necessary before the men could reach
the mountain. A dozen mules carried the reserve ammuni- .
tion and the scanty hospital supplies. The beasts were Be-
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riously affected by the hest alBO, but despite these obstacles
the toilsomc aseent was finally made and a refreshing sea
breeze afforded a trifling relief. Before the Rough Riders
stretched for nine miles a comparatively level plateau half a
mile in width, dotted with chaparral thickets and frequently
broken by small ravines.

:Meanwhile, Young's men were slowly winding their way
along about a half mile to Wood's right, but the bushes were
so thick in every direction that neither line could see t.he other.
Skimlish lines had been sent ahead to prevent a surprise. The
men advanced in high spirits, remarking upon the S<'enery, hilt
the heat was so intense that some began to fall out of the rankg
and drop exhausted under the shade of convenient bushes.

Still no sign of the enemy. The columns labored along
over the narrow uneven path for an hour and a half, when
",::'ood called another halt and rode forward to meet Captain
Capron, who had been sent on ahead and who W88 now coming
back. He had gone within sight of the enemy's outposts, and
the officers knew that a battle was at hand. The Rough
Riders had not been ambushed, but they had been ordered
ahead to attack the enemy, whose position was known in a
general way, but it is doubtful if such a battlefield W88 evpr
seen before. The place where the Rough Riders were halted
was where the trail narrowed and proceeded downward. On
one side of it was a stout barbed wire fence and on both sides
was a dense chaparral, whieh in places was absolutely im
penetrable. Wood and Capron came back and said to Roose
velt: "PaM the word back to keep silence in the ranks,"
and then they disappeared again towards the front. The men
had no knowledge of what was ahead and merely welcomed
the opportunity for a little rest and a chance to shift their
packs. As a matter of fact they had little expectation that an
enemy which had made no resistance to their landing would
oppose the march very seriously till in force before Santiago.

After waiting ahout ten minutes, Wood returned and gave
orders to d('plo~' the troops at either side of the trail. Ca-
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pron's troops were ordered down the trail itself; Troop G into
the bushes on the right, and K and A were sent down into the
hollow to connect with Young's column across the valley,
which had also come up with the enemy and had begun firing.
Troops F and E were deployed in skirmish line to the left.

But the movement had hardly begun when, with surprising
unexpectedness, there was a sharp crack which seemed very
near, and the peculiar music of a Mauser bullet sounded over
the Rough Riders' heads. There was no more gossip in the
ranks, but the men scattered in the directions in which they
had been ordered, Roosevelt leading the men to the right and
Wood down the grassy slope to the left. The music of the
bullets at once became constant; the enemy's fire was heavy.
While the Rough Riders had not been strictly taken by sur
prise, the lay of the land placed them at a terrible disad
vantage. But no one seemed frightened. Though a moment
before they had scarcely been able to realize that they were
actually at war, they now rushed forward with an excitement
which amounted almost to ecstacy. 'Yhether the Spaniards
could see our men or not, our men c<mld not see the Spaniards;
and yet the fire was not more than eighty yards away and was
so hot that our men could only lie in the grass and fire in that
position. As they rose up to rush a little further towards the
enemy, some dropped not to rise when the next order for an
advance came. The advances were made in quick, desperate
rushes, and sometimes the ground gained was very slight.
There was but an occasional glimpse of the enemy, and our
men could only fire their volleys into the places whence the
shots seemed to come, but they fired with perfect discipline
and the advance was steady. Gradually the line became
divided by the trail into two wings, that in the valley and that
on the left, swin~ing around on the enemy's right flank.

When the fighting had lasted about an hour, the line
reached a more open country in front of a slight bill. :Mean-

I' time, the troops that had pnshed ont in the direction of
Yollng had joined his line, which was meeting a desperate re-
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sistance and which had thus far been unable to dislodge the
enemy from his rifle pits. By this time also the troops in the
rear, the Tenth Cavalry and the Twenty-second Infantry,
hearing of the battle ahead, had hurried forward to reinforce
their comrades. Both Wood and Roosevelt led their men
in a charge up the incline, and the enemy, thinking. that the
whole army was behind them, retreated. The Rough Riders,
reinforced by the men hurrying up from the rear, pressed their
advance relentlessly, throwing away everything that could
impede their progress and rushing on regardless of danger.
Such an advance in the face of terrific volleys was past the
comprehension of the Spaniards. " \Then we fired a volley;'
said one of the prisoners later, " instead of falling back they
came forward. That is not the way to fight, to oome closer at
every volley." Many striking inci~ents occurred. One pri
vate continued firing after being hit by three bullets and re
tired only when the fourth had disabled him. One who had
been sent to the rear seriously wounded, caught up a rifle, and,
running back, joined in the charge. It was a magnificent
dash, and when the enemy had disappeared towards Sevilla,
the Rough Riders and their comrades rested on the ground
they had gained and where some of their bravest men had
fallen. The Spanish force engaged has been variously esti
mated, but numbered at least 2,000. ·When the battle began,
the American force at the front was less than a quarter of that
of the enemy, which, moreover, had a marked advantage in
position. The Rough Riders had made a night march the
evening before, had secured but about three hours' sleep on
the wet ground, and had been marched under a burning sun
and over a difficult trail right into action. Few of them had
ever fired a l{rag-.Torgensen rifle before, as they had secured
their arms but a short time before leaving Tampa, and probably
not oyer 80 per <'ent., had been under fire before. Of the
Rough Riders eight were killed and thirty-four wounded, and
of General Young's force there were eighteen killed and
eighteen wounded. Among the officers killed were Captain
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Capron and Sergeant Fish, a grandson of the Secretary of
State under Grant. Both \Vood and Roosevelt were in the
thick of the fight, and walked calmly about the lines encourag
ing their men, but neither was hit, though they had many
narrow escapes.

The Spaniards had not simply lost many men, but their
couragr. From this time they acted simply on the defensive.
In their retrrat they passed beyond many places where they
might have secured a terrible advantage over our advancing
troops and devoted themselves entirely to an ingenious defense
of the outer intrenchments of Santiago.

Shortly aftrr Gem:ral Shafter's expedition had. departed
from Tampa, it was announced that Admiral Camara's fleet
had left Cadiz. Having derived some satisfaction from the
manner in which Cervera had eluded Sampson the month be
fore, much to the anxiety of people on the coast, Spain appa
rently decided to use similar tactics at this important time,
when the better part of the American navy was engaged in
holding Cerrera. Admiral Camara's ships departed after the
most solemn ceremonies, the blessing of flags by the bishops
and a brilliant procession. For some days its destination was
mere guess-work. It was considered probable that Camara
was coming to the relief of Cervera. 'Vhile the number of
the ships was considerable - sixteen altogether - but two
were really formidable, even in theory. These were the
battleship Pelayo and the armored cruiser Carlos V. With
them were three new torpedo-boat destroyers and two auxiliary
cruisers. The remainder were gunboats and colliers.

On the 25th, Sagasta announced that the fleet was bound
for the Philippines, and the movement was considered as of
little importance excrpt as a sop to public opinion in Spain,
for the people complainrd that the government was weak in
not rrlieving Governor-General Augusti at Manila. They
were still supposing that Cervera was preventing the United
StHtrs from doing anything in euba, and were inclined to
think that Camara could easily redeem the Philippines. On
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the 26th he reached the north end of the Suez Canal and
aoted as if he intended to go on. While the United States
government saw nothing to seriously fear in the Cadiz squad
ron, as the Alonterey and Charleston would arrive at Manila
before Camara possibly could, it announced on the 27th that
an American squadron under Commodore Watson would pre
pare for imm€diate cruise to the coast of Spain. The Spanish
coast cities at onc€ became alarmed and fortifications were
strengthened in a hurry. But 'Vatson's fleet did not sail" at
once." The government kept reiterating its intention to have
it sail, but there were delays in getting the ships ready and
there were other excuses. Indeed, the announcement seemed
to 00 mainly inte~ded to divert Camara's ships from the Philip
pines and back to Spain. If suoh was the strategy, it
proved entirely successful, for after hovering about the en
trance of the canal for some days, paying toll money amount
ing to $250,000, and, after taking the fleet to Suez, he turned
about, paid return toll, and eventually started homeward, to
the amazement and bewilderment of everybody. This return
movement, however, did not occur till after Cervera's fleet
had been destroyed and the capitulation of Santiago had bE"
come inevitable.
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AFTER the engagements of the 24th, General Wheeler
pushed forward his command through the valley and
Generals Lawton and Kent with their commands oc

cupied the adjacent hills as fast as troops were landed. By
the night of the 25th there were about 8,000 American and
Cuban troops in and about S€viIla, which the Spaniards had
evacuated without resistance. On the following morning the
advance guard, led by the Seventh Infantry under Colonel
Benham, pushed forward about three miles, halting and camp
ing near San Juan on the Guamo River about four miles from
Santiago. During the day the entire First Brigade moved
forward and camped within two miles of thc Seventh Infantry,
while the Cubans, whose knowledge of the country surpassed
that of the Spaniards themselves, were kept a little in advance
of the most advanced American lines. They were indeed
within two miles of the Spanish outposts in the hills. a short
distance east of the city. The scouts had explored the terri-
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tory between the head of the column and the Spanish outposts
and no considerable body of Spaniards was reported. The
remainder of our army was camped along the hills between
the front and the landing places at Baiquiri and Siboney.
These detachments were being moved forward as rapidly as
possible, but in the face of the most unfavorable conditions.
No opposition was met from the Spaniards, however, who
seemed to have been dazed by the rapidity and daring of the
American advance. They had abandoned position after posi
tion with scarcely a show of resistance. If they had fought
every inch our army would have been in a very difficult posi
tion. One who has not gone over the trails in this section of
Cuba in a pouring rain or burning sun cannot understand the
sufferings to which the American troops were-subjected and
the heroism with which they bore it. These infantrymen
from cool northern climes toiled hour after hour along these
so-called roads and paths, through jungles of cacti, poison
vines and high grass which cuts like a razor, in a blistering
sunlight which made the horizon waver before the eyes, or in a
torrent of rain which drenched to the skin, while from the
stagnant pools gray mists arose, and everywhere vultures with
outstretched wings looked greedily down.

And yet all the men were anxious for the fighting to begin,
many of them as yet without any adequate idea of what real
fighting was like. They chafed at the delay caused in bring
ing up supplies, which was, of course, a very hard task in such
a country, especially when the commissary department had
been mismanaged. General Shafter had hurried forward the
light guns as fast as he could and did not wish fighting to begin
till he had the batteries in ~ition, but the heavy guns were
still on the transports. There was only one lighter to take off
supplies. The spirit of the men was such that they would
have rejoiced at an order to carry the city by assault. big guns
or not. But General Shafter had no intention of attaeking
till the subsistence department had beeome ahle to provide
three days' rations for the soldiers' knapsacks, and it appeared
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impossible to work the provisions along as fast as the eager
soldiers advanced. ·With a high sea running it was dangerous
work even to land the supplies, and yet the soldiers at the
front, often obliged to wait a disagreeably long time for their
rations, were ready to throwaway their knapsacks and rush
upon Santiago. Tired, footsore, drenched as they were, they
were eager for any orders involving some daring deed without
any consideration of what might follow.

On the 26th, General Shafter left the ship on which he
had made his headquarters during the work of landing the
expedition and went along the road and among the camps,
consulting with his generals and the Cuban leaders. TIe was
informed that General Linares, who was in co~mand at San
tiago, was about to be reinforced by a division from Man
zanill0, and he decided to send a detachment of Cuban troops
to intercept them, or at least keep them at bay till the city
could' be completely surrounded. When General Shafter
reached the front on the 29th, having had abundant oppor
tunity on the way to observe the obstacles under which the
transportation of military supplies had been made, he found
that a large part of his troops had reached a position so close
to the Spanish lines before Santiago that only the intervening
hill~ remained to be taken. In view of the diffi('ulties of the
country, General Shafter had reason to feel proud that in a
week's time his armv had made such headway. The soldiers
were in good form; the Cubans added greatly to the numbers,
and while they had not as yet been tested in regular battle,
they had proved of great advantage in scouting. General
Garcia was working cordially with him and seemed to be ready
to do whatever was ordered.

Up to this time the Cnban soldiers had been regarded with
something like enthusiastic interest. They were the most re
markable collection of warriors which our army officers had
ever seen. On the morning of the 29th, for instance, one
of the transports had landed at Siboney 2,000 insurgents
which had been brought around from Aserraderos under the
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command of General Sanchez. They were landed through
the heavy sl1rf and lined up emaciated, half naked, and in
some instances almost entirely nude; but, weak as they were,
they stood up proudly and shouted "Cuba Libre" much to
the astonishment of the foreign military representatives, who
were utterly at a loss to understand the enthusiasm of men in
their miserable condition. These famished men fell to de
vouring the rations sen'ed to them like starving wolves; some
of them ate so much that they nearly died, but then they cheer
fully prepared to march to the front among the Cuban scouts.
The American officers soon found, however, that the value of
these- allies was mainly confined to their scouting. In a cer
tain way their bravery was phenomenal, but' they had no
understanding of organized war or discipline. In the excite
ment of the fighting they paid no attention to orders; they
would lacerate the treetops with their bullets, then fling dow~

their rifles and rush through the bushes at a few Spaniard:>
with their machetes. All the work of making intrenchments,
of widening tlle roads for bringing up guns or food was to
them a puzzle. They would cheerfully scout, but they would
not work with spades and picks; and naturally the Americans

- became indignant when they saw the Cnbans sitting around
munching the food brought up with so mueh difficulty, wbile
hard digging in trenches was to be done. These half dad,
lean, and dusky fellows would sneak through the underbrush
up under the nos('s of the Spaniards, and when hit with a bul
let would throw up their arms, shout" Cuba Libre," and drop
dead; but all the Cubans in Cuba could not have taken San
tiago. Our soldiers could readily understand why the Span
iards had never been able to drive them out of such a country,
and why the Cubans han seldom shown a -dil:\position to fight
in the open. Gomez's plan of wearing out Spain was the
only one in which his picturesque forces had any chance of
success.

But leaving the possible assistance of the Cubans out of
the question, General Shafter took an optimistic view of th~
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situation as he found it at the front. So weakly had the Span
iards resisted his landing when they might have made it ex
ceedingly difficult, so quickly had they abandoned strong posi
tions and fallen back on their intrenchments, that Shafter
thought they could be easily beaten out of their last defense.
Nearly everything went to confirm him in this opinion. De
serters from Santiago told him of the desperate' condition of
the Spaniards in the city. It had been expected that they
would make a strong defense of Aguadores near the coast and
on the left of the American line, for they had strongly in
trenched it and had some artillery there, but on the 30th they
deserted it and moved to the seaward fortifications a little to
the west and containing the strongest batteries on the ~oast.

But they were within reach of the fleet, and therefore the left
of the American line was ordered to move up to the position
the Spaniards had deserted.

But while General Shafter had his army within rifle range
of the enemy, his heavy guns were still on the transports; his
soldiers had forged ahead over roads which could not be made
passable for heavy guns for days, It is not strange that the
question whether he should wait for the heavy guns'--tccurred
to him nor is it altogether strange that he decided not to wait
for them.

The country was such that inactivity might prove more
fatal to the soldiers than action; sickness due to climatic condi
tions might in a few days weaken and demoralize such an eager
army; in their desire to push on rapidly they had thrown away
much that they were likely to need when waiting in their
position. They were still in excellent form, but as one or
two of the officers had become ill and General Shafter himself
began to feel the effects of the climate, prompt attack seemed
wise. Moreover, reinforcements were hurryin~ to Linares
from the west and the Spanish near Guantanamo mi~ht take
advantage of delay to seek a position on the American right.
:Everything tended to convince Shafter that it might be fatal
t9 wait. Later experience justified his conduct. The risks
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of the Cuban climate to Xorthern men, exposed to the furious
sun during the days and compelled to sleep through the
damp, chill nights with no shelter, were at least as great as
could be expected, even from stubborn Spanish resistance.
At first the weather had been very good, but rains ~il.d begun
during the advance and the men suffered discomforts which
finally told on their health. But this was after the fight had
been won. ·When they fought they were fresh and vigorous.
Had Shafter waited for the heavy guns there might not have
been as many lives lost in the furious assault, but he might
have had a discouraged 'amI enfeebled army. His decision,
which seemed to some so unwise, was really the criti~al move
upon which everything depended. It meant bloodshed, but
it also meant victory and a speedy termination of the war.

To the north of the American position lay the fortified
village of Caney, which it was deemed necessary to reduce
lest the enemy threaten the rear. The garrison the,.'! was
supposed to number about 800 men. To the south was
Aguadores, where the Spaniards had already abandoned bet
ter fortifications than wer~ supposed to exist in Caney.
Directly in front and all that prevented the Americans from
marching up to the city intrenchments was the fortified hill
of San .Tuan. General Shafter considered that Caney would
make but slight r<,sistance and that Lawton's (the Second)
division of 6,000 men could take it, while Ke.nt's (the First)
and 'Vheeler's cavalry were advancing in the valley towarda
San Juan hill. Having reached Caney, Lawton would be
able to return and eo-operate with Kent and W})('eler before
San J tian, which appeared to be the strongest defended. At
the same time General Duffield, in command of the Thirteenth
Michigan Volunteers, a battalion of the Thirty-fourth :Michi
gan, and with 2,000 Cubans, could make an attack on the
Spanish near the coast and prevent their going to the assistance
of those at San Juan and Caney.

During the 30th the troops ~adually assumed the posi
tions convenient for such a general movement. Lawton's
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division, which stretched northward towards Caney, consisted
of two brigades, the Seventh, Twelfth, and Seventeenth under
General Chaffee, and the Eighth and Twenty-second Infantry
and Second Massachusetts Volunteers under General Ludlow,
and the First, Fourth, and Twenty-fifth Infantry under
Colonel Miles. ·With General Lawton were Capron's and
Parkhouse's batteries of light guns, the fonner being in the
lead. Captain Grimes's battery was moved forward to a com
manding position in front of General Kent in the center, imd
he had also Captain Best's battery. Kent's second and third
brigades, the former composed of the Second, Tenth, and
Twenty-first Infantry under Colonel Pearson, the latter of
the Xinth, Thirteenth, and Twenty-fourth Infantry under
Colonel Wickoff, were moved forward about two miles to a
point on the Santiago road near corps headquarters, where
they bivouacked. His first brigade under General Hawkins,
composed of the Sixth and Sixteenth Infantry and Scventy
first New York Volunteers, remained in its camp a little in
the rear of the corps headquarters. General Bates had the
Third and Twentieth Infantry back near the coast, while Gen
eral Duffield had the Thirty-third and a part of the Thirty
fourth Michigan before Aguadores with a force of about 2,000
Cubans. Admiral Samp~on was prepared to open fire on the
shore battery to which the Spanish on the south of our line
had taken refuge, while the land division at Aguadores at
tacked from that side. Neither Admiral Sampson nor Gen
eral Garcia agreed with General fihafter OIl the weak resistanC'e
likely to be expe<'ted from the Spanish. Garcia said that in
their final intrenchments they would fight desperately, and
he was right. But Shafter was justified in hastening opera
tions as much as possible.

The American officers had no idea, nor could they have
even after the most effective work of sconts, of the ingenious
character of the Spanish defense. While they had been
weakly surrendering outside positions, they had been work
ing persistently at device~ whil,lh they had planned as traps.

41
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So, indeed, they were. Against a less courageous and ag
gressive army, their effect would have been practical annihila
tion. According to all military rules, the Spaniards Lad made
themselves impregnable and had craftily led the Americans
on into the jungle to fall a victim to their devices.

The Spanish plan was to stop our advance by three different
methods and at three different stages of attack. It must al
ways be remembered that the roads and trails in this vicinity
had all been cut through dense tropical jungles, in some places
so wild and tangled with vines and creepers as to be almost
impenetrable. Here and there were openings or glades of
high grass dotted with clumps of bushes. The first or outpr
line of Spanish defense consistpd of sharpshooters posted in
the tree topa along these roads and trails. It was the business
of these men to harass and, if possible, demoralize our troops
by subjeoting them to galling cross fires from a series of petty
ambuscades. Such a scheme could never have been thought
of except by a Spaniard and could never have been earned
out except in a country of this kind. But it was carrie(l out
with thoughtful attention to every detail. These sharpshooters
were hidden in carefully prepared nests of leaves in the tops
of dense trees; some of them had tunics of fresh palm leaves
tied around their bodies from the shoulders down, so that at a
little distance they could not be distinguished from the foliage
in which they were concealed. They could neither be seen,
driven in, nor dislodged; they used "Mauser rifles with smoke
less powder and they were posted in the trpes in the confident
expectation that they could pick off our roldiprs as they ad
vanced. After our men had passed by, these skirmishers
could still fire at them, shoot them in the back, worry them by
an unseen fire, shoot those bringing up supplies or carrying
back the wounded.

But failing, as they doubtless expected to fail, in the at
tempt to check our troops by these petty ambuscades, the
Spaniards had maoe careful and elahorate prprarations to
slaughter them in the glades or openings through whioh the
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troops must pass on the way to the city. Almost everyone
of these openings was within range of either a line of rifle pits
or of a substantial log blockhouse, placed in a commanding
position on a knoll or hill. The distance between the rifle pits
or blockhouses and the openings had been carefully measured
and large sheets of what appeared to be metal roofing had been
spt up back of the glades to serve as aiming guides. Machine
guns had been accurately trained on these sheets of metal and
givpn the proper elf'vation. In some of the blockhouses firing
boards consisting of slightly inclined tables or shelves with
dC€p grooves cut in them for rifle barrels had been prepared
as a means of directing the fire of the soldiers to the particular
opening in the road which was to be swept when the American
troops appeared in it. The inclination of these boards was
such that all the Spaniards had to do was to load and blaze
away; thus preventing wild random firing in the excitement
of battle. It was virtually pquivalent to turning a file of rifle
mpn into a machine gun, t.he range for which had been ac
curately calculated and which waited only for Americans to
appear in front of the target, as they inevitably must if they
advanced.

The third and final line of Spanish defense consisted of
the blockhouses with a few open or masked batteries of light
guns and a net work of connecting or encircling rifle pits and
the barbed-wire entanglements intended to prevent a rush
assault and detain our troops under a murderous fire. These
intrcne-hments were not continuous along our whole front, but
they were at all points in such a way as to command all the
easy and natural approaches. It is not strange that the Span
iards after such preparation confidently countpd on resisting
the American troops before which they had so weakly rf'tireo,
and as these devices were not suspprted by the Amprican
officers, it is not strange that they advanred ronfidently to take
a position which, technically, it was impossible for them to
take.

So general was this sanguine feeling that when dawn
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broke they would begin a march which would in a few hours
end within the walls of Santiago, that preparations for remain
ing outside were neglected and preparations for possible fatali
ties or reverses were inadequate. One small field hospital
with equipments had reached the front on the 29th and been
placed in one of the glades of high grass near the road and
surrounded by a jungle. It provided tent shelter for but about
a hundred wounded men. The supply of blankets was very
short; and, indeed, no cots or mattre&les had been brought for
ward. So rapid had been the advance of the brave army that it
had been impossible to follow up with all the requirements for
severe fighting, but as General Shafter apparently did not ex
pect this, nor the army fear it, too little thought was given to it.

Under such conditions was begun the battle of July 1st, the
greatest land battIe of the war. It was really three battles
in one, for the taking of Caney occupied Lawton's division
so long that it was unable to co-operate in the center before
San Juan as expected. As the line of battle was so extended
and the whole country was so covered with woods and chapar
ral, those fighting in anyone place had little idea of what was
going on elsewhere, and it was not till the sun went down
that the army knew what a great day it had been. It will be
impossible to describe the battle as one gem'ral engagement,
but the fighting at the three different points must be described
separately, the reader remembering that the troops were simul
taneously engaged all along the line and all day.
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T
HE morning of July 1st was hot with tropical intensity.

Thickets and overhanging palms were wreathed in
vapors. To the north of the forces in the cent~r of

the line rose a range of verdant peaks. Along the road lead
ing to El Poso were silently marching the troops. Beyond El
Poso was a dense Cuban forest into which regiment after regi
ment was marching, and, somewhere in that thick under
growth, was forming a line of battle. Further on rose the
green hill of San .Tuan capped by its blockhouse, and to the
right and left along the ('rest were Spanish intrenchments.
Over the uneven valley floated the buzzards waiting for the
carnage - " all in a hot and copper sky." On a little hill to
the left of El Poso ~an('h house, an artistic old bnilding with
tiled roof, was posted Captain Grimes's battery of four guns,
and at twenty minutes to 7 Grimes gave the order:

" Number one, ready! Fire!" This was followed by one
gun after another with solid shot and shrapne1. making a

(708 )
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very pxhilarating- spectacle in the bright sunshine. In the in
tervals could be heard the boom of Capron't; battery, which
had opened on the defenses of Caney far off to the right, and
above the palms rose a cloud of smoke marking his position.
Grimes's g-uns had boomed a few times when a voiee down in
front ('aIled out; " Here it comes! ". .Men instinctively ducked
their heads and the first Spanish shell came screaming- over the
artillerymen and throwing shrapnel into the ranks behind.
Another camp and burst among our mpn near the ranch house,
wounding several; another exploded in a dip llllder tIl(' hill.
where twC'lYe Cubans were torn to pie('C's. The music of
shrapnel is anything but pleasant, hut OrilllC's's voicC' was as
clarion-like as ever, the "RC'ady! Fire! " coming- as reg-ular
as cloekwork. One of his shots tore throug-h the roof of the
blockhouse, others damaged the Spanish battery, and finall:,"
their fire ceased. Grimes continued to fire a littlp long-C'f, and
then for a momC'nt all was still, excepting- for the occasional
crack of a Spanish rifle - no one could tell where.

Far to the front the war balloon was slowly.moving- down,
keeping pace with t.he firing- line of infantry, and suddenly a
yolley crashed from the Spanish rifle pits; there was an an
swering crash from the rifles of our men and the great hattIe
of San Jnan had fairly beg-un.

'Wheeler's dismounted cavalry had been orderC'd off the
hill to the front, while Kent's infantry moved similarly on tIll'
left, but. the road narrowC'd, crossing- se\-eral fordable streams,
and Kent. recC'iwd ordC'r., to allow the eavalry the right of way.
But, compelled to wade the river and other streams to g-et into
line, the prog-l'('SS was necpssaril:v slow, and it had to he made
under a galling- fire not. simply from the Spaniards on San
Juan hill but from sharpshooters in the treetops. The for

tunes of the Signal Corps' war balloon were not conducive to
the heliC'f in t.he efficieney of such means in warfare, especially
in sueh an eng-ag-ement. As it kept pace with the move
ments of the divi;:;ion, it only indicatcd its line of march and
drew upon it the enemy's fire. Soon the balloon itself h<>-
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came a target for the enemy's gunners and riflemen; it was
pierced many times and the occupants of the car gave them
selves up for lost. It was finally brought down to the bed of
a stream and abandoned.

Whenever the men waded the streams the enemy's fire fell
among them like hail, and they went down dead, wounded, and
dying on every side without having even seen the face of a
Spaniard. The fire increased steadily, coming from all direc
tions, even from the sharpshooters in the rear and from the
shrapnel aimed at the balloon. At this point General Kent
was informed that a trail or narrow way had been discovered
by the signal men in the balloon, leading to the left to a ford
lower down the stream. Into this he turned the Seventy-first
Xew York Regiment. General Kent, in his official report of
the battle, says:

.. This would Illlve speedily delivered them in their proper place on the
left of their hrigllde, but under the gulling fire of the enemy the leading
battalion of Ihis regiment was thrown into confusion and recoiled in dis
order on the troops in the rear. At this critical moment the officers of my
staff practically formed a cordon behind the panic-stricken men and urged
them to go forward. I finally ordered them to lie down in the thicket and
clear the way for others of their own regiment who were coming up behind.
This many of them did, and the second and third battalions came forward
in better order and moved along the road to the ford. One of my staff offi
cers ran hack waving his hat to hurry forward the third brigade who, upon
approaching the forks, found the way blocked by men of the Seventy-first
New York. There were other men of thill regiment crouching in the
bushes, many of whom were encouraged by the advance of the approaching
column to rise and go forward. As already stated, I had received orders
sometime before to keep in the rear of the cavalry division. Their advance
was much delayed, resulting in frequent halts, presumably to drop their
blanket rolls, and due to the natuml delay i:J fording the stream. These
delays under such a hot fire grew exceedingly irksome and I therefore
pushed the head of my division as quickly as I could towards the river in
column of files or twos, paralleled in the narrow way by the cavalry. This
quickened the forward movement and enabled me to get into position as
speedily as possible for the attack. Owing to the congested condition of
the road the progress of the narrow columns was, however, painfully slow.
I again sent a staff officer at a gallop to urge forward the troops in rear.
The head of Wickoff's brigade reached the forks at 12.20 P.M. and hurried
on the left, stepping over prostrate forms of men of the Seventy-first. This
heroic brigade (consisting of the Thirteenth, Ninth, and Twenty-fourth
United States Infantry) speedily crossed the stream and were quickly
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deployed to the left of the lower ford. While personally 8uperintending
this movement, Colonel Wicko.tf W88 killed, the command of the brigade
then devolving upon Lieut.-Col. Worth, Thirteenth lilfantry, who imme
diately felllleverely wounded; and t.hen upon Lieut.-Col. Liscum, Twenty·
fourth Infantry, who, five minutes later, also fell under the withering fire
of the enemy. The command of the brigade then devolved upon Lieut.·
Col. E. P. Ewers, Ninth Infantry.

It was a trying place for volunteers and even for regu
lars. On the whole, the Xew York soldiers did not flinch,
though thirty or forty fell in a neck of the woods before they
had seen a Spaniard, for the cover from which the sharp
\Bhooters fired was as dense as a jungle; many of them were
firing from the rear while the bullets poured in from the in
trenchments on the hill.

The Seventy-first were at a great disadvantage because
they were fighting with the old Springfield rifles -" old smoke
guns," as the soldiers called them. Every time they fired a
volley the Spaniards could easily locate them, and the :Mauser
bullets would pour a perfect torrent upon the New York
boys, doing terrible execution. It was not strange that strong
hearts grew faint. It is to their credit that with few excep
tions they did not flinch in that terrible ordeal.

In what was afterwards christened the Bloody Angle, a
piece of grassless ground at a ford which encompassing trees
made an ideal hiding-place for sharpshooters, even cool-headed
officers occasionally sought a sheltering bush. In doing so
one of them called out to Colonel Roosevelt: "Colonel, bet
ter get down or they'll pot you." To which the acting colonel
of the Rough Riders, grimly biting the stump of a cigar, re

plied:
" I'm not going to lie down for any confounded Spaniard,"

and he stalked about, fortunately uninjurpd.
No time was lost in deploying from right and left, but it

was clear that the advance was confused, l\nd it was inevitable
in such a country. Looking at San Juan hill from EI Poso, it
appeared to consist of but one very high hill, whereas it was a
series of hills, steep and difficult and forming a veritable Gib
raltar against an assault by infantry. From the first the
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Spanish had every advam:age of position. As our men ad
vanced they were inet.by an ever-increasing cross fire poured
from the wooded eminences on both flanks which could not
be seen from the road even by the skirmish line. Every little
mound, every inch of the country was perfectly known to the
enemy and had been measured and filled with sharpshooters.
When the Americans had to cross one of the glades or clearings
it seemed as if the whole Spanish fire' was concentrated upon
it; yet the same thing was happening in different places. The
Americans were in a continual ambush. Where the volleys
came from and why the bullets reached them in such showers
they could not realize. It was like being shot at in the dark
and yet seeing men fall like tenpins. It was no wonder that
in such a deadly labyrinth some heart weakened and oom
mands got mixed up and orders went astray.

The division had been feeling its way along in this way for
two hours when the word was passed along to halt, and there
was an impression that it was the intention to go into camp on
the plain below San Juan, and within range of the Spanish
batteries and even of the trenches. But there were but two
things to do: to retire or to storm the trenches. A retreat
would have demoralized the army and postponed the taking
of Santiago indefinitely. An advance was again ordered, and
the troops went doggedly on, driving the Spanish outposts
back and into their trenches.

At last the little foothill below San Juan was reached and
the emergency developed the indispensable hero, in the person
of General Hawkins, a tall, well-knit old man with a white
moustache and pointed beard. With him were the Sixth and
the Sixteenth Infantry; the other regiment of his brigade, the
New York Volunteers, was not yet up. Hawkins rode out in
front of his regulars, and, drawing his sword, pointed to the
hill, and called upon them in ringing tones to follow him.

Then he turned and set his face to. the enemy who had
marked him for slaughter and were volleying viciously. The
regulars dashed forward with a chee.r in which the old rebel
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yell could be distinguished. Withering was the fire on them,
and men reeled and dropped in th{'ir tracks. There was some
straggling, as there alwaj"s is in a charge up a steep slope,
hut the body of men moved on and up. Volley after volley
was blazed at them. The Spaniards were now in plain sight.
Our men fired as they ran forward - fired at Spauish faces,
}lpering and strained. In a moment it was all over, for the
Pllemy serambled out of the trenches and ran back to San
.Jllan without looking behind. This was at 1.30 P. Y. Gal
lant old Geueral Hawkins did not g<'t a scratch, but his 10SS('s
wpre heavy. Lieutenant Ord, son of the distinguished gen
('faI of that name and a lieutenant of the Sixth, had been
killC'cl by a wounded Spaniard after he had bidden his men to
spare the fellow, and Lieutenant ~Iichie of the same regiment
had also fallen. Before the end of the day the Sixth lost 100
killed and wounded, and the casualties of the Sixteenth were
also gerious. To General Hawkins belongs the honor of tak
illg the key of the position and the heart out of the Spaniards.

But in the confusion or mixed condition in which the
troops were, owing to their difficult advance, it appears that
other regiments of regulars joined in the assault and partici
pated in the glory of the achievement, particularly the Ninth,
Thirteenth, and Twenty-fourth, or Ewer's brigade. In fact.
in the difficult work before them the brave men did not wait
for orders. They rushed ahead wherever they could. One
colonel found himself on a ridge with the fragments of six
cavalry regiments, and he was the ranking officer. One troop
of the Tenth Cavalry was found a half mile from the rest of
the C'ommand.

TTnder the brow of the hill they had stormed there was a
place wlH're a larp;e number of men could lie in safety, and it
was soon black with them. During the afternoon the ridges
to the right and left of this hill were occupied by our regi
ments as fast as they could come up. the Spaniards offering
dimini~hed resistance, hut steadily rf'tiring to their strong in
trenchments. Two Gatling guns were finally brought into
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play on the right of the enemy's second line of defense, and
Best's battery also moved up and opened fire on the enemy.

At a little before 4 o'clock occurred the second thrilling
episode of the day. 1Jnder the brow of the little hill a council
of war had been held, the question being whether they should
push on and take the main hill where the Spanish blockhouses
were. Colonel Hoooevelt volunteered to head the charge. It
seemed a mad rush. A. foreign officer standing near the posi
tion when the lllen started out to make the charge was heard
to say:

"~ren, for Heaven's sake, don't go up that hill. It will
be impossible for human beings to take that position. You
can't stand the fire."

But with a terrific yell they rushed up to the enemy's
works, and the Spanillrds, whose courage had fled after the
first charge, retired, and when night came they had been
driven back upon the city. But it had been a hard experience
for our men. They had become drenched not simply from
fording streams but by a rain which had set in. N otwith
standing their exhausted condition, they labored during the
night digging trenches, furnishing details to bury the dead
and to ('arry the wounded back in improvised litters, often
being shot down by some dastardly Spanish sharpshooter left
in the rear.

As the 81m went down the men in Wheeler's and Kent'.,
divisions fell to wondering what had become of Lawton's and
what fighting they had had to capture Caney. As already
stated, it had been thought that after Lawton had taken Caney
a part of his forces could turn and assist the center; but T..aw
ton did not advance on San Juan that afternoon because he
had found that he had all he could attend to in taking Caney.
It is no secret that General Lawton expected to dispose of
Caney at one blow, and General Chaffee was to have the honor
of capturing the place and T..awton was to earn his laurels in
an attack on Santiago afterwards. He may have indulged in
a hope of reaching the Spanish defenses ahead of Kent and
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driving the enemy back on the city. At any rate, both Law
ton and Chaffee thought Caney would be an easy nut to crack.

The start was made at dawn, and the maroh was made as
rapidly and quickly as possible to prevent a hasty exit from
Caney, for there would haye been no glory in capturing an
eyacuated town. The Spaniards, numbering over 1,000, as it
turned out, had no notion of running away. They did not
come out to give battle, but fou~ht mainly in trenches sur
rounding the fort and blockhouse alid in those buildings.
From a hill a mile and a quarter from the stone fort, Captain
Capron opened the attack with shells fired at 6.35 A. M. at a
body of Spaniards who were falling back -to the trenches.
The infantry was distributed as follows: Chaffee's brigade
advanced from the east; Colonel ~Iile.s's brigade attacked
from the south, and Ludlow's was sent around to make the
approach from the southwest. General Chaffee rode up and
down behind his firing line encouraging his men. " Now,
boys, do something for your country to-day," he frequently
said. Chaffee did not think the Spaniards would hold out
very long. Ludlow's men made slow but steady progress
through a tract of woods running from bush to bush and shoot
ing at a Spaniard wheneyer they could see one.

The Second }fassachusetts Volunteers of this command
behaved splendidly, exposing themselves freely and display
ing fine marksmanship, but, like the Seventy-first New York.
they were at a disadvantage with their" smoke guns."

The Spaniards, shooting from their trenches and from loop
holes, kept up a galling fire upon our men wherever they
showed themselves. They fired an immense amount of am
munition. It was a continuous fusilade. If not the most
brilliant, it was perhaps the most desperate battle of the San
till~o campai~n. It was demonstrated that the Spaniards
were hard fighters in defense. In one little line of intrench
ments were fifty or sixty with a youn~ offi('er const.antly ex
posin~ himself to our fire as he commanded his men. Time
after time, for hour after hour, at his word these Spaniards
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rose and delivered volley after volley into our advancing ranks.
Time after time our men were thrown against the defenses, al
ways gaining ground, but always with terrible losses. So the
battle went on all day, none of our soldiers flinching and the
Spaniards fighting like demons. Gradually our lines closed
in on three sides of the town, driving the Spaniards out of their
trenches.

Two companies of the colored Twenty-fifth Infantry, led
by Lieutenant Moss, had the honor of storming and taking in
two rushes the blockhouse. :Many Spaniards in it were killed
and the survivors made a rush for the stone fort in Caney
under a hot fire. A company of the Twelfth Infantry, with a
newspaper correspondent in advance of it, ran up and took
possession of this fort after Capron's shells had made a wreck
of it and all but three of its defenders had been killed. These,
bespattered with blood and exhausted by the tremendous strain
of their defense, were glad to surrender. The Spanish flag
was hauled down at 5 o'clock and the American colors went up
and floated out bravely. One hundred and fifteen prisoners
were taken; wounded were lying about eve!ywhere. The
Spanish loss at Caney embraeed most of its defenders, and
among them General I~inares; the Americans lost sO~le

valuable regimental officers and their list of wounded was
large.

While the severe fighting had bcen going on hefore San
Juan and Ca~ey, General Duffield and his forees had not been
idle on the left near the coast. In accordan<'€ with the plans
he made a feint before the Spanish garrison near Aguadores,
consisting of 4,000 Spaniards strongly fortified, and the New
York and a few other war vessels bombarded tIl(' fort from
the sea, but doing little damage. The Spaniards selected Duf
field's advancing force as their target, and the first shell they
fired killed seventeen Cubans on the hill above the railroad.
Another shot mowed down two files of fours in the "Michigan
Twenty-third, killing two men and wounding several others.
Duffield fired several volleys into the fort and accomplisheq
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his purpose of preventing the Spaniards there from co-oper
ating with the intrenched army at San Juan.

The Cubans with Kent did no fighting, or, rather, the
situation was such that there was no fighting for them to do.
Lawton was to have had the assistance of several thousand
Cubans, but the truth is that they kept well out of danger,
fired their ammunition into the treetDps and called for more.

At daylight on the morning of the 2d the enemy resumed
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the battle, and firing continued throughout the day all along
the line, part of the time in a drenching rain. There were
many casualties from bullets clearing the crest of our in
trenchments and striking men as they were moving up to posi
tion or going back and forth with supplies or caring for the
wounded. At nightfall the firing ceased, hut later in the
evening another vigorous assault was made all along the line.
This was completely repulsed, and the enemy retiren to his
trenches, and the almost impregnable nature of his last de
fenses was beginning to dawn upon our men. According to
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the official report of casualties for the three days' fighting
231 were killed, 1,283 wounded, and 81 were missing. The
Spanish loss, especially at Caney, Wag much heavier.

In even a brief history of the fighting before Santiago
notice must be taken of an unfortunate condition of things
which became conspicuous a little later. :Mention has been
made of the single field hospital which had been brought up
to the advance lines the day before the battle began. Pos
sibly, the hospital equipment would have been complete and
adequate had the Spaniards made little resistanc€, as our gen
erals expected, but with our severe loS8€S the condition of the
wounded became deplorahle. The first of the wounded, most.
of whom had received aid at bandaging stations just back of
the firing line, began to reach.the hospital as early lUI. 9 o'clock.
As the hot tropical day advanced, the numbers constantly in
creased, until at nightfall long rows of wounded were lying
in the grass in front of small operating tents, without awnings
or shelter, awaiting examination and treatment. The small
force of field surgeons worked without either rest or food
for twenty-one hours, and yet hundreds of seriously wounded
men lay on the ground for hours. K 0 organized provision
had been made for feeding them or giving them drink. At
sun!1('t, the five surgcons had operated upon and dressed the
wounds of 154 men; still long lines of suffering men lay wait
ing, and the number brought in constantly increased. A few
more surgeons arrived and the force worked all night, partly
by moonlight and partly by the light of flaring candles, which
occasionally drew a shot from sharpRhooters still nesting in tho
treetops not far away. These <'Old-blooded and merciless
gnerrillas fired all day on the 1st at onr ambulances, and it
was two days hefore they were finally driven out of the trees.
After being operated upon, there was no place for the suffering
but out under the trecR, where, weak and shaken from agony
under the surgeon's knife, they had to lie in the wet gra",",
with no one to look after them, no one to give them food or
water, no blanket for them, fOT only a few had been brought
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to the front. The scenes of the 2d were like those of the pre
vious day, but worse. Many of the wounded brought in from
Caney had had nothing to eat or drink for twenty-four hours,
for they had started with but one day's ration~ and some of
the boys had shared that with those who had foolishly thrown
theirs away so that they might advance faster. And yet these
brave fellows uttered no complaint; some would yield their
tum with the surgeon to a comrade who seemed to be worse off.
Those in charge of the supplies on the transports or at the
landing places were working night and day to unload them
and hurry them to the front, but over such a country it was
slow, difficult work. Soon provisions began to run low, f~r
a strong sea had set in and it was impossible to take off t.he
supplies. ,The mistake had been made of pushing too rapidly
to the front with soldiers and articles needed in fighting, pro
visions and medical supplies taking second place, and when
the attempt waS made to move 'them up the pack trains were
cut off by the dastardly Spaniards in the trees, who shot the
mules. Men were under fire for forty-eight hours, with
scarcely any food, and with but little water.

As he had been optimistic before the battle, so now Gen
eral Shafter became disheartened at the prospect. He had a
brave army, but improperly supplied; firing at his army con
stantly were the Spaniards in defenses such as few armies
ever faced. He needed heavy guns, but it would be days be
fore they could be brought up. He was suffering from fever
himself, and at any time it might break out in an army in such
a trying position, with insufficient food, without shelter, in
trenches flooded with rain or steaming in the sun. He had
heard that Spanish reinforcements had broken past Garcia
sent to hpad them off. On the whole, the outlook could not
have been darker.

At this critical time it became a serious question whether
t.he fleet could not do something to assist the land forces.
There was the Spanish fleet in the harbor, where it had been
for nearly six weeks, and our forcea were in a position where
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they might be liable to a terrific fire from the ships. Even
if our army could succeed in storming the city, there was the
Spanish fleet ready to make the city a desert as soon as it fell
into American hands. There was Admiral Sampson's fleet,
which had, for two months been longing for a chance to train
its guns upon Cervera's vessels, and it had lain outside the
mouth of the harbor for weeks with nothing but a narrow
channel in the way, a channel mined, to be sure, and guarded
by guns so mounted as to threaten a strong plunging fire.
But with the 'army in such a s€rious position, had not the
time come when the risk of running the channel must be
taken? If Sampson could only run past the forts, which he
had already partly demolished, dispose at once of Cervera's
fleet, the enemy in Santiago could not hold out long.

Admiral Sampson seems to have faC€d the requirements
of the situation somewhat reluctantly at first. Naturally, he
did not wish to subject his·ships to such serious dangers. Edu
cated to a nicety in all the technical points of naval warfare,
he had not that almost reckless bravery which was shown by
Dewey, and which a technical proficiency sometimes spoils.
lIe would have welcomed nothing so much as an open con
test with the Spanish cruisers, and sinee the army had landed
he had hoped that the Spaniard would attempt to escape; he
had expected it and had issued explicit orders as to what the
fleet should do in ca8€ of such an attempt. But as Cervera
was still entrapped, the probability of his attempting to
escape steadily dwindled and the hope faded. Admiral
Sampson had thought of sending in torpedo boats, but this in
tention had be€n abandoned because of the unsuitable condi
tion of some of the small craft, and he then made up his mind
that he must foree an entrance, and this he was planning to
do with two battleships to head the line. He had worked the
plan out with gkill, had orderecl the Jfassachusetfs to Guanta
namo to coal up and had arranged to meet Shafter and his
generals at army headquarters on the morning of Sunday, the

42
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3d, to secure a perfect understanding between the land and
naval forccs for the combined attack.

But neither Shafter nor Sampson dreamed of what was go
ing on over the Spanish lines, where the desperate condition
of the Americans was not understood. The Spaniards them
selves were in despair; they realized that their game was lost;
their outer defenses had been takcn hy a dash that took their
hearts away. Blanco had telegraphed Cervera that he must
make his escape at all hazards, for Santiago could not hold
out; he must escape and run to Havana if possihle. Other
wise he must lose his ships with the fall of Santiago, and that
would he to lose all. Cervera had not forgiven Blanco for
the order which six weeks hefore had placed him in the San
tiago trap, hut Blanco's purposes were shrewd enough and
would have perplexed us considerahly had :Madrid kept the
news of Cervera's arrival at Santiago secret, as Blanco had
expected. But however much Cervera disliked the oroers to
escape, he must needs obey, and he planned accordingly at tIl('
very time that Sampson was at last contemplating the prospect
of running in at all hazards.
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- Schley's Splendid Command.

S
U~DAY morning dawned bright and warm, 'with the

American warships slowly rocking in the swell be
fore the harbor of Santiago. During the night the

~lrIassachusetts had gone to Guantanamo, and shortly before
9 o'clock the flagship New York steamed away towards
Siboney, where Admiral Sampson was about to land with
several of his ShIff and proceed on mule back to the head
quarters of General Shafter. The Oregon moved up and took
the N ew York's place in the blockade line. To the east of her
stood the Indiana, and between them and a little nearer the
shore, indeed almost under the guns of Morro, stood the little
Gloucester. 'West of the Oregon were the Iowa, Texas, Brook
lyn, and Vixen in the order named. The distance of the ves
sels from the month of the harbor was from two and a half to
four miles, and the arc of the circle formed was about eight
miles long. .

At 8 o'clock a signal boy on thc Iowa went on deck as
(721 )
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usual for signal watch. The night before this sailor lad had
noticed three distinct liries of smoke beyond the hills to the
left of the harbor entrance, and had reported it to the officers.
It had also been noticed from 0ther ships. That it came from
the Spanish fleet there was no doubt, but by this time little
hope that the ships would come out remained. As this signal
boy came on deck in the morning, he observed the smoke again
and kept his eyes intently 011 it, watching every feature of it
as it rolled up. At 9 o'clock he reported that the smoke
seemed to.be coming up nearer the entrance. He had a belief
that the enemy's ships were moving out, improbable though it
seemed in broad daylight. As he watched he saw the smoke
work nearer and nearer the entrance, and at 9.15, of his own
accord, he bent on the signal, " The enemy's ships escaping,"
and laid it on the bridge ready to hoist at the very instant it was
beyond doubt, for the navigator had sometime before promised
ten dollars to the signal boy who should first give the alarm.
With his signal ready, he watched the smoke as a cat would
watch a mouse. Fifteen minutes more passed, and then he
saw the bow of a cmiser just appearing in the entrance; he re
ported it to the navigator, who had just come on deck and
who shouted back, " Bend on the signal." Before he had the
words out of his mouth, he was surprised to see the signal run
ning up to the peak. A warning gun was fired. Then orders
came thick and fast. The watches on the Oregon, Texas, and
Brooklyn had discovered the enemy at the same time that he
was discovered on the Iowa, but the latter's signal, being al
ready bent, first fluttered in the breeze.

Commodore Schley, on whom in Admiral Sampson's ab
sence the command fell, acted instantly. From his fla~hir

flew the signal: "Close in and attack the enemy." On ('vet:'
ship routine discipline showed itself with precision. Ordel"liC's
and messengers rushed here and there carrying orders. ~f('n

cheered as they sprang to their guns. There was a jingle of
bells in the engine rooms; fires were spread, the smoke hegan
to roll up; soon the Oregon was under way; others began to
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move in slowly; every man was at his post, dear-eyed and
alert.

-<rhe Spanish vessels came filing out of the harbor at a
speed of about ten knots, the flagship 1llaria Teresa leading
and followed by the Yizcaya, Cristobal Colon, and the Al
miranie Oquendo. The distance between them was about
800 yards, which means that from the time the first one be
came visible in the upper reach of the channel until the last
one was out of the harbor an interval of t\velve minutes
elapsed. :Following the Oquendo at a distanc~ of about 1,200
yards came the torpedo-boat destroyer Pluton, and after her
the Furor. The Spanish cruisers, as rapidly as they could
bring their guns to bear, opened a vigorous fire upon the
American vessels, which had got under way and were closing
in, but chiefly on the Brooklyn. They emerged from the
ehanneLshrouded in the smoke of their guns, while above them
thundered the guns of the forts. Then they turned west
ward in column, increasing their speed to the full power of
their engines and in a storm of fire which had opened from the
American vessels.

What followed is not easily described. Of the thousands
of men who took part in tl:e aetion or witnessed parts of it,
few agree as to details. It is doubtful if a complete story of
that momentous morning will ever be written. Th.ere had
never been anything like it in the world oefore, and, where
such great fighting machines and so many guns are brought
into their fearful play, even one so fortunate as to have been
a witness from the distance fails to appreciate what he saw,
much less to secure any adequate idea of the fierceness and
the glory of the details.

This remarkable panorama of modern warfare had for its
background the high green hills which skirt the shore of Cuba;
in the foreground was the Caribbean shimmering in a sum
mer sun. Out from the little crevice in the hills crept the
line of Spanish battleships, forming a great wall of smoke
from under which angry streaks of fire shot out towards the
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American ships, from the prows of which the sea was rolling
in foaming folds; another line of foam followed in their wake,
and over them hung the black clouds thrown up from the
furnaces. Then their guns answered the tprrific thunder of
the Spanish guns, and great heaps of whiter smoke rolled away
and mingled with the black above. Across the sea there
arose a lattice work of water columns raised by splashing shells.
Innumerable, t.hey sprang up anu fell slowly baok, while more
slowly there uriftpu away from paeh a little spurt of smoke,
and these, gradlUllly accuIllulating. fonnpu a haze on the water
in which the flashes of the guns asslIlllPu a deeper red while
the location of the ships became more and more indistinct.
At the eastern enu of this fearful picture of smoke anu fire, as
it movpu westward, came the smaller streams of smoke from
the torpedO-boat destroyers, their low hlaek forms more dis
tinetly seen than those of the oruisers ahead. ~[ore distinct,
too, were the columns of water made by the shells landing near
them, nearer and nearer, till the miniature flashes of their own
guns was joined by the deqJ('r glare of shells exploding right
upon them. And oYer all steadily deepened the dark over
hanging canopy of smoke.

Cervera, whatewr his motives for remaining so long in
Santiago, committed a fatal blunder in coming out in day
light. He should have done as Dewey diu at ~[anila - per
fected his formation under cover of the night. Dewey, with
out pilots or trustworthy charts. safcly took his ships by the
Spanish guns and over the Spanish mines; and Cervera, free to
choose his own timp, able to makc all his own plans in his own
port, with plenty of pilots at hand, nevertheless npglectcd the
opportunit~· to TIlsh out at night, when he would have stood
a fair chance of brpaking through the blO<'kaue. The Ameri
can searchlights douht.less would have discovered him, but
their gunners could not haY(' made anything like the pffective
practice thp'y did in da,vlight.

But ac('ording to his SUbsPflupnt statpmpnts 11<' feared to
run the obstructed channel unless the American searchlights
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lit it up, and he claims that the night before, when he had pre
pared to make the attempt, the blockading squadron left the
ehannel in darkness. His scouts on the hilltop in the morn
ing notified him of the absence of the Massachusetts and the
departure of the New York, and so he concluded that his
chance had come. He gave orders to destroy the Brooklyn,
ram her if possible, making westward at the highest speed.
But even in att.empting a daylight escape he erred in keeping
his ships in a single line. Had they scattered, it is possible
that some of them would have got away.

The reader will understand that as the blockading line of
American ships formed an are before the harbor eight miles
long, and as the Spanish vessels turned westward, the Ameri
can vessels were not all at equal points of advantage. The
eseaping vessels turned directly away from the Oregon and
Indiana, which were off to eastward of the entrance, but on
the other hand turned in the direction of the Texas and
Brooklyn, which were standing to westward. Th.e Iowa was
almostly directly in front of the harbor entrance. Cervera,
presumably, had the hope that by turning westward his ves
sels, emerging at full speed, could quickly run out of the
range of the heavy battleships Oregon and Indiana, that after
a time he could shake off the Iowa and Texas, and, though the
Brooklyn's speed equaled that of any of his cruisers, he could
dispose of her easily when out of reach of the blOckading ves
sels left behind. In theory this was all possible,· for every
one of Cervera's vessels were capable of steaming 20 knots,
and only Schley's flagship was credited with any such speed.
Moreover, it should not be forgotten that Cervera appeared
under full headway and had evidently taken the American
vessels hy surprise and at a dead standstill, some of them with
only steam enough up to make five knots.

1\"evertheless, inside of eight minutes after the Spanish
flagship's prow became visible at the entrance of the harbor,
and hefore the third ship emerged, everyone of the American
ships was under way closing in, and their projectiles, great and
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small, were flying at the Spanish admiral from east, south, and
west. The I ndialla, Gloucester, and 0 regon, which had been
off to the eastward, headed westwanl, pointing in towards the
entrance; the Iowa starte« straight north, while the Brooklyn,
in pointing for the entrance, took a course northeast, using
her port battery. In other wortls, the ships simply converged

upon the leading Span
ish ships so far as pos
sible, and by the time
they were in close range·
the three leading Span
ish cruisers were steam
ing along close to the
shore and the fourth was
emerging from the har
bor.

While all of these
cruisers were subjected
to the fire of the Amer
ican vessels, the first fury
of the American shells
naturally fell upon the
Maria Teresa, which
was in the lead. The
'Brooklyn, after firing
from her port batteries
for about ten minutes,

L-- .LJ.L J wore around, and, taking

a course alongside the
Teresa, emptied her star
board batteries as the
vessels plowed along.

Commodore Schley stood coolly on the bridge, and his
men were enC'oUfllg'ed to their best efforts by his cheery
words: "Fire steady, hoys, and give it to them." The
Texas, which had rushed in from her position east of the
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Brooklyn, quickly became engaged first with the Vizcaya and
then with the Colon. The Iowa, which had begun firing at
the Teresa at a ratlge of 6,000 yards, speedily diminished this
as she rushed straight for the harbor entrance, until the range
was considerably less than a half mile; but when it WM certain
that the Teresa would pass ahead of her and that the Brooklyn
was to engage her at close range, the Iowa turned and de
livered her starboard batteries at the Teresa, then turned to
head off the Vizcaya and fired her port batteries, joinilJg with
the Texas. As the Vizcaya drew ahead, the Iowa turned
again and gave her a broadside from the starboard; after a
few minutes of this, she executed similar tactics on the third
Spanish ship, while her secondary batteries were turned on
the Pluton and Furor, which had by this time emerged and
were at onee in a circle of terrific fire.

In the ohase which had now developed at the head of the
fleeing line, the Iowa and Texas were dropping astern a little,
and the fire of the three Spaniards was concentrated on the
Brooklyn. But meantime the battleship Oreyon, coming in
from her pOt1ition to the southeast, had adopted different tactics.
Quickly getting under rapid headway, she 'steamed directly
west, pouring in a fire from her guns upon one ship after an
other as she came up in the moet glorious and gallant style,
outstripping all her sister battleships. She was an inspiring
spectacle, with a large white wave before her bow, her smgke
stacks belching forth great puffs of smoke from her forced
draft, her guns thundering at the escaping ships ahead. She
quickly passed the Iowa, while her secondary batteries took a
share in the fire on the torpedo-boat destroyers, and, gaining
every moment on the Texas, pushed on to the assistance of the
Brooklyn.

But while the chase was in this condition, or about forty
minutes after the alarm had been given, one of the most ex
citing and glorious features of the engagements was taking
place at the rear of the escaping line near the mouth of the
harbor. The destroyers Pluton ~nd Furor were among the
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finest vessels of their class in the world, and were considered
particularly dangerous because of their high speed and their
torpedo equipments. Cervera's plan had been t.(\ have the fire
of his large ships concentrated upon the Brooklyn as the only
vessel supposed to be able to keep abreast of him, while the
Pluton and Furor were to take advantage of the confusion and
the nearness of the attacking vessels to launch their torpedoes.
But while the cruisers were concentrating their fire on the
Brool..·lun, now over a mile west of the entrance, the torpedo
boats became the center of a fire from other American ships,
which made it impossible for their crews to work their tor
JX'does, and very quickly destroyed them completely.

Commanding the entirely unprotected Gloucester was
Lieutenant-Commander Richard 'Vainwright, who had been
executive officer of the .Maine, and who had pleaded so well
for active service against the Spaniards that the department
had put him in command of the converted yacht. But the
moment he saw that the Spanish vessels were escaping, 'Vain
wright determined to make a spirited attack upon the Span
ish torpedo craft when they should appear. Rushing in at
full speed, the little Gloucester poured an accurate and deadly
fire from all her guns upon the destroyers. Her advances
were straight, quick, and fearlessly undertaken. The little
veg.<;el was a targpt for 'every gun mountpd on shore, and for
the broadsides of the Colon, Oquel1do, Pluton, and Furor, all
at easy range, and the shells flew around her on all sides, but
she was not hit. ITer skillful handling and gallant fighting
excitN] thp wonder and admiration of all who witnessed it, for
while other ships were firing their !lCcondary batteries at the
d('stroyers, the Gloucester, pushing inside the course of the
('misers, at much closer range, practically rendered the de
stroyers unmanag-eable; her gunners could not rpmain at their
posts; the,v fell in hloody groups about the decks, which were
riddled by tlJP Glollcrste,.'s rapid fire. Seeing the terrible
plight of the dpstroyers, the batteries on Soeapa opened fire on
the Gloucester, but she kept her guns hot regardless of danger.
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Within twenty minutes from the time they emerged the
careers of the Pluton and Furor were ended, and two-thirds of
their people killed. Both destroyers were total wrecks.
Rough-edged wounds of all sizes showed on the low dark hulls
and superstructure. There had been no time to note the
flight of minutes, but there were two of the most powerful tor
pedo-boat destroyers in the world, of supposedly twenty-eight
or thirty knots speed, cut down, riddled, and wholly disabled in
a run of less than three miles, and while they had been fired

. upon by the battleships as they pushed by after the ,Spanish
cruisers, their destruction was largely due to the terrible, rapid,
and accurate fire poured in at close range by an unprotected
yacht. Both had struck t}leir colors, and those of the Pluton
had been secured by Commander 'Yainwright. lIe was en
gaged in saving the Spanish crews when the New York came
steaming in at her highest speed from the east.

At the time the Spanish cruisers came out of the harbor,
the flagship New York, bearing Admiral Sampson; was about
to put in at Siboney. At the first boom of a gun eyery one
knew that the long-expected was happening at the entrance,
and that the New York had lost a chance to participate in the
game. Orders were at once given to bring the ship about, and
she was started back with all the speed she could muster from
the two boilers which were in readiness. As she flew along,
her disappointed sailors could see the ships come out, watch
the sharp attack of the American fleet under Commodore
Schley, and by the time she arrived at the mouth of the harbor
shortly after 10 o'clock, where the gallant Gloucester was
engaged in the work of rescue, the chase of the cruisers had
set far to the eastward. The New Yor" did not stop, but
for~ed ahead with ever increased speed in a vain effort to
reach a point where she could participate. But the admiral
was to have only the enjoyment of seeing one cruiser after an
other run helpless upon the beach before he could ~et within
rang-e. It WllS Schley's battle.

But we must now turn to the point in the chase at which
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our attention was temporarily diverted to the battle between
the destroyl>rs and the Gloucester. As already stated, the first
rush of the Spanish squadron had carried it past the Iowa and
Texas hefore they could work up to their hest speed, but the
Spaniards suffered heavily in passing and the first in the line,
the Maria Teresa, and the last, the Oquendo, were set on fire
by shells during the first fifteen minutes of the engagement.
The very first shot had cut the main water supply pipe of the
Teresa, and the second that ,landed set her afire astern.
Several large shells swept through her, and countless of smaller
caliber burst within her. As the Oquendo was the last to come
out of the harbor, and the other vessels had nm ahead of some
of our battleships, she at once received their concentrated fire.
One of the first shots exploded in her after torpedo apartment,
setting a raging fire, and the guns' crews were driven from
their guns by the American shells.

During the fight with the destroyers, the Teresa had fallen
behind with the Oquendo, and the Vizcaya was leading, fol
lowed by the Colon, the fire of the Brooklyn,. Oregon, and
Texas being largely concentrated upon the former. The
Iou-a was still in the ohase and still firing at long range, but
was dropping behind. The Texas was gai1llng speed, but the
Oregon was coming up with a mighty rush. With flames
arising from the after-deeks of the Teresa and the Oquendo.
both ve&'1€IE gave up the fight, the former at ahout 10.15 run
ning on the beach abou\; six miles west of Santiago harbor en
trance; the latter a few minutes later was beached less than 11

Xlile l)('yond. .Just before this occurred the Orpgoll came'
up with the Te.1"Os, and passed inside so that the latte'r's
guns were hlanketed for a moment. The Co7on had now
forged ahead of the V1'zrnya, towards which the Oregon
and Brook7yn were now aiming their guns with destructive
results. The Oquendo having been beached, the Texas also
turned her guns at lange range on the Vizcaya. So the chase
conti1111('o for ahout a half hour, when the Vizcaya was !*'en
to be in flames, and she ran on the beach at Aserraderos, fifteen
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miles from Santiago, at about 11 o'clock, torn by a terrific ex
plosion as she sank. She was still flying the Spanish flag from
the gaff, and it was not hauled down till almost burned down
by the flames mounting up from the riven hull. Some idea of
the storm of iron may be gathered from the fact that the
Brooklyn alone fired about 2,000 shots during the engage
ment.

Meanwhile, the IIarvard and little Gloucester, having set
tled the fate of the destro~'ers, had run up and were engagcd
in the work of reseue about the wrecks of the Teresa and
Oquendo. SOllle were rescued as they swam; a few were
taken direetly off the burning Pluton, and some from the
beach, where they were glad enough to fall into their hands
rather than into those of the Cubans, who manifested a dis
position to shoot them down. :Kearly all the prisoners were
clad only in underelothes at most. Such was the case with Ad
miral Cervera, who, with a small party, had reaehed the beach
near the stranded Teresa and were surrounded by an exultant
band of Cubans. Cervera surrendered himself gladly and was
transferred to the Iou'a. On a signal from the New York,
which was now coming up, the Iowa proceedpd to the same
work near the l'1·zcaya. This rescue of priwners from the
burning ships was the occasion of some of the most gallant
eonduct of the day, for they were burning fore amI aft; some
of their guns and reserve ammunition was exploding, and it
was not known at what moment the fire might reac'h the main
magazines. In addition to this, a heavy surf was running just
outside the Spanish shipR, but no ~isk deterrpd our offip('fs and
men; the work of I'f'seue was pomplete. The Iowa pie-ked up
38 officers and 2:38 men from the V izeaya. The H arl'ard
rescued 35 officers and 6:37 men. The Indiana was ordered
back to the bloekade line when overtaken by the New York',
and on her way rpspued over 200 men from the wrecks of the
Oquendo and Teresa.

Shortly after the chase there was a terrific pxplosion in
the forward part of the Oquendo, caused by the fire reaching
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the magazine. It bulged
out the plates in every
direction. The results
were altogether different
from those on the jlaine,
and the Oquendo lay there
as mute evidence of the
Spanish treachery in Ha
vana harbor five months
before. The wrecks were
pitiful sights. As fine
armored cruisers as there
had been in the world lay
covered with scars and
smouldering. Charred hu
man bodies lying about
told the story of the fierce
fight.

Of the Spanish ships
only the Cristobal Cololl
remained, and she was their
fastest ship. She had been
so fortunate as to escape
the concentration of fire
which had riddled the other
vessels, and by the time the
Vizcaya was beached sho
was at least six miles ahead
of the Brooklyn and the
Oregon. Being thus far
out of effective range, it
looked as if she might es
cape. Her funnels belched
out great columns of smoke
and her fOJ'('ed draft eyen
carried flames at tim~
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from her stacks. The Brooklyn was hot on the chase, standing
well out, the Oregon a little astern but inside and gaining fast;

- the Texas was some distance behind but running nobly with
the little l'ixen abreast. The guns were still now and the
interest had centered entirely in the contest of speed. If the
Colon could maintain her superior lead she might escape. But
she was forced by the s.i;tuation to hug the shore; if she pointed
out the American .vessels would come up into firing range be
fore she could get out to sea. Far ahead the dim blue outlines
0'£ Cape ·Cruz were growing more and more distinct on the
horizon, and straight towards this steered the Brooklyn and
Oregon, while the Spaniard was running in close. It was
evident by noon that he could not make the point without pass
ing the bows of his pursuers, which were steadily gaining,
coupling on more boilers as the steam was got up.

After 12 o'clock Commodore Schley saw that the Spaniard
was in a trap and could not get out, but the chase continued
till ten minutes before 1, when the Brooklyn and Oregon were
alongside, and the latter dropped a large shell beyond the
Colon. A moment later one from the Brooklyn struck close
to her bow. The Spanish commander saw that his game was
up, and he began to hunt for a convenient place to beach.
He did not think of fighting. He evidently had no heart for
it, though but one man had been killed on board and no fire
had been started on the ship. The only object of the Span
iards now was to destroy their ship. The breecllblocks of the
guns were torn out and thrown overboard, and every possible
inlet for water was opened. At 1.20 she hauled down her
colors and ran ashore at Rio Torquino, about forty-eight miles
from Santiago. A boat from Commodore Schley's flagship
went alongside to receive the surrender, while the gallant
eommodore ordered the signal to the Oregon: "Cease firing.
Congratulations for the grand victory. Thanks for your
splendid assistance." The commander of the Colon was very
polite and surrendered uJ]conclitionally to ('aptain ('o:lk, who
remained on board about fifteen minutes, observing the con-
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dition of the ship. As he was returning, Admiral Sampson
came up in the New Y ork,\.took charge of matters and ordered
the vessels to report their casualties. But there was only
one to report. A man on the Brooklyn had been killed and
another wounded. Acting· on Cervera's orders, the Spanish
ships had concentrated their fire on Schley's flagship, fully
expecting to sink her and then run away from the remaining
ships. The marks and scars show that the Brooklyn was hit
twenty-five times, and the ensign at the main was so shattered
that when it was hauled down it fell in pieces.

. Soon after the New York came up, the Y ixen reported to
the admiral that two strange cruisers were in the distance.
The Brooklyn was signalled to investigate, although she had
borne the brunt of the fighting, and Commodore Schley was
obliged to leave his prize to Admiral Sampson and hurry away.
The stranger proved to be an Austrian, and it was after mid
night when the Broo7clyn reported at Santiago with one of her
compartments filled with water, where a ll-inch shell had
pierced her side.

After sinking six ships, killing and wounding over 600
men, and making hundreds of prisoners without the loss o!
serious injury of a single vessel, and with casualties limited
to one man killed and a couple wounded, and having dis
patched the whole business within five hours after the Spanish
flag!lhip had poked her nose out of the entrance, the Americans
took a well-earned rest, and on the next morning awoke the
Cuban echoes with such a celebration of the Fourth of July
as history had never before recorded.

Commodore Schley's instant decision and the dash and
vigor with which he met the emergency, and the splendid sea
manship with which he headed off and caught the Colon in a
race whieh will he famous as long as naval history is written,
leave him entitled to the lion's share of the credit. It was he
who discovered the elusive Spaniard in Santiago; it was he
who hottl('d him there; and there was a poetic justice and p0s

sibly a just providence in that fortune which enabled him to
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destroy lit when there was no one at hand to deprive him of
the honors of command. Success in war is always more or
less a matter of opportunity. It was no disparagement to the
Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Sampson, whose absence was
in pursuance of duty and without fault, to yield to Com
modore Schley the full measure of reward.

A few days after the battle the Spanish prisoners, num
bering 746 and including 54: officers, were sent to Portsmouth,
N. II., on the cruiser St. Louis. They were dressed in cloth
ing of every description, having come on board practically
without clothing of any kind. Admiral Cervera showed signs
of the terrible mental strain under which he had heen for
weeks. The Spanish seamen frankly declared that they had
no further desire to fight with Yankees. Every provision
was made for their comfort, and Admiral Cervera became
quite a popular hero with the people, because'of the nobility
of his conduct and the many evidences of his appreciation of
the treatment accorded to him and his officers, who were kept
in comfortable quarters at Annapolis, the prisoners of the
crews remaining at Portsmouth.

43
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THE SURRENDER OF SANTIAGO-TRYING POSITION OF
THE ARMY-RELEASE OF HOBSON AND HIS CREW
OCCUPATION OF THE CITY-THE PUERTO RICO CAlI
PAIGN.

General Shafter Calls upon Gen. Toral to Surrender-Refusal of the Span.
ish Commander - Refugees from the City - Fruitless Negotiations
The Exchange of Hobson and His Crew-Their Warm Welcome
American Lines Advanced - Strengthening the American Position 
The Truce Ends - Bombardment of the City - Another Demand for
Surrender - A Council of Officers - Arrival of General Miles - Alarm·
ing Condition of OUI" Army - Insufficient Provisions - Suffering of
the Sick and Wounded - Toral Asks for :More Time - An Agreement
Reached - Conditions of the Capitulation - The President's Message to
General Shafter - Occupation of the City - Looking over the Spanish
Defenses - " Yellow Jack" Appears - Obst8cles Which Our Army
Overcume - Shafter and Garcia - The Campaign in Puerto -Rico
General Miles's Easy and Trinmphal Advance-Ponce Welcomes
American Troops - Last of the Fightinp;.

T
lIE news of Commodore Schley's great victory soon

reached Siboney and was carried along the lines, oc
casioning great enthusiasm among the soldiers whose

position, as they lay in their wet trenches in constant danger
of Spanish bullets, was anything but pleasant. The lines
were being gradually extended, Kent working his division
northward, and \Vhooler's cavalry moving southward, and
this made the formation somewhat thin. But the fortitude of
our army in its difficult position and the willingness and en-

- thusiasm with which it joined in the work of hemming in the
Spaniards was the admiration of every spectator of the cam
paign.

On the day following the destruction of Cervera's ships,
General Shafter summoned the city to surrender under threat
of bombardment, but he received a curt refusal from the
Spanish commander, with a request that the bombardment be
postponed till the foreigners and the women and children

(742)
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could leave the city. Action was, therefore, deferred till
noon of the next day, and thousands of people took ad
vantage of the situation to come out of the city, where the
food situation had become desperate. 'Yhile General Shafter
could not object to such a step, it increa9£'d the difficulties of
his situation, even more seriously than was at first realized.
Within a few hours it was estimated that 15,000 people froal
the city became dependent upon the Americans for food, when
the subsistence department was by no means in shape to pro
vide rations at the front sufficient to meet the wants of the
army alone. But the soldiers in many cases shared their
meager rations with half-starved refugees, who came into our
camp not simply dependent but bearing germs from a disease
stricken city. This reception of refugees proved to be the
worst blow which our brave army received before Santiago.

Before the time allowed by General Shafter for this pur
pose had elapsed, General Toral, who had succeeded Linares,
wounded at Caney, in command of the city, requested another
postponement of the bombardment in order that he might
communicate with the authorities at Madrid, and to do this he
was obliged to ask permission to use cables in American hands.
Dpon one excuse or another the truce was extended from day
to day till the 9th.

During these negotiations one of the interesting events
of the war took place. On the 7th the Spanish agreed to
effect an exchange of prisoners, the only Americans they held
being Lieutenant Hobson and his c,rew. The scene of the
exchange was a tree between the lines in front of the Rough
Riders. Hobson and his men came forth accompanied by a
Spanish officer, and were met by Colonel John Jacob Astor
and a few prisoners captured at Caney. A Spanish officer
was given for Hobson and fourteen Spanish privates for his
seven men. The exchange was in full view of both armies,
and as Hobson and his men neared the American lines they
were welcomed with cheer upon cheer. Ranks were broken,
officers' orders passed unheeded, and the men were simply
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borne from one part of the line to another. Even more en
thusiastic, if possible, was their reception by the fleet on
board the New Yark. The prisoners spoke cordially of their
treatment, and said they had suffered no real hardship. Lieu
tenant Hobson modestly protested against the warmth of his
reception, both in the field ann on the New Yark, declaring
again and again that the men who were greeting him would
have done the same thing in his place. He was the idol of
the hour and the contagious enthusiasm which greet.ed him
was a striking expression of that genuine admiration for
heroism so characteristic of the American soldier and sailor
in this wor.

Shortly before the expiration of another truce on the 9th,
Toral sent to Shafter a letter offering to evacuate the city, if
allowed to march out with all his troops. This would have
meant simply a withdrawal to join the Spanish army further
west, ultimately to help Havana, and the offer was promptly
rejected by Shafter, who demanded an unconditional sur
render.

General Toral then asked that the terms of evacuation he
had offered be submitted to the authorities at Washington,
and Shafter complied with the request, again postponing hos
tilities a day, or until a reply cOllld be received from the
President. It came at noon of the 9th and was an unquali
fied approval of Shafter's demand, with instructions to accept
no terms but unconditional surrender of the city, the fortifi
cations, and the Spanish forces. As a matter of fact, the
Spanish commander was anxious to make the best terms pos
sible, but Madrid was unwilling to allow him any discretion,
and was determined, for domestic reasons, to insist upon the
defense of the city to the last extremity. From the stand
point of the Spanish government, the situation had become
desperate, for, if the fall of Santiago followed swiftly after
t1"!e destruction of the navy, it might mean disaster to the
government. Some resistance was essential to the dynasty.

Meantime, Shafter had taken advantage of the delay to
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strengthen the American p06ition, dig new trenches, and to
advance the AIIl€rican lines to within 400 yards of the Spanish
lines. Streams were bridged over, roads were put in con
dition, reinforcements were landed and brought up, and the
heavy siege guns were at last worked to the front and put in
position. On the 10th, the truce having expired, the Span
iards again opened fire, but, it was soon silenced. Another
request for time having been asked by Toral and refused,
Shafter began an attack at five o'clock of the afternoon of
the 11th, and, though continued less than an hour, it was suffi
cient to demonstrate to Toral the futility of holding out much
longer. Not only did heavy guns and mortars pour in shells
from the field, but the fleet outside threw destructive shells
over the ridge into the city and bay. The Spanish reply was
spiritless and weak. The reinforcements had enabled General
Shafter to stretch his lines entirely about the city, and its
investment was complete. After the bombardment and when
the town was on fire in several places, General Shafter sent
another note to Toral, again demanding unconditional sur
render, but no reply was made to it till the following morning,
the 12th, when Toral wrote a terse reply, saying that he had
communicated the demand to his" superior government."

General Shafter then decided to call a council of officers
to determine what should be done. General 'Miles had arrived
the day before, not to supersede Shafter in immediate com
mand, but to observe the conditions before the city. The
Bevere l06seS in the battle of the 1st had made the government
anxious, and Miles had been hurried to the scene in conse
quence. He attended the council, and so also did Lientenant
Hobson, representing Admiral Sampson. :Many of the army
men had declared that it was now the duty of the navy to
force its way into the harbor, and it was a~eed that such an
act would bring the Spaniards to terms at once. But Samp
son believed that, on acconnt of the mines, it could not be
done without the loss of some of the ships. It was a~eed by
the army officers that the city could be taken in three hours
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by an assault, but it would cost, possibly, a thousand
men, anu, naturally, all desired to avoid losses whether of
ships or men. The troops were becoming impatient over the
delays, and argued that if the slow process of starving the city
into subjection was adopted, more men would be lost in sick
ness than in storming the place. The officers were much
worried over the condition of the army, for the heavy rains
on the 11th and 12th had resulted in much sickness, and this
was being aggravated by the intense heat which followed.
Besides this the landing of supplies had become so difficult
at times that only half-rations could be served at the front,
and if a storm came up so as to prevent the landing of supplies
for any length of time the situation would become terrible.
The condition of the sick and wounded was already de
plorable. The hospital service had broken down completely
under the strain put upon it. 'Vounued soldiers were lying
about on the grass with insuffh:ient attendance, and often they
had to be carried to the rear over rough roads in jolting ammu
nition wagons. They endured it bravely, but their sufferings
were terrible.

Any great delay in taking the city was, therefore, out of
oonsideration. On the 13th an interview was arranged be
tween Shafter and Torol, and the former again impressed
upon the Spanish commander that longer delay on his part
could only ]'{'sult in the further slaughter of Spanish troops.
He must surrender, or a continued bombardment would be
begun from all sides, while the fleet would make an attack
from the sea. Toral declared that, whatever his personal
wishes might be, he would be unable to give up the city till
so instructeu by his superiors. He asked for more time in
which to communicate with Blanco. After consideration,
Shafter g"ranted him till noon of the 14th. But, on the morn
ing" of that day, an actual agreement for surrender was ac
('omplished, Shafter modifying the terms in some small par
ticulars. Toral was inclined to haggle further, desired his
soldiers to keep their arms, and to have the action considered
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more like an evacuation; but the American generals informed
him that he must accept the tcrms or there would be a general
attack, to end only in an unconditional surrender.

The conditions of capitulation included all forC€s and war
material in the territory east of a line f~om Aserraderos, on
the south, to Sagua de Tanamo on the north, General Luque's
force of 10,000 men at Holguin, being a little outside the terri
tory. For the United States, General Shafter agreed to trans
port, with as little delay as possible, all the Spanish troops in
the district to Spain, the embarkation being near the points oc-
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Showing portion surrendered to the United States at the fall of SantiBl!'o.

cupied. Officers were to keep their side arms, and both officers
and men were to retain their personal property. The Spanish
were authorized to take the military archives belonging to
the surrendered district, and a]] Spanish for('es who wished to
remain in Cuba might do so under parole, giving up their arms.
The Spanish forces were to march out of Santiago with honors
of war, depositing their arms at a point agreed upon, to await
the disposition of the United States government. This left
the question of the return of the arms entirely in the hands of
the government. This surrender affe('ted abont 12.000
soldiers, against whom not an Ameri('an shot had been fired,
and the troops in the whole district were estimated at about
25,000.

President 1,f('Kinle:v gave exprP!lsion to the feeling of the
whole people over the event, when he cabled General Shafter:
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The President of the United States sends to you and your army the
profound thanks of the American people for the brilliant achievements at
8antiago, resulting in the surrender of thtl city and all of the Spanish troops
and territory under General Toral. Your splendid command has endured
not only the hardships and sacrifices incident to the campaign and balLle,
but in stress of heat and weather has triumphed over oblltacles which would
have overcome men less brave and determined. One and all have displayed
the most conspicuous gallantry and earned the gratitude of the nation.
The hearts of thc people tum with tender sympathy to the sick and
wounded. May the Father of Mercies protect and comfort them.

Formal possession of the city was taken on the 17th, an
immense concourse of people being present. As the chimes
of the old Cathedral rang out the hour of twelve, the infantr)'
and cavalry presented arms. Every American uncovered,
and Captain McKittrick hoisted the Stars and Stripes. As the
brilliant folds unfurled in a gentle breeze, against a fleckless
sky, the cavalry band played "The Star Spangled Banner."
At the same instant the sound of the distant booming of Cap
tain Capron's battery, firing a salute of twenty-one guns,
drifted in. 'Yhen the salute ceased, from all directions along
the line came floating in across the Plaza the strains of regi
mental bands and the <-'heers of the troops.

When the American officers had an opportunity to observe
the nature of the entanglement of defenses of the city; they
were convineed that General Shafter's patience and modera
tion in dealing with General Toral's exasperating delays and
excuses were wise. Fighting as the Spaniards did the first
day, it would have required a 1088 of 5,000 men to have taken
the city. Ind('('d, in the face of a detemlined snp. well
drilled enemy, it is doubtful if the eity could have been taken
by assault.

But if the strength of these defenses furnished a sufficient
reason for putting up with some delays, there was another
development of the ('a~e which provided abundant reasons,
not simply for deC'lining to haggle further, hut for making
some apparent eon('p~sions to soothe the Spanish pride. To
wards thp latter end of the truce the dreaded" yellow jack"
began to make its appearance in the Ampriean camps, and
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while soldiers had not quailed before Spanish bullets, they
feared the prospect of such a contagion in the ranks. The
conditions under which the soldiers fought, lying in wet
trenches, exposed to a fierce heat or to the deluges of the rainy
season of a tropical climate, made the appearance of fevers
almost a certainty. Toral, undoubtedly, kept hanging off
in the hopes that yellow fever would appear in the American
camp and enable him to secure better terms. Santiago itself
was in a dirty condition; typical Spanish indolence and dis
regard of common !'ense in time of peace had left the city nn
defended against disease, and when the refugees left the city
and mingled with the Americans, Toral felt certain that
the contagion would be introduC€d among them. But when
he saw no indications of it and he was completely hemmed in,
he had no recourse but to yield.

Neither in the Spanish lines nor in the United States was
there a realization of the discouraging condition in which our
army was placed. It was extremely difficult to get food and
medicilH'. Not only were the facilities for lightering supplies
from the transports inadequate, but the road to the front was
almost impassable, the mud at times being two feet deep,
although Shafter had 1,000 men constantly at work on it.
The difficulties almost bafHed deseription. It is doubtful if
ever in history a"n army has encountered such obstacles and
aceomplished so much. It seemed to some in this country
that Shafter was making a mistake in temporizing with Toral,
but, in reality, he is entitled to the greatest credit for the
manner in which he met the terrible obstacles and won one of
tlle three great victories of the war, the victory which really
decided the issue and com'p~lled Spain to hasten a suit for
peace. Less than four weeks had elapsf'd since the first soldier
of Shafter's army set foot -on Cnban soil, and he had secured
the snrrender of a city, a large part of the province, and an
army of 25,000 men. It would be hard to name a siege of a
strongly-defenderl city C'arrif'd out more quickly to a conclusive
issue. Despite the sufferings of our men, they had shown the
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highest soldierly qualities --<lourage, tenacity, cheerfulness,
patience.

General McKibben was given the temporary command of
the city, and for a few days the surrender of arms and ammuni
tion, the clearing the harbor of obstructions, and the listing
of prisoners went rapidly on. Soon the Red Crose steamer
entered the harbor and relieved the conditions as to food.
American rule was accepted quietly by the people. General
Wood of the Rough Riders succeeded to the military com
mand in a few days and carefully looked after the health
of the city. Meantime, Spanish commanders from other parts
of the district came in and surrendered, the prisoners eagerly
awaiting their return to Spain.

Soon after the fall of Santiago, two naval victories were
gained - minor actions as compared with Manila and San
tiago, but both accomplished with the thoroughness which
marked those events. On July 18th, at Manzanillo, Com
mander Todd of the Wilmington, in command of fl squadron
of six vessels, one a gunboat and the others auxiliary cruisers,
approached the harbor, remaining beyond the range of the
shore batteries, burned three Spanish gunboats, drove two
others ashore, destroyed three transports, and blew up a store
ship and a pontoon. All this was accomplished without the
loss of a life on our side. This left Manzanillo in a condition
to be easily taken if the campaign should require it.

Equally oomplete was the work of our ships at Nipe, a port
on the northeast coast of Cuba. It was proposed to take this
place as a convenient harbor for 1100 in the expedition to
Puprto Rico, and our naval force consisted of four gunboats
the Topel.·a, Annapolis, lVasp, and Leyden. In about an
hour after they entpred the harbor on the 2]st the batteries
of three forts had been silenced, the Spanish troops driven out,
a Spanish gunboat larger than any of the attacking ships
sunk, and the harbor occupied.

The relations between the Cuban officers and our generals
came to a crisis with the occupation of Santiago, and the ex-
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aggerated notion the Cuban leaders had of the part they were
playing was apparent. A letter alleged to have been written
by Garcia was published, in which he complained of not being
invited to take part in the ceremonies of the surrender, that
his army was forbidden to enter the place, and that the Cuban
leaders had been ignored in every way by General Shafter. He
protested against leaving the Spanish civil authorities in the
city, imd said the officials should be elected by the Cuban
people. At the same time he withdrew his forces from the
vicinity of Santiago. General Shafter replied in a courteous
note, reminding Garcia that he had been invited to witness
the surrender, which was made to the American army alone,
and he referred him to President McKinley's proclamation as
the law for the provisional government of Santiago. This
proclamation continued in operation the mnnieipal officers
and regulations guaranteeing private and property rights.

In a later dispatch to the government General Shafter said
that Garcia had refused to have anything to do with the sur
render if the Spanish authorities were left in power, in spite
of the fact that he was assured it was but a temporary ar
rangement. General Shafter then added:

Tbe trouble with General Garcia was that be expected to be placed in
command at this place; in other words, that we would turn the city over
to him. I explained to bim ful1y that we were at war with Spain, and thac
the question of Cuban independence could not be considered by me. An"
otber grievance was that, finding tbat several tbousand men marched in
without opposition from General Garcia, I extended my own lines in
front of him and closed up the gap, as I saw that I had to depend upon my
own men for any effective investment of the place.

The Cuban .Junta in this country seemed content to leave
the future of Cuba to the Amel'iean sense of justice and fair
dealing, and Garcia's aetion J'('eeive"d no endorsement.

A eampaign to Puerto Hieo had from the first been a part
of the government's program, and it would have been
begun long before, had not the War Department been seriously
overtaxed to provide for the expedition to the Philippines.
and for the operations about Santiago. The destruction of
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Cervera's fleet maul' it possible for the navy to co-:operate in
Puerto Rico, and preparations were at once made for a prompt
and energetic movement. There was the further reason for
haste in the fact that Spain was showing a disposition to sue
for peace, and our government wished to establish its authority
iLl Puerto Hico before any armistice carne, a~ it proposed to
take that island among others in lieu of an indemnity which
it was well known Spain would not be able to pay.

Profiting by the experience in the Cuban campaign, the
military authorities decided to send a much larger army to
Puerto Hico than was used before Santiago; but this was after
wards shown to have been bad judgment, for, while a large
army was seriouslyneeued before Santiago, it was not needed
in Puerto Rico, whose people were ready to welcome American
control. It would have been better if a part of the Puerto
Hican force had been sent to Santiago to relieve those who
had endured that campaign, and were soon to show the serious
results of it. There was but a comparatively small Spanish
force in Puerto Rico, and yet it was proposed to send there
about thirty thousand troops under the command of ~neral
Miles himself. To Puerto Rico where less resistance was to
be expected and where less than expected was really en
countered, was sent a well-equipped army; to Santiago was
sent a force inferior in numbers, and yet too large for the
commissary arrangements which accompanied it. General
Shafter had been compelled to meet difficulties without a
parallel in warfare, without that support which was sent to
Pu('rto Rieo, where 1filcs simply led a triumphal mar0h in a
healthy country and without any seriol1s resistance.

The PUl'rto Rican exp('dition, with the Massachusetts,
Co7umbia,· Gloucester, Dixie, Yale, and eight transports,
kft Guantllnamo Ray July 21st. Therl' were about 3,500
troop" in the first detHchment. The second expedition sailed
from TIlJl1pa on the 2:3d. and the third, under command of
Oeneral Rrooks, embarked in the nl'xt three days from Tampa,
Newport X ews, and Charleston. General ~Iiles landed on
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the 25th at Guanica, a small town on the south coast not far
from Ponce, and advanced eastward, meeting with no resist-
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THlIl I8LAND OIl' PUERTO RICO.
Showing rontes and dlstanCll8 to other polnta.

ance, except a slight Spanish force at a place called Yuaco.
Meanwhile, the Dixie, which had been sent to Ponce, was
welcomed effusively by the people of that place. The civil
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authorities showed no antagonism, and the military commander
quickly withdrew his troops towards San Juan. When the
leading detachment of General Miles's army reached Ponce,
therefore, it found the Stars and StripesalreaJy floating and
the people cheering them. His troops were received with an
enthusiasm which made the extensive preparations to take the
island almost ridiculous. The natives fraternized with our
soldiers, loading them down with presents, and thousands of
them expr('88('<! a wish to enlist against the Spaniards. Gen
eral Miles issued- a proclamation assurin~ the people of the
continuance of public security and property rights and offer-
ing them.

Before the armistice had been declared General Schwan
had gained possession of the town of ~Iayagiiez,on the western
coast of Puerto Rico; about twelve hundred Spanish troops
were in the vicinity, and were driven back after brisk fighting,
in which we had two men killed and fourteen wounded. The
main advance of the amlY .under General Wilson continued
on the road to San Juan, beyond Coama toward Aibonito,
while General Brooke advanC€d northward from Guayama.
A demand for the surrender of Aibonito had been refused, and
both General Wilson and General Brooke were about to begin
a vigorous attack, when the order came from Washington to
suspend hostilities.

The military operations of the last week of the war were
of a character to convince Spain that delay in agreeing to our
terms of an armistice would be foolish. In Cuba on the after
noon of the 12th, our cruiser N ewarlr, with four gunboats,
began the bombardment of Manzanillo, and it was continued
into the night. A demand f01" the surrender of the place was
refused and the bombardment would have boon renewed on
Saturday had not news reached the commander of the Newark
that an armistice had been declared.

But news of the armistice could not be so promptly sent to
the far-off Philippines, which continued without direct cable
communication.
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OUR hostilities with Spain began and ended in the
Philippines. Commodore Dewey opened them there
before we fairly realized that the Ori~nt was involved

in the war, and Admiral Dewey and General :Merritt closed
them before the information that an armistice had been de
clared had reached them. In pursuing the course of events in
Cuban waters, the reader's attention has necessarily been di
verted from the state of affairs prevailing at Manila after
Dewey's brilliant victory, and it will be es~ential to return to
the time when the smoke of that engagement was clearing away
and notice the development of a situation possessing sompthing
of a fascinating novelty to the people of the United States.
An exceedingly lively discussion at once arose as to what we
should do with the Philippines, although, as a matter of fact,
we, as yet, held none of the soil of the islands except at Cavite.
But with an unerring intuition our people at once realized that
a new question and one of transcending importance had en-

(761 )
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tered into the war and that in the end, whenever it came, a
responsibility for the future of the islands would rest upon
this government, in some way. Two parties naturally arose,
the so-called expansionists, who argued that we should kpep
the islands, that we could not drop them if we would. To
leave the oppressed and rebellious islands to Spain seemed
out of the question; to sell them to Great Britain or any other
power would raise perilous complications; to divide them up
would be equally dangerous; to establish a stable and peaceful
native government hardly seemed possible, and to keep them
might embroil us in an Asiatic question with jealous powers
and certainly would mark a decided change in the polie'y of
the government. "'IVe need not enter into a more extended
notice of this discussion, for wholly outside of that the Ritua
tion was such as to give the government some concern and
immediate opportunity for action.

Manila still remained in the ('ontrol of the Spanish gov
ernor-general, while camped about it, and gradually increas
ing their advantage were the insurgents under Aguinaldo. It
was perfectly trlH', as DewE'y had rE'ported, that. he ('ould take
the city at any time, but it would be useless to do so until
troops ('ould be sent as an o('cnp~·illg fOJ"{'e. suffi('il'llt to assume
control amI jnrisdi('tion. A homhard1l1E'nt simply would have
only complicated Dewey's position, which was perfectly safe
as far as it WE'nt.

Althongh it had been perfpctl)' undt'rstood at Washing
ton from thE' day when war and operations in the Philippines
became inevitable, that Dewey's little fleet, even if su~ful
over Montijo's, could spare no men for the occupation and
administration of a country so large as the Philippines, and
although plans for sending a force to co-operate with Dewey
had been early discussed, it was not till the reports of
Dewey's prompt victory came that active steps were taken
to send assistance. The possibilities of complications in the
far-off islands, in the very region which was the cause of so
muoh ('oneern and jealousy among the European powers, was
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at once appreciated and the government determined to ad
vance in that direction with as much discretion as energy. In
designating General Merritt, who had before been spoken of
as the probable'leader of the important military operations in
Cuba, to take command of the proposed expedition, the gov
ernment revealed its desire and purpose to deal with the new
problem ably and to send sufficient forces to reduce to a
minimum the possibility that some European power might
find an excuse for attempting to take our new obligations and
opportunities in the Orient off our hands.

From the very first some concern was .felt as to the attitude
of Germany. Simultaneously with the sending of the ulti
matum to Spain in April and before any power had signified
an intention to declare its neutrality, the State Department re
ceived information that Spain had made a proposition to
Germany, under which the latter would furnish troops for
the suppression of the Philippine rebels in consideration of
large concessions in the islands. The advantages thus offered
to Gernlany were very tempting in view of the conditions in
the East, and there was a fear that the Kaiser might not pass
them by, and that complications of a serious nature might
arise. Immediately after Dewey's victory all the European
powers sent warships to Manila, and Germany seemed in
clined to keep a much larger naval force there than her com
mercial interests warranted.

Admiral Dewey's tact and ability as an administrator
under difficult circumstances were quickly demonstrated.
While maintaining a vigorous blockade he willingly gave per
mission to a dell'glltion of British lind German merchants to
remove their familil's to Cavite, where he placed United Stau>s
Consul 'Villiams in chargl'. The eonsec1\lPnep WlIS tlHl"
wealth." familil's placed their honsl's at C'avitp at the Admiral's
disposal. He madl' himself poplliar among the foreign ship
masters, and aidl'd Rnd facilitated th£>Ill in carrying on their
husiness so far liS it did not interfere with his duties. His
praise was in every port in tIle East.

44
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The Spanish papers and clergy did all they could to under
mine his inHuence by false reports and sensatioWlI stories.
The Archbishop, late in May, issued a proclamation, in which
he said that Spanish battleships were hurrying on their way
to Manila, and stated that God had informed him that in the
next engagement the armies of Christian Spain would be
victorious. It seemed as if the world had gone back three
centuries, and as if we were living in the time of the bloody
Philip II., after whom these unfortunate islands were named.

Fully three weeks elapsed after Dewey's victory before
troops for his support were actually embarked, and as time
went on the more apparent it became that the government
had entered upon a difficult undertaking. The number of
men to be sent was gradually increased; the number of regu
lars was augmented, for General Merritt was too wise to en
danger the expedition by ha~tily dispatching only an army of
untrained volunte'pr~, such as we're recruited in the militia of
S()me of tlJ(' ,ye'~tern state's.

The first expedition sailed from San Francisco with tlJ('
cruiser Charleston on }fay 22d, and it was followed a few days
later by the City of Pehllg with two transports. In aU the
first detachment consisted of about 2,500 ml'n under the
command of General Anderson. The monitor Monterey was
also ordered to make ready to proceed to the Orient, a fact
which indicated a desire to str("l1gthen Admiral Dewey's Heet
for possible conhlct with those of other powers.

That the situation of the Spaniards in :Manila was de~per

ate was indicated hy the published dispatches of Captain-Gen
erld Angl1sti. Aguinaldo had aroused insurgents all over the
i~land and was winning in many skirmishes with the Spanish
lorces. In a despairing dispatch early in June the Captain
General said: " The capital is besieged by land and sea. I
shall try to resist to the last, but I have no confidence in the
result. Xnmbers of volunteers and native soldiers are desert
ing to the rebl'ls."

One of the important questions which Congress had taken
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up after the disposition of necessary war measures was that
of the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands. The question
had not for a moment lost its importance since Queen Lilio
kalani had been deposed early in 189~3, and the provisional gov
ernmcut had offered to cede the sovereignty of the islands to
the United States. The leading men of the island strongly
desired annexation, and resolutions had been introduced in
Congress to bring it about. The islands assumed a new im
portance immediately after the battle at :Manila, and whpn
preparations were being made for sending expeditions to the
Philippines. That the sympathy of the people was strongl~'

American was strongly shown by the entllUsiastic and ~enerorn

welcome that was given the first expedition when it arrived at
Honolulu, a welcome which was rep{'8ted 8S other expeditions
touched at that point. The debate in Congress was prolonged
by a minority opposition, but the resolutions were finally passed
early in June, and five commissioners were appointed to ar·
range for the future administration of thp islands. This step
was important in many ways; it established a precedent in the
manner of arranwng- our interests outside of the ordinary
boundaries of the United States, and, in case it should become
our lot to administer affairs in the Philippines, the soverei~ty

ovpr Hawaii, as a stopping place in the Pacific, could not fail
to be of ~reat advantage.

On .June 15th tl1£' second expedition to the Philippines de
parted from San Francisco, 4,200 men bping- taken in fOUl
vessels, in command of General Francis' Y. Greenp. It in·
clndpd three vohmtper regiments, one each from Pennsylvania
('o]orado, and Nebraska, two battalions of regular infantry.
two batteries, engineprs, and hospital corps. TIl(' third ex
penition got awa~' the last of .Tune on six vessels, and with
it wpnt. Gpneral 1[prritt. and his staff. It had thus taken
two months to dispatch the fon'p which was deemed npcessary
to support Admiral Dpwe." in the futnT{' exig-enrips of the
islands. and anotlwl' month was to plapsC' before General
MpITitt. could be on til(' spot. This third expeditiou DUIll-
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bered about 5,000 men, making a total of some 11,000 troops
sent to the Orient up to that time. Preparations for other
expeditions were also made, and upon further secret advices
from Admiral Dewey, the monitor Jfonadnock was ordered
to the Philippines. .

On the day General :Merritt set out with the third ex
pedition, the first arrived at Cavitl\ having stopped on the
way to take possession of the Ladrone Islands, which are
about 1,200 miles east of the Philippines, and had been in
Spanish possession ever since the days of Magellan. The
Charleston entered the harbor of San Luis Dapia in these
islands on the 20th, shelled the fort, and, meeting with ~o

resistance, received the surrender of the town on the following
day, taking off fifty-two officers of the Spanish army and
ninety-four men. Immediately on the arrival at Cavite a
conference took place between the admiral, General Anderson,
and Aguinaldo, as to future proceedings.

It was reported that one of the results of the arrival of
American forces at Cavite was the withdrawal of a part of
the large German squadron which had been assembled to pro
tect the persons and property of a very small group of Ger
man subjects in the Philippines, but it appeared later that the
German ships had not left the archipelago. The insurgents
had, meantime, been preparing to seize Grande Island in Subig
Bay, which the Spaniards had been fortifying. The Gl"rman
warship I rene entered, and her commander refused to allow
the insurgents to attack the place, alleging that as Germany
had not formally recognized them as belligerents, he could
not, from motives of humanity, allow them to attack tIl('
Spanish, as he feared that a massacre might occur. On hear
ing the situation, Dewey at once sent one of his own vessels,
the Raleigh, to take the island, and the Trene's commanl!pr
could not very~n object to this, as, whatever Germany might
think about the insurgents, she had fully recognizl"d that a
state of war existed between Spain and the United Statps.
In fact, as soon as the Raleigh appeared, the Irene withdrew

•
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from the bay, the Spanish surrendered without firing a gun,
llud Dewe~' handed the prisoners over to the insurgents, with
the assurance that they would be humanely treated. Dewe~·
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made it understood that he was master in the island, that inter
ference, active or passive, would not be brooked, and that the
illsnrgpntR could trust to his support so long as they deserw·d
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it. It was another proof that Dewey was cool-headed and
quick-witted. What might have grown into a European com
plication was settled by him very promptly and without leav
ing the resemblance of a ground for reasonable protest.

This affair was simply one of the culminating incidents in
the exasperating conduct of the German commander, Admiral
Yon Diederichs. He had been one of the most disquieting
elements in the bay from the time the foreign ships had ap
pearecl there. Sitting on the quartpr-deck of his flagship one
.fuly afternoon, Admiral Dewey pointed towards the distant
wrecks of :Montijo's fleet, and said to a visitor:

"The little fight out there was one of the least difficult
things I have had to do here," and he added aft€r a minute:
",Ve shall be glad enough to see the Monterey. I warrant
:o.he will get a cheering when she comes in."

The German admiral seemed to take an especial delight
in violating the regulations which Dewey had established
for the blockaded bay. The latter had issued orders that there
!<hould be no movement of ships or boats about the bay at
night, but the Germans sent launches about the bay as if thel"{'
had been no such regulations, and when they were stopped and
sent back, friction resulted. Von Diederichs protested, and
Dewey quietly insisted that hiB orders must be observed.
Dewey occasionally felt it necessary to turn his searchlights
in the direction of the German vessels, and Von Diederichs
disliked it, but Dewey replied that, while h€ deeply regretted
the necessity of these precautions, he proposed to keep him
self. informed of what went on in the hay, and intimated that
the German commander was acting as if he thought he was
blockading the port instead of the Americans.

So matters went on, and, if anything, grew worse, till
-finally Admiral Dewey took occasion to say to the German
Flag Lieutenant that certain things meant war and the Ger
mans were approaching dangerously near them. He added,
in substanc{', that if the Germans wanted war they could have
it. Von Diederichs then became more pacificatory.
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The uncertainty of German intentioni! in the Philippines
occasioned much concern and feeling in thii! country for a
time. There were many reporu., particularly from Engliilh
sources, of Germany's determination to take advantage of the
situation to gain a foothold in the islands to the extent at least
of securing a coaling station; there were nlmors of an agree
ment between Germany, Austria, and Russia in regard to a
common line of policy to be pursued by the three countries
in the disposition of the Philippines. Several of the Russian
newspapers were going so far as to urge the nece8Sity of some
kind of inten'ention at this stage of the war. On the other
hand, the official relations Of these countries to the govern
ment of the enited States was all that could be asked for.
Russia intimated quite clearly that she would not interfere
with us in the islands; Germany continued in every way to
express its friendship for us, and, while it was doubtless true
that the appearance of the American navy in the Orient had
made the European diplomats extremely nervous, to aay the
least, none of the governmenu. could afford to give offense to
this country, even if for no other reason than that it might tend
to precipitate an understanding between England, Japan, and
the United States for showing influence in the East.

But the conduct of the Germans in Manila Bay was not
the only troublesome feature of the situation. As the Ameri
('an forces began to arrive, the attitude of Aguinaldo, the young
insurgent leader, became more and more unaatisfactory; and
the American commanders quickly found that they had a
most astonishing character to deal with. He had begun ac~ive

life as plain Emilio, the servant boy of a .Jesuit priest, and the
priest had been so treacherons, from a Spanish point of view, as
to kindly give to the smart native lad the fonndations of an
education. Tn ('ourse of time the lad went to Hong Kong.
::tudied medicine, saw men, began to realize the difference be
tWC'en Spanish rule and British rule. Retuming to his native
i"laJHls, it was not long before tIl(' Spanish masters learned that
he haeI become an educated Filipino with energy and ambition,
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and therefore a Jangerous character. lIe was exiled; then he
sought his revenge, and Juring the insurrection he had risen to
the leadership. Plain Emilio had beeome Don Emilio Agui
naldo y Fanry. IIe was still a wry young man, and his stature
was extremely slight, but he had a cold, impassive face, and
all the shrewdness, energy, and dash of a hom leader; and he
had besides an ambition as boundleStl as Xapoleon's. Dewey
was well aware of the character of Aguinaldo and his men, and
government to nothing as to its ultimate purposes in the
islands. But until an American army should arrive the ad
miral could only offer no serious objection to the pretensions
of the ambitious Filipino, and he discreetly allowed him to pro
ceed, harrassing the pent-up Spaniard and thus indirectly
hastening the fall of the city. Thus it was that while the
American reinforcements were making their way across the
Pacific, Aguinaldo was keeping up a desultory war with the
Spaniards, and by the first of July the lines of the insurgents
were stretched all about the city to the shore front and within
a short distance of the Spanish intrenchments. .A constant
fire was going on day and night, while DewP)" who was, aftel'
all, the real master of the situation, kept his ships quietly in the
harbor and an pye on the Germans. He knew very weU that
the Spaniards would never surrender to the Filipinos; they
would burn the city and die in the flames first; and for this
reason he calculated that by the time tllP Amprican force'S ar
rived, the Spaniards would be in a mood to quietly snrrendpr
to the advance of the Stars and Stripe'S. Thll8 all tlJ(' powclpr
the insurgents werp using, and the spedacular authority which
Aguinaldo was indulging in, were really the smooth operations
of a very clever campaign on the part of .\dmiral J)(>we.'". It
was a sort of automatic campaign, which De'wPY quietly
watched, ready to interfprp if anything' wpnt wrong. Rnt
Aguinaldo's opinions of the part he was playing grew into
absurd proportions.

•
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THE unsatisfactory attitude of Aguinaldo manifested
itself as soon as General Anderson's troops landed at
Cavitk on July 1st. The insurgent was in full pos

session beyond t.he navy ,Yard gates. The first unpleasant in
dication of his pre>1('n('e was when I.ieutenant Clark, General
Anderson's aid, while walking about CavW;, was told by a
Filipino soldi('r that Aguinaldo wished to see him at once at
his headquarters. Clark wpnt there and Aguinaldo asked
him what he was doing in Cavite. Clark said he was on
General Andprson's business. Aguinaldo said that was very
well, hut he would havp to give him 'formal permission to go
about the place. That night General Anderson sent word
to Aguinaldo that he was in command at Cavit{> and that his
men must not be interfered with. Soon aftpr thp 4th Aguin
aldo made a fonnal call on General Anderson, who thought
best to receive him with military honors. He was evidpntl....
pleased, but he waE' also very cautious and reserved. Finally
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THE WILY AGCINALDO.

he asked what the Americans intended to do in the Philip
pines. He constnIed General Anderson's repl,}" to mean that
the Americans were there only to permit the J<'ilipinos to set
up an independent government. But he had hardly retunled
to his headquarters when he received a letter from General
Anderson informing him that another American expedition
was expected, and that Cavite would be needed for these sol
.lier8, There was more correspondence, in which Aguinaldo
kept hinting at the question of American intentions, but he
finally moved out of Cavite to Bakor. A little later General
.\ ndel"8On decided to send a battalion of the· First California
into camp near the shore of the bay south of ~Ianila and prac
tieally between Aguinaldo's headquarters and the insurgent
lines. Aguinaldo did not dare to show a too unfriendly atti
tude, but he ~t abont to do all he could to blo.ck this moye
ment of American troops. They were landed at Paraiiaque,
about two miles below the proposed camp, and Aguinaldo wag
informed that the Americans needed labor and material for
transportation of men and supplies to the camp. The nativeg
would not work without Aguinaldo's consent, and he did not
give his consent. "'hen asked for earts he gaid there were
none. But the American offieers found them and took them
.and finally got into camp.

This was only the beginning. There were similar inci
dents when Gplleral Anderson nndertook to moyp more mpn
into the camp. :Meanwhile, the second expedition under Gen
eral Greene arrivpd on .July 16th and 11th, and prpparationR
were at once made for the debarkation of tl\(' troops. It waR
<le('ided to put all thp second pxpedition, exeept a few regular"
and one hattery of the rtah ArtillC'l'y, into thp ('amp ,,;th tIl{'
Californians witllOut landing thpm at Cavit(-. As the storp",
and ammunition had ll<'pn loaded into the ghip'" withont mneh
regard for the prohahlp ordpr in whidl the." wonld he nee<led,
and as the landing llad to be done in eaS('OR through the surf.
it. was slow and lahorious work. The American camp was not
fill' from t.he old gtonf' fort at 1falate, where the Spaniards had
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150me good guns, including 8-inch Krupps, but the Spaniards
l3implj' stood by and watched t.he American army gathering
before them. They knew that if they trained their guns on
the camp, Dewey would open his guns 011 Manila. They hall
no intention of knocking ., the chip" off American shoulders.
Indeed, they seemed to regard the gathering of the American
forces under their guns as a hastening of the time when the."
would gladly make a theatrical surrender to the. United State.;
to save their honor and to save themselves from the tantalizing
Filipinos. An enemy was never in more humiliating straits,

They regarded the spectacle with far more complacency
than did Aguinaldo. Now that native assistance and carts and
horses were needed to move the expedition into camp, the
Chief Quartermaster decided to have them without any more
palaver. He.oolled on Aguinaldo, but the insurgent general
was" indisposed." He waited a while and called again, but
Aguinaldo was reporwd asleep. Then the Chief Quarter
master wrote him a letter as follows:

.. General Andel"llon writes me to say that. the seeond expedition
having arrived. he expects to enmmp In the vicinity ot Parailaque
from 5,000 to 7,000 men. To do this, supply this army. and shelter
it. will require eertaln assistance from the Filipinos In this neighbor
hood. We shall want hOl"lles. carts, buft'alos, etc.• for transportation.
wood to cook with, etc. FOr all this we are willing to pay a talr price.
but no more. We find so far that the native population are not will·
Ing to give us thl~ assistance as promptly as required. But we
must have it, and if It becomes necessary we shall be eompelled to
Nend out parties to seize what we may need. "'e sbould regret
Yer)' mueh to do thll'l. as we are here to befriend the Filipinos. Our
lIation haft spent millions ot money to send forees here to expel th{'
~panlards and to /1'1,,1' a /l'ood government to the wbole people, aUlI
the return WI' arl' a>Rklu/l' Is eomparatlvely 8l1/1'ht.

.• General Anderson wl!~bes me to Inform )'OUI' peOIJle that we are
hl're tor their ~(}()(l. and that the)' must supply us with labor and
1I10tl'riai at thp ('url'pllt m8rket pr1<'es. "'I' are IJI'epared to purehal1l'
f1"l' hundred horsPIl at a fail' pI;('e. but cannot nndertake to bargalu
for horses with pa('h IndlYhlual owner.

.. I regret "ery mueh that I am unable to Sl'e )'OU personally, 8S It
Iii of the utmost I.mportance that the!'ll' arran~eDlents should be madl-'
ns soon 8M pOS;l11IIl'.

.. I wllI await )'our l'epl~'."
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The reply did not come, but one of Aguinaldo's aids has
tened to General Anderson to know if the letter had been
written by authority, General Anderson replied that it was
not only by his authority but by his order, and said 'further that
when an American commander was indisposed 01' asleep, some
one was left in authority to transact business of importance.
The next day Aguinaldo replied formally to the letter. lit'
was surprised that there should have been any suggestion of
unwillingne8s on the part of the Filipinos to aid the Americans,
for the Filipinos knew that the Americans" did not desire II

colony," and were only there to drive out the Spaniards.' He
said the Filipinos did not have as much material as the Ameri
cans asked for and again asked for a definite statement as to
American intentions. General Anderson acknowledged the
note and said it would be referred to General ~Ierritt when he
arrived. The next day it was found that Aguinaldo had
caused to be made a list of all the horses and vehicles in the
district, and had notified the owners that they were not to
engage in any service for the Americans which would interfere
with any service for Aguinaldo: They understood, took the
wheels off their cam and hid them. Thus our soldiers had
to work their supplies up from the beach as best they could,
pushing heavy boxes end over end for a long- distance. But
they succeeded, and AgI,linaldo saw what the American soldiers
were made of.

In this way matters went on till the 25th, when General
:Merritt arrived, having- g-one straig-ht thl'ol1g-h on the Newport.
Th(' other traIlSportg and the monitor Monterey arrh'ed a few
days later. Th(' latt~ was warmly welcomed, much to the
astonishment of the natives who, because of her low freeboard,
d('('ided that she was sinking-. General "Merritt at once &'t to
work org-anizing- his forces, and as to his impl'('t'\""ion of the work
before him we can do no better than to quote from his report.
He says:

.. Immediately after my arrl",ol I v(slled General Greene's camp
nnll malle n reconnoissance of the position held by the Spanish. and
nlso the opposlnA' lines of the Insurgent forcel1, hereafter to bl' dp..
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lSC 1'1IJed. 1 found Uenel'lll GI'eene's command encamped on a strip
of sandy land running parallel to the shore of the bay and not far
distant from the beach, but owing to the great dUliculties of landing
supplles the greater portion of _the force had shelter tents only and
were sulrerlng many dlscomfol'ts, the camp being situated In a low
lIat place, without shelter from the heat of the tl'oplcal sun or ade
quate pl'otectlon uurlng the terrillc downpoUl"S of rain 80 frequent at
this sellson. I was at once struck by the exemplary spirit of putlent,
e,'en cheerful, endurance shown by the olllcers and men under such
circumstances, and this feeling of admiration for the manner In
wllich tile American soldier, volunteer and regular allke, accepted the
necessary hardships of the work thl'Y have undel'taken to do Ilas
j.\'l'own and Increased with ever;)' pllase of the dltl!<'ult and trying
('lImpnlgn whidl the troops of the Philippine expedition have brought
to sU{'h a brilliant and SU{'{'I'l'lsful cOllrluslon,

.. The Filipinos, or Insurg'l'lIt forees at war wltll Spain, had, prior
to the arrival of the Amerlean land forces, been waging a desultory
warfare with the Spaniards for several months, and were at the
time of my arl'lval In considerable torce, variously estimated and
never accurately ascl'l'talned, but pl'obably not tar trom 12.000 men.
These troops, well supplied with small arms, with plenty of ammunl
tloll and several lIeld guns, had obtained positions of Investment
o\lposih' to the Spanish line of deta{'lled wOI'ks throughout their en
th'e extent. and on the particular road called the' Calle Real,' passing
along the frollt of Ueneral Greenl"s brigade camp and running
through !\Ialate to 11anlla, the Insur/Cents had established an earth
work of trenches within 8(X) yards ot Powder Magazine fort. Tbe;)'
IIlso occupied as well tbe road to the right leading from the village of
Passay. and the approach b)' the bl'aeh was also In tlleh' possession.
Tills anomalous state of alralrs - naDlI'I)', having a line of quasi
hostile native troops between our fm'cell npd the Spanish posltlon
was, of course, very objectlonabll', but It was dlffi{'ult to deal with,
owing to thl' peculiar condition of our rl'lations wIth the Insurgents.

.. As Gl'nernl Aguinaldo did not ",Islt me on my arrival, nor olrer
his sel'vIces us a snbordlnate mllltar)' leader, and as my Instructions
from the Prl'sldent fully eontemplatl'd the occupation of the Islands
by the American land forcell, nnd statl'd that' the IlOwers of thl'
military oecupants arl' nhllolute and supreml', and Immediately
opl'rute upon thl' polltleal eundltlon of the Inhabitants: I did not con
HldpI' it wIse to hold any dlreet communleatlon with tbe Insurgent
!I'ncler until I should hI' In pOllseHslon of thl' cit)' of ~IRnlla, especlall)'
aH I would 1I0t until then 1)(' In a position to Issue a proelamation ancl
enf01'('e lilY authority In the event that bls pretl'Dslons sbould clash
with my deslg-nll, For these rellS<lns the preparations tor the attack
on the dty Wpre prl'ssed, and mllltnry operations conducted wltbout
I'l'fl'renl'l' to the situation of the Insurgl'nt forel's.
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.. The Spanish, observing this actlvlt~" on our part, made a Vl'Q"

sharp attack with Infantry and artillery on the nlgbt of July 31st."

In this engagement the Spaniards, with a considerably
superior force, undertook to surprise our troops and tum their
right. It appears that there had been a conflict between the
Spanish party, which was inclined to surrender without lIlueh
opposition to the Amerieans, and the party which urged the
most desperate opposition to the last. To the fonner party
belonged Captain-General Augusti and to the latter the arch
bishop and General J audenes. Soon after Dewey's victory,
Augusti had shown a disposition to show the white flag, and
for a time Jaudenes has assumed the command. )row lIP
('arne to the front again, was placed in command, and the Span
iards began fighting vigorously. But our forces gallantly re
pelled the attack of the night of the 31st. Sot an inch of
ground was yielded by the Tenth lkgiment, Penm;yIYlmia,
and the batteries of the Utah Artillery gtationcd in thp
trenches, while the first California moved forward to thcir snp
port under a galling fire with courage and ~teadinpss. Thir
teen of our men were killed and several were wounded; the
Spanish loss was believed to be about 500. The enemy was
driven back upon the city.

General ·Uerritt's report continues:
.. Our position was extended llnd strengthened after this and re

!dsted succe!'!sfully repeated night attacks, our forcE'S suffering, how
ever, considerable lOllS In wounded and killed. while the losses of the
enemy, owln~ to the dark nell!'!. could not be ascertained.

.. The stmln of the night fighting and the heuyy details for out
post duty made It imperative to reinforce General Greene's troops
with General Ma('Arthur'R brigade. which had arrlvl'd In transports
on July 31st. The dlfflcultieR of this opl'ratlon ('an hardly be over
E'Stlmated. The tmnsportll were at andlOr off (;aylU>, five miles from
a spot on the beach where it waR dt'Rlrl'd to dillembark the men.
!'leveral squall!'!, llc('ompanlNl hy f100dR of rHln, ra~ro day after day,

~ Hnd the only way to get the troops and supplies ashore was to load
them from the ship's side Into native lI~hters «('ailed • cascos') or
Rmall steamboat!l, movl' thl'm to a point oppo!llte the camp, and then
disembark them throuji!'h thl' Rurf In !Omall boats, or by nmnlng the
lighters hl'ad-on to the bl'a('h. The landln~ was finally accomplished
after days of hard work and hardship, and I desire here to express
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again mr admlrntlon for the fortitude and cheerful willingness of
the men of all commands engaged In this opemtlon.

.. Upon the assembly of MacArthur's brigade In support of
Greene's, I bad about 8,500 men In position to attack, and I deemed
the time bad come for final action. During tbe time' of tbe night
attacks I had communicated my desire to Admiral Dewey that he
would allow his ships to open fire on tile right of the Spanish line of
Intrl'nchments, believing tbat such an action would stop the night
J:Irlng- and loss of life, but the Admiral had declined to order It unless
we were In dan~el' of losing our position by the assaults of the
Spanish, for the reason that, In bls opinion, It would precipitate a
general engagement, for wblch be was Dot ready."

Allmiral Dewey had enrertained the hope that the sur
render of the city might be secured without a serious risk of
life, and he had l'ounseled postponing the demand for the city
till the Spaniards were in the most desperate straits, and until
the monitor M onadTlOcl.. arrived, for there seemed to 1)(' always
the possibility that the Germans would interfere when the
gauntlet was thrown down. But the nightly Spanish attacks
on onr trenches Jlnt a different face on affairs, for it occasioned
~me loes of life. Then too, some intimation that peace pro
posals were under way reached the Ameriean eommanders at
about this time, hut til(' Spaniards were ignorant of it appar
pntly. Through the informal assistance of the Belgian con
sul, the American commanders were able to obtain a cIeRr idea
of the Spanish purpost's. They would snrrender, but therE'
must bp a ~how of fighting. Spanish honor must be satisfied.

General )[erritt says in his report:
"rnder date of August 6tb, Admlml Dewey agreed to my sugge&-'

tlon that we sbould li1end a joint letter to the Captaln-Geneml Dotlfy
Ing blm tbat he should remove from the city all Don-combatants
within forty-eight hours. and that opemtlons against the defensl.'s at
Manila might begin nt any time aftl.'r the explmtlon of that period.
This letter was sE'nt August 7th, and a reply was recl.'ived the same
(late to tbe eO'l.'ct thnt the Spanish WE're without pmcE'!1 of refuge
for the Increased numbE'rll of wounded, sick women and children now
lodgel1 within the walls.

" On the 9th a formal joint demand for the surrender of the city
WIlS SE'nt In. This demnnd was based upon tbe hopelessness of tbe
Rtl'11gg1e on the pnrt of thE' Spaniards. nnd that eVE'ry conllldE'rntlon
of humanity demnnded that the city should not be subjl'<'ted to bom-
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lJardweut uudel' sucll ch·cumstauces. Tlle Captaln-General's reply
uf sume date, stated that the Council of Defense had declared that
the demand could not be grauted; but thl! Captain-General otl'ered
to consult bls gO'l'emment If we would allow him the time stricti;)·
necessar;)' for the communication by way of Hong Kong. This was
declined on our part, for tile reason that it could, In the opinion of the
Admiral and myself, lead only to a continuance of the situation, with
no Immediate result fa'l'orable to us, and the necessity was apparent
and very urgent that decisive action should be taken at once to com
pel the enemy to give up the town In ordel' to relieve our troops from
the trenches and from the great exposure to unhealthy conditions
which were unavoidable In a bivouac during tlle ralu;)' season,

.. The seacoast batteries In defense of :\Ianlla are so situated that
it III Impossible for ships to engage tbem without firlug Into the town,
nnd as the bombardment of a city filled with women and children,
sick and wounded, aud containing a large amount of neutral property
could only be justified as a last resort, It was agl'eed between Ad
miral Dewey and myself that an attempt should be made to carry
the extreme right of the Spanish line of Intl"enchments In fl'ont of the
positions at that time occupied by our troops, which, with Its flank
un the seaflhore, was entirely open to the flre of the navy. It was
110t my Intention to press the assault lit this point. In case the enemy
IIhould hold It In strong force, until after the nav:r had made practl,
('able breaches In the works and driven out the troops holding them.
which could not be done by the army alone, owing to the absence
of siege guns. It was bellev' '. however, as most desirable and In
IIccordance with the principles of civilized warfare, that the attempt
should be made to drive the enemy out of his Intrenchments before
ret'Cortlng to the bombardment of the city."

The army was actively en~aged in preparation during the
12th, or the day on which Secretary Day and AmblLB88dor
Cambon were signing the peace protocol at Washington, and
on that day General :Merritt issued his order for the combined
attack. The general plan was for the fleet to sati~{y " Spanish
honor" with a spectacular bombardment till such time as the
wa,Y seemed clear for the army to advance with thp lea.~t

amount of resistance. The chief concern was not in the work
of gettin~ in tQ the city, but in keepin~ the insnrg'l'nts ont.

The morning of tIl(' l:Jth was likp so many others in the
Philippine!!; thp wind blew and the rain fell, and a heavy mist
lay alon~ the shore, ~dving a false outline to the ran~e-finders

on the fleet. It was Ilhout 8.45 when tht> ships got under \Va.'..
46
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and at about the same time the foreign vessels began to move
in behind to witne8S the fall of the oldest Spanish city in thl:'
Orient. '

At about 9.30 the Olympia opened on the Malate fort
with her 5-inch guns, and the other ships quickly joined in,
but the shots fell far short - altogether too short to satisfy
Spanish honor. The little Callao, a Spanish gunboat which
had steamed into Manila Bay a few days after Dewey's great
victoJ;y unaware of what had taken place, and which was

_quickly surrendered and been converted into a more' ser\;cp
able American gunboat, stood in nearer the shore line, and.
unaffected by the mist, did some accurate shooting with her
small guns. The bombardment had continued but a few
minutes when the shots began to fall in the forts and thp
Spanish lines, and at 10.25 Dewey ('('ased firing. At this
point we may well take up again the narrative of General )[er
ritt's report.

.. At 10.25, on a prean'!1nged signal from OUl' trenches that It wall
believed our troops could advance, the navy ceased firing, and Im
mediately a light line of skirmishers from tbe Colorado regiment
of Greene's brigade passed over our trenches and deployed rapidly
forward, another line from the same regiment from the left flank of
our earthworks advancing swiftly up the beach In open order. Both
these lines found the powder magazine, fort, and trenches flanking
It, deserted, but as tbey passed over the Spanish works they wen'
met by a sharp fire from a second line situated In the streets of
~lalaU\, by which a number of men were kllled and wounded, among
others, the soldier who pulled down the Spanish colors still flying OD
the fort and raised our own. The works of the second line soon
gave way to the determined advance of Greene's troops, and that
officer pushed his brigade rapidly through ~lalaM and over thr
bridges to occupy Blnodo and San Mlgueka, as contemplated In hll'
Instructions.

.. In the meantime the brigade of ~eneral ~lacArthur, advancing
simultaneously on the Passay road, encountered a very sharp fin'
(omlng from the blockhouses, trenches, and woods In his front. pOlli
tlons which It was very difficult to carry, owing to the swampy con
dition of the ground on both sides of the road and the heavy undpr
growth concealing the enemy. With much gallantry and excellent
judgment on the part of the brigade commander Rnd the troops pn
gaged, these difficulties were overcome with a minimum 1088. and

.---- -----"
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:l(acArthul' advanced and held the bridges and the town of Malatl\,
8S was contemplated in his Instl"Uctions. The city of Manila was now
In our p088esslon, excepting the walled town, but shortly after the
entry of our troops Into ~Ialat~, a white flag was displayed on the
walls, whel'eupon Lieut.-Col. C. A, Whittier, United States Volun
teers, of my staft', and Lieut. Brumby. United States Navy, repre
senting Admiral Dewey, were sent ashore to communicate with the
captain-General. I soon personally followed these officers into the
town, going at once to the palace of the Governor-General, and there,
after a conver811tlon with the Spanish authorities, a preliminary
agreement of the terms of capitulation was signed by the Captaln
General and msself. This agreement was subsequently Incorporate(]
Into the formal terms of capitulation as arranged by the officertl repl'e
senting the two fon'es. IDlmedlately after the surrender the Spanish
('olors on the sea front were hauled down and the American lIag
displayed and saluted by the gnns of the navy. The Second Oregon
Heglment, which had proceeded by sea from Cavltl\, was dlsem
bnrked and entered the walled town as a provost guard, and the
Colonel WIlS directed to receive the Spanish arms and deposit them In
places of security. The town was tilled with the troops of the enemy,
IIrlven III from the Intl'eDchments. regiments formed and standing in
the ·streets. but the work of dl811rmlng proceeded qUietly aDd nothing
unpleasant oc('urred."

Thns the 350 years of Spanish sovereignty in Manila was
ended.

The insurgents made every effort, doubtless by Aguinaldo's
orders, to get into the city, and once or twice sharp conflict!'
were narrowly averted. Small bands of 100 or 200 worked
their way in behind some of the American troops in the lead,
but were caught and disanned. A few got into the snburbR
with anns and did some looting. That night General An(ler
son >lent to Aguinaldo a preemptory order to remove all his
men from the city, and for an answer Aguinaldo sent forward
one of his generals with 1,000 men. They were surronndc(]
and disarmed, and Aguinaldo protested. He asserted t,hat thC'
American troops had landed by his pennission, and, therefol'(',
he was entitled to some of the spoils. Snch was the situation
when General Merritt left to confer with the peace commis
sion, The cable which Dewey had cnt when he destro,vecl
~fontijo's fleet was reunited and :Manila wasugain in com
mnniC'ation with the world.
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-Waiting for Spanish Public Opinion-Overtures at last through the
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Commission and its Work - The Spaniards Yield to Our Terms
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tory - The Beginning of a New Historical Period in our National
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M
UCH of the time since the war began Spain had been

passing through a ministerial crisis. The defeat at
:Manila had been followed by symptoms of revolution

and anarchy. In the long debates in the Cortes th~ most bitter
attacks had bC('TI made on the ministry for its failure to meet
.the situation. Several provinces were placed under martial
law. The premium on gold rapidly advanced and the Bank of
Sptlin was becoming seriously crippled in its efforts· to financier
the ~overnment. The ministry held together because every
one fcarc-d the result of its disappearance. It became no longer
poo-ible to secure cred('nce in repor'ts of Spanish victoril'!\ or
to eOlwpal Spanish defeats. By t.he first of .Tul,v the Spanish
people were beginning to face the facts. There w('re petitions
for peacl' from sevE"ral seetions. But Don Carlos was threaten
ing trouhle, and "rcyler, with C'haracteristil' Jx·rvl'rsity, was
inflaming the military spirits. The Cortes was di~lvPcl the
last wf'ck in June amid great disorder and with outspoken

(784 )
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attacks upon the dynasty. To have sued for peace then,
while it wouM have been better for Spain, might have en
dangered the Queen, so Sagasta held off with nothing to gain.
He Wl8S required to wait till the Spanish mind was prepared
for peace. The pressure of the war was felt more and more,
and after the fall of Santiago peace propoaals were daily ex
pected.

The overtures TI.IUllly came on July 26th, or three days
after General Miles landed in Puerto Rico. The French
Minister at 'Vashington, M. Cambon, called upon the Presi
dent and presented a letter from the Spanish Minister of For
eign Affail'8, asking upon what tenns the United States would
be willing to make peace. President McKinley at once called
his cabinet into consultation for the purpose of framing a reply.
The result was that on the 30th a reply was sent to Madrid to
the genexal effect that this country would enter into negotia
tions for peace provided Spain agreed to certain conditions.
This answer Spain received on the 31st. On the followinl!
day some explanation was asked as to some of its tenns, and
the Spanish cabinet finally accepted the conditions on A ugl1st
7th. With the signing on the 12th by Cambon on the part
of Spain, and Secreoory Day on the part of the United States,
of a fonnal protocol as a basis for peace, the war b€'gun on
April 21st was brought to a close. The protocol, embodying
the conditions above mentioned, was as follows:

•
His Excellency :\1. Cambon, Amba88ador Extraordinary ann ~I1nlll

tel' Plenipotentiary ot the French Republic at Washlnlrton. and Mr.
William R. Day, Secretary ot State ot the United States. havln~ rt'

celved respectively to that eft'ect ph-nary powers trom the SpaUIRh
Government and the Government of the United States. have estab
lished and signed the followln~ articles. which define the tel'mll on
which the two Jtovernments have agreed with re~ard to the qu~

tlons enumerated below and of which the object Is the establishment
of peace between the two countrlefl. namely:

Article 1. Apaln will renounce all claim to all sovereig'nty over
and all her rl~hts over the Island of Cuba.

Article 2. Spain will cede to tlle United Atates the Island ot
Puerto Ric'o and the other Islands whl('h arf' at present uuder thf'
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sovereignty or Spain In the Antilles. as well as an Island In the
Ladrona Archipelago, to be chosen br the Lnlted States.

Article 3. The United States will occupy and retain the city and
bay or ~\Ianlla and the port or :\Ianlla pending the conclusion of a
treaty or peace which sha1l determine the control and rorm or
government or the PhlUpplnes.

Article 4. Spain will immediately evacuate Cuba, PUl'rto Rico.
and the other islands now under Spanish soverelgnt~· in the AntilieR.
To this effect each or the two governments w1ll appoint commis
sions within ten days after the signing or this protocol. and th061'
commluioners shall meet at Havana within thirty days after the
III~ning or this protocol. with the object of coming to an agreement
regarding the carrying out of the details of the aforesaid evacuation
of Cuba and other adjacent Spanish 18lands; each of the two govern
ments shall Ukewiee appoint within ten days arter the signature or
this protocol other commissioners. who shall meet at San Juan de
Puerto Rico wltbin tblrty days arter the signature or tbls protocol
to agree upon the details or the evacuation of Puerto Rico and other
Islands now under Spanish sovereignty In the Antilles.

Article 5. Spain and the tTnlted States shall appoint to treat for
peace dve commissioners at the most for either country. Tbl' com
missioners shall meet In Paris on October 1. at the latest; to proc'eefl
to nelt'otlations and to the conclusion of a treaty of peace. Thill
t1'eat;)' shall be ratified In conformity with the constitutional laws of
ench of the two countries.

Article 6. Oneoe this protocol Is concluded and signed h06t1lttles
IIhall be suspended, and to that effect In the two countries orders sull
be given by either government to the commandf>rs of Its land and
8ea forces as speedily as poulble.

Done In duplicate at Washington, read In French and In English
by the undersigned, who aftlx at tbe foot of the document their signa
tures and seals. August 12. 189fl.

•
Thus, in all points but one or two, Spain was absolutel."

plpd~{'d in advance to yield to the de~ands of the tJnibed
States. It left the fonnl1lating of instnl<'tions to the pe8<'e
C'ommissioners in l"{'gard to the Philippine question, the most
importent matter before the two ~ovemments.

Thu!'-, after less than four months of warfare, ended a <'on
flict which drove Spain from the last of her once great~
sions in the Eastern world, which gave the promise of inde
p<'ndence to the struggling Cuban, whi<'h established the
TTnited States 8!\ n world-power of the first magnitude a.nd
('n}ar~ed its territor." in both hemispheres, whi<'h opened to
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the American people new opportunities and new responsi
bilities. An English paper called it " one of the most swiftly
decisive wars in history." It is true that when the protocol
was signed, Spain was still in possession of Havana, Mlluila,
and San Juan. But :Manila, a~ we have seen, fell the day
after, San J nan would have been taken in a few days, and
Havana, Spain well knew, must surely fall into our hands in
the end. It was, however, one of the peculiar features of the
war that the Cuban capital, to which all eyes were directed
when war was declared, in which was the main strength of
the Spanish army, around which it was supposed our armies
would at once gather, and into which our navy would first
throw its shells, escaped all actual hostilities and almost escaped
notice. The blockade had been continued from the begin
ning and the condition of the people had become llW1re and
more desperate. Relief from the sufferings of the blockade
mitigated the bitterness of defeat among the Spaniards, who
had once been so boastful and had treated our interests so con
temptuously. As they looked upon the wreck of the battle
ship Maine in the harbor, they must have felt that the penalty
for that treachery had been swift and harsh.

As was the case after the Mexican and civil conflicts, the
cessation of hostilities was followed by severe criticisms of the
management of the war. There seemed to be provocation for
this in the condition in which the army in Cuba found itself
800n after the taking of Santiago, though it is a question if Buch
a quick and severe campai~ coul11 havp been carried out in
such a country in !mch a timp without the epidemic of sickness
which followell, and it i8 not strange that in such an emergency
the provisions for the troops were not all to which they were
f\ntitled. The truth at the bottom was that the government
had been hurried into a war in a conllition unprepared, that
th" very nature of. tlw war compe'II{'f! prompt and ag'p-essiv{'
action at two points on opposite sidE'8 of the world. But the
Atate' of hping lmprepar(l(] "is one of the penalties which re
public8 pay more than any other form of government for the
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want of precedent military organization sufficiently large to
embrace all the purposes and cover all the requirements of
war." Late in August the greater part of Shafter's command
was brought north to Camp \Vikof! on Long Island, and the
persistence of the demand from some quarters for an investiga
tion into the management of the campaign led the President to
appoint a commission of well-known and responsible men from
both parties for such an investigation. The agitation could
not fail to make the work of the Peace Commission more dif
ficult.

In accordance with the provisioDB of the protocol, the joint
commissions for the Spanish evacuation of the West Indies
were appointed within ten days. As members of the Cuban
Commission, President McKinley appointed General James
F. Wade, who had been in command of the great encampment
at Tampa, Admiral Sampson, and General M. C. Butler. The
Spaniards had sought the service of General Blanco as the
head of their commissioners, but he refused to serve, bein~

indignant at the surrender his government had made, and so
General Parrado was appointed in his place. The othl"l" mem
bers were Captain Landera and the "Marquis Montoro. The
American members of the Puerto Rico Commission were
General Brooke, who accompanied General Miles to the island
next in command, Admiral Schley, and General Gordon; the
Spanish members were General Ort~a, Captain Vallarino,
commander of the naval station of Puerto Rico, and Senor
Sanches Anguilla.

Our commissioners nwt with few difficulties in Puerto
Rico. The Spanish associates were sensible and business-like,
and the Spanish soldiers were repatriated as fast as transporta
tion could he secured. On October 18 General Brooke took
absolute command of the island. The evacuation of Cuba
was beset with more obstacles. The Spanish commissioners
claimed that it would be impossible for them to remove the
soldiers before the first of Febnlary, and the American com
missioners were instructed to insist upon the occupation h~'
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our troops by December 1st, and that the Spanish evacuation
should be completed by the end of the yeer. In spite of Span
ish delays, the American commissioners succeeded in carrying
out their plans before the end of the year.

Meantime, the commissioners appointed to arrange the
terms of peace assembled at Paris and began their sittings on
October 1st. The American members consisted of William
R. Day, who resigned his office of Secretary of State, Senators
Cushman R. Davis, "William P. Frye, and George Gray, and
Whitelaw Reid, editor of the New York Tribune.

In, Mr. Day, the head of this important commission, the
President had the confidence derived not simply from a long
acquaintance at home, but from the able and judicious man
ner in which the difficult affairs of the State Department had
beenm~d throughout the preliminary diplomacy and sub
sequent struggle with Spain. A small man physically, his
strong intellectuality manifests itself in his acts and words.
As chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
Mr. Davis was also well-equipped with knowledge and ex
perience for the work of the commission. Senator Frye, who
is a good example of New Eng-land enterprise and trust
worthiness, had taken a progressive attitude in refen>nC'e to
the questions raised by the war during the struggle in the
Senat~ and he became a natural exponent of the President's
ideas. Senator Gray, the Democratic member, was naturally
inclined to hold a less progressive policy than Senator Frye,
while Whitelaw Reid was credited with holding a middle po~i

tion. But whatever their individual views, they cheerfull~'

followed the instructions of President McKinley as g-iv('n from
time to time during the negotiations, on the nature of which
Mr. Day reported.

The Spanish commissioners Wt>l'e among the ablest mpn in
the king-dom. Senor Don "Montero Rios, the presidP1lt, lIPId
the exalted position of president of the Spanish Senate, and
was one of the most eminent jurists in Spain. He had heen
an advocate of reforms in the Spanish colonies for a long time,
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seeing with a clearer eJe than moat of his countrymen the in
evitable result of the policy Spain was pursuing. Genernl
Cerero was also a progressive Spaniard who had charge of the
coast defenses of his country. Senor Don Buenaventura Abar
zuza had served his country in various capacities, among them
Ambassador to Frnnce. Senor Don WencE.'l:Jlao Ramirez de
Villaurrutia, the youngest member of the Spanish commission,
was the Minister to Belgium, and was held in high esteem as a
diplomat. Perhaps the strongest member of the commiS8ion
next to Senor Rios was Senor Don Jose Garnica, who enjoyed a
wide reputation as a political economist and as a masrer of in
temationallaw.

The secretary of the Spanish commission was Se.iior Don
Ojeda, Minister to Morocco, and of the American commiSllion
Profet!8or J. B. Moore of Columbia University, who had had
a long training in international law and had held the position
of Fil'Bt Asaistant Secretary of State during the war. Both
commissions employed several clerks, mes..qengers, and other
aS8illtant.~.

Through the courtesy of M. Delca.sse, the French Foreign
Ministe,r, the commissioners were permitted to hold their joint
sessions at the Ministry of Fore,ign Affairs. They occupied
two lIalons in what is knQwn as the Oalerie des Fetes, which
are nationally and internationally historic. At a large table in
the ('enter of one of these rooms 88t the peacemakers, tIM'
American president at one end and the Spanish president at
the other. All communication with the rest of the Palace
was ('ut off and the doin~ of the sessions were kept absolutely
!'!ecret. The record of the various propositions and the papei'S

l'Iubmitted during tho long negotiations' would alone make a
volume, E:'mbracin/!" a!'! they do, all t.he various argumentB, BOrnE:'
of them of great diplomatic subtlety.

It at once transpired that ilia Spanish <.'ommissioners were
(lisposed to insist npon an interpretation of tll!:' protocol pecn
liarly their own. While that docnment apparently left little
more than a settlement of the Philippine qUl:'Stion to be deter-
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mined, the Spanish commissioners took the view that, in re
nouncing all claims to sovereignty and all rights in the island
Qf Cuba, Spain renounced them to the United States, which
therefore beeame obligated for the Cuban debt of nearly
$500,000,000. That the victor, naturally seeking an in
demnity from the vanquished, should be coolly asked to shoul
der a debt which had been contracted largely in behalf of
Spain, and which amounted to more than the island was worth
in its ruin{!d condition, seemed a preposterous proposition, but
the Spanish commissioners insisted on it for a long time, even
p:oing so far as to assert that an indemnity could not be claimed
of Spain because she had not initiated the war. The Amen
('all commissioners hore patiently with these representations,
arguing in opposition that the United States had taken to lll'Jll8

because Spain would not surrender her sovereignty to the
Cubans to secure peac.e, and that now the United States did
not propose to assume pennanent sovereignty in the island,
but as soon .as possible to turn it over to the Cubans, and that
the United States government would not bind either itself or
the Cubans to the payment of a debt which in all justice ought
not to be charged against the islands. As a large part of this
so-called Cuban deht was held in France, the pl'€ti8 at Paris
naturally supported t,he Spanish contention. The Spanilili
-commissioners enoe-avored to secure some admission from the
Americal18 that the enited States would actually assume
sovereignty over Cuba, in the hope that they mi~ht thus estab
lish a legal r~pon8ibilit.v fot: the .debt. Rut a-fter long dis
-cussion and delay, tIl{' American commissioner!l ceased argnin~

and asserted earnestly that their ~overnment oid not propose
to assume nor in any way to p:uarante<' the Onban d£'bt. Then
the Spanish commissioners quietly accepted the inevitable, prp
tending to be comfortp<l by t·he forlorn hope that the debt
would still be assumed b.y whatever sovereignty ultimately pre
niled in the island.

The question of the disposition of the Philippines, which
was reacl!eo ahout Xovember 1st, also led to a long struggle.
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After a careful consideration of the problem as set forth in the
reports of Admiral Dewey and General Merritt, who had
meantime reached Paris from Manila, the administration at
Washington became convinced that the islands must be taken
under the sovereignty of the United States. The cession of
Puerto Rico alone was not considered a sufficient indemnitv;

"'Spanish autJhority in the Philippines was well-nigh extin-
guished; the islands were naturally fertile and fruitful, and in
an advantageous position for Oriental trade, and it was out of
the question to leave the islands to the mercies of Spain with
every prospect that they would become a disturbing element
in the East. But the Spanish commissioners took the position
that the United States could not lay claim to the sovereignty
of the islands under the protocol. It was apparent, however,
that they were chiefly concerned over the financial side of the
question, and it was intimated that Spain would cede the
islands provided the United States would assume the indebted
ness of $40,000,000 and in addition give Spain a substantial
money consideration. This was another preposterous claim.
and the Spanish commissioners were plainly informed that thl"
ITnited States and not Spain were entitled to indemnity as a
result of the war. Following tactics employed earlier in the
session, the Spanish authorities inspired the report that if th(·
United States did not agree to the Spani9h conditions, Spain
wonld withdraw from the confeJ'f'nce, declare to Europe that
she lay helpless at the feet of a ~eedy and unjust victor, and
implore the powers to come to her rescue. This was her last
desperate effort to arouse Europe against us, but it failed. Thc>
American ('ommissioners ('almly declared that it was the pur
pose of the enited States to take the entiJ'f' group of the island:>.
assuminp; only sll('h proportion of the deht as had been ex
pended for the material improvement. A deadlock of severaT
days followed, in which the Spanish government sought in
yain to S€(,UJ'f' European support against the United States.
She asked that the meaning of the protocol be arbitrated, her
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claim being that Spanish sovereignty in the Philippines was
recognized as the basis of the peace negotiations.

Finally, the American commiBfilioners, under instructions
from \Vashington, presented a formal statement of terms in
which a definite answer from Spain was requested by N ovem
ber 28th. • According to these terms the proposition for arbi
trating the meaning of the protocol was rejected, the demand
for the cession of all the Philippin€s was renewed, the sum of
$20,000,000 was offered as a partial compensation in lieu of
asauming the so-called Philippine debt, and explicit avowal
was made of the purpoee of the United States to maintain" a.n
open door" to commerce at the ports of the islands. It was
also announced that the United States wished to treat for the
religious freedom of the Caroline Islands, of the acquisition of
one of them for a naval station, and also of !!Orne other mat
tors not named in the protocol. Spain was informed that if
these new terms were accepted it was propoaed that there
should be a mutual waiving of all claims for indemnity,
national and personal, between the two countries, the release
dating back to the beginning of the Cuban insurrection. At
first the Spanish commission€'I'S gave the public to believe that
they would never accept such terms. But by December 1st,
despairing of all help from Europe, they completely yielded,
President Rios in effl:'ct saying that, while the American propo
sitions werl', in Spain's opinion, inadmissable on legal grounds,
still Spain for "reasons of patriotism and humanity and to
avoid the horrors of war resigned herself to the power of the
victor."

This practically Sl'tt)l:'(l all mattcrs mentioncd in the pro
tocol, and after some discussion of minor points a trl'.aty waR
drawn up and formally signed on thl:' ewning of DN-l:'mber
10th. It was a historic occasion. To thl:' Aml:'ri('ans it was
the happy l:'nding of war; to the Spaniard;; it waR evidently
a bitter tragedy, marking another step in Spain'R long national
declinl:'. TIl(' dO<'uml:'nt waR prepared hy Se('retary ~roorl' in
behalf of the "lnitPd Stat£"8 commissionl:'I'!l, and hy Senor Vil-
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laulTUtia for Spain. Each eopy contained the English lmd
Spanish texts in parallel columns.

The substance of the treaty, omitting diplomatic CU'CUlU

locutions, is as follows:

Spain relinquishes all claims of sovereignty over and title to Cuba:
and, a8 the Island Is, upon Its evacuation by Spain, to be ()("cupled b~'

tbe United States, the latter will, so long lUI such ()("cupatlon shall
last, assume and dlscbarge the obligations In respect to protection of
life and property which may, under International law, result from Its
()("cuplltlon.

Spain cedes to the Lnlted States tbe Island of Porto Rk"O and the
other Islands now under Spanlsb sovereignty In the West Indies, with
Guam, In the Mariano or Ladrone Islands.

Spain cedes to the l'nltt"d Statetl the archllwlago known al'l tht"
Pbillppine Islands.

Tbe Lnlted States will, for a term of ten yt"al'l'l from the date aud
exchange of ratifications of tbe pretlent tr1"8t~·, .admit Spanlsll "hip,.
nnd mercbandlse to the ports of the Philippine Islands on tlle same
terms as the ships and mercbandl8t> of tlle United States.

The Gnlted States will, upon the signature of the present treat~·.

l'll'nd back to Spain, at Its own cost, the ~panlsh soldiers taken al:'
prisoners of war on the capture of :\Ianlla by the American fon'Ct!.
The arms of tbe soldiers In question shall be restored to them. Spain
will, upoa the slguature of the preMent trl"8ty, rt"lease all prl80nel'l'l of
war and all persons detained or Imprisoned for political offenses In
connection with the Insurrection In Cuhu and the Pblllppines and tbt"
war with the Gnltt"(l ~tatt"s.

On Its part the {lnltt"d Atates will release all persons nlade pril'l'
oners of war by the Amerlcun forces, and will endeavor to obtain tbt"
release of all ~punlsh prisoners In tbe hands of the Insurgents in Cubn
and thp Phlllpplnt"fl.

The rulted ~tatps will, at Its own cost, l"eturn to Spain, and thE'
/;,overnment of Spain will, at Its own c08t, return to the enlted Statt"R.
Cuba, Porto Rico, or tbe PhilippinE'll, according to the situation of
their respective hometl, the prisoners relt"aMed or caused to be re
leased by tbem l'etIpectlvt"ly under this provision.

The United Statetl and ~pllin mutually relinquish all claim for In
demnity, national and Individual, of every kind, of either government.
or of Its citizens or subjects, against the other government, that ma~'

have arisen since the b~lnnlng of the late Insurrection In Cuba and
prior to the exchange of ratifications of the pl'l'llent tr1"8ty, IncludlnJr
all claims for Indemnity for the cost of tbe war. The UnltM Stab'"
wl11 adjudicate and settle tht" claims of Its citizens against Spain 1'('

IInqulshed under this stipulation.
Rpanlsh subjects, natives of the peninsula, \"esldlng In the terrltor~-
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OVtlr which Spain by the present treaty relinquishes or ccdel! lltll'
sovereignty, may rtlmain In such territory or may remove therefrom,
l'etalnlng in either event all their rights of pl'operty, inclUding the
right to sell or dispOlle of such property 01' Its proc'CCds, and they shall
also iJave the right to cal'ry on their industry, commerce, and profel!
ilion, being subject in respect thereof to tlUch laws as are applicable
to other foreigners. In the event of their remaining In the territory,
they may preserve their allegiance to the crown of Spain by making
before a COUl't of record within a year from the d'lte of the exchangtl
of ratltlcatlons of the treaty, a declaration of their decision to pre
lieI've sueh allegiance, In default of which declaration they shall be
held to bave renounced It and to have adopt€'d the nat!O'nallty of the
territory In which they may l'eside.

The clvll11ghts and political status of the native Inhabitants of the
tl'lTltory hereby ceded to the United States shall be determined by
Congress, The Inhabitants of the territory over which Spain relln
lIulsbes 01' cedes her sovereigntl' shall be secur€'d In the free exercise
of their religion.

Spaniards l'eslding in the tel'ritorletl over which Spain by this
treaty c€'des or relinquishes her sovereignty shall be subject In mat
tel'8 of civil as well as criminal to the jurisdiction of the courts of the
country In which they reside, pursuant to the ordinary laws govern
Ing the same. and they shall have the right to appear before such
pourt and to pursue the same course as dtlzens of the country to
which the courts belong.

The right of property secured by copyrights and patents acquired
b~' the Spaniards In the Island of Cuba and In Porto Rico and the
Phlllppines and the other ced€'d territories at the time of tbe exchange
of the ratificatloW! of the treaty, shall continue and be respected.
RIJflnish scientltlc, literary, and artistic works. not subversive of pub
lic order In the territories In question. shall continue to be lUlmltted
free of duty Into such territories for a perloo of ten years, to be reck
oned from the date of the exchange of the ratltlcations of the treaty.

Spain shall have the right to establish consular offices In the portll
and other places of the territories, sovereignty over which has been
either relinquished or ceded by the present treaty.

The government of each country will. for a term of ten years from
the exchange of ratltlcatlons, accord to the merchant vessels of the
other country the same treatmeut In rellpect of all port charges. in
cluding entrance and clearance dues, light dues. and tonnage dutleB,
IlII It accords to Its own merchant vessels not engaged in coastwise
trade. This provision may at any time be terminated on six months'
notice given hy either government to the other.

It Is understood that any obligation assumed In this treaty by the
United States with respect to Cuba Is limited to the time of the occu
pation by the United States of that 181and. but the United States gov
ernment will. upon the termination of such occupation, advise Rny
government established In the hdand to aSlmme the same obllgatlonll.
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Thus from the beginning of the war to the signing of the
treaty elapsed 233 days, of which actual fighting occurred for
about a half of that period. It was a conflict in which our
arms suffered no reverse, though the natural advantages were
seldom on our side; a conflict in which the loss of life, both

from casualty and disease, was small in comparison with the
loss in other wars. Our soldiers proved themselves as valiant
after battle in saving other lives as they were heroic in battle in
hazarding their own. It was doubtful if in four months of
any war that was ever fought could be found so much genuine
heroism.

With its heroes the people did not forget to place one man
whose work began long before war came and was not lessened
by its close. The President who had united all parties in sup
port of his patriotic and prudent policy, whose patient diplo
macy deferred war till it could be deferred no longer, whose
courage carried it through to a successful issue,· and whose
gentle firmness at its close secured a peace on honorable con
ditions with a rich legacy for our future, proved himself the
great American statesman of this generation, and amply justi
fied the trnst which his people placed in his hands.

'Vith the signing of the treaty of peace we may well close
this history of what will ever be known as one of the most im
portant periods in the life of this great nation. Peace, no less
than war, has its responsibilities, and the peace now made point~

the way to expanding duties which we have not heretofore
recog-nized as ours. Having destroyed the only government
that exiElted in Cuba, in Puerto Rico, and in the Philippines,
there rests upon us the responsibility and the problem of se
curing to these island::; a better government. This work will
not be the work of a moment. It will, henceforth, be a fea.ture
of our own government. of 0111' national life. It will be les..~

an appendix to the h1::;tory of the war than a history in itself 
the history of a nation from the time it. took its place as a
dominating factor in the civilization of the world.
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